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foreword

For the past decade, a great deal of nformation has been
accumulated about the functioning of drug dependent women, but
this has been widely scattered and not readily accessible in ao single source. Consequently, there have been few attempts to
apply this knowledge in treating drug dependent women. This
book provides a rich storehouse of material on driig dependent

`women and their treatment. It is essential to communicate tne
material to clinicians, program planners, and administrators to
provide them with a better understanding of drug dependent women
so that efforts to help tnese women are more effective.

During their early development, drug programs were designed
primarily by and for men. As women were introduced into treat-
ment, their failure to adjust to a ppgram and find tne help
they needed was seen as "their problem." Mucn progress has peen
made since the early days when we mad a stereotypic image of
addicts. We now recognize that drug abusers and addicts are
heterogeneous, coming from all ethnic, social, and economic
groups at all ages, and representing moth sexes. Research into
the special needs ofwomen clients advanced as a growing number
of woMen were becoming involved in the study of drug'and alcohol
abuse. We have learned tnat as women's roles, expectations, and
pressures changed, there has been an upsurge in their use of
drugs as a mode of, coping. In fact, we have found that more
women than men are now dependent on prescription sedatives and
stiMUlants.

at'

The women's movement has made tnose responsible for tr.3ating
drug abusers more sensitive to women's issues. What has been
lacking, up until now, is practical advice on how to provide
basic services which will me acceptable and meanin4ful to female
-clients. These two volumes pull together tne extant Knowledge

_ in the field on mhe special problems, needs, and cnaracteristics
of women drug abusers. They also ekplain tne application of
this knowledge ranging Fran initial intake to counseling, refer-
rals, medical and nealth services, employment development,
family therapy, end child care and parenting services.

Angle attention is given in this work to tne various roles of
age, qultdral background, social class, drugs of cnpice, and
differing lifestyles in terms of the effects they have on
women's attitudes and behavior. Moreover, what is written nere
is relevant to women in general, with or without drug problemse
and can be useful to professionals outside the drug field as
well. Moreover, the numanistic orientation in these two volumes
is as valid for men as it is for women. As the values under-
lying tnese chapters are put'into practice, it is hoped that
moth men and women will benefit. In that spirit, treatment
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program staff can expect to find invaluable ideas, and guide-
lines to-assist them in their'efforts to deliver more effective
swices to women clients. A variety of dy-to-day problems
faced by counselors, nurses, and others in treating women are
d$ cussed in detail.

These volumes represent a benchmark collection concerning the
treatment of drug dependent women. As such, they should be
viewed as only part of a growing body of literature in this area
and not the'total extent of our- concern. As.these suggestions
are implementedt.and sensitivity to the needs of women clients is
broadened, questions for further research,ake certain to arise
and further improvements-in service delivery to clients--both
women and men--will hopefully take pace. Therefore, I am
looking forward to the wide digkmination al5d "acceptance of this
book. .

Joyce H. Lowinson, M.D.
Clinical Professor of Psyghiatry
Director of Substance Abuse Services
Albert Einstein College Medicine
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Preface

Policymakers,-researchers, and treatment personnel have cane to
appreciate the extent to which the treatment needs of drug
dependent women differ in both kind and degree from those oftheir male counterparts. After a delayed start in studying thespecial needs of women, significant progress has been made in .

identifying the unique characteristics 9; drug dependent women
and in evaluating the effectiveness of services to, meet thoseneeds and characteristics.

Thus, a solid research bA.e
has been established, not only in

specialized areas of concern such as treatment of drug dependent
pregnant women and their offspring, but also in more typical and
perhaps more insidious problem areas. These include services to
'drug dependent women with qyerWhelming personal problems and
medical complications. Often these women are doping alone and
struggling for self-respect and an opportunity to gain control
over 'their livAS.

A wealth of knowledge about drug dependent women now exists, and
treatment methods and approaches have been tested and found to
be effective,/ Yet, practitioners in the field have no central
source of all this information and do not generally get the
information in a format that is easily accessible. This volume
is intended to help fill this gap.

The purpose of this book, then; is to provide new knowledge about
drug dependent women it a practical format so that it scan be more
easily applied in the field. The book is organized in a series of
'how - to-do -it chaptets which describe haw to provide basic services
to women clients based on the knowledge accumulated.

The terms "drug dependent" and "chemically dependent" are.used
interchangeably in this book, reflecting the fact that multiple
drug lite patterms(including coMbined or sequentia use of
alcohol and drugs) have become more prevalent thanthey were
in the past.,

vii
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1.
Intervention Strategies for
Drug. Dependent Women:
An Introduction

Beth Glover Reed, Ph.D.

The purpose of this two - volume book is to highlight apd integrate

current knowledgebout drug dependent women, with a focus on the
services they need and how to deliver them. As a result of in-
vestments *de in research and clinical practice during the past
decade, a wealth of information is now available regarding the
patterns of drug and alcohol use anthabuse among women and the
characteristics, problems, and needs for servicE among those who
become chemically dependent. Alsc, other research on women has
produced knowledge.of direct_relevance,to the treatment of drug
dependent women. Keeping up with this knowledge is difficult,
howeverhAnd research results have not been readily available to
the direct providers of service to women in chemical dependency
treatment programs. Thus; the chapters in this,cook have been
developed to compile and integrate available knowledge on women,
drug dependency, and related areas; establish standards about
services chemically dependent women need; and provide useful how-
to-do-4 information to help counselors and treatment programs
deliver new or, improved services for women clients.

A major assum ion underlying this book is that issues of drug
dependency in w en cannot be addressed without an understanding
of the fundamental role that gender plays in defining the
following:

Individual identity, coping style, and skills;

The structure of a person's life cycle and the nature
of life experience, including tne psychological, social,
and cultural realities one faces; and

The opportunities and resources available.

While large areas of overlap and similarities exist between women
and men, they also car be described as living in fundamentally
different cultures. Society holds different expectations about
appropriate male and female roles and related behaviors, and
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Offers different opportunities to women than to men. The sexes
are socialized differently, and thus often grow up with different
world-views, interaction Styles, ways of seeking pleasure and
managing pain, skills, and problem areas.

Some theorists have described women's and men's roles and be-
haviors as complementary and arising from a division of labor
necessary to maintain a family within satiety (e.g., Bales and
Slater 1955; Parsons and Bales 1955). Others (e.g., Lewis 1976)
a e that the notion of men and women's being "opposites" is
simplistic andthat aspects of both masculine and feminine stereo-
types and gender role socialization are limiting and even crippling
in their extremes. Genc:_r role socialization leaves members of
both genders with areas of undeveloped potential and conflicts,
limits choices for both men and women, and results in men and
women's being depqndent on each other in ways that are potentially
destructive for each.

Women and men, of course, differ biologicalll and some of these
differences influence the ways drugs affect theit'bodiest Many
assumed physical and biologically aetermined psychrlogical dif-
ferences, however, have been shown to be myths and others vary
from situation to situation (Maccoby and Jacklir. 1974). In fact,
researchers are increasingly challengihg the idea that mascplinity
and femininity are polar oppoeftes; instead, they have developed
the concept of androgeny (from the Greek words andro meaning male
and gyn meaning female) to suggest a flexible integration, in a
single person, of characteristics usually associated exclusively
with women or men (Sem 1974; Kaplan and Bean 1976). Persons who
are most adaptable are those who have developed and can use the
positive attributes

- associated with both masculine and ,feminine
stereotypes.

.As described more fully later in this.chapter, the service needs
and characteristics of drug dependent women are similar in many
ways to those of women who do not become chemically dependent.
Counselors need to provide services to women that are sensitive
to common differences between women and men but not based on
stereotypes and untested assumptions which can perpetuate inef-
active coping patterns. To do this, counselors must acquire some

.knowledge of the ways in which women's and men's social status,
roles, and socialization differ and the treatment implicatimls of
these differences. They must recognize strengths and potentials
Women are likely to brinq.to treatment and know how to build on
these: Counselors also most help women clients develop abilities
and capacities that have Aeer limited through past experience and
gender role socialization, and establish more adaptive ways of
managing life situations that haye caused conflict and stress.
They may need to work to create more options for women in their
community. Creating new supp(.,rt systems and dportunities that
will help warned find more self-affirming ways f viewing them-
selves will also be important.

2



In fact, both research and clinical experience suggest the

folloOng.

Chemically dependent women need most of the same basic
services that men do, but some services are even more
important for women (e.g., women have different medical
problems and man/ have less developed vocational identl-
ties and skills than men).

The foci and style of services to women should;

1. Be sensitive to the fact that many drug dependent
women suffer from low self-esteem, depression,
anxiety, feelings of isolation, and detachment
(e.g.. confrontation and self - confession mode of
therapy are likely to increase self-blame in women
and make problems with low self-esteem and 4epres-
sion worse);

2. Take into account and build on women's strengths,
which are usually different from men's (e.g.,
expressive and relationship skills);

3. Help women work on developing capabilities and
skills limited by women's gender role socialization
(e.g., assertiveness); and

4. Be computiple with women's styles of expressing
themselyeS, thinking, and relating to others.

2

Women are also
usually do not
generally more
children; they
more likely to
are often more

likely to need services that programs:'
provide for men Clients, e.g., women are
responsible for and concerned about their
have different survival needs; they are
have been battered or assaulted; and they
socially isolated or inv ?lved in intimate

relationships with men who are also drug dependent.

Chemicalll dependent women ne8d,much more contact,aLl
interaction with other women, as service providers a.d
with other clients and "straight" women, An'order to.

1. Develop s'apport networks;

2. Work together on problems common among women; and

-3. Through sharing and skill-building activities,
minimize the'self-blame and dependentvoriel._ations
that are often barriers to the development of confi-
dence and well-being.

Despite *a1l the knowledge gained about women and drug dependency
over t,lie past 10 years, evidence suggests that treatment programs

0 have been slow to incorporate changes needed to provide effective

3



,services to women. In chemical dependency programs, as in other
types of human services, providers either have not taken into ac-
count some of the fuzdamental ways in which women's lives and op-
portunities differ from those of men, or have assumed differences
based on stereotyped ideas about the appropriate roles and be-
havior of women. Education and training programs in the health,
behavioral, and social sciences are only beginning to incorporate
the new knowledn about women and gender arising from research and
the new scholarship on women. Many counselors have developed
styles, methods, and techniques from their own experiences or
through staff training activities and supervision, thus perpetu-
ating current practices and ways of thinking.

Many treatment models have evolved as a result of trial and error,
usually outside, and often in spite of, the mainstream of other
health, mental health, and social services. Staff of these serv-
ice agencies often p7;rceive alcoholics and drug addicts as un-
motivated, difficult, and undesitable clients. Drug abuse and
alcoholism frequently were considered as male problems, and treat-
ment models haveqieen designed primarily for and by men. Treat-
ment ideologies have considered drug dependency to be either a
moral lapse, a problem in Zharactgr_development, or a medical
problem. Until _recently, self-help groups also have been largely
designed for and coordinated by men.

Although both the National Institute .11 Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Al:.-ohblism (NIAAA) have
developed materials and training packages on the needs of women
(National Institute on Drug Abuse 1979; National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcholism 1979b), few services sensitive to the
needs of drug dependent women are now available. A study done
for the U.S. Office for Civil Rights on the extent of sex discrim-
ination in health and human development services (NAierman et al.
1979) found that drug and alcohol. services were generally the,most
lacking in

Their availabllity tq women;

Offering the types' and quality of sport services
needed by women; and

The adequacy of their referral and followup procedures
for women.

A national study conducted in 1980 found that only a small per-
centage of drug treatment programs can provide the'special treat-
ment'services needed by women (Beschner and Thompson 1981). The
availability, score, and quality of services generally available
fo. alcoholic women are similarly 1 mited (Homillek 1977;
Natiopal Institute on Alcohol Abus Ind Alcoholism 1979b).

The reasons for these continuing limitations have not been well
documented,ibut probably are related to:

4



Insufficient financiaand staff resources to establish

%le

the full range of services n eded;

s Inadequate knOwledge about women;n;

A scarcity of well-targeted training materials;

The inability to plan and implement the required
services; and -0

Lack of interest in or commitment to the delivery of
comorehensiveservices for women.

The chaptgs in this book were developed to address some of these
barrieks, to establish more effective and useful services for
chemically ddpendent women, and to facilitate the implementation
of these services. Of.course, how-to-do-it manuals cannot change
a fundamental lack of commitment, but they czn address the other
four barriers to change to some degree. Programs and administra-
tors should be more willing to adapt their ptograms to serve women
better if they are convinced there is a need and have some idea
about the services necessary, how to deliver them, and where to
get resources. Specifically, this book's goals are:

To highlight the pervasive ways in which genaer influences
the range and types of services needed;

't
'

To summarize what is known about drug dependence in women,
emphasizing treatment and other service needs and useful
modes of service delivery;

To outline the range and types of services needed to
Intervene effeCtively with chemically dependent women,
and to establish standards for '-.ese s, ices;

To provide practical suggestions, guidelines, step-by-
step descriptions of procedures, strategies, and helpful
tools so that-each chapter is, in part, a "how-to-do-it"
guide; and

To include sections on recommended procedures and mate -
r ;als for staff training and supervision, ways to inter-
face with and use existing community programs and serv-
ices, and methods of creating alternatives from, or making
more creative use of, already available resources.

USE OF THESE CHAPTERS

In these tunes of decreasing financial and staff resources, pro-
grams that do want to expand and Improve services to women will
need to be creative in securing resources (e.g., materials, volun-
teers, exchange arrangements with other programs), in tending to
their ...)wm survival, and in minimizing staff burnout without

5
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sacrificing flexible and comprehensive programing.' These chapters
should be helpful iii that process by stimulating existing staff to
think about, plan, and implement services needed by women, use ap-
proaches sensitive to women, and consider how new resources can be
obtained relatively inexpensively.

Although these two volumes are intended primarily to be resource
materials for persons who provide direct services to drug depend-
ent women, those concerned about policy formulation should find
many of the chapters useful. Planners, managers, and other de-
cisionmakers can use materials in the chapters to help in develop-
ing standards and allocating resources for future services. Since
the information is used oh research findings, much of it has im-
plications for future research.

Since many, perhaps most, of the issues faced by chemically de-
pendent women are similar to those that othe' women face, many
chapters will be useful in human service settings not directly
concerned with drug dependency. Educators and trainers of persons
preparing to work with women in various human service settings
will find them useful as well

Each chapter can be used as a resource guise:

To help programs establish a new service;
To provide guidelines for existing services; or
To serve as a resource in ongoing work.

Some of the chapters are long, with detailed how-to-do-it guides
and resourde sections. The reader may wish to skim these sections
to locate specific how-to-do-it information that can be useful in
current work.

DEVEWPMENT OF THE BOOK.

First, persons knowledgeable in a particular-area were identified
from their previous publications or recommendations by others in
the field. Criteria used to select authors included: (I) sensi-
tivity to women's issues; (2) knowledge about treatment and re-
lated services (usually with direct treatment experience); (3)
abilif.y to interpret and use research findihgs; and (4) skill in
translating all of the above into a practical, how-io-do-it style.
First drafts were reviewed by the editors and, where appropriate,
by other technics:. reviewers. In some cases, second and third
drafts were written based on information provided by.persons with
particular knowledge or skills that would augment the original
work. Each chapter Gas written as a self-contained unit, although
cross-references are given as appropriate. Wherever possible, the
results of research-demonstration projects, research studies, and
documented clinical experience -have bgen integrated. Each chapter
is designed to be an example of research utilization (i.e making
practical use of available data) and the ways research results can
be used to inform and enhance service delivery.

6
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KEY MONS:

Drug dependency or chemical dependency is defined broadly to in-
clude compulsive or destructive use of many types of psychoactive
substances, including heroin, rrescription drugs, over-the-counter
(OTC) drugs, and alcohol. Since less is known about-women who are
dependent on prescriptidn and OTC drugs, the bulk of the available
research data and clinical experience comes from women who'use
heroin or alcohol. This book is based largely on work done in the

drug treatment field, however. Although some data and examples of

alcoholic women have been included and some of the authors have
extensive experience with women who are dependent primarily on
alcohol, knowledge from the alcohol field is not integrated into
every chapter.

Actually, dichotomizing substance abuse among men and women into
two categories--drugs and alcchol--has become increasingly diffi-

cult. Women who use/abuse different chemicals share many charac-
teristics with each other and with women who are not drug depend-
ent. Differences among them are as much related to age, ethnicity,
race, class, or lifestyle as they are to the specific chemical they
chose. And, of course, many women use multiple drugs (in combina-
tion or sequentially); distinguishing one chemical substance as a
primary drug is often difficult. The authors have tried to be ex-

plicit when data, an issue, or intervention being presented con-
cerns primarily one particular chemical, e.g., heroin addiction.

The term gender, rather than sex, is used deliberately to include
the sociocultural as well as the biological meanings associated
with "female" and "male" in this society. Although the focus of

the chapters is explicitly on women, much of the information
should be useful also for working with men.

WOMEN'S UVES, DRUG DEPENDENCY,

AND TREATMENT IMPUCAT1ONS

Many problems and issues that treatment of drug dependent women

must address are related more to their being women than to their

chemical dependency. This understanding has guided the develop-
ment of the book and provided the rationale for the selection of
particular topics and intervention strategies. In this section,

data on chemically dependent women are compared with available
knowledge of women's situations and circumstances in general.
Treatment managers and couns,lors who understand these relation-

ships will be more able to apply the various intervention strat-
egies described and can incorporate and adapt much of the new
knowledge and treatment approaches being developed for women in
other fields iNto their own work.

EconomicallyAdrug dependent women reflect the situation of women
relative to men within the general society, although this varies
somewhat depending on the drug involved and the socioeconomic

7
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'class of the individual.'/Compared
with chemically dependent men,chemically dependent women have lower incomes, are mope dependent

on sociar services, have less evidence of a worknrelated identity,and have poorer job histories :anA,less vocational preparation thatwould enable them to become more economically self-supporting.
Thus, Vocational preparation and rehabilitation programs are likelyto be especially important within a treatment program for women, as
addressed in chapter 8 of this volume.

In addition, a laige majority
of drug dependent women have and

many are concerned about andremain
responsible for the welfare

of their children, which also limits their%abilities to be wholly
self-supporting and to have social and supportive contacts. Treat-ment programs need to be concerned about helping chemically depend-ent women with their parenting skills, and with making arrangepentsfor the careof their children so that mothers are able to partic-ipate in treatment. A number of chapters in these books (10 and11 in this volume and several in the second) address childcare orparenting issues. As will become apparent, attention to childcare
and parenting training also can help develop the woman's trust in
the program, increase her self-esteem, strengthen her family, and
decrease the problems her childradMay have in the future.

Many drug dependent women are relatively isolated socially. Eitherthey withdr& from contacts with people they have'been Close to, orthey are-more often rejected by families and friends than men arein similar circumstances. Chemically dependent women, as campared
with men; are more likely to be alone, or to be with partners whoare.also chemically dependent and may be ambivalent about theirrecovering from their dependency. Because of their socialization
to nurture and serve others,

women'are usually responsive to andconcerned about the reactions of others to their behavior. AsSutker notes in chapter 2 of this Volume, drug dependent women maycome from more disturbed
families-of-origin although the data hereare not consistent.

Women's family roles and interpersonal orientation mean that
family-oriented interventions may be particularly useful. Family
therapy approaches can help a woman separate from, establish more
productive relationships with, and understand the effects of her
family-of-origin, and can help her develop more productive pat-.terns with her spouse/partner

andpr children (see chapter 9, thisvolume).

There is considerable evidence that women's and men's roles arenot valued equally by society (Lockheed and Hall 1976; Meeker and
Weitzel-O'Neill 1977). Men's contribUtions are more valued than
Women's not only monetarily, but also in terms of status andprestige. A large proportion of the characteristics associated
with masculinity: also are considered more "healthy" in several
studies with different' types of clinicians (e.g., Braverman et al.1970). Thohe with lower status often internalize feelings that
they have less 'Palue, feel less good about themselves (lower self-esteem), and orient themselves toward those who have more power.

8
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ThUs, they devalue themselves and others like theruel;,es. They
have lower expectations for their lives, and tend to be more con-
cerned about surviving and minimizing their discomfort than about
getting Ahead. In fact, the literature is very Calsistent in
finding that women express lower levels of self-esteem and higher
levels of anxiety.and depression than men across all social classes
(Cloward and Piven 1979; Gomberg and Franks 1979; Guttentag et al.

1980; Lews 1976).

Drug dependent women have been found to have lower levels of self-
esteem and higher levels of depression and anxiety than drug de-
pendent men, and than women who are not drug dependent. (There

, is, however, some indication that their scores are not much dif-
ferent fr those of women with other forms of deviant labels
(Kandel 1 1).) Thus, the chemical dependency serves to reduce
self-este and.increase depres-ion and anxiety for both men and
women but does not char* the pattern between them. Depression,

anxiety, and low self-esteem can be immobilizing and must be ad-
dressed within treatment for most chemically dependent women.

"Learned helplessness," resulting from physical and emotions'
assault and extreme feelings of powerlessness, is also bhar-,.ter-

istic of many drug dependent women. This condition is found more
often in women than in n, especially those who have low levels

of self-esteem and/or hi levels of depression (Seligmdn 1974;

Walker 1979). A woman fe is unable to change her situation and
sees no alternatives other than4her current circumsAnces. In

animals, these behaviors can be developed by gggatively rein-
forcing the animal no matter what it does to try to escape or
control its situation. In a remar%ably short period of time,
animals stop tryil%g and will even die rather than struggle for

their lives. The animal learns to be helpless quickly; unlearning
these patterns takes step -by -step learning about how to be led
helpless, with a great many successes and relapses befor: the
animal appears to 13,.1 at all willing to take any initiative in its

situation. Chemically dependent women with patterns of learned

helplessness will need repeated success experiences and will have
to learn to think more positively about themselves and their

capabilities. They need experiences within andsoUtside of the,

treatment program which will be empowering. These include de-
veloping (1) useful skills thct will enable them to survive with-

out using drugs, (2) more rewarding relationships, '(3) eco omic
self-sufficiency, and (4) pride in who they are and what th can

. ,

accomplish.

Empowerment counseling strategies and their rationale will be
discussed more completely in the introduction to volume 2. The

women-oriented services presented in chapters 2 through 6 in
volume 2 explicitly present ways that women can be helped to de-

..

velop more confidence, relationships, and the skills to help them
feel (and be) more powerful and independent. This is a theme that

runs through most chapters, however, especially chapter 4 in this
volume on counseling.
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In general, societal expectItions about acceptable behavior in
adult women are more limited than those for men, especially in
relation to sexual activities and assertiveness. Expression of
anger or aggression is considered "unfeminine" and is discouraged,
co many women not only have few skills in asserting but
also may have considerable conflict and guilt about even feeling
angry. This*coriltributes substantially to feelings of powerless-
ness and helplessnesS. Many drug dependency programs have de-
veloped assertiveness training programs for women clidnts, to
help them accept their needs as valid, exp.ress effectively their
angry feelings,, and learn the behaviors necessary to actively
seek ways to meet their needs. Learning to be more assertive
also increases self-esteem and makes it less likely that a woman
will be victimized by those around her. Survival skills training
uograms allow women to have a series of success experiences and
provide them with important cools to become and feel more inde-
pendent and powerful. They may also be necessary if a woman is
to become more economically self-sufficient. Chapters describing
assertiveness training and survival skill training are included in
volume 2.

Many chemically dependent women fsel that they have few options
other than to endure and continue-with their responsibilities.
Cloward and Piven (1979) propose that this is a common coping
pattern for women. They suggest that it is difficult for a woman
to see other options if she believes that her situation is bio-
logically determined. Educational, programs oriented to help women
gain a better understanding of their roles and circumstances
(e.g., identifying myths and emphasizing women's potential and
not their biological liMitations) can be useful in promoting less
restrictive views about what is "appropriate feminine behavior."
Several chapters in volume 2 contain resource matemal that can
be used in such education programs.

Cloward and PiVen ('.979) also feel that women Sccept their limited
circumstances because their homemaker and family roles prevent them
from having enough contact with other women. By being isolated,
these women cannot fully understand the relationship between the
pituations they face and broader patterns within society. As a
result, theretis a tendency to blame themselves for situations
they cannot control (Deaux and Emswiller 1974; Frieze et al. in
press), and they fail/to recognize that many of the problems they 4,
face are problems for all women. Activities with other women can
help reduce their social Isolation and provide opportunity to
recognize and work together on their common circumstances. Sev-
eral chapters in volume 2 describe how to run all-wohen activities
and groups.

Further, many chemicals seem to affect women's bodies more quickly
and more destructively than they do men's. Moreover, women's re-..

productive systems are more complex. Chapters 6 and 7 in this
volume emphasize medical and health services.

1 fitJ
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Woven are less likely than men to try to deny their problems.
They cope by seekinghelpfrom family, friend's, and particularly
from medical, mental health, and religious professionals and
clinics. Women are the primiary consumers of health care for.both
themselves and their families. They tend to define their feelings
of dis-ease as health problems and take boCh Physical and more
global problets to their doctors.' Often, of course, they are
given medication for their "symptoms." Women, in fact, are more
likely than men tc. perceive their use of chemicals as n way of
coping and often cite particul distressing incidents or prob-
lems they define as health-re ed.that began their slide into
drug dependency. Programst. A have comprehensive health services
or work with women on acti ies that promote health-related ac-
tivities are likely to attract chemically dependent women and help
them develop health behaviors incompatible with adependency on
drugs. The health promotion Chapter in volume 2 describes scme
ways to plan and organize'health-related activities for women.

Finally, as with other groups of women, drug dependent women are
much less involved with the criminal justice system than drug de-
pendent men. Many do have legal problems but they are usually
less extensive than thoseofaen in comparable.circumstances.
Many of them involve civil matters and child custody. Thus, legal
counseling and adVocacy for women clients may involve differdt
emphases and strategies than similar work with men (see the legal'

counseling chapter in volume 2).

. if'
DATERENCES AMONG DRUG
DEPENDENT WOMEN

Generalizing about all drug dependent women (and men) obscures im-
portant differences that have profound implications for treatment
planning, styles of service delivery, and the counselor-client re-
lationship. These differences include age, race, class, ethnicity,
lifestyle, and time in hittory. Authors have attempted to high-
light the likely range of client styles and needs by providing
many exaNples. Obviously, all women will not fit the modal pat-
terns described, so it is important to keep in mind some of the
ways in which they may differ.

AGE' O

Age makes a difference in a number of ways. Although many simi-
larities exist in the issues that women and men face at each age,
women's socialization and life circumstances are also quite dif-
ferent than men's generally throughout the life course (Rossi
1980). 'Issues faced byan adolescent who is trying to stop being

20
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dependent on drugs are different from those faced by a woman in
her mid-thirties whose children are moving into their teens, and
whose husband has just left her. Drug use that begins to inter-
fere with one's life and active coping during adolescence will

* have different effects than will problematic drug use that occurs

11



later in life, since many experiences and skills important for
being an effective adult are acquired during adolescence.

Program staff working with adolescent women will find that dealing
with drug use and being sensitive to gender issues are only part
of their responsibilities. Understanding adolescence and the spe-
cial issues and problems faced by young women during adolescence
is equally important (Konopka 1976). A young woman's peer groups
are 3maller than those of her male counterpart, and she jay have
more diffi^ulties in devlloping an autonomous identity. Emerging,
sexuality raises different issues for girls than for boys, even
if there is no history of assault or incest. The young woman
often feels that making a place for herself in the world involves
finding a male partner and bearing children. Struggle for a sep-
arate identity may come later, often after he is responsible for
children and inadequately prepared to support herself in the eco-
nomic marketplace. Issues of her appearance and a sense of fading
social value as she ages (given society's youthful and often narrow
standards of female beauty), the likelihood of having a lower in-
come than men do, and the relative certainty of leading a longer
life than men will all raise different issues for a woman as she
grows older.

Counselors will need to be sensitive to the I life tasks faced by
their clients at each age, hoW.these differ for women and men,
and how coping skills or life tasks at each stage may have been
disrupted by a woman's drug dependency. Effective treatment may

'

depend gpgt only on being sensitive to the life issues faced at a
client's current age, but also on helping her catch up in those
areas that her drug use may have disrupted. Several recent books
are available that outline some of the key issues for women at
different life stages (Konopka 1976; Rubin 1979; Scarf 1980;
Sheehy 1977).

Counselors of lesbians also need to unuerstand that much of the
research and literature on life cytle issues for women assumes a
heterosexual orientation. (See "Treatment Strategies for Drug
L'pendent Lesbian Clients" in volume 2.) The woman who is not
moving toward an eventual partnership with a man may feel espe-
cially isolated and "different" during adolescence. The sequence
of developing her own identity and seeking autonomy and antimacy
may be quite different from that experienced by many heterosexual
women. The timing of her recognition and acceptance of her lest
'bianism will influence the life choiceS she has made or will
make.

PACE / ETHNICITY /SUBCULTURE /SOCIOECONOMIC CLASS

Other ways in which women will differ from each other- are in their
ethnic and racial characteristics, and their socioeconomic class.
Cultural norms regarding appropriate gender behaviors differ by
social clasS and across ethnic and racial groups. The data avail-
able about racial and ethnic differences among drug dependent



women make it,clear that many different types of women become
chemically dependent and faCe very different life circumstancesi
and opportunities. They probably also have different world views,
all of which need to be understood as part of treatment planning
and the counseling process.

In addition to being .,ensitive to issues involved in cross-cultural

counseling and in working with the effects of racism and oppression,
a counselor should know something about the roles and expectations
for women within a particular class or ethnic group. Again, ex-
amples of different types of women are used inmost chapters, but
the reader is urged also to explore some of the resource materials

6
available for counselors about being sensitive to racial, class,
and minority issues in counseling'(e.g., Loge:. 1981; Marsella and

f Pedersen 1981; Sotomayor 1976: Waltz 1978). While these sour,es
rarely address gender issues directly, other resou,ces are avail-
able which will allow the counselor to understand more fully how
women's lives, strengths, problems, and expectations for themselves
and others may vary depending on their backgrounds (e.g., Coles and
Coles 1978, ]980; Hinman and Bolton 1980: Ladner 1971; Lerner
1973; Melville 1980; Rubin 1976).

mlni minority women, for instance, have always k,.own they must-be
prepared to support themselve9 or contribute to their family's
support. They have never felt they had the opt.an of not working,
or had the dependency training that many women experience wAo grow
up expecting marriage and 'ing "taken care of" economically by a
man. Although minority women still may settle for less than they
need to and require help with planning and acquiring needeeskills,
many will :rye had numerous role models of women who survived
without an and supported their families.

In many subcultures, women are also more comfortable in expressing
anger and being assertive and will not have the deo,ee of conflict
in this area that others may have. Assertiveness training may
thus be less relevant Mr some groups of women. The issues faced
by a counselor working with a woman from a meddle class famil/
with some college education who is depressed about her marriage
will differ from thcse confronted'by a woman,witll a loth-grad&
education who'has always lived in the inner city.

DRUGS OF CHOICE

Like men, women choose the drugs they ube for a variety of reasons.
Although more women report using drugs -o cope with life while men
say they use drugs more for social reasons or pleasure (e.g.,
Horn and Wanberg 19/3; Ryan 1980; Schuckit and Morrissey 1976),
many women also begin drug use in search of pleasure or because
their men or their friends are using them. Issues of legality,
price, availability, and acceptability among,one's peers are also
important. A type or class of drugs may be cnosen because of
its particular effects. A counselor must understand why drugs
were Sirst used and what purposes they came to serve in the lives

13



of warren clients. Different drugs have different effects gnithe
body and require specialized knowledge to assess the amount of.
use, and detoxification and withdrawal protocols. Users of multi-
ple drugs present different issues in treatment from those with a
dependency on one particular drug. Counselors of women maintained
on methadone also require some special knowledge.

Especially programs with staff who are women-idegtified may find
that staff members don't pay enough attention to the various is-
sues related to the drugs used and their effects. They,may over-
Adentifyiwith women clients", and establish unrealistic expecta-
tions by not recognizing ways in which women with different back-
groundsgrounds and life experiences differ from themselves. Authors havr
tried to note situations in which this is likely, but did not have
the resources to develop sections that focus on particular drugs
or drug combinations, their effects, and treatment implications.

LIFEC1YLE

This is related to all of the above, and is very important to con-
sider in providing services for chemically dependent women.
Women who are "street-wise" will prespt somewhat different treat:-
ment issues and may be attracted to programs with different styles
than will women who are more invested in "straight" lifestyles.
These two croups will have different value systems on several im-
portant dimensions, and their sociisi networks will differ, as will
the ways they interact with others71dress, and so forth. Women
from dissimilar lifestyles can learn much from each other in
treatment, but only if each woman's lifestyle is respected.

of particular concern in this area, for women, are those who have
been involved in prostitution, either to support themselves or
their habit, or as a lifestyle befOre or after their chemical de-
pendency. Evidence exists tqat these women face particular ob-
stacles to treatment.' They are ofte.1 stigmatized by other clients,
may suffer from particularly low levels of self-esteem and high
levels of depression, may have a history of being exploited and
find it difficult to maintain meaningful relationships, etc.
(8aizerman et ca. 1979; James 1978, 1980). They may also bring
multiple legal problems into treatment, and have a hard time de-
veloping an alternative career in the "straight" world. Only pro-
grams that are sensitive to these issues and work to decrease the
stigma and develop support systems and feelings of self-worth are
likely to have some success with women who have been prostitutes.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS VOLUME

Chapter 2, written by Patricia Sutker, reviews some of the perti-
nent literature, research-data, and findings on women and drugs.
Its intent is to provide a framework and context f4r later chap-
ters, .highlighting findings that are most relevantifor treatment
planning. The review focuses primarily on current knowledge about

14
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t °licit and illicit drug use patterns of women, the characteristics
of these

y
women, and implications for treatment.

In.chapter 3, Paddy Codk, Christopher D'Amanda, and Elaine
Benciavengo outline the components of a comprehensive intake
Process:. They describe the steps in intake, various methods of
completing an intake assessment, and the appropriate atmosphere
and procedures for working with women experiencing o crisig and

'withdrawa) from drugs. The authors specify the typos of informa-
tion that should be bollected, highlighting areas likely to-be
important for women, and describe how to assimilate this knowledge
into a preliminary treatment plan. They stress that accurate and
thorough assessment of a woman's needs and circumstances is the
first step in delivering. competent and effective services.

In -chapter 4,'Landry Wildw!71d and Susan Semen outline the five
roles of counselors who work with chemically dependent women.
They describe the needs of women coming into treatment (primarily
for heroin addiction) and suggest ways that the counselor can co-
ordinate services 6d keep abreast of information about clients.
The authors explain how to atm:duct an in-depth assessment and de-
velop both short- and long-term treatment plans. They then de-
scribe the various forms of resistance'to change in drug dependent
yomen and ways counselors can deal with each. Throughout,` the
authors stress the difficulties involved-in counseling women who
have multiple problems and describe ways that both the counselor
and the program can develop support systems to provide effective
services while limiting staff hUrnout and disillusionment.

4apter 5 deali with developing community l'nkages. Judith Kovach
describes how a program can decide which rvices should be de-
livered directly by,tha program and whic ervices the program
should obtain from'butside resources. She outlines the range of
services chemically dependent women are-likely to need andyays
the program can identify community resources that can provie such
services. Most pro0ams.will not have the resources to.meet all
the needs of warren who seek services from them, especially as money
becomes scarce: Rareover, although a counselor may wish to en-
courage dependency cn the treatment program in the early stages of
treatment, the more relationship$ can be developed, between clients
and appropriate service providers in the community, the more
likely clients will make smooth transitions from treatment into
independent liying within the community. The author discusses
how a program can develop community linkages at the program level
and describes different models a program can use to coordina,a and
monitor the referrals they make. The chapter also addresses is-
sues in building relationships with other agencies and the types
of training that may be necessary to help staff of other agencies
increase their sensitivit=y .t.0 and acceptance of chemically depend-
ent woven.

Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned with health and medical issues, a
very crucial area of services to drug dependent women. Many come
into treatment because of medical concerns. Not only do women
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have more, and some different, health problems than men, but in

typiial treatment programs for chemical dependency, they are
likely to receive less thorough diagnostic assessments medically
at intake (largely because many programs do not routinely do
gynecological exams) ,and less complete medical services over the
course of treatment.

Mast drug and alcohol programs cannot afford to dovida-compre-
hensive Medical services. Each program, however, has an obliga-
tion to make sure that all.clients obtain thorough health exams
and that their health problems and needs are included in treat-
ment planning. In chapter 6, Josette Mondanaro describes how a
program can develop ,omprehensive health services using existing
program resources. She outlines the,11:ealth needs of most women
clients, and describes ways a program can address these needs.

Dr. Mondaharo describes women's reproductive and health needs in
chapter 7. Meeting these needs can affect a woman's overall
health'and result in long-term preventative effects as well.

In chapter 8, Robert J-skeep describes some of the vocational
needs of drug dependent women and the issues a prograp evst ad-
dr440 in establishing an effective vocational rehabilitation com-
ponent. Contrary to beliefs and practices in some programs, many
'chemically dependent women are very invested vi finding jobs; for
m&ny, being able to earn an independent income will be directly
related to successful rehabilitation. Moreover, most of these
women are dependent on public assistance o. others for support if
they cannot wurk, and many are responsible for the welfare of
children. The author describes the steps involved in developing
rb ilitation services, ways to obtain the information and neces-

4

/ resources, and special issues that women face in seekin9 em-
p qyment. He also discusses ways a counselor can work 4ith a
woman to prepare her for interviews and support her job-seeking
eUorts and adjustments on the job.

Bas4d on evidence that family therapy approaches are useful with
drug dependent persons and their families, Bennet Wolper and Zona
Scheiner describe in chapter 9 what family therapVis and how
several approaches differ in their defi-...tions of the family, with
whom they work, and how they work. The authors describe several
family situations and lays these situations might be understood
from systems perspective. Three major theories (intergenera-
tidnal, strategi, cc.m=2rications, and s,ruotural) are presented,
ana two others (multiple family group therapy and ecological net-
working approa,. s) that are likely to be especially relevant for
some types of women are considered also. The authors describe
how various family therapists v'ew drug dependency in women, alert
the readers Co particular issues in family therapy when a woman is
the symptom bearer for the family, and describe various interven-
tion approaches. The chapter should provide readers with an
understanding of whit}; model might beat fit their styles and cli-
ents' needs. Some tools are ircluded that"can be used ImmediatTly
to help with assessment and intervention planning.
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Finally, t,j6 chapters deal with the chemically dependept woman and
her children. In chapter 10, Margaret Blasinsky discusses a
woman's need for childcare and how a program can help her locate
appropriate childcare services, assess the quality of the child-,
care available, and Bork with the woman about childcare, concerns.
Many drug deerdent women ere not able to participate in treatment
Without the availability of childcare services. In chapter 11,
Nina Lief describes a paregting training program for parents of
young children age 3 and under. She outlines the principles on
which the program is based and how it can be organized and imple-
mented. Since many drug dependent women are invested in their
children and in being good mothers, services to children at at-
tention to parenting will ,huild on this motivation and raise self-
esteem. Dr. I,ef presents preliminary evidence that, with support
and training, many chemically dependent women can provide compe-
tent parenting, and, in the process, benefit themselves.

VOLUME, 2

Volume 2 continues many of the themes begun in this volume, and
contains a cluster of chapters ,hich focus on the issues, skills,
and strategies necessary to help drug dependent women:

Cain confidence- self-esteem, and feelings of power;

'Develop the skill areas that are needed for survival but
ere often.stunted by women's gender role socializatior
(e.g., assertiveness, financial management);

Address issues shown to be of particular importance in
treatment of drug dependency,in women (e.g., promotion
of health, sexuality, body and self-image, histories of
sexual assault and victimization);

Work together with other women on common issues.and
problems (using all-women group activities); and

Express and learn to value their feelings, ideas, and
aspirations, and develop plans based on these.

In addition, one chapter discusses how a program can work'with
those Gho interact ..sith and Laze about a drug dependent woman to
motivate her to seek treatment. Another describes the legal is-
sues faced by ,hemically dependent women and how counselors can
provide legal counseling. Some chapters describe how to work with
special populations of women (e.g., drug dependent lesbians) and
others continue to address special needs and programs for the drug
dependent woman and her child. One chapter is directed to men
counselors--pointing".out the sensitive issues that men are likely
to fa,,e in counseling women clients and suggesting methods of ac-

quiring the self-urderstanding, knowledge, and skill needed.
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ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED AS SEPARATE
CHAPTERS IN EITHER VOLUME

Several topics important for comprehensive programing for chemi-
cally dependent women have not been addressed directly in these
chapters. Although povention of drug dependency i's not dis-
cussed in a separate chapter, implications for prevention will be
apparent in many of the chapters. Moreover, several of thechap-
ters relate directly to prevention programing (in volume 1, voca-
tional rehabilitation--chapter 8, and parenting training--chap-
ter 11; and in volume 2, health promotion, women's groups, sur-
vival skills, assertiveness training, and sexuality,training).

Another area is pregnancy and the complex issues involved in neo-
natal addiction--diagnosing and treating the pre- and postnatal
needs of the woman who is both pregnant and drug dependent and
the child who may be born addicted. Thig omission occurred par-
tially because other resources are available in this area (e.g.,
Finnegan (1979) and the burgeoning literature on the fetal alcohol
syndrome (FAS)), and little inf,rmation is now available on manag-
ing pregnancy and neonatal withdrawal from drugs other than opiates.
The other reason is that for years the literature on chemical 4e-
pendency has paid attention to a woman's problems only when she
was pregnant, as if she is important only when she is bearing
child. The editors Of this book wished to emphasize that women
are important in their own right, and not just when they lre
mothers. Of course, many are mothers and this is an important
role, so a number of qapters have been included that address the
needs of women in relation to their ,:hildren ("Childcare Support
Servides for Female Clients in Treatment" and "Parenting and Child
Services gar Drug Dependent Women," chapters 10 and 11 in this
volume, and others in volume 2).

A third area not addressed as a separate chapter involves the
management practices needed to develop and implement quality
services fog women. Changing established patterns and programs
is difficult, especially during times of shrinking resources. In
addition, some changes require a redriertation of program philos-
ophy and approach. Program staff and management must rethink
long-held assumptions about moth gender and treatment for drug
dependency. Staff with different knowledge, skills, and orienta-
tions must be integrated with those traditionally employed in drug
and alcohol programs. Programs must interact with a broader range
of other human servics agencies and regulatory agencies. Change
is not easy, and to be successful requires high levels of sensi-
tivity, skills, and commitment`on the part of the administrators,
staff, and clients. ---

Women also continue to be outnumbeied substantially by men in most
drug and alcohol treatment programs (National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism 1979a; National Institute on Drug Abuse 1980).
Members of any subgroup (in this case, women) that represent a
small proportion of a social system (in this case, a treatment
progrhm) are subjected to "token" dynamics, which often leads to
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stereotyping and more social isolation within the program (Kanter
1977a,b,c). This dynamic is difficult to manage and can be a sub-
stantial barrier to providing useful services to women. Sensitiv-
ity to likely stereotypes and accurate knowledge about chemically
dependent women and how they are similar to, and different from,
men is especially important under these circumstances.

Many chapters in these volumes contain knowledge that should help
the program manager. One key management concern, staff develop-
ment and training, has been addressed in almost every chapter.
Other management issues will also be apparent, e.g., developing
community linkages with different sets of referral sources and
sources of services.

Finally, outreach and casefinding activities for women are .im-
portant for any program to consider as it assesses its services
for women. As Sutker notes in chapter 2 in this volume, there is
continuing speculation that many drug dependent women who need
treatment are not currently enrolled in drug dependency treatment
programs.

The Liepman chapter in :olume 2 presents one important approach to
outreach. Many others are poss...ble, however, as counselors and

managers begin tc understand more about who chemically dependent
women are and what they need. In fact, there is increasing evi-
dence that the addition of services for women attracts women into
treatment for chemizal dependency who would c:terwise not be there
(Naierman et al. 1979; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism 1979; Reed and Leibson 1981; Schultz 1977). Thus, by
inplemL,lting suggestions contained in various chapters in these
volumes, program staff will interact with and educate those in a
position to idei4ify and refer women into treatment for drug de-
pendency. Also, as sezvices,for women improve, women served well
by a program will bring others into treatment with them.

SOMIRML THOUGHTS

The chapters included in these two volumes integrate research data,
clinical expbrience, and practical information and suggestions in
a wide range of areas important in the treatment of drug dependent
waren. The chapters were developed to address an ongoing problem
within drug dependency treatment programs--inad-quate services for
women -- despite the attention given to identifying the needs of
drug dependent women and how best to meet them over the past 10
years. General use and application of new knowledge and research
results often is a slow prL,cess. in all fields, at least partially
because the knowledge is pot packaged in ways easily understood by
those in a position to use it. Whether theses volumes succeed in
conveying available knowledge about chemically dependent women to
tbose who must use it (treatment program staff) will depend at
least partially on how well the authors inspire readers to imple-
nent some of their ideas and suggestions.
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Implementing these chapters in programs across the Nation will,
take effort and trial and error, to adapt knowledge and suggestions
into a range of different programs and settings. The volumes are
intended as references for those in a position4to implement some
of the services described. It is hoped they will be used by those
who read them so that the next wave of new information and program,
models evope from this use, and treatment programs become more
able or willing to provide the services women need in effective
ways.

Readers are also likely to find that as they work to develop better
services for women they also will develop better services for all
clients. Many of the problems drug dependent women and men bring
into treatment are consistent with their socialized gender roles,
but are in many ways caricatures of traditional female and male
roles: They consist of many of the expected "feminine"'or "mascu-
line" behaviors carried to an extreme degree. As program staff
become more and more aware of these patterns and work to provide
their women clients with less limiting alternatives, assumptions

about appropriate interventions for men may be questioned also.
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Drug Dependent Women

An Overvievi -of the Literature

Patricia B. Sutker, Ph.D.

This book was written at a time of exciting discoveries about
women, their life changes and sexual cycles, their problems in.
society, and their unique needs. This growing interest in wom-
en's issues has led to examination of the stereotypes attributed
to women who misuse chemical agents and to increased awareness of
the complex nature of female drug abu80. During the 1970s, nu-
merous clinical and research studies were directed toward women}
drug abusers and their problems and needs. Published articles
have addressed.sex-specific problems of women who abuse drugs and
provided direction for improved courses of therapy and prevention
strategies. Researchers have also examined factors contributing
to female criminal and'other antisocial behavior often associated
with illicit drug use.

Before 1970 few serious attempts were made to understand social
deviance (including drug and alcohol abuse) among women. Concern
and disdain were expressed toward women who deviated from expected
sex-role patterns (Klein 1973). Alcoholics, addicts, and other
women who deviated were typically view ab more maladjusted than
were men with similar behavioral aberr ions. Sometimes female
deviantt were pitied and protected as ictims of their own help-
lessness and dependence; sometimes they were punished for having
strayed so far from. societal expectations.

Challenging basic assumptions about women and social deviance,
Pollak (1950) argued that women were more involved in criminal
activities than waJ apparent but were less likely to be detected)
arrested, or convicted for illegal acts. Inherent in this propo-
sition is the notion that female criminals and social deviants
are no less moral or immoral than men engaged in similar activi-
ties. Rather, women have fewer opportunities for social deviance
than men do end are less likely to be detected and punished for
engaging in crminal activities. The extent to which this line of
reasoning is mirrored in societal attitudes and behavior is open
to question. Feminists demand that yomen be regarded more objecA,
tively and-be "removed from the pedestal," so 1.b speak, while other



female groups are equally adamant that to do so would rob women
Jof their rightful, protected position. For American women, di-
vided by (actors of economics, values, and age, it will not be
easy to resolve these issues and determine their problematic im-
plications for treatment.

Although the increasing use of drugs in American society was rec-
ognized in the 1960s, articles on drug misuse and dependence among
women were slow to appear compared with those written about men.
As several social scientists observed, the special problems and
needs of woman addicts received little attention until the mid-
1970s (Eldred and Washington 1975; Maglin 1974; Waldorf 1973).
This absence of investigatory activity and knowledge, in combina-
tion with the attitudes describe. above, led to assumptions that
women had less need of or were lcss amenable to drug abuse treat-
ment than were men. In part, lack of interest in female dru
abuse was attributed to a predominance of male illicit drag users
and their greater visibility.

Pointing to the treatment needs of chemically dependent women,
Schultz (1975) decried male-dominated drug abuse treatment pro- 1

grams, approaches, and institutions and argued that ymen's needs
were either largely ignozed Jr misunderstood. Indeed, many arti-
cles written'in the early 1970s that described the problems and
crises common to women drug abusers focused on a lack of concern
for women and even that women were exploited in drug abuse treat-
ment programs. Davidson and Bemko (197b) noted significant
changes in the content and focus of published papers dealing with
drug abuse problems among women from 19b6 to 1975. Early publi-
cati:ns contained little information on the epidemiology of female
dr g use and abuse, comparisons of male and female opiate addicts
-n pv:,chosocial dimensions, descriptions of incarcerated female
drug abusers, and problems related to female reproductive physi-
ology and functioning. By 1974, 50 percent of the published
articles on omen and drug abuse addressed specialized areas of
female concern, such as mother /infant interactions, coping skills,
and treatment and vocational needs.

The literature has reflected increasing sensitivity to sex-
specific Interpersonal and biological problems, social changes
brought about by the women's movement, pressures el.erted these

changes, and a growing awe ,..ness of tLe extent and complexity of

drug abuse problems among various female subgroups. As evidenced

by this book, the use patterns, psychosocial characteristics, and
sociomedical needs of women who misuse or become dependent upon
licit or illicit drugs have become important targets for research
study, clinical speculation, and therapeutic intervention.

This chapter has three sections. The first focuses on changing 0

patterns of illicit and licit drug ust, motivating factors for
drug use, and differences In these patterns among men and women.
This section presents information on the ways that person charac-
teristics such as gender, age, and ethnicity, in interaction with
environmental variables, are 'related to patterns of licit and

Mier+. drug use.
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The second section examines research findings that describe char-acteristics of chemically dependent women--their early social
histories, employment statistics,

physical and psychological at-
tributes, criminal behavior, interpersonal relationships, and
responsibility for children. Emphasis is given to the complex
interplay of person characteristics

and environmental factors
that influence the behavior of women.

The last section focuses on treatment issues,,including the spe-
cific problems, needs,, and conditions faced by women' enteringtreatment. This chapter highlights and integrates some of the
findings which form the basis for the chz.pters that folic

PATTERNS OF DRUG USE

A comprehensive description of the drug use and abuse patterns of
women compared to those of men is beyond the scope of this chap-ter. In general, the data Lc be summarized show that men are
more involved with illicit drugs, whereas womenare more likely
to use licit drugs, although some studies show that the patternsare converging. Generalizing about drug use patterns among women,
however, can obscure differences that have important treatment im-dlications. Although licit and illicit drug use are often asso-
ciated and may occur for similar

reasons, society Las historically
been more concerned about illicit drug use and related lifestyles.
Thus, licit and illicit drug use are disc..sssed separately in thefol,owin4 sections.

ILLICIT DRUG USE PATTERNS

Certain drug-taking practices were defined as illicit in the United
States following the passage of the Harrison Narcotics Act in 1914.
Prior to this legislation, opiates could be obtained without pre-
scription'for physical and psychological maladies. Estimates at
the time the act was passed indicated that twice as many women
as men were opiate dependent (Chein et al. 1964; Terry and
Pellens 19701. As opiates came under legal censure, the popula-
tion of regular tisers took on a different composition, and thec number of women declined signifXcantly

(Cuskey et al. 1972). Re-views of female abuser
characteristics and patterns published by

Christenson and Swanson (1974), Prather and Fidell (19,78), and
Suffet and Brotman (1976), identified other changes In use pat-
terns related to gender.

:n recent years, data on illicit use patterns have been derivedfrom a variety of sources, including surveys of household re-
spondents, high school students, clients in treatment, and prison
inmates, and from hospital emetyen4 room and health service rec-ords. Sources of data describing drug abuse behavior are limited
b} the populations they represent, and countless abusers remain
hidden.
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According to Prather and Fidell's (1978) review of the literature,
women's use of heroin, marijuana, and other ptychotropic drugs

has been increasing. These researchers concluded that heroin ad-

dfttion has increased at a faster rate for womera than for men,
that in some-areas of the United States women's uN of marijuana

is estimated to equal that of men, and that, use of psychotropic

drugs is consistently higher among women. Evidence suggests that

women still use significantly fewer illicit drugs, suchlas heroin,

cocaine, hallucinogens, inhalants, marijuana, and other nonmedical

substances, than do men (Chambers and Brill 1971; ChaMbers and
Schultz 1971; Johnston 1968; Manheimer et al. 1969); however, the
rate at which new cases of addiction are identified is now greater

among women (Chamberrand Hunt 1977)., Findings of the National

Survey on Drug Abuse, a household survey conducted by the Social

Research Group, ,deorge Washington University, showed that youn

men, aged 18 to 25, arc more likely to be involved in illicit

drug use than young women (Fishburne and Cisin 1980). Surpris-

ingly, lifetime prevalence differences in marijuana use were not
striking (61 percent of young women and 75 percent of young men

reported having used marijuana), However, yoang men who repbrted

mo-ijuana use were more likely than young women to be frequent

users of the drug.

In an earlier national survey, Abelson et al. (1977) eported

that much higher gercentages of men as compared with omen

reported lifetime nonmedical use of prescription sed ives (8 per-

cent vs. 4 percent), tranquilizers (7 percent vs. 3 ercent), and

stimulants (11 percent vs. 6 percent). The dispari y among male

and female adolescents (12 to 17 years of age) wa much less. Data

from a national survey of high school seniors (Johnston et al. '

1980) also showed little difference in the percentages of young
male adolescents and females using prescription drugs. Nonmedical

use of tranquilizers and stimulants was slightly greater for fe-

male students, whereas males were more likely to use marijuana,

cocaine, hallucinogens, and opiates. Similar findings on adoles-

cent drug use were reported by Paton and Kandel (1978) and Black-

ford (1977).

In examining treatment data from the Client Oriented Data Acqui-

sition Process (CODAPi, a national reporting systtm developed by

NIDA for all federally funded treatment unitF, Rosenthal et al.

(1979) found that the primary drug of abuse at admission to drug

abuse treatment differed by gender. A higher percentage of men

used opiates, and women were almost twice as likely to be abusers

of barbiturates and sedative/hypnotics. More recent OODAP data

(National Institute on Drug Abuse 1980a), however, indicate that

the differences in drug use patterns are diminishing. Heroin was

the most frequently reported primary drug for both women and men
admitted to treatment programs in J979-38 percent of all women

clients and 41 percent of males. 1

Data from CODAF (National Institute en Drug Abuse 1980a) also

slow that the primary drag of abuse at admission is related to

race or ethnicity and ag. Among women clients, opiates accounted
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for 70 percent of black admissions,65
percent of Hispanic admis-

sions; and 35 percent of white admissions. The 25- to 29-year-old
age, group had the highest percentage of opiate admissions for allo three populations. AdmassioAs foi tranquilizer abuse were par-
ticularly frequent among white women over29 years old (19 per-cent). Research conducted by Sutker et al. (1978) and the work of
Kaedtner et al. (1977) also indicated that ethnicity is signifi-
cantly associated with specific patterns of illicit drug use.Blacks in treatment report use of fewer different types of drugs,show preference for pressants over stimelants, and use drugs at

de
older ages than do similar groups of whites. Reed et al. (1980)
reported-that black women were more likely to say they use heroin
only or heroin and recreational drugs such as marijuana and
Cocaine. White women, however; report the use of, other opiates
or heroin and nonopiate (largely prescription) drugs.

.
0

Thus, the evidence suggests that illicit drug abuse patterns can'change quickly and are influenced by a variety of environmental
factors. Although certain patterns can be identified with reli-
ability for a given time, place, sample, and situation, illicit
drug patterns will vary as a function of person and environment

.factors', itcluding the relatively
unalterable characteristics of

factors,

ethnicity and age, and the sociocultural milieu in which
drugs are taken. In all age groups, men are most likely to seek
help at crisis centers for problems associated with heroin, mari-
juana, hallucinogen, and barbiturate use. Women most often seek
treatment for complications related to heroin and psychotropic
(prescription) drug use (Burt et al. 1979). Analysis of drug
abuse treatment data shows that male clients tend to be more
evenly distributed acrciga age brackets, whereas women aremore
heavily concentrated in lower and middle age groups (Chambers andHunt 1977).

LICIT DRUG USE PATTERNS

Women exceed men in the use of prescribed drugs, a fact well doc
umented in the literature (Abelson et al. 1977; Cooperstock 1971;
Parry et al. 1973). Sampling a cross-section of households (in-
cluding more than 2,500 adults), Parry et al. (1973) found wide-
spread medical and nonmedical use of prescription and over-the-
counter (OTC) agents among women and men. Current prevalence
rates for women were more than double those for men, with seda-
tives (including minor tranquilizers) and stimulants accounting
for most of the difference. Type of drug used, age, geographic
region, educational level, and socioeconomic class were among the
factors cited as related to drug-taking patterns. Contrary to
common belief, chronic ingestion of prescription sedatives and
minor tranquilizers was more prevalent among poor and less edu-
cated women than among middle-income women.

Survey data also show differenoes in licit drug use patterns as a
functio% cf age and gender. For example, psychoactive drug use
was found to occur most extensively among men in the youngest and
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oldest groups, whereas women averaged 14 percent higher use rates

across ages. Other trends indicate that men tend to use stimu-
lants in their teens and twenties, minor tranquilizers during
middle age, and sedatives in the elderly years. Women, however,

tend to use all of these drugs at greater rates than men across
all age categories. The Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN), a

Federal monitoring system that reports drug-related admissions
to hospital emergency_ rooms and deaths recorded by medical exam-
iner's Wices, showed that women have a comparatively high rate
of motional of tranquilizers and nonbarbiturate sedatives (Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse 1980b). Women accounted for
72 percent of the emergency room (ER) mentions and 57 percent of
the medical examiner mentions for flurazepam in 1978. Moreover,

for diazepam, women accounted for 65 percent of the ER mention

and 47 percent of the medical'xaminer mentions.

Use of sedative/hypnotics among women is strong y associated With
high rates of emergency room (ER) and medical examiner contacts
as compared with those recorded for men (National Institute on
Drug Abuse 1980b). .Although these figures do not necessarily de-
scribe a homogeneous population of regular psychoactive drug users,
they do reflect an association between life-threatening complica-
tions and nonmedical use of tranquilizers, nonnarcotic analgesics,
barbiturate and honbarbiturate sedatives, alcohol, and drugs in
combination that differs by gender, age, and ethnicity. Support-

ing this conclusion are the findings of Burt at al. (1979) which

,show that considerably more ER contacts for psychotherapeutic drug
problems occurred among women than men and that nearly twice as
manyfmala as male contacts with ER facilities mere diagnosed as

drug overdose. Data from the medical examiners collected in 1979

as part of the Drug Abuse Warning Network (National Institute on
Drug Abuse 1980b) showed that 48 percent of all drug-related
deaths occurred among women, most of whom were over 35 years old.

"MOTIVATING FACTORS BY-DRUG USE

In some ways, prescribed psychoactive drug use and illicit drug
use are alike in that they may both serve comparable functions
for women at different stages in the life cycle or for different
social groups at the same stage (Kandel et al, 1981). There have

been numerous a tempts to isolate possible motives for initial
and sustained drug use and to describe the extent to which motives
mad/ vary as a function of person characteristics. Naditch (1975)

identified self-medication, curiosity or pleasure, and peer pres-
sure as primary motives for drug use among predominantly young,

white, male adults. Whether such motives are evenly distributed

-

1Drug mentions represent the sum of all substances, in the aggre-

gate, that played a part in causing a person to require treatment

at a hospitax emergency room or to be associated with his or her
death as reported by the medical examiner.
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by ethnic group and gender among drug abuser categqies remains
an area for study.

However, reasons cited for initiating opiateuse have generally been the same for men and woman, that is, forpleasure, curiosity, and peer acceptance (Chein et al. 1964;
Ellinwood et al. 1966). Sutker et al. (1978) found thaVaMong

,Pgronic illicf,t drug users, neither gender nor ethnicity was
significantly associated with reason for the first use of drugs
or alcohol. Women and men were just as likely to seek out new
and exciting experiences, and both groups scored high on self -
report measures of sensation-seeking tendencies.

Recently, more attention has been giverio the strains and stresseswhich women may encounter associated with their expected social rolesas well as to the coping mechanisms marshalled to counteract such
pressures.(Kandel et al. 1981). Socialization experiences, views ofwomen in society, and career option limitations for women may leadto feelings of dependency, lack of control, being unable to change 'one's life circumstances, and social isolation. Drug use i% seen asa symptom and as a potential

coping mechanism to counteract the pres-sures that arise and may, in turn, become another source of stress.

Differences in the way that males and females obtain drugs arealso relevant to the study of drug use motives. Suffet and Hrot -man (1976) suggest that gender
differences occur in the process ofbeing introduced to drug use. Women were more likely to have beenfirst exposed to drugs by men, whereas men were found to introduceeach other to drug.use. Women most often obtained psychothera-peutic drugs frOm physicians, whereas men usually purchased psy-cSOtherapetic agents on the streets or used alcohol instead

(Mellinger et al. 1971; Parry et al. 1973). A study of treatment
clients showed that women are beconling increasingly

independentin seeking out and obtaining drugs, in taking responsibility fordrug use, and in engaging in independent, drug-related criminal
activity (Moire et al. in press).

Growing evidence shows that the choice of different substancesfor coping is socially determined and is different for men and
women (Kandel et al. 1981). The more frequent abuse and misuseof prescription drugs by women has been linked to, feelings o6distress and illndtg (Chambers and Griffy 1975; Cooperstock 1971;Mellinger et al. 1978; Parry et al. 1973), physician prescrib-
ing practices (Co6perstock 1971; Fidell 1977; Wesson and Smith1977) and the unavailability of treatment alternatives (Borgman1973; Mayer 1975; and Sellers 1978). Cooperstock (1971) proposed,that women may be more open in'expressing their emotional concernsand in bringing their problems to the attention of physiciaft.

Hospital emergency room data produced by DAWN (National Instituteon ,Drug Abuse 1980b) show that
men anc women tend to have differ-

ent motivarionr for taking drug overdoses. Women are far more
.likely than men (49 percent vs. 26 percent) to cite suicide at-tempts or gestures; men's seasons are more evenly dispersed amongpsychic effects, dependence, and suicide attempts or gestures.
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Abelson et al. (1973) found that for "coping," men were more
likely to use alcohol and women were more likely to use psycho-

therapeutic agents.

CHARACTERMICS OF DRUG DEPENDENT WOMEN'

Any attempt to characterize drug dependent women as a group will

be, of necessity, an overgeneralization. Nevertheless, an exami-

nation of distinct drug abuse problems amdbe women as a group is
necessary to understand general patterns and to plan appropriate

intervention strategies. Researchers and aIinicians have at-

tempted to describe isolated samples of chemically dependent
women, e.g., heroin addicts, sedative/hynotics users, alcoholics,

and multiple-drug users. - conceptually, much of this work is built

upon underlying assumptions that chemically dependent individuals
are both decidedly different from those who do not misuse chemi-

cals and basically deficient as persons. As ih studies of crimi-

nal offenders, researchers have sought to identify negatively
viewed personality characteristics (often in association with
childhood trauma, poverty, or other crisis) that are assumed to
precipitate and sustain socially nonsanctioned behaviors. Al-

though this approach was often based on judgmental values and
assumptions, it constituted a beginning for research investigation

and clinical focus. With time, researchers are learning to resist
tendencies to conceptualize drug abuse as a unitary phenomenon
prompted by simple causes or maintained by unitary factors.

As subgrouRR of chemically dependent women are studied, research-
ers should ixamine value systems, intuitive assumptions, and re-
search methodology to assure consideration of person and environ-
ment factors as well as the strengths and assets of drug-abusing
women and men. As Nathan and Lansky (1978) suggest, the literature
supports the need for a sophistitated view of chemical dependence,
based on assessments of complex individual systems interacting
with personal history and environmental factors. Although some

degree of oversimplification is useful, we must continue to strive
to discover the unique characteristics specific to subgroups of

women and theii psychosocial situations.

EARLY S6bYAL HISTORY

Many theories emphasize the role of childhood events and family

life in the genesis and persistence of substance abuse. Research-

ers have cited family,illnessfamily disruption by parental death

or separation, marital disharmony, modeling of parental noncon-

formity, alcohol and drug abuse, and high rates of physical and
sexual assault as characteristic of the early family history of

women who abuse drugs or become alcoholics (Chambers et al. 1970;

Chein et al. 1964; Raynes et al. 1974; and Schuckit and Morrissey

1976). High incidence of childhood personal trauma has been re-
ported among opiate-dependent women (Aron 1975; Benward and
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Densen-Gerber 1975). Most research on this subject, however, isstriking by tie absence of any kind of control group: It is rareto find a control,grouplof
comparable class, culture, and envi-ronment with the drug-abusing sample.

In what is now cOnsidered
a classic study, Chein et al. (1964)compared the families of addicted men with other families in the

same geographicalareas and found significantly more problems and'disturbance's in families of the addicted men. Although this study
had no control group for the small number of addicted women in-cluded (N=20), the, families of these women appeared similar tothoie of the addrcted men, and thus, presumably, they would alsobe different from the average family in the area. Data collectedby the Women's Drug Research

Project, however, suggested only
minor differences in family background between addicted womenentering treatment and controls frob the same geographical area
(Binion 1979)..

It has also been puggested that women drug 'abusers tend to comefrom more disturbed families than do male drug abusers (noise etal. in press). One study found that families of addicted women,
both blacks and whites, could

be characterized by different kindsof family distress, with black women experiencing less family
compatibility (Waldorf 1973). In the case of alcoholism, Beckman(1976) described feriale alcoholics as being frequently exposed toparental loss and emotional trauma and coming from families withcold, domineering mothers, alcoholic parents, or minimal parentaltraining'in morality.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Many women addicted to opiates are more likely than men to cope
alone, and they have fewer social networks than either addictedmen'or nonaddicted women. Waldorf (1973) concluded that opiate-
abusing women had many more problems than men in relating toothers. Tucker (1979) reported that the addicted women in her
study were less likely than men to use social strategies to cope
with unpleasant emotions. They were more likely to isolate them-.

selves and to take drugs when depressed, whereas addicted men were
more likely to talk about their feelings with wives'And girl
friends.

The Women't Drug Research Project (WDR) found that one-third of
the black men in its sample and one - fourth of the white men were
living with women who were not abusing drugs; these figures com-
pare with 15 percent of the black women and only 7 percent of the
white women living with men who were not abusing drugs (Ryan andnoise 1979). Men were also more likely than addicted women to beliving with a legal spouse. Studies have also shown that addicted.
women maintain ties with members of their family or origin, live
near them, and often rely on their mothers for support (Tucker
1979; Wallace 1976).
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The WDR studies suggest that many addicted women fail to use
available community agencies and resources (Reed and Leibson
1981) and rarely seek professional services prior to entry into

drug treatment. Reed and Moise (1979) concluded that addicted

women, even more than other women and addicted men, have learned

to value male and devalue female roles and behaviors. These women

often feel that there is a barrier between themselves and "normal"

women because of their addiction. Study findings indicate that
chemically dependent women are less comfortable with members of
their own sex than are nonaddicted women, and they hold more tra-
ditional concepts of appropriate feminine behavior (Balding2r et
al. 1972; Colten 1)79; Miller et al. 1973; and Wilsnack 1973).
Addicted women tend to see themselves as emotionally stronger than
,addicted men, yet, paradoxically, they report needing men for pro-

tection and survival in society (Colten 1979; File 1976).

CHILDREN OF DRUG DEPENDENT WOMEN

Colten (1980) explored maternal concerns among drug-abusing women
by comparing groups of herein- addicted women in treatment with.

nonaddicted controls. Women addicted to opiates were found to
have terminated marriages and given up theirsdhildren more often

than nonaddicted motheri. Addicted women, however, were found to

want and bave children for reasons similar to those of nonaddicted
women, but they also reported being less strict, less physically
punitive, more fearful about their children's,futures, and less
sure of their adequacy as mothers.

Statistics available on the children of opiate-abusing women
(Eldred and Washington 1975; Gerstein et al. 1979; Reed and Moise
1979; Suffet and Brotman 1976; Wasnick et al. 1980) show that 60

to 70 percent of women entering drug treatment programs have chil-

dren. Approximately 50 percent of the children were living with
their addicted mothers at the time of entry. Percentages are

higher among black women (70 to 80 percent have children; 60 per-
cent have childten living with them) and somewhat lower among
white women (50 percent have childzen; 30 percent have children

living with them). Researchers have noted that women in treat-

ment are far more likely to have responsibility for dependent
children than do male clients (Eldred and Washington 1975; Reed

and Moise (1979) .

Sowder and Burt (1980) reported that a substantial number of the
children of addicted Mothers in their study were at high risk for

child abuse. Based on clinical experience, Densen-Gerber and
Rohrs (1973) contended that dependence on illicit drugs and pro-
vision of adequate child care are generally incompatible. Diffi-

cultieS in parenting result in great stress for drug-dependent

women as well as for their children (Lief 1977). Research has

also raised questions about the extent to which responsibility
for childcare limits a Mother's ability to participate success-

fully in treatment.
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In part, perhaps, because
of isolation and lack of support,1*-

. dicted women have difficulty coping with anger and other emotions,and they often fear expressing these feelings to their children(Tudker 1979). Child abuse has peen associated with chemically
dependent women, although it has been found that the extent of theprbblem May be overstated (Lief 1977; Ryser et al. 1975). Studiesalso hive shown that children

are an'important part of the ad-
dicted idoManis lifeand are likely to become more important as sheMidi new Sources of satisfaction and increased self-esteem
Molten 1979; Eldred et al. 1974; Milstein et al. 1971).

Burt'et'al. (1979) point to treatment data that show that higher
percentages of female than male drug treatment admissions areunder 21 years of age. .The children of addicted women, therefore,tend to be young. In comparing children of addicted parents withchildren of nonaddicted parents from the same neighborhood, Sowderand Burt (1980) report that addicted women spent less time withtheir children. The children df ,ddicted parents were also found
to experience more academic problems.

EMPLOYMENT

.44 t, Most women entering treatment for dragalbuse are unemployed andhave not worked in the year prior co treatment. This is usually
the situation regardless of whether the primary drug of abuse is
heroin, tranquilizers, marijuana, sedatives, or amphetamines
(National Institute on Drug Abuse 1P Ja). Numerous investigators
have reported high rates of

unemplalAent among women who abuse
illicit drugs--e.g., 81 percent (National Institute on Drug Abuse1980a), 82 to 87 percent (Suffet and Brotman 1976), 89 percent
(Eldred and Washington 1975), and 96 percent (Gioia and Byrne1975). These women often have failed to develop marketable skills
or experience outside the deviant subculture, and most have not
completed high school education

(e.g., Driscoll and Barr 1972;
Eldred and Washington 1975; Gioia and Byrne 1975; Reed and Noise
1979; Suffet and Brotman 1976).

Wreover consideration must be
given to the high probability that the woman addict will be a
single parent with one or more dependent children.

UneMployment remains one of the most difficult problem to re-
solve; approximately 72 percent of the women who terminate treat-ment are unemployed (National Institute on Drug Abuse 1980a). It
is not surprising then that some investigators (Gioia and Byrne '1975. Levy and Doyle 1974) report that drug-abusing women cite
career training and development activities

(employment and educa-
tion) as the.most important treatment services.

PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL PROBLEMS

There is evidence that women are physically ill more often than
their male counterparts (Roskies et al. 1975; Uhlenhuth et al.
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1974; Uhlenhuth and Paykel 1973). Investigators have focused on

the physiological disturbances that occur as precursors to, result

from, or are associated with drug abuse and, concomitant lifestyle

patterns. Physical and psychologioal complications tied to the
female menstrual cycle are described by Moos and his collaborators

(Moos 1968, 1969, 1977; Moos and Leiderman 1978). Changes in

somatic and mood states have been implicated as factors in the

etiology of alcoholism and drug,dependence. For example, Podolsky

(1963) and Belfer et al. (1971) suggested that premenstrual and
menstrual tension and depression may be associated with heavy

drinking.

Some investigators have reported that drug-addicted women who

enter treatment programs also tend to have more medical problems

and complications than do chemically dependent men (Andersen 1977,

1980). One study (Tticker 1979) showed that 75 percent of women

entering drug treatment reported ha4ingthealth problems, compared
with 41 percent in a comparison group of nonaddicted women and

58 percent of addicted men. In addition, Andersen found that 43

percent of the women admitted into drug treatment had gynecological

problems. . Dysmenorrhea is particularly common among opiate-abusing

women, and they are at risk for gynecological problems and infec-

tions (Gossop et al. 1974; Santen et al. 1975; Stoffer 1968).

Female physical complications associated with chronic drug abuse

may also interfere with teproductive physiology and functioning.

As Finnegan (1979) noted, most women whO abuse drugs are of child-

bearing age, and the potential seriousness of drug use during'preg-

nancy has only recently been recognized. Female drug abusers are

often troubled by gynecological complications, venereal diseases,

urinary tract and bladder infections, and menstrual irregulari-

ties. Complications with pregnancy and child delivery are also

associated with chronic use of alcohol, barbiturates, opiates,

nonnarcotic sedatives, and tranquilizers (Apgar 1964; Athinarayanan

at al.. 1976; Bleyer and Marshall 1972; Rementeria and Bhatt 1977;

Sokol 1979). Densen-Gerber et al. (1972) pointed out that fre-

quent sexual activity, lax methods of birth control, and unex-

pected pregnancies increased the risk of physical complications

and resultant problems among young female drug abusers.

PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

One of the earliest comparisons of psychopathology between male

and female drug abusers was conducted by Olson (1964) who ex-

plored responses on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-

tory (MMPI) in 120 institutionalized addicts. In this study, men

.
were hospitalized for drug abuse problems and women were incar-

cerated. Women were found to show significantly higher scores on
scales indicating deprifssion and suspiciousness. Both groups were

characterized by exagggi.ated social deviance, and the published

composite profiles for each gender group were remarkably similar.
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More recently, Jainchill and DeLeon (1979) undertook similar com-parisons usiAa variety of psychological measures. Data wereinterpreted tb support the premise that women were more likely toshow signs of depression,
anxiety, and maladjustment than weremen in atherapeutic

community treatment setting. Further, aninvestigation by DeLeon and Jainchill (1980) across seven thera-peutic communities (TC) showed that women in this treatment mo-dality were characterized by higher levels of emotional disturb-ances, more psychosomatic
symptoms, and lower self-esteem thanmale clients. .

Using the semantic
differential format for addict- client ratingsof concepts of self and ideal self, cossop (1976) found thatwomen were characterized by lower feelings of self-esteem. Simi-larly, Miller et al. (1973) reported that female addicts were morereoccupied with such values as cleanliness and self-respect thanwere men and that this

possibly reflected their exaggerated feel-ings.of dirtiness and worthlessness associated with lifestyle anddrug - related experiences.
In a study by Deren and Koslowsky(1977), women addicts scored significantly higher than men on theSixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire

(16PF) measures of de-pendency, conscientiousness,
apprehension, suspiciousness, socialawareness, and tension.

fn contrast to the reports described above, other investigators
have, reported that male and female heroin addicts differ littlein extent or type bf psychopathology. Berzins et al. (1974) aswell as Weiss and Russakoff

(1977) reported that similarities inpersonality characteristics between the sexes were far more strik-ing than differences, at least among
hospitalized heroin addictsamples. Further, comparisons among drug.abusers who applied formultimodality treatment programs in two geographic locationsshowed that women were more open than men in admitting personalfaults and psychological

problems and less inhibited in the ex-pression of social deviance; yet neither gender group could besaid to be more
psychopathological in reference to their normativesex group than the other (Sutker et al. 1980). Similarly, wheninterrelationships among gender, race, drug use patterns, andpersonality variables were examined among-chronic users of ?-licit drugs undergoing

treatment, drug use and personality pat-terns among women were found to differ little
from those of men(Sutker et al. 1978, in press).

Women and men also showed few dissimilarities on sensation-seekingmeasures, with both groups
reflecting exaggerated needs to seekoutnew and exciting experiendes.. Hence, although women and menmay differ in terms of their needs for therapeutic focus, thestatement that female drug abusers are psychologically

"sicker"than male drug abusers cannot be concluded from these findings.
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CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR I

Lifestyle and career patterns for maintaining illicit drug abuse

have been studied extensively for male addicts (Preble and Casey

1969). Similar research has only recently been undertaken for

female drug abusers. According to the literature, most women who

abuse illicit drugs are involved in illegal activities and have

been arrested at least once (Chambers et al. 1970; Drisc(411 and

Barr 1972; Inciardi and Chambers 1972; Levy and Doyle 1974).

Studies show that the most frequent criminal charges made against

drug-abusing women are nonviolent property offenses, followed by

drug dealing and prostitution (File et al. 1974; Inciardi and

Chambers 1972; Sutker and Moan 1972). Given the nature of these

types of crimes and a general leniency with women, the criminal

justice system puts less pressure on drug-dependent women than on

addicted men to obtain drug treatment services (Schuckit and

Morriedey 1976).

In investigating sex-role differences in criminal activities as-

sociated with illicit drug use, File (1976) concluded that shop-

lifting and prostitution were common among women, whereassmen more

frequently relied on ibbbery, con games, and burglary to suppOrt

their drug use. -James et al. (1979) studied relationships between

female criminality and drug use patterns among four groups: ad-

dicts, prostitute-addicts, prostitutes, and offenders. Addicted '

women admitted that most of their income was derived from resell-

ing drugs and from prostitution, whereas female offenders more

often reported income from drug sales, shoplifting, and larceny.

It was concluded that female offenders of all types, like their

male counterparts, gravitate to criminal activities which are most

suited to their skills, represent relatively low risks, and yield

satisfactory and quick returns. For all groups studied, drug use

became an integral pargtan antisocial lifestyle and was sup-

ported by illegally obtained funds,

Finally, as other investigators have pointed out, the roles and

activities of drug abusers are neither stable nor mutually exclu-

sive. Female criminal activity associated with drug abuse may

change as women receive more career opportunities and assume new

roles and responsibilities. This trend is ref' .-:ted in data re-

ported by Simon (1975), who found sharp increares in the number

of women convicted for drug law violations and forgery in Cali-

fornia and Ohio.

TREATMENT ISSUES

Women drug abusers have been at a disadvantage on entry to treat-

ment programs. Staff and 4-her clients often view women in drug

abuse treatment more negatfirely than they view men, and their sex-

specific social and biological needs are often misunderstood or ig-

nored. Women are as frequently troubled by legal difficulties as

are their male counterparts. Further, women drug abusers requir..

more assistance with childcare, marital, and vocational problems.
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Treatment outcome, of course, will vary depending on the charac-
teristics of the treatment

program, the client, the thekapist,
methods of therapeutic

intervention, and Other variables, many ofwhich are not adequately specified or quantified. As noted byEnxiak (1975) and McCord (1978), the matter of assessment of
treatment' outcome and client succdsf is ceMplex, whether for drugAbuse, psychiatric, or other patientpopulations.

Nevertheless,knowledge gained over the past decade from research on women andtheir special problems can be applied to improve drug abuse treat-ment services for both sexes. For example, identified sex-specific needs of female drug abiisers have become important targetsfor description and treatment application. It is now known that
programp for female drug abusers must attend to women's biological'
needs: manage their psychological prOblems; assess and ameliorate
concerns related to vocational, family, and childcare issues; andwork to reduce sexism in planning therapeutic strategies. Thesegains have obvious benefits for both male and female drug abuseclients.

Because women drug abuserseare
potential or actual mothers, theirmedical problems have significance for the progeny of society. AsFinnegan (1979) noted, most women who abuse drugs are in their

child-bearing years, and the seriousness of drug use during preg-nancy is only now becoming fully appreciated. Women drug abusers
often are troubled by medical problems and complications and there-fore require thorough initial

physical examinations, Sustained
treatment for identified health problems, and counseling regardingdisease prevention 'applicable to themselves and their potential ,offspring (see chapter 6).

e:1

In addition, medical complications
may result when addicted womenhave unexpected pregnancies.

Densen-Gerber et al. (1972) draw re-
lationships between rates of unexgected pregnancies and women'slow levels of self-esteem,

exaggerated needs for feelings of be-longing, and search for female identity. Statistics from:Odyssey
House, Inc.'(Densen-Gerber et al. 1972) also indicate that a sig-
nificant percentage of the women residents have been victims of
incest and'aihee forms of child abuse. Arguments that women are
subjected to greater shame and alienation than aremen follow from
a logical standpoint, and reseaibh results indicate that female
abusers are more aware of feelings cf self-esteem than are bales.The possibility that women show grercerendencies tceard depres-sion, its open expressiop,

or self-4egAdation must be considered
in treatment planning.

Studies of emergency room contacts and suicide attempts show that
women are more likely than men to present drug overdose problems.
In particular, women over 35 years old are at high risk for abuseof psychoactive medications and intentional or unintentional
overdose (National Institute on Drug Abuse 1980b). Research must
still address whether depression and low serf-esteem play roles
in the etiology of chrdnic drug abuse and overdose sequelae.



With sweeping changes in societal norms for ;ex- specific expecta-
tions, both men and women require assistance in dealing with their
concepts of self and those aspects of self and others that may be
categorized as masculine, feminine, or androgynous. Among the
more practicer problems of survival for women drug abusers are
those of educational achievement and Vocational placement. In

general, womea tend to be less well employed, educated, and com-
pensated for their work than men. It is not surprising then that
female drug abusers have experienced less success than their male
counterparts in maintaining employment and achieving vocational

advancement. Women in society remain in less advanced or status-
related jobs than do men, and even professional women tend to
receive lower salaries for the same work. Therefore, from a

therapeutic standpoint, it is important for treatment specialists
to shed prejudices against educational and employment advancement
for women and relinquish other sex-role stereotypes regarding per-
sonal and professional priorities for women. As noted by Levy and

Doyle (1974, 1975) women are less likely to be considered for vo-
cational advancement in drug abuse treatment programs, whereas
career goals are more seriously developed for male clients.

Some social scientists have speculated that women drug abusers
come from more disturbed family settings than do mendrug abusers.
In all probability, both men and women who abuse drugs experienced

similar childhood difficultie n the home. Nevertheless, the
heaviest burden for childcare am. _earing still falls to the
mother, and she must assume primary responsibility for nurturing

her children. For female drug abusers, many of whom were beaten

and sexually abused as children, childrearing may represent a
significant challenge requiring extended training and support.
Similarly, men in drug abuse treatment should be helped to develop
satisfying end adaptive intimate male-female and parent-offspring

interactions. Santo (1077) suggested that the genesis and main-

tenance of drug abuse behavior are-intricately related to ongoing

family processes. Although the family interaction patterns and
conditions that foster drug use and dependence have not been
cloarly identified, there is evidence that family therapy can be
a useful tool in treating chemically dependent men and women (see

chapter 9, this volume).

This book will explore ways in which women's concerns can be ad-

dress-d within therapeutic frameworks. Basic problems that require

attention include the special biological and health needs of women
abusers, such as disease prevention among women and their poten-
tial offspring, unexpected pregnancies, inadequate childcare,
psychological patterns common among women, the implications of
sex-role stereotyping, conceptions of masculinity and femininity,
educational and vocational problems, and counseling and instruc-

tion on family interactions and interpersonal skills building.
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CONCWSIMIS

This overview briefly summarizes some of'the facts about drug -abusing women that have been presented in the scientific litera-ture. Although this book will detail mechanics of service deliv-ery, some suggestions regarding
treatment will be mentioned here.The sociomedical needs of female drug abusers must be carefullyassessed and appropriately addressed across treatment modalitiesand community agencies available for drug abusets. Women tradi-

tionally have been underserved in most treatment programs and
sometimes relegated to subservient roles in terapeutic settings.Treatment program staff and clients have tended to view women drugabusers in a more negative light than they view their male counter-parts, and the particular sex-specific needs of women frequentlyhave been misunderstood or ignored. Although this book focuses
on female drug abusers and rreir unique problems, it does not in-tend to ignore the Special needs of men. Indeed, it is suggested
that drug abuse treatment

processes will achieve maximum effec-
tiveness when members of both sexes are appropriately consideredin treatment program planning..

Although diffeiences between thesexes may be identified in drug use patterns and preferences, in
emotional expressions, or in antisocial pursuits, they must beused to improve therapeutic treatment, not to create.further gapsbetween the sexes or to enhance stemeotypic mentation.

Drug abuse treatment experiences
for men and women must evolve in

settings characterized by the absence of sexism and acceptance of
the androgyny of men and women. Persons in positions of respon-sibility must be prepared to deal with the medical, social, and
psychological problems common to both male and female addicts.
Treatmentjrpramamand packages must be designed to avoid stereo-typing of goals and activities for male and female clients. Bothmen and women should receive

equal opportunities for vocationalcounseling and interpersonal .:kills building. For example, resi-
dential communities should insure that men and,women share such
traditionally defined duties asititchen assignment. Both sexes
should have opportunities for educational and vocational develop-
ment, leern how fa manage childcare and parenting duties, and
prepare for greater involvement in perscnal health maintenance
and sickness prevention activities. In addition, women should
have special opportunities

for group experiences to enhance
female- female relationships.

Treatment personnel will be most effective when supplied with ac-
aerate facts° regarding the physiological and.sociocultural basesof male-female differences and encouraged toward unMiased'accept-
ance of both sexes. It therefore will benefit treatment special-
ists to recruit and plan for increasing numbers female patients
in treatment programs, to assure unbiased attention to their spec-
ified needs, and to encourage their assimilation within the treat-.

ment program.
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3.
Intake and Diagnosis of

t, Drug Dependent Women
Paddy Cook,- Christopher D'Amanda, M.D.,
and Elaine Benclavengo

Intake, in this chapter, is defined as the interval between a pro-
gram's first contact with a woman applicant_farJdrug abuse_ treatment
and the point of mutual agreement to initiate therapeutic services
either within the agency or through referral to a more appropriate
setting. The activities that taxe place during the intake process
may be relatively simple o) quite complex, but they involve three
basic, interrelated steps:

1. Eligibility screening to determine:whether a prospective
client meets specified admission criteria such as age, ad-
liction history, residential restrictions, and insurance
:,overage;

4g 2. Diagnostic procedures to identify(the applicant's problems
and resources, to assess what needs -can and should be met,
.and to recommend a suitable treatment regimen; and

3. Programmatic orientation and arrangements to explain treat-
ment services and participation requirements, to insure
confidentiality safeguards, and to negotiate a mutually
acceptable treatment placement.

The first step in the treatment process is too vital and too pre-
carious to be described merely in terms of routine procedures. It-

take workers must simultaneously earn each applicant's trust, con-
vey an appreciation for the pervasive and destructive consequences
of substance abuse, and evoke a commitment to, the hard work and mu-
tual cooperation between client and program staff that will be nec-
essary during the treatment process.

Designing and implementing appropriate intake procedures for women
are challenging program obligations. The usual applicant for drug
abuse treatment services is in the midst of personal crises and is
highly ambivalent about, if, not resistant to, the requirements for
self-examination, revelation, and change that are implied in re-
questing and accepting help.
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In addition to the stress created by application for treatment,
women frequently face other physical, financial, and emotional ob-
stacles that interfere with their full commitment to the therapeu-
tic process. They may find it difficult, because of transportation
and childcare problems, to get to the treatment facility; they may
be afraid for their personal safety when traveling to centers lo-
cated in high crime areas or in poorly lighted neighborhoods; they
are more apt to be in physical pain or distress because of drug-
related health problems; they may lack insurance or other funds to
pay for services; and they are often reluctant, because of fear and
embarrassment, to discuss pressing personal problems.

First impressions of the treatment facility can profoundly influ-
ence a prospective client's decisions about continuing treatment.
The first interview sets the tone for the relationship between a
program and the client. Getting off to a good start is, therefore,
crucial. Insensitive intake workers and programs indifferent to
women's special needs 3eopacclize continued and effective fehabili-
Z.ation efforts.

The purpose of this chapter is to motivate and guide drug abuse
'treatment programs that serve women to reexamine and restructure
their diagnostic intake functions and procedures in light of two
recent developments:

1. Research findings on the special needs and characteristics
of chemically dependent women that have implications for
the services provided to them, and the sequence and manner
in which these should be arranged and delivered; and

2. Improvements in service quality standards for drug abuse
treatment programs that emphasize comprehensive client as-
sessments and individualized treatment planning, thorough
and systematic documentation of clinical processes,,atten-
tion to the treatment environment, and use of appropriate
community resources in client case management.

Because programs that serve women are located in a variety of geo-'
graphic and organizational settings, offer many different types and
combinations of services, and vary widely in available resources,
standard intake regulations are impossible to design. No single
set of questionnaires or routine sequence of activities will sat-
isfy all variations in program philosophies or client characteris-
tics. Instead, guidelines must be interpreted and adppted to fit
the particular capabilities and context of individlal programs.

This chapter summarizes issues involved in performing intake func-
tions and then describes procedures for assessing the needs and re-
sources of chemically dependent wooden. The first two subsections
provide historical and background information. Readers who are
primarily interested in procedural definitions and suggestions may
wish to begin with the subsections on resources and processes. The
chapter has the following sit subsections:
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1. Designing intake procedures;

2. Addressing women's special needs at treatment entry;

3. Providing appropriate environmental and staff resources
for intake assessments;

4. Conducting the preliminary screening;

5. Completing the diagnostic assessment; and

5. Making treatment recommendations and referrals.

DESIGNING INTAKE PROCEDURES

Many general procedural issues must be resolved by each program as
it examiaes and carries out its intake requirements. Six of these
issues are discussed in the following paragraphs. These issues
are interrelated, and program decisions in one area will affect
those in several others. For example, a decision to restrict the
amount of time allocated for intake will influence the scope and
intensity of the assessment prot.ess. The nature and size of the
client population, the types of treatment available, and the qual-
ifications of the staff are,factors that will also influence pro-
gram decisionS about intake procedures.

ISSUE 1: ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR INITIAL CONTACTS

Women are more likely to make indirect and tentative inquiries
about treatment by telephone or through a secondary source than
are their male counterparts. Each agency must be sensitive to
likely approaches and then develop procedures that will accommo-
date female applitants and also fit their programmatic limitations.
Issues to be considgred are as follows:

Will intake services be provided on a first-come, first-
served basis; by scheduled appointments only; or by some
combination of these procedures?

If appointMents are given, are they for specific hours,
blocks of time (e.g., morning or afternoon), or specified
days? Are there penalties for "no-shoes"? How can emer-
gencies be defined and handled flexibly and fairly within
an appointment system (e.g., the woman who has just been
evicted by a partner or husband, or the applicant who ap-
pears to be in withdrawal and threatens to commit a crime
to obtain more drugs if not accommodated immediately)?

And can an appointment system be operated withobt discrim-
ination against those with language barriers or no tele-
phones who tend to walk in for care?
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What, if an}., priorities should be granted to applicants?
How can these priorities be equitably determined (e.g.,
quotas from selected referral sources, walk-in volunteers,
or persons under criminal justice systeJ jurisdiction)?

O How can a program best respond to inquiries about treat-
ment services from family and friends (e.g., provide direct
pretreatment counseling for family intervention, send writ-
ten information and guidance, refer to aaother crisis in-
tervention or information and referral service)?

What information should be given out and/or taken by tele-
phone? Programs should have sufficient telephone resources
to at least give detailed descriptive

information antl in-
structions on the intake process and duration, available
treatment methods, eligibility requirements, and 'directions
to the facility. Written materials on these topics should
also be availabl,

If-tereph6iie-preicreening is attempted prior to an appoint-
ment, the program must decide bow and whether to follow up
if the appointment is not kept. Oral permission to recon-
tact an applicant by telephone should be obtained but may
be construed as a violati9n of confidentiality if the pro-
gram conscientiously pursues these initial contacts. In-
dividuals can he referred expeditiously to ,ther appropri-
ate resources (e.g., hospital emergency mows, crisis
centers), while interested candidates can be mcouraged to
come in during a specified time set 'side for initial in-
takes. Records should be kept to determine the percentage
of initial contacts that actually appear for services.
Procedures can then be modified, as appropriate, to in-
crease -he number of initial telephn- contacts who become
applicants.

ISSUE 2: SET TIME LIMITS FOR INTAKE THAT MAKE
TREATMENT ACCESSIBLE

Intake procedures should have a well-defined beginning during a
client's first contact with a treatment program (or first appear-
ance at the facility), a normal end when arrangements for treat-
ment service delivery are completed, and a natural sequence of ac-
tivities between these two events. Sometimes, however, applicants
must deviate from established procedures when they need other emer-
gency services or when personal crises interfere with normal rou-
tines. Because some types of treatment .equire more complicated
examinations than others, the normal timeframes for diagnostic as-
sessments will vary. For example, Chemotherapy programs must val-
idate both addiction status and drug abuse history before prescrib-
ing long-term drug therapy, whereas detoxification programs can
initiate treatment for withdrawal immediately after current addic-
tion is established.

A
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In general, the outside limit reccmmended for the entire intake
process is 3 days, but most programs should plan to start some serv-
ices after the first day even if further testhave been scheduled
or the results of others have not been reviewed. Rigid distinc-
tion& between intake diagnosis and service delivery can seriously
impede treatment entry. Delays may stem from status definitions
established by funding sources to qualify clients for reimbursement
payments. Programs also hinder treatment access with extensive
waiting periods, elaborate appointment procedures, inconvenient
hours, undesirable locations, discrimination against readmissions,
and lack of floxibility.

ISSUE 3: CONDUCT A COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT OF
THE WHOLE PERSON

One of the challenges of intake is to remain objective while as-
sessing an applicant's treatment needs. Too frequently an individ-
ual program sees a woman only rom the perspective of the services
it can readily offer rather than discovering what really needs to
be done. All major areas of the prospective client's life must be
investigated, not just her drug-taking behavior, and immediate per-
sonal and physical crises must be alleviated if treatment is to be
successful. An extended network of coordinated services from po-
tential service providers is necessary to address the multiple
problems of many drug-abusing women.

ISSUE 4: MAINTAIN A BALANCE BETWEEN THE SCOPE OF THE
INTAKE INTERVIEW AND THE INTENSITY OF THE EXAMINATION

The requirement to be comprehensive in an intake assessment does
not mean that every detail of an applicant's functioning must be
scrutinized at once. The time restrictions of the intake process
and the prospective client's shortened attention span while under
the influence of drugs also put limits on the intensity of probing
questions. Essential information can be gathered through struc-
tured interviews that give the potential client a chance to dis-
cuss major concerns. Intake workers should not move too quickly
to encourage intimate revelations that are unnecessary for a pre-
liminary treatment plan. The intake goal is to discover and rank
the primary problem areas that have a potential for rapid
intervention.

ISSUE 5: ESTABLISH TRUST AND OBTAIN ACCURATE
INFORMATION, BUT DO NOT CREATE A THERAPEUTIC
ALLIANCE AT INTAKE

The diagnostAc interview at intake is the first opportunity for the
prospective client to reveal important information and to invest
in the treatment process. In many programs, a specialized intake
worker screens the eligible appiic, .ts and conducts the initial in-
terview(s). The intake process must be carefulll constructed to
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create a climate of trust and nonjudgmental acceptance without de-
veloping a close worker-client relationship. Questions should be
structured to stimulate self-examination tfat will be useful prep-
aration for later counseling sessions, but the interviewer should
not break down defense systemb that the applicant has deireloped for
coping. The consistency of the client's answers can be explored by
asking for clarification, not by questioning reasons for behavior.

ISSUE 6: PROTECT CLIENT CONFIDENTIALITY WHILE
OPENING COMMUNICATIONS AMONG TREATMENT
PROVIDERS AND FAMILY MEMBERS

Programs that rely exclusively on self-reported information from
the applicant and do not solicit different perspectives or confir-
mations :ram other provider agencies, employers, or family members
may miss important insights and inadvertently*encouragd a limited
and possibly inaccurate understanding of the'prospective client.
Confidentiality regulations do restrict free exchaje of informa-
tion with significant persons in the applicant's life, but they
are not meant to inhibit approved communications, once consent for
release of information has been obtained. Permission to ,involve
appropriate persons in the diagnostic process or to obtain records
should be 9Rught as soon as possible to avoid one-sided client
evaluations. Applicants who refuse such permission should not tie
denied admission but rather encouraged to cooperate at a later date
with the program's policies. Many applicants may wish to avoid, or
at least postpone, the negative impressions they exect will come
from family members and associates. Their desire to be given a
fresh start and to be evaluated on current activities should be
respected, but with the understanding that treatment must eventu-
ally entail connections beyond the program,staff.

In summary, applicants for treatment services should be encouraged
by intake procedures that are comprehensive, cohesive, time lim-
ited, noninvasive, confidential, available, and supportive of a
therapeutic alliance between the primary counselor and the client.

ADDRESSING WOMEN'S SPECIAL. NEEDS

An the past several years, research studies on women entering sub-
stance abuse treatment programs have provided insights into the
special problems and characteristics that distinguish them from
both male drug abusers and nondepeadent women. These findings are
reported extensively in other chapters of this book. This section
reviews briefly some implications of these studies for the intake
assessment process, particularly in the areas of physical-medical
complications; psychological dif_iculties; family situations and
living arrangements; social, economic, and legal needs; and drug
abuse patterns.
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PHYSICAL-MEDICAL COMPLICATIONS

Women drug\abusers experience significantly more physical illnesses
than de male addicts and are more likely than men to cite health

r . prdblemi as the reason for entering treatment. Chapters 6 and 7,
this voluMe, highlight the most frequently encountered problems of
this nature. These findings have, several important implications
for the intake assessment of women:

Physical examinations for women entering treatment should
be routine and comprehensive, and include thorough dental,
eye, and gynecological examinations.

Where appropriate, needed servicshould be provided im-
mediately through referrals to community resources. Thee
referrals should be followed up and documented in the treat-
ment case records.

To the extent possible, physical examinations, especially'
for gynecological abnormalities.and pregnancy, should be
provided onsite at admission or through prearranged link-
ages with a nearby doctor or clinic. Andersen (1979) found
that referrals and deferred examinations scheduled offsite
are seldom completed or documented in the case records.

The correlation between life changes or stress and physical
illness needs to be assessed to offset change stresses and
provide protection against physical problems precipitated
by treatment, especially in outpatient settings (Andersen
1977). In women wi ;h lowered tolerance and high stress
factors, residential referrals may be required to avoid
hearth problems.

L!lestyle and drug patterns comzonly correlated with health
problems should also be assessed at admission. These in-
clude the following:

1. The dangersrof medications in early pregnancy (Finne-
gan 1979);

2. The,potentially hazardous interactions of drugs and
7edications such as methadone, barbiturates, diazepam,
anSI ethanol (Kreek 1980);

3. The association of prostitutidn with venereal disease
and vaginal and'urinary infections;

4. Fhe potential of alcohol for liver damage;

5. 'The association of parenteral drug use with hepatitis,
thyroid abnormalities, bacterio-endocarditis, and re-
nal disease;
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6. The correlation of malnutition with tuberculosis and
alcohol abuse; .

7. The need for birth control protection in treated women
who have been qrperiencing infertility and menstrual

irregularity while abusing' narcotics and other poly-
drugs: and

8. The potential for false positive readin/s on-syphilis
serologies.

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES

Many psychologic'al factors can affect the intake and referral proc-
ess. At treatment admission, women generally have lOwer self-
esteem, greatei depression, and higher anxiety than male addics
or other comparable but nondependent women (Colten 1979). Psycho-
logical problems make treatment entry particularly tenuous and are
frequently expressed through helplessness, suppressed energy lev-
els/immobilization, excessive self-criticism, avoidance of
stressful situations (Reed and Moise 1979b). Program personnel
should keep in mind the following:

Women who are pessimistic. about themselvdS and their cop-
ing abilities need to be supp-, ,d and accepted at intake
rather than confronted with t). -.r prpblems.

At intake, immediate Practical assistance with real prob-
lems is more important.than tests of motivation for
treatment.

I9terventionS or questions should not be too intensive or
eiptionally provocative ears. in the intake process.

Intake workers should be prepared for negative and compul-
sive behavior and react with supportive and positive
actions.

Women who have experienced recent losses, appear exces-
sively depressed and hopeless, or use selected drugs (her-
oin and nonopiates) should receive immediate evaluation
and appropriate supportive services at intake.

The sexual orientation and preferences of women should be
'sensitively and carefully evaluated at intake.

Intake workers should be prepared to assess dangerous and
stressful events in the lives of women clients, such as
recent physical or sexual abuse.
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FAaY SITUATIONS AND LIVING APRANGtMENTS

In assessing a woman's psychological status at intake, it is impor-
tant to assess her current living situation, her family background,
and her values about sexual roles and responsibilities. Stressful
living conditions, role confusion and resertment, and familial pat-
terns of addiction or deviance have important impl:.cations for ini-
tial intake assessments; consider the following:

Women living alone with children or responsible for their
care may need childcare assistance before treatment entry
is possible. They also will need supportive emotional and
physical relief from childcare responsibilities.

Past or current deviant behavior among family members should
be carefully assessed to understand its impact and influ-
enceon the woman's drug abuse patterns.

Knowledge of the applicant's sqpport system and values is
necessary fdY treatment planning. Involvement of signifi-
cant family members should be considered.

When onset of drug abuse in women occurs concurrently with
other deviant and rebellious adolescent behaviors, family
deprivation may be less associated than immaturity. Sup-
portive relationships, particularly with mothers, may be
an asset in planning for treatment.

Exploration of sex roles and options is important .o the
treatment process. Care must be exercised to avoid staff
alinement on feminist, traditionalist, or other philoL.o-
phies and attitudes. Such alinement may be offensive to
applicants who are discovering and clarifying their own
values.

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND LEGAL NEEDS

The physical, psychological, and interpersonal- familial problems
of addicted women are often exacerba,ed by social, economic, and
legal needs. Not only are chemically dependent women likely to
experience stressful family situations, but they may Also have few
friendships or support systems, limited employment skills, and f9;
economic resources. The intake counselor must therefore evaluate
the following:

Childcare, legal entanglements, housing, or financial needs
that threaten continuation in treatment.

Vocational and educational rehabilitation needs.

Past experiences causing mistrust and estrangement from
others and leaving the applicant isolated, lonely, and
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incapable of reaching out for external social and emo-
tional supports.

Mechanisms used for coping with stress and abilities to
share feelings in the counseling framework (to make appro-
priate referrals for therapy).

.Attitudes and motivation for partiCipation in group support
networks and whether those should be same-sex or mixed
groups (some research indicates that most women share feel-
ings more readily and participate more openly in same-sex
rather than mixed groups [Aries 19763).

Relative perceptions of and trustfulness toward males and
females (to Take primary counselor recommendations).

The potentially destructive impact of addiction on minor
children through careful attention to neglectful or abusive
situations that require intervention (e.i., helping parents
protect children from their own angry impulses or from haz-
ards in the environment).

DRUG ABUSE PATTERNS

As pointed out in chapter 2, chemically dependent women have dis-
tinctive patterns of drug abuse that differentiate them from ad-
dicted males. Therefore, treatment, progrars should carefully as-
sess drug use and abuse pattern _Arl female applicants:

Determine potentially harmful combinations of drugs and
identify behavioral correlates of particular drugs such as
suicide attempts or criminal involvement.

Assess situations as.wciated with substance abuse and offer
alternative coping mechanisms for self-medication to alle-
viate anxiety and pain or for hedonistic satisfaction and
self-expression.

A^ ..rtain unanticipated negative consequences suffered af-
'er drug misuse and provide information related to areas
of misinformation or ignorance, especially in women of
childbearing age.

PROVIDING ENVIRONMENTAL AND STAFF RESOURCES

The initial impressions a woman forms at intake may De more deci-
sive than the quality of services offered by the program. These
first impressions mai determine whether she competes t1,- admission
process and stays long enough to become therapeutical!, involved.
This section discusses factors in facility design and location and
staff qualifications and behaviors that are important in planning



or rearranging a diagnostic process attractive to the chemically
depenticot woman.

Many types of facilities provide intake services for drug-abusing
women. They range from outpatient clintcs and residential units
for women only, to freestanding coed facilities in both urban and
rural areas (with a variety of single- or multiple-treatment mo-
dalities), tu programs noused and uperated by hospitals, courts,
Jails, community mental health centers, nonprofit organizations.
and businesses and industries. Most smaller programs provide in-
take services in the same facility where treatment activities are
conducted and select or rotate their staff to pOrform all func-
ttons, from e ,,aluat_on and admission to counseling, aftercare, and
followup.

Some agen,tes operate sevetal cAlnics or facilities under one ad-
ministrative organization and locate them in different sites across
a city or region; they may provide a variety of separate treatment
approaches, such as drug-tree residential care, inpatient detoxifi-
-cation, and outpatient methadone maintenance. In these programs,
all intake and referral riy be conducted from a central facility.
it mai be possible to segregate and relocate these functions stra-
tegically to attract and serve more women. In smaller programs,
..restive and cooperative arrangements may be arranged for special-
ized physical and laboratory examinations (e.g., through Joint
purchase-of-service agreements with a group health practice or a,
women's medical clinic), with intake interview and orientation
functions donducted in separate drug abuse treatment facilities.
Most programs, '..owever, manage intake functions independently.
Given what has _A.:en learned about the special needs and differ-

ences of women, such programs should be reexamined in terms of site
location and -.'IstbIllty; spatial design and arrangements; interior
Je,oratl,ns; and ,taff qualifications, development, and deportment.

SITL LOCATION AND VISIBILITY

The physical location of tne intake facility should not pose bar-
riers fur women needing services. The neighborhood surrounding the
intake site should be one that is familiar and acceptable to the
target group of women served. For example, if a mixed group of
muddle- and lower-class women are served together, the selection of

neutral business sectton of the downtown area may be preferable
a suburb,- shoi+Ing mail or a public housing development. The

heart ski.] row, gambl my and pool hall districts, and sections
fill Df male bars and adult bookstores not appropriate places
for intake service' for women

It is unrealisti_ to exile, *, (+crating programs to invest in new fa-
cilities or even to find ideal facilities. But all programs should
take certain steps.to assess the site location and facilities and
improve the sit,atio- for women clients. Women traveling alone or
with small children need protection from both physical danger and
sexual narassment en route. Program staff can periodically check
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the street lighting along the nearby access routes and look for the
places that loiterers frequent. Requests for better lighting or
more sqcurity can then be made to the community as necessary. Spe-
cial planning may be needed if intake facilities'are located more
than one block from bus or subway routes or parking spaces. Women
should not have to detour through back alleys or dangerous areas
or go down dark hallways to reach services. Barrier-free access
should be maintained for the disabled. Handrails on all steps, ad-,
equate lighting, clearly marked exits, smoke detectors, and emer-
gency care equipment are examples of required minimal safety
features.

Ideally, public transportation to the intake service facility
should be'readily available, well publicized, and affordable by the
anticipated applicants; otherwise, the program may have to arrange
for transportaticn to attract women into treatment. Many chemi-
cally dependent women do not drive or do not have access to private
cars. They frequently depend on friends, parters, or public ve-
hicles for travel. Staff members at the intake units should vol-
unteer helpful information about bus routes, schedules, simple
rections, parking spaces, and so on that con make access to the
facility less burdensome.

The premises surrounding a treatment facility should be clean and
free of environmental hazards. Garbage cans should be covered,
bushes clipped and grass nowed, entrance halls cleaned, and troken
glass repaired. During the summer, unemployed male clients often
congregate at program facilities, presenting a barrier for women
seeking treatment. Programs ohould make every effort to prevent
these situations.

The program should also consider the directional signs and name-
plates marking the entrance to a program. Because women often feel
stigmatized by their drug dependency problems, they mly be embar-
rassed to ask directions or to enter a publicly advertised, drug
treatment program. Confidentiality is possible if the program's
name camouflages the facility's purpose and if directional signs
are posted. To the extent possible, the address should be self-
explanatory, giving the room or suite, building name, or whatever
is required. The name of the program itself may emphasize services
for women and stress the expectation for recovery rather than drug
dependency. Thus, "The Women's center," "Phoenix House," or "New
Choices" are preferable to "Addiction Services" or "Drug Abuse
Therapy Center." Clever logos and symbolic acru.ims are other ways
to create a good public image (National Center for Alcohol Educa-
tion 1979).

SPATIAL. DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENTS

Within the facility, spatial design mod.fications can make intake
services more efficient and appealing t., women. Many drug treat-
ment programs apparently are not f miliar with environmental plan-
ning and architectural programing a profession that combines
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interior decoration and architectural planning with functional de-
sign suitable for programmatic activities. The following oduc-
tory readings on the subject present concepts of design and reno-
vation suitable for health care environments.

Bureau of Community Health Services and Office of Facility
Engineering and Property Management. The Health Mainte-
nance Organization Facility Development Handbook. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
July 1974.

Sanoff, H. Methods of Architectural Programming. Strouds-
burg, Pa.: Dowden, Hutchison, and Ft' , 1977.

Lifchez, R.; Whitman, F. D.; Crowell, C. Environmental
Design for Social Model Alcoholism Programs, Berkeley,
Calif.: Department of Agriculture, College of Environmen-
tal Design, University California, 1976.

Gutman, R., ed. People and Buildings. Now .(ork: Basic
Books, 1972.

Consultation on spatial design is also available to programs serv-
ing economically disddantaged populations through community design
centers, such as those established jointly by the American Insti-
tute of Architects (AIA) and Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA). Locations , these free services may be found by calling
VISTA/ACTION at (800) 424-8580, extension 82.

The efficient arrangement of space and the deployment of staff
within the intake program unit can improve the orderly and person-
alized processing of piospective clients. A receptionist should
be immediately visible upon entrance to the unit and always avail-
able as a facilitator of the intake procedures. A desk can be
strategically located for monitoring the waiting area and limiting
access to diagnostic counselors or other examiners. The reception- .

ist should also praect the contlientiality of client logs and in-
take forms from inspection by visitors.

The adjacent waiting area must hake adequate space for applicants
and family members, including children, who may accompany them.
Extra chairs should be available. other suggestions for furnish-
ings and equipment for this area are made later.

An intake unit, at minimum, must have private rooms or spaces for
interviews ,nd examinations that should be large enough to accommo-
date groups. A desk or table for writinc is essential but should
not dominate the room or separate the applicant from her interviewer.

Bathroom facilities are more imeortant in drug treatment programs
and intake service,' than in many other health ca-e programs because
of the need for urine surveillance. Observation windows in the
doors or walls of the bathroom allow staff-to monitor urine sample
collection without being 4bysically present in the toilet area.
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Because women are usually provided with stalls, even in public toi-
lets, they are not used to urinating in front of others and also
find it difficult to direct urine into a small-mouthed bottle. lo
avoid surprise and offense, program staff should provide a clear
and re .sonable explanation for the surveillance requirement before
a specimen is collected and be as discrete as possible during the
procedure. In programs where physical examinations are conducted
onsite, women need adequate dressing rooms and locked storage space
in which to leave clothing and personal possessions.

INTERIOR DECORATION

Most women entering treatment seek a sense of safety, protection,
calm, and acceptance, all of which can be reflected in the physical
decor. Order and security are reinforced through simplicity and
solidity in the furnishings. The dreary, depressing, and dirty
surroundings of many drug Lreatment programs can be changed dras-
tically with fresh paint and a few well chosen pieces of furniture
and pictures Wall and floor coverings, for example, are generally
most appealing to women if they are subdued and muted yithout being
institutional. Plain, soft variations of warm earth tones are the
most suitable colors. Bright hues and bold, busy patterns can be
tiresome and overpowering to women who are under stress or physi-
cally ill at intake. Small touches like plants, decorative tissue
boxes, and a clock add welcoming notes.

Similarly, rugs, draperies, wall hangings, or acoustical ceilings
provide sound barriers and a -d backdrop for quiet conversations.
Continuous music can be soothing, tool but reaching agreement on a
radio station may present too many difficulties to make this effort
worthwhile.

Lighting also contributes to the atmosphere of a facility. A few
well-plac lamps in the waiting area and on desks can make the
room mor inviting. Windows provide welcome daylight but can be
a distr ction if sunshine blinds the applicant during an interview
or if o tside noises disrupt the diagnostic process. Easily man-
aged shades or curtains should be provided.

The furniture should represent a reasonable compromise between com-
fort and p acticality. Upholstery should be durable and washable.
Pieces shoul'4 be small enough to be rearranged easily, especially

in the waiting area, where chairs should be grouped in small clus-
ters to encourage conversation and free circulation. Low tables
should be durable and large enough to hold reading materials, clip
boards for completi"g forms, and cups and snacks. Also provide
wastepaper baskets and a rack or closet for coats and umbrellas.
If smoking is not permitted, a small sign should announce the fact
and the receptionist should quietly enforce the decision. The room
should convey a feeling of prvacy and relaxation.

Pictures, posters, and other artwork can express the program's in-
tentions and philosophy. The choice of subject matter is important:
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Not everything hap to depict anti-drug-abuse or feminist thehles.
' Many women appreciate exhibits of local artists or craftspe;sons

and ethnically relevant works. Be subtle and don't overload al-
ready overstimulated and exhausted applicants. Pe careful to in-
sure anything of value and to install pieces securely to,av-Did
theft. Women may especially enjoy quality photographs with univer-
sal themes involving children, male partners, female friends, and
family members in scenes of joy, pathos, tenderness, and loneli-
ness. Put remember that too much sentimentality can be cloying,
just as ,_inographic artwork or calendars showing women as sexual
objects are offensive. In addition to pictures, a waiting area
can be equipped with educational materials, brochures, and current
magazines of interest. If staff members lack the time, a volunteer
could help keep this room supplied. An attractive bulletin board
can hold clippings about services for women, community happenings,
new information on drug fads, or facts about health issues., A
looseleaf notebook or catalog of available treatment services in
the coamunity, describing services, requirements, and hours, can
be developed to introduce women to potential referral resources.
Although many applicants may not be in the mood to use these mate-
rials on the first visit, their availability may encourage a later
interest.

OTHER AMENITIES

Several other special features can enhance the appeal of an intake
facility, especially the provision of space, equipment, and super-
vision for small children. A childproofed play space and a basket-
ful of safe plastic or rubber toys that are washable or disposable
can entertain infants. A few books, crayons, games, or office sup-
plies, when supplemented by adult 2 agination, can keep young chil-
dren entertained for hours. A blackboard hung low on a wall could
double for staff training and a game of tic-tac-toe. The most es-
sential ingredient for babysitting at intake is the commitment to
provide the service as necessary and to dedicate staff time.

If the full intake process takes several hours, light refreshments
should be available. Information on the location of snack bars,
vending machines, or cafeterias should be available. Directions
to a water fountain are also helpful. Some facilities have suffi-
cient resources to offer herbal teas, fruit juicsf, or debaffinated
coffee. One i take aT.It was given complimentary coupons for ham-
burgers by a tast food chain to distribute to needy applicants or
thuse experiencing unanticipated delays in processing. Appeals to
beverage manufacturers or distributors might produce refreshments
as part of their advertising.

Other courtesies appreciated by women are the offer of a telephone
to arrange for transportattpn after intake is completed; the pro-
vision of written instructions for a referral; a room with a couch
for the woman tu take a nap if she is not feeling well, and hand-
outs of prepackaged brochures on health care, job programs,
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childcare, displaced holaemker services, emergency telephone num-
bers for assistance with various'trises, and other pertinent tips.

STAFF Qb.sLIFICATIONS , D DEVELOPMENT

The staff members who provide diagnostic intake services make even
more of an impression on prospective clients than the facility's
surroundings. Their selection, training, and behavior are crucial
to effective operations. Their communication skills and the coop-
erative relations they establish with women during intake determine,
to a large extent, the accuracy of the information collected, the
perceptiveness of the diagnpsis, and the mutuality of the treatment
planning and placement piocesr.

No one staffing.pattern 'is appropriate for the intake component of
treatment programs. The number and functions of 'intake workers are
determined by the size and orientation of the program's treatment
services. Large-scale methadone clinics or inpatient detoxification
units will probably have the necessary medical or nursing person-
nertO conduct 'physical examinations and administer health ques-
tionnaires onsite. This situation is less likely in smaller resi-
dential programs or in drug-free treatment, where arrangements and
appointments for medical exams must be made outside the facility
and at a later point in the intake process.

Many smaller programs assign one staff person tc conduct all intake
interviews along with other counseling duties; Other programs ro-
tate staff through the intake component as a temporary assignment.
These different staffing models h..e various advantages and disad-
vantages. Rotating staff members are less likely to "burn out" on
their intake duties and provide more flexible and varied backup
capabilities if intake demands increase unexpectedly or if another
worker is on leave. Permanent workers, in contrast, can demon-
strate more expertise as,diagnosticiaas after they refine their
skills through intensive practice. They Lay be more careful and
consistent, too, about records and referral followup on applicants
than short-term rotating workers would be.

Exhibit I suggests five functional areas that must be covered by
each intake .component, whether staffed by one or two-- persons or by
25 specialists. These basic functions, which may be conducted ei-
ther directly by paid staff or indirectly under contracts, are

Administration,
Diagnosis and review,
keferral coordination,
Reception and tecordkeeping, and
Medical and psychological testing and examination.

The duties allocated to each function may be combined in a variety
of ways and assigned as task responsibilities to different posi-
tions. For example, the oiagnostic counselor position in one pro-
gram may incorporate tasks from a referral coordinator's job
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EXHIBIT I. Functional categories and tasks
for staff positions in intake components

Functional Category: ADMINISTRATION

Selected Tasks:

- -Develops and implements policies that encourage chemi-
cally dependent women to complete intake and enter
treatment.

- -Designs specific procedures to carry out these policies
and assigns responsibilities to other staff members as
necessary.

- -Recruits, trains, and supervises staff who are respon-
sive to women.

- -Establishes and accounts for budget necessary imple-
ment policies.

- -Reviews facility ac,..z.,m,^^dations for women and arranges

for necessary renovations, cleaning, supplies, etc.

- -Insures protection of client and applicant confidential-
ity and privacy in records, information releases, re-
search requests, etc.

--Compiles data *1 evaluate and improve intake services
for women.

--Advocates new services that meet women's special needs
and are not available an the communi:y.

--Establishes Task Group on Services for Women to revi-w
and develop policies and to make recommendations re7
garding change.

.Functional Category:--DIAGNOSIS AND REVIEW

Selected Tusks:

- -Conducts preliminary assessments of womer. to determine
and resolve immediate barriers to the intake process
or treatment entrance (e.g., medical emergencies, fi-
nancial arrangements, childcare, interpersonal crises).

--Conducts.in-depth interviews to determine the substance
abuse patterns and sociodemographic, psychological, le-
gal, educational employment, interpersonal, and commu-
nity services status of applicants.
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EXHIBIT I. Continued

--Administers medical-psychiatric history interviews, fo-
cusing primar,ily on health problems, to applicants.

- -Establishes necessary rapport with prospective clients
to elicit accurate information and develops sufficient
trust to probe for personal experiences and feelings.

--Observes behaviors of applicants to corroborate inter-
view findings:

--Documents observations and interview findings on stand-
ardized forms.

- -Identifies significant health complaints and drug-
medication problems needing the special attention of
the examining phys'cian.

- -Arranges appointments for other diagnostic tests and
examinations that are condected offsite as part of the
intake process (e.g., physical exam and psychological
and laboratory tests) and coordinates findings from
other examiners regarding further treatment needs and
service recommendations.

--Explains treatment options, procedures, and different
modalities or approaches to applicants and other family
members, as indicated.

- -Presents recommendations to applicant and designated
others, as appropriate, and negotiates mutually accept-
able treatment placement.

.

--Introduces applicant to her primary counselor, who re-
ceives all intake records and assumes responsibility
for other community referrals.

- -Forwards any new information to the primary counselor,
as received from the laboratory, former treatment agen-
cies, etc.

Functional Categag: REFERRAL COORDINATION

Selected Tasks:

--Establishes lizason with relevant communi: agencies
for medical and dental treatment, emergency care, and
other social, financial, legal, or loycholo;...cal serv-
ices needed by women drug abusers in the intake
process.
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EXHIBIT I. Continued

--Advocates new or improved services not currently avail-
able in the community.

--Makes regular calls to primary treatment and referral
resources to determine any changes in eligibility re-
quirements, hours of operation, etc., and,communicates
these to the intake workers.

- -Coordinates and consults with other treatme:It programs
or community agencies on the special health and social
service needs of chemically dependent women and reviews
and recommends these resources to intake workers to
meet treatment planning needs.

--Makes regular followup calls, under the guidance of the
intake workers, to discover whether applicants have
kept scheduled appointments and referrals.

- -Coordinates with outreach services that identify chem-
icallyically dependent women and negotiates screening and ,

referral arrangements.

Functional Category: RECEPTION AND RECORDKEEPING

Selected Tasks:

--Answers telephone inquiries from, schedules appoint-
ments for, and greets women appljcants for intake
services.

- -Guides flow of applicants through the intake proces ,

notifying other staff of delays or persons with splcial
needs.

--Provides informational packets or specified forms to
all applicants, as required.

--Records routine information such as applicant's identi-
fication, Insurance benefits, etc., and helps applicants
complete standard forms.

--Supervises and attends children, as necessary, and pro-
rides other courtesies such as refreshments, directions.

--riles, retrieves, and forwards applicants' records ac-
cording to established procedures that fall within
confidentiality regulations.

--Compiles and tabulates statistical data from the files,
as directed.
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EXHIBIT I. Continued

--Records financial information, prepares and submits
bills, and keeps accounts.

--Checks and reorders supplies and records receipts.

Functional Category: MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTING AND EXAMINATION

Selected Tasks of the Nurse/Medical Technologist:

- -Reviews hearth status forms with the applicant and
( probes any significant information on problems a

complaints._

- -Assists with medical/gynecological examinations and
takes vital signs.

- -Observes and records physical signs and symptoms of the
applicant to confirm self- rtports and laboratory
findings,

- -Provides counseling ca health ca.k. to women identified
during the examination as having problems needing im-
mediate attention (e.g., pregnancy, lack of birth con-
trol information or equipment, venereal disease, infec-
tion, dental pain, etc.).

--Collects samples of blood and/or urine for laboratory
testing and prepares specimens for submission to appro-
priate labs.

--Reviews and records all test results from the labs and
notifies the physician and/or the intake worker of ab-
normal findings requiring followup.

Selected Tasks of the Doctor celPhysician Assistant:

- - Conducts comc_lete physical examinations,

gynecological investigation, PAP smear, and swab for
detection of gonorrhea.

- -Reviews wdical history and laboratory findings for in-
. dications of abnormalities.

- -Recommends further testing, as necessary, for confirma-
ion of suspected health problems.

- -Confers with intake staff,'as necessary, to resolve any
conflicts among findings.
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EXHIBIT I. Continued

--Prioritizes health care needs and recommends referrals
and timeframes for appointments.

--Trains staff in emergency procedures for overdoses, sei-
zures, etc., and arrah,es procedures for hospital trans-

..

fers in emergencies.

4.
Selected Tasks of the Psychologist/Psychiatrist:

- 7Confers with intake workers regai-ding applicants who;

appear to have severe psychological problems and recom-
mends and arranges referrals fol.' emergency care or fur-
ther evaluation.

--Conducts mental status exams, psychological tests, or
psychiatric examinations, as appropriate.

--Conveys findings,. and treatment/referralrecommendations.
;to the intake worker and/or the treatment staff.

- -Serves as counselor oa the intake staff on problems and
frustrations relaled to working conditions and makes
recommendations EIS alleviate slch problems.

description at another program or the telephone screening and wel-
doming duties froi the receptionist's position at still another
agency.

A basib,s1affing pattern for an intake component, at even the
smallest treatment program, will probably include at least three
positions With duties that reflect intake services. The program
administrator/manager may delegate intake administrative tasks to
the diagnostic counselor but retain/bye:all responsibility for pol-
icies and procedures approvals, buljet, staffing, facility manage-
ment, and community liaison. Similarly, the secretary/receptionist/
records clerk may have primary duties related to the total program
but also have assignments that support the intake functions. More-

over, even.though an intake specialist /diagnostic counselor carries
the,basic responsibility i screening, assessing, and placing new
applicants, the backup of other counselors or social workers on
staff and medical/psychiatric personnel under contrast should be
available to help identify special referral resources, to match
these with client needs, and to coordinate appropriate linkages.

The qualifications recommended for each in .ke position will vary

according to the duties assigned, tie current staffing patterns and
qualifications available in the program a-, 'a whole, and the salary

scales or employment situation in the area. Obviously, a program
with only a few treatment staff positions, which are currently
filled by state-certified counselors without college degrees, will
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not be likely to hire a professional social worker as the intake
specialist. In contrast, intake workers with advanced degrees and
several years of qualifying experience may be preferred at another

IrImiamPrfaigttleicii:nttfleort:tnalin:=Crigpo-
Pprla"nr,amI Irienerfalna=alp

tent shoulc have at least 2 years of qualifying experience under
supervision in a clinical setting, preferably in a substance abuse
treatment agency, and have a college degree in the humanities or
social sciences. An advanced degree in guidance or rehabilitative
cadnseling, social work, or clinical psychology may be substituted
for experience. Likewise, extensive clinical experience and train-
ing can be substituted for educational experience. experience is
generally preferred in therapritic communities because of the
knowledge, skill, and attitudes developed. Programs reevaluating
their Intake services would be wise to place a member of the senior
profeisional staff who has the best skills as the head of the in-
take cOmponent, no matter how the other duties are assigned or
rotated.

The match of staff memb.rs' personal characteristics withthose.of
the population in treatment is another concern when hiring or rede-
ploying personnel. The issue of women on staff and as intake work-
ers can be approaches from several perspectives. Women applicants
will form more positiJe impressions if at least some program staff
are women working in positions other than secretary or clerk.' Pro-
grams serving only female clients may elect to have only women on
staff. In developing intake components, howevet, most programs
will consider a mixture of demographic factors, including sex, t it
reflect the characteristics of the target population. Some balance
is generally needed to repre.,ent differbrit age groups, races, eth-
rho ba-kgrounds, sexual preft-ences, drl,g or alcohol abuse experi-
ence, and professional orientation. Sex is only orb: factor in the
match of skills and_experiences with functional requirements and
client, references

Established programs will probably not hire new staf, intake as
they review their efforts-to attract'women, but they can retrain
current personnel and consider replacements as opportunities arise
The sensitivities of '-urrent workers to the characteristics and
needs of chemically dependent women can be heightened by good.staff
training. This may be accomplished through seminars, workshops, or
staff meetings. Some suggested topics incliLe tie following:

Research findings an characteristics of chemically depend-
.ent women;

Aipropriate cjMmunity resources for women;

Chanliny family roles and responsibilities of women and the
reactions A males;

Alternative career opportunitles for women;

Se<ual assault, harassment, and incest;
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Feminist rt groups;

New concepts ,

Domestic violence;

Antipornography campaigns;

Day care concepts;

Management of pregnancy in addicted women;

Patterns of alcohol, cigarette, and drug consumption among
women; and

Staff attitudes toward women clients.

STAFF BEHAVIOR

A complete list of dos and don'ts for intake vorkers to guarantee
that their actions and attitudes %ill be unobjectionable to all
women is, of course, impossible Wha. offends one woman may not
bother another. But frank examination of current practices and
open discussions during staff training sessions may be needed to
raise the consciousness of staff members about how certain actions
can affect selected female subgroups luring intake. Unintentional
slights to racial, ethnic, age, or handicapped groups are legion.
Rapid exploration of marital problems or sexual values with a
Puerto Rican woman, for example, may be an unacceptaLle breach of
manners, as is constant direct eye contact with a Native Amer.can.
Resolution of such issues as how to greet, touch, smilt at, langh
with, or show empathy for different types of women can be a valu-
able step toward Improvin9 intake services.

Some male staff memoers will need to guard against chauvinism and
stereotyping. They should not expect women to be more patiept than
men in waiting for services or to be "crazier," s2cker, more emo-
tionally volatile,, dependent, or manipulative than their male

countel:.arts.

Other potentially offensive behaiors by stAff members are choice
of language, form of address, and clothing style. Although few
women today express shock at foul language, too much"street talk"
IS both unprofessional and un essary during an intake interview.
Applicants may be asked what t in of addreSs they prefer; "Mary"

may be too informal for an old - fashioned grandmother and . "Ms. Jones"

even more offensive. Similarly, overly stylish or expensive Lloth-
ing worn by counselors may be perceived as intimidating /az womeet of

lower economic status. Other styles will be criticized as too
"hippy" or shabby and in,erpreted as unprofessional and demeaning.

Because mos' women who come to intake'are depressed, easily 'dis-
couraged, and pess.mistic about their self-worth (Colten 1979; Reed
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and Moise 1979b), they are frequently
difficult to engage in thera-peutic dialog. Gentle probing may be necessary to elicit responsesfrom these women. Their low self-esteem

tolerates little criti-cism, and Intake staff will have to reach out to ext?Icate womenfrom their isolation and play up their strengths and

Although some women will be very compliant and nonassertive duringintake, others may throw up barriers of
resistance, including act-ing out frustrations and

hostilities to prove their unworthiness.Such provocative actions must be countered
with positive sugges-tions and assurances rather than confrontational

reactions in graerto break the vicious cycle of poor performance and rejection.

Women with high anxiety levels need extra attention: Tension andanxiety interferetith concentration. Explanations and instruc-tions should be gNen quietly and clearly and repeated as often asnecessary. Written materials that ale simple and direct can sup-port important information.
Forms should not be a substitute forpersonalized discussions, however, and should never be distributedwith a curt, "Here, read this and ask questions, if you have any."

Finally, depressed people are depressing,
and intake workeri, who

interview women will need help with their own feelings if "burnout" is to be avoided.
Listening to troubles and probing for prob-lems without a chance to see impr'

,:.ment in treatment can be dis-couraging tc intake workers.
Raadmitting the same clients overand over again adds to these frusCrations. A good intake inter-viewer can be given relief

in several ways: by providing there-pesitic help to the staff as a group; by roteting to a treatent
unit periodically: and'by

receiving adequate time off. One formof daily relief is humor; intake workers naturally seek diversioncram a sometimes
oppressive routine by joking with each other.Is is a valuable teasioh

reductign res;,onse if indulged in whileawa from the applicants' nearing in a staff lounge during breaks.4. sep rate space for
relaxation in an intake unit a so allows work-. ers t.- eat or condt,.t personal

bustnAs away fron %1 eras.

CONDUCTING THE PRELIMINARY SCREENING

Th iagnostic assessment and intake pr,'
treatment, an,.1 its acts 2an Ce A

:teps: preliminary ::ient, diagno"ti
ent recommendations and referral. This
4irst steps that staff memmers must take
r,te process--h,bw to greet her, new to

questions to ask, 3-d who should inter/t
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ivide,1 into thrce ,Ib-
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to the continuation of the diagnostic assessment tnat will

require immediate diversion from the intake process.

Verification of applicant eligibility tut- treatment and
continued intake processing or refer: l zo a more appro-

priate resource.

These three parts are interrelated and Jo not necessarily follow
this order,4Although they .are depicted as following one another in

figureyl.i" The guidelines presented in this secti,in suggest ap-

proache4ailored to the needs and problems of women.

EXPLANATION OP THE INTAKE PROCESS.

Intake begins with the first contac, the applicant was with/the

treatment program: by telophane, through a referring agency, or

by walking in. The receptionist or intake worker must answer basic

questions about the services provided and describe the intake yroc-

ess. A short brochure or written instructions can be helpful

Such a toll may be sent to telephone inquirers or presented at the

first appointment. A written description will be useful for later

reference to provide the client with a more detailed explanation

of the purposes and results of each procedur,. A women with high

anxiety about entering treatment may not understand long oral ex-

plan.ations but will feel reassured by a written reminder of any

directions she must follow and a simple description of what she

can expect. Important educational information can also be imparted

through this medium, explaining, for example, the need for an alcc-

hol nistory if liver damage is suspectedor the importance of birth

control practices for stabilized methadone clients.

Intake workers can use the brochure or an oral Jialoj to exylain

(1) how long the intake process will take, (2) what is involved and

why, (3) how a treatment referral will be nude, (4) what -iafec,ardc,

are taken to protect confidentiality, (5) .hat unsent forms mist s.

be signed, and (6) what eligibility tests r 1,, met be'ore the

intake process can continue.

After this explanation, the inquirer should be asked whether or

not she wishes to apply for services acid to continue the intake

process. Some telephone callers ma; not be ready to make 11 ap-

pointment or may need help not offered by t.r treatment progr:m.

'Referral to a more appropriate resource hould be Differ o.

The appli-ants who visit the prourt., may nor nay, made :derivate ar-

rangements to continue intake ,r1 the same A young mother, for

example, may have to hurry home to greet . ,olchildren. Other

applicants mey have ar'ived too "high to complete intake and

need to reschedule anappoinmen:. This lc always liffi,ult sit-

uation for program workers, hs.sever, 1-,e,ause a woma.,'; de'ision ti

enter treatment may be tenuous, and women who do not 'arplete in-

t, se on the first day often either tail to return 01 return only

when they are in another crisis. The staff must be persf,tent in
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IP/alkin

1

Telephone Caller
Referring Agency

Initial Contact
Explain treatment aerxices and
the .ntake process i

interviews
tests/examinations
time requirements
eligibility criteria

,-- confidentiality safeguards
Does applicant qualify and Wish
to continue?

Give directions to program
Make an appointment

1
Screening
Determine moti.ation for seeking
treatment
Assess t urront drug abuse status
Is there need for emergency care/
crisis intervention?

I no

/

Refer to ., -e
cppropriate resource

4

;

Registration
Document basic information
Sign consent forms
Verify eligibility

name, addiction, insurance, age.
residence. etc

./

r yes

.1
Refer to hospital or
inpatient facility for

trauma
overdose or severe
Withdrawal
acute pain or illness
psychosis

Return to inta4e
process

FIGURE 1. Tht preliminary screening
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order to complete intake on the same day or to followup with tele-
phone contacts if a woman Leaves early, promising to return. Ir

such situations, staff should obtain basic r.ermission to record the
r applicant's name, permanent address, telephOne number, and conqen-

lent time for calling her to discuss the treatment services. The
intake worker may also request tne name of 0 friend or family mem-
ber who will.know where the applicant is and has written permission
from -he applicant to discuss hcr treatment needs.

DETERMINING TREATMENT MOTIVATION AND
POTENTIAL BARRIERS

The preliminary assessment of applicants tikes only a few minutes
but should be conducted in priacy by an assigned staff member, not
in the waiting area by a distracted clerk. .It is impoitant to take
time for introductions and a few pleasantries that will establi_n
the Interviewer's interest and concern. The intake counselor should

Carefully observe the woman's responses and note how she answers
questions: whether she is relaxed, in pain, ho3tile, unduly agi-
tated, or excited. Body language as well as verbal contact is im-
portant. The first questions should be 7asual and ian include how
she got to tht center, who accompanied her, or how she is feeling.
The purpose is a brief social exchange to put both persons at ease.

The assessment begins with questions about the reasons the woman
carne to this intake unit or this program at this time. Motivation
to seek help fOr a drug abuse problem is almost always related to
an Immediate crisis: Something has happened td make this day or
week different from others. The applicant may have contemplated
treatment for some time, but the moment of decision usually hinges
on some pressure, large or small. The reason may be as simple as
a ride offered by a :.rand who is in the program or as traumatic as
the death of a mate from an overdose, a threat from protective serv-
ices to remove an abased or neglected child, a violent fight with
a pimp, pusher, or lover who is the drug supply source, or'physical
pain from an abscess at the in3ection site.

Treatment entrance for the ,.Iremically dependeat woman i5 often pre-
cipitated ty somewhat different crises than those experienced by
men. Some of these differences have ]ready been mentioned in the
earlier comparison of admissions characteristics. Two differences
are worth ''epeating:

* Women are much more likely than men to cite health problems
as the motivation for seeking treatment (Andersen 1979;
Tucker 1979). Addicted men, in contrast, perceive their
drug problems to be more severe than do women (Pucker 1979).
This difierence may reflect socially acceptable sexual ster-
eotypes: Women are more likely to seek medical assil;tance
for physical problems that may be stress-related. whereas
men can retain a male mythology of strength if they describe
a drug problem.
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Women entering treatment have experienced more stressful
life situations in the month before treatment than other
nonaddicted women or comparison men. The most freqUently
encountered problems in addition to health are finances,
childiearing, family situations, and other personal and
social relationships (Tucker 1979). Addicted women less
frequently come to treatment because of pressures from the
criminal justice system. These women are suffering from
loneliness and isolation and desire more meaningful rela-
tionships, yet they have seldom sought assistance for in-
terpersonal problems and may not easily enter into intimate
discussions or know how to identify emotione dissatisfac-
tions as stresses,

Determination of the motivation for treatment provides clues to the
applicant's lifestyle, treatment expectations, the immediacy of any
crises, and other persons who should be irvolved in the treatmentprocess. For example, the courts, an employer, or another social
agency may wish to be informed of

treatment placement and progress.
Family members may accompany the applicant to the facility and may
also want to hear about treatment.

Permission forms Will be needed
from the applicant before information is releasedto anyone for
any purpose.

In addition, the applicant's current drug status also should be in-
vestigated during the preliminary assessment. This is necessary to
determine her physiological addiction status and imminent or cur-
rent uithdrawal or overdose symptoms. The interviewer's observa-
tions will confirm or raise doubts about answers to tae following
questions:

What is the general pattern and substance abuse history of
the applicant?

What drug(s) is she currently using, in what amounts (dos-
ages) at what frequency levels, in what combinations, by
what route(s) of administration, and how long has this pat-
tern continued over the past 2 to 4 weeks?

What drug(s) have been taken in the past 24 to 72 hourA?

Bow is the applicant feeling now?

An experienced ,ounselor can evaluate, f'om this I-formation,
whether the woman can continue the in,erview and complete the in-
take process in relative comfort and with adeolLate attention and
responsiveness. Many applicants will be mildly high at intake.
Reassurances may be necessary that intake will be completed or that
symptomatic relief will be available ,,efore withdrawal begins.
Care should be taken, however, not to ignore or discount a woman's
descriptions of her physical discomfort as mere e:IggeratIons: Be-
cause women are culturally allowe,I co complain and express pain,
some staff members, femc-1( as well as males, may assume that all
symptoms are distorted. Laboratory testin4 and medical examination
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can help distinguish the severity of the situation more objectively.

St. port and empathy, however, should not be withdrawn even when ex-

aggeration is displayed.

Although the intake assessment may be aborted at any point if major

barriers are discovered, several emergency situations may become
obvious in the early screening or when a woman arrives at the fa-

cility. The following symptoms or situations require immediate
action and deviation from the routine assessment procedures. The

assessment of some of these problems is explained more fully in a

later section:

PhyciCal trauma ur visible injury;

Fever and severe specific or nonspecific pain;

Symptoms of overdose from various drugs (e.g., coma, res-
piratory depression, r.listagmus, convulsions, delerium,
incoherer. e, extreme paranoia'or emotional instability,
hyperactiv.ty, tachycardia, cardiac arrhythxnias);

Severe wit ,awal symptoms, especially from odi..10rates,
alcohol, triuquilizers, or comeinations of drugs (e.g.,
tremulousness, agitation, confusion, convulsions, abdomi-
nal cramps with diarrhea and vomiting, severe depression);

Severe reactions to drug's, especially hallucinogens or
phencyclidine (PCP), thatmimic ptychi .ic behavior;

Suicidal lareats or actions;

ViClent actions or threats;

Visible jaundice, or

Psychoti. behavior manifested in hallucinations, parano4,a,
hysteria, manic states, disorientation, extreme anxiety
and fear, or other dysfunction.

, All of these situations require medical or psychiatric interven-

tion, usually at an inpatient facility. Some intake units have the

capability to further assess the problem onsite, where a physician

can complete a rapid urino sample screen or physical examination,

for example. Staff in other units without direct onsite medical

dssistance need clear criteria about who to refer, where, arid with

what symptoms. A physician's consultation should be suught for

these standards.

Intake unit staff in all facilities should be well prepared to dis-

tinguish emergency situation,, and to rake predetermined actiois.

Two steps are Involved.

4 5i
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1. Training in emergency
procedures to assist the applicantuntil a referral is made (which may be provided by the

consulting physician); and

2. Formal agreements with preselected facilities to handle
anticipated emergencies and up-to-date information on howto facilitate referrals (see chapter 5).

When a distressing
emergency occurs at an intake facility, staffshould know in advance how_po handle it. They must do the following:

Take the distressed woman to a predesignated private spacethat has a bed or couch and some emergency equipment (e.g.,.
wrapped tongue suppressors for convulsions, a blood pressure
cuff, first aid supplies,

naloxone, ipecac, etc., depending
on the training of'staff and proximity

to assistance)... Tnisisolation stops panic or hysteria among other clients andcalms the victim and any family or friends who may be withher.

Assign a counselor, nurse, or other staff member to stay
with the applicant and reassure or assist her while thesituation is assessed or help is summoned. This person
should know how to respond

to the %roman's needs while 'e-
maining calm and efficient. This person should continue tocollect important information about the applicant's name,
address, telephone, next of kin, hospitalization insuranceor payment potential, family situation, and development of.the problem. This may fined from a person who accom-panied the woman to in ake, i ecessary.

Assign a second person to arrarge for necessary help or as-
sistance by calling an ambulance, the hospital, etc. This
should be done in a separate room so that the situation can
be evaluated more objectively and rationally; reports can
be made periodically to the staff member who is with the
applicant.

Cooperative arrangements between the intake unit and necessary fa-
. cilities to handle emergencies

should specify policies and practicesat each facility So that precious time is not wasted when services
are needed. The following types of facilities should be included:

HospIital emergency rooms equipped and experienced in treat-
.. ing drug overdoses, especially

from barbiturates and other
(sedatives, tranquilizers

(benzodiazepines), narcotics, anal-
gesics, combinations with alcohol, and severe reactions to
hallucinogens such as LSD, PCP, the major tranquilizers,
etc.

Inpatient hospital or freestanding medically supervised
detoxification facilities that will accept women withdraw-

' ing from barbiturates, alcohol, tranquilizers, amphetamines,narcotics (with complications), and combinations of these
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drugs. (Only severe cases in which the Applicant is too
sick to continue intake should be referred at *his point
before an assessment is completed; otherwise, postdetoxifi-
cation treatment maybe delayed.)

Hospital clinics or medical services that treat hepatitis
and other liver disease and disorders, renal dysfunctions,
heart problems, dermatologic infections, and other bacte-

rial infections.

Psychiatric hospitals or residential mental health facili-
ties that accept chemically dependent women who are sui-
cidal, manic, violent, psychotic, or dysfunctional, perhaps
from drug reactions.

Dental clinics that accept women for emergency services.

Temporary shelters for Women and/or children that accept
persons who have been sexually assaulted, physically abused
or threatened, locked out of a house, or otherwise left
without housing.

Protective services and temporary foster care placement
services for children who have been abused, neglected, or
need temporary care during a mother's emergency.

Transportation services that can deliver women in need of

assistance to their destination. These can include rescue
squads, ambulances, police cars, volunteers, and taxicabs
Taxi fares can be prepaid from a petty cash fund.

Whenever a prospective drug, treatment client is referred to a hos-

t pital, clinic, or psychiatrif resource before the intake process is
completed, it is importane to establish that the woman will be re-
ferred back to intake after discharge or when the emergency evalia-

tion is completed. Once the immediate crisis is resolved, fur- er

treatment for drug abuse may still be necessary. Or some occasions,

the dr 4 treatment applicant will remain a primary client of the
facility to which she was referred, but consultation between the
two facilities can work this out. In other words, the intake unit

has an obligation to track any applicant until she is firmly com-
mitted to a primary treatment resource, whether or not the intake

process is interrupted by crises.

rollowup on all referrals from the intake component chn be accom-
plished if each case is recorded in a central referral logbook by
date, with additional columns for the applicant's name, problem,

consent for followup, referral reso,,,,,t tact and telephone num-

Der, and outcome status. An assigned i. -e worker should period-

ically contact the referral resources, (e.g., hospital, detoxifica-
tion center), provided that written permission was obtained from
the applicant priar to the referral, and note decisions regarding

any continuing need for the program's services 0. other outcomes.
This activity requires time and commitment, but a regular review
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of the logbook can help document the
frequency and types of crisesencountered, the referral

resources used, and their responsivenessor impact.

VEAIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

The final step in
preassessmpnt screening is the verification ofany required eligibility criteria. Each program should have clearand consistent procedures for this task. For example, it shouldstate evidence required for applicant identification--birth cer-tificate, driwer's license, or only the statement of name. Thestaff must de5ide whether to validate

tither criteria such as age,residence, addiction history, or insurance eligibility. Whatever\ restrictions or criteriaj.re set, they should be thoroughly ex-plained to each applicant,
and every effort should be made to spec-ify what evidence mill be needed before an applicant appears at theprogram. 1

During prescreening, the first program forms will be completed.These usually include four types of information:

Basic registration information;

2,resenting problems and motivation for entering treatment;

Summary of current drug abuse status and past treatments;and

Cpnsent to medical examination:, (to be scheduled).

The woman applicant may be asked to complete the registration sec-tion while the intake worker enters notes on the other forms. Ifthis is done, the applicant's ability to read and respond to thewritten questions Should be appraised first, perhaps with the coun-selor explaining the form or completing it for the applicant, ifpreferred, Apologies do not have to be made for these forms, butthe interviewer may wish to stress the importance of the informa-,tion that will be requested and to explain how it will contribute
to treatment planning and necessary referrals.

For some programs, this
preassessmelt phase concludes the intakeprocess and the eligible applicant is introduced to a primary coun-selor for further diagnosis, treatment planning, and orientation.

COMPLETING THE DIASNOSTZ ASSESSMENT

The second and major phase of intake, following the preliminaryscreening and regis,..ration of the applicant, is the complete diag-nostic assessment. SeVeral methods are used during "..is phase togather and confirm. information
from diverse sources in order toexamine the woman's strengths and weaknesses. Each treatment pro-gram must design an individualized

assessment protc,col that is
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appropriate to its therapeutic objectives, staff resources, and

applicant group characteristics. The following subsections provide

guidelines for this process that parallel necessary decisions in

four areas:

1. What information-gathering methods will be used for

assessment?

2. In what sequence will data be collected?
9

3. What forms and format(s) will be used tb record

information?'

4. What fodus Areas and specific questions will be covered
in theagnostic process?

ASSESSMENT METHODS

Intake assessments usually entail four methods that complement

each other, help assure the accuracy of the.data collected, and
contribute to a richer understanding of the whole woman. These

methods are as follows:

Interviews with the applicant, family members, or other
involved resources, using both structured questions to 1

gather a comparable data base of similar information son
all 'respondents and open-ended questions to elicit more

personalized information;

,

Tests to augment the interviews by laboratory examination

, of bodily4specimens, measures of physical status (e.g.,
blood pressure, weight, temperature), or measures of psy-
chological functioning (e,g., paper-and-pencil tests scored
against norms established for similar populations);

Observations,of the physical body (through medical exami-
nations by the doctor) and of the individuaLs personality
characteristics (expressed in behaviois, speech patterns,
and appearances noted by the interviewer); and

Review of records that have bearing on the topics under

study and are forwarded, with the expressed cc lent of the

applicant, from other sources such as previous trdatment
programs, other community agencies, schools, criminal jus-

tice system reprsentatives, or health care iinics.

The primary differences in these assessment methodologies are out-

lined in exhibit 2.
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EXHIBIT 2.--Differences in
assessment technologies

Assessment,
Methods Procedure

Accuracy

Interviews Involvds guided, interac-

tions between the inter-
viewer and the respondent.

Tests Compares.individuals with
group norms established
by other raters.

Observations Compares individuals with
group norms established
through the observcr's
own experiences.

Records Provides another person's
perspective on same appli-
cant's behavior or
characteristics.

Depends on rapport estab-

lished through skill of
the interviewer and posi-
tive attitude of
respondent.

Depends on reliability/

validity of the test with
a similar population.

Depends primarily on the
astuteness and experience
of the observer.

Depends on the correspond-
ence between information
in the same categories.

Guidelines for eliciting information in the interview follow.

1. Start the interview wi,th a clear introduction. State the
purpose of the interview; provide assurances that confi-
dentiality will be protected by saying how records will
be documented, stored, released,, etc.; estimate how long
the interview will take; and offer to stop'for a break if
the respondent tires. Also, introduce each new section
of the interview with a brief explanation of its content
and purpose.

2. Tailor the beginning of'the interview to the special con-
cerns of the applicant. Try to determine the applicant's
emotional status from the presenting problem(s) and then
begin the interview with a related focus. If she appears
.eticent and reserved, start with the least threatening
or anxiety-provoking material, such as educational or med-
ical isistory. Move right into relationships or legal
problems if the applicant is primarily concerned with
these issues. In an emergency, obtain crucial core data
as rapidly as possible from any'available source.'

3. Respect privacy or a refusal to respond. Be sensitive.
Let ta client know ahead of time that she has the right
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to refuse to answer questions. Avoid questions that seem
to embarrass of offend her by going on to other subjects
and returning to the topic only when the applicant is more
relaxed and comfortable. Do not probe when there is ac-
tive resistance; this can be noted for a later counselor
to investigate.

4. Set the tone for open communications and discussions. Be

direct, candid, and casual in your approach. Try to stim-

ulate free answers by asking open-ended questions that \I

can't be answered by a simple yes or no, but don't let the
responses wander aimlessly. Don't interject your own bi-

ases or comments as you phrase the questions.

5. Listen actively and attentively. Focus your attention on
the prospective client to encourage her responses. Pro-

vide feedback about information and feelidgs expressed by
acknowledging their reality and validity without sounding
superficial or falsely reassuring.

6. Keep cool and control your responses. Remain patient and

tactful, even if provoked by unwarranted hostility, re-
sentment, or misunderstandings. Defensiveness and anger

are not useful. The immedia task is to get the prospec-
tive client into treatment, tgt to change her behavior on

the spot. Recognize your Own feelings of frustration or
anger, but become comfortable enough with the situation
to channel them appropriately without succumbyg to argu-
ing, scolding, or making sarcastic remarks.

7. Watch for s toms of dru reactions. Recognize the po-

tential impact of drugs on the applicant's responses, not-
ing variations in behavior or mood swings during the in-
terview that may reflect different states of intoxication
and withdrawal. The overall validity and accuracy of the
responses should be questioned if the applicant is obvi-
ously "high" or sick.

B. Phrase questions to evoke useful and accurate responses.
Use simple language and isk)brief questions, one at a

time. Bd as specific as possible about the timeframe or
the context of the answer you are soliciting and repeat
the question a second time, in a different way, if the

applicant has difficulty understanding it. Know the con-

tent areas the questionnaire you are completing and
pursue the essence of each subject rather than read each
item perfunctorily from the form. Stop to record coded

data for information systems such as COMP; rough notes
will usually suffice to document other questions until
after the interview is completed, however. Stick to ques-

tions asking "what" and "how" rather than "why," leaving
interpretation of causality for later tnerapy sessions.
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9. Guide the.interview around sensitive subjects. In somesubject areas where applicants may perceive the questionsto be pejorative or.socially
.nacceptable, the interviewer

may guide responses by
suggesting "approve,:," answers. Forexamp1A, a recent study,found that obstetrical clients;when questions about their daily alcohol consumption pat-terns, tended to deny drinking pralems aliogetner whenthey thought such a response would t,..:* more acceptable.When, however, the question was reworded to ask, "How muchdo you usually drink in a day? Would you say two six-

packs?", the social drinkers immediately lauced and said,"Oh, cdme on--more like two cans." Those with high con-sumption patterns, in contrast, replied; "Wellyes, some-times a few more
. . . or less." Suggested responses intire high range or negative

category may overcome Usual de-, .nial,and increase the accuracy
of respondents (Sokol and

.
,Miller 1980).

1

Similarly, women might drop their: defensiveneLs or ember-rassment 'about discussing
sexual traumas if the inter-viewer approached such questions with a statement such as,"A lot of women who develop drug problems have had somebad sexual experiences such ds rape or sexual molestationby relatives. Have you ever had any of these experiences

10. Define the conclusion of the interview. A natural way toend the interview is with a brief summary of what happened,
a description of what can be expected next, and an invita-tion for any last-minute comments or clarifications. The ,interviewer's perceptions of the interactions should benoted in the,records. It may be important to 0 later
therapist to know, for example, that the interview was of
questionable validity.

ASSESSMENT SEQUENCES

The sequence in whic) information is collected during the intakeprocess can follow several flow models, depending on the availabil-ity of staff and other
mandated data-gathering resources either on-site or at other locations.

Ideally, the findings from all diag-nostic procedures should be coordinated at once before treatmentplans are formulated and recommended. In smaller programs, the
diagnostic data base is seldom completed before treatment is initi-ated ,jecauss physical examinations are scheduled offsite, laboratorytests or psychological

status results take days to return, and rec-ords from previous treatment,
episodes are not immediately available.Figure 2 depicts a typical flow chart for information gathering ina drug program.

The intake procedures
are usually segmented and spread over severaldays to a month.

Appointments for physical or psychological exam-inations are generally made with external (Qntractorf, or community
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agencies, and findings may be -delaypthand difficult to track down.The intake componvnt serves as a broker for referrals and appoint-ments, whereas the primary counselor must coordinate findings andrecommendations into ongoing treatment plans and modifications.

It is impoZtant to understand. that the data baseapquired to assess.an applicant is not a limited
information set but 'rather is a44row-lhg body of knowledge that is continuously expanded and modifiedas treatment progresseS

Some programs can and will require thatmore facts be available before
a placement deciiion is made, andeach.program may emphasize a different information base, dependingon tts treatment approaches.

Decisions about the assessment se-quence will necessarily involve
related decisions about content:exactly what facts are necessary and available at whiCh pointsdur-ing the intake procedures.

-

Programs that have a larger percentage of readmitted clients mustalo consider how to reprocess them most efficiently. Repeatedphysical examinations, for instance, mar be unnecessary if the cli-ent is returning within the same year, but a health status ques .* tionnaire should be designed to note any new or emerging problems.40'If the original chart is available and can be carefully r eviewed
. beforethe intake.interview begins, repelitious collection of otherhistorical infoimation.can also be eliminated p favor of new dataon current problems and events.

DESIGN OF RECORDS -AND FORMS

The forms and other records used by an intake component are an es-
sential part of 'the clinical

recordkeeping system and should be
carefully designed to serve several purposes iaddition to theirdiagnostic functions. Intake forms are used by treatment staff tocontinue the assessment prcicess and initiate services, by the ad-ministrative section to measure the achievement of selected pro-
grammatic .ob]ectives, and by the evaluation team to determine cli-ent changes at discharge or followup. Staff representatives from
these factional areas should, therefore, serve together on a pro-
gram records committee with overall responsibility for design, re-
view, and modification of all clihical records. In this task, the
recordg committee can use not only the suggestions of'other staffmembers, but also the three resource manuals publishedby NIDA:

Cl:.nical Record System for Drug Abuse Treatment Programs.
National Institute on Drug Abuse Treatmeht Program Mono-
graph Series No. 5. DHEW Pub: No. (ADM)78-689', 1978.

**Assessment Interviewing for Treatment Planning. The Na-
tional Drug Abuse Center forTraining and Resource Devel-
opment, NIDA Training Division. National Institute on
Drug Abuse, Rockville, Md., 1975.

.

Drug'Abuse Instrument Handbook: Research Issues. National
Institute on Drug Abuse. DHEW Pull. No. (ADM)76-394, 1976.
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This committee's decisions about intake records will involve the
. .

following: 0

1. Selection of the most approPriate,of slyeral. specialized
types of forms for client assessments, such as

a: Client identification and registration form,

JD. Personal and social,hibtory fqrm,
c. Health and drug abuse status fcirm;

d. Physical examination form,

e. Laboratohl test results form, and

f. Treatment-admission summery and disposition fprm.

2. Selection or adaptation of supplementa.1 forms that will

assist intake procedures, incldding

a. Registration 14000k for applicant contacts and ap-

pointments;

b. Referral logbook for followup of outside referrals
to clinics, hospitals, medical exams, etc.;

6

c. Client identification number assignment :log with al-

phibetical cross - index;

d. Routing slip to track the status of applicant's rec-

ords durinliintake;

e. Consent forms for medical procedures, methadone main -
tcnance, release of records;

e

f. Referral slip to accompany applioants when outside
appointments are made; and

g. Information sheets that descr4ce intake procedures,

program rules and regulations, etc.

3. Questions about the layout and formatting of the forms,

including:'

a. Which questions should have forced-choice and coded
answers and which will require narrative'resp&nses?

b. How man, carbons of eachform are necessary and what

is their distribution and schedule for transmittal?

c. Where should the person completing the form sign and

date it?

d. Should space be left for summaries and comments by-

the intake workers and counselors?
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Q. Designation of focus areas, question content, and question
order on the forms. (Further guidelines .for this task are
given in the. next section.)

t
5. Directions for completing the forms should include:

a. The stiff member or consultant /contractor rt5pQnsible
for completing each intake form. In some akordkeep-
ing systems, (see sample .forms in the NIDA.manual,
Client Drug

National Institute on Drug Abuse 1978), client
assessment forms aresstructuredsso that crucial items
are asked first in each categoricsa settion of the
/interview. This' basic information is supplemented by
continuing interviews with the primary counselor that
build on the initial appraisal.

Although intake staff members
sometimes consider forms to be a nui-sance, the time spent entering
clinical observations and interviewresponse% in the records helps diagnosticians to review, organize,and assimilate information and to maze meaningful judgments andrecommendations. Unrecorded Information and impressions, further-

more, are 'lost to other persons who must treat the client. -Intake
assessments are a.waste of valuable time ond.resoarces if more in-
formation is solicited than is used or if inadequate recording re-quires that mother therapist must reppat the same questions later.

1)0 i
E DATA BASE FOR DIAGNOSS:, APPLICANT INTERVIEWS-

The major diagnostic interview conducted at intake usually has twoparts:

1. A perdonal and social history covering the applicant's
current relationships, responsibilities, living arrange-
ments, legal involvements, and functional abilities as a
homemaker, employee, student, financial manager, and rec-'
reational consumer/participant.

.2. A health status questionnaire
including an overview of the

Applicant's current physical condition, apy significant
history of illness or injury for her or her blood rela-
tives, her current health practices, land a history of her
reproductive and sexual functioning.

Portions of the information in
these two ass'essmeris may be,bb-

tained.through self-administered forms, provided that appliaNtIs
. can read and understand the questions,and

won't be embarrassed to
ask for assistance. When this procedure is used, the completed
questionnaire is still reviewed by the intake worker, who asks ad-
ditional or clarifying questions to corroborate responses.

The diagnostic interview assesses the woman's strengths, sources,
of support, weaknesses, and needs so that the counselor can make
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valil treatment recommendation's and referrals. The'interview also
allows the counselor to engage the applicant in a prolonged conver-
sation and to observe nonverbal behaviors and communication pat-
terns. While completing these health and social histories, the in-

. take worker must be sensitive to both whae is and is not said and
must also continuously relate the information to potential solutions
for the applicant's immediate and long-range problems.

The focus areas can be structured an many ways, and the questions
for each section can be phrased differently. Not all focus areas
are appropriate for each program, and not all questions are appro-

. priate for each woman. Some programs, for example, prefer to group
all questions about childbirth; sexuality, and menstrual function-
ing in one section, wnich is administered by the intake worker.
Other programs may leave the medical history toga Rurse in the
physician-examiner's office but cover the questione.on sexual func-
tioning in the diagnostic intake interview. The rationale for the IL,

question groupings or focus areas is as follows:

4

The Personal and Social History Form

--Cur nt relationships apd livinAVg arrangem ents. The first

se of the interview examines the immediate social,
tuation of the applicant and focuses on support systems

used (i.e., for emotional or practical help); responsi-
bilities for children or other dependents; ways her g

abase is affecting those around her; and cris r rob-

lems she'views as important. This information will help
the intake worger decide whether to recommend structured
supervision during treatment or less intensive approaches.

Is .the femaleApplicant lonely, isolatbd, or overwhelmed
by awesome responsibilities? Is she living in depressing
circumstances on blaming herself for the problems she
faces? Is child abuse or family violence evident? Does

she` have a strong sexual preference for either men and/or
women? Are there marital stress, estrangement, custody,
or child support payment proolems? Is a family member,

partner, or friend willing to becomerinvolved in treat-

ment? Does the applicant agree to this? What is her

concept of the helping relationship?

--Family backgrotnd. The family history of illness and
psychological disturbance (found also in the medical/
psychiatric history and not repeated herel should be ex-
plored for any immediate effect on the applicant. Was

there physical abuse in the family thLt makes her more
prone to harm or neglect her own children under stress?,
Was addiction as a coping mechanism learned from an.in-
fluential parent or other role model? The woman's atti-
tudes toward authority, her sex role orientatioq, and
feelings of acceptance or rejection probably stem from
family patterns and will be useful in selecting a treat-
ment, environment and a counselor. For example, a young

1 0
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woman who is a school, dropout and runaway with overt.hos-
tility toward tight controls may not do well in a .tradi-
tionally structured therapeutic community.. Similarly,
the traditionalist woman may not accept a feminist coun-
selor but may also have difficulties with a male sheer-
ceives as exploitative.

- -Coping styles and self=estaem. What is the overall de- .
meaner of the applicant,and how will her coping styles
affect participation'in treatment? Doesshe deal with
thd world through anger and hostility or 'depression and
withdrawal? Does she fegl she.exercisgs some'control
over her life and can take responsibility for getting
better? irhis section will be used,with other behavioral
observationg to assess tHg .emotional status of the appli-
cant and make preliminary determinations about psycholog-
ical functioning. Is the applicant'r behavior w,thin a
'normal range ,for the population seen, or should she be
reevaluated by a consulting psychologist or psychiatrist?

- -Education and skills. Whether or not the applicant is
currently working, she. neeA skills ()nen education that
will qualify her to barn a decent wage. Does she have
this ability? Would .she be willing or able to go back
to school or for training? What are the options and ob-
stacles for this decisiOn?

6

--Employment, income, and money management. The financial
resources of the applicant and how she manages them may
be .a rflAjoe concern in determining

treatment placement and
in the success of the :therapeutic effort. Is the woman
destitute or does she have an adequate income? What is
the source of the income and how secure is it? Is she
self-sufficient or dependent on another person, a welfare
check, or other benefits ?' Could she become self-supporting
in the near future? Has drug abuse interfered with her
job now or in the past? Is immediate supplemental in-
come assistance required? Will she need counseling' in
financial management?

4Legal status. Has the applicant been involved with the
law because of drug abuse? How serious is the problem,
and how might the charges affect her placement? Dces she
need Can attorrey now? ,Are there reporting requiremedcs
to other agencies because of legal involvement?

--Recreational activities. The use of free time is often
a problem for women who have too little of it because of
childcare responsibilities, too little money to spend on,
themselves, cr don't*now how to have fun without drugs.
The activities that the applicant enjoys now or in the
.past are clues to her treatment needs. Social relation=
ships may bg difficult for her to initiate, orshe may
not know how to be aliona and enjoy privacy. will she
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need to build a network of new friends and activities to
escape from addiction? Did she once participate in more

wholesome activities?

- -Other supports and barriers to treatment. The applicant
may be involved with other social or counseling agencies
and organizations with which- the treatment program may
need to communicate and cdpperate. She may have addi-
tAnal barriers to treatment not yet disclosed or dis-
cussed. These should be explored before referral recom-
mendations are Made, Access to a 'private car or time
limits set by a job may well influence the ohoice of a
treatment program. f

The Health Status Questionnaire

-- Current medical and psychiatric care and prescription
medications. Is the applicant currently under the care
Of a doctor or therapist, and does she have any immediate
health problems requiring care? Does she take medica-
tions, and if so are they abused? Will medication taken
affect urin9Ksurveillance or further prescription of
drugs? Will any chronic physical or psychological prob-
dems interfere with treatment, such as a work-limiting
isability? ' ,

A

- -Record of Past illnesses or injuries. What past in-
t,

nesses or injuries in the applicant, or her immediate
fdmilY may contribute to her current condition or atti-

tude? Is there a family history of alcoholism, mental
ilrless, cancer, diabetes, or other problem that is

significant?

--' Current symptom checklist. Does she have problems or

complaints that need immediate medical°attentton (preg-
nancy, communicable disease, scheduled surgery)? What

constellation, of current symptoms does the applicant de-
scribe, and do.they indicate withdrawal, addiction, seri-
ous illnesses, depressive reactions?

--Cu rrent health practices and attitudes. How much does
the applicant's lifestyle contribute to her health sta-

tus? Does she eat well, sleep or exercise sufficieptly,
or have irregular habits? Will she need further nutri-

tional assessment or help with her appearance? boes she

care about her body and her health?

-- Reproductive and sexual functioning. Is the applicant

functioning normally in this area Does she need daelp

with birth control, attitudes about sex, or guilt about
prostitution or other sexual experiences? Has hei drug
abuse masked her feelings about herself as a woman?
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THE DATA BASE FOR DIAGNOSIS: OBSERVATIONS4 AND EXAMINATIONS

In addition to the interview, appraisals are made of the apWidant
based on close observation and examination. Physical condition is
deterMined through an examination. Psychological status ig furtherassessed from other behavioral observations.,

The Physical Examination. The Federal funding criteria require a
physical examination to be administeied by a qualified person as
soon as practicable but no later than 21 days after admission. Thes

purpose is to detect any serious illndssgs
and contagious diseases

to`investigate the potential influence of a medical condition on
treatment placement and outcome; to refej individuals to the health
caresystem, as necessary; to confirt, the drug abuse status and his-
tory; and to offer women a complete

obsteericaligynecological exam-ination. Chapter 6 in thilrvolume describes the necessary proce-
dures for conductirig a complete physical,examination.

Behavioral Observations. At the conclusion of the diagnostic in-
terview, theirctae worker should take a few minutes to summarize
add note important observations a'Aout the applicant. The purpose.
of thee behavioral notations is to reflect on any symptoms of se-
vere disturbance that will need closer investigation or immediate
intervdhtion and to distinguish those from other actions or ecce41
tricities that may be, at least templorarily, harmless. This is the
tiie to reflect on suicidal intent and to note bizarre costumes .qnd
mannerisms, for example, or threats of violence and signs of child
abuse.

Behavioral observations are commonly noted in three categories:

Dress, and general appearance,

Demeanor and behaviors, and
Speech patterns and content.

Peculia"rities Or inappropriateness of dress are expressions of.gen-
eral attitude toward the world. Depression may be accentuated by
poor grooming; prostitution flaunted by seductive clothes; self-
concernsand preoccupation manifested ,in flamboyant clothes; obses-
siveness by fastidiousness. Extdnal'appearances are also clue. to
socioeconomic level or expectation.

Behaviors are even more revealing. Again, depression is usually
accompahied by fatigue and immobility or slowed reactions. There
may be difficaties.with attention and concentrationor rage and
anger directed toward various significant others or the intake
staff. Many' symptoms will be drug- or 'alcohol-related, and it may
ue hard to distinguish between the chem;.cal effects and psychologi-
cal symptoms. The applicSnt with no obvious cliniCal effects from

P.a specified recent drug ingestion't a confirmed t.igh dosage is
probably tolerant and stabilized on that dosage. The drug-abusing
woman may bu agitated from "speed," "nodding out" from narcotics,
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or "tripping" on hallucinogens.Or she may be physically sick In
withdrawal,, showing numerous overt symptoms.

.Behaviors combined s4ith speech patterns and verbal messages are
clues to suicidal potential, violence, or psychological disturb-
ance. The inexperienced 1-cake counselor may be uncomfdttable
about summarizing these observations and feel inadequate as a psy-
chiatric diagnostician. Training and consultation from a profes-
sional clinician are'strongly recommended in learning how to con-
duct and document a mental status summary. Caution'is advised'

about concluding that disturbances are drug reactions or psycholog-
ical impairments until the applicant has been drug free for. to

10 days.

Several resources are available to help with staff training in this
area, but none is an adequate epbstitate for direct supervision and
consultation. Two basic references in this area are

Freedman, A. M., and Kaplan, H. I., eds. Diagnosing Mental

' Illness: Evaluation in Psychiatry and Psychology. New

York: AntheneuM, 1972.

McReynolds, P., ed. Advances in Psychological Assessment.

Palo-Alto, Calif.: Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1971.

Intake workers should give special attention to the following prob-
lems or disturbances presentea by chemically dependent women:

Suicide Potential. The high-risk potential suicide victim per-
ceives a current problem as intolerable, feels hopeless or helpless
about resolving the problem, and is overwhelmed by despair. She is

usually under .,,ress from a severe loss in a relationship, job, so-

cial status, or health; and she shows depression symptoms such as
social withdrawal, apathy, despondency, and exhaustion. The danger

increases if there is simultaneous agitation or burs y-s of anger and

a specific plan for suicide involving method, available
tools (e.g., pills, a gun), and an action plan.

AS

Violence Potential. Women commonly take out their frustrations and
rpge,on themselves, directing anger into suicide rather than harm

to others. Children or dependent parents and relatives or even
spouses or partners may, however, be at risk from a woman's vio-
lence, particularly in highly stressful, situations that have few
approved dUtl.1 ts for her hostilities. Physical or emotional as- --V
sault may take place in self-defense, in retaliation, or as venge-

ance for a perceived wrong. The woman may exhibit overt rage,
only under the influence of drugs, or she may have threatened'harrn

to someone during the interview. Expressions of violence, anger,

hatred, threats, and paste harmful actions should be carefully docu-
mented end assessed for potential misdirected harm to others, es-.

pecially children.

Psychosis Potential. GroSs disturbances of function resulting from
schizophrenia, chronic brain damage, manic depression, or paranoia

I -
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t
may be obserVed in a few women applying for treatment. Disorders '

of thought patterns, intellectual functioning, or sehsoraum are
manifestations'olT these psychological or intellectual problems.
The most usual symptoms to rote are%the following:

Form disturbances (thoughts are not reality based)

--Hallucinations are any auW.torl, visual, or tactile,per-
ceptions that have no external cause or stimulus.

--Delusions are false beliefs without external evidence.

Stream disturbances (ihinkin?, show; abnormal associations)

--Blocking occurs when the peon can't complete an idea
and stops abruptly in midsMence.

--Tangential thinking happens when the goal of a thought
is never reached and speech wanders.

--Perseveration is shown as persistent repetition of the
same idea.

--Incoherence is demonstrated when there is no logical se- '
quence but only fragmented ideas.

- -Flight of ideas is manifested in a manic, high-speed not;
of speech with illogical progression.

Orientation disturbances(of the sensorium)

- -Time /place /person disturbances occur when the person
doesn't know the month, day, year, geographic location,
or names.

-- Memory disturbances are shown when memory is lost for
recent or remote events.

Neurological disturbances (may indicate brain disorders)

' --Eye-hand coordination problems and clumsiness;

- -Partial paralysis on either side, with limping gait and/
or claw-like hand;

- -Speech difficulties in formation of words (slurring, flat
articulation) or producing correct names for objects or
persons; or

--A focus on concrete descriptions with inability to ab-
stract or reason symbolically,
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USE OF OTHgR.INFORMATION SOURCES

Occasionally Intake interviewers pose questions that can't be an-
swered by the applicant, or large gaps and inconsistencies may be
found in thetinformation gathered. The applicant,' for example, may

not be able to remember much about a previous treatment episode,
such as what medications were prescribed, what the forus was for
therapeutic intervention, or why treatment was terminated She may

give inconclusive responses to questions about her drug history,
the diagnosis of a.family member's severe illness, or her own atti-
tudes and behaviors toward her dependent children. The Intake

worker should fill in such gaps or resolve fundamental inconsisten-
cies whenever possible by using other available information scurces
Friends and relatives of the applicant are particularly valuable
for confirming the addict'," history and giving a new perspective
to other points in the social history (e.g., the current living
situation and childcare relationship patterns). Programs should

establish routine procedures for soliciting interviews from at
least one source other than the applicant. This may not be kos-

sible at the point of first contact or intakq,but caae be arranged
as soon as the applicant gives her consent.

Personnel from other agencies. may also be queried for specific in-
formation that seems crucial to tn intake process (e.g., the dis-.
charge date from a previousotreatment enrollment and the reasons

for dismissal). Each contact.with an outside resource will require
a separate consent form signed by the applicant that specifies the
reason the information is needed, the purposes for which it will be

used,,and the date or conditions when the'release permisglon eicpires.

Records of previous treatments are particularly valuable resources
for verifying clinical impressions and checking th9 consistency of
responses to drug.historips and other biographic history. Records

also 'aelp the worker determine which treatment settings would be
most appropriate and which intervention approaches s...cceeded or

failed and why. Consent forms should be requested routinely from

the applicant so that this information can be obtained.

, THE DATA BASE FOR DIAGNOSIS: TESTS

Two kinds of tests are frequently administered at intake to supple-
ment and corroborate the other diagnostic information:

Laboratory tests pf blood, urine, and specimen smears to
verify drug a4use status and to detect other significant
physical abrehnalities: and

Psychological tests to determine or confirm severe pathol-
ogy for subsequent referral to more intensive mental health

care or to obtain baseline data A personality traits that
m4 affect treatment plunaing and lecome the focus for

change'by therapy.



Psychological tests, for a variety of reasons, are not required nor
routinely ordered by all programs as a part of the intake protocol.
First, temporary effects of drugs tend to mimic manifestgtions of
psychopathology, and it is usually difficult to di'stinguish one
from another until a woman has been completely detoxified and sta-
bilized (at. least 5 to 10 days after admission). Second, test vs-
lidiW for addicted women (especially subgroups of minorities, eco-
nomic classes, or age brackets) is not well established for many
instrementa, which makes interpretation of the findings highly sus- ,
pect !Tucker and Dou-an 13744. Third, many programs do not have a
psychologist available on staff as a regular consultant to adminis-
ter and interpret tests or to conduct Interviews.

Programs that do administer sychological tests at intake should
use extreme caution in their selection, scoring, and interpreta-
tion. A trained and ePperienced profestaonal clinician is the
first requirement. Programs should also note how much time and
laxpense goes into teating in ,,omparison with the results achieved.
A good discussion of some current staneerd tests and instruments
can be found in Waskow and Farloff (1974).

.
A few short paper-and-pencil tests exist that can be self-
administered by the applicant or conducted by a trained\nonprofes-

. sional, easily score?, arid reliably interpreted. Some of these are
nonthreatening and may be revealing and interesting for applicants
to take, although they may be mor8 appropriate during a le.tez phase
of treatment. A

Two tests that mly be particularly useful during the diagnostic
process to determineopotenti51 alcoholism are the Michigan Alcohol-
ism Test (MAST) and the Alcohol Stages Index (ASI) oz

Mulford test.

The MAST IS 1 24-item ob)ective questionnaire and take only 10'to
- 154minates to -omplete.\ It asks about drinking piactices and so-

cial effects and has been widely ..used and publicized as a screening
mechanism for prOblem drirrkefs and alcoholics in the general popu-
lation. Althotighit was devellped with institutionalized male
grcups, the test has been found to Le effective for both sexes. ,

Males do score Higher than women on 7 of the 24 questionsthat :e-
late to their more typical behaviors such as drinkng and driving
(Se'zer or al. 1979) A shortened 16-item version or this test is
known as'SMAST and ha, also been widely use^ It is not. howev.i.
as.discriminate fpr women as for men. Either test,can the °Hen'
and, invalidated by intruthful responses; both tests should be c,:-
-roborated sources, if posst61,:. Further descriptions ate
available in Selzer 11971) and Porkonny et al. (1972).

The ASI was deyeloped by Naulford as another standardized'alcoholtsm
screening instrument fur gearal application. It has been refinel
over a 20-year period and has four discrete subscalcs on behavioral,
attitudinal, and drinking consequences phenomena. .The subscale on
personal effects is particularly sensitive to the behaviors of wom-
en. This test views alcoholism as a proqrAive, multidimensional
process, and its substales are more discriminate than SMAST in A

V
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identifying and classifying alcohol abusers without too many false-
. positives. Preliminary.findings in research with employed women

show the Mulford to be a more appropriate instrument than SMAST
for identifying problem drinking and alcoholism in this group.
Further discussion can be found in Mulford and Wilson (1966) and
'Mulford (1977).

MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS AND REFERRALS

ft

At the end of the diagnostic intake process, the intake worker syn7
thesizes findings into treatment recommendations and negotiates
with the, applicant concerning primary plicement in a treatment set-
ting that will provide other necessary supportive services. Tins
section discusses the steps and requirements' for a satisfactory
completion of the diagnostic assessment:

The summary of findings apd recommendations,
Concurrence on recommended referrals,
,Negotiation of placement(s), and
Arrangement and completion of referral(s).

Programs will differ in the frequency that their applicants are
accepted and placed for initial. treatment within their own environ-
ments or referred to other resources for primary services. The
procedure is essentially the same, however, whatever the placemeAt
decision.

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

At the coolusion of'the final diagnostic interview, the intake
worker is'feady to review and sift through all of the available
data gathered by different methods and from separate sources. In

sume programs this will include only the screening information and
the personal and social history, elsewhere, the health status data
will also be present: and in some programs, the results of the
physical examination will be ready.

The first step is to hfinmarize each subsection or focus area of
intake 'information, noting the applicant's relative strengths and
weaknesses. This may loe done in narrative, notes on the forms
themselves or on a separate note pad. The counselor should con-
sider, for example, such areas as drug abuse status, family situa-
tion, available support systems, and health,care needs. Prelimi-
nary impressions a.id immediate recollections can be documented.
first, with more specific comments drawn from a review of the qus-
tions and responses.

The next step is tp relate available facts.andoimpressions to each
other toldiscover and reconcile any dTscrepancies. Does the re-
cent dru use history support, for i. ,-..ance, the symptoms reported
by the a licant and those also qbseryed-by the interviewer? Is

this evi once further confirmed by the drug toxicology and the
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doctor's physical examination? A finding of morphine (heroin) in
the laboratory urinalysis report with "tracks" and recent needle
marks noted in the physical examination should be corroborated by
the applicant's history of a recent heroin injection and some phys-
ical evidence of . toxicity and withdrawal, depending on the dosage
level, duration of the abuse pattern, etc.

If'discrepancies in data do arise, an attempt at resolution should
be made immediately--first among the intake staff and then with
the applicant herself or available'relatives and friends. There
is no need for confrontation or challenge if an inconsistency is
found because this will only heighten the applicant's defensive-
ness and ambivalence about treatment. Many mistakes occur that
may be resolved with a few questions and explanations. Laboratory
and physical examination findings are not without their.mistakes
either. In some cases, however, more detailed questioning involv-
ing the family andlfriends, if appropriate and approved by the ap-
plicant, may be necessary before Mutual agreement is reached on
the facts in a given situation. This is usually the .case when the
applicant is on drugs at intake and very casual about answers, per-
haps to test the concern of the intake staff.

After each category of information is summarized, the major
strengths, supports, and problems and needs that were identified
can be transferred to a planning matrix format similar to the-one,
below.

Focus Area Strengths/

Supports

Problems/ Recommendations
Needs (by priorit )

Physical health

Drug/alcohol
status

Drug treatment
history

Current

relationshil5s

Living
arrangements
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Recommendations fcr each focus area should consider the N1- 4-erent

time requirements for intdrvention strategies.' Urgent and i ediate
reeds should receive priority in the initial phase of treatmen
and less persistent problems should be deferred to a later phase
ortreatment. The systematic approach to referral developed for
trcaument of polydrug abusers in a community network of services
.ts a relevant intake model (Comstock and Dammann 1977). This sys-
tem advocates, first, "attention to immediate needs, followed by
efforts to correct for damage done to the individual by drug in
volvement, and finally ending with restoration to baseline func-
tioning and progrestion Ai a course of individual growth." In

uther words, the different stepsiof treatment from crisis through
short-term stabilization to long-term rehabilitation and growth

will coincide with different goals and assistance needs. The woman

at intake must have her most.basic problem:- with physical pain,
lack of food or shelter, financial destitution, psychological
trauma, etc. met before she can become involved in more therapeutic
aspects of treatment, long-range planning, and self-sufficient
functioning.

k

On'the planning matrix, for example, the relationship category
might note that the applicant gets supportiVe help from her orig-
inal family'in the form of occasional childc-are and financial as-
sistance isupport), but that she has been abandoned by her husband
and is ,,urrently living with an abusive addict-pimp whom she is
afra-d to leave because DI threats of violence (immediate problem).
The recommendations section might suggest immediate referral to i
residential ce ter that accommodates children under 6 years old
(the appltica has two in that category), although the woman also
has a 10-*y r-old tcs/n. The expectation would be that arrangements
could be Icade with the family to supervise the on temporarily

while the mother was in residence. In the final recommendationst.
othera'factors such as employment and severity of the drug problem
would also be considered in selecting a primary treatment place-

ment, The recommendations for each subsection should indicate
whether sers.,ices are needed urgently before a primary referral is
completed (e.g., hk.lpitalization for medical complications), im-
mediately during initiation of treatment (e.g., money, food, shel-
ter, outpatient medical care), or_in the future, after treatment
has been stabilized and rehabilitation efforts continue.

After the summary is completed, the diagnostic counselor will de-
termine the must appropriate primary resource among the treatment

agencies ur program components available. A preliminary treatment

pla'n will be outlined, stating the rationale for the recommended
facility/program and delineating other support service referrals
that should be made and t:eir level of priority, from immediate
and urgent to secondary and supportive.

Several interrelated factors must De considered in deciding whether
the primary placement recommendation will be within the program
conducting intake or with another referral resource. Essentially,

the applicant's immediate needs must be matched to the program's

capabilities.

I
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When prevrIng'initial recommendations, t

focus first-on the treatment environment
priate, second On the therapeutic appro
to succee.and finally on the supporti
needed b6ediately. The realities of

tin intercede and compromises .c

likely that any one program will be
services over the full course of tr
ment should be with the one that is
the most urgent services,first and
all later referrals.

CONCURRENCE ON RECOMMENDED REFE

One of two strategies is appr
treatment placements:

A decision-review
A miniteam confere

Each has advantages and
chart:

he intake worker should
that appears most appro-

ach that seems most likely
ve services that will be

availability an eligibility
an be worked out. It is un-

able to provide all ecessary
atment, but the prim'ary place -
able and willing eo provide

also to take responsibility for

RRALS

opriate for planning and recommending

rocess, or

ncs approach.

disadvantages, as shown in the following

Approach Advantages Disadvantages

Primary intake wor
decides, superviso
reviews

Team conference
recommends

er

r

Relatively quick

Multiple profes-
sional opinions and
judgments expressed

Assures individuali-
zation of treatment
planning

May inspire advocacy
for new services

One person decides
and may be overruled

Procedure may be .
cumbersome and time
consuming

Consensus may be
difficult to achieve

In some programs, one diagnostic counselor pulls together all fac-
ets of the intake information and makes all initial suggestions
and referrals, which are reviewed later by a supervisory adminis-
trator. The advantage of this approach i$ speed, but the disad-
vantage is the,inconvenience or harm done to the applicant if a
poor recommendation is made and later reversed by a review team.
In other clinics and programs, a "miniteam" of staff members from
different professional disciplines can be g4ickly assembled t6 re-
view or make suggestions on unusual or difficult cases. This
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approach helps as'sdrj(thatno alternatives are inadvertently over-
lookQd. When this process'is too formalized, requiring a case
presentation, for example, the procedure's may tend to become Cumber-

,t some and burdensome. Copsensus oa recommendations may be difficult
to achieve. when workers have different perspectives on preferred
treatment approaches for certain types of clients. Discussions
and arguments are useful to assure the individualization of treat-
ment planning and also to focus staff attention on the gaps in
available services in the community. When the same referral prob-
lems occur repeatedly, the problem may not be agreement on what
is needed but rather inadequate or unavailable resources. In

such situations, intake workers may wish to form advocacy alliances
with other interested groups and try to work for changes and im--
provements in the existing treatment network.

NEGOTIATION, OF PLACEMENT§

After staff agreement is reached on a preliminary treatment plan
and a primary placement wource, the diagnostic counselor presents
these recommendations tothe applicant. If the interviewer process
has been one of mutual exchange, the referral recommendations will
not come as atsurprise, because the merits and liabilities of dif-
ferentireatment modalities and environments.will have already been
discussed with the applicant.

In Addition, while the diagnostic counselor has been preparing an
intake summary and tentative treatment plan, the applicant may also
be reviewing her needs and learning more about available community
alternatives for treatment. This process can best be assisted by
a looseleaf catalog of resources indexed by service area (e.g.,
Medical services, psychological. services, social services for spe-
cific needs, legal services)°. The catalog should also contain a
section on the primary placement resources for treatment of chem-
ically dependent women. The catalog is a ready reference tool for
intake workers and applicaAts alike; it can be compiled and regu-
larly updated by board members or alvolunteer group if staff time
is limited.' The following information should be available:

Name and address of program and name of contact person;

Brief overview of prpgram's goals, range of services,
treatment component's, phases of care, hours of operation;

4:s

The number and'qualifications of staff and the number and
typical characteristics of clients;

Agency rules and regulations regarding attendance, minimum/
maximum length of stay, medications/abstinence philosophy,

. urinalysis requirements, and participation expectations;

Program eligibility requirements for age, sex, race, geo-
graphic location, substances abused, etc.;

113-
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Client's'rights and the reasons for discha'rge or dismissal
and the procedures for appeal;. and

.

Costs and fee'schedules.

The applicant, .in using such a catalog, should first select a pri-
mary treatment placement that appears tp offer the basic core of
servic's she thinks'she needs. Later she can consider supplemen-
tary assistance she might need in the near,future. Scanning a
catalog of resources, the applicant may gain some interestixlg in-
sights--she may have forgotten, earlier positive or negative experi-
ences with the resources listed and be prompted to recount them.

The dingnosec counselor may present staff recommendations regard-
ing treatment to the applicant or may simply discuss the alterna-
tives and cho,ices until a mutual agreeme t is reached. Whatever
the presentation styPe, the woman cnteri treatment must- know that
she is intimately involved in the gar= process and that the
final responsibilitytfor the selection of a suitable resource is
hers. Whenever poiSib.e, members of her family and/or her partner
should be available for the final negotiation of a placement so
that they know what is involved and how they can best cooperate
Ideally, a representative from the selected treatment program
component should also be available to offer an orientation and an-
swer questions.

o

COMPLETING THEREFERRAL PROCESS

The steps necessary to complete the referral process and initiate
treatment will Vepend on whether the placement is made within or
outside the prograR containing the intake unit. Internal referrals
require no consent forms and are easier to arrange. A teleone
call may summon a counselor who can be immediately appraised of the
-intake findings and the rreliminary,treatment plan.

Outside referrals are more complex. The selected agency or.program
that aill be the primary treatment resource,should be contadted
first. The intake findings and recommendations°concerning the ap-
plicant should be realistically discussed, including special prob-
lems. Consent from the applicant will be necessary to transfer
specific information and to discuss the applicaa's situation with
the selected agency. If resistance to the acceptance of the appli-
.

c ant is encountered at the agency, some bargaining and convincing
may be necessary; it "s. often wise to do this outside the appli-
cant's hearing. Sug estions for sJpplementary support should also
be made to the selected agency as part of the negotiation process.
Perhaps the agency will accept the applicant'if.she will detoxify
first in another facility, or if the intake unit will-refer her
back within 2 weeks if the placement doesn't work out. Creativity
and persistence on the part of the intake counselor can work mita-
cles, but only if the contact with the agency is personal, honest,
and continuous. A mechanism should be established by the intake
unit staff for regular and periodic contacts withal) -the primary

40PC
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resources they use. This might take the form of a council of agen-
cies that meets to exchange information and discuss problems or a
newsletter that provides another forum for information exchange r
and announcements cf program:or staff'changei.

The discussion with the primary referral agency or coionent about
_the treatment recommendations should include plans for other sup-
portive services that are needed immediately (e.g., childcare,
transportation, dental care, birth control devices). Concurrence
should be obtained about the necessity and priority for such serv-
ices and how they will be arranged and monitored. These sugges-
tions may seem tp usurp the primary counselor's treatment responsi-
bilities and be an invasion of his/her arrangements with the client,
but the purpose' of intake is to provide this initial objective over-
view of applicant needs. The intake unit cannot assume ongqing re-
sponsibility for supplementary referrals and, therefore, has tha
obligation to inform the primary counselor of problems that have
been disaoveted. Further conflict between intake and the duties
of the primary counselor will ensue if the intake unit tries to
monitor the provision of support services whbther medical or so-
cial service referrals. The new client must be completely trans-
ferred to treatment at this point, with'all intake information and
ari'y forthcoming test results forwarded to the p imary counselor.
Feedback that the transfer has been successfully accomplished is
all that is required.
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4:
The Process of 'Counseling

.Drug Dependent WoOlen

Landry Wildwind, L.C.S.W., and Susan Samson, PLAN.
e)

.
This chapter will give counselois of chemically cependent women an
overview of the issues involved in establishing 4nd Using a coun-
seling relationship. We will examine the special problems ,of.the
chhmically dependent woman in treatment and suggest a counseling
approach responsive to these problems,

In this chapter, we provide ah overview of the counse.Ling process
and illustrate how the counselor can plan, sequence, and pace his/
her work with a client. A special focus is the coumelor-client
relationship and strategies for identifying and working with.resist-
anceand barriers to change, bo'h internal and environmental. The
need for counselbr support and y.,od supervision is stressed.

The womenidscribed have a history of dependent,: on heroin, and may
or may nc have used other substances as well. Although we do not
,address the treatment of women dependent,on prescription drugs or
alcohol, much of the.how7to-do-it information will also apply to
counselors who serve such women. The phases of counseliPq, the
roles of the counselor,tand many of the issues disclAsed are also
appropriate concerns in counseling chemically dependent men: Many
of the counseling issues referred to in this chapter areexplored
in greater depth elsewhere in thi book.

ROLES OF.THE COUNSELOR

WOMEN.WITH MANY PROBLEMS

The roles assumed by the counselor and the na,ure of the counsel.
or's relationship with the chemically dependent woman -ate influ-
enced by the type and severity of the clientLs_problems and the
background and experience of the counselor.- Chemically dependent
women entering treatment present2chronic and, multiple problems.
Over and over, the image evoked-in the literature is one of women
with numerous problems. Addicted women entering treatment are
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characterized as having low levels of self - esteem and high anxiety
levels (Colten 1980b). Typically, they have bore medical problems
than addicted men (Andersen 1980). Despite having more family re-
sponsibilities, they often have fewer economic resources and sup-
port systems than addicted men do (Tucker 1980). Addicted women
also appear to have minimal education (Binion 1980), and few job
skills (Reed and Leibsem 1981). Those who leave school early have
been found by Moise (1979), to be more likely.to become involved
in prostitution and to have attempted suicide'more often than ad-
dicted men. Moreover, as noted by Bahna and Gordon (1978), "The
female heroin addict carries A double stigma of social deviance
. . . it serves to magnify the negative self image of female ex-
addicts, and in turn makes attempts at socialization during reha-
bilitation more difficult."

Ot.r clinical observations support the findings in the literature.
The following are examples of some typical problems presented by
women entering treatment.

Few vocational skills: "What can I do? Well, I don't re-
ally know. .. I've never given it much thought. When I
was running on the streets, I hustled and turned tricks.
But now, I have nothing I'm good at. . : I have no skills
and no education. I never finished the 11th grade. I

aguess I would try and get job working in a liquor store
or maybe as a wait2ess. That's about all I would hope for."

Few social supports: "Since my old man left, my Mama is
the only one I turn to. She helps me out with the kids and
is just there if I need someone to talk to. Even though
we've had our differences, I know she'd always take me in
. . . she'.s been good to me through all my ups and downs."

Low self- esteem; "My Mama never believed in me when I was
a kid. One of the things I remembered was when I came run-
ning to her one evening crying bitterly. I was 12 at the
time. I told her that my 16-year-old brother and his
friends raped me. I told this to Mama and she told me to
shut up and stop inventing lies again. She always called
me a liar. I grew up believing I was nothing but an irre-
spasible liar."'

,

Negative images of other addicted women: "I would never go
to one of those rap groups with other women in my methadone
program. Why, the women in those grodps are all snakes.
They're just junkies who will tear you apart in a minute.
Why would I want to be around women like that?"

Ambivalence about associating with "straights": "Although

I probably could have associates who are straight, it's
just not worth, the hassle. I spent the other night with a
straight man And in the morning I just couldn't face tell--
ing him that I needed to get my drinkimethldonel. So I

1 tJ
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left withoutsaying a word. It saved me the hassle of go-
ing through all that explaining."

Complex domestic entanglements: "When my daughter's girl-
friend came and told me that my daughter was sleeping With
my old man, I nearly died. They had been doing this for 2
years right in my own house? I was so angry I got a gun
and took it to bed with me that night swearing thcat if he
came to me, I'd kill him. He never did and,my anger cooled
down. When I confronted my girl, it only got worse. She
told me that Jimmy (my old man) was shooting her up with
Ritalin and that she'd been prostituting for him as well."

* Commitment and loyalty to a man: "My old man is my pimp.
lie's 20 years older than I am, but I still support him. I
know deep down why they tell m't.to leave him, but I won't

Igive him up. I'd rather do ti(e in jail before making the
promise not to see my old man again. I've done this before.'
When I was charged with burglary, the DA offered me 3 years'
felony probation and restitution if I'd stay away from Jim.
He said that Jim introduced me to drugi and was the bad in-
fluence on me. That's bunk. I have a mind. . . I cansay no. I refuseaUthe DA:s offer and did my time in jail."

Pessimism about the ssibilit of ositive chan e: "That's
just it, honey--things erdnot likely to change for me so
I get to thinking, why bother in the first place."

Mistrust othe treatment setting: "The contacts I've had
with the courts and therwelfare system have all been bad.

. They're all the same. They see me as a junkie or a hooker;
they're always out with a"holier than thou' attitude. You
really have to be careful not to tell those people anything.
I don'4. need to be told by someone that I maderlousy choices
in my life, especially by someone who'just doesn't under-

"stand anything about what I'm going through."'

Multiplt problems: Sandi, a 41-year-old woman. entered. the
trealeent program requesting legal help to retain the cus-
tody of jeer 9- and 14-year-old sons. As the'counselor be-
On to work with her on this issue, she received an eviction
notice and was severely beaten by her ex-boyfriend. While
in the hospital, a tumor was discovered in her breast and
surgery was required. She experienced all those crises
within the 'space of 3 weeks.

When the counselors are faced with a Ibaltiple of needs and pLoblems
on a regular basis, they are likely to feel lrustrated, confused,
and even overwhelmed.' In counseling chemically dependent women who
are likely to be manipulative and have

frequent setbacks, counsel-
ors .may become disa6ointed and even angry about lack of progress.

Counselors need to understand their ownfeelings and to have a clear
understanding of their role as helping persons. To clarify the
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'range of the drug counselor's activities, we will examine the five
basic roes of counsblors who work with chemically dependent women
and how these roles, are interrelated. These roles are

Limit seer,
. Advocate,

Treatment coordinator,
Educator, and

l Therapist.

The emphaiis each role receives depends latyely on the specific
needs of the client. Counselors will feel most confident ifIthey
have developed skills in each roln, moving from one to another in
carrying out the treatment plan. This expectation may seem over-
whelming to many counselors, but the intent of these role defini-
tions is not to push counselors toward becoming experts in five
careers at once. Some fundamental stills, procedures, and tech-
niques in each area can he learned in a relatively brief period.

LIMIT SSTTER

it setting is an intec-al part of all relationships, especiallyik
"Merapedtic ones. In a drug treatment program, counselors convey
and enforce not only their own personal and professional limits
but also those of the program. They confront the clients when
rules are broken and clearly convey 'their expectations that the
clients will participate actively in the treatment process. Coun-
selors assess and react to inappropriate behavior by clients, con-
stantly challenging manipulative nehavior and communicating limits.
For example, in accepting a court refer61, a counselor might point
out that the client must adhere to the rules governing her proba-
tionary status. If the client is suicidal or physically harmful
to.her children, the counselor may have to secure the aid of re-
sponsible agencies such as child protective services or a psychiat-
ric hospital.

Clarissa, a 26-year-old woman, was admitted to the drug
treatment program involuntarily. the cous mandated
that she either enter treatment or go to )ail. Because
Clarissa said that her motivation to stay clean was not
that high, the counselor tried to focus on the conse-
quences of her destructive behavior. When she began
producing "dirty" ur-nes, the counselor confronted her
witp the problem and reminded her of her probationary
status. When it ,came clear that Clarissa had no in-,
tention of giving up drugp the counselor had to.inform
the parole department and her parole status was revoked.

Although the counselor must act atthoritatively at timea to stop a
client when her actions are destructive to herself and others,
limit setting should not be usek.indiscriminately as a punitive or
social control measure. When limit setting is used for such ends
alone, it is both inappropriate and ineffective.

I
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A core element in limit setting is the counselor's sensitivity.
The ability to set limits and help clients deal mere constructively
with their-problems and change their Ilfestylem is derived frci the
quality of the client-counselor relationship. The client,must sense
.that the counseler.cares about her.

The 'Client experiences the counselor's caring and support in a va-
s. 'riety of ways, beginning with the empathy transmitted and the con-

acrete, visible, and effective actions that improve the client's
circumstances. Mere ekpressions of sympathy will not suffice. The
counselor must be prepared to actively help the client find solm-
tions to.the many problems that confront her. 'The.ceunselor must
also work to understand the compelling. nature the cilient's needs
and perceptions, even +hen they differ radically from the
counselor ts. .

Before 'assuming a limit-setting role, the counselor should ask the
following queg.tions:

How can limit Setting convey that I will not allow myself
to be manipulated in ways unhelpful to the client?

How can limit setting convey that I respect the client
enough to expect responsi:qe behavior?

How can limit setting convey that I find certain behaviors
uracceptable because they lead to negative consequerices?

When staff members define their expectations, clarify the Limita-
tions of the counseling relationship, and consider the client's
needs as well as their own, they take the necessary steps for ef-
fective limit setting. Experience that clients respond
favorably to limit setting because they realize that the counselor
is neither an unfair tyrant not a pushover.

Cora, a 22-year-old woman, had been very cooperative at
the beginning of treatment, but 2 months later she had /
used heroin two times in 1 week. Her counselor brought

'up the results of the tests, "ad Cora stated that depres-
sion and loneliness wire the reasons for going back to
her former friends and habits.

The counselor, without being vindictive or moralist ',

' said, "This just won't work. You're throwing away your
chances of gFtting treatment, and I don't want to see
you go on like this. I know you're depressed now, bit
I can help you get _through it. I won't be able to work
with you if you get thrown out of the.program. You've
got to turn in clean tests for the rest of the month,
or you'll be facing a disciplinary hearing." The coun-
selor urged Cora to ask a wom n in her group to spend
time with her on weekends, when she was most lonely.
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Limit-Setting Techniques. .e counselor should have an opportunity
to practice, in training or ith.supervisioh, various limit-setting
techniques and obtain feedba k on the reaction of the person play-
ing the - client. The followi guidelines used by treatment profes-
iionals and teachers in many ettings should help:

Be specific. Describ
whoge observations at
how the behayior in q

c

stance (or pattern, i
been confronted to cr
problems or.issues t

Do not allow the cli

Be sure that you do
the behavior.

obseryations of actual behavior (say
being given). Say when, where, and
estion occurred. Focus on one in-
sufficient specific instances have

ate a pattern), and do not bring up
t have no'direct bearing.

nt to change the subject.

of attack the person when you confront

Do not generalize ("You've done this a 19t" is not as ef-
fective 'as "This is the fourth time you've arrived late in
3 weeks").

Listen to the client's perception of the problem, and em-
pathize.with her difficulty in complying with the rule in
question.

Make a statement about your willingness to help with this
' problem. Then, restate the limit in terms of a rule that

she will have to obey.

Describe the desired behavici- in precise terms ("You will
have to arrive within 5 minutes of the beginning of the
meeting or you won't be.able to attend").

ADVOCATE

The chemically dependent woman often has problems that cannot be
adequately addressed in the treatment program. Because she often
lacks assertiveness and the basic skills needed to negotiate for
and secure services from a variety of Lommunity resources, the
counselor will often have to actively intervene to help her. Such

an

services may include uelfare, housi
24 ,

childcare, legal, medical,
vocational, or educational assist e. In assuming an advocate's
role, the counselor must constantly assess the client's capability
to take the action by herself, for it is the counselor's goal to
help the client function independently.

Often, with the client's permission, the counselor negotiates with
a third party. Straightening out a personal problemobtaining
school records needed for employment, or securing a missing welfare
payment are examples of actions that may be taken by the counselor.
Thus the counselor consciously serves as a role model, showing the
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client how to be assertive in negotiating for services while giving
her increased responsibility in the negotiation process.

The counselor may also assume an advocacy role when an individual
or organization is unjustly persecuting,

controlling, denying, or
intimidating the client (Seabury 1980). In taking a position of
active support for the client, the counselor may win the client's
respect and appreciation, thus strengthening the client-counselor
relationship. The advocate counselor may also serve as a teacher,
demonstrating that the Problems facing the client can be overcome
by gaining new skills and knowledge.

Ii4da,* a 22-yearld woman, moved into a new apartment
with her 6-year-old son. She requested assistance from
her counselor when her cleaning and security deposit
from her former landlord was not returned to her and she
couldn't make her rental payments. The counselor looked
into the matter and found that although Linda had re-
ceipts showing she had paid the deposit, her landlord
claimed to have no record of the payment and refused to
reimburse her. The counselor quickly moved to help
Linda file in small claims court. She helped Linda pre-
pare for ,the court appearance and assemble her evidence.
TWO days before the court date, the former landlord paid
the money..

TREATMENT COORDINATOR

. .. In this role, the counselor prepares the client for each aspect of
treatment, negotiates a treatment plan with the client and other
program staff, coord4nates the program activities to obtain maximum
therapeutic benefit,

treatment
her client, and periodically assesses prog-

ress, revising the reatment plat; where necessary based on current
circumstances and needs. Through ongoing treatment planning and
coordination, die counselor assures that services are Individual-
4ed and that cOntinui,ty of care is facilitated.

%The treatment coordinator also secures information on resources
outside the'program that are needed by the client. Over time, the
client's situation may require the assistance of agencies in both
the public and private sectors in several specialized areas. For
example, the services of specific individuals, such as medical spe-
cialists, lawyers, and vocational training personnel, are likely tobe needed to meet specialized needs. The treatment coordinator's
function is to help the client find the most appropriateresources
available. Therefore, alihbugh the program may maintain files on
Community referrals, the treatment coordinator must also personally
investigate potential resources through both formal and inforn%1
channels.

Silly, a 37-year-old skel'an, suffered from severe hyper-
tension. Although she adhUed to a low-sodium diet and '

reported to take her Medication regularly, her blood



pressure remained elevated. She was getting nose bleeds
and severe headaches and began using heroin to alleviate
the pain. The counselor consulted with several physi-
cians and investigated services available in the commu-
nity. After reviewing the various alternatives with the
client, the counselor referred her to a physician who
used biofeedback techniques. Sally, though initiallk
'skeptical about the usefulness of thi%approach, contin-
ued to go to her sessions. Her headaches di$appeared,
her blood pressure was reduced,,and she also stopped
"chipping" after 6 weeks of biofeedback therapy.

EDUCATOR

Counselors can often provide clients with new knowledge and teach
'specific skills. They may teach classes on parenting skills and
child development or on sexuality. Ip individual sessions, they
can help clients learn about the nature of depression and other .
emotional.states, understand what to expect during the detoxifica-
tion process, and look at problems in light of gender role expec-
tations, social conditioning, and difficulties facing many csomen.

Counselors may also coach clients to fill out job applications,
preparefor exams, or teach nutrition. The key questions for the
counselor to ask. before providing information or teaching new
skills are as follows:

Is this client aware of her need for this information?
c

Is she in a position to absorb new information?
o

Am I the most appropriate,'readily available person to
teach this person this skilf?

Is it possible to organize a class (or add this learning
experience to an existing group)4intirder to create a bet-
ter learniqg environment for this client?

E,acational resources in the community may offer better quality
instruction and provide the client With a positive educational ex-

o perience outside the treatment setting. But the counselor must
determine whether the client would follow through on a referral to
a class, and whether the skill or information would be presented
in a timely or practical way.. Often, it is more efficient to_teach
a specific skill in individual or group sessions that the client is
already attending.

' Jeanie, a 34-year-old woman, was having difficulty relat-
ing to her 12-year-old daughter, Claudia. She came into
treatment requesting family therapy because she felt
helpless dealing with Ciaudia's readjustment. Claudia
had been living with her grandmother while Jeanie was in
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jail for 3 years, and now she rejected her mother's role
as a parent. The counseling sessions were focused to
help Jeanie enhance her parenting skills and to help her".
establish a better relationship with her daughter. In
individual sessions,the counselor helped hei find ways
to control her daughter's behavior and set effective
limits. She helped Jeanie learn to tolerate Claudia's
angry reactions without backing down or overreacting.
They also discussed appropriate behavior for l2-year-
old girls,, al4a the client learned that although her
daughter's behavior was age appropriate,it had to be
met with firm limits. To help her further enhance her
parenting skills, the clien* was referred to a Parent
Effectiveness Training workshop that was being offered
at the treatment program.

THERAPIST

Probably the most challenging role for counselors is that of ther-
apist. Techniques and approaches of the counselors performing this
role vary, based largely on individual educational background and
experience. In this chapter, therapy is defined-as the development
and systematic use of a relationship to initiate and guide a proc-
ess that is designed to improve a client's specific areas of func-
tioning and overall well-being.

As a therapist, the counselor provides
ongoing guidance to the cli-

ent based on an understanding of the client's needs, strengths,
weaknesses, and resources. The counselor collects information,
listens to and observes the client to understand her, and is avail-
able to provide support, guidance, and direction. The counselor
enters into a social relationship with the client and provides an
environment in which she will feel comfortable enough to discuss
her concerns, problems, and needs. -Empathy, intuition, andknowl-
edge of human behavior are uded by the counselor to understand the
client's feelings and problems. The counselor uses the knowledge
gained and the understanding of the client's special situation to
help the client interpret and clarify problems and to explore ways
to lessen or resolve the problems. In establishing a therapeutic
relationship, the counselor constantly provides support and under-.
standing, helping the client through crises and difficult periods.
The counselor uses a variety of techniques, including reality test-
ing and direct feedback -- constantly challenging, interpreting, and
clarifying to help the client assess her unique situation and/or
problem, the alternative courses of action available, the risks in-
/volved, and ehe'possible consequences or benefits to be derived.

The counselor must also provide crisis intervention with the client
and members of her family. Family involvement may be important,
whether it is designed to enlist the support of the family in the
treatment effort, to resolve a specific crisis, or to help the fam-
ily restructure various roles and expectations.
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The counselor should take an active role when working with the cli-
ent and not simply listen or reflect back the client's statements.
The relationship is based on acceptance.of the client and a will-
ingness to care about her, without taking responsibility for the
client's decisions or actions. An atmosphere of trust, involve-
ment, and communication' is essential. The relationship will stim-
ulate a variety of feelings in both the counselor and the client,
but, if the feelings evoked in either person are consistently nega-
tive or mistrustful, the relationship'is unlikely to be,productive.

Joann, a 44-year-old woman, entered treatment dis6raught
over her 18-year-old daughter's involvement with..drugs

,,and prostitution. ,The counselor found out, through ques-
tioning, that the daughter had been raised by.Joann's

4mother until she was 13. According to Joann, the daugh-
ter was living on the, streets and shooting-Ritalin. She
had been in trouble almost constantly for the past 6
years. Joann's mother had returned her daughter to her
after the daughter's delinquent behavior had come to the
attention of the school authorities.

The counselor helped Joann express her sense of guilt
/and her anguish about her daughter's circumstances. She
also explored whether Joann was being realistic about
her responsibility for hei daughter. She pointed out
that the same woman who raised Joann (who turned to drugs
and prqstitution) raised her daughter. Joann's only in-
volvement in the process was a role model, which appar-
ently her daughter was imitating. Joann's reaction to
this idea was to focus on the guilt she had always felt
about giving her daughter to her mother to raise. She

o got in touch wkith the pain she had felt in the separa-
tion from her child and realized that there was nothing
she could do now to alter the past or even to help her
daughter. The counselor helped her to begin mourning

a her daughter as a lost child, a process which was to
last several months.

INTEGRATING THE ROLES - -A DELICATE BALANCE

The five roles just described, in combination with one another,
suggest the range of functions counselors will need to wofk with
chemically dependent women. Each role responds to some aspect of
the client's needs. The advantage of this multiple-role approach
is that the Counselor can move consciously from role to role, de-
pending on the situation presented by the client, yet have a clear,

consistent approach. For example, when the counselor acts primarily
as a treatment coordinator and limit setter, s/he may evoke many
negative feelings in the client. In turn, the client may resist
the counselor, who is'perceived as an authority. When the same
counselor acts as the client's advocate, however, much of the
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client's mistrust can be neutralized, making it possible for the ,

counselor.to be more of ,a therapist and less-of a limit setter.

THE COUNSELING PROCESS

Each person constitutes a new adventure in understanding.
Each is destined to broaden our gwn lives in directions
as yet uncharted. Each interview renews our appreciation
of the challenge an4 the fascination of the counseling
task. (Tyler 1969)

' This section will show how the 5 roles described above work in ac-
tual treatment situations. with women. To do this, we Will discuss
each phase of treatment, from intake to discharge, using case ex-amples. The oases will illustrate many typical problems of women
in treatment and demonstrate techniques that the ..counselor can useor modify in similar situations.

We will also discuss some of the
risks and difficulties facing the counselor and show how the treat-
ment process differs with different women.

The following presentation ls not intended as a formula to be fol-
lowed cookbook style by the counselor. No guidelines can possibly
cover every conceivable situation;

furthermore, each case is unique
and will require individualized responses. The case examples and
counseling techniques are intended to illustrate the multiple-role
model in practice.

INTAKE

Most drug treatment programs have an internal intake procedure
through which they screen potentia).

clients, determthe the degree
and type of chemical dependency

involved, and obtain preliminary
information about the client. The intake process should also com-
municate basic information to the clieWt about what she can expect
from the treatment process, what the program expects of the client,
and when a decision will be made on admitting the client to-the
program.

The intake process need not be a comprehensive assessment of the
client's needs, strengths, and potentials. Often, insufficient
time is available at the point of intake to realistically evaluate
the client except in terms of meeting intake criteria. Neverthe-,
less, intake represents the beginning of treat:Am.. The manner in
"which the intake process is handled creates lasting impressions in
the clieht's mind and will influence the interactions between cli-
ent and program that follow. Applicants, even those who are not
admitted into the program, will have an opinion about the way in
which they were treated. They will talk about the program with
others and will either seekout the program or avoid it (and oth-
ers) later on, based on their experiences. A detailed description
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.of what is involved in,the intake process is presented in chapter
3, this volume.

The intake process is completed when the client is admitted to the
program assigned to a counselor. After the intake worker has gath-
ered all infotTation and the necessary testing is completed, pro-
gram staff can decide whether to admit the applicant and which
counselor should work with her. The background information may in-
dicate that she has pressing problems requiring a counselor with
strong advocacy skills. Or, the intake worker may sense that it
will be difficult to engage a particular woman, an the selection
of counselor may depend on who has the time and willingness to be-
come involved in a sustained outreach effort.

ASSESSMENT

When the client enters the program, the counselor faces the complex
tasks of learexng enough about the woman and her ..eeds to design a
treatment plani beginning a counseling relationship; and responding
to her immediate needs. This is the assessment phase of treatment,
when both. the client and thecounselor are trying to find out if
the program can help.,

The counselor should explain the program and the treatment process
to the client. Based on available iniefmaLlL. ...pout the client's

recent drug.use (medical Exam, urinalysis, self-report, etc.), the
counselor must'immediately assess the likelihood of withdrawal and
the need for detoxification services. In methadone programs, coun-
selors must *ermine whether the woman meets the criteria for be- . -

ing admitted to the chemotherapy program, whether the program of-
fers the most appropriate treatment service for this client, and
whether there are factors to be considered before making a decision
to admit her. Does she have dependent children? Can she come to
the program regularly? Does she take birth control pills? Does
she have a tendency to use other drugs, including alcohol? Obvi-
ously, the *decision to admit her into,a methadone maintenance pro-
gram must be mace in consultation with a physician.

'The client will have many questions and problems related directly
to her efforts to abstain from drugs. At the same time, the pro-
gram will be intervening dramatically in her daily routine and mak-
ing new demands on her time and resources. The counselor should
use a combination of techniques to guide her toward participation
in the treatment process, including ongoing clarification of issues
ana concerns, assistance,' advice, and repssurance.

Responding to :....-.,cliateNeeds. The counselor must be prepared to
respond quickly to the :lient's most pressing problems. For exam-
ple, does the woman ha%e transportation to the treatment prugram?
Is she physical,y ill? I. facing eviction? Some problems can-
not be solved in a qh,.,rt time, and this fact must be explained to
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the client with assurance that they will work together to resolve
these problems as soon as possible. Usually, the woman, will ex-
press worries that can be addressed

immediately, such as arranging
for another client to give her a ride for the-first week or locat-ing a medical clinic where she can be. seen without an appointment.

'The counselor should carefully chooSe one or two issues that can.' be resolved within a week er'two. The counselor's immediate inter-
.

est and demonstrated _ability to help will offer hope to the client
that her involvemerit in the program will be beneficial. If possi-

40.1e, the firs6roblem to be tackled should support the client in
dealing with a problem she has been attempting to address and shouldrot disrupt or, threaten any existing sources of support in the wom-
an's life. For example, by helping a woman find a temporary source
of income or transportation, she may become more prepared and will-
ing to invest in the treatment process.

Gathering In-Depth Information. 'In the beginning of the process,
the Counselor should gather as much information as possible. The
completed intake forms and medical records should be reviewed.
Some of the needed information will

come from observations of the
client in interactions with staff, other ;lients, and her children.

staff membeis should be observing the client and her reactions
to various situations, and the counselor should be informed of any
incidents that occur during initial program activities. For exam-
ple, a client may be threatened by'a former pimp whom she meets
while waiting in line for her dose. Her counselor will need to
act swiftly to keep her from withdrawing from treatment. The coun-
selor should also use early sessions to learn more about the cli-
ent's past, her fears, her perceptions of others, and her support
system. Her customary ways of coping with stress and taking advan-
tage of opportunities, her plans for the future, and her past suc-
cesses should all be explored during the first 2 to 4 weeks of
treatment.

The counselor should be able to develop a clearer picture of the
.client as a unique individual with a history, a family, strengths
and weaknesses, needs, and dreams. S/he should learn when and how
her client first experimented with drugs; when she became addicted;
when she felt and functioned best; what role she played in her fam-
ily; and what kind of family she came from.

Although much of what the client reports about herself and her s-t-
uation ;Jill be tailored to what she thinks the counselor wants to

' hear, the counselor can learn a great deal about her_gelf-441age,
her coping skills, and her problems through a careful exploration
-of her history and present situation,

The counselor must attend to confidentiality issues early, making
sure that the client understands who will have access to the infor-
mation she gives. Program regulations usually specify a procedure
to be followed in releasing information to persons not involved in
the program as staff. If records are subpenaed, they must be pro-
vided in accordance with the law, but only to the extent that they
are directly required by the subpena. Otherwise, an authorization
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for thexelease of information must be signed by the client before
any information can be provided. In the case of a referral, the

0
client shoUld be aware of what information is requested by the
other agency and should decide whether she wants her counselor to
provide this information. She then signs a release.

It is another question when the need for information comes from
within the staff of the program. We recommend complete sharing of
information among clinical staff. First, to develop a unified
treatment approach, the staff members must have access to the same
information. For example, the nurse may need background informa-
tion to know what to look for and what information to provide the
counselor in return. The client may attempt to manipulate various
staff members if she senses that there is no unified approach or
aring of information.

Therefore, the counselor should explain to the client earl 'n the
intake or assessment process that clinical staff members are in-
formation about clients solthee can work together as a team but
that the staff will keep all information confidential and not share
it with anyone outside the staff without the client's written per-
mission. The counselor can thus obtain the support of other stafif
members without betraying the client. This approach will also en-
able the counselor to use the combined resources of the . taff in
diagnosing 'the client's status, problems, progress, and the devel-
opment or modification of treatment plans. If the counselor is
ilI or unavailable, other staff members can-work with the client.
If the counselor is reassigned or leaves the program, his or her
clients can readily turn to other staff members'without having.to
start over.

Gatherina Case Information. Informatim for an initial assessment
.usuall. comes from a variety of sources:

client self-reports,
Structured interview formats,
Staff case conference notes,
Other agency reports (parole, caseworker, etc.), and
Urine screens.

Our experience has shown that a detailed assessment pro ile is use-
ful in treatment planning. The profile should consist f the fol-
lowingtelements.

Demographics and Basi,.. Information. Collect information
on the client's age, sex, date of birth, race, social se-
curity number, marital status, number of children, ages of
children, children's residence.

Education. Obtain information on the client's formal and
informal schooling- -types of degrees or credentials, high-
est grade completed, and perceptions of the importance of
more education or training. If she plans to enroll in a
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program, ask her about the training area and the type of
degree or 'Certificate she can obtain.

Employment. Ask. about current a'nd past jobs. Obtain the
namesof employers or organizations and the length of em-
ployment at specific jobs. 'Determine how she found outabout the job currently held and how well she'gets along
with her supervisor 'and cc&orkerb Ask about problems at
,currint or pact jobst When applicable, ask why she leftprevious jobs. Was the reason drug related? Did the em-
ployer know about the client's drug history, and if so did
this cause problems for the client? Ask if she makes
enough money from, her current job ta!support herself, and
inquire about her perceptions

for supporting herself in
the future. Ask if she has received vocational counseling,
and question her about her vocational aspirations.

- 1

Medical History. Ask about her health status, the history
Of her medical treatment,

any illnesses requiring hospital-
ization, any illnesses causing her disabilities, preventive
health habits (e.g., diet, smoking, sleep patterns), his-
tory of dental treatment,

source of insurance, and the per-
'son who takes care of her when she is sick. Also, note
drugs the client takes when she is sick.

Living Arrangements. Collect information on where the cli-
ent lives, the type of dwelling; how she found out ainut
itz meibtis living in the household, their age

:,and rea-
tionship to the.client, how much rent she pays per month,
any problemsshe has in her living arrangements, who could
'house her on a short-term basis, and her perceptions ofthe neighborhood.

Legal Status. Obtain a detailed profile of the client's
criminal hist6ry, current parole or probation status,. cur-

. rent legal problems, the peron,shs goes to for help, the
person'she talks to about legal problems, and if pending
charges interfere, with any plans for jobs or education.

incom4. Other than a regular job, probe for additions)
sources of income: Determine if money is obtained from le-
gal or illegal sources (i.e.,

prostitution, dealing, other
"hustles"). "Ask if she has credit cards in her name. Ask
abOut_living expenses, monthly income, the ways she usually

-spends extra money, and specific money problems she feels
/Pie has.

'Leisure Activities. Question the client about recreational
activities or hobbies she pursues. Does she wish to join
any clubs or groups in the future, and if so, which ones?
With whcm does she spend her free time Determine what she
does with friends. Does she visit and talk, take drugs,
etc.? Determine what activities she especially enjoys and
find out if she has the resources to pursue these interests.

-s
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Transportation. Determine what type of transportation the
client has at her disposal. How does she get afound? Is

it reliable? Does she have problems getting to the treat-
ment program or otrker agendies? Doej she have a valid
driver's license? 'Is public,transpornktion accessible to
her?.

1

Social Supports! Friends and Contacts. Determine whom

the client goes to for emotional support, information, or
services. With whom does the client exchange services?
Is there someone who can babysit for her children or take
care of her house if she is gone? Who are her friends?
Are they anchored to the drug or the nondrug world? How
,Oifficult is it for the client 'to make'friends who aren't
in the drug scene? Does she go to anyone for advice about
personal matters? Whose opinion does she consider about
important decisions? Whom can she depend on in an emer-

gency? What are the positive aspects of the network that
facilitate reentry? What are the negative aspects of the

network that hinder reentry?

Family History. Obtain a detailed family history on the

client. Inquire how many siblings she ha and their bilth

order. Ask her about her home atmosphere and how family
members get alongt

Drug and Alcohol Use. Question the clie about her cur-

rent use of opiates and other drugs. I she using drugs
occasionally or actively? What does h drug habit cost

per day? Does she use drugs alone or with other people?

Motivation for Treatment and Requests for Services. Deter-

mine why the client came to treatment. Was her entry vol-

uhtary, or was it due to outside pressures, such as a court'

mandate? Was she having me.iical or legal problems? Did

she experience social pressures from family or friends?
Is her drug source still available?

What goals has she set for herself now that she is in .

treatment? Can she distinguish between short-term, in-
terim, and long-term goals? What are her expectations of

the counseling relationship? Ask her about what problems
the counselor is likely to cause, or what worries she has

about having a counselor.

Psychosocial Assessment and Clinical Impressions. Ask the client

to identify her strengths and weaknesses. What thirgs is she good

at? How effective is she in solving day-to-day problems? Has she

established long -term goals? How does she go about organizing

things in her life? Does she follow through on goals? How does

she respond to stress or change? What _are her perceptions of her

emotional health? Does she feel lonply or depresseu? Does she

verbalize feelings of boredom? What are her pleasures? What makes

her feel good. about herself? How important is it for her to get
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help with perSonal problems? To whom would shego for help--afriend, relatives, or ptofessionali? Bow comfortable does shefeel when talking to professionals about her problems?

Record your clinical impressibns of the above information. Whatis your' assessment of the client's strengths and weaknesses? Are
there-similarities between your assessment and the client's

assessment?

DEVELOFING THE THENT PLAN

Approximately 2 to 4 weeks after the 'client is admitted to the pro-
gram, thelassessmeht phase should end in the creation of a treat-ment plan. This plan help& the counselor and the client focus,onshort- and long-term treatment objectives. It establishes somemutual expectations on what'help can be expected and what changes
can be anticipated over time. It is a written "contradt" between.tbe'counselor (who represents the program) and the clieWt. It alsospells out tasks involvedin

accomplishing desireorgoals and servesas a guide for.specific activities.

Like a road map, the treatment
plan.can be checked for accuracyand compared with actual conditions facing the client and counselorat apy time. When the plan is inadequate, or when new problems

ti arise, the plan can and should be changed. Considerable care andthought should be taken in developing the plan. The success orfailere'of the treatment effort should be measurable in terms ofthe goals outlined in the plan. Whether the client, the counselor,4r the program is attempting to gage the effectiveness of treat-meet, the plan can serve as a useful yardstick. In addition, theplan helps the client and counselor identify potentiA disagree-meets and conflicts iegarding what they can expect from one an-other. As such, it can serve as an extremely valuable means ofcommunication. When the client agrees to a specific plan, she is.
more likely to make a stronger commitment to the treatment,processand increase her chances of fulfilling her goals.

In developing a treatment plan it is important to identify the ba-sic heeds of clients. Cliehts themselves are the best source of
information. Since our experience has shown that during the early
stages of treatment, many clients have difficulty expressing needsand desires, we recommend the

following strategy to facilitate
this process,

Board Game. Ask the client to visualize her needs by giving her
55 tokens, which will be placed on a board listing 10 problem areas
in addition to drug use (figure 1). Ask the client to distribute
the tokens as she sees fit, given her current needs for treatment.For, example, Katy distributed 35 tokens on the housing slot becauseShe faced eviction and was desperate to find suitable housing forherself and four children.

Jane distributed most of the tokens onthe drug use slot because she viewed her personal drug use and in-volvement in the addict lifestyle
as her most predsing and immediate
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problem. If a client has difficulty
identifying her problems, the

counselor should still try to set her at easeiby letting her knowthat they will share ideas to help define needs or expectations.
Some clients may feel too ashamed to express problems openly. This.board game helps.most clients express and rank their problems. With
this information, both counselor and client can proceed more quicklyto resolve problems. 'Furthermore,

if a client senses that immediate
help. is forthcoming, she will be more motivated to participate ac- stively in the counseling process. The first few sessions'are criti-
cal and will probably determine whether the woman remains in
treatment.

Staff Coordination,. To be effective, the treatment program should
function as a coordinated unit with all clients. The counselor
generally plays the key role in this process, organizing, facili-
tating, and managing caserconferences.

The case conference can be
an effective counseling tool if it is well organized. It can be
structured to involve several staff members who have ongoing'con-
tacts with a particular client. An agenda and appropriate mate-
rial are prepared and given to the staff (team) prior to the caseconference. If possible, case conferences should be scheduled reg-
dlarly so that they become part of the staff's regular routine.
Conferences can be arra:Iged prior to the preparation of formal
treatment plans, periodically during the course of treatment, and
when emergencies or special problems develop.

One format for developing the initial treatment plan is to schedule,
a case conference to summarize and analyze information about needs
and problems. A preliminary plan is discussed by the staff partici-
pants-, with the counselor taking notes. The counselor constructs
preliminary plan based on the notes "and reviews it with the cli-

ent. The client accepts, rdjects, or suggests alternatives to the
goals or tasks spelled out in the plan. The counselor then prepares
the final plan for the client's file.

In anothen format, the client (with counselor.assistance or in col-
laboration) draws up her own reatment plan, which is then reviewed
by other staff members (and p. baps other clients). with questions,
suggestions, and even challenges to the plan, a realistic composite
p.an evolves that the client, counselor, other staff, and other
clients understand and support., The client can also gain self-

. confidence, self-analysis, problem-solving, and interpersonal skills
in this pr6ces5 if the setting allows for an open exchange with
support and assistance available to her.

Jane's Treatment Flan. 'The following is an example of the process
used to develop a treatment plan. We show how the pawn develop
from the information presented at the case conference and how the
client handles the suggestions of the staff. der acceptance of the
final plan is the 'last step in the process.

After Jane had been in a methadone maintenance program for 3 weeks,
her counselor presented the following information to the staff at
a case conference.
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Psycho-;Social Profile
Jane is a 24-year-old woman with no children. She is
entering trqaument at this time because her husband
Robert, aged 53, was assigned to the program 6 weeks ago
as'a condition of parole.. She reported that although
her husband was putting some pressure on her, she also
was tired of prostituting to buy heroin and .was fearful
of getting arrested while buying drugs.

At the time of intake, Jane complained about her living
situation. She lives in a studio apartment with her hus-
band, and feels that the neighborhood is unsafe. She_ is

concerned about the roaches and has problems with the
neighbors, especially men who harass her when Robert is
not at home. In spite of these probleMs, she has no
plans to move because she can't afford a better place.

Jane (.ompl.lted the ninth grade and has had no job train-

ing. Since the age of 16, she has supported herself
through prostitution. She seems to have mixed feelings

about her source of income. She is proud that she works
in a massage parlor rather than on the streets. She also
says that Robert depends on her to support them both, and
does not have other alternatives. She is not in a posi-
tion at present to obtain a straight job. She expresses
shame about her work, and feels that other people can
sense that she's a prostitute. She avoids people as
much as possible, and is often depressed about the life
she leads. She reports that she takes herein mostly to
cope with her sense, of worthlessness and shame. She

spent several nights in jail for soliciting but was al-
ways bailed out by her husband. When he went to prison
for dealing, she found a massage parlor that employed
several addicts and secured another connection for drugs
fro'm one of the other women: Jane spent a good deal of
her adolescence in juvenile hell and foster homes and is
fearful of arrest.

At this point, Jane's health is good, according to the
results of her physical exam. She has dental problems

that need attention and has an iron deficiency. She has

no medical insurance. However, Jane found a gynecolo-

girt, whom she sees every month. She has had V.D. and

also two abortions in the last year and a half. She

feels.that it is important to see the gynecologist

regularly.

Jane's relationship with her husband has come up often

in our initial sessions. She believes that he tuved her

life because at the time they met shemas contemplating
suicide. They have been together for the past 5 years,
except for two periods when Robert spent time in prison.
Jane reports that they fight frequently, especially about
Robert's relationships with other women, but she would
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never IeaVe him "because be is her whole life." She did
Oinage'rather well when he was in prison',- but her emo-
-tional dependency is intense. In addition, she is de-
pendent-on him for transportation. She doesn't drive,
and when .Robert was in jail she gave his car to a male 5=4friend on the condition that he taXe her back and forth
to work and to other appointments.

Now that Robert is
at home, she goes nowhere with65t him. Jane's role in
the household is to make money, take care of the house
and bills, and wait for Robert to come home when he*gOes
out without her.

Historical Information
Jane was adopted at birth by working-class parents in
their early forties. The family had one other child, abOy 4 years older. They told Jane that the doctor had
advised them not to have arty more children because of
their age, and they had decided to adopt a girl.

Jane was raised in a very religious, rigid atmosphere.
Her father was authoritarian, and her mother rarely dis-
agreed with him about anything.

Jane describes them as
every good, very holy people, who never got angry, never
raised their voices, and always did the'best they could."
When the children quarreled, the parents were horrified.
They told her that their son did not behave so shamefully
until she came, and that she must stop provoking him to
the sin of anger. Bible quotations were used extensively
in handling behavior and she was often sent topray for .

God's forgiveness. Jane resented her brother's favored
position but felt guilty about'these feelings. She
thought ,She should be grateful to her family for taking.
her in, but she didn't believe that they really loved
her.

Jane internalized the religious values of her. family.
She worked hard to please her parents. She also did very
well in school, relating much better tober teachers than
to her peers. She was shy with other,children, and often
fell victim to teasing and bullying, which she never
learned how to handle. Jane became a quiet, almost se-
cretive child, hiding most negative feelings behind a
compliant facade.

' At puberty, Jane experienced.two traumatic events that
were to. alter radically her,perception of herself and her
functioning. At age 9, she spent the summer with an aunt
and uncle. On several occasions the uncle fondled her
in a sexual way. She was troubled, confused, ashamed,
and Strangely excited. She didn't tell anyone about
thisexperience, but felt burdened by guilt and fearful
that her uncle would expose her to her parents as a bad
girl.. When she was 12, her brother took her into the
garage where two of his friends were undressed. They
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cajoled and coerced her into stripping, then raped her.
This time she told tier mother, who smacked her and told

her to stop making up lies. She avoided her brother, but

she was deeply disturbed about her mother's reaction.
She was angry and yet couldn't accept the idea that her
mother would let her brother treat her in such a. horrible

01

way:
.

Over the next 2 years, Jane withdrew more and more. She

daydreamed at school, and as her grades dropped, she pre-
tended sickness to stay at home as much as possible.

Later,sheb,began to cut school and go downtown to window-

shop. Eventually, she began shoplifting but was caught

and taken home by the police. Her family reacted with

rage. This was the beginning of a period in which Jane
expressed her own anger and sense of worthlessness

through delinquent activities. By the age of15, she

had been suspended from School for truancy and was reg-
ularly meeting boys much older than hersel! at the local

park. They introduced her to,mArijuana, then began us-

ing her as a runner to customers. She was caught while

delivering a supply of marijuana. When her parents were

notified, they refused to take her home. She served a

6-month sentence in juvenile hall. Ugon release she was

placed in a series of foster'homes. She continuously

ran away, going back to her friends on the streets. At

16, Jane started prostituting. She lived with a pinip

who supplied.her with drugs. During this period she was

dependent on alcohol, marijuana, and various tranquili

zers and sleeping pills. She left town and lived with a
succession of men., She tried heroin, and in a short time

became addicted.

At 19, Jane had disintegrated to the point of contemplat-

ing suicide by taking an overdose of heroin. After she

attempted this twice, her pimp threw her out and she met

Robert, who decided to take her in. Although Robert was

also addicted, he and Jane developed a strong relation-

ship, and the combination of a steady source of supply
of heroin and Jane's feeling of belonging to Robert has

stopped her from feeling suicidal for the past 5 years.

Analyzing the Information. The staff discuised Jane's case for 2

hours. Their first task was to add other pieces of information,

especially observations by the other counselors and the nursing

staff, and to check on the client's urine testing record to see

how .well she was handling her withdrawal from heroine. The test-

ing report was quite favorable; Jane had had only one "dirty" test

in the first week. The following weeks were marked by good attend-

ance at the program, including group and counseling appointments

as well as picking up her methadone. The counselor leading the

intake group for new iclients reported that Jane was extremely quiet

and noncommittal, even when directly addressed by'other clients or

the leader. All staff noted that she appeared to be cooperative,
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even aoCile. She,was not offering much informatiOn about herself,'but she was also not testing the program's
regulations or attempt-tosianiPulate the staff to obtain special favors. The coun-qselor working with her husband, Robert, was pleased that Jane, hadentered the program and web progre..sing so well. She had some

l'Acii.ibts about Robert's commitment to treatment, and felt that Jane'sparticipation, would infltence Robertgsparticipation. 'the question:.;oefarnily therapy came up immediately because Robert's counselor_wanted to take advantage of the couple's presence in the program-to assess their relationship.
Jane's counselor resisted this idea,as too, threatening at this

stage, but agreed that if the session.were-scheduled in-2 weeks, and if the agenda were structured aroundlimited ,issues, it might be useful to see the couple torther.

This issue was the first of many to be decided in the treatment
planning process., At the initial conference, the staff organizedthe information into a iisychosocial diagnostic format. It includedinformation related to the Flient's requests for services, .current'strengths, social supports, areas of environmental_ stress, initlresponse to treatment, predicted

areas of resistance, personality
typil, coping mechanisms,

interpersonal problems, vocational issues,marital issues, areas of psychological conflict, level of psycho-social maturity, and other special problems. The case conferenceand diagnostic information
helpedgfAaduce a portrait of the clientthat made it possible twiievelop

i'lreatment plan.

Client's Requests for Services. Jane had talked About needingmany kinds of services curing
the firht five sessions of the as-sessment period. She wanted to be on methadone maintenance. Janealso hesitantly asked about finding ar alternate income to helpher stop prostituting,

getting help with her shyness and lack offriends, .possibly obtaining her high school: diplyma and eventuallya job, and learning to drive. She knew she needlict,to see a den-tist but didn't place as much importance on this as on the otherissues. The counselor felt uncertain about what:to focus on. In'the case conference the staff made a psychosocial assessment ofJane's strengths and weaknesses, which helped identify which goalscould be accomplished in a relatively short time and which issueswould probably be more difficult to resolve.

psycholo Assessment. The staff perceived Jane as having func-
tioned well, with some social

shyness, until the traumatic eventsof early,adolescence. Her early chil4hood family conflicts mayaccount for her reliance on Robert. Jane's low self-esteem was re-lated to many of her early experiences. She did not feel fully ac-cepted into her adopted family. She had experienced feelings ofguilt as,a'result of the incidents.with her uncle and brother. Shehad no acceptable outlets for handling her reactions to these events
and situations in which the was victimized. Feeling isolated and
alone and-without any means of gaining support, she became depressedand, self-destructive. She used heroin and other drugs to cope withthe feelings of anger and depression. Her current life circum-
stances and lack of perceived

alternatives perpetuated these
feelings.
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Jane's marriage provided some stability and self-esteem. It was

felt that so long as her marriage remained stable, Jane would pur-

sue rehabilitation goals. If th? marriage deteriorated, her situ-

ation might become much more difficult. some staff thought that

Jane might, at some point, need antidepressant medication or psy-

chiatric counseling.

Client Strengths. In response to questions on her strengths, Jane
desbribed herself as a good-listener and a kind, honest person.
Iheewas proud of the fact that she did not steal to maintain her
habit, and she felt she was a good budgeter and planner. She,han-

dled the bills and food budget carefully and believed that she
could make sacrifices when necessary to achieve a goal. Although

,
Jane presented herself as a "little girl" in a way that invited
others to victimize her, she could also use that image 0 obtain

approval and cooperation from others. These strengths helped her

to cope with the demandS of the*treatmtntprogram, and the staff

anticipated that she would continue to paitielpate so long as the
progras did not make demands beyond her level of functioning.

The Treatment Plan--Selectin Short2Ttrm Goals. With these points

in mind, the following short-term goals were formulated. Short

term, in this case, meant that the goals could be accomplished
within a brief period, usually less than a month, and would require

no major new skills from the client.

1. Make a plan with Jane for obtaining general assistance at
the county welfare program for unemployed adults. Pro-

vide Jane with information on the level of benefits; the
process for obtaining them, including the needed documents

and procedures; and the time involved. Spell out the

exact help she can expect from the program, including help
in filling out forms and followup phone calls from the
counselOr to guarantee prompt processing.

'2. Help Jane plan a budget using only welfare income. Dis-

cuss how this change in income will affect the marriage,
and have Jane consider whether she would appreciate having
a meeting that included her husband and his counselor to

discuss finances and other factors involved in their par-
ticipation in treatment.

3. Move Jane from the intake group to a women's group. Since

the women's group has a policy bf pairing new members with
more experienced ones, it can help Jane develop some rela-

tionship's immediately that will help her feel less isolated

when she stops going to the massage parlor. The chapter

entitled "Women's Groups as a Form oksIntervention for
Chemically Dependent Women" in volume 2 describes more
fully the benefits and activities possible in all-women

groups. 416k.

4. Encourage Jane to USZI and recognize existing strengths in

accomplishing goals 1 through 3.
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These shOrt-term goals were chosen because they would be reasonablyeasy to achieve and would give Jane a sense that the counseling re-lationship would be useful and would resolve some of her immediateproblems.

selecting, ntermediate Goals. The staff looked at Jane's otherproblems and potentials and recommended intermediate goals andtasks. These were termed
intermediate because it was: unclear howlong they would take to accomplish; it was believed they would notrequire more than 6 months. The focus of intermediate tasks andgoals is to build on the short-term gains and to prepare for workon long-term goals. Intermediate goals were as follows. A

1. Help Jane obtain secure income from legitimate source.

2. .Help her reduce feelings of depression and anxiety.

3. Increase her health maintenance skills and awareness.

4. Begin assessing vocational
potentials, interests, andawareness. Increase her self-esteem in this area.

5. Move toward obtaining a high school diploma or passing anequivalency test.

6. Develop at least one friendship that allows her spontane-ous expression of feelings.

7. Increase Jane's self- esteem' in all areas.

The following tasks were designed with these goals in mind.

1. Provide advocacy in income area. Insure maxim= coopera-
tion from department of social services through telephonefollowup.

2. Provide supportive counseling, teach'Jana relaxation tech-niques, identify sources of low self-esteem, depression.

3. Help her secure medicaid
card through social services de-partment. Refer Jane to dentist and followup. Refer Janeto health classes given at the program, including nutri-

tion, contraception, and health maintenance.

. 4. 'Locate adult education program in
Jane's area. Arrange

for vocational rehabilitation staff to give Jane vocational
,tests. Arrange for women's group to visit career guidance

center at local community college. Work individually with
Jane on.vocational identity issues.

5. Arrange for Jane to be tested at theadult school and en-roll her in a high school equivalencyAclass.
Provide sup-

port in group and individual sessions to handle anxiety
related to this task.
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6. Use women's group through close coordination with group

leader. Structure group activities so that Jane gradually

takes more risks in expressing feelings. Use individual

sessions at times to discuss Jane's feelings about women ,.

met in the program and her activities' with them. Assign

. Jane to make and keep one social engagement per week with
,,

another woman in the program or at class.

7. Review Jane's progress with her at least every 2 weeks.
At the end of each goal accomplished, highlight her prog-
ress in individual sessions. Go over each step Jane took

that contributed to the success of the plan. Ask Jane to

help another client as soon as possible, and bring to her
attention how she was able to be of-service to someone

else. Praise her periodically for abstaining from drug

use. Do everything possible to insure that Jane is rein-

forced by group and by other program staff and clients.

Selecting Long-Term Goals. Long-term goals are generally easy for

the counselor to envision but difficult for the client to accept.
In fact, many of these goals may not be achieved during treatment.

Their realizatiori'cliquires a major commitment of resources by the
program, an equally large .commitment by the client, a long process

of gradual change, therapeutic work on behavior changes desired,

mastering major new skills, cooperation from'one or several commu-

nity or social, resources, and sometimes all of.the above. Marty

long-term goals are not requested by the client at all but are en-

visioned by the staff as.necessary to the total rehabilitative
pro4ss. If the client does recognize her need for accomplishing
the goal, she is also likely to seriously underestimate the diffi-

culties involved in reaching it. She may become so discouraged by

the intervening setbacks that she gives up altogether. In outlin-,

ing the following ISi-term goals, the staff was unsure how Jane

would feel about them, but saw,them as needed in the long run for

her successful functioning as an independent adult.

1.Jane works through sexual guilt, becomes more comfortable

with her sexuality.

'2. Jane chobses a vocational goal, secures financial assist-
. ance, and completes training to prepare for career.

3. Jane develops social skills sufficient to make friends at

school, handles classroom situations comfortably.

4. Jane becomes more assertive both with authority figures

and with strangers.

5. Jane obtains diiver's license and ends dependence on WS-
band for transportation.

6. Jane reevaluates her family of origin, develops insight

into their contribution to her strengths and difficulties.

She differentiates herself and her values from those of
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her parents, decides what kind of relationship, if any,
she Wants.to have with them, and finds the one that is
most comfortable.

v

7. Jane develops a:similar sense of perspective on her mar -
riage.riage. She recognizes the positive and negative aspects
6f the relationship' rd works to improve it.

B. Jane takes steps to become drug free.

The long-term tasks were as follows.

1. Encourage Jane to talk about her early experiences with
her uncle and brother in the context of her feelings about
herself and prostitution. Help Jane recognize her victim-

izationand begin to express her anger. Use women's group
for exploration of sexuality, both therapeutic and instruc-
tional. As soon as she is willing, have Jane read some
bookson sexuality. Allow Jane to talk About sexuality
in her marriage and her degree of satisfaction.

2. ''Get report of vocational assessment done by vocational re-
habilitation specialist. Do additional assessment in
counseling sessions: Have client explore interests, even-
tual financial gdals, and needs. If she is interested,
help her locate volunteer lobs in areas of interest or
find entry-level opportunities. Teachher how to conduct
art qxploratory interview with someone who has a job she is
interested in. DeVote,one session id three to eauoational
and vocational isiUes until Jane makes a decision. Then,
arrange for her to Obtain finanO 1 alsistance and admis-
sionto a training program.

3.' Use women's groupato work with Jane on her preconceptions
"abolit the reactions of otheri to her. Encourage her to
expresi her own reactions and opinions ofother people.
Develop a desensitization plan for handling anxiety in so-
viAl situations. When ready, give assignments for enter-,

ing new social settings.with graduated degrees of
significance. '

4. Use women's group for assertiveness training: solicit
Janes reactions to training in individual sessions.

5. Help Jane enroll in driver's .education at the adult school.
Work on her problews in the driving process in individual
or group sessions. When she is ready, encourage her to
borrow her husband's or a friend's. car and take the driv-
er's test. Arrange a party of celeb?ation when she passes.

6. Use individual sessions to look at historical material
whenevet Jane brings it up.° Interpret her family's actions
as those of people with their own limits doing the best
they knew how. Compare what she has learned in the program
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about how people function and grow with the message she
got from her fddily. If she decides to make contact with
them, encourage her to do so, but ask her to think about
What her purpose is before each contact, and to come back
and talk about what she learned afterwards.

7, Let Jane take responsibility for bringing up problems with
her marriage. As she feels better about herself, she will
be more bothered about her husband's behavior and atti-
tudes unless they change. Help her analyze what she gets
from the marriage, and discourage her from separating from
him impulsively or moralizing about her need for him. If

separation occurs, do crisis intervention and maximize so-
cial supports. Evaluate need for medication. Increase
counseling sessions to stabilize.

8. Prepare Jane to leave the methadone program gradually,
starting with some dosage reduction at a.time when Jane's
life is relatively stable and she is feeling highly com-
mitted to the prograd. Raise the issue of termination at
least once a month, especially in connection with her in-
volvement with people at the adult school and the college
or training, program.

Jane's Response. Jane was amazed at the detail of the plan. She
thought that the goal of treatment wculd be for her to stop using
heroin an4 had not realized that tr., Taff would want to help her
to solve so many problems or see their relationship to her drug
use. Her reaction to the short-term plan, including goals and
tasks; was generally positive except, for the section on her hus-
band's reaction to herstopping prostituting. She feared that he
would not allow her to stop because her income from welfare sources.
.would be minimal, and the 'Welfare department would exert pressure
on her husband to obtain employment and otherwise interfere in their
lives.r-SAe-did feel that continuing to pr6stitu6 would be very
difficblt if she did not take drugs, but she didn't see how her
husband could be persuaded to agree to the plan. She agreed to
having a couple's meeting to discuss the issue.

Jane had mixed reactions to the intermediate goals dhd tasks. She

noted that the goals referred to changes Jane would make, rather
than changes the program or counselor would make. Tasks were in
reference to the activities of the counselor to help Jane achieve
goals. Tht counselor explained that she would take responsibility
for doing the tasks, but that Jane must take responsibility for co-
operating with the counselor because she wanted Jane to achieve the
goals for herself. The counselor questioned Jane's feelings about
each goal. J4ne wondered whether she could find a job to provide
temporary income, and it was suggested that this be added to the
intermediate goals list after initial goals were achiaved, if the
welfare problem created difficulties in the merrier. The coun-
selor and Jane talked about the amount of time and energy that
would have to be devoted to the treatment process, e..pe,ially at
first. Jane agreed that they couldn't make'a decision about the
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job until she had adjusted to the treatment routine and tried liv-ing without her prOstitution income. Jane quickly agreed that her
health was an important issue, and would see the dentist as soonas she had a medicaid card. She was hesitant about whether shecould go back to school and worried about the other students at theadult school. The counselor suggested that when the time came she
could accompany another client who attended the adult school's high ,school equivalency class. Jane also expressed coubts about the
possibility 'of developing a friendship with anyone within the next6 months. The counselor told;her that if she didn't achieve a goal
in the 6-month time, it could be added to the long-term list with-out being considered a'failure.

Jane expressed the most,doubts about the long-term goals. She dis-
agreed with the phrase "sexual guilt." She thought she was just
embarrhssed about her work as a prostitute and had no feelings
About anytning that had happened in her, childhood. The counselor
assured Jane that she wouldn't rorce her to talk about sexual mat-ters until she, brought them up, and in fact, after most of the in-
termediate goals were accomplished, they would look at the long-
term goals again. At that time new goals could be added, and any
goals that Jane thought irrelevant would be eliminated. On this
conditional basis, Jane allowed the sexual goal to remain. She ex-
pressed enthusiasm about the picture painted by the long-term goal
list. She said, "Tt doesn't even sound like me. It sounds like
the heroine in a play or a big success story. It would be great
if any of those things happen."

Jane wanted two additional goals, and she discussed them with her
counselor to see where they fitted into the plan. One goal was to
find a better,place to live, and another was to buy her own car.
It was clear that Jane would want to earn some money or find a re-
source to provide more money than was available from the welfare
grant. The counselor suggested that when the intermediate work
was done on vocational issues, ire might want to work for a few
months to earn additional money, or she might wart to apply for
financial aid and school leans sufficient to cover the cost of a
car and a better apartment. these goals were added to the begin-
ning of the long-term list, and the counselor agreed that they

'cwere worth pursuing.

Jane,was pleased with her additions, but felt somewhat overwhelmed
by the large,number of changes they would be attemptingsto make in
her life. The counselor worked with her oA haw these changes might
be risklr,oand Jane immediately responded with worries -.bout her
husband's reaction. Jane and the counselor both agrneththat the
success of the marriage in the long run would depond on how much
each of ,the partners was able to support the other in making changes.
Jane signed the treatment plan, and so did her connsctor.

After the Plan. When the,client has agreed to the treatment plan,
the long process of treatment begins in earnest. If the client
can accept only the short-terM goals, or if there is great disa-
greement with most of the goals, the counselor can be prepared for
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a brief treatment effort. No sustained attempt can be made to work

toward goals that the client does not want to achieve. Therefore,

the treatment plan spells out the basis for that relationship be-
tween the client and the counselor through the next Phase of
treatment,

_ESTABLISHING THE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
N

During and after the development of the treatment plan, the coun-
selor must establish a counseling relationship with the client. No

matter what specific_ problems; needs, and goals the client has, she

will need a. relationship with the counselor based on clear communi-
catioa of mutual expectations, support, reassurance, concern, lim-
its, and continuity. This relationship usually takes considerable
time to develop, but the foundation will be built upon the actions
carried out by the counselor and by the client. These actions be-

gin at_the first contact. They are based on the guidelines in
chapter 3, this volume, but they go further in working with the
emotional needs of the client.

Setting the Ground Rules. The structure of the relationship must

be made clear. First, the counselor explains her/his role in the

overall treatment process. S/he tells the client how often they
will be meeting and whether the client has a choice in the number,
Oration, or scheduling of appointments. Counselor availability

outside the xegular visits should be spelled out. The client

should knew how to contact her counselor in a crisis, and who

, would be available to see her if the counselor is ill or on vaca-
tion. Ten, the counselor explains her/his functions and describes
how s/he will try to help the client. The counselor should be ex-
plicit, using concrete examples, so that the client clearly under-

stands the kinds of help the counselor can give. The client will
be making decisions at all times on what information to give the
counselor, and she will "rase these decisions, in part, on her un-
derstanding of the counselor's role.

It is also important for the counselor to explain how s/he inter-
acts with other staff members. The counselor should be careful to

delineate the extent of /er/his authority in planning and carrying

out treatment. Decisions about the client's continued participa-
tion in treatment, in the event of the client's failure to conform
to program rules and expectations, may be, for instance, in the

hands of the total staff. The counselor should also explain how

s/he shares information about the client's needs and circumstances
with other members of the treatment staff and coordinates the treat-
ment process with the group leader and the nurse on a regular basis.

The next issue for the counselor is to clarify what choices the

client is free to make in their relationship. The counselor can

specify choices that the client can'make, such as whether to dis-
cuss certain topics, and when she is ready to make certain changes.

It is a good idea to specify that the client is free to express any
feelings and thoughts she wishes, and that she is 11,,t expected'to
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be pleasant and cooperative al] of the-time, or even most of thef'----7 time. The counselor must begin to emphasize the difference between
feelings Oihoughts and actions. Although the program will place

' many restrictions on her actions, the client should know she will
find acceptance for any feelings she expresses. .

I
"..

Other basic expectations should be clarified and discussed with the
client, particularly the, client's expectations of the counselor*
In this way, some-of the arutiety-felt by the client in facing an
4unknoWn situation will be dissipated, and the beginnings of under-
standing and honesty will result: ,

.

.

Providing Reassurance /NI Instilling Hope. The client is likely
to be apprehensive about the treatment process and pessimistic -about its outcome. Therefore, the counselor's task is to ,prdvide
as much reassurance as possible as to the treatmentprocess and to
give the client a sense of hope that her life canbetsubstantially
better as a result of her participatipn.

4 .

Usually, much of the client's apprehensions are based on the fact .

that she will be giving up the drugs and activities that have sus- .
tained her in the past, with little idea of how she will cope with-
out them or what new supports she will have in the future. It.is
very important that the counselor not.deny or minimize the realis-
tic aspects of these fears.

The.counselor must acknowledge that
the client can expect to feel lost and anxious at the beginning,
and in fact will have a desire to go back to her habitual activi-
Lies. The'program does not expect her to give up a way of life' v
overnight, and in fact it anticipates that she will be experiencing
much turmoil in the first few months.

The counselor should then explain how the pLgram will be available
and actively providing support for the client. If the clientis
to get along without her former livelihood, she must have an alter-
nate source of income as quickly as possible; the counselor can
take an active role in helpfng the client with this problem. The
client will also experience a sense of chaos As her former routine
is disrupted. The counselor must explain how they-will be struc-
turing her time, making sure that she doesn't have too much time
alone or without constructive activities. The client will miss her
former companion! and will have difficulty in pulling away from
familiar people. The counselor should explain that one function
of the women's group she will Attend is to help her make contact
with other women in the same position andeto encourage the members
of the group to give companionship and support to each other. The
counselor should also remind the woman that she can talk to the
counselor about these feelings as they come up.

i

The client's cravings for her usual drugs might also cause problems.
If the client is taking methadone, the counselor should monitor the
client's rhactioA and experiences and should tell the client what
she can expect from this drug. The client may have oast difficulty
sleeping or may develop other symptoms of withdrawal even with the
methadone. The counselor should be in constant communication with
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the program's physician to make sure that the client does not ex-
perience unnecessary suffering during this difficult time.

The client will have other experiences as she begins to live with-
out chemical supports. As the drug effects wear off, she may find
that she is much more anxious or depressed, that she suffers from
extreme mood swings, shortness of temper, increased sexual desire,
and increased fertility. If the client expects these reactions,
she will handle them much better 'and will report them accurately
to the counselor. Each Rroblem can be handled and managed better
if the client and counselor work on it together. The counselor
should.remind the client that some of her anxiety and depression
is a result of the increased awareness she has abotit her circum-
stances and hitr feelings, which are no longer blocked by,drugs.
These feelings will lessen in time as she works out some of her
problems and as she gains mastery over her need for drugs.

At this stage, it iS important that the counselor gives the client
a sense.of hope for*the future. Telling the client about others
who have rebuilt their lives is helpful, but it is far more effec-
tiVe'to introduce the client to other women who are further -long
in the treatment process. This can be best accomplished in a wom-
ents group. As each woman tells the newcomer her story, the client
sees that other women have gotten through these painful first months
and have made new choices and plans.

The counselor should also make a distinctioh between past negative
actions and failures and fAture opportunities. The counselo& should.

stress that the client is at a.crossroads, and that it is possible
to go in a new direction even if the client has never succeeded in
doing so in the past. The issue of choice is most Important because
the woman mist begin to imagine herself making changes that will
lead her toward a more successful future.' It is most important that
the counselor remind the client that she is not expected to achieve
these goals on her own but will be given much support and practical
help by the counselor, by other staff members, by clients in the
program, andby agencies and persons outside the program.

Countering Depression. As the client gives up her old way of life,
she is likely to become depressed. The sources of this depression
are complex, but two main sources must be dealt with directly.

First, the client will experience a sense of'loss and is mourning
that loss. The client must be encouraged to express her feelings
as fully as possible so that the mourning process can take place in
a natural way. At first the client may deny that she misses using
drugs or anything else about her former life, but soon she will be-
gin to recount some of her positive experiences while dependent on
drugs. She should be encouraged to tell her counselor abodt these
good times, in the past and should be told that this is part of the
process of saying goodbye. She may fear that by participating in
the rehabilitation program she is endangeildg other aspects of her
life, including her,relationnhips. The counselor should agree that
changes may occur,.and that these changes are difficult to predict.

.se
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The tounselor should discuss
the risks involved in making these -changes. When possible, .the counselor should discourage the clientfrom dire; predictions about the reactions of others,and encourageher to take things as they come. The counselor should remind theclient that it is impossible to predict how other people will act,..and that there is- always the possibility that others will act dit-ferently when they see her attire differently. In any case, theclient will be stronger and more able to cope with the future. `

Another source of depression is the loss of identity the client ex-periences as she becomes an ex-addict. She may havea great deal
of shame and guilt about her former lifestyle, but she at least
knew who and what she was. As she attempts to change, she will not 'have an'identity, to cling, to at first. The counselor can explain
that this change involv....s letting go of a part of herself 'add'that
a healing process nIst occur before she will bG ready to go forwardand adopt a new identity.

In addition to the recognition
and reassurance that these discus-sions will give, the client will need concrete support. This is agood time to arrange for another client to help out with transpor-

tation or simply to offer to accompany the client on an errand ora shopping. trip The client should make plans for company and ac-
tivities over the weekend, and may need an o4casicnal phone callfrom the counselor for support. As much as possible, thncounselor
should accept vacillation and reluctance to proceed with 'treatment.She should not expect the clieneto

make major decisions or begin
any big projects duiing this time of depression. :Me focusof
treatment at this time is %help the client cope with her feelings
of loss, to expresi them directly as much ad.possible, and to offersupport'as the clientsworks out her,feelings.

Avoiding Mistakes. Counselors tend to make certain common errors
in .the early stages of the counseling'relationship. One such error,
is the assumption that the client has developed a strong sense,, oftrust in the counselor as a result of preliminary support. Nothingcould be further from the truth. It takes more than a few hours
of helpfulor sympathetic

communication to build a real sense oftrust. The relationship is still fragile and will have to go through
a period of testing and ambivalence before a solid foundation exists
for the counselor's interventions.

Therefore, itis important to avoid pressuring the client to make
decisions that .affect major areas of her life. She has made one
major decision in entering treatment, and for a time she will not
be able to handle other choices. The counselor may feel tempted
to make some decisions for the client during this period, to help
the client get control of certain problems or to

constantly
her,rq ob-

tain certain resources. But the counselor must onstantly keep in-',
mine chat any lasting change will come about slowly, and that mov-
ing before the client is ready may only result in failure. There-
fore, the counselor must be prepared for a certain amount of trus-
tratiot.as the clieht continued to Jive much as she has for some
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Another mistake is to ignore statements or actions of the client
that indicate dissatisfaction with treatment or express mistrust
of the counselor. The client must find out how the counselor will
react to negative feelings and actions. The counselor must acknowl-
edge negative feelings and encourage the client to explore the ba-

sis for them. This does not mean that the counselor can correct
any shortcomings that the client perceives in the treatment pro-
gram, but in some instances, the counselor can alter the approach
to respond to the client's needs. In any case, the client mst
fee). tn.t her counselor is willing to listen with an open mind to

he? perceptions. In addition, if the client begins to have diffi-
culty in 'ollowing the rules of the program or in meeting the coun-
selor's exi.ectations, it is wise to confront this problem immedi-
ately rather than wait until it becomes severe. This is a good
trine to clarify the consequences of fa lure to comply with program

expectations. A warning will sometimes be enough to reestablish

compliance. It is easier to explore reasons for behairior before
the client has to be punisled for hei actions.

Some counselors have difficulty in interpreting the client's feel-
ings or actions. Interpretation is like pepper--too much of it.

makes the whole dish inedible. As counselors see possible causes
of thein client's difficulties, they 9ften want to share these in-

sights. But counselors should be awa&that most clients are not
ready to reexamine ihe causes of their behavior or fee]ings; their
first need is to express or explain things to the counselor as they

see them. The counselor can suggest that in time they might ex-
plore reasons for past and present actions, but it is unwise to in-
dulge in premature diagnosis or sweeping judgments about the client.
The counselor would be wise to/bnfine such speculations to the
supervision session or staffr6eeting, to allow for feedback and to
evaluate implications for the course of treatment.

Recognizing a Positive Counseling Relationship. Even after several

months of work with a client, _he counselor may feel unsure about
the relationship. The client may be guarded most of the time, may
be expressing considerable resentment or dissatisfaction with the
treatment program or the relationship, may be attempting to manip-
ulate the counselor for special favors or other gains, or may be
continuing to display behavior that is distressing or annoying to

the counselor. How, then, can the counselor evaluate whether prog-

ress is taking place?

One mea3ure of the relationship is the client's continued partici-

pation. If, despite difficulties involved, the client continues
in the program, an important goal of the counselor's work has been

achieved. Further, if the client has begun to establish relatior-
ships with other staff members and clients, she has become progres-
sively more involved in the treatment program and more dependent
on it for social satisfactions. In fact, the client's dependency

is important at the beginning of treatment. If the client looks

. to her counselor for help with certain problems or tc., obtain atten-

tion or approval, then the counselor should feel satisfied that the
relationship has meaning to the client.
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Another measure of success for the counselor is the content of the
counseling sessions. If the client brings up a gradually larger
number of subjects and reveals progressively more about herself,
then she is beginning to trust the counselor and make use of the
relationship.

The counselor should continuously assess the process of d typical
session. Does the conversation flow back and forth between coun-
selor and client? If the client does all the talking, with the
counselor taking a passive role, something may be wrong with the
counselor's perceptions. The counselor should not be merely a lis-
tener, but must find a way to participate in the counseling proc-
ess. if the client is silent most of the time, while the counselor
asks questions or gives information and feedback, the counse,or may

. be trying too hard to "change the client." The counselor should
sit back and force the client to take a more active role. If the
Client refuses to do so, the counselor should reexamine the rela-
tionship to discover what has made the client. isirustful. In a-
good counseling relationship, the counselor and the client are
equally involved in seeking solutions to the client's problems.

Of course, it is important that both the counselor and the client
begin to see some progress,.especially in terms of the client's
short-term goals. The counselor should review these goals with
the client every few sessions and discuss what changes have been
accomplished and what goals should be altered or discarded in favor
of more pressing issues. If there has been no change-or Improve-
ment over several months, even in terms of short-term goals, then
it hardly matters how pleasantly the sessions are going. They are .

not serving their purpose effectively, and the counselor should ex-
plore tt% reasons for this with both the client and the superiso41400

If goals a e gradually being achieved,
participation in the ses-

rim= is fairly impliar and equally snared, and the subjects dis-
cuL-sed relate to the client and her problems, then the counselor
and client have built a productive counseling relationship.

Fostering Independence. A counselor must at all times evaluate
the extent to which a dependency relationship has been established
and possible actions to encourage independence. A client will of-
ten deny the extent of her reliance on the counselor and the pro-
gram because she finds the dependency both controlling and humili-
ating. Nevertheless, the chemically dependent woman will need the
counselor's assistance in so many ways that the counselor may be
drawn into a dependency relationship. The client will rely more
and more on this help as time goes on. Therefore, as the woman
learns new social skills, the counselor must encourage her to use
these skills outside the treatment setting. In discussing plans
for the future, the counselor should specifically mention that the
client will have to learn to function independently. In maintain-
ing this perspective, the counselor can help the client explore
ways to function more independently as treatment progresses. Al-
though at the beginning the counselor must constantly reassure the
client that she can depend on the program and the counselor to help
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her, the counselor must give the client every opportunity to re-
solve her own problems. Every time a problem is resolved, the cli-
ent should be made aware of what she did or could have done to
solve it, not what the counselor did. Each problem-solving strat-
egy must focus on the dual objectives of handling the immediate
difficulty and making it possible for the client to prevent such
difficulties in thy future.

Jane, a 24-year-old woman, was 17evry involved and active
in treatment. She had been considering going to school
to learn word processing but was terrified whenever she
thought about facing tests. When her dounselor reminded
her that she had done very well in the program, she re-
sponded that it was easy to do well with so much help,
from the counselor, but she had no one at the college to
help her. The counselor then pointed out some concrete
social skills she thought Jane possessed.' The counselor
also reminded Jane of the time she had taken a friend to
the welfare office and helped her fill out forms.' She
noted that, in that situation, Jane had been confident
and helpful without any assistance from anyone. The
client spent some time talking about -how she had managed
the situation. The counselor outlined the similarities
between the welfare office and a college admissions of-
'floe, illustrating the skills the client had developed
in treatment which could be transferred to the college
situation. Finally, Jane saw that it might be possible
to handle'the situation and applied for admission.

RESISTANCE TO TREATMENT

Unfortunately, even when counsalr,rc enll^w the rules odtlinPd in
this chapter, they still are likely to encounter resistance from
their clients. Often, resistance is related to the client's fear
of change. The expression of resistance can take many forms, but
all have the effect of stopping or slowing down treatment, and
therefore discouraging, angering, or frustrating the hard-working

counselor. It is helpful to recognize the client's behavior as re-
sistance to treatment and to change. Labeling her as stubborn or

, unmotivated, for example, will not help you understand the resist-
ance, its origins, or how to diminish it. Some examples of re-

sistance are the following:

1. Forgetting the time of the appointment;
2. Having a fight in a group and leaving;
3. Acting helpless in the face of difficulties;
4. Frequently coming in late;
5. Using drugs;

6. Not "seeing" that her behavior is a problem;

7. Not following through on a referral;
8. Dominating a grOlp repeatedly;
9. Rationalizing 'elf-destructive behavior;

10. AttadOng or' manipulating a counselor;
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11. Getting, evicted for, nonpayment of rent; or
12. Creating any number of other crises.

Some forms of resistance are more upsetting than others, and the
counselor should assess the source of resistance as it develops.

-

Whatever its source, staff members should try to avoid feeling-un-
dermined by behavior that is at times openly hostile. Equally im-
portant, they must try to respond to such behavior without being
punitive.

Psychological Factors. Sometimes resistance is attributed to psy-
chological factors. An example often cited in the literature (Reed
and Moise 1980) is that' the client is likely to,begin treatment
with a low regard for herself and her ability 'to succeed. She
might feel that she is not worthy of treatment efforts. Because
of overwhelming anxiety and low self-esteem, she might convince
herself that treatment is a hopeless proposition and leave prema-
turely. Of the 63,000 women who were discharged from federally
funded drug abuse treatment programs in 1979, only 22 percent had
completed treatment (National Institute on Drug Abuse 1980).

Women in treatment have developed somewhat rewarding ways of per-
ceiving the world ana of responding to problems. Suddenly, they
must face these pressures without the help of drugs. They are
asked to give up their customary coping patterns at a time when
they most urgently feel the need for immediate sollutions and grati-
fications. The promise of improvement in the lonj run is a poor
substitute for familiar, available defenses. Counselors must rec-
ognize and address the resulting anxiety that arises in these
women.

Situational Factors. As noted, women experience significantly more
"reality" problems than addicted men (Reed and Moise 1980). Often,
the pressing needs and demands of theiL families are incompatible
with the treatment program's regulations. For example, many women
'Leave treatment because the needs of a child or a sick relative
take precedence over scheduled treatment activities. Other women
feel overwhelmed after entering school, career training, or a new
job and can't find the time to spare for treatment. In such situ-
ations (when women's energies are taxed to the limit), the treat-
ment program is perceived as a source of additional pressure rather
than support.

Many social and economic pressures also work against the achieve-
ment of treatment goals. Without jobs, most substance-abusing
women depend on sources of illegal income (i.e., prostitution or
other criminal activities) or on some form of public assistance
(Reed et al. 1980). When a chemically dependent woman gives up tt
drug, she is also arged to give up the illegal activities that
helped her support a habit. Often these activities, though deviant,
represented sources of pride and satisfaction as working roles, and
the woman has no replacement for them. No less important, she usu-
ally has a loss of income during treatment, and luxuries and even
day-to-day staples are suddenly out of reach. This takes away a
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major source of interest and excitement, further diminishing her
self-respect. Commitment to treatment becomes problematic when the
client feels caught between an exciting and dangerous past and a
safer but possibly duller and lonelier future. Little in the pres-
ent provides sufficient satisfaction to mOtivate a woman to struc-
ture hex life around the demands of the treatment program.

In the transition from the drug to the nondrug world, many chemi-
cally dependent women also face'other difficult life situations,
such as poOr health, inadequate housing, deviant legal status, and
a loss of social supports acquired during the drug-using period.
As noted by Hahne and Gordon (1978), many chemically dependent

women in treatment cope with loneliness and the sears of dealing
with an alien culture - -the outside world. The loss of ritual com-
forts and friends poses many difficulties for the chemically dependt-
ent woman. Often in the process of stopping heroin usage, aadman
feels that she is indeed a stranger in a strange land. She can no
longer "run the streets" and still does not fit into "straight" so-
ciety. This is an important obstacle in her efforts to change.
She may cling to the relationships she has formed while, addicted
with the feeling Ehat if she deserts those who accepted her as an
addict, she will lose her very identity. As noted by Tucker (1980),
addicted women entering treatment feel more isolated than addicted
men doo'and their social support systems are more limited. They
often feel so stigmatized by -their criminal records or scarred
bodies that they find it difficult to become involved in new social
groups or relationships.

Systemic Harriers. Chemically dependent women in treatment will
often complain about the bureaucratic structure of the treatment
program. They perceive the forms and procedures as an annoyance
and regard program policies for receiving methadone as a particu-
lar source of inconvenience. In residential programs, a woman
may find the hierarchical structure and tts procedures alien to

her.

A client may develop other apprehensions about the bureaucratic
astructure. She may fear being dependent on and controlled by the

treatment program. Even in a positive counseling relationship,
both client and counselor will become troubled about the dependency

involved. Many clients are tempted to leave treatment to reassure
themselves that they can still function a_one. Others have over-

whelmingly negative feelings about authority fitures and feel com-
pelled to defy rules to prove that they are "free." At other times,

the values of the staff, as expressed in activities and counseling
sessions, may be in conflict with the values of the woman's family
.of origin or of her entire culture. For example, she might give
up treatment if it involves betraying her family or her beliefs.

There is an inevitable and unpleasant struggle between old and new
values tnroughout the entire processof treatment. Treatment al-
ways involves some restructuring of values, so that the beliefs and
perspectives that led the woman to depend on drugs are replaced
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with those that will sustain her in her effort to remain abstinent.
This process can often feel painful and oppressive.

In many programs, women may also be reacting to discrimination
against women brought into the treatment setting from the larger
society (Bahna and Gordon 1978; Soler et al. 1974). 'Because the
programs are Pstablished by men, there has been a continued abuse
of sexuality as a way of looking at and dealing with women," (Mandel
et al. 1979). Women in treatment express wariness of the treatment

4 setting based on past experiences. They fear that "street" labels
will follow them into the treatment program. They know that they
will be outnumbered by men in a treatment program and expect that
the men will bond together and make sexist remarks. Fearing that
they will be se_ rely stigmatized, they often are too discouraged
to remain in treatment.

In addition, drug counselors have also been shown to use confronta-
tion techniques in a counterproductive manner for women (Cuskey et

,al. 1977; DeLeon and Beschner 1977; Reed and Moise 1980), espe-
cially during, the early phases of treatment when the woman _s most
vulnerable to "attack."

AliDrug program staff have also tended to overemphasize women's "psy-
chological handicaps," which encourages resistance. Women may re-
sist 'reatment because they feel that staff members view them as
"sick" and do not emphasize the importance of practical problems
such as getting jobs or imOoving their education (Deren and Kos-
lowsky 1977). Colten (1980a) points out that there are defined
reasons for addicted women's anxiety, low levels of personal, esteem,
and personal distress: "In all, their situations are, at bdst,
dreary, and, at worst, shcckingly depressing. If they did not ap-
pear more depressed, we might'wonder what'was wrong with them."

RESPONDING TO RESISTANCE

Many therapists feel that one of their primary tasks is to gradu-
ally wo k through client resistance. If counselors expect and un-
derstand this resistance, they can recognize it as an opportunity
to respond to the woman as she is, rather than as she wants to be.
Counselors can be in betterlpositions'to help clients if they ex-
perience clients' less desirable behavior and work to help them
understand and modify such behavior.

In this section, we present some common patterns of resistance and
techniques for minimizing their destructive impact on the treatment
effort.

'"assive-Deceptive Behavior. Initially, the counselor may be de- ,

lIghted with clients who seem docile.and eager to,please. The
counselor may.see no problems until the client suddenly drops out
of treatment without explar Lion. A woman may act out the role
of the good client to win approval. She may be afraid to let the
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counselor see her as she really is. Fearful of judgment or rejec-
tion, a client may fabricate stories to gain the counselor's ac-
ceptancenor to avoid exposing herself. However, she cannot main-
tain her facade indefinitely. She it likely to withdraw the first
time she feels something that doesn't fit in with her presentation
or the image she is trying to project. For some women, the coun-
selor's efforts to make contact are so threatening that withdrawal
is the on y alternative. They may not know how to rope with a re-
lations p, especially a helping relationship.

In,war ing with,passive-deceptive behavior the .counselor should
move s ly and not place any immediate demands on the client. In-
direct xploration technic/4es are often useful. The counselor can
focus on,a 11, nonthreatening subjects to help the client relax._

In sensing that something is bothering a woman or that she isn't
responding' openly to questions, the counselor can return to the
subject thretigh-Ehe'uSe of a third person who has a similar-prdb-
lem. The counselor might ask the client's advice in helping an-
other woman, e.g., someone who was reluctant to share feelings.
Often, the client senses that the counselor is talking about their
situation, but this indirect approach allows her to suggest or ex-
press things that are on her mind. It is important that the coun-
selor not press her to acknowledge feelings or thoughts, which
might cause the client to panicand withdraw. Eventually, sha wil_
begin to be more open as she finds that negative feelings do not
make the counselor angry. In relating to a woman who invents or
exaggerates, the counselor should avoid playing detective. The
counselor doesn't have to believe everything the client says in
order to help her. It is important to be aware that the client
may be try A to manipulate the counselor for favors of special
attention -hrough her fabrications. If the opportunity presents
itself, the client's reasons for invention can be explored without
making the client feel that she has betrayed the counselor.

Crisis-Chaos Lifestyle. Many clients seem to go from one crisis to
another, with most of their energies consumed in emergencies. The
counselor can see that many emergencies could have been prevented
with better Judgment and planning. The client may seem to only
half listen to the Lounselor's observations before returning to her
complaints. The client may be trying to gain attention through her

_ difficulties, however.

The counselor needs to develop an attitude of detached optimism.
It is most important to recognize that clients may be doing their
very best to cope with difficult circumstances. The client may
have never developed the skills needed for planning, budgeting, and
making choices that take consequences into account. The present is
everything, and the personal, social, and financial resources avail-
able are often inadequate to solve the immediate crisis.

r en with support and assistance', some clients will make few changes
in their coping styles or circumstances over the short term. A cli-
ent may nut continue in treatment any longer than she must for legal
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or other reasons. Although counselors should remain aware of their
client's multiple, pressing needs, they cannot expect to make sig-
nificant changes in the short run. It is as important to show the
client how to solve a problem as it is to search for a solution.
There is a need for a balance between a, therapy role and one that
teaches-problem-solving skills to help the client become more in-
dependent. If the client decides to drop out of treatment, the
counselor should not be disturbed or discouraged. The client may
have no other choice based on the demands on her life at this time.
The counselor should convey to the client that it may take her sev-
eral attempts before she can succeed in treatment, and that the pro-'
gram will be available when she is able and ready to return.

0
It is easy to become angry with a helpless client who persists in
making disastrous choices. This angel helps to put some distance
between the ounselor and the disappointing client, but it also be-
comes another bd'rrier blocking the client from real participation
in treatment. Thus, the client's helplessness not only prevents
her from progressing toward treatment goals, but it alienates the
client from the counselor. Later, after the client becomes hostile
or withdraws, the counselor is left with a sense of discomfort and
guilt about reactions to the client and feels uneasy about the abil-
ity to handle similar clients in the future.

To reduce angry resp^nses to the crisis-oriented client, counselors
should always try to assess negative or angry feelings toward cli-
ents. At the same time, they must keep in mind that it is their
job to understand and go beyond these feelings to help other pe.-ple.
They must avoid being pressured by the client's ektreme distress.
They also must not feel that it is their duty to "prove",to the
client that they can help. It is one thing to want to instill the
client with a sense of hope and confidence, but it is another to
feel compelled to achieve the impossible in order to win the cli-
ent's trust. Much of the difficulty the client has in organizing
her life in a productive way has its roots in a past that she can-
not control. The counselor cannot remake the past or remove all
the obstacles. So long as counselors do not take responsibility
for the client's problems, suffering, pain, or success, they have
no reason to become angry at her mistakes and setbacks.

It is deceptively easy for the counselor to fantasize about how
much better off the client would be if only she did everythtng the
counselor advised her. In fact, if the client did comply with all
the counselor's expectations and advicp, she would only be exchang-
ing one kind of helplessness for another.

In attempting to learn basic skills, the client will make many mis-
takes. She will go backward at times when it is most crucial for
her to go forward. At time's it-will appear that the counselor is
heartless not to step in and handle a situation. At other times
the counselor will have to take control of a situation to prevent
further damage, e.g., when the client is abusing her childrgn or
her health. But these are rare circumstances, undertaken only when
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the counselor has sought the opinion of other staff members and
confirmed that there are no other options.

Another mistake that counselors make when dealing with a woman ex-
periencing multiple crises is to become too calculating and unre-
sponsive. Counselors cannot be so cold and distant that clients
cease to look to Them for support. The counselor should expect to
supply some part of the effort needed to resolve problems faced by
clients. That part may be simple discussion of the alternatives
in a calm, concerned atmosphere. More often, particularly during
the early phases, it involves obtaining information concerning re-
sources, advocating for the client with the welfare department,
arranging for emergency loster childcare, or taking other direct
steps.

Dealing with feelings of helplessness, guilt, worry, and anger in
a peer group or supervision session is a necessity for counselors
working with this type of 4ient. They need a setting that offers
acceptance and support. They need the perceptions of others who
can Al, objective to help them assess situations, particularly those
in which they feel personally involved. Ultimately, they will need
help to accept the limited progress the client makes before leaving
treatment.

Anger and Hostility. At times, every client can .come angry and

attack the counselor with words, either directly or in talking with
others. Anger is a necessary behaVior in a relationship that can
mean so much to a client. It is an appropriate reaction to the
fear of being controlled. It is also a healthy reaction when one
feels rejected, abandoned, judged, used, or mistreated., Whether
or not the client is "ri\ght" in her perceptions, she must find a
way to express negative emotions. It is important to distinguish
between occasional anger and hostility in an otherwise productive
relationship and one in which angry expressions are the primary
means of comhunication between the client and others. Some clients
may use hostility as a defensive maneuver to direct attention away
from their own behavior. At times, a client will become hostile
to fend off positive feelings and experiences in fear of a depend-

ent relationship.

Counselors must know how to handle hostile behavior without becom-
ing hurt, defensive, or punitive. They should share their inner
.reactions to the angry attacks of Clients in supervision or peer
support settings. They may find that clients are testing them or
are vulnerable to something the counselors say or do.

Counselors must nut be so intimidated by verbal attack that they
abandon their roles as counselors, limit setters, educators, and
treatment planners. They must not be afraid to criticize client
behavior, when warranted. They also must not withdraw from clients

and (-ease to work toward treatment goals. The counselor who avoids

these reactions has a good chance of weathering the hostility until
the underlying problems are recognized.
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It is helpful to explicitly identify hostile actions and words in
coatacts with the client. in doing so, counselors can take the
focus off their own feelings and give the problem back to the cli-
ent;_ For example, a client who couldn't get a job began yelling
atithe counselor abort what constituted a good job. The counselor
responded: ''You might be right about that. But right now, yOb
are avoiding the problem. I wonder how your auger is goirq to help
you deal with your job problem." Here, the counselor avoided get-
ting into a philosophical debate about what constitutes "real work"
in favor of shifting the attention back to the client's problem.
This might have to be done repeatedly to get a client to talk about
an especially threatening topic.

There are times when the client is so hostile that work cannot go
on until the client begins to alter her behavior. It is'important
for the counselor to point this out:

v If you want to continue to criticize and attack me,
you're free to do so. I'm not going to be able to do
.anything to help you .krtl your housing prcblem until
you stop. Its really up to you.' You can leave not:
and stay mad, or you can calm-down and let me explain
.how we can work together on this.

Often, the client would like te strike out at someone for the frus-
tration she feels. If counselors give tae impression that Lhey are
willing to be used as punching bags, they will find themselves sub-
jected to repeated abuse, The same is true fcr phys....al violence.
Any program that tolerates physical attacks aad intimIdation cannot
function as a treatment setting because the counselors will be too
afraid of their clients to challenge their bci.avior effectively.
Counselors should set firm limits on the amount of hostility they.
will accept from clients. They may decide that 5 minutes out of
the session is enough. They can inform clients that although they
understand that they need to be angry at time,: they are willing
to accept such behavior only for a limited time, and the client
cannot stop at that point, the session will be over for that day.
This gives'the client some room to ventilate without turning the
counselor into a doormat. In addition, the client who uses her
hostility to keep the counselor from getting too close will achieve
her val without causing the counselor unnecessary pain.

'Defiance and Rebellion. It is not easy to enforce limits or pro-
gram rules, but most women in treatment will test to see how seri-
ous the program is about its regulations. This testing may take
the form of a few late arrivals, missed appointments, or use of
drugs. The regulations and demands of the program may be too dif-
ficult fora woman to meet. Her bad habits will riot disappear
without a struggle. The counselor who understands these factors
will not be upset or surprised at the woman who breaks a rule, or
breaks several in the first few weeks of treatment. The counsellor
should apply limit-setting skills, offer information on the possi-
ble consequences of the client's behavior, and provide support to
make it possible for the woman to comply in the future.
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The woman who breaks rules regularly presents more carious diffi-
Culties. She challenges the counselor openly, defying authority
and laughing at reactions. She implies that the rules are foolish.
Any loss of control on the part of the counselor will appear to
amuse the client. Sometimes a client who was making progress will
suddenly respond with defiance to a counselor. This represents a
loss to the counselor, who feels a sense of :ailure and betrayal.

When testing and defiance develop, it is generally safe to assume
that the client is afraid of losing something. She may be attempt-
ing.tb cling to a sense of autonomy, even at the cost of endanger-
ing her treatment. The counselor must assess the situation and try
to identify underlying reasons for the behavior. Thd counselor cap
go back to the information gathered during assessment to see if
there are any clues. The counselor can also look at the treatment
process to see if any new issue or expectation might be triggering
the client's actions. It may be'that some clients are ambivalent
about treatment. They would rather provoke the program into dis-
charging them, proving to themselves that they do not deserve treat-
ment, and at the same time blaming the rigidity of the program for
being rejected.

The counselor who understands these underlying dynamics can dis.uss
them with the client, pointing out the client's actions and asking
whether the client is sure that this is the outcome she wants. The
counselor must keep in mind that it is not productive to exprtss
auger toward the client. The client must decide whether to submit
to the program's authority in order to obtain treatment. Submis-

c. sion requires humility. She is admitting that she does not know
how CO live, and that she needs someone to help her. It is help-
ful, in this situation, to point out that the program is asking a
great deal. The counselor can point out exactly what the program
offers in return for the autonomy it takes away. The final deci-
sion is up to the client.

Helpless, Self-Destructive Behavior. Every woman who enters treat-
ment has some, desire to stop her self-destructive behavior, if only
for the sake of a child or loved one. The counselor is often pre-
sented with a woman who feels powerless to protect herself. She
may have been beaten by a man or forced to become a prostitute or
to steal so that her husband or lover could buy drugs. She may
drink, ise prescription drugs for a diet or pain, or use other
self-medicating methods.

Counseldrs also feel a sense of helplessness in working with such
clients. They cannot, stop a client who seems determined to undo
what had been accomplished. Here we have the reason for the anger
the counselor feels.

The first step for the counselor is to assess the severity of the
problem. Is the client doing severe, irreparable harm to her body?
Is dhe risking arrest? Is she exposing her children to severe phys-
ical or emotional damage? Counselors should assess how much "le-
verage" they have over the client. Can they use the relationship
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established with the client? Is the client dependent on .the pro-
gram fsr her physical or emotional needs? Is she forced to remain
in the program or go to jail? Counselors should not be afraid to
use their authority to remove clients from-dangerous situations.
They may decide to call the Child protective services to report
child abuse or neglect, or to recommend the children move to a
foster home to prevent the likelihood (sf abuse. Such action should
'be explained to the client direAly:

I am voncerned. I care about you too much to just sit
by while you hurt yourself (or your child). I am going
to stop you. I know you may not understand o: agree.
You may be very angry, but at this point, I have to pro-
tect you. You will be able to protect yourself when you
feel bettei but I am not willing to watch you do things
that can't be undone, things yOuhave done in the past
and regretted.

The client is likely to be angry but is likelto eventually recog-
nize that the counselor's actions were helpful.

At ;isles, the counselor does not have sufficient leverage to con-
trol thd-dlieritr§ actions. At the beginning of the treatment proc-
ess, the counselor faces a dilemma. To do nothing is dangerous,
and laves the client unprotected. Further, the client may- per-
ceive the counselor'g inaction as indirectly supporting the destruc-
tive activity. In taking a controlling position, the counselor
risks alienating the client.

Teresa, a 30-year-old woman, had been in treatment previ-
ously and had done relatively well. She had held a sec-
retarial job for 3 years and had been seen as a success
by the staff. Then she married another client, a man
who soon dropped out of treatment, taking Teresa with
him. He was arrested a few months later, leaving Teresa
pregnant. She lost her job when health problems arose
related to the pregnancy. The staff members heard about
her problems and sent her a letter inviting', her to re-
turn to treatment. She returned a few weeks before the
baby wattbori, worried that the baby would be born
addicted.

After the baby's birth, Teresa was very depressed. She
felt ambivalent about being a mother, and resented the
demands the baby made on her. She also resented her hus-
band for leaving her to cope alone. She missed her for-
mer friends from her jub, and felt left out when they
went to parties while she stayed home. After a few
months, it was noticed that the baby had bruises and
welts, which the mother explained as falls or accidents.
The staff did not believe her; the counselor attempted
to convince the mother to place the baby in a day care
center and return to work.'
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At this point the husband returned from jail. Soon,

Teresa came for appointments with numerous injuries and
admitted that he had beat her because he "couldn't stand
Ustening,to the baby cry." 'She said he had a gun and
had threatened to kill her and the baby if she didn't
shut the' baby up.

'Me counselor urged Teresa to leave her apartment imme-
diately, secured emergency shelter for mother and child,
and, with another staff member, helped her move.there.
Teresa, however, boon returned home to her husband. The
coumseldr suggested couple counseling but the husband
refused. When Teresa missed her regular appointment,
another client visited.her and reported that Teresa had
been beaten again, and the baby's arm was broken.

The counselor called protective services and a worker
investigated but did not take any action. Teresa stopped
coming to the center. Her counselor felt discouraged and
frustrated.

At a staff meeting, another counselor suggested that although the
abuse was frightening, the counselor had no way of stopping it di-
rectly. She felt a useful alternative approach might be based on
Teresa's need to return to work. A job might help her feel more
independent and loss deprissed, and she would be less likely to
tolerate abuse.

The second counselor Lhen contacted Teresa offering to
help her brush up on her secretarial skills and find
good child care. She did not mention the marital situa-
tion. Teresa came in and the second counselor referred
her to employment agencies, role-played job interviews
with her, and went with hei to visit childcare centers,
securing welfare department assistance to pay for child
care. Another client provided transpdrtatipn for a min-
imal fee. She gained more confidence on several tempo-
rary jobs, and eventually accepted a permanent position.

Teresa never resolved the conflict with her first coun-
selor, but did leave her husband when he beat her again.
The second counselor helped her borrow money for a rent
deposit and locate an appropriate apartment for her and
hei child. She was also supportive during the anxious
periOds after the sepatation.

This case vilustrates the problems and potentials involved when a
client could not accept direct intervention in a destructive situ-
ation. The second counselor recognized that Teresa was unlikely to
separate from her husband whale feeling depressed and dependent.
This counselor worked to increase Teresa's self-esteem through con-
ptructive action on Teresa's wish to be employed. This required
counseling support, coordination with other agencies, skill train-
ing (interviewing for jobs), and advocacy.
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In many cases, there is no clearcut point when the counselor feels
forced to take action.' The client merely continues a longstanding
pattern of tolerating physical or mental abuse. In such cases, the
counselor might attack the problem indirectly,'similar to the sec-
ond counselor above, building cn a productive relationshiA that
makes it possible to intervene effectively. The counselor needs to
discuss with the client any activities she sees as self-destructive
and include work on these activities in a treatment plan with the
client's active participation. This is generally alorig-term
process. -

WORKING PHASE

As the client and counselor identify and manage initial and later -
resistances to change, significant changes in the client's life be-
gin to be pd6ible. Many areas we discussed here will also have
been important earlier in treatment, during times of crisis manage-
ment, and whiz the woman is entering the treatment process. Our-
ing this period, however, theounselor and client can work more
intensively to develop life patterns, coping skills, and support
netwotxs that will allow the woman to stay drug free and develop a
more satisfying and productive life,

Practical Problems. CounAling must contin4 to be augmented by
practical help in obtaining Concrete, tangible services, such as '-'

income assistance, childcare, housing assistance, or legal aid
(Pitt& 1976). The client may need acc )animent to a court hear-
ing, transportation to a doctor's apno,...ment, assistance in man-
aging herimoney, help in fixing her advice about sound nutri-
tion, or help in obtaining emergency loans. All the above a...e
coping skills that must be/learned before she can live successfully
in "straight" society.

ChapArs in this book are intended to provide cou)selors with how-

.

to-do-it.information that will be use'ul in helping women clients
acquire the practical services they need, a.e., legal, vocational,
medical, childcare, parenting, and health promotion.

Access to Community Resources. When services are not available
within the treatment pro.jram, the counselor must learn about all
the resources available in the community. when seeking other com-
munity services, two factors should be co

a

4henever possible, use traditional universal resources rath-
er than resources that might stigmatize the client. For
example, check into college vocational training, rather than
CETA. Consider whether the resource will help the woman
leave behind her "deviant" label.

Have accurate information available about crisis resources,
such as emergency childcare, legal assistance, temporary
housing shelter, or food. The client is most likely to
seek help in crisis situations, and even if the counselor
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doesn't have a solution, sincere efforts in attempting to
deal with real problems will communicate concern to the
client.

If the program cannot provide the comprehensive medical and dental
services needed, the counselor must assume an advocacy role to in-
sure that clients obtain quality care and that medicaid or other
third-party payment methods are available fur women who qualify for
them.

Vocational Issues. "Frustrated" is the word that describes many
-women addicts during reentry as they try to find gainful employment.
As Hahne and Gordon (1978) observe, "Criminal records had closed
many doors to them, while lack of skills and education precluded
many careers. Low-paying, low-skill jobs are ofte. all that is
available to then. . . ." Contrary to stereotyped ideas that women
need less vocational assistance because they will be homemakers or
mothers;,data suggest that chemicaU, dependent women are more in
need of vocational assistance than men are (Colten 1980a; Gearing
1973; Levy and'Doyle 1974; Reed and Leibson 1981).

How can counselors change the negative images addicted women have
of themselves vocationally, and how can they redirect their own
thinking to help women acquire jobs? Reed and Moise (1980) advise
counselors to help women obtain their high school equivalency
through GED or adult education programs. They point out that it
may be necessary for counselors to pose career options early in
treatment so that clients have time to prepa4e themselves for fu-
ture opportunities.

Some feel (e.g., Colton 1980a) that women ". . . may find it neces-
sary to breach certain aspects of traditional sex role boundaries
in order to survive. . . ." Balms and Gordon (1978), however, Cau-
tion that as women "raise their level of aspiration, they should be
gently encouraged without any attempt to impose goals and values
upon them. Treatment expectations should be in line with what each
woman herself desires, while staff should be sensitive to the low
self-esteem and lack of skills and education which hold women cid-
enti back."

Steps and strategies for developing vocational rehabilitation serv-
ices are described in chapter 8, this volume. The counselor can
help the client in this process in several ways:

Identify experiences that the client values and receives
meaningful rewards from.

Raise her expectatio;ls by encouraging her fantasies and
helping her integrate some of them into her goals.

Explore her interests (via past accomplishments, hobbies,
people she admires).
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Pace your interventions slowly, developing attainable short-
term goals that are steps toward a future life she can
visualize.

Build on skills she a/rely has.

Organizing a group of women to focus on vocational Interegts can
be useful becali%e many women with chemical dependency problems are
either completely unfamiliar with educational and vocational train-
ing opportunities or have been discouraged from seeking those serv-
ices. Clients must be informed in concrete terms of the programs
and resources, financial and otherwise, that they will need to pur-
sue vocational preparation. Both short- and long-term training
should be presented in a variety of interest areas. If a woman is
Interested in business, offer information on sales and opportuni-
ties. If she is artistic, suggest careers in graphic arts or in-
terior decoration.

Mary saw herself as a 39-year-old, "very tired" prosti
tute who was too tainted, too old, and too unqualified
'to get a decent job., Despite the client's protests, the
counselor persisted in helping her define interests and
skills. After considerable exploration, Mary revealed
that while in prison, she was a head cook and supervised
four other women in the daily preparation of meals for
1.000 inmates. She casually mentioned that she had to
be very well organized to closely supervise a transient,
indifferent staff, handlevinventory,and improvise a
menu when supplies were short. Although she relayed
this experience with pride, she was astounded when her
counselor interpreted this.as managerial experience.
The counselor carefully researched job leads in entry-
level positions and located a fast-food firm known to
accept former addicts in such positions. She then
helped Mary make out a resume that included. her prison
experience and helped her face fears about being re-
jected by middle-class, straight people. Within a few
months, she was accepted into the restaurant training
program with d fast-food firm at a beginning salary of
$14,000 a year and a planned schedule of promotions upon
complP'ion of training.

Although this approach may seem unrealistic, counselors should rec-
ognize that many women with drug droblems are bright, competent,
and _arable of sacrifice and long-term,commitment. The goal of the
counselor is not only 'to help her find a job match)ng her skills
but to raise her sights to careers worthy of her commitment.

Relationship with Children. Counselors should also recognize the
concern ani tesponsibIlity addictdd women have for their children
(Colten 1980b; Ryan 1979). womeu entering treatment usually have
few childcare resources. These women will need special ,upports
not currently available in most treatment settings. Many need per-
mission to bring their children with them when they meet with their
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counselor. At times, home visits or telephone contacts wil, have
to be arranged because these mothers will be too involved or ex-
hausted by their parenting responsibilities to keep couseling
appointments.

In offering counseling, the woman should not be asked to choose be-
tween her children and treatment. Counselors should consider con-
flicts that the mother's parenting responsibilities create. Often,
she becomes dependent on others for childcare, even though she has
few personal resources to rely on.

My mom is coming down on my case real hard. When I was
in jail for 8 months, she took care of Leticia just fine.
Now, she refuses to babysit her if I have to go to my
workshops or for job interviews. I know my mom is just
trying to get me to be responsible for my own kid, but
I can't afford day care.

This client might subscribe to traditional values and feel frus-
trated by her inability to meet her own high expectations of her-
self as a mother. She is likely to have strong. reservations about

I

putting her children in a day care situation wh le she attends
scnool or treatment.

I don't want to put my baby in anl childcare center. It
just isn't right to let strangers around her. If my sis-
ter or my mother can watch her, fine. But I'm not going
to be one of those mothers who doesn't care who they
give their children to. Women like that don't deserve
kids in the first place.

The woman can be encouraged to put her child in a play group or
day care center for a few hours a clay and should be helped to find
childcare resource. that will be sensitive to her needs (see chap-
ter 10, this volvae). She should be encouraged to recognize her
need to be away from her child as well as the developing child's
need for separation.

Other types of help with children should be explored. Parent ef-
fectiveness training, or workshops in child development, can help
the woman alleviate feelin3s of guilt or worry and become more ef-
fective in her parenting (see chapter 11, this volume). In addi-
tion, the woman may need help in securing meUical help or welfare
benefits for her children or may require help in sorting out her
children's emotional or school problems. All of the practical
protlems %.omun face in caitng for their children suggest that serv-
ices .''signed to meet their diverse needs re essential if coun-
selors wish to work .ffectivel; with mothers over time.

Relationshio With Her Marc. 'Many counselors have found that a wom-
an's relationsnip with a mar' may interfere with the treatment ef-
fort. Reed and Leibson (1981) suggest that relationships with men
who are using drugs and who may not be supportive of women's seek-
ing treatment are a factor )n preventing women from entering
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treatment programs. In fact, some residential or methadone pro-
grams work to separate the woman from her husband or lover (Cuskey
et al. 1979).

Often, the counselor perceives her client's relationship as destruc-
tive or too dependent. The woman may experience frequent physical
or verbal abuse. Her man may use drugs,.see other women, refuse to
contribute financially to the householli, or block her from seeking
support elsewhere. This sterectype emerges so often in drug treat-
ment with other women that counselors often conclude that their

* first task is to separate the woman from her man. But the counselor
usuarly finds that the woman is ready to sacrifice the treatment
relationship if it threatens her relationship.

Maybe Jim is nol the most reputable person--he deals and .

steals tc support his habit. Sure, some might call him
an undesirable, but he's all right with me. He's my
little bit of security--it's not much, but its all I `N,1"have. I know if I need him he's there. When I was'brake
and in the streets, he sent me money off his books from
the pen. Why, he's been the only father my kid's known;
he treats her like his own. I don't think any square
can understand or accept my relationship with Jim. 'f
my counselor told me to leave Jim, I'd get rid of her
before leaving him.

Before making premature and often ill-advised judgments about -he
woman's relationship with her man, it is imperative that the coun-
selor consider why the woman wants to maintain the relationship.
To be effective, the counselor must view the relationship from the
client's perspective. For example, she may receive security, com-
panionship, sex, and adventure. Even when t..e man is not providing
gratification, the memory of past rewards creates an expectation of
good things to come in the future. The status of having someone to
rely on may be critical to her. She may not believe sb* has the
capacity to make it on her own. Serving this man may, in fact, be
her only fulfillment or purpose in life.

A woman in this situation will have to m. ke many changes- -gain new
experiences, and develop her coping skills and self-image--before
,she can challenge a relationship and consider the possibility of
making it alone. She must begin to believe in her right to succeed
and it her ability to seek out gratifications directly.

Relationships With Women. Chemically dependent wumen may not value
themselves (Beckman 1975, Colten 1980a) and may not value their re-
lationships with other women. Recognizing the similarities between
their situations and those of other women can be an important com-
ponent of treatment. Learning to rely on and respect other women
and seeing how women can help each other, can lead to valuable friend-
ships, larger and more helpful support systems, and more self-
respect. Women's groups and activities and many women role models
can be helpful.
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The counselor should also remember that not all women will be in-
terested in developing intimate relationships with men. Some will
be strongly woman oriented socially. Sore may define thei elves
as lesbian. Others may be confuted about their social and sexual
preferences. Many variations in relationships exist and can be
meaningful among women. These relationships should be explored asa part of counseling.

TERMINATION PHASE

We cannot discuss the full range of activities involved h_re, but
the counselor must always plan toward an eventual termination.
Most women will terminate before all trePtmciit goals are realized.
They may drop out because they an-Lcipate the counselor will not
approve, or because they can',t handle a planned separation. Many
counselors question a client's readiness to handle her problems on
her own. They may feel angry, rejected, or overprotective when a
clieht wants to leave treatment before the counselor feels she is
ready.

Our advice about unplanned terminations is simple but hard to fol-
lows Call the woman or seek her out, recognize her gains, and say
goodbye. This makes it possible for the woman to feel supported
in her decision, relieves her guilt, and helps her to feel finished
with the treatment process and ready to move on. She may return
later, or may seek out other supports as a woman, rather than as
a drug addict. One evaluation study (Cuskey et al. 1979) reported
that although most women dropped ont early in the treatment proc-
ess, most also had not reverted to addiction or criminality and
felt they had made gains in treatment.

As Reed and Moise (1960) suggested, the process of treatment from
the beginning should emphasize expanding the woman's social skills
and supports outside the treatment setting. If this has been a
focus of treatment, there is no need for regret or worry when the
client leaves. It is fine to let the client know you will miss
her and are sad to have to say goodbye. If the relationship has
been positive, she will need to express similar feelings. However,
successful treatment prepares the woman to move into new circum-
stances, new roles, and away from the stigma and distress of the
addict lifestyle, including addict-identified treatment. Once in
a pile, you may even be able to plan a gradual termination with a
client, with longer periods between appointments, practice in sur-
viving without counseling, development of useful support groups or
relationships, clear and realistic future plans, and a celebration.

COUNSELOR BURNOUT

Counseling chemically dependent women is a challenging job. A
counselor must be able to deal constantly with lardship and emo-
tional stress and pain and still maintain the caring and Commitment
needed to carry out the job. Otherwise, the process of burnout
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begins. The social and psychological dimensions of the bUrnout
syndrome can be devastating. Burnout can involve a loss of concern
for the client; the counselor might develop a cynical dehumanizing
perception of her clients and their problems. Or the counselor may
fell helpless or be overinvolved with or overidentify with a client.

Our exeerience has shown that several factors are important in pro-
tecting the counselor from burwut. Some clients have problems
that are more emotio.ally draining for counselors than others. For
example, some counselors feel tremendous stress and frustration in
dealing with cases involving wife battering; some, however, are not
particularly devastated Ly such cases but find situations involving
child neglect or abuse to be emotionally overwhelming. What is
emotionally painful for one person may not necessarily be burden-
some to the next. Counselors must identify client problems particu-
larly stressful for them.

Counselors who feel ill-equipped to deal with certain situations
or clients should be allowei to shift their caseloads. If poor or
inadequate relationships develop between a counselor and a client,
steps should be taken to transfer that client to another counselor
in a way that does not stigmatize the client.

Supervision should be structured to provid9 counselors the oppor-
tunity to vent frustration& and receive constructive feedback.
Working with chemically dependent women will be upsetting and, at
times, depressing. Counselors need all the support they can get
from each other to ward off feelings of failure and ineffectiveness.
The counselor also needs a nonjudgmental, open atmosphere in which
to share feelings, explore new avenues, and learn how to work more
effectively with clients.
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5.
Developing and Managing
Referral Linkages for
Drug Dependent Women
Judith Kovach, M.A.

This chapter has four major goals. The first is to describe why
comprehensive and well-managed referral systems are necessary for
Most programs serving chemically dependent women. The second goal
is-to delineate the types. of community services and resc4mces
needed by chemically dependent women. The third is to outline how
to identify client needs and determine where and how to obtain re-
sources to address those needs. :tclyantages and disadvantages of
obtaining services through referral linkages will be discussed.
The fourth goal is to present ways of developing, maintaining, and

evaluating the effectiveness of referral linkages. Different
mofiels for organizing a staff to implement and maintain,an effec-
tive referral network will be presented. Tool's and materials that
your ayincy can use or adapt are presented throughout.

The primary focus of this chapter is the enhancement of substance
abuse treatment through use of a referral network. Readers should
recognize, however, that community linkages provide additional
benefits for treatment programs, including casefinding, organiza-
tional and administrative supports, and mechanisms to promote
client independence.

WHY ARE RESOURCE UNKAGES IMIPORTAMN7

Traditionally, the "success" of treatment for chemical dependency
has been viewed in terms of client abstinence. Although this is _

clearly an important and valid treatment goal, it cannot and should
not be the sole dr even t:.e predominant criterion of individual or
overall program treatment success.

Inc.:easingly, it has become apparent that most, if not all, clients
in treatment for chemical dependency need extensive resocializatiog
to obtain and maintain abstinence. The National Polydrug Collabo-
rative Project (Wesson et al. 1978) concluded that "the single most
important fact that has surfaced from experience with substance
users is that they are individuals with multiple needs." The
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Women's Drug, Research Project (Reed and Noise 1979) findings show.
that chemiCally dependent women tend'to be more isolated from so-.
dial and community agencies art support systems than nondependent
women and chemically dependent men are. Thus, relative to men in
drug treatment programs, women are likely to need more help in de-
veloping working relationships with people and agencies that can
help them. By learning how to establish and use these relation-
ships or "linkages," chemically dependent women will depend less
on other individuals for support.

Thus, one goal of treatment is to help women develop problem-
solving and socialization skills, such as abilities to obtain re-
sources, find mcre productive ways of using time, and improve re-
lationsh!ps. The resocialization process requires services rarely
provided by drug treatment-programsvocatkonal rehabilitation,
housing relocation, recreation, and psychotherapy, for example.

In addition to resocialization needs, chemically dependent women
are likely to have problems that can severely impede the recovery
process. These problemsme& gal, dental, legal, childcare, to
name a few--are generally beyond the scope of drug treatment pro-
grams. Without these supportive services, the likelihood of
successful treatment is clearly diminished. In most instances,
such services must be provided through referral relationships
with other community resources.

Numerous studies have documented the need for supportive services
in treating chemical dependency and have supported the need for
comprehensive treatment models, It has been shown that a Compre-
hensive treatment approach is even more critical in treating
chemically dependent women than it is for men. The Alliance of
Regional Coalitions (National Research and Communications Asso-
ciates 1978) points out that successful treatment programs are
those that are "comprehensive and responsive to individual needs;
(and) involve the social, family, environmental, emotional, be-
haviokal, and physical aspects ota woman's life." Findings in
this report show that low retention rates for women are directly
related to the failure of treatment programs to identify or pro-
vide assistance in addressing problems other than drug use. Re-
searchers have found that women entering treatment require a
greater number of services (as well as different services) than
do men entering treatment (Beschner and Thompson 1981). Ryan and
Noise (1979) documented that chemically dependent men more often
seek legal and employment assistance, whereas women more often
seek medical and social services. A regional report submitted to
the Alliance (National Research and Communications Associates
1978) concluded that "what is available in drug and alcohol treat-
ment is typically not denied to women but is not specifically
geared to their needs."

Based on recent studies, several investigators (Andersen 1980;

Beschner and Thompson 1981; Finnegan 1979; Reed and Moise 1979)
suggest that a number of basic services should be available to all
chemically dependent women i- treatment. The Alliance reports

9
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emphasize that "services need not be provided directly by a drug'
abuse or alcohol treatment program, but should'at least be avail-

l'able through referral."

The following are some of the services identified by the Alliance:

Childcare, including day care, foster care, and parent
training;

Educational and vocational programs to develop job and
job-seeking skills;

Medical services, not only for coexisting health problems,
but also for prevention;

Legal services, particularly to address divorce, family,
and child custody issues;

Mental health services, including intensive psychotherapy,
testing, and family .therapy;

.1

Housing, emergency shelter, and relocation services)

Recreation and leisure activities, including skill I
development; and

Financial assistance.

Before discussing the development of specific linkages with com-
munity resources, it is important to review other factors that
most be considered in developing referral linkages for chemically

, dependent women. He will review the pbtential impact of these
factors on the referral process and show why it is important to
consider them in network building.. Techniques for addre4sing
these factors will be discussed in later sections of this chapter.

Levy and Doyle (1977) found sex-related differences in drug treat-
mentrprograms serving male and female clients. Further, staff
members justified these differences on the basis of sexirole
stereotypes. Among unemployed clients in their sample,iEdwards
and Jackson (1975) found that men in treatment programs were
significantly more likely than women to be referred by )counselors
to job placement services.

Although training programs cannot be restricted by sex, women are
often steered into traditional low-status, low-paying jobs- -
nurse's aide, food service worker, and other service occupations.
Men are encouraged to enter higher status, more lucrative areas,
such as skilled trades. The reason for this discrepancy is more
often a function of staff stereotypes and traditional belief sys-
tems than of overt agency policy.

Some agencies have policies that do reflect biases against women.
Stephenson (1977) states the following:
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Many mental health theories reinforce cultural assump-
tions about women - -that woman's prime, ifeotonly

'65 be wife and mother; that woman's place is
to nurture man; that women in order to be considered
mentally healthyr should be submissive, dependent,
compliant, sensitive, emotional, unassertive. Healthy
women are expected to be contene with, or actually
seek out, a life of self-sacrifice, in which needs of
others are seen as more important than their own:

Stephenson recommends that whe;2 appropriate, professionals should
help women see tHardifficulties as "stemmin; from realistic en-.
vironmental hurdles, rather than self- limitations."

A crucial issue to be considered in providing services to chem-
ically dependent women, either directly or through referral, is
the relationship-between a woman's childcare responsibilities and
her ability to participate in treatment. The WDR project (Reed
and Moise 1979) found that 73 percent of the addicted women
studied had children. Further, these women were more likely than
the nonaddicted comparison won to have children and less likely
to be involved in a supportive relationship in which childcare
responsibilities were shared. The absence of childcare is often
cited as a primary reason for the low retention rate for women in
many programs. Childcare issues must be addressedin many in-.
stances, before other needs can be met. Most programs serving
addicted women find, then, that initial eficats must be directed
toward locating and developing linkages with childcare resources.
In chapter 10, Blasinsky describes how treatment programs can
offer quality child day care services to women by establishing
linkages with public and private day care services.

The chemically dependent woman's need for childcare services goes
beyond the need for physical care of her children while she par-
ticipates in treatment and rehabilitation activities. Previous
research (Eldred and Washington 1976; Ryan 1979) has suggested
that women may enter treatment because of concern about the ef-
fect of their rug use on their 4ildren and a desire for help
with, parenting skills. Proving training in parenting skills
may be a pivotal service in the rehabilitation process because it
can affect a woman's sense of adequacy and proficiency, which have
been noted as deficient in addicted women (Coiten 1977). Improv-
ing a woman's level of self-esteem and confidence as a parent may
increase the chances of successful participation in other skill
development activities.

Chapter 11, this volume, describes how to organize, administer,
and evaluate parentihg programs for chemically dependent women and
their children. Drug' abuse programs should consider the needs of
children of women in treatment during the planning and implemen-
tation stages of network building. It i articularly important
to understand that services, regardless of eir potential for
helping women, cannot operate successfully i isolation. Child-
care is one servicdithat must be available e'o facilitate use

4
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of other services, which in turn support the rehabilitation
procesh.

Many experts believe that treatment for chemical dependency can be
subcessful only when abstinence is viewed as an intermediate
treatment goal. In other words, more fundamental personality and
lifestyle changes must occur to insure that the client maintains
.abstinence and does not revert to substance misuse as a coping .

mechanism. Primary stress occ_rs when e person cannot or does not
feel assured of his/her ability.to satisfy basic needs, such as
food and shelter.

Historicallf', women have been poorly prepared to feet basic needs
alone ox' to obtain basic resources necessary for survival. In
modern society, meeting such basic'needs depends in large part on
thg ability to earn (andtmanage) moeey. The overage earned income
of worlbii is only slightly more than half that of men. Regardless
of whetheY a Woman earns money or receives it from the social
service dr welfare system?, she must be assured that financial
lifelines for basic survival are maintained. Many women in treat-
ment have never learned how to provide their own support or how to
meet their needs through the social service system. Thus, in
building a community resource network,-it is necessary to concen-
trate first on services Shat meet basic survival needs, even if
other services haveipre long-term value for changing lifestyles.

,

The treatment program must assess potential resources in terms of
their ability to address specific client problems, rather than
their ability to provide general services. Legal services are an
example of this difference. Research has shown that men receiving
treatment in:drug programs are more likely to have past'and cur-
rent,contact with the criminal justice system than are women
(Reed and Moist 1979). Chemically dependent women are less likely
than men to be referred to treatment by the courts and less likely
to require legal defense (Burt et al. 1979; James 1979). However,
women need legal sdivices foi protection (he., as victims of
domestic violence and civil agd family legal Matters) more fre-
quently than do men. As notes previously, women are more likely
to have custody of children, and their legal needs are often re-
lated to divorce and child support. In establishing linkages with
legal assistance agencies, the treatment facility must determine .
which aspects of legal aid will support the client ir, obtaining a
greater measure of self-esteem and independence.

The final caveat in building a network of resources concerns the
importance of recognizing that it is not enough to delineate
special needs of women. Differences among subgroups of women
also must be consiaered. Factors such as socioeconomic level,
ethnicity, race, age, and sexual preference are likely to indi-
cate different sets of needs and therefore require different
service components. For example, treatmer. progiams that serve
ethnic groups understand the value of having counselors and other
staff who can speak the clients' native !.rogue and who can identify
with the cultural context in which addiction developed and in which
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rehabilitation must occur. Programs serving special populations
of women must attempt to locate community'resources that are
culturally relevant.

-ASSUATTIONS AND 'TERAMNOLOGY USED

Substance abuse treatment programs exist within a larger environ-
ment (e.g., communities, counties, States) that contains an array
of other agencies, organizations, and commtunity groups. Many
provide services and activities necessary or desirable to reha-
bilitate chemically dependent women. an this ctikpter, these
services and activities will be referred to as community resources.
They include different types of training (e.g., schools, vocational
rehabilitation programs); spirsEual, emotionalt and social support

chur:bes, social clubs, women's support grcups); basic,as-
siptance (e.g., hospital emergency rooms, departments of social
services for food stamps, emergency hot9sing, public assistance,
and crisis centers); childcare services; and specialized therapy
and counseli'g (e.g., family service agencies, mental health
centers, rape ....ounseling centers). Although each agency has
specialized goals (most likely related to substance abuse treat-
ment), it probably cannot achieve those goals without establishing
relationships (referred to as resource exchanges) with other °igen-
izations and agencies.,

Relationships with agencies and organizations will 'vary in their
degree of formality. Some may developinto formal contractual
agreements through whi:h outside agencies provide particular
services to a certain number of clients in a specified time
period. Other relationships might involve clearly established
referral mechanisms to facilitate the intake and recordkeeping
procedures. And some may involve informal relationships among
staff members in different agencies. In some cases, an informal
or simimle referral agreement may evolve into a special program
sponsored by two ox more agencies. Regardless of the degree of
formality, this chapter will refer to interagency and inter-
organiXational relationships as linkages and networks

A systems approach to service delivery and treatment view an
individual_or agency al operating within a larger environment
(system) with many independent and interdepeOent subsystems.
Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of this appkoach.

Ima systems approach, comprphensive treatment is based on -the
relationships among subsystems in the larger environment. Family
relationships, legal problems, relationship to the workplace, and
friends are a few of the subsysterhs that must be considered in
establishing and implementing a treatment plan. (Traditional
treatment, however, focuses primarily on individuals and their
_perceptions of and responses to the environment. -)

7
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Legal
System

Educ/Voc
System

FIGURE 1. Systems approach to
service delivery and treatment

DEVELIPING AND MAINTAINING A RESOURCE
.EKCHANGE (REFERRAL) NETWORK

Although the precise nature of the netwurk and procedures needed
may differ among agencies, the process of developing and maintain-
ing a resource exchange or referral network requires several common
planning and implementation steps. These steps are outlined in
figure 2 and described in the following sections of this chapter.
Programs can use this outline to help them do their own planning.

STEP 1: ASSESS SERVICES AND RESOURCES NEEDED

Composite Eco-Maps. The first step in establishing a community
resource network is to determine needed services and linkages.
One of the more successful methods for obtaining these data is the
use of "eco-maps." Eco-maps have been used to assess human as
well as biological and physiological networks. Hartman (1978)
.points out that human beings must create aad sustain elaborate

social, -Cpnomic, and political structures to meet their needs.

The eco -thap provides a graphic 1,icture of an individual's relation-
ships to family and friends as well as to the structures or insti-
tution:,, such as churches, human service agencies, schools, and
judicial systems, available t, meet needs. In other words, eco-
maps provide qualitative and 4 ntitative information about an
individual's human resources. Based on an understanding of the
problems presented by clients, the eco-map also provides the
therapist with a view of the resources that have and have not
been tapped.

By combining and analyzing the date obtained for a significant
number of cli!ents; the treatment agency can develop a composite
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Step 1: Assess services and resources needed by the agency and

44'

its clients.

Step 2: Assess the resource capability of the agency.

A. Identity services currently being delivered;
assess their goals, effectiveness, prioiity
within -the agency, and the amount of resources
expended ..ersus benefits received by clientq.

B. leentify services that could be delivered within
the agency and requirements for effective delivery.'

C. Identify services needed but not possible to de-
liver within the agency.

Step 3: Evaluate referral versus in-house delivery of services,
weighing and balancing goals,.dcgree of effectiveness,
and costs against benefits to clients and agency
priorities.

Step 4: Identify sources of services needed by clients but not
offered by the program (community survey).

Step 5: Assess and evaluate capa-ilities and services available
from appropriate community resources.

Step 6: Begin development of resource exchanges with.comrunity
.resources.

FIGURE 2. Resource exchange networking:
developmental steps

ecb-map that will indicate the linkages established and the link-
ages needed by its client population. The treatment program can
then begin ranking the relative importance of various linkages by

)4 analyzing composite data; knowing which linkages halie high pri-
orfty for clients las important practical value. Establishing a

'network requires consider ble staff time and effort. Since staff
time is almost always lirWed in treatment programs, the most
critical linkages should be established first.

Developing an agency eco-map such as that shol.m in figure 3 is a
good way for a counselor to begin the process of developing re-ferral networks.

Compiling Composite data from a particular client population is
the most precise way to determine needed services and resourcesfor that group. More general research data also have value, how-
ever, and should be considered by any program that is assessing
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needs. The needs of chemically
dependent women have been identi-fied in two arge-scale research efforts. The Alliance (NaticSnalResearch and Communications

Associates 1978) report provides sum-marized findings from all 50 States. Data produced by the Women's
Drug Research Project (Reed and Leibson 1981) show similaritiesand differences among various subgroups of women, differentiatedby ethnicity, geographical location, and other factors.

The following service needs were rated highest in the two studies:

Health care, with specific attention to gynecological
problems, venereal disease, birth control, and abortion;

Health promotion and education;

Educational counseling;

Vocational training and job placement;

Childcare;

Sex education and sexuality counseling;

Rape counseling;"

Marriage (or conjoint) counseling;

Parenting skills training;

4 Counseling for family members;

Training to develop coping and survival skills;

Legal assistance;

Transportation;

Financial (public) assistance; and

Housing.

STEP 2: ASSESSING PROGRAM SERVICE RESOURCE CAPABILITY

After determining client needs, the treatment program must assessits own service delivery
system to determine the appropriateness

and quality of each service. It must also address the more funda-mental question: To what extent do these services address the
needs of'chemically depbndent womer? A treatment program must berealistic and objective during this second step.

An instrument similar to the ono shown in figure 4 will help pro-
grams assess their service delivery

systems and establish criteria
for judging the usefulness of resources.
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Type of service required:

Resources required to provide this service (i.e., equipment,

space, time, consumables, etc.):

Specific skills-or knowledge required to deliver this service:

General goals or outcomes antiyApated for clients using this

service:

If tidy service has been provided, have these goals been met?

If not, why^not?

If the service 2S provided, does the pe6gram have the resources
ligted_above readily available?

If the service is provided, does the staff haN,e the skills or

knowledge listed above?

Cost factor.;:

Budget items

FIGURE 4. Assessment tool #2:

service inventory

Cost

As an example of how this form might be used, we may suppose that

a treatment program currently provides childcare services as a

response to clients' needs. At this point in the process of net-

work building, these services should be"assesded. Using the form

.n figure 4 above might provide the information shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the goals of this particular service are only

partially met and that there are problems in providing the service,

namely the Inability of the program to offer childcare services for
clients participaking in treatment activities away from the program

site and the use bf staff time to seek donations of consumables:
(In the next section, we will review methods of comparing costs and

benefits of different modes of service delivery.)
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Type of service required: Childcare while mothers are in treat-
ment activities at or away from the program site.

3
4,.....

Resources required to provide this service: Large room, toys,
cots for rest, art supplies,

books, music, snacks; available
9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m:

,

Specific skills or knowledge required to deliver this service:Staff should have training/credentials in child development
(minimally) and early childhood edudation (preferred).

General gbals or outcomes anticipated for clients using thisservice: Program clients should be relieved of parelting re-
sponsibilities to freely participate in program and eferral
treatment and rehabilitation activities.

If this service has been provided, have these goals been met?Partially.
_

If not, why not? Lictasregjired'or services provided tochildren when mothers are not onsite. Toilet and kitchen fa-
cilities at the program do not meet licensing standards.

If the service is provided, does the program have the resourceslisted above readily available? Replacement of consumable sup=plieses a _. materials, n s depends on soliciting
contributions.

If the.,'service is provided, does the staff have the s! .11s or
knowledge listed above? The budget provides for a certifica
childcare worker, currently on staff.

FIGURE 5. Assessment tool #2
completed sample

Information such.as that provided above should be obtained.for
each service identified in the 'client population needs assessment.Based on this information, the treatment program can objectively
assess its service delivery. Results o8 this kind of inventory,
however, are not easily separated into categories with labels such
Is "provided at program" or "provided

through referral." The
following method of categorizing

services has been found to be
helpful in assessing the availability and practicality of servicedelivery.

Category 1: Service that can and should be provided by
the program (e:g., family therapy or counseling at a
program whose trained family therapist could incorpoLate
knowledge of the client's chemical dependency into family
,treatment).

.
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Category 2: Service that can be provided by the program--
skills and resources are available--but would be more ap-
propriately provided through referral (e.g., childcare,
if the increased noise and use of space and staff time
present problems but the service is so important that it
should be provided at the program if unavailable else-
where). Such services might be given lower priority in
the actual development of referral linkages.

. Category 3: The service cannot be provided by the pro-
gram: skills and/or resources are unavailable (e.g., if
a program does not have adequate funding to obtain the
services of a lawyer, it cannot directly provide legal
services or counseling). (Note that volunteer services,

eve., if available at the program site, are considered in
the present context to be referral services because
setting up volunteer service delivery requires linkages.)

Charting the results of the categorical assessment helps to
clarify the curr_nt and potential service delivery capability of

a program. Figur, shows a possible representational design.

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Service Needed Currently Provides Could Provide Cannot Provide

List services

delineated in

Step 1.

FIGURE 6. Assessment tool #3

Services listed in :.ategory 1 would be those assessed according to
the model presented in assessment tool #2 and found to be appro-
priate and effective services as provided.by the treatment
program.

Services listed in category 2 might include some services being
delivered but found, when assessed, to have unattainable goals or
to be ineffective as delivered by the treatment agency. The ex-

ample of childcare services cited in figure 5 would be such a

service. Category ). services also might include needs expressed
during the client needs assessment of step 1 of which the treat-
ment program was unaware but which the program could provide. For

example, the treatment program may have been unaware that many
clit,hts needed .ex education,-especially regarding birth contr.A.
The agency would have a choice--ask a staff member or consultant
to give lectures and individual counseling on the topic, or refer
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clients reoiririg this service to a community resource such asPlanned Parenthood. Thus, sea education would be listed in cate-gory 2. Factors influencing the determination of how to providethe service will be discussed under step 3.

The category 3 list would include all services needed by clientsthat cannot be provided by the treatment programs. For most
treatment programs; this category would include foster care forclients' children, dental care, and financial assistance. Thecategory Icolumn then becomes the focus ofnetwork development.The category 3 list, however, will, not be complete until thetreatment program performs step 3 of the network developmentprocess.

STEP 3: EVALUATE REFERRAL VERSUS
IN-HOUSE SERVICE DELIVERY

As services are reviewed, it may become apparent that manyservices fall into the second category--that is, the treatment
program provides many services with less than complete effective-ness or dons not provide the services but could. To provide
comprehensive treatment, ultimately all services listed'in cate-goz4 2 must be moved to category 1 or category 3. In otlier words,
treatment programs must choose, for all services delineated in theclient needs assessment,

whether to provide direct services orcommunity linkages, if available. For each service, the decisionshOuld be based on a 'cost/benefit analysis.

Before analyzing costs versus benefits for specific services, itis important to understand the most significant cost/benefit is-sues affecting services in general. The general costs and bene-fits of providing services within a treatAent program versus ob-taining services via interagency exchanges or linkages are
outlined in table 1. The issues outlined in this table will beexplained in the following text.

The tost/benefit issues in table 1 can be grouped,intOthree
areasof corcern: management issues, qualitative and quantitative

service/resource issues, and client-relateC issues. Although someissues overlap broad areas (e.g., staff burnout is a management
issue but also affects the quality of service delivery), for pur-poses of this chapter we will examine issues Within the context ofeach of these broad areas.

Management Issues: Management issues include the use and alloca-tion of program resources (funds, space, staff, consultants, andadvisers) in the planning and development of"program servicescongruent with program philosophy,
policies, and priorities.

Staff time is an important
program resource, and a management

function is to use staff time in the most efficient and effectivemanner. In instances where staff skills are less than optimal
(as determined by compixing actual skills to those listed in the
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TABLE 1.--Cost/benefit tab

Services Benefits Costs

Provided
directly

by
program

Can directly monitor quality control

Can provide consistency in philosophy and
style of service deliveries

Clients can receive multiple services in
one setting
--May attract more women into treatment
--Less likely to lose the women during

the referral process
--Services more accessible with fewer

auxiliary steps

Quality and quantity of services may not be
adequate given number of staff and finan-
cial resources

Staff time spent in direct service delivery
so that necessary administrative and ac-
countability tasks get insufficient
priority

Staff burn out because they are spread too
thin and overwork themselves

Clients can become overly dependent on the
program

Need high levels of funding that are likely
to result in complicated reporting and ac-
countability requirements

Obtained
via

linkages
with other
programs

Client., can learn skills and gain confi-
dence in locating and obtaining needed
services

Clients can develop relationships with
sources of services .hat will conotinue

after termination from treatment

1 e 7

Prevents direct quality control of services

Takes staff time and energy to develop and
maintain linkages

Clients may encounter negative attitudes
in other settings



TABLE 1.--Cost/benefit table--Continued

Services Benefits
Costs

- -TransitiOn out of treatment will be

less abrupt and recidivism less likely

Can provide a wider range of services to
clients

In the process of developing and main-

taining linkages, can educate the staff
of other agencies about the needs of
chemically dependent women

- -Increase referral

- -Decrease negative stereotypes and

increase agencies' receptiveness to
serving chemically dependent women

--Useful public relations

- -Increase probability of agency
survival

Clients may not follow through on refer als
and may not get services needed

Administrative and coordination tasks
necessary to maintain linkages are often
perceived to be less satisfying by staff
than direct one-to-one client contact

Obtaining followup information and effec-
tive coordination of service is more diffi-
cult (e.g., issues of communicatiork. across
agencies)
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service inventory) or where staff time is spread too thin, it may
be wise to devote available time and energy to providing a good

referral system fox clients. Often, whet'. a treatment program at-
tempts to provide more services than are realistic, various prob-

lems emerge. One problem is staff burnout. A major cause of
burnout is the setting of unrealistic goals by staff persons for
themselves and their clients. Another potential problem is that
staff will spend an increasing portion of their time providing
direct services and neglect other important, albeit less personally
rewarding, aspects of their jobs, such as recordkeeping and other
activities telated to compliance with Federal, State, and local
funding sources and regulatory agencies.

Another important management issue concerns the control of philos-
ophy and policy governing the delivery of services. A benefit ob-

tained by a treatment program that provid 'servites directly is:,

that the program control the contex ;0 content of the serv-
ice'as well as its relationship tc other ices. A program can
be confident that its -'hilosophy is refle to in services if those

services are provided by staff persons who are ccountable to and

committed to the program. For example, a treatment program can be
sure that vocational counseling is nonsexist in practice as well
as in principle only if the treatment program can monitor covert
as well as overt policy and practice -- something difficult enough
to do within the program and frequently almost impossible in re-
ferral and interagency relationships. For example, it is im-
portant to know whether women are steered toward traditional jobs
and training, even though an agency's policy is nonsexist: Is

the resourte agency staff sensitive to the effect of the low self-
esteem of addicted women on their stated job preferences? Later
in the chapter we will discuss, ways that treatment programs can
build asshrancr. if not direct control, into referral agreements.
At 'this stage of the network building process it is important to
evaluate the relative importance of such factors for ea..11 service
needed., In the example of vocational services stated above,
Oilosophical and policy control might be deemed important bene-
fits; in the case of other services, sudh as domestic violence
crisis services, the question of philosophical disparity might be
less important.

Use of funds is another management cust/benefit issue. Does the

need for a particular service justify the amount of money neces-
sary to provide the service? In a treatment facility serving
_women who do not have many dependent -Iiildren, it doesnot make
sense to pay for a full-time childcare worker.

Programs must also determine whethet particular s ices are con-

sistent with the goals and purposes of the funding source. Using .

"treatment dollars" for "supportive" or "ancillary" services by
the funding source could Jeopardize fiture funding of the treat-

ment program. Using childcare as an 'example again, some finding
sources might consider the salary for a childcare worker Is paying
for an indirect service, inconsistent with the intention of fund-
ing only direct treatment services. Thus, it is important that
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program managers clearly understand
the limitations imposed byfunding sources before making decisions regarding the provisionof new services within the program.

Service/Resource Issubs. Any time services are provided via inter-
agency exchanges, the treatment program lacks direct quality con-trol of service. This problem is often aggravated by difficulty
in assessing the quality of services rendered by a referral
agency. This'occurs because treatment programs (and other re-ferring agencies in general) often find that obtaining feedbackand followup information from referral resources is a difficult,
time-consuming, and frustrating tasx. Followup information and
interagency communication are critical determinants of a success-ful referral network.

Early in this chapXer, we stated that an individual operatesithin d larger environment with many independent and inter-
dependent subsystems. Comprehensive treatment can occur only if
the interdependence of subsystems and client needs within thesesubsystems is recognized and services are delivered congruently.If the primary treatment

resource (i.e., the treatment program).does not know the specific plan for addressing a specific needand is not kept informed of client progress, it is possible thatother services will be either misdirected or improperly handled.
Accordingly, communication among providers is'a cornerstone of a
multiservice approach to treatment. Communication is most likelyto occur when services are provided at one location. Staff meet-ings, case conferehces, and informal channels of communication
provide mechanisms for feedback and follOwup within a program.Such mechanisms are not routinely in place for interagencycommunication.

Often, even if procedures have been established, agency staffmembers donot use them on .a regular basis. Thus, a potentially
serious problem in service delivery can be avoided by providing
the required service a' the treatment program. Once again, how-ever, there are ways to avoid or minimize this problem if 14:kagesare properly developed. This aspect of network building will be,discussed later in this chapter. The disadvantages related tocommunication when services are referred to other resources can bereduced, so that the advantages of followup and communicationhin a th4atment program need not be given undue emphasis in de-ciding whether to provide a service.

Client-Related Issues. It is important also to assess the effects
of internal versus referral services on the individuals beingserved. An advantage of direct services at the treatment programis accessibility. No additional services are required to facili-
tate'Lthe of thO primary service. For example, if childcare is
available at the treatment program site, the program site does nothave tc worry about providing oi arranging for transportation forthe client and her children to a childcare facilicy in the com-munity. Transportation is often a difficult service to provide,and many examples :an be cited in which available services were
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not used by the client population because they were simply in-
accessible. The more services available in one location, the
easier and therefore more likely it is for a client to avail her-

self of these services. Also, less time is spent moving from one

location to another, which is a crucial factor for working
mothers. Accessibility, however, can also interfere with clients'
learning to function independently. Again, careful weighing of

cost/benefit factors is necessary.

Another advantage to clients is familiarity with and a sense of
security at the program. Counselors who have worked with chemi-

cally dependent women are aware of the fact that many women have
had only negative interactions with community resources and in

many cases have been discouraged rather than assisted: Clients

may be reluctant to use resources, fearing stigmatization or mis-

treatment. Unfortunately, if clients are protected from -such
possibilities and are encouraged to rely ontheir safe and com-
.fortable relationship with the treatment program, they fail to
improve or develop important skills in problem solving and con-
fronting new situations. The program and its staff might better
serve clients by providing a support system that encourages greater
use of community resources, despite the rie-s, and helps clients
cope with deleterious or painful experiences. Here too, the ad-

vantage of providing services internally is counterbalanced by the

clients' growing dependency ongthe treatment program. If the

treatment program provides strildtured opportunities for clients to
use community resources, several aspects of client growth can take

place:

Clients can gain knowledge of available community
resources;

Clients can enhance their self"c9nfidence through
successful use of resources; ands,

Clients can learn appropriate behaviors for relating

to resources.

As clients progress in treatment,.the program should provide
mechanisms to encourage their independence. The ability to main-

tain abstinence while living a productive, satisfying life must be
achieved without complete dependence on the program. By helping
clients become familiar with resources they may need to use after
treatment, and by helping them learn how to approach and use these
resources, the treatment program can best facilitate independent

functioning. Of course, as we shall see later in this chapter,
these benefits can oe realized only if the treatment program ap-

propriately structures the referrals.

Networking Benefits. So far we have examined management, service,
and client-related cost/benefit issues in terms of . providing

services through a referral approach. Several important advan-

tages, however, that do not directly relate to providing services
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can be gained, from developing and maintaining a communiti resourcedetwork.

Pinder (1978) reminds us, that many obstacles prevent open, meaning-
ful encounters with chemically dependent women. Overcoming these
obstacles requires health and social care workers to be familiar
not only with issues 'of drug and alcohol dependency but also withwomen's issues.

8y establishing linkages with health care an social service agen-cies in the community,
substance abuse treatment program caneducate and sensitize workers to women's issues. The Alliance

task force reports (National Research and Communications Associ-
ates1978) identified a "general lack of awareness about the prob-'
lems of women among all health professionals." The reports called
for tpe development of training programs for health cafe providers,
iniudingiphysicians, nurses7counselors, psychologists, pera-'IeWsrand emergency room technicians. The reports also indicated
VIA -training curriculums for health professionals should includesuch topla:as :o'men's health, nutrition, and sexuality and sensi-
tivitytraining.in addition to assessment and intervention in
chemical dependency problems. Although social service and health
care providers appear to be cited as'primary targets for such
training, it is important to note that other,groups should also bealerted to the problems 'of women in general and chemically de-pendent women inparticuler. These groups include the clergy',
teachers, and those within the criminal justice system. Training,then, has several functions:

to obtain better services for pro-,gram clients, to identify potential
clients, and to sensitize

individuals to women's issues, needs, and problems.

4In addition -to the fact that substance misuse often goes unde-
tected in traditional agencies, is has also been found that
service providers often hold strong opinions about chemically
dependent clients. Too often, referrals from drug abuse treatwat
programs are seen as "undesirable" or in some way incapala2't of
profiting from the services offered. Many agencies view the
chemically dependent client as disruptive,. reluctant, unreliable,
and'qenerally not a good candidate for treatment. By establiShing
relationships with key. people in the community resource, programs
can dispel many myths through training and the development of goodreferral procedures.

Linkages wl.th a range of service providers can generate a support
system for a treatment program which is important for the ongoia9development of the program. Organizational linkages can affect
funding decisions, for example. Should a treatment program seek agrant _to expand services or add a research or evaluation component,or any other aalvity, letters of support from the community arerequired, or at least enhance

the justification for funding. If a
treatmeht program,works closely and harmoniously with other.agen-cies, it is likely that the community will better understand and
recognize the need for the treatment services provided. Other
organizational advantages of network development include shared
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use land, therefore,

abd other resources.
linkages provide the
of resource exchange.
cussed later in th_s

reduced expense) ofo'equiTment, consultants,
As needs develop with `'the community,

_

basis for creating new.and appropriate,models
A number Of exchange models will be dis-

chapter.

STEP 4: PREPARE COMMUNITY RESOURCE SURVEY

So far we have discussed the first three steps in developing a
community resource network: (1) assessment of client needs,-
(2) assessment of treatment program service capability, and (3)

, evaluation of referral versus in-house service delivery. After
completing steps 1 through 3, the treatment program will nave
eenerated a list of services to be sought from community re-
sources. If staff time is limited, as it usually is, the list
items- should be,ranked. High priority services should be those
required by most clients as well as those needed to meet basic
survival needs.

After this list is generated, the first step in network building
can begin -- identifying all available community resources for each
service area The complexity and difficulty of this task will
vary considerably for different programs, with geographical loca-
tion being a major factor. A second factor is the number and type
of problems er,:ountered. In large urban areas, for example, this
step is often time consuming and complex because of the number and
often specialized nature of community agencies.

'

Thus, depending on time available and the complexity of the com-
munity, staff members can focus on one or two needs at a time or
can simultaneously,gather information on the entire list of serv-
ices. In any case, all potential resources must be identified and
evaluated if the most appropriate services are to be selected;
however, it is generally advisable to restrict linkages tb a
limited number of resources for each service area.

Sources of Community Resource Information. A variety of informa-
tion sources are readily available regarding services and re-
sources in most communities. Except in unusual circumstances,
treatment programs should go 'n each available source. An im-
portant reason for doing this is to avoid using familiar re-
sources without invstigating other resources that may offer ad-
ditional services or be more appropriate for certain clients.
Following is a list of information sources that are accessible
to Most programs:

Internal staff All stafi members should 6e asked to identify re-
sources that they have used for referrals or used themselves. For
example, women st.:ff members with children are likely to know about
childcare facilities. In addition, the board of directors, ad-
visory groups, and consultantsto the program should also be sur-
veyed. People are generally selected for these roles because of
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%
their knowledge'of the community or,their'expertise in treating
chemically dependent women.

Program clients. ,Although they may not have used tfie-services,
clients frequently know about resourFet in a community.' If clients
are involved in the networking process early on, they will probably
be less resistant to later referrals.

/

Community Service directorie*. An effort should be made to locate'
all available community service directories. In manyareas, tie
United Way-provides a directory (frequently annotated) of` all
public service agencies or all'agencies receiving United Way
fund ),. Although there;isgenerally:a charge for these directories,''
they are worth purchasing because they contain relevant inforMa-.
tion. Labor :anions, crisis hotlines, and consumer groups also
publish resource directories.

Libraries frequently have such di-
rectories as reference materials.

Government agencies. Federal, State, and government,of-
fices responsible-for regulating and licensing particular types of
facilities can generally provide lists of facilities.that meet*
regulatory standards. Uring childcare as an example, most govern-
mental'jurisdictions requird that all day care and foster care' '
facilities be inspected and Approved.* Namesof*approved facili-
ties are usually made available to the public at nd'charge simply
by calling or writing'to the appropriate government office. Al-
though licensing regulations 'rarely coven all areas oservice de-
livery (in childcare facilities, this could mean-that physical
aspects of the facility are regulated, whereas program content is
not), licensing agency directories at least provide a comprehen-
sive list of facilities that meet certain minimum standards.
Treatment program staff can choose from this list the most
qualified and appropriate agencies for developing linkages. This
can be done, as the next section- explains, ty-evaluating each,
lagencydn terms of additional characteristics found to be impor-t,
tant to treatment staff and clients.

Telephone directories. The yellow pages of local telephone di-
,rectories can also provide listings of resources in sevTral areas,
including childcare, legal services, medical services, vocational
training, and job placement services. Resources identified in
this way, however, are likely to require thorough investigatAon
because there are no certifications ,pr standardized requirements
for telephone directory listings.

Referral services. Local (county or State), bar associations and
medical societies can provide names of individual and agency re-
sources within specific geographical locations. Once names are
obtained, however, the treatment staff,will have to assess such
factors as attitudes toward women and subttance misute. Agencies
such as.ihe Better Business Bureau, other local business associa-
tions, consumer groups, and professional organizations frequently
compile referral listings.
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Women's organizations. Local chapters of groups such as the
National Organization for Women and medical, legal, and other
service providers witha sensitivity to women's,needs are often

s able, to reecmmend resources for services such as rapeidounseling N"

and domestic violence shelters. Further assessment b§ the treat-

ent pro;ram Staff is somewhat easier for resources identified in
way, because only attitudes toward and knowledge about chemi-

cal dependency would need to be assessed.-

Substance abuse treatment programs. Other,programs serving
chemically dependent persons in the area may have alrady estab-
lished community linkages for services. Although thre is often:a
competitive (and sometimes overtly or covertly hostile) relation-
ship..among treatment programs as a result of differees in treat-
ment philosophy, funding competition, or client competition, there
is rarely any realibtib benefit to perpetuation of ill will among

treatment programs. Important benefits can be derived friom co-
operation and shared efforts., however, particularly in the area of
community resource networking.' A coalition of treatment progrAms
can often effect change that could hot be accomplished, by a single

program. Thus, if at all feasible, a treatment program should
sh.re resources and participate in network building with othdr

substance abuse programs. The effort used to call for an inter-

agency task force to assess and establish linkages with community
resources might be less than that needed to develop a network and
would provide the secondary benefit of a support system among

treatment programs.

STEP 5: ASSESS COMMUNITY RESOURCES

After all potential referral sources have teen identified, the
next step in network building is to identify resources that are
appropriate service providers for the client population and that
are also interested in working.to develop viable .inkages.

To accomplish this step, the treatment program must develop a
standardized mechanism for assessing and evaluating resources.
The easiest way to do this is to construct an assessment instru-
ment that can be completed for each possible resourd in a net -

work. The form should be as brief as posSible yet include items
about each aspect of service delivery relevant to the treatment
program and its clients. In addition to specific information

about the services offered, other importantinformation includes
admission and eligibility requirements, data on the population
served by the resource in the past ( client profiles), costs and
fees, and the resource's willingness to establish communication
mechanisms with the treatment program.

questions on the assessment form should be as objective as pos-

sible. For example, it is better to ask about the attrition
(dropout) rate for women served by an agency than to ask i.: the

agency is sensitive to women's needs. The first question is less
confrontational and provides equally useful data because the
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assumption cap be made that a high attrition rate will occur if a
resource or agency is not sensitive to women's needs. By asking
questions about client profiles, a program can assess the'appro-
priateness of the resource for chemically dependent women. A.
sample form for comanunity resource assessment is shown in
figure 7.

-

The form shown in figure 7 is meant to serve only as a general
model, since differences in client.demographics, geographic loca-
tion, and other program characteristics would dictate variations.
For example, questions relating tb public transportation might
have little oigniqcance in a tural community, where public
t-anspOrtation is not available at all.

Before adopting am instrument, the program staff should field test
the form on one or two rehources,

preferably resources with which
the treatment pro4ram has had some experience, to determine
whether the items included actually produced the data needed for
selection of resources.

o

In developing and using assessment instrumeaL, it is important
to know which characteristics of the resources are critical
Variables in selecting resources. One way to determine the
characteristicg to look for in potential resource agencies is to

-ask clients its your treatdlent
program which agencieg they have

had contact with and-what-they-liked
ana-disliked about each.

Some client populations may have hq experienee in relating only
to "survival resources "- -for example, welfare and emergency medi-
cal services. Women staff members might, in such.Instances, be
asked ta.debcribetheir experiences with community resources in
terms of good or bad aspects of services. ,This type of feedback
is important not only in selecting tssources for a network, but
in asSessing and updating a community resource network.

After ideptifYing critical variables, designing an assessment in-
strument, and c mpleting an objective assessment for each identi-
fied_resource in a particular service area, the program should
evaluate and compare resources in terms of their relative cape-

a bility'to deliver services to the client population.

Although the methodology described thus far appears to be
straightfOrward, several problems can, and often do, arise in the
process of selecting community resources for linkage development.
Some.of the Most common are the following:

Unavailable Services. the unavailability of particular services
may surface at three poiRts: when information is being gathered
about the resources in a community, when the pnsite evaluation of
a resource is performed, or when a referral is made. In the first
instance, it becomes apparent that.a needed service is not provided
in the community. On a short-Item basis, little can be done in
such cases. As noted by the National Polydrug Collaborative Proj-
ect (Wesson et al. 1978), the following )ong-term steps can be
taken:
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SERVICE AREA:

Facility Information

A. Location

1: Name

2. Address

3. Region

4.. Nearest dross streets

Nearest public transportation

6. Telephone

7. Director

B. Accreditation

1

1. Lieensure: \Type Required?

2. Specify othbr accreditation.

C. Briefly describe the appearance of the facility.

D. List all available services:.
Service Information

A. Briefly state the service philosophy of the agency.

B. Length ofkprogram: Minimum Maximum

Fixed/Variable

FIGURE 7. Community resource assessment form
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Admission and Referral Information

AA. Describe the establishedd procedure for making referrals.

0

B. Contact person:.
Phone:

C. May clients be referred to a specific staff pers9n?

D. Can' an appointment be made at the time.of the referring
phone call?'

E. What is the maximum waiting period for:

An intake appointment

Eligibility Reguiremefitt

Program-participation

A. Are there any specific limitations for service eligibility
re:

Age 6

ro
Catchment area

Legal/criminal status

Drug use

Medical problems

Psychiatric problems

Sex/sexual preference&

Educational status

Income level/source of income

B. Describe the typical client profile:

Age Race Sex Socioeconomic level

Substance abuse history

Psychiatric history

FIGURE 7. Community resource assessment form, continued
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Emplokmpnt status Marital status'

\' Referral source

C. What perbehtage of clients are women?

D. What is the attrition rate? All clients

Relationship kth Referring Treatment Program

women

A. Can the agency provide the following.communications?

1. Monthly followv reports

cia

2. Communication with the treatment program pl.i.or to

changes in, the client's status--i.e., termination,
prograth completion, Secondary referral, etc.

Costs and .Fees

A. Does the agency have fees for services?
or

B. If so, what is the fee policy for indigent clients?'

C.. How are clients informed of fees and payments?

D. What are the sources of the agency's funding?

Assessment (by treatment program staff)

A. Which clients are most likely to benefit from services?

D. "what are agency strengths?

C. What are agency weaknesses?

FIGURE 7. Community resource assessment foam continued
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''

Join with other community groups to lobby for such4
programs.'

t.Express concern about the absence of such services to
local, State, and Federal substance abuse funding, co-

koldinating, and regulatory bodies.
'

Consider submitting proposals for additional funding to
provide these services in your program or in a consortium
of programs.

t

9 Attempt to create the services locally, by changing
eligibility criteria used in existing programe.or by en-
couragimg modification of existing resources.

Except in rural areas, it is unlikely that a vital service or re-
source is nonexistent. ,More often, a service is "unavailable"
during or after the assessment of agencies. 41thoughtservices may
be available in principle, they are not easily accessible to pro-
gram,,clients. This pay be because of insufficient resources to
meet demands, necessitating long waiting periods for potential re-cipients. Even more frustrating, however, is exclusion of clients
fromresources bebause of biases against persons with histories of
addiction oregainst women-

An example of this bias occurred in a large metropolitan area,
noted for its comprehensive network of substance abuse and sup-
porti,eservice agencies. Through Federal.grant, a methaddne
program was established in a large general hospital. As the pro-

, gram developed,°it became increasingly evident that within the
hospital'there was strong resistance to providing necessary sup-
portive'services to clients in the methadone program. Women in
the'program seemeparticularly affected by the hospital policy,
since the women in treatment tended to, have a greater Array of
problems, particularly medical problems.

What can be done when there is evidence that an aOncy has a bias 'against women or chemically dependent clients? If alternative
resources offering comparable services are available, it is pos-
sible to simply avoid including

the offendiiiq agency in a re-
ferral network. -'When alternatives are not available, one option
is to offer training to the agency to facilitate changes in,values
and attituhes. If the resource agency is unwilling to accept
training, then the treatment program must revert to using the
options noted above;. Incases where bias makes services unavail-
able, the treatment program should 'strongly voice concerns to ap-
propriate funding and regulatory agencies.

Even in agencies Where policy does not reflect these biases,ethe
program shOuld asseSs practices of the community resource. One
way to do this-is to request information regarding outcomes of
previous clients at the agency. In the case of vocational reha-
bilitation services, for example, the treatmeneprogram should
4equest data regarding specific jobs and training offered to
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female clients seen during the preceding yaa;''. This information
should tell the treatment staff whether the commnity'resource's
policies'and practicesare consistent. If a disparity is found,

training should be offered to agency personnel. Finding bias in
practices should be seen not as a barrier but as a potentially

correctable weakness. Further, training offered and accepted
will not only improve the resource but will make the agency more
responsive to the needs of women clients in general. (Training

4oels and methods will be discussed later in this chapter.)

The evaluation of community resources is a critical step in de-

veloping a resource exchange network. If an agency's service
capabilities and its willingness to provide referral services are
not carefully and accurately assessed, referrals will be haphazakd
and of poor quality.

STEP 6: DEVELOP EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS .

The final step in the process of developingainkages for chemi-
cally depenUent women is to develop resource exchange relation-
ships with community resources selected using earlier steps in

thr. process.

Communication and Information Exchange. The most important ele-
ments in interagency relationships are good communication and in-

formation exchange. Communication must be clear in the following
areas:

Expectations of the treatment'program. The treatment program
should clearly understand the nattae and magnitude of services,
eligibility requirements, and client outcome goals at each re-

, source and should not expect a resource to deviate from those
services, requirements, or goals. As an exchange relationship
develops, treatment program input, consultation, and training may
,influence a resource to change agy one of theSe aspects of service

delivery. At any point, treatment program expectations must be
based on what is available at that-time. It is, in other words,

important to differeftiate between current realistic expectations
and strategies for change.

Referral information. The treatment program must consistently
provide the community resource with whatever information the re-

.

4 source requires forAgmission and adequate service provision.
Honesty is critieNr7Or establishing and maintaining referral re-
lationships. Attempting to fool a resource agency about a cli-
ent's qualifications or problems may destroy the relationship.
Further, by being honest about clients' status and referring only
appropriate clients for services, the treatment program can help
change negative stereotypes of the client population.

- Of course, client information can be shared with community re-
sources only with the informed consent of the client. The client

should be aware of the type of information to be disclosed, the
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reason for its disclosure, and the agency receiving the
information.

Client followup. This is often thought rb be the most critical ,
determinant of the effectiveness of referral services. The treat-
ment program must take responsibility

for coordinating services,
maintaining, continuity of care, andtresolving problems that arise
in the referral process or during utilization ,Nf referral, serv-ices. Arrangements with resource agencies for followup' must be
clearly understood and mutually accepted. ,

Several mechanisms are available for followup. Depending on the
nature of the referral service and the agrtement with the com-
munity resourge, one or more mechanisms might be used.

1. Case conferences. Face-to-face conferences between
treatment program staff and community resource staff
provide an opportunity to discuss problems with specific
clients, possible corrective responses, and interagency
problems or policy issues t 'hat surfaOe as a result of
interaction regarding a specific client. Case confer-
ence4however, are' the most time - consuming , way to
tain feedback and should Be used only when necessary.
Conferences are useful, when the treatment plan is com-
plex and multiple agericies are involved. A case con-
ference can eliminate7br resolve conflicting demands or
requirements for the client, in addition to all,:wing for
an exchange of information a:15mi the client and her
needs; this can facilitate a cooperative relationship
among the agencies involved. 'Case conferences are also
helpful when the client has problems in using the-re-
ferral services. Again, sharing information can help
pinpoint the cause of the problem--for.example, in-
appropriate referral, lack of client motivation or
readiness, and overt or covert negative resource atti-
tudes toward the client--and can usathe group process
to decide on corrective actions.

On an organizational level, staff interaction during
case conferences can promote better understanding of'
other agency roles and,strengthen organizational sup-
port systems.

2. Followup forms. Written followup information is gen-
erally a quick way to obtain feedback about client par-
ticipatAh in referral resource activities. These forms
also provide records of client involvement in activities
and serv:ces called for in treatment plans. Generally,
when the treatment program wants written Followup com-
munication, it should provide the community resources
with a clear rationale for the importanceto both Agen-
cies as well as a simple, short format for providing
information. Almost without exception, staff members
in service agencies fael.overburdened with paperwork
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and resent any additional reporting or recordkeeping. To

obtain the cooperation of resource agency staff in pro-
viding the necessary information, the treatment program
must assure resource staff that treatment staff will use
the information for problem resolution and case manage-

went. Keep in mind that we are discussing resource
exchange relationships, and exchange indicates that each
party will provide something to the other party. If the

resource provides services and information, the treatment
program must provide a response to that service or
information.

The form shown in figure 8 is a model for a followup form,
that might be provided to resource agency staff. A

checklist rather than a narrative report is generally
preferable, for two reasons. First, it reduces the time
needed by resource staff to provide the necessary infor-
mation, and, second, it provides consistent information
which can be used for comparison and evaluation.

*4a

Client name or ID# Period covered by form

Referral agency Contact person

Attendance/participation:

Excellent
Good /'
Needs improvement
Poor
No participation,

Progresso.

Poor 1 2 3 4 5 Excellent (Circle one)

Recommendations:

Continue with present plan
Motivate for participation
Needs additional services (specify)
Terminated for lack of interest.
Terminatedinappropriate referral
Other (specify) 1

Comments:.

FIGURE 8. Client referral foll p form
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The treatment program and the referral resource should
agree on the frequency of followup reports. Factors in-
fluencing this decision include projected period of ori-
ent inwslvement with the resource, possibility of im-
mediate intervention by treatment staff, and
relationship of the service to other components of the
treatment plan (i.e., is the service needed to facili-
tate or provide eligibility for other services?). In
generalYmonthly followup reports are adequate from re- d'

sources providing relatively long-term services; special
reports can be made if a problem occurs the& requires
immediate action by treatment staff.

The treatment program also must agree to provide the re-
source with any feedback informationegeested

(with
client consent, of course), keeping 1.1 mind that only
the original treatment program is in a posi.tion to
c'ordinate and, wheh necessary, relate information from
one referral resource to another. For example, if a
client is sent concurrently for medical treatment and
vocational rehabilitation and is found to have a medicS1
condition that limits her ability to perform certain

.

types of work, the treatment program must-make sure that
the vocational rehabilitation agency is aware of these
limitations.

-
3. Relationships with contact persons. Regardless of

whether information is communicated in case conferences,
written followup reports, or by informal telephone
contact, a keyir4edient in good resource exchange re-
lationships is.terson-to-person rapport with lromeone
within the community resource.. The contact person*
yersops,should be idelitified to treatment program staff,
and all treatment staff involved in the referral process
should get to know the person or persons individually.
The contact relationship mIype based on a formal rela-
tionship established administratively, or it may develop

" out of an informal rapport
or friendship between members

of both staffs. In either case, a good relationship is
of great value to the communication process.

Treatment Program Recordkeeping. AnotMr factor affecting the
quallty Of referral relationships and therefore the effeoLiveness
of referral services is the quality of the recordkeeping the
treatment program.

Treatment plans. Although the development of treatment plans i§
not within die scope Of this chapter, the use of referral re-
sources is determined by each.clierit's treatment plan. If treat- ..ment plans are carefully_ developed,

the information needed by the
community resource should be readily available. Also, a good
treatment plan will avoid conflicting

referrals by clearly stating
which faCilitating or prerequisite resources must be obtained
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proper sequence. It will be clear that referrals are time-
appropriate as well as need-appropriate. The term "time-

% appropriate" is used to indicate that although a client may have a
particular need, providing the resources to address that need may
be useless unless other needs have been addressed first. If a

client is unable, for example, to interact with people because of
embarrassment and a poor self-image as a result of severe and dis-
figuring dental problems, referring her to a job placement agency
before obtaining dental services would probably not have a success-
ful outcome.

Referral records. For several reasons, it is impOrtant to keep
records of each referral for each cliit. The first reason is to
record progress in meeting the client's needs. The second reason
is for ongoing assessment of community resources and the refeiral
process itself. By compiling data from referral records, the
treatment program can assess its own ability to select and use re-
ferral resources, as well as note the problems encountered with
the resources. One such form was desDgned by Women's Center, an
outpatient treatment program for chemically dependent women in

Detroit. A form derived from the Women's Center form is shown in
figure 9.

Composite data from a form such as the one shown provide informa-
tion needed to evaluate the effectiveness of referrals. The indi:
vidual form for a client provides data'for changing a treatment,
plan or resolving referral problems. The treatment program staff
should complete a referral form for each referral after the initial
referral appointment and again when services are completed or dis-
continued for any reason.

APPROACHING COMMUNITY RESOURCES

To avoid unsuccessful exchanges, the treatment program must clearly'
understand the importance of communication, information exchanges,
and recordkeeping beforetapproaching community resources. Once

treatment staff have proceeded tq this point, they should approach
community resources.

k

In most cases, the treatment program director or administrator
should make the initial contact with a community resource to es-
tablish an interagency exchange. The treatment program director
should meet with the community resource director or his or her
designee to discuss ways that the agencies can work cooperatively.
The meeting should be between directors because referral ree-
ments involve policy-level decisions that cannot be made by .taff
persons. (Only intormal referral agreements can be made with
policy decisions, and the benefits and costs of this type of ar-
rangement be discussed in the following section.) It is im-

portant'to approach the resources to discu_3 exchanges, rather
than merely td request services, so that 1-;.h agencies see some
benefits in a4 exchange agreement.

K.,
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I. REFERRAL

A. .Client name or ID#

B. Referring staff

C. Referral agency

D. Address

E. Telephone

oF. Contact person

G. Date of referral

p

4iatercif appointment

H. Referral type:

Clothing . Education Vocational
-

Financial Housing Medical

Dental Childcare Mental health. _
Social service (specify type)

> .- -Oper (specify) \
.-

!

II. OUTCOME
- t.

11,

A

A. Client did not receive service because (checkall
ir appropriate):

Client did not keep appointment

Client was late for appointment

Client'did not meet eligibility requirements
(specify)

Client declined further services

Referral agqncy inappropriatefor services needed

Other (specify)

B. qient received service:

Requires no further/ service .

Requires further service, same agency

tir Requires further service, different agency

III. tOMNENTS .

FIGURE 9. Client referral form
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Lauffer et al. (1977) point out th-a( developing relationships
among elements (i.e., community resources) in the environment in-
volves consideration of the types of influence desired by the par-
ticipating *sources, or elements. Power may be aefined as the
ability.to exert influence. Thus, if a treatment program wants to
exert influence (e.g., convince the resource to provide serviees),
it must examine its power. Individuals and agencies all possess
and use power of one type or another. The kind of power most
likely to be used by a treatment program is "reward power," de-
scribed by Lauffer et al. as "the ability to make someone feel
good because you can give them something for something they have
done. Good publicity, letters of thanks, referrals, volunteer
help are all examples of potential reward pbwqr."

Remember that we havb been Jiscussing exchange relationships. The
treatment program can give the resource something (referrals, con-
sultations, training) for something they have done (made services
available). Thiel is the power field by the treatment program. The
"reward" will be different for different resources. By assessing
resources, the treatment program should be able to determine the

"reward it can offer for services from that resource. For example,
some agencies must provide services to'e specified number of cli-
ents within a certain period in order to continue receiving fund-
ing. The treatment program has reward power if.it can assure the
agency of referrals that will help meet its required client popula-
tion goal. In tither cases, agencies are reimbursed for services
delivered. If an insufficient number of clients request services,
the agency may not receive enough funding to continue operation.
Again, if the treatment program can provide clients for the com-
munity resource, the resource can maintain a funding base. Other
agencies mightfhavelunding requirements to serve pa;iticular pop-
ulations but lack the expertise to provide adequate .serviced. In
these instances, the treatment Program might provide a reward in
the form of training or consultation. Despite the nature of the
reward, community resources should be approached on the basis of

'mutual benefit.

TYPES OF REFERRAL AGREEMENTS

Depending on the needs of both the treatment program and the cdin-
munity resource, and on the power relationship between them,dif-
ferent kinds of agreements may be reached. TableN,2 outlines the

various agreements and the costs and benefits of each.

For high-priority services or services that are difficult to ob-
tain, the treatment program ma- choose to enter into a contractual
arrangement to assure the availab-lity of services when needed.
For services not frequently needed, a formal or informal referral
agreement is probably more appropriate. A referral agreement also
works well when competition exists among community resources pro-
viding the same service. In these cases, bine resources are likely

to comply with treatment program needs without a contract so that
they can obtain more referrals. In other words, when service
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1TABLE.2.- -Types of agreements: cost/benefit table

Agreement Benefits Costs

Contractual
.arrangement

Assurance of service provision

'Followup and feedback mechanisms can
be part of contract

Staff time conserved in seeking
resources

Loss of autonomy in contract assur-

ances (e.g., may agree to refer all
clients with a specific need to one
resource)

Difftcult to change relationship if
needs change or problems develop

May be "locked into" providy

Jointly
sponsored
program
(coalition)

Assurance of service provision

Shared.control of services, eligibility
requiremenfa, policy, etc.

Followup easi'e'r to obtain

Loss of autonomy - -both agencies must
accept compromise

Use of treatment staff time to de-
velop service program

May require use of other resources

Formal referral
agieemant

Not "locked into" one provider

Greater flexibilty in referral choices

Less assurance of service provision'
(more 'competition)

''

May not.halle control over followup,
feedback

Informal
referral
Agreement'

No formal commitment to. service
providermaximum flexibility

Easy to stop referrals in services that
are inadequate

No assurance of service provision

No assurance of followup or feedback .
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Providers compete for cliepts, the treatment program controtling

the referrals has the greatest amount of power and can give up the
'least autonomy.. Of course, thp opposite situation is also true.
'Whep the ,errand for a particular service is greater than its avail-
ability, the treatment progi.A1 has the least power and should at-.
tempt to assure the availabilit4 of services, even if autonomy is
lost. Jointly sponsored programs require the greatest amount of
treatment staff time and effort, and in some cases treatment pro-
gram financial resources, and are best used wheil the program must
provide unavailable services.

programs should select a limited,number,of resources to
be used for referral in any service area. If a,program uses too
many resources, it is unlikely that a sizable number of clients
would be referred to any one resource. Unless a resource feels

v that it willreceive enough referrals, it may be reluctant tolom-
mit to an exchange relationship. Furthermore, the treatment pro- .

gram will find it difficult to formalize referral followup and
_feedback procedures as well as to continue ongoing evaluation of
resources. When needs change,or resources are inadequate, new ex-
change relationships can bOdeveloped.

INTERAGENCY TRAINING

In the discussion of advantaged of resource linkages, it was noted
that networking provides an opportunity to train and sensitize
other community resources to the needs of chemically dependent
women, particularly in agencies whose formal policy reflects theo-
retical bias against women and substance abusers: Further, health
and social service care providers are often unaware of symptoms
and indicators of Substance abuse aqd dependency among women.
Training byithe treatment agency provides an opportunity to sensi-

i tize the resource agency staff to the need to refer their primary
clients to treatment for chemical dependency if indicated. Re-
source agency staff should be trained to look for symptoms such as
4the

et Frequent mood swings;

browsiness, inability to concentrate or focus attention;

Complaints about gynecolOgical prdblems, particulaily
menstrual dysfunction;

Unstable marital or conjoint relationships:,

Problems with their children;

ASocialsbehavior;

Frequent absenteeism, if employed or in school; or

Erratic chiidrearing practices.

,
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This list of symptoms not exhaustive but is provided to help
treatment staff develop an idea of the level,at which training
must be initiated.

The treatment pr&gram, then, may find it necessary to present
theoretical alternatives to agencies in addition to education re-
garding substance abuie and cheMical dependency. This kind of
training is djfficult but is an important component of resqurce
exchange networks. The task can be made easier by using available
training materials, such as the National Drug Abuse.Center's course
designed to help peOple improve the services they provide to chemi-
cally dependent women. The course is titled "Women in Treatment,
Issues and Approaches" and covers areas such as attitudes toward
women, characteristics of addicted women,,and effective. treatment
methodologies for women. Although the course is designed to run
for 5 days, selected portions can be presented in shorter training
sessions. The course can be purchased fez a minimal cost from the
.National Prug Abuse Center, Box 398, McLean, Va. 22101.

PREPARING CLIENTS. FOR REFERRAL

An earlier section discussed advan 'tages of community linkages, in-
cluding development of client independence from the treatment pro-
gram. Clients must be prepared and trained, however, to use com-
munity resources effectively. Training should include ways of
locating services and advice on using those services. the methods
that might be used for client training include didactic lecture,
role playing, team or buddy systems, and "advocate apprenticeship."

Role playing, or behavtior rehearsal, is A technique that requires
individuals to act out relevant interpersbrial interactions. A
client is asked to prefend.to be in an interpersonal situation
involving a resource person ; another client or staff person plays
the part of the resburce person. If the client's interaction with
the resource person is inadeq4ate or inappropriate, the staff per-
son takes corrective action. Continued role playing will help the,
client learn and feel comfortable with nevi, more appropriate be-
haviors. Role playing can be used to help clients seam skills
that will be helpful both in using referral resources and in lo-
cating and using resources after leaving the treatment program.
Role playing can develOp:

'Interviewee skills - -how to explain needs and request'
services; and

Information-gathering skills--how to ask the right ques-
tions about services offered, eligibility requirements,

transportation possibilities, and other needed faits.

Modeling is a technique in which the client is exposed to one or
more individuals (staff members or moreadvanced clients) who
demonstrate behaviors to be adopted by the client. Treatment
staff can model the appropriate behaviors, forexample, in
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advocate or facilitator roles. The staff member might accompany a
client to one or several community resources to facilitate the re-
ferrafNinstructing the client to watch the staff person's behavior.
Later, the client could practice,the appropriate behaviors in role
playIng sessions and eventually facilitate her own referrals or
those of another, less experienced client. This process describes
an "advocate apprenticeship, wherein the client learns newfbe-
haviors by "being &pprencticed to" an individual already possess-

, ing the skills.,

Didactic lectures are most suitable for Helping clients learn
skills that do not require interpersonal interaction. This method
is useful for teaching clients how to dress appropriately for difr
ferent activities, how to use resource directories, and how to as-
sess the appropriateness of services.

AF

DEVELOPING A RESOURCE DIRECTORY

Once the process of developing resource exchapgtreletionships has
,been completed and staff and clients are prepa;ed to implement re-
ferrals, the program should be sure that information about the
varipus community resources is readily available. Relevant infor-
mation from the community resource assessment form (figure 7)
should be compiled by service category (e.g., childcare, voca-
tional rehabilitation, domestic vj.olence) in a community resource
directory..

The- directory should provide program staff and clients with the
following kinds of information:

Agencies available for specific services;

Eligibility requirements for each agency;

Specific services the agency provides;

, Profile of the typibal client served by the agency; aKa

Treatment program clients most likely to benefit from the
services.

The directory should bd updated as new linkages develop and old ,

rerationships,change., ,
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STAFF ROLES AND !OREL§

Having discussed ways to identify appropriate'community resources
and the components of effective resource exchange relationships, ,

we now need to 1pok at persons responsible within the treatment
program for network.development and referral implementation. Re-
source exchange relationships may be developed through a collective
staff effort, by a staff person serving as a community resource
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liaison for all services,, or by one or more Staff persons with ex-
pertise in one or-more.service areas who ,serve as referral/
resource specialists for a farticular service area. Various
staffing patterns are also possible for implementing referrals by
using primary counselors, a community resource liaison, or
referral/resource specialists. The possible patterns are out-
lined in- table 3.

TABLE 3.--Treatment program staff patterns:
referral linkges

Model
Network Development

ResponSibility Referral Responsibility

A Community resource liaison Community resource
liaison

B Primary counselors (admin- Primary counselors
istrttive coordinator) . (administrative

coordina6r)

C Community resource liaison Referral/resource
specialist

D Community resource liaison Primary counselors

E Primary counselors Referral/resource
specialist
0

F 4 Referral/resource Referral/resource
specialist . specialist

c tP
G Referral/resource Primary counselors

specialist

-,A°cormuni,ty resource liaison may be defined as a person responr
sible for understanding, developing, and using the network -

process, whereas a referral resource specialist would have ex-
pertise in the referral process and resource content for a spe-
cific service area. Primary counselors may also serve as spe-
cialists for a referral area.

In selecting a staffing pattern for network development and rer,
ferrill implementation, program staff should consider the follow-
ing questions:
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Does the size (i.e., number of treatment slots) and budget
of the treatment program warrant a staff designation as
liaison or specialist? The larger the program, the greater
the need for a liaison person or coordinator because com-
munication within.the program is more likely to break down,
as the size of the staff increases. Also, the program is

° more likely to select formal rather.than informal referral
agreements, and the process needs to be structured so that
the resource is not confesed by different messages from
different treatment program staff persons. In all but the
smallest treatment programs, therefore, even if all primary
counselors share responsibility for network development and
referrals, one person should be responsible for administra-
tive coordination to avoid duplication of efforts* gaps in
the process; and mixed messages to resources.

olr
How complex is the potential resource network in a partic-
ular community?, This can be determined during step 4 of
the network development process, when resources are iden-
tified. Specialists and liaisons are more important when
several resources will be involved in thenetwork.

Are primary counselors able to take on additional respon-
sibilities? (How heavy are caseloacis, other assignments,
etc,?) Keep in mind tbe p.oblem of burnout. .

Do primary counselors have the appropriate skills to train
community resources and evaluate the outcomes Of referrals?
I' not, the staff will need training or a new staff or con-
sultant position will be required.

If the treatment pro.gram chooses a model using a liaison or spe-
cialist for referral implementation, All referral and followup
information must be relsted to the primary counselor, who contin-
ues to,have basic responsibility for implementing the treatment
plan. :,Therefore, programs should not use a mce.el that excludes
the primary counselor from the referral process, although the
process can work well if sombone other than the primary counselor
selects and makes the referral. Figure 10 graphically scows
models for client referrl.

Specific techniques for network development or referral implemcn-
tatton do not vary significantly when differeht internal staffing
patterns are used. The most important. difference involves corr)
munication within the program.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has outlined the steps necessary for developing and
managing. referral linkages for chemically depen?ent won.'. Treat-
ment programs must decide which services are needed by cl..ents,
which services can be delivered, where to obtain services that

4
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t! Acceptable

A. Client 4-3' CoAnselor Liaison/Specialist Resour&A

B. Client * Counselor +4 Resource

UnatceptPble
1.

C. Client Counselor Liaison/Specialist *4-Resource
.+

D. Client Counselor Resource
+

FIGURE 10. Client referral models-
.41s

cannot be provided within the program, what kind of referral re-
lationships to arrange,, and which staffing pattern is most suited
to-the program. ,In addition, assessment tools and reporting
forms must be s=leeted and/or designed. The process is complex,
and programs should allow enough time to complete each step. Most
important, remember that developing and managing a resource ex-
change network is a continuous, fluid pr-cess. Client neee.1
change and must be periodically reassessed. Community resources
also change, in terms of the scope of services, the targettpopuia -
tion, and the effectivdness of service. Jelivery; ongoing evalua-
tion will be necessary. The program it'elf will change, too, and
those changes mu .-be co10.dered when evaluating the referral sys-tem. Keeping these factors in mind should make developing and
managing referral networks a rewarding and helpful process for
the program and its clients.

.
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6.
Medical Services for
Drug Dependent Women

Jason. Mondanaro, M.D.

MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF THE

DRUG DEPENDENT WOMAN

Studies show that chemically dependant women, more often than men,
enterAikeatment becadse of med._al complaints, and that these con-
ditions'often go.undiagnosed; if diagnosed, these conditions often
remain untreated (Andersen 1977; Beschner and Thompson 1981).
There is also growing evidence that programs simply do not have
the knowledge or resources to address the multiple medical prob-
lems presented by chemically dependent women. Frequently, such

,needs are unrecognized or unresolved as counselors help clients
cope with and resolve other problems related to drug use.

Brown et al. (1971) reported that 27 percent of drug-dependent
women cited drug-related physical problems as the reason for
enterincrtreatment compared with 19 percent of drugzabusing men.
In addition, 50 percent of the women in thsir study (compared with
22 percent of the men) reported that drug-related physical prob-
lems ware the reason for their first withdrawal. In another study
involving drug clients in Philadelphia, physical health was con-
sidered to be the primary reason for entry into treabgent by
69 percent of the female drug abusers but only 31 percent of the
male addicts (Flaherty et al. 1978).

'Wilson and McCreary (1976) reported that the addict lifestyle is
characterized by neglect of normal hygiene, health care, and nu-
trition. Based on a review of studies that examine medical prob-
lems, Dickey'and Sowder (in press) found that infection, anemia,
venereal disease, hepatitis, preeclampsia, hypertension, and dia-
betes were the most prevalent medical disorders for addicted
women.,

Prostitution, which-is viewed as more prevalent among drug-abusing
women than among nonabusers, may increase the probability of
physical pathology, especially infection of the gynecological and
urinary systems. Several researchers (Gossop et al. 1974; Santen
et al. 1975; and Stoffer 1968) concluded that drug-abusing women
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are at greater risk fcir cervical and uterine malignancies as well
as other gynecological problems, including an increased frequency
of dysmenorrhea (painful menstrual periods).

\ Studies of drug-abusing warren also indicate the need for birth
control services. Stryker (1979) reported that 30 percent-of
forger clients in the Hutzpl Hospital Pregnant Addict Program were
returning for their second or third'unplanned,pregnahcy. In a
stadybf prostitutes who abused drugs, James (1979) found that
46 percent failed to use contraceptive devices. !

In studying the-medical problems of women andmen in lco drug
treatment programs, Andersen g977) learned that Women .had more
problems than did men in the 4enitourinary and circulatory sys-
tems. The research also Showed that although.weeen had more med-
idal problems,. they tyrically received inadequate physical exams
at intake. Even though 43 percent of the women had problems with
their reproductive systems at initial intake, gynecological exams
usually were not performed..

Medical complications continue to be a major problei,for women
clients after they are enrolled in drug treatment programs.
Fifty-six percent of the women studied by Andersen (1577) devel-
oped gynecological problems while in treatment.;- Most of the med-
ical problems (especially gynecological),reported for women cli-
ents went undetected at intake. Efforts were Made to treat only

. 36,percent.of tho medical problems thatlwere diagnosed (Andersen
1977).

Numerous medical problems were repoited in a large sample of women
treated in a pregnant addict program in Detroit (Stryker 19,9).
Fcr example, 81 percent of the women clients developed vaginitis
and 61 percent developed anemia during treatment. In addition,
abnormal cervical Pap tests were recorded for 24 percent of the
study subjects.

The high percentage of abnormal Pap tests indicates that many
chemically dependent women are at high risk to develop cervical
cancer (see chapter 7, this volumel The chances of developing
cervical cancer are greater for women Who have been prostitutes or
who began sexual, activities at an early age.(Stewart 1979).

PFtEGUANCY

Many investigators have found that amenorrhea (lack of, periods)
-and menstrual irregularity are common occurrences among addicted
women (Finnegan 1979, Gaulden et al. 1964; Santen 1974; Stryker
1979). Perlmutter (1974) noted that many warren believe that nar-
cotic addiction causes infertility and are surprised to learn that
they are pregnant. Because women heroic) addicts frequently do not
experience menses, pregnancy often goes undetected until the fifth
month of gestation, when fetal life is felt. Dickey and Border
(in press) concluded that most pregnant addicts have had previous
pregnancies. etidles show that over three-quarters of addicted
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women have had at least two pregnancies. Pregnancy creates a high-
-risk situation for chemically dependent women and their offspring.

4

Ostrea and Chavez (1979) point out that the lifestyle of the preg-
nant addict predisposes her to nutritional deficiencies that may
lead to anemia and to a higher inciqnce of infection. In addi-
tion, pregnant addicts are predisposed to a host of maternal com-
pliCations, including high blood pressure; edema; preeclampsia or
toxemia (spilling protein in the urine); blood clots (venous
thrombosis); premature separation f the placenta prior to de-
livery (abruptio placentae); and stpartum hemorrhage
(Connaughton et al. 1977).

It has been well documented in the literature that children of
addicted pregnant omen have higher morbidity and morta,.ity rates
than do children nonadaicted women (Ramer and Lodge 1975).
Studies have also shown that babies of addicted women are at high
risk to be born prematurely, to have withdrawal symptoms after
birth, and to suffer from medical complications (Finnegan 1980;
Stryker 1980). The fetus of a drug-dependent woman-is at high
risk to have several problems during the perinatal period in addi-
tion to the neonatal withdrawal syndr.,me. Before birth, asphyxia
is probably the greatest threat to the fetus, followed by aspira-
tioia pneimonia (Ostrea and Chavez 1979).

DENTAL PROBLEMS

Andersen's (1977) study showed that 41 percent of the drug-
dependent women had dental problems at admission to treatment.
Almost 22 percent of the pregnant addicts ,Audied by Stryker (1979)
had dental abscesses. Draizin et al. (1975) reported that the DMFT
(decayed, missing, or filled teeth) score for drug-dependent women
was 23.8 compared with a score of 14.6 for the general population.
In addition, Draizin and his colleagues found the following:

The average methadone patient required five extractions
and the restoration of seven teeth.

Seven out of eight patients required a crown.

, Two out of three required prosthetic appliances.

Six out of 10 required endodontics.

Dental neglect among drug abusers is due to several factors.
First, heroin addicts tend to be from families in lower socio-
economic groups who seldom visit dentists because of the high
costs of dental care (Rosenstein 1975). Neglect, inadequate diet,
desire for sweets, spastic tooth grinding, and poor dental hygiene
all contribute. to the high incidence of dental disease found among
drug abusers. In one study of methadone clients, 22 percent said
they never brushed their teeth while on heroin (Draizin et al.

'1975).
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AVAILABILItY OF SERVICES

A NIDA-supported study of drug treatment programs geared to treat
chemically dependent women (Beschner and Thompson 1981) found that

54 percent or the women clients had not received gyneco-
logical examinations;

74 percent had not received birth control counseling; and

83 percent had not received dental care.

Except for methadone programs, which are mandated by Federal regu-
lations to maintain physician coverage, few of the programs sur-
veyed had adequate professional medical resources within their
facilities: This dearth of medical services is surprising in view
of the extent and complexity of medical and dental problems pre-
sented by chemically dependent women. A5

ACQUIRING HEALTH SERVICES FOR

pays DEPENDENT WOMEN

If rehabilitation is-to be a goal of chemical dependency programs,
the health needs of women clients must receive high priority.
Given the cost and scaxcity of medical resources, it will be a
challenge to develop and deliver health services that are sensi-
tive and responsive to the needs of women. New advances in the
health field, however, give chemical dependency programs several
Options in acquiring health services for clients. These develop-
ments include

Self-help and activated patients' programs;

Use of new health professionals: nurse practitioners
(NPs), physician assistants (PAs), and other health

\ Workers; and

N
o The movement from disease-based medicine to health

promotion and disease, prevention.

This chapter describes how'programs can acquire or improve health
services for women clients by using self-help and activated pa-
tients' models. In addition, mhthods and techniques for obtaining
and using physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants,
and other health workers will be discussed. The reproductive
`ealth needs of chemically dependent women are discussed in chap-
ter, 7, this volume. The methods of treating pregnant addicts and
methadone-maintained pregnant women and their infants have been
described in the following publications and are not covered in this
book:
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Finnegan, L. Drug Dependence in Pregnancy: Clinical
Management of Mother and Child. Rockville, Md.: National
Institute on Drug Abuse, 1980.

Beschner, G., and Brotman, R. Compreheaive Health Care
for Addicted Families and Their Children. Rockville, Md.:

National Institute on Drug Abuse, 1977.
o .

SELF-HELP AND ACTIVATED PATIE;TAGRAMS ,

Responsibility for health car= has slowly moved away from indi-
vidual and family practice and toward care by highly specialized
professionals. In some communities this trend is now being^re=
versed. People are demanding to know more about their bodies and
health oare. They are beginning 5p realize that they cannot af-

ford tlie high cost of specialized treatment, and that specialists
cannot provide accessible and affordable services to many popula-

tions. Even if highly technical medical services could be made
available to everyone,` many doubt whether modern approaches' are

the most appropriate for promoting well-being.

Our Bodies, Ourselves, produced by,the BOton Women's Health Col-
lective (1976), outlines health issues for women intlear, concise
terms and provides useful medical information.. As more information
of this type became available during the 470s, many women'began to
demand more control over their bodies, especially in the area of
reproductiVe health. Through consumer edu5ation and demand, in-
creasing numbers of women are enjoying access to medical services
and inforgation. The following resource materials are readily
available to all women (publication data appear in the reference
list):

Contraceptive Technology 1980-1981 (Hatcher et al. 1980);

How to Stay OUT of the Gynecologist's Office (Federation
of Feminist Women's Health Centers 1981)0 -t)

Mv Body, My Health (Stewart et al. 1981);

The Menopause Book (Rose 1980);

k )

1 The Ms. Guide to a Woman's Health (Cooke and Dworkin
1979);

Women and Health, United States, 1980 (Moore 1980);

Women and the Crisis in Sex Hormones (Seaman and Seaman
1977); ana

Women's Work, Women's Health (Stellman 1977).

Chemically dependent women, confronted with numerous social, psy-
chological, and physical problems, are generally in the poorest
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position to take advantage of this new knowledge. A high percent-
age of these women'suffer from low self-esteem, are trapped in de-
pendency roles, and are unprepared to pursue the information and
resources needed.

COunselors working with chemically dependent women, therefore,
must familiarize themselves with the information contained in
theseand'other books and serve as facilitators and educators for
their clients. Chemical dependency programs must actively propare .

their clients to assume greater responsibility for thelr.own health
needs.

Women can also benefit from recent advances in other aspects of
health care. How To Be Your Own Doctor (Sometimes) (Sehnert 1975)
is an excellent example of a book designed to give individuals a
more vital and active role In their own health care. This book
was based on a successful activated patients course at Georgetown
University. Chemical dependency programs can use the information
in this book to design a health program that teaches counselors
and clients how to be their own doctors. As one "activated" pa-
tient put it: "Since I've learned to recognize the difference
between what looks alarming and isn't, and what doesn't look
alarming, but is, my wife and I no longer go running to the doctor
or the emergency room for every little rhing."

This book can also help programs put together a "black bag." Long
the'dole domain of physicians, medical instruments have finally
made their way into drug stores and Ameeican homes. Information
gained through use of medical equipment will help program staff
and clients make more informed decisions as to whether or not to
see a physician. Individuals must Make this decision anyway; with
medical instruments, they can have more information on which to
base their' judgment. If a physician is called, the counselor or
client will be able to give the physician more information. There
is an advantage in being able to tell the-doctor the client's tem-
perature, that the tonsils are red -and swollen, and that the ears
look red, instead of saying that the client needs to see the
doctor because she feels sick. While most physicians will appre-
ciaie getting such accurate information, some might remind you
that you are not a trained physician. At this point it is iMpor-
tant for the counselor or client to explain that 3/Eg'is just de-
scribing'what s/he is seeing and is,not diagnosing (Sehnert, 1979).

Most counselors who work with chemically dependent women can learn
how to take vital signs--temperature, heart rate (pulse), blood
pressure, and respiratory rate--and learn how to examine the
throat and ears. The instruments needed are readily available and
include the'following:

Thermometer;

Ostoscope (for looking in ears);

Blood pressure cuff (sphygmomanometer); S.
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Stethoscope (for listening to heart and lungs, and for
use with blood pressure cuff); and

Penlight (for looking in mouth, checking eyes).

A "black bag" containing, these instruments can be out together for

about $75 (Sehnert 1979). The program may ask local hospitals,
physicians, nurses, or pharmacies to donate some of these items.
See appendix A foi a list of other thxts that are useful as gen-
eral medical resources.

a,

Counselors, other program staff members, and clients should become
familiar with women's reproductive health issues and with general
health concerns: My'Body, My Health (Stewart et al. 1981) is an
excellent resource for both program personnel and clientt.

ASSISTING CLIENTS

Frequently, program personnel do not address clientthelicai prob-
lems when funds or resources are unavailable for medical services.
But programs cal% still help with medical problems by working di-
rectly with clients to. facilitate the delivery of medical services.

For example, counselors can assist in the following areas:

Identifying problems;

Motivating clients to make and keep medical appointments;

Interpreting medical findings in a language the client
understands;

Helping the clidilt comply with medical directions and

treatment plans;

a Assuring followthrough on medical referrals; and

Assuring followup on abnormal physical and laboratory
evaluations.

SUMMARY

Whether the program refers clients to physicians or offers medical
services onsite, counselors must learn more about health issues to
be able to help clients. Programs are urged to take the health
needs of their chemically dependent women more seriously, and to
recognize that recovery depends on the physical well-being of the
client. Even with limited resources,,programs can do the
following:

Create staff expertise on health issues;
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Start a health resource library with a few well-selected
medical books;

4

Put together a black bag of
medicalwinstruments; and

Develop a referral list of physicians, family planning
clinics, public health clinics, free clinics, dental
clinics, and' emergency rooms.

0

1 Moving beyond this self-help model, programs will need to identify,physicians who are willing to work with drug abuse..clients. Manyprograms find it cost effective 10 hire nurse practitioners (NPs)or physician assistants 1PAs), even if only part.tine, to provide
basic'medicalvcoverage for their clients. This approach will)be
discussed later in thiS chapter. Because NPs, or PAs mutt often besupervised by physicians,, the

program will still need to ask the
support of a physician. State laws vary concerning duties that'Ms and NPs may perform and the degree of physician supervision
necessary. The following section explores ways that a program canacquire the services or support of a physician.

RETAINING PHYSICIANS. .

Drug treatment programs thrOughout
the United States have experi-

enced difficulty in retaining physidians. Although psychiatrists
have been willing to work with.cheaiically

dependent individuals,
general practitioners and other primary care physicians have beenmore hesitant to become involved. The lack of financial resources.and the high cost of medical services have made it difficult. ifnot impossible, for most programs to hire their own part-time phy-sicians. Methadone programs are an exception bicause by Federal
law physicians must be retained for prescribing and managing-
chemotherapy. But even methadone programs do not generally prd-
vide basic primary medical or gynecological care. Whether the
program wishes to establish a part-time general medical practice
onsite or whether it must use physicians and medical clinics in
the community, the program must first attract concerned localmedical providers. By reducing some ofthe attitudinaland fi-
nancial 1Arriers, programs should be in a better position to helptheir clients secure comprehensive medical care.

UNDERSTANDING.THE PHYSICIAN'S FEARS
IN WORKING WITH DRUG DEPENDENT WOZ

Many physicians and other health workers believe that the risks
of working with chemically

dependent individuals far outweigh thebenefits. The following is a list of concerns commonly voiced by
physicians:

The physician will be manipulated by clients.

Clients will constantly try to obtain medications.
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Clients will frequently break appointments without the
courtesy of canceling in advancc.

Clients will be "high" on drugs and disrupt the waiting

rode;
,

The physician' will be dragged into legal issues involving
probation, parole, child abuse, and neglect.

Clients trill not pay for services.

Other patients will be offended or frightened.

Chemically dependent individuals are more likely to have
multiple and complex Medical problems that pose difficult
diagnostic and treatment challenges.

,
ot

/ \
Clients will not complete lah work or X-rays, show up for
return appointments, or fill nonpsychoact1ve prescriptions
such as antibiotics.

Whether these fears are based on experience or imagination, it is
easy to understand the reasoning behind these concerns. For ex-
ample, after years of sending prenatal clients to a local obstet-
rical clinic, a drug program serving, pregnant addict's was 'hie to

retain the services of a highly respedted pri mte ethott.itrician.
The women were seen in his private office and clearly enjoyed the
'high quality of care; Workers in the program made sure that cli-
ents kept appointments, followed through on lab work, and complied

with treatment plans. The benefits of being seen by one physician
who demonstrated genuine concern.for the women cannot be overesti-

mated. This highly beneficial arrangement came to an abrupt halt
when the receptionist in the physician's office had her purse
stolen by the boyfriend of one of the pregnant addicts. The -

nurses and receptionist meewith the physician and stated that
they were afraid to work irith this population. With deep regret

the physician felt compelled to end his relatiodship with the
program. '

To gi,./e the reader a first-hand account of what it feels like to

be a physician working with chemically dependent women, the author
would like to recount a personal experience.

I have worked with chemically dependent individuals for
15 years and still find that some patients are difficult
to Manage. For example, a55-year-old woman whom I did
not know called me at home saying she had just.had a
seizure and hit h?r head.N, She also stated that she had

migraine headr.ches ,nd needed Valium immediately. It

took me a whilo to pi;cf, together her recent medical

history. She said that ht= f=mily physician was treat-
ing her migraines u±th 40 mg of Valium and four codeine

tablets daily. She had been on these drugs for at least
8 months.. Allegedly, she abruptly stopped these drugs
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when moving to this area. Her story was, convoluted andconfUsing. Her speech was slow and slightly slurred
and she sounded desperate.

I explained that she should
go;to the emergency immediately. She said she had
noway of getting the1e. I suggested an ambulance., She
countered with the fact that she could not pay. I qrs-

c'tionedlf she could not get to the emergency room how
was she going to get to the drug store? She answered
that the drug store would deliver. As we discussed the
situation I tried to determine the following:

Was she experiencing Valium or codeine withdrawalr-*

Did she actually have a seizure,

AP ,Was the ceizure -a consequence of Valium,4withdrawal?
.

Did she injure her head during the alleged/fall?

Was the fall due to the seizure or to alcohol
inebriation

Was she speaking slowly because she was loaded
or because she had just expeiienced a seizure?

It is frightening to receive this type of call. I would
'want to examine this. individual in person, but it was
evening and.she claimed that transportation was not
available. I could.have said that if she were sick
enough,' she would get herself to the emergency room.
This actually did little to allay my fears. I knew that
if she Caere very confused from the fall, the drugs, with-
drawal, or a seizure, she may not be 'able to clearly
evaluate her need for emergency medical care. -

MY mind raced.from a picture of an elderly woman who has
had a seizure. and has, injured her head in a fall, to apicture of a,treet-wise woman.who is adept at hitting

. up physicians for drugs. I moved between empathy and
anger. i decided to give her a presoription for one
small' dose of Valium to get her through the night and
:made an appointment for the'wOmalvto comp to my office
the next morning:,

Program staff members must understand and appreciate the emotional,
ethical, medical, and legal problems that face the physician who
Ohdoses to work with chemically

dependent individuals: By antici-'.pating these fears and problems,
drugprograms could design systems

that begin to decrease the risks to physicians.
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OUTREACH AND EDUCATION TO THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY

It is important to establish chemical dependency as an essential
and valid component of mcdein medicipe. Furthermore, it is

'equally important to establish the credibility of the particular

drug program. Both goals can be accomplished through vigoro.ls
outreach and education activities aimed at the local medical com-

munity. Possible initial contact points may include the following:

Public health nurses;

Continuing education or in-service training coordinators

at the local Lospital;

Community health clinics;

Community mental health centers; A-

Local public, health departments;

Medical societies;

`co Physicians who have supported the program or have been
willing to see some of the clients or children of clit,its;

Premed and medical students;
.00

Physicians active in drug treatment from other communities;

Clinical social wdik rs in the local hospital; and

Emerclncy room staff.

Some phys'-:iar:, are involved in contin ing education efforts spon-

sored by local hospitals. Often, monthly or more frequent training

meetings are scheduled by specialty area to discuss the latest med-

ical information. These meetings are usually called "grand rounds."
The specialty areas that might be interested in presentations re-
garding chemical dependency include fanily practice, pediatrics,
obstetrics/gynecology, psychiatry, and internal medicine.

A program should decide which specialty area to approach first

based on the program's need and the availability of a contact per-

son in that area. For instance, programs need:mg assistance with
pregnant addicts should first approach the pediatric or obstetrical

specialists. An advocate (a nurse, physician, or social worker) in
the specialty could help arrange a meeting.

The obstetricians in a private hospital in San Francisco played a
crucial role in obtaining services for pregnant addicts in a metha-

done program. To find a physician who will work with chemically
dependent women, program staff should talk with pediatricians,
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social workers, and physiciani
already working with public health

'clinics or.dommunity clinics.

When arranging presentations for medical staff, try tc. be informa-
tive and. responsive to the concerns of the participants. Some
health workers may feel that they know enough about chemical,de-
pendendy indhave already decided not.to work with this population.
The presentation should include information about new developments
in the afield, effects of new drugs, and demographics of different
drug-using "ps,pulations. Some topics that might spark interest in-clude the following: s

The epidemiology and etiology (both biochemical and: .

`psychosocial) of chemical dependency.

Drug use patterns and trends, including new drugs and
drug combinations being used, e.g., phencyclid!n (PCP),
Talviin and pyribenzamine (Ts and blues), and Doriden
and codeine (Dors and Fours).

Occupational hazards involving chemical dependency in
the health field.

New methods of identifying, managing, and detoxifying
individuals who are dependent on prescription mugs.

Results free: hospital emergency room drug overdcaage
studies: treatment implications and referral sburces.

If a physician in the.community is well versed in chemical depe61-
ency, s/he may be willing to give

a presentation to other medical
workers without Charge. If the drug program wentsrto bring in a
resource perion from outside the community, however, it is custom-
ary to offer payment for travel, food, and lodging and an
honorarium.

After good rapport is established with someone from a local hos-pital, the program can look for ways to pay foi the guest speaker.
Programs might have funds set aside to pay for in-service train-
ing, grand rounds, or other continuing edudation projects. Otherpotential sources of funding include the following:

Local public health department;

State'drug abuse agency;

Local or State chapter of the American Medical
Association;

Pharmiceutical companiest

Pharmacy associations; and

Nurses' associations.
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Pharmaceutical companies support physician education programs,
especially when the costs are minimal. A local pharmacist can
help identify area pharmaceutical companies.

Physicians with knowledge of chemical dependency can be located
through the county public health office, the Single State Agency
(SSA) for Drug Abuse, the National fnstituee an.Drug Abuse, sub-
stance abuse comMittees of the State or county chapters of the
American r!edical Association, and the California Society for the

Treatment of Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependencies. -The last

organization is a specialty society for physicians experienced in
research or treatment of alcoholism and other drug dependencies.
Membership is open to qualified physicians from all States. For
help ip locating speakers and physicibns, Oontact the society at
731 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94103. The society pub-

lishes an informative quarterly newsletter available to members
and nonmembers.

It might be possible to convince the SSA of the value of discuss-

ing certain medical topics statewide. The SSA might be able-to
hire a physician or group of phll'sicians as consultants to give

presentations throughout the State. For instance, in the mid-
1970s, the California Substance Abuse Agency felt the need to ed-
ucate both medical and drug treatment communities on are and -

treatment of the pregnant addict and the passively dd icted new-

born. The State hired a part-time consultant to give presenta-
tions throughout California. A State employee was a signed part
time to arrange the presentations and to assist loc communities
with publicity, facility selection, and other deta s. She also

helped the, consultant with travel and audiovisual arrangements.
Local hospitals were carefully selected to attract the largest
number of physicians and nurses. The presentations emphasized the

unique medical issues and needs of each specialty area. The'out-

come exceeded all anticipations. Communities reported a ripple

effect that included the following reslqts:

'Medical personnel and drug treatmen :roviders were en-

courag-d to work together.

The value of the work of drug treatment programs was up-
graded in the eyes of the medical personnel.

Open communication, both formal and informal, was cre-
ated for enhancing continuity and coordination of care
for pregnant clients.

Links were established among medical units that] had been

at odds with each other, for example, pediatrics and
obstetrics/gynec6logy at one hospital, and psychiatry and
obstetrics at another hospital.

The awareness and interest of medical staff were increased
so that they became more involved with local drug programs.
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The State's investment for the year was.miniagi considering thenuaber of communities and individuars reached.

To carry out successful
presentations, the speaker must be -well

versed in his or her field, Well prepared with slides or films,.'and have edyrnmic style of presentation.' The goal is not!onlyto
educate, but also to create use cognitive dissonance and to Changeattitudes. An interesting,

informative presentation given by a
knowledgeable physician can do much to increase'the credibility of
druetreatment.programs and attract more health workers td the

i .

field4

NETWORKING

In setting up a presentation,
drgg programs and the medicsal cOm-munity,will begin to work together.- Because this task is not par-

ticularly threatening, it provides a good starting paint for com-munication. Building on these initial contacts is an essential
step in developing medical resources.

The program could develop
a questionnaire that asks health care

4-;Workers whether they would like to be involved in specific areas.But programs should be careful not to overwhelm these profes-
sionals;ithey work at full -tins -..tobs and probably have other out-aide commitments. Find out which coamitteesare already meeting
at the hospital and explore with interested health workers whichones might be appropriate for discussing medical issues and chem-ical dependency. Where possible, have followup meetings at thehospital with a few people who have stated their interest. Thespecific topics to be explored will depend on the unique feeds ofthe,drug.program.

DELINNUM DIE SERVICES AND PROVIDERS

Treatment programs vary greatly in the types and quantity of med-ical, services they provide. The types of providers will also vary;there is .no basic formula. Individual program design should be'based on resources available in the community, client needs, and
programmatic and fiscal restraints. All treatment programs shouldtry to provide the following services to women clients either on-site or through referral:

Comprehensive medical histories;

Physical exams, including pelvic exams, Pap smears, wet
mount slides for vaginitis, and basic office gynecological
services;

Family planning information and services;
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Tests for pregnancy, gonorrhea, syphilis, tuberculosis,
liver dysfunction, thyroid disease, and otherselwhen
appropriate;

Services for acute illnesses such as colds, abscesses,
and lacerations;

Referral tospecialty services, when appropriate; and

A74-hour answering service.

4 Individuals who are permitted to provide this basic medical cover-
'age are

Nurse practitioners, under the supervision of a physician;

Physician assistants, under the supervision of a physician;

P.ne

Physicians, including general practitioners, family phy-
sicians, internists, and gynecologists.

NURSE'PRACTITIONERS`AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS

A pamphlet entitled "Nurse .Practitioners and Physician Assistants
in Substance Abuse Programs" (National Institute on Drug Abuse
1979) is available through the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration,"5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20857.
This publication outlines the use of new health professionals in
hemical dependency programs. For example, At points out that NPs

and PAs have been found to be most co.t effe4ive when llowed to

-carry their own caseloads, consult with physicians a ecessary,
and'refer patients to other health professionals en a patient's

needs are beyond their treatment capacity.

Often, the services of the NPs and PAs are r ursed by third-
party medical payors, but a backup physician sually must make the
claim. Program administrators should contac local third-party
payors to determine the criteria used, qualification requirements,
and the paperwork involved.

Studies have shown that the quality of NP and PA services can be
as high as that of physicians performing the same service (National
Institute on Drug Abuse 1979). Negligence litigation against !.Ps

A and PAs is rare, and programs can, protect themselves by properly
identifying NPs and Wks to clients, asking NPs and PAs td follow
written protocols for patient treatment, and securing appropriate
malpractice insurance (National Institute on Drug AbUse.1979).
One way to evaluate potential NPs and PAs and learn how to use
thdm is to let them participate in the drug abuse program as part
of their clinical field work. All PA and NP training progras re=
quire clinical experiences. Providing a site for clinical
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training is one way to recruit employees while exposiANhe pro-,gram to these health professionals on a trial basis.)

PA clinical training.is often based on the medical model of ro-
tatiegfieweek internships. NP programs usually require a single
preceptorsbip.of from 6 to 12 months. Many programs require the
stueeati.to be. sponsored by dh organization that will also arrange'for the preceptorship:

Substance abuse programs could sponsor acurrently employed registered nurse in a nurse practitionertrain-
,ing program or offer shorteterm clinical experiences in substanceabuse to' N19 students (National

Institute on Drug Abuse 1979).
!'

FuribetAnfOrmation regarding NPs and PAs is available from the
associations and boards listed in appendix B or by reading the se-
lected material outlined in appendix C.

IN-HOUSE CLINICS

Some chemical dependency
programs'have been able to Open their own

medical offices that pot only support themselves but also generatemoney for the clinic. ,UWing NPs and PAs, with a backup.physician,these programs are able to provide medical services to clients,
generate funds, and keep costs down. Even if physiciins were
hired part time to deliver services, an in-house medical prowl=could still realize an income sufficient to pay for the physician's
hourly-wage and other expenses. Establishing a one-rocmexamina-
tion office for general medical care and office gynecology costs
approximately $6,000. This figure includes the cost of equipment
.and supplies, not rent. Local pathology labs-can help programs'set up an examination room with centrifuge, specimen drawing equip-ment, vi' ,e:culture media, and mailers at no cost. (They will bemaking profit on the lab work sent.) If all lab tests can. bedone site, clients will not have to be sent to a separate lab.

Typ calla, in-house clinics have served the medical needs of chem-ically dependent clients. One progra' in Santa Cruz, Calif., runs
a comprehensive health clinic for, all women 2 days a week. Theclinic generates funds for the chemical dependency program and isalio a major source of referral into the chemical dependency pro-gram. This clinic is expanding to a 5-day-aeweek service with theassistance of a nuFse practitioner.

Expanding medical services to,.include nonclients may be cost effective and should be explored.
Because medical services are reimbursable by third-party payors,and'because PAs and NPs are becoming increasingly available, es- .-tablishing an in-house clinic may be an attractive,costeeffvtive
addition to a substance abuse program,

HEALTH SERVICE FUKCTIONC.

Whether medical serviees are provided in-house or through referral,several health-related functions must be carried out by programstaff. The health service functions described be
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, performed by a variety of individuals, from trained volunteers to

health' professionals. Regardless of who performs the functions,

they must all comply with the,Federal confidentiality regulations
(Federal Register 1975), Title 42, Part 2, Confidentiality of Al-

.

cohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records.

The tasks described here are

. Health services coordination,
Health advoca0y, and
Primary counseling.....---

HEALTH SERVICES COORDINATION

Dependingon the size of the program, this task typically can be

performed part time. In one methadone program, a secretary carried`

out this task.

While a program is in the. initial steps of establishing referral
medical services, the following types of arrangements should be
mode with therovider physician or clinic.

Program will estimate number of clients who will be re-

ferred per week or month.

Program will ask which days are best for referring clients

to physician's office.

Program will assure that client will have.medicare or_
medicaid cards prior to appointment.

Program will assure that all medical history forms and
financial-forms are filled out accurately by the client
before arriving at the physician's office.

program will assure that client will comply with treat-
ment. including obtaining X-rays andJab wbrk.

Physician's office will supply the drug program with
copies of any forms that should be filled out by client.

Physician will fill out medical forms and return these

'to the program.

Referral arrangements should bomply with title 42 of the confi-

dentiality regulations (Federal Register 1975), obtaining the

client's consent or a qualified service organization agreement.
Although the executive director may want to be involved in this

initial process, a staff member should be responsible-for the on-
going coordination of these services. To design a system that the

staff can understand and support, staff input should be solicited.

1
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/be health coordination.
tasks typically include the-following:

identifying a new client.

Scheduling an appointment for a physical exam.

Securing release of information for pasemedical recordsin compliance with the
confidentiality regulations.

Assisting the client with medicare and medicaid.

Assuring that the client completes the mediCal historyforms, financial forms, and-any-other paperWork /requiredby the medical practice.

Assuring attendance at medical appointments.

Following through on medical treatment, assuringcompliance.

Following up on medical exams, laboratory evaluations,
referrals to specialty clinicsr or special lab procedures.

Clients should have a complete physical exam within the first21 days of treatment. Before entering a residential, program or'being placed on methadone or a detox regimen, clients also shouldhave a Complete physical exam. Clients entering a residential pro-gram should be screened for communicable
diseases in order to pro-tect other clients and staff.

A screeming.s/stam should be designed at intake to identify allnew clients and to arrange medical appointments. A client mightsay she has just received a medical exam elsewhere; in that case,git a release from the client to obtain this medical information.-Ask the local hospital what kind of-release form they require torelease information obtained in a medical examination. The report-ing ol.tast results must be done by consent form, a qualifiedservice 'Organization agreement, or an authorizing court order(Fideial Register 1975). Regardless of the type of ponsenformrequired by the local hospital, the program cannot release infor-lation unless the consent complies with section 2.31 of the confi-dentiality regulations. Obtaining this information is importantbecause the exam that was performed may not have included all theelements covered in the program's physical, and also because itmay not be necessary to repeat costly tests and procedures thatwere recently completed. A tickler system should be designed thatshows' which records have not been received. Often program staffmust call physicians and hospitals to remind them to send the cli-ent's medical records.

Because obtaining these records may take time, a program may wantto establish the policy that all clients receive a thorough physi-cal exam, including pelvic exam, if the program does not receivethe medical records within 2 weeks ofiotake. There is no need to
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repeat a Pap exam so long as records show that a test given withi.

the past 6 months was negative.

Having the client prepare history and financial forms at intake
instead of in, the physician's office should speed the process and

relieve some of the burden on the medical staff.

The staff person in charge of health coordination should also be-
come familiar with the local medicare and medicaid 3ystems. Meet-

ing wits the eligibility workers is an important link. Once the

coordinator understands the application procedures, s/he should
write up instructions that can be given to all clients. The eli-

gibility worker can to asked to review a draft of the instructions

to assure accuracy. Appendix D is an example of a form used by a

clinic in California.

,The program should establish ongoing liaison with an eligibility
worker at the local,medicare/medicaid office. In this way, if any

difficulties arise at least one person will be available who is
familiar With the program's population.' These connections should

be established prior to an emergency. People in other agencies

will be more responsive if they are involved in planning a well- .

thought-out system instead of being asked to react immediately to

a crisis. Referrals for medicaid and medicare eligibility and

billing must be done with the client's consent.

If a client is ineligible for assistance programs, program staff
should explore with her other ways of financing medical care. It

is easier to explore various options when this subject is ap-
proached in a direct and straightforward manner. By assuming re-

sponsibility for their own medical services, clients will learn

to be more independent.

The possibility of health insurance should be explored for persons
who are ineligible for medicaid. Health insurance companies are

eager to provide material showing clients the types of benefits

available and the costs involved. Learning to plan ahead for med-

ical services and budgeting will be major skills that the health
coordinator can help teach to the clients.

Even if a client is not eligible for total coverage under medicaid,

she may be eligible for medicaid with a "spend down." A spend down

is like a deductible. Depending on income, the client may have to

spend, for example, $50 on medical services before medicaid will '

begin to pay. In some instances, the physician may be willing to

forego this $50 financial fee and incur a financial loss. Spend

downs can be discussed with both the physician and the client. In

some situations, the spend down may be so great that the client

would be better off paying for private insurance.

After the.general agreements are established, the health coordi-

nator should train and supervise the 'counseling staff in the area

of health issues. He or she must assure that all clients receive
comprehensive medical exams, that all forms have been filled out
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,-
accurately, and filed in the client's record, and that there isfollowthrough on all positive findings. The health services co-,ordinator'should take an active role in designing and implementingthe client's-medical and health treatment plan.

HEALTH ADVOCACY

If a Program has
a pliyician or nurse who is sensitive to the needsof chemically dependent

women, it may not need the services of ahealth advocate. When a client is sent out for physicals, spe-cialty lab' testing, or medical appointmcnts,
however, having ahealfh advocate accompany the client is extremely beneficial'. TheHealth advocate-makes sure that the client,pbtains

satisfaatoryand-timely services, has a clear understanding
of the results, ai'dfollows through as directed lObtains

prescriptions, etc.). Thehealth advocate can also help the client obtain transportation, amajor obstadle for many women. ,

In addition, a health advocate can act as a go-between for theclient amd'medical professionals.' For example, some clients.maystill'be using drugs or experiencing the discomforts of withdrawalduring the first physical exam. ilheie atmditions can affect theirability to give accurate inforjaation 400.1 as their ability tounderstand the information given to them'by physicians. (Healthadvocates should always, be aware of title 42, part 2, of the con-fidentiality regulations (Federal Register 1975).) In4one instance,a lab technician told
a pregnant addict that she could.hot see thebaby's head on the sonogram (a picture of tie unborn baby made bypassing,sound waves over the abdomen of tha mother). The woman be-came distraught and later took a large dose of heroin because shethought the technician said her baby did-not haVe a head. The .picture just needed to be retaken. Thia'kind of situation can bealleviated by having a. health worker accompany the client.

The health advocate also teaches the client hew to negotiate the,complex medical services system. More advanced clients in treat-ment can also act as health advocates for newer clients after they
.have received some training through the program or organizations

in the following list. Acting as advocates lets these clientsshare and pra, ice their newly acquired skills within a safe en-vironment. The program's health
coordinator should be availableto back up the health

advocate should difficulties arise. Naturalplaces to look for potential volunteer health advocates includethe following:

..;

Women's clinics;

Premed students at local colleges and universities;

Health consumer advocates known to or active in the re-gional health systems
agency, department of public health,or local mental health and drug advisory boards;
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Volunteers trained by Planned Parenthood;

Gray panther organizations and programs that place elderly

citizens in jobs; and'

4 CETA and VISTA programs.

Sehools that have ongoing training for health advocates may be

willing to train treatment prOgrak volunteers. In return, the

progra4can offer,an exchange whereby it trains their staff on is-

sues relating to chemical dependenpy. This -training is important;

the health advocate will. be the program's representative at the

physician's office. This person must be able to communicate

clearly, be reliable, and have the 'capacity and knowledgeto under-

stand the needs of both the client and the physician.

PRIMARY COUNSELING

The primary/Counselor is the contact person for the client and as

such is the natural person to monitor the health treatment plan.

This person should make sure all medical forms and related corre-

spondence are in the, client's file. The counselor generally helps

set up the medical appointment, gives the client written informa-

tion regarding medicaid, and helps the client fill out medical

history aid financial forms. The counselor must find out if the

client has any medical problems that need immediate attention. If

so, the counselor should work with the health coordinator in se-

curing an early medical appointment. Once the health treatment

plan is established, the primary counselor is responsible for as-

suring that elements in the health treatment plan are carried out

and that the plan is evaluated periodically and revised as appro-

priate. For example, ifa client were beingreated for tricho-

monas vaginitis (a vaginal infection), the primary counselor would

make sure that the client and her partner have taken their medica-

tion. The counselor would then make an appointinent for a followup

visit to the physician to assure that this communicable infection

was adequately treated. If the client ii unreliable, she can be

asked to bring her medication to the clinic and take it in front

of 'the counselor. The health role of the primary counselor is.

demonstrated in the following example.

'One client was told that she had trichomonas vaginitis. This in-

fection is passed on through sexual contact, andthe client was

told that sheand her sexual partner(s) should betreated with

Flagyl. She lived with two men, one of whom wau her boy friend.

Although she did have sexual relations with the other roommate,

.herocy friend did not know about it. She was afraid to tell them

that they both had to take Flagyl. She stated that her troy friend

was very jealous and wa also an'alcoholic. The combination of

Flagyl and alcohol can Nuse nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps,

and headaches. Furthermore, although the client was covered by

medicaid, her boyfriend and roommate were not. The client stated

that she did not have the cash to pay for their piescriptions.
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Compliance. would entail discussion with the client about how shecould approach the problems of secrecy, alcoholism, and finances.Typically, a physician would not have-the time or perhaps even theskill to work through these issu. In situations like this, thePrithary counselor is indispensable. Problems can be quitedelicaterequiring the sensitivity of a skilled counseldr. Besides handlingthe client's emotional
concerns, the counselor will- also need toprovide the client with technical information regarding vaginitis,using appropriate health information resources.

MEDICAL FORMS

A
Putting time and effort into a client's initial

comprehensive med-ical evaluation provideslan
assessment and diagnosis of the cli-ent's medical status, and introduces the client to a health systemthat she can Use even when she terminates treatment. The program.staff should design'simple,
efficient forms thattransmit informa-tion from tfiephypician to the counseling staff. The program mayuse a family practice clinic at the local public health departmentdi hospital, a family practice physician,

or several family prac-tice.physicians. In each case, the functions of health coordina-tion, health,advohacy, and primary counseling need to be closelycoordinated. For programs that hirea part-time physician, nursepractitioner, or physician
assistant and see patients onsite, thebasic logistical problehs are the same. Getting complete and ac-curate records from the physician to the counselor is a'challengewhether the physician is in the next room or the next city. Themedical forms suggested here can be used in either setting.

When approaching a potential medical care.provider, program staffmust demonstratc'that they have thought
About'the potential lo-gistical problems and have developed rough drafts of various formsthat may be helpful. It is important to show that the program hasuseful ideas about how it can assist the physician or clinic andyet retain responsive to their particular needs.

Physicians usually have their own medical history and physicalexam forms. A typical history form is included as appendix E.Medical histories have been advanced by the work of Robbins andHall (1970) and Hall'and
Zwemer (1979), who developed the Health. Hazard Appraisal. Systems like the Health Hazard Appraisal shouldbe an integral part of every cOmnrehensive

medical history and. exam. Unfoitunately, few physicians
are actively involved withthis kind of system. The Health Hazard Appraisal does not need tobe administered or evaluated Ify aphysician, however. The persondoing health coordination

can become adept at administering, eval-uating, and interpreting
the standardized form. The Bodywork Book(Haessler and Harris 1980) describes how to evaluate the HealthHazard Appraisal. Although the traditional

medical history formstresses past medical illnesses of the client and the client's
family, the Health Hazard Appraisal form stresses lifestylehabits.
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If a program is fortunate enough to finl a physician bo ib eager .

to work in the area of health promotion and disease prevention,

all the better. If not the chapter entitled "Health PKomotion for
Chemically Dependent Women" in volume II of this book inuld be

helpful. It provides information, resources, and references on

this ,subject.

The main purpose of designing reporting forms is to document and

transmit accurate information regarding the client's healeistatus

from the physician to the program staff. One of the basic record-

keeping styles isthe "SOAP" method. Each letter of this acronym

stands for a different part of the medical evaluation:

Subjective: The problems the client believes she hiS:

her chief comolaint. This is usually written in the
client's own words--for example, "I have a sore throat

and a fever."

Objective: These are the findings the phyiician, physi7

cian assistant, or nurse practitioner observe'during the
visit, including

1. Family-and individual medical hidtoryi

2. Vital signs, height, weight, blood pressure,

temperatures

3. Results of physical, exams and

4. Lab and X-ray results.

The objective'findings for a woman with a-complaint of

sore throat may alaude an elevated temperature; red

swollen tonsils with white spots, and swollen and tender

lymph nodes on the neck.

Assessment: This is the diagnosis or statement of the
problem or problems. 'Sometimes more information is needed

to make a definitive diagnosis. The problem should be

stated, at the greatest level of accuracy possible with all

the information currently available. If, one prOblem may

be due to a number of causes, the physician will then

write "RO" or "Rule Out,". and then list the causes that

need to be evaluated further. "Rule Out" means "consider

as a possibility." For instance, in the sore throat case,.

the assessment would read:

1. Tonsilitis4-probable strap`
RO Infectious monopucleosis
RO Viral tonsilites

Plan: This includes the treatment plan and delineates',

further steps that need to be taken. In some situations,

the assessment will be so evident that a clear treatment
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xegimen:Might.f011oW. in.other cases, the assessment may
call fori!urther ilaluation,daManding X-rays, lab,wok, or
isferrilatOlieI-cialists. in other,eituations, the phYsi-
-"dim* itartioimi7tpefinitiv.i-vourite of treatment and

` get more information. Continuing with
-:thi*relltinat case, ,the phypiCian,w4I be treating .what
ii:COneiderid4,sirep ionsiliis but will stila evaluate
the ther,POisibilities.

250 mg tab,-one tab ,every 6 hours for
-10, daps.

' 2. Monoipot test to rule out mononucleosis.

Cciplete blood count with differential.

4.. Thr&atoulture to confirm streptocbccalrinfection.
.

In4thi way, the physician begins"treating'what s/he
'thinisAs moit streP throat but still explores
the possibility that it might be mononucleosis.

If mnitiple4rObleas'are found, they are .listed separately in the
iiiimimint, and4lans should-be listed separately for each pioblem.

'Whin health workers keep -these types of'records, it is easy for a
lay-iiOikarto,inalerstand Whit is going on. Program staff may need
.tki.ask-tha,Plifeinianor nurse practitioner to take the time to

in.loncjhand.
1,1

iThysioien4,commonly'used abbreWiatlonsecan be oumd in a medical
dictiOneri:.-Thwstiff.ihould alas; find out any specific abbrevia-

g7tha:phiakiin uses. For example, a legend typed up by the
Jaen's Offici.may look like -bliss

C
0 r without
6One

*Im tva
iiim three
qd we'd/ally

bid - twice a day
tid m threo times a day

4qid - fOur times a day
HS' m hour of sleep (at bedtime)
PO, m orally

- intravenously
q 6 hri - every 6 hou',

X m times
ti

Other Latin temps and abbreviations are included in appendix F.
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When a physician understands that these forms will be read by lay-
persons who are genuinely interested in assisting with the medical
care of the patients, s/he maybe eager to be more informative.
With a legend of commonly used abbreviations and cooperation from
the physician, interested counselors should be able to read and
understand the medical forms. One rule that should be stressed:
If you don't understand, ask. Don't guess what's in the record or
what someone meant. The medical resource library suggested earlier
in this chapter will also help program staff understand the client's
medical conditions and prescribed treatments. The physician, nurse
practitioner, and physician assistant can help staff of drug, and
alcohol programs in selecting the most useful resource books.

MEDICAL FORMS

LThree forms are included here to dem Irate the kind of information
that should be transmitted from the physician to the drug program.
Explanation of each form and its abbreviations follows.

Medical Form #1: Comprehensive Phydical Exam and Medical
History.

Medical Form #2: Laboratory Tests and Results.

Medical Form #3: Acute Medical Services.

Medical Form #1: Comprehensive Physical Exam and Medical History.
Medical Form gl is a detailed outline of the positAve findings.

/
Although the physician should have a detailed history form such as
that in appendix E, it is not necessary for the program to know
the specifics outlined in the history. The physician should tran-
scribe important positive findings to this medical form. The fam-
ily planning history is important in a population of chemically
dependent women._ Therefore, this medical form asks detailed ques-
tions to highlight the issue for the physician and to alert the
drug program counselor of any difficulties in this area. Much of
the responsibility for discussing family planning may re.t with
the primary counselor. The counselor should inform th client
about birth control services and address client clonce s about
pregnancy and birth control (see chapter 7, this vo e).

The systems listed here will guide the physician in understanding
the type of physical- exam expected. Most of the notations are
self-explanatory, but some of the terms will be explained here.

Gen. Dev.: General development.

Dev. Sep.: Deviated septum in the nose.

Tonsils abs,: Tonsils absent.

Tonsils path.: Tonsils pathological (diseased).
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DATE:

MEDICAL EORM #1

COMPREHENSIVE PHYSICAL EXAM MD MEDICAL HICTORY

CLIENT:

DOCTOR:

Please report all positive findings.

I. SUBJECTIVE

II. COJECTIVE PINDINGS

A. HISTORY

1.. Medical history of family of origin:

2, Client's medical history: Please indicate whether
illness is active or resolved.

° .

3. Pamily Planning History:
Menstrual history
Presently using birth control method? Type'
His used birth control pills? Type
Duration

Has used IUD? Type Duration
Problems encountered with IUD or pills
Diaphragm When was this last fitted?
Condoms Uses foam with condom?
Tubal ligation
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MEDICAL FORM #1 (continued)

DATE: CLIENT:

II. OBJECTIVE FINDINGS

B. PHYSICAL EXAM
Legend: WNL = Within Normal Limits, C = Absent, N.E. =
Not Examined. Abnormalities should be

Height Weight s Temp.

Gen. Dev.: Thin Med Thick Obese

Head

Eyes

Vision: R L Corrected: R

Ears

Hearing: Right Left

Note & Throat: Norm Spur Dev. Sep.

Tonsils: Norm Abs. Path.

Teeth and Gums

Nebk Thyroid

Chest

Breasts

Heart -

Pulse B.P.

Lungs

Abdomen Palpable Organs.'

Hernia

Pelvic

External

Vagina:
Cystocele
Rectocele
Other

Cervix

Uterus

Adnexa

Rectovaginal

2
4.,
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MEDICAL FORM #1 (continued)

CLIENT:

Back

Extremities Joints

Patellar reflexes: R

Skin Acne Track; Abscesses
Lymph nodes: Cerv. Ax. Ing,

Other abnormal figdings

Urinalysis

Est mount for vaginitis

NOTES TO PROGRAM: Ways in which progiam staff car assist the
medical plan.

WILLOWUP APPOINTMENT: YES NO

Date:

Place:

Service:

Time:

PHYSICIAN'S SIGNATURE
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B.P.: Blood pressure.

Palpable oroans: Liver, kidneys, spleen.

Cystocele: Where the bladder wall prolapses (falls)
, through the vagina.

Rectocele: Where the rectum prolapses through the vagina.

Adnexa: Ovaries and fOlopian tubes and their ligaments.

Lymph nodes

1

Ax.:' axillary (arm pits).

Ing.: inguinal (groin).

The diagrams are sketches of the breasts and cervix (the tip of
the uterus that dips into the vagina). If any abnormalities are
found with thd breasts or cervix, the physician can draw the loca-

size;.and appearance on-this diagram.

One section on the form is called "wet mount." Because many of the
women will have abbormal vaginal discharges, the physician should
examine the discharge under a microscope to make an accurate diag-
nosis. The discharge is placed on two microscope slides, one with
a drop of saline (salt water) solution and one with a solution of
potassium hydroxide. These slides are called wet mounts. Tricho-
monas and bacterial vaginitis will show up on the saline slide,
whereas ionilia yeast infection will be seen on the potassium hy-
droxide slide. If the diagnosis of vaginitis is made, the physician
must state the exact nature of the vaginitis, if known, since treat-
ment will differ in each case. The assessment will then list the
problems by number, and the plan should outline the activities to
be carried.out for each problem.

The "Notes to Program" section is an essential part of this form.
This space gives the physician the opportunity to tell,the drug
program counselor exactly what s/he can do to assist in the medical
treatment of the client. This assistance can take many forms, such
as making sure -that the client takes her antibiotics, helping the
client make followup appointments, or spending,time counseling the
client about a specific problem.

Medical Form #2: Laboratory Tests and Results. Since medical
form #1 should be filled out during the comprehensive. exam and re-
turned to the program via the health advocate at the end of the
visit, a second form will be needed to transmit the lab results
that will not be ready for a few days. Medical form #2.can be
'used to communicate the lab-results:41th the program. Again, a

shorter form is permissible so long as it specifies which tests
were performed. The tests listed here'are those commonly used in

a population of chemically dependent women. Certainly, it would

be rare to require all the tests for any one client. The decision
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regarding which laboratory testa to'order is a matter of clinical
judgment and is based on the findings from the physical exam and
-the medical bistory. ft,

A
The physician is asked to note the exact hematocrit and hemoglobin
values. Since women are at risk far blood loss,and anemia, it is
ii octant for each woman to know her own normal value. There is a
wide range of normals; and a woman's blood value may drop but
still register in the normal range. The counselor can write down
the client's hematocrit for her, along with her blood pressure and
any abnormal findingskthat must be followed.

Medical Form #3: Acute Medical Services. Medical form #3 is vsed,
when the client sees a physician for a specific complaint, such as
a sore throat or difficulty with menstrual periods. After the cola=
prehensive form is filleq out, this is the medical form that will
be used most frequently toicommunicate information from the physi-
cian or specialist to the program. This form would be used for
the woman with a sore throat given as an example earlier in this
chapter.

Using these forms as guidelines, the drug program and the physician,
can develop forris the reflect_their needs as well as the unique .

needs of their client population.
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MEDICAL FORM #2

LABORATORY TESTS AND RESULTS

DATE: CLIENT:

DOCTOR:

Legend: WNL = Within normal limits, NT r Not tested, P = Results
still pending

Please state actual, hematocrit and hemoglobin values even if these
are with*: no:-cal limits.

1. Complete blood count and differential

2.. Pap, smear

3. Wet mounts for vaginitis

Gonorrhea culture

5. Serologic testb,fdr syphilis

6. Routine and microscopic urinalysis

7. Urine screening for drugs

8. Chemical screen profile (SMA 12/60)
Liver function et
Sidney function
Thyroid
EleCtrolytes
Other

9. Tuberculosis test

10. Chest X-ray

11. Mammography.

12., Pregnancy test

13. Sickle cell test

14. Australian antigen

15., Electrocardiogram

16. Other tests

ASSESSMENT:

PLAN:
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DATE:

MEDICAL FORM #3

ACUTE MEDICAL SERVICES

CLIENT:

SUBJECTIVE FINDINGS:

OBJECTIVE FINDINGS:

ASSESS.MENT:

PLAN:

DOCTOR:

Telephone No.:

Address:

NOTES TO PROGRAM: Ways in which the program staff can assist in
the medical plan.

PHYSICIAN'S SIGNATURE:
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AtriENOli A
NEFERGICE SOURCES

MEDICAL DICTIONARIES

Dorland's IlltIstrated Medical Dictionary

Gould Medical Dirtions=y
Stedeman's Medical DiCtionary

GENERAL MEDICINE TEXTS

Textbook of Medicine, Beeson-McDermott
4 Principles of Internal Medicine, Harrison

GENERAL DRUG INFORMATION

United States Pharmacopeia (USP). Provides mongraphs of
official drugs describing dosages, uses, and information
dispenser of drug must tell patients; gives standards for
drug manufacture.
Physician's Desk Reference (PDR). Information is pro-
vided by manufacturers, who pay to hive drug listed.
Lists therapeutic uses, doses, side effects, and contra -

indicptions. Contains tablet identification (pictures)

section: Is cross-indexed by. brand name, generic name,
therapeutic use, and manufacturer name.

NONPRESCRIPTION DRUG INFORMATION

Handbook of Nonprescription Drugs. Published by_the
American Pharmaceutical Association, discusses nonpre-
scription drugs by therapeutic class. Is the only're-
source available that lists the constituents of nonpre-
scription products.
The Medicine Show. Published by Consumer's Union, it con-
tains a glossary of medical terms and chapters on informa-
tion concerning other areas of consumers' medical interest
(e.g., "Drugs in Pregnancy," "How to Stock a Medicine Cab-
inet," Mow to Look for a Family Doctor").

PRESCRIPTION DRUG INFOVATION

The Pharmacologic Basis of Therapeutics, Goodman, L.S.,
and Gilman, A., eds. 6th ed, Macmillan, New York, 1980.
The Essential Guide to Prescription Drugs, Long, J.
Harper and Row Publishing Co., New York, 1980.

er
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EVALUATION OF SYMPTOMS OR MEDICAL PROBLENS

The Common Symptom Guide, Wabson, J. McGraw-gill Publish-
ing Co., New York, -1975. .Is diagnosis-oriented, has a
clear index with good.cross-indexing.

Take Care of Yourself--A Consumer's Guide to MedicarCare,
Vickery, D., and Fries, J. Addison - Wesley, Reading, Mass.,
1976. Is very clear and /oncise. Contains a section to
keep family records. Contains chapters on areas of con-
sumer medical interest (e.g., "The Home Pharmacy," "Reduc-
ing Your Medication Costs").

JOURNALS ^

Journal of the American Medical Association
535 N. Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill. 60610

New England Journal of Medicine
10 Shattuck Street -

Boston, Mass. 02115

British Journal of Addiction
Longman Group, Ltd., Periodicals & Directories Division
Longman House, BurntMill, Harlow, Essex. CM 20 2JE
England

Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
11830 Westline Drive
St. Louis, Mo. 63141

Journal of Psychedelic-Drugs
STASH Press
6s8 Pleasant Street
Beloit, Wisc. 53511

Medical Letter of Drugs and Therapeutics
56 Harrison Street
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

Science

1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

RIEtetly Journal of Studies on Alcohol
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903

Law and Society Review
Law and Society Association

University of Denver, College of Law
200 W. 14th Avenue
Denver, Colo. 80204
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4.

.111F,ORMATiolirOilMSYSICIAKIASSISTANTS
AND: ORACTMONENS

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT INFORMATION

AieriCan.AcadeMy of Physician Assistants
#414effersoU Davis Highway, Suite 700
~Arlin 6tOn., 22202
(70)2,920-5730

.

174iOnal'COmmiision on the Certification of Physician Assistants
3384peaChiree'Road, N.E., Suite 560
Atlanta, Ga.
4404) 261-1261

State Board oeMedicine, usually located in the State capital

State Physician Assistants' Association (names and addresses
available from theAterican Academy of Physician Assistants)

Prialry Care Education Branch
Division of Medicine
Bureau of Health Manpower,
Health Resources Administiation
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
3700 East-West Highway
Hyattsville, Md. 20782
(34)436=7350

NURSE PRACTITIONER INFORMATION

American Nurses Association
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City, Mo. 64108
(816) 474-5720

National League for Nursing
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019
(212) 582-1022

State Board of Nursing, usually located in.State capital

State Nurses Association, usually ocated in State capital
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.;NP Training' Section

,DiVisiOnof-NUrsing
,iureAU of Health.Mani:lower

Health Resources Adminibtratiop
0:8:-Department of'Health and Human
3701.),East4iest Highway, Room 3-41

'HkattsVil1eu Hd. 20782
,(301) "436 -6670

Services
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APPENDIX C

.ROOKS, ARTICLES, AND PUBLICATIONS ON
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS AND NURSE PRACTITIONERS

SELECTED BOOKS AND ARTICLES

McDougle, M., et al., Nurse Practitioners and Physician ".ssistants
in Drug Abuse Treatment. Research Triangle Park, N.C.: Research
Triangle Institute; July 1977. (NIDA Contract No. 271-75-1016)

National Health Practitioner Program Profile--available for $7.50
from Association of Physician Assistant Programs, 2341 Jefferson
Davis Highway, Suite 700, Arlington, Va. 22202.

Bliss, A.A., and Cohen! E.DT, eds. The New Health Professionals:
Nurse Practitioners an Physician's Assistants. Germantown, Md.:
'Aspen Systems Corporation, 1977. (Contains "Quality of PA Per*
form'ance in a Health Maintenanc' Organization," by J.C. Record,
A.V. Huri-.do, and J.E. O'Bannon.)

_77 -Lawrence, D. Physician assistants and nurse practitioners: Their
impact on health care access, costs, and quality. Health and Med-
ical Care Services Review, 1:1-12, 1978.

Schneller, E. The Physician's Assistant. Lexington, Mass.: D.C.
Heath, 1978.

'System Sciences Inc. Physician Extenders: Annotated Bibliography.
Washington, D.C.: National Center for Health Services Research,,
1976. (NTIS No. PB-264-730)

Spitzer, W.O., et al. The Burlington randomized trial of the nurse
practitioner. New England Journal of Medicine, 290:251-256, 1974.

JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS

American Journal of Nursing
Business and Editorial Office
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019

Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing
Ms. Kaye Coraluzzo, Managing Editor
Charles B. Slack, Inc.
600 Grove Road
Thorofare, N.J. 08086

The Nurse Practitioner
Health Sciences Media and Research Services
109 W. Mercer Street
Seattle,, Wash. 98119
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The PA 'Journal: A Journal for New Health
American'Academy of Physician Assistants
2341 Jefferaon Davis'Highway, Suite 700
Arlington, Va. 22202

Health.Practitioner/Physician Assistant
'1: 4-P Publications
'515 Madison Avenue

New York, N. . 10022
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,APIIENOIX

SAMPLE PROORAII INSTRUCTIONS

HOW T^ APPLY FOR MEDI-CAL

We'encourage everyone toapply for Medi-Cal. even if you think
that you'make."too much money" to qualify. In addition to per-

_ sons whose income is classified as being on the "poverty level,"
people whose income is two times this level, or possibly more,-
can still obtaih,partial Medi-Cal benefits. This is obtained by,

. 'paying-a sliding scale of fees to Medi-Cal each month to obtain
your card. This Would be similar to paying a small amount each
month, for complete health care insurance--and possibly much better
coverager,because.onlike with most health insurances, there is 'no
deductible to meet or uncovered difference to pay.

The Medi-Cal office is located at 1040 Eme "line. If you do not own
a car, you can get there by taking bus #8, which runs every hour.
1040 Emeline is just before Counor Nospital,"whiqh is the end of
the line for bus #8, before it turns around and retraces its route.
l'he hours of the Medi-Cal office are basically 8:0075:00 Monday-
Friday.

You arrive, go in the door, and cheeK in with the receptionist.
She will give you forms to fill out regarding yolr income, debts,
and other economic information to determine if you are eligible for
Medi-Cal.. In order to verify your income, thessocial wort,: will
ask you for paycheck stubs or for a receipt if you get paid :n
cash. It is also a good ieta to take along a rent receipt. If '

you forget to bring these, youVill be asked to br:-.1g in or mail
them to your social' worker, usually within about 30 days. You_
will get a computerized letter 7eminding you of this also.

After you have filled (..ut your forms, you will turn '.hem in to the .

receptionist and wait until a social worker is free. Siri then
goes over your forms, has you sign some papers, and can generally
tell you on the Spot if you qualify.

If you need a card right away (e.g., within the next 2 weeks),
tell thersccial worker: "I have to see a doctor right away, and I
have already made an appointment fol. tomorrow.- The doctor wi.11
not see me unless I bring my Medi-Cal sticker. Can I please get
an emergency card today?" If you need an emergency card, try to
arrive at the Medi-Cal office by at least 2 p.m. because it will
take you an hour or two to go through all the regular paperwork,
andrif an emergency card has to be typed up, it will take even
longer. You will be handed a temporary card that day. Your next
card will be mailed to you. ,

Each month you have to be recertified for Medi-Cal. A form will
be sent to you to fill out. It is important that you fill out and
return this form right away, or you will be automatically dropped

r
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from the Medi-Cal program and have to go back in to the Medi-Cal
office7to gt,t back on. '



4

WOW E
SAMPLE MEDICAL HISTORY FOAM

2INGSPREAD:
Cceorehensiwa Health Sorriest for in

a:FIDE/111AL SEAM NISTOMY

A knowledge of your personal Pealih history. Including family history end habit patterns.
Is most ismortant in evaluating your health. Please complete this confl ntial form as
accurately as possible. Approximate dates may be used. Tha'nurse or moot onist will
Delp you iF-Yori reed assistance.

Name Data

Address

Noma Phone Message dr Work Phone

Age Date of Birth Race (Optional)

Person to Contact in case of emergency:

Phone Address Relationship
as

11.1 will be responsible for your bill? Do you hart insurancol

Memo of insurance Policy P Group,

Medi-Cal Pniicare I SocSos P ,

1111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111=111.
PAYMENT Of FEES: Potent for medical services is dye on the day of your appointment.fay

mi-co Patents: Ye most hartyour POE sticker for the current month before you can
be MO. if you are eligible for Meth -Cal. or think you alight be. we bar* an information
sheet which will help you in applying. If you ne ed to be seen *int my, you Con get
Medi-Cal emergency card on the day you apply.

Medi-Col/Modfcire Patients: We most hare your POE sticker for the Current month as.vell
as your signature on the A6clIcarrfEre. and your Medicare number.

"diCere Patients: We must have yOur Modfcare number and your signature on the Medicare
form.

Othir Insurance: It is the patient's responsibility to bill her own insurance. be will
be glad to provide you with the information necessary from the physician in order to
submit your insurance claim.

berreare the reasons for Your present visit? (What is bothering you? -- chest pain.
backache. indigestiin. etc.?)

Please list in/ specific questions you mould like to ask our clinician:
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PAST HISTORY

Yes rio Hart you ever had:
For health
Center Use

111.11(iNEMEE:INIIIMCDE1=1;11.1011111

DI es

IMIIIMEIM. .tero
zures

1111 Stroke
AstrayMINI sou

1111 y over s nut
Pneumonia

. cars
tutsMin a roto_...21a

Artnr c.s

MI111111 a

enera a Sean.
urine Infection .

ncer
reast .

111111111 :::use
sear

ress on
Psychotherapy
uterine infection
Cidney disease
Tuberculosis

ar cote veins

OTHER /0405 ILLNESS OR INJURY

(Conditions which fatted for mote than a
few days or which prevented wort or Usual
actin ties for serval diy$

Year what illness/iniurs-

2-

Page 2

DRUG ALLERGIES OR
S ERE REACTIONS HONE

DRUGS CURRENTLY TAXEX
Once month or non)

Drury How Often?

NONE

What for? .

STATEMENTS DESCRIBING YOUR USE OF
HEOICAT OHS. one r

Buy mediation on my own to treat
.*self

Never take eedications unless
prescribed

Usually want a medication prescribed
for ay illnesses

Willing to try non-drug treatments

Strongly prefer non-drugtr'eatments

Never take drugs or only AS last
resort

SURGER AND HOSPITALIZATIONS
(Do no include emergency room visits
or Ch ldbirth)

Year Why hospitalized/What sunset),
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PIENSTRLIA4 HISTORY

Pepe 3

SMOKINGaNISTORT

Age periods began:

Spacing Of periods:
(0 days from 1st day of
one Le lstday of nest)

Duration:
(1 days of bleeding)

Amount of floM:

Severe menstrual tramps:

Age periods stopped:

(age) Smoking cigarettes currently
Packs/dig
Year started-----

Stopped yoking cigarettes

rear started

her stopped
Packs/day when smoked 0

_days

days

_light
moderate

-----heavy

yes

E Smote pipe or cigarsnWo / in'pastr

--''Smote marijuana now / In oast n
Q Smoker in household'-.

E Never smoked

no

(age)

81RTN COXTROL

pPresently have sexual intercourse

Due e birth control surreal),

With method?

' Previous methods:

00o not use birth control

08STETRICAL HISTORY

ibumbi'r of times pregnant:

Number of full term bebies:
Number of premature babied:
Nober.of abortions/miscarriages: ::::: m
Number of living Children:

tNumber of stillborn babies:

NEALTM RELATED HABITS

ALEONOL USE

0 Do not drink alcohol currently

.0 Currently drink (even acasionally)

' How 'often: C'Less than 1 drink/month

01 . 3 drinks/month

(7 1 - 3 drinks/week

C 1 - 3 drinks/day

Now many drinks io you have at one
tire?
O or 2 drinks (One 'drink*

0 3 or I drinks' one beer, one
glass wine, one05 or more drioy shot liquor)

'Average I hturs sleep/night:

Q6 or less 7 08 p9 or more '

03 you eat breakfast?

..-NbrelY/sometimes

0 am iyhke,t daily

Do you eat between meals?

] Deily

se get?

gorou,

tolerate

Scosetires exercise

0 Never exercise

Hoe is you% Trent weight?

0 UrOrwei_nt DD Slightly overweight

0 Normal [:)Considerably overwt.

Sexual relations satisfactory? r-4es Cho
Would you like to talk with someone
about this?

Do you drink coffee:

O Yes 0 to o cuPs/day

List any chemicals, dust fumes. or
hazards ukich Au are exposed in your
present o%cupation:

Your current life situation (Doti; work
and personal is:

0 Mildly stressful C Severely stress

Ohodentely stressful
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Pagel

SYMPTOMS

Please check if you have or nave had any of the following s m toms.

LIBEPO° Mow Past Often SA,z:tom Now P t
I

ft n
Coughing blood Constipation

1
Chest pain when walking Hemorrhoids

Chest pain when breathing Bowel habit change

Leg pain when walking Indigestion -.-

Breast luny Excess belching

Black stools Excess s

Vomiting blood Abdominal pain

Jaundice (Yellow skin) Don't tolerate hot weather

Trouble swallowl . Don't tolerate cold weather
Trouble walking

Persistent hoarseness

Fainting spells
Painful urination

Passing out
Frequent urination

Convulsions -.

Involuntary un, Ion
Tremors

Might urination
Paralysis

Vaginal discharge
Change in mole

Painful intercourse

Non-healing sore Infertility

Joint pains
Dizziness

Headache
Backache

Double vision
Nervousness

Ear trouble
Excessive worry

Nose trouble
Trouble sleeping

Chronic cough
Trouble with ineeorY

Coughirg phlegm
Trouble concentrating

Swollen ankles
Depression

Abnoreal bleeding
Crying spells

Frequent bloody nose
Feelings of worthlessness

Shortness of breath Nightmares
Wheezing

Weakness

Morning cough
Tiredness on awaking

Night sweats
Numbness

Nausea ' Skin trouble

Vomiting Spottinn

Blood ih stools Spotting after sexual relati ns

Diarrhea Bleeding after menopause
' Swelling Fluid retention
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HEALTH MONITORING

Whit was the,year of your last.

TetanuS_ShOti 19

Pap smear' 19

Breast exam by medical
fractioaor:

Maxmogiam: -

1$ skin test:

Complete checkup:

19

19

19

19

FAMILY HISTORY

Page 5

CLIENT PLEASE NOTE: After you nave
bowled filling out these forms.
Please go back and circle those
items which are of the mat concern
to you.

For each of the following conditions. check in the appropriate box or boxes if any of your .

blood relations have nad that condition.

1

S" ..1).

./
i - 1

e I rf ^ 1
..: i i 4 x7 i I a'. ii %i

e *?I'Z ?: C 'Z1

Diabetes
I 1

High blood ;relator* I

Heart trouble 1

Heart attack before 35 1
1

Kidn chOltsterol III 1 I

stroke 1 1 i I I

Glaucoma III , I

Breast cancer I
1

Asthma I

.

1

Hayfeyer .1 I a I I I

Tuberculosis i
t I 1 i I

Kidney DiSeaie j II I !

Mental retardation
1 I r

1
i

Mental illness r ; I i 1S.... 1 1 1 I i i
Alcoholism 1 III I

Drug abuse
1 'N t i 1

I
t

Other cancer (specify) I 1
.

1
.

.1

A genetic disease I ' * 0 ' 1 I

Living - current'tgat I
1

1

Deceased - age at death
1

I.
1
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, APPBMIX
LATIN TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The following Latin terms and abbreviations
most frequently on prescriptions.

are these that appear

Term or Abbreviation Latin English

a.a.

a.c.
ad
aqua
b.i.d.
dentur
d.t.d.

gtts
h.s.
non repetatur
o.d.

o.s.

o.u.

p.c.
p.r.n.

q.
q.d.

q.i.d.
q.s.
sig.

stat.

tales doses
t.i.d.
u.d.

ungt.

ut diet.

ana
ante cibos
ad
aqua
bis in die

tales doses dentur tales doses
dentur tales doses
guttae
hora somni
non repetatur
oculo dextro
oculo sinistro
oculo utro
post cibcs
pro re nata
quaque
quaque die
quater in die
quantum sufficit
signa
statim
tales doses
ter in die
ut dictum
unguentum
ut dictum

254

of each
before meals
to, up to
water
twice a day
give pf such doses
give of such doses
drops
at bedtime
do not repeat
in the right eye
Li the left eye
each eye
after meals
as occasion arises
every
every day
4 times a day
as much as suffices
write
immediately

such doses
3 times a day
as told, as directed
ointment
as told, as directed
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7.
RepraduOtive Health Conceins
.for the Taiiatment of Drug
Dependent Wom

%Welt Mondanaro, M.D.

Research has shown that drug dependent women, particularly heroin
addicts living in the street drug culture, are at high risk to de-
velop infections and disorders of the reproductive system. Drugs
can affect the reproductive system in many ways, causing'irregu-
larities and unwanted pregnancies that often lead to serious
health problems. 'If taken during pregnancy, psychoactive drugs
are also likely to affect the fetus. Although congenital abnor-
malities occur primarily during the early months of pregnancy,
some drugs can affect fetal growth, postnatal behavior, and mental
performance of the newborn when exposure occurs during later
stages of pregnancy (Thornburg and Moore 1976).

This chapter will acquaint the reader with (1) health problems and
concerns associated with the reproductive system of the chemically
dependent woman and (2) the options anc treatment alterndtives
available to these women. The purpose of this discussion is to
increase awareness of, concern for, and attention to women's re-
productive health needs. Clinicians who work with chemically de-
pendent women are in a unique position to advance knowledge, pro-
mote prevention methOds, assure proper testing and evaluation
procedures, help women identify and select alternatives (e.g.,
birth control and treatment protocols), and monitor treatment.

A study by Andersen (197) found that 43 percent of drug dependent
women had gynecologi_al abnormalities at intake a that 56 per-
cent of the women ieveloped such problems during reatment. In
Detroit's Hutxel Hospital Pregnant Drug Addict Program, 81 percent
of the women developed vaginitis and 24 percent had abnormal Pap
tests during treatment (Stryker 1979). Physicians, nurse practi-
tioners, and physician assistants may not be aware of many of the
special health needs of drug dependent women. Therefore, coun-
selors should share the information in this chapter not only with
clients, but also with health practitioners who are treating cll.-,
ents. Counselors should also monitor health services to assure
that the client has not inadvertently been prescribed a drug that
is contraindicated. Drug dependency programs that serve women are

N,
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urged to design client training programs and health seminars on
these issues. ,If the material is presented in clear and simple
terms, women will become better informed about their own health
needs and became lesi dependent on health care providers. Train-
big programs can also address therapeutic issues as women begin to

plannin, prostitution, birth control, rape,
venereal disease, and abortion.

The following topics related to women's health will be discussed
in this. - chapter:

Establishing gynecological services;
Resistance to medical treatment;
Infertility;

Pelvic inflammatory disease;
.Planned'pregnancies;
Birth control: Conoerns for drug dependent women;
Unplanned pregnancies;

Infections of the reproductive tract; and
Cervical cancer.

The counselor's rolesin working with drug dependent women and
health professionals are discussed in detail in chapter 6. Topics
highlighted here represent specific areas in which the chemically
dependent woman will have unique treatment problems.

ESTABLISHING GYNECOLOGICAL SERVICES

Gynecological services, including family planning, are'an integral
part of the initial intake exam for drug .lependent women. Clini-
cal experience indicates that these services are also needed on an
ongoing basis while women are in treatment. It is hoped that tLe
drug treatment program will contract with a health provider who
can perform the entire general physiCal and gynecological exam at
the same times If this cannot be arranged, the program will have
to locate a resource for gynecological care. It should be noted
that many family planning clinics give only birth control exams
and advice. In this situation, should a woman need treatment for
vaginitis, sexually transmitted diseases, and other gynecological
difficulties, she would have to go to yet another health care pro-
vider. This fragmentation of servicee is not only costly and in-
convenient, but may lead to an error in treatment. For example,
one chemically dependent woman was being treated for hepatitis by
her general practitioner letaile her family planning clinic dis-
pensed birth control pills to her. The family planning clinic did
Lot know that the woman had hepatitis. Birth control pills are
contraindicated in clients who have active liver infections such
as acute infectious mononucleosis or hepatitis.

To avoid this type of problem, programs should try to work with
health care providers who can deliver comprehensive primary medi-
cal care. If this is not possible, the second best situation is a
provider of all gynecological services including family planning.
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The third 'solution would be to have separate providers for general
medical care, gynecology, and family planning. Chapter 6 outlines
approaches to locating and establishing comprehensive health care
services. Should the program need to establish separate or back-
up gynecological and family planning services, the following re-
sources_axe_typically_available_in_most_communitie,-

Private practitioners: gynecologists or family
practitioners;

Family planning clinics of the county or cit
health departments;

public

Obstetrical/gynecological outpatient departMents of
teaching hospitals, city or county hospitals,Land
private hospitals; .

Planned Parenthood clinics; and

Women's Health clinics.

The functions of health care coordination,and health advocacy
become even more essential whet. the client must see multiple pro-
viders. All the medical forms discussed in chapter 6 can be used
with gynecological and family planning service providers. The
treatment program is still responsible for making appropriate re-
ferrals, assessing attendance at medical appointments, following
through on medical treatment--assurins compliance, and assuring
that, where necessary, the client keeps the followup appointment.
The health c-lordirator, program nurse, or counselor should make
sure that the client understands the diagnosis and prescribed
treatment. In one clinic the chemically dependent woman returned
to the physician, saying that she could not finish the prescribed
treatment for vaginitis because ,the pills gave her a stomach ache.
The meditation was vaginal suppositories, which were supposed to
be inserted vaginally, not swallowed. Had the program's counselor
cr.! nurse discussed this treatment with the client as soon as she
returned from the physician's office, the misunderstanding and
stomach pain could have been avoided.

Programs should not underestimate the amount of time and effort it
will take to communicate these delicate medical issues to their
clients.

Once he formal linkages are e,tablished,.it will be important for
rug treatment staff to educate the health providers as to the

special needs of drug dependent women. Conversely, staff from
family planning clinics might be invited to give presentations,

"participate in the training of treatment program staff, and pro-
vide information to client groups. Family planning educators and
counselors can discuss the anatomy and physiology of reproduction,
the advantag2s and disadvantages of contraceptive methods, and
basic education in human sexuality. Treatinent programs interested
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in family'planning training resources could contact the family
planning institutes in their respective regions (see appendix A).

RESISTANT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT

Drug dependent women may be reluctant to discuss family planning.
Considering the inadequate and often inappropriate gynecolbgical
care many of these women have received, this resistance is under-
standable. For instancd,,a physician in a correctional institu-
tion refused to do pelvic exams, so every woman who complained of
a vaginal discharge was given the same type of vaginal cream re-
gardless of the true cause of her discharge. Another physician,
who believed tiat heroin dependent Wcm61 should not have children,
recommended removal:of a woman's fallopian tubes and uterus when
she developed an infection of the fallopian -cubes. Most physi-
cians treating a general population would attempt to save a pa-
tient's uters and fallopian tubes by administering oral anti-
biotics or administering antibiotics intravenously in a hospital.

A NIDA-supported study (Ryan 1978) of 10 U.§. hospitals indicated
that obstetricians and gynecologists find it difficult to treat.
drug dependent women. For example, the study showed the
following:

Obstetricians generally find that it is more difficult
to perform pelvic examinations for pregnant addicts than
it is for drug-free women. They report that addicted
women find the examination more painful, either because
they have a low pain threshold or because they are more
likely to have infections in the pelvic area that cause
discomfort during the examination. Consequently, it was
concluded that special care and patience are necessary
during examination of pregnant addicts.

Six of seven obstetric staffs indicated that care of the
pregnant addict takes lotvr to deliver thawfor compar-
able drug-free women.

Staff at all of the hospitals visited indicated that some
of the resident obstetricians are openly hostile to and
clearly dislike pregnant addicts. In two instances, ob-
stetricians said they believed all addicts should be
sterilized-

Women have experienced painful and degrading pelvic exams from
physicians who have biased attitudes toward prostitutes and heroin
addicts. Some physicians are motivated more by their moralistic
attitudes than by good medical practice (Cooperscock 1971) These
prior bad experiences make it imperative that the counselor cs the
nursing staff prepare the client'for gynecological exams ane dis-
cussions of birth control. Selecting a supportive health care
provider and having a health advocate accompany the client to the
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medical exam can help alleviate the client's fears (see chap-
ter 6).

OFERTILITY

Heroin-dependent women often assume that they are infertile and
therefore do not practice birth control (Blinick et al. 1969).
This belief is probably due to the fact that more tAn two-thirds
of heroin dependent wonen experience a decrease in the frequency
or a total absence of their menses (Finnegan 1979). Larger doses
of opiates appear to suppress ovulation by decreasing the produc-
tion or release of the hormones (gonadotropins) responsible for
initiating ovulation (Gaulden et al. 1964). The heroin addict's
lack of menses has been directly attributable either to the heroin
itself or to the addict's lifestyle (Santen et al. 1975; Wallach,;
et al. 1969). Heroin decreases ovulation but may not stop ovule-.
tion altogether. Heroin use, therefore, is not a particularly

,

'safe or effective method of birth control. It is important to
stress that not having a period (amenorrhear) does not mean that
the woman is not ovulating. Unfortunately, many women believe i

that so long as they do not have periods, they cannot get preg-
nant. This is not true.

'After months of not menstruating or ovulating, a heroin dependent
woman may ovulate without menstruating. At this time she can be-
come piegnant. Once a woman becomes drug free or is placed on
methadone maintenance, her body will generally readjust and she
will begin to ovulate more regularly. In fact, her body may re-
adjust long before she is willing or able to cope with the re-
sponsibilities of birth control.

Other drugs, such as the major tranquilizers, can suppress the
normal hormones and Imitate a state of pregnancy. Chronic use of
these drugs ma} cause lactation (productisn of breast milk) ap
well as temporary cessation of periods.

There is growing clinical evidence that chronic daily use of
inarijuana suppresses ovulation in SOW4 women. Rapid or extreme
weight loss secondary to anorexia nervosa or use of drugs suLh as
amphetamines and cocaine can also cause a woman to stop menstruat-
ing. Clinicians should remember that women's reproductive 1ormones
are under direct control of the higher brain centers (hypotl?alamus)
Events and chemicals that suppressbrain_functioning may ultimately
have an effect on this sensitive hormonal system. Many events in
a woman's life can cause amenorrhea. "Illness, physical or mental
stress. travel, a new job, rapid or extreme weight loss, beginning
college, entering prison, and many other events . . . can lead to
a loss of menses" (Stewart et al. 1979).

Clients should be informed at the start of treatment that they
probably are not infertile and that they most likely will start
having periods. It is important to stress that they should not
wait until they menstruate before seeking protection from unwanted
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pregnancies, because they could ovulate without menstruating.
Health practitioners should be apprised of the clients drug
history and other stressful events that may have precipitated the
loss of ovulation or menses.

PELVIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE (P10)

Infe.tion in the fallopian tUbest followed by chronic scarring,
(acute, subacute, and chronic pelvic inflammatory disease), is
another reason that drug,dependent wooen often believe they are
infertile. Because the lifestyle of the heroin-der,ndent woman
often puts her at high risk for contracting vaginitis, gonorrhea,
and ultimately, ,pelvic ihflammatory disease (PID), and because the

presence of"PID can have devastating e'ffects'on a woman's health
and ability' to conceive, counselors -are urged to become familiar

with the following facts concerning PID (Hatcher et al. 1980):

*About 12 to 17 percent of women e.posed to gonorrhea will
develop pelvic inflammatory disease.

Once a woman has dad gonococci). PID, she is more suscep-
tible to subsequent infectioas by other bacteria.

A woman is at an increased risk of developing PID even
if she has had no prior episcie of gonocrr:cal infection:

Following dplivery (postpartum);
- Following a therapeutic abortion; or

While using an intrauterine device.

It is believed that 80 percent of all acute cases of gonorrhea go
undetected because gonorrhea, is often asymptomatic in women
(Lauersen and Whitney 1977), The bacterium that causes gonorrhea
can spread and infect the fallopian tubes. If this condition goes
untreated or undertreated, the infection can ultimately cause the
proliferation of fibrous bands of scar tissue in the tubes. As
the scar tissue contacts, it closes ofi the tubes. If the very
tips of the fallopian tubes the frhbriae) are destroyed by the
infection, or if the tubes are contracted shut, the egg cannot
move freely down the tube to the uterus. This situation increases
the chances of a tubas (ectooic) pregnancy. The incidence of
having 'a tubal pregnancy is 1 in 25 pregnancies following PID

tubal pregnancy, the fertilized_egg
fails to move into the uterus and instead remains in the tube and
begins to implant in the wall, a potentially dangerous situation.

The incidence of sterilization due to the closing o;:f of the
fallopian tubes increases with the number of PID episodbs a woman
has experienced. The chances of becoming sterile are ". . . ap-
proximately one in ten after one episode of PID, one in three
after two episodes of PID, and three in four after'three episodes
of PID" (Hatcher et al. 1580).
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Although many drug dependent women have had pelvic inflammatory
disease, most have not received thorough fertility workups. A
woman may.have been told that PID may make her sterile. The com-
bination, of not ovulating because of heroin use and some scarring
secondary to a tubal infection may make it difficult for a woman
to conceive; howeNrer, once she is drug free or on methadone, she
will begin ovulating. Although the scarring may make it more
diffidat for her to conceive, cone, :tion is not impossible.
Therefore, when women say that they are sterile because of past
tubal infections, it is important to evaluate whether or not a
definitive diagnosis was ever made. Clinical records of special
tests should show if an adequate evaluatiOn was carried.out. ;If

L./

the woman has not received the proper testing, she should be
urged to do so. She can receive this testing through a private
gynecologist or'a family planning clAnic at a'local public hos-
pital. Frolier testing and a definiEive diagnosis are essential
if a drug dependent woman into make responsible decisions affect-
ing her reproductive health.

PLANNED ;PREGNANCIES

If a woman in treatment wants to become pregnant, counselors
should'discuss the steps sir and her partner should take to assure
a healthy environment f.orThe fetus. Counselors should stress
disease prevention and health promotion. Smoking, drinking alco-
hol, and using drugs have all been implicated in causing in-
creased fetal morbidity and mortality. There is growing evidence
that the father's drug and alcohol intake will affect the quality
Of the sperm, which in turn will affect the fetus. Drug depend-
ency has a negative effect on a woman's health in many ways, but

the resulib-Of poor nutrition may prove to be the most costly for
both mother and child*,

While on heroin, women typically lose weight and the intrauterine
growth of the fetus is slowed down. Many people erroneously be-
lieve that the mother's weight lossFand the inability of the fetus
to thrive are secondary to lifestyle issues such as living on the.
streets, not having enough money to buy food, and repeated expo-
sure to-infections. Certainly these take their toll, but the
greatest impact is from the heroin itself. Use of heroin causes
nausea and decreased appetite. Heroin addicts typically decrease
their intake of food and lose weight because of these uncomfortable
feelings.__Knowing_this counseling .pg.r4onriel_in_all_treatment_prott_
grams should approach their pregnant clients' use of heroin in an
aggressive manner.

One methadone program in California increases its monitoring of
urines to three Limes a week on all pregnant women. When programs
understand the deleterious effect heroin has on regnancy, they
are more prone to respond quickly and appropriately to the clieht's
continued use of heroin.
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Many heroin addicted women enter treatment malnourished and suffer-
ing from anemia. Since pregnancy is a stressful time for a woman's
body, her physical condition will get worse during pregnancy if
proper preventive measures and treatment are not instituted. Ad-
dicts also have difficulty with their teeth and pregnancy can add
significantly to this problem as the growing fetus uses calcium
and other nutrients from the mother's body. Therefore, if a woman
begins pregnancy with her teeth in a state of disrepair, the preg-
nancy is likely to exacerbate her dental problems. Out of genuine
concern for -the health and well-being of the woman, it is important
to stress interest in helping her get stronger and healthier before
becomil.g pregnant.

This is a delicate area. There are those who would want to get
involved with eugenics- -the concept of trying to improve a race
by controlling breeding. Drug treatment programs see a dispro-
portionate number of poor people and people of color, especially
black and brown neople. These are the people who traditionally
have been the target of population control and eugenics. The
fact that heroin ielendent individuals are often-viewed.as crim -'
i'als and deviant bay also put them at a high risk for beihg seen
a.; inappropriate breeders by those who believe in eugenics.

It is not a drug program's place to decide who should or should
not get pregnant. population control and eugenics cannot be the
hidden agenda behind pregnancy and birth control information. It
will take constant vigilance in the form of individu'al and group
self-evaluation and discussions to explore the motives that de-
termine programs' attitude:, and actions in these areas.

Besides the issue of populat=ion cnntrol, it is also possible for
counselors to fall into the baby trap. The drug dependent woman
may place all her desire to become rehabilitated on having a baby.
Counselors, eager for the client to demonstrate motivation for
treatment, may collude with the woman in placing too much.amphasis
on possible future pregnancies. 'The counselor should keep in mihd
that the motivations for hating children are never simple. espe-
cially for women who may have been abused and neglected ir. -heir
own families. Since many of these women have neglected their own
needs, focusing on future pregnancies may be another way of avoid-
ing their own problems and needs.

While the woman is voicing her own concerns, regarding futurq preg-
nancies, she may misinterpret the counselor's concerns. The
counselor May believe she or he is helping the woman prepare fof a

f child, while the woman may be getting a different message--that
her own health is not valued. She may, hear an old message
reinforced--that she is useless, while her child-to-be is quite
valuable. It is important for counselors to show concern for the
woman's health, whether she plans to become pregnant or 'hot. She
needs to feel valued as an individual, not simply as an adjunct
to her unborn child, her husband, or anyone elie.
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It requires skill and sensitivit-, for counselors to share positive
concerns about the le s health without appearing to be suggest-

ing that she should . -ave children. It also takes skill to
demonstrate concern for t.. .man's health without appearing to

be concerned with the woman oh because of her childbearing role.

Program staff members snould let the woman known that they appre-
ciate the stress she, has experienced while using drugs and that
they would like to work with, her to regain her health and sense of
well-being. The following eps are suggested for a woman who

wishes to become pregnaat b t who nas oeen chemically dependent.

a Obtain a comprehensive medical exam and resolve identified
medical problems.

Receive a complete dental checkup and resolve all dental
problems.

Stop alcohol and drug use and cigarette smoking for
6 months prior to attempting to conceive.

Clear up all vaginal infections -- especially trichomonas
vaginitis and gonorrhea--prior to conceiving.

Make sure the Pap test for cervical cancer is normal.

Evaluate personal stress level and actively try to de-
crease stresses while acquiring new stress management
skills.

Evaluate nutritional status and initiate a healthy diet.

Resolve anemia if present.

Explore birth control methods. Select and use an ac-

ceptable method during these 6 months.

Commit partner to health maintenance prior to conception.

BIRTH CONUOL: CONCERNS FOR
DRUG DEPENDENT WOMEN

Many resources are available that outline family planning. Hatcher

et al. (198) provide an excellent reference book for counselors,
which describes the effectiveness rtes, side effects, and contra-

indications of the different types of birth control. Two refer-
ences that both counselors and clients could use are My BodyM7.
Health (Stewart et al. 1979) and Our Bodies, Our Selves (Boston
Women's Health Collective 1976). In addition, the Bureau of Com-

munity Health Services offers a number of excellent references on
family planning (appendix B).
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Topics discussed in this section incluae inforiation that spe-
cific to the needs of drug dependent women and is not readily
available irrother sources on family planning. Fertility aware-

Nness methods (such as keeping basal body temperature and observing
vaginal mucous which changes at ovulation) are not discussed here
because they may not pose any unique hazard for drug dependent
women.

INTRAUTERINE DEVICES

For some drug depender_ women who have experienced difficulty with
structuring their days and caring for their bodies, the intra-
uterine deyice (IUD) may appear to be an easy, carefree form of
birth control. However, problems such as the prevalence of pelvic
inflammatory disease among heroin dependent women may render this
form of birth control unsuitable. The following is a partial list
of contraindications to IUD insertion (Hatcher et al. 1980):

Absolute contraindication

1. Active pelvic infection, including known and sus-
pected gonorrhea.

al.I2Earelative contraindications

1. Recent or recurrent pelvic infection.

2. History of ectopic pregnancy.

3. Single episode of pelvic infection if patient desires
Subsequent pregnancy.

Other relative contraindications

1. Anemia.

2. Impaired ability to check for danger signals
(psychological or intellectual).

3. Inability to check for IUD strings.

4. Multiple sexual partners (greater risk of future
infections).

5. Past history of gonorrhel.

6. Concern for future fertility.

Pelvic inflammatory diseases are ". . . the most serious compli-
cations related to IUD use, accounting for a majority of IUD-
related deaths and hospitalizations" (Hatcher et al. 1980). A
followup study found that 26 of 100 women developed PfD during the
first year following IUD insertion at a municin4I family planning
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clinic. If a woman is concerned about future pregnancies and has
had pelvic infections, the IUD is not an appropriate choice for
birth control.

Vaginal discharge is an early warning ot more se.fious problems re-
lating to IUD use (Hatcher et al. 1980). Because many drug de-
pendent women have learned to ac ..ept vaginal discharge as a. nqrmal
event, they must become more aware of abi.ormal discharges if they
use an IUD. When a woman enters treatment with an IUD in place,
the counsel& should ask what type of IUD she has, when she was
examinotgast, and if she has had pelvic Inflammatory disease or
gonorrhea in the past. Once the woman detoxifies from drugs, she
will be in a better position to give a more accurate history and
to receive informatior regarding signs she should look for.

Both the counselor and the cliel.t should become famallar with the
early IUD danger signals. A physician should be contacted if a
woman develops any of these signais (Hatcher et al. 1980):

Period late or no period;

Abdominal pain;

p Increased temperature, fever, chills;

o tasty foul-smelling or yellow or green discharge; or

' Spotting, bleeding between periods, heavy periods, or
clots.

Note that the first letters of these warning signals spell out
PAINS.

ti

BIRTH CONTROL PILLS

Although physicians and family planning cli ,ontinue to recom-
mend the pill as ". . . the most effective way to prevent preg-
nancies . . .," others (Lauersen and ';;Iiitney 1977) take a more

cautiou3 stance and point out some of the potential hazards. Drug
dependent women who have liver disease secondary to excessive
alcohol intake or to hepatitis should not take birth control
pills. Women with chronic liver disease of any type may develop
.mor significant abnormalities in liver function wh le using birth
co,trol pills and during pregnancy. For these women, it is im-
perative to prevent pregnancy 'until the liver is haled a 9 to do
this with forms of birth control other *hail the pill.

Counselors should be familiar with the fact the .rugs that alter
liver function may decrease the effectiveness of birth control
pills. Some of the dregs that alto: liver function are t

sedatv,e/hypnotics, ampicill n, sulfa drugs, allergy pills,
Dilantin for epilepsy, some' igh blood pressure medi,ations, and
some an .depressants (Stewart et al. 1979). Hatcher et al. (1980)
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report that only 45 to 75 percent of any group of women who
initiate pill use fill continue to use them for 1 year. There-
fore, women who start taking the pill should also be familiar witha secolld Method of contraception. The minor side effects of the
pill include ,(Hatcher. et al. 1980; Lauersen and Whitney 1977):

Nausea and dizziness:

Headaches;

Cyclic weight gain;

Breast fullness and tenderness;

Fluid retention ip eyes, causing contact lenses not to
fit;

EdeMa in legs, causing leg pain and cramps;

Monilia--yeast vaginitis; and

Spotting or breakthrough bleeding.

Although these sidp effects are often minor, the discomfortthey
cause makes the pill unadceptable for many. Major side effects
are those 'diet dramatically disrupt normal functioning. One major
side effect that has received

widespread publicity is the increased
incidence of thromboembolic,disease with pill use. This disease
is caused by the abnormal formation of a clot in e vein. The in-
cidence of deep vein thrombosis

'increases dramati' :ally from 20
cases (for non-pill-taking women) to 100 cases (ior pill-takers)
per A00,000 women-per year (Lauersen and Whitney 1977). :Smokingis a ". . . potent factor in predisposing pill users to cerebral
thrombosis," a stroke caused by a clot in the brain. The inci-
dence of cerebral thrombosis is increased from 10 to 40 cases per
100,000 women per year with pill,use.

The incidence of heart attacks'(hyocw-clial
infarctions), high

blood pressure, gall bladder disease, and liver tumors is greater
In women who use birth control pills. There is growing evidence
that if birth control pills are taken during the first 'months of
pregnancy, congenital malformations can occur in the fetus 1
(Lauersen and Whitney 1977):

Depression is a side effect reported by 13 percent of pill users
(Lat..rsen and Whitney 1977). 'It is believed that a pill-induced
depletion in the level of vitamin 06 adds to the depression and
that vitamin supplements with B6 can decrease depression. -Water
retention due to the pill also appears to increase depression.
Many women report that they were not aware of how depressed they
were until they stopped..taking the pill. Drug dependent women
who are prone to depression may not appropriate candidates for
the estrogen-containing birth control pill. Also, women who enter
treatment using, the pill should be urged to take a break from the-
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pill for at least 3 months every 2 to 3 years so that any luppres-
sion in normal hormones can be detected early (Stewart et al.
1979). During this break it may become apparent that depression
is in part related to pill use.

The following is a list of contraindications to estrogen-containing
birth control bills (Hatcher et al. 1980):

AYbolute contraindications

I. Thromboembolic disorder (or history thereof);

2. Cerebrovascular accident Jbr history thereof);

3. Coronary artery disease (or history thereof);

'4. Impaired liver function;

5. Hepatic adenoma (or/history thereof);

6. Malignancy (cancer) of breast or reproductive
system (or history thereof); or

7. Pregnancy.

Strong relative contraindications

1. Termination of term pregnancy within past 10 to
14 days;

2. Severe vascular or migraine headaches;

3. Hypbrtension with resting diastolic BP of 110
or greater;

4. Diabetes, prediabetes, or a strong family history of
diabetes;

.
5. Gall bladder disease, including cholecystectomy;

6. Previous gall bladder problem during pregnancy;

7. Infectious mononucleosis, acute phase;

8. Sickle cell disease or sickle C disease;

9. Undiagnosed, abnormal vaginal bleeding:*

10. Elective surgeky planned in next 4. weeks;

11. Long-leg casts or major Injury to lower leg;

12. Over age 35 to 40; or

:70
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is Filaocystic breast. disease and breast fibroadenomas.

o' Other :elatie contraindications

The following may contraindicate initiation of pills:

1. Failure to hi.ve established regular menstrual cycles;

2. Cardiac or renal disease (or history thereof);

3. Hisferyof heavy smoking;

'4. Conditions likely to 'make patient unreliable, at
following instructions, such as mental retardation,
major psychiatric pioblems, history of alcoholism,
pistory of repeatedly taking pills incorrectly, or
young age;

5. 'Lactation 4however, oral contraceptives may be .

initiated as weaning begins and may le an aid in
,decreasing the flow of milk); or

6. Patient profile suggestive of anovulation and in-
fertility problems: late onset of menses and very
irregular, painless menses.

Counselors working with clients who are ising pills should observe
carefully. and check with clients periodically for worsening or im-provement of problems:

1. Depression;

7. Hypertension with resting diastolic BP of 90-10J;

3. Chlodsma or hair loss related to'pregnancy (or history
thereof);

4. Asthma;

5. Epilepsy;

Uterine fibroid tumors;

7. Acne; or

8. Varicose veins.

Liver disease, other drug use, smoking, and vein problems second-
. ary tc shooting heroin may put.the heroin addict at an increased
risk of developing problems with the estrogen containing birth
control pills.

Xf, after reviewina the potential aide effeJte and the contra-
indications, a woman and her physician decide that the pill is an
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appropriate choice for her, she should receive a moderately low
estrogen dose because the estrogen might cause most of the side
effects. If a voman does well at this dose, she can be dropped to

low-e.ise estrogen pill.

Women who are on the pillshould learn the six danger signs of its
use'(Stewart et al. 1979):

Chest pain;
Pain in calf (leg);

Severe headache;
Vision changes;
Breast lump; or
Severe depression.

MINIPILLS

The minipill contains no .estrogen and has only progestin. The
absolute contraindications to the use of estrogen-containing birth,
control pills stated ab,ve apply also to, the minipill. Aside from
these, the progestin-onlj pills should be avoided for women with
the following problems (Hatcher et al. 1980):

Prediabetes;
Undiagnosed genital bleeding;
Acute infectious mononucleosis;
Irregular periods; or
Past history of ectopic pregnancies.

Although the minipill is probably safer than the combined pill
(since it contains no estrogen), it has two drawbacks that may de-
crease its usefulness for drug dependent women. First, the mini-
pill must be taken without fail every day. If one day is missed
and the woman takes two pills the following day, she may not be
protected. She and her partner should use a backup birth control
method along with the minipill until her next mt.:.strual period.
The second disadvantage is the increased frequency of ectopic
(tubal) pregnancies experienced with the minipill. If a woman has
:tad repeated bouts of PID or a previous ectopic pregnancy, she

' should not take this pill.

For a recovered woman who has demonstrated the ability to take re-
sponsibility for her health and who does not have any of the prob-
lems that contraindicate this method, the minipill may prove to be
a safer method of birth control than the estrogen-containing pills.
The counselor can help the client create a ritual that will help
her remember to take her pills daily. For example, women on
methadone programs can Arrange to take their pills each day when
they receive their methadone. Other techniques women use to re-
member to take their pills include the following:

Crossing off dates on a calendar;
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Taking before brushing teeth in morning or evening; or

Leaving near alarm clock and taking on waking up every
morning.

DEPO-PROVERA ("THE SHOT")

Depo-Proveri is a,long-acting derivative of progesterone
(medroxyprogesterine acetate) that is currently marketed in'70
countries (Hatcher et al. 1980). The use of Depo-Provera for
contraception is being investigated by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) (Hatcher et al. 1980). One injection of Depo-
Provera provides contraceptive protection for 3 months,

Mk
(Some of the ,side effects of Depo-Provera include excessive weight
gain, depression, headaches, decreased libido, and allergic re-
actions. The weight gain appears to be cumulative, with women
experiencing a steady increase in weight the longer they are on
the shot. In one study, women gained up to 24 pounds each after
being,on long-acting progestins for approximately 5 years
(Hatcher et al. 1980). Since methadone appears to affect carbo-
hydrate metabolism, and the effect of Depo-Provera on carbohydrate
metabolism is just beirig studied, women being maintained on
methadone probably should not be put on Depo-Provera until the
combined effects of the two drugs are adequately studied.

-One of the major disadvantages of the progesterone-only contra-
ceptive methods is that they have not been around long enough for
the effects of long-term use to be thoroughly evaluated. One
Must be cautious of new products-bearing promiseS of effective
results and few side effects.

BARRIER METHODS

Diaphragms, condoms, and spermicidal agents work by creating a
barrier between the sperm and the cervical openi.ig and by killing
the ,perm. Mese methods hiave the least dangerous side effects
and the fewest contraindications of all contraceptive methods
besides the fertility awareness methods. One major disadvantage
is that barrier methods d'pend heavily on the reliability of the
user. Sometimes people find these methods unsatisfactory because
they require preplanning and may interrupt spontaneity. But as
women and men take responsibility for their own reproductive
health 'and become more aware of the adverse effects of the pill
and IUDs, the harrier methods are gaining popularity. Two major
advantages of the barrier methods for drug dependent women who
have sexual relations with multiple partners are possible protec-
tion from cervical cancer and from sexually transmitted diseases
(Stewart et al. 1979).

'the diaphragm traditionally has been considered less effective
than the pill or an IUD. A lecent survey of 2,175 women followed
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for 2 years demonstrated that under the right conditions the
diaphragm has a user.effectiveness.of 98 percent (Hatcher et al.
1980). It is believed that the impressive results of this study
were due to a comprehensive education program and careful f Aing
of the diaphragms. Not only did each woman practice inserting
her diaphragm at the time of the fitting, but each woman also re-
turned to the clinic 1 week later to be rechecked for proper fit
and proper insertion technique (Hatcher et al. 1980).

The diaphragm must be used with either a spermicidal cream or
jelly. It is believed that the major Contraceptive benefit of the
diaphragm is as a holder of the spermicidal substance.

Condoms provide protection against venereal disease as well as
..:onception. Condoms should also be used with a Spermicidal agent
such as foam to assure maximum protection.

With proper instructions, amotivated and responsible drug de-
. pehdent woman can use barrier methods safely and effectively.

Women whose lives are in disarray and who still are experiencing
difficulty in assuming control may find these methods difficult
to use in a consistent and reliable manner.

VOLUNTARY STERILIZATION

Tubal ligations in women and vasectomies in men are increasing in
popularity as safe and effective methods of permanent birth con-
trol. While researc: continues on reNersible vasectomies and
tubal ligations, for all practical purposes these procedures are
considered irreversible at this time. A...thOugh broth procedures

are fairly simple, many clients will lack accurate information re-
garding their effects.

There are currently five basic prr,:edures fused for tubal ligations.
In My Body, My Health, Stewart and associates (1979) give an ex-
cellent description of the sterilization procedures with clearly
illustrated drawings.

The procedure selected often depends,on the gynecologist's
preferences and experience as well as the client's condition.
For example, a drug dependent woman who has had repeated bouts
of PID with much scarring of her tubes would nct be a good candi-
date for the vaginal or minilaparotomy tubal ligations. These
procedures necessitate easy access to movable fallopian tubes.
Also, drug dependent women who arg 20 percent above their ideal
weight are not good risks for the minilaparotomy. Because the
incision is very small in this procedure, adipose (fat) tissue
would interfere with proper visualization of the tubes. The
vaginal tubal ligation has a higher complicat rate primarily
because of the increase in infection experier, A with this tech-
nique. Drug dependent women who have had multiple bouts of
vaginitis and cervicitis may wish to choose another type of tubal
ligation.
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Counselors should be familiar with the danger signs following a
tubal ligation. The physician should be called if the client de:
velops any of the following symptoms (Hatcher et al. 1980;
Stewart et al. 1979):

Fever greater than 100°;

Fainting spells;'.

Chest pain, cough, or shortness of breath;

Pain not relieved by aspirin or that lasts longer than
12 "hogs; of

Bleeding from incision site or vagina.

UNPLANNED plEGNJUNMS

Bedause they often do not menstruate, heroin dependent women are
typically unable to diagnose early pregnancy. In addition to ad-
justing to the, absence of periods, the heroin dependent woman may
not be paying close attention to other bodily changes because of
her heroin use and lifestyle. For instance, the dependent woman
may not be able to differentiate morning sickness from drug sick-
ness. (Also, women gain much less weight during pregnancy while
they are actively using heroin. It is common to find a drug de-
pendent woman 5 or more months pregnant who does not appear to be
pregnant. Sometimes a heroin dependent woman will seek medical
care for indigestion and a rumbling feeling in her abdomen, only
to find that she is 5 months pregnant. Womeh dependent on other
drugs are not as prone to missing periods but may be as out of
touch with changes in their bodies as heroin dependent women are.

In failing to diagnose pregnancy, drug dependent women may also be
ex rcising a certain degree of denial. Coming to terms with the
prgnancy can be overwhelming for a woman.who does not have con -

ol of her life. Counselors should be familiar with the various
umwnity resources, sources of information, and iieneral procedures

available to women who seek abortions. The drug counselor should
n't attempt to make any value judgments regarding the appropriate-
ness of an abortion, but instead make a referral to a counselor
or health care provider who is trained to provide the counseling
needed.

Every -woman should '.ave the opportunity to talk with a trained
counselor about her decision to have an abortion before the pro-
cedure takes Noce. This should not cause any delay that might
increase the risk of complications. Beresford's (1977) self-
instructional manual for short-term counseling in sexual and re-
productive health provisos basic principles and guidelines for
counselors involved in this area.
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The World Health Organization (1979) has produced a booklet con-
taining basic information and guidelines for individuals providing

services to women seeking induced abortion. The Family Planning
Evaluation Division (FPED) of the Center for Disease Control (CDC)
maintains a library of reprints of staft-generated articles
(appendix C).

The decision on whether to seek an abortion is an individual one
and will depend on the woman's beliefs, her relationship with her
partner and her family, the possible alternatives, and the pre-
vailing social-pressures. For the drug dependent woman, ignorance
may be the major constraint. She may not know for sure whether
she is pregnant, and late detection of pregnancy can decrease her

options. f
Chemically dependent women experience the folloWing three areas
of special naels whQr. considering abortions:

Early detection of pregnancy;
Anesthesia, pain control, And addiction; and
Prevention of postabortion complications.

EARLY DETECTION OF PREGNANCY

Drug treatment programs should make sure that drug dependent
women are screened for pregnancy during intake. The availability
of accessibly and acceptable ongoing gynecological services will
also assist in the early detection of praynancy. Counselors
should keep in mind that should the client decide to maintain the
pregnancy, early detection will also enable her to receive early
prenatalfcare.

For those women who elect to have a therapeutic abortion, early
detection and intervention are asscciated with a decreased, risk.
The more advanced the pregnancy, the more difficult the abortion
procedure becomes. The Center fot Disease Control reports 1.7
deaths per 100,000 dilatation and evacuation abortions, whereas
it reports 15.5 deaths per 100,000 women for second trimester
Intrauterine instillation abortions (Hatcher et al. 1980).

ANESTHESIA, PAIN CONTROL, AND ADDICTION

For abortions, as well as other surgical procedures, the ch :e of

anesthesia And pain medication is complicated by the Rreseuce of

drug dependency. The following section will familiarlze coun-
selors with the treatment issues. It is imperative that drug
treatment programs assume that health core providers are aware
of these'special concerns.

For women maintained on methadone, the ctLice of pain medication

will usually be the same as that indicattd for the general popu-

lation, with one important exception; Pentazocine (Talwin) sho'ild
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never be given to a methadone- or other narcotic maintained pa-
tient because it in both a narcotic agonist (has narcotic effects)and an antagonist. Thus, use of pentazocine will precipitate
acute narcotic withdrawal symptoms:

Methadone-maintained patients may require larger or more frequent
doses of medication when a larcotic is to be used for relief ofpain because of the high degree of tolerance and cross-tolerance
they develop during chronic methadone treatment. Short-acting
narcotics such as Demerol or morphine should be used for painrelief.

Uival types of anesthesia may be administered to patients main-tained on methadone. Whenever a methadone patient is to undergo
surgery or haire any other procedure

performed that requires thatn fond or water be takdn for a certain period, methadone should
b given parenterally (by subcutaneous injection) on the day of

.tile procedure in two divided doses. Patients in methadone mainte-

.../)ance treatment experience pain just as other persons do. Thus,
methadone-maintained pregnant women will require management for
palh during therapeutic abortions,

normal or instrumental vaginal
delivery, or during and following caesarean section. As mentioned
above, the doses and frequency of doses of any narcotic used mayhave to be greater than normal because of the degree of tolerancedeveloped. Medications for relief of pain should not be with)'eld
because a woman is receiving

methadone maintenance treatment.
Physicians performing. surgical techniques nay be unfamiliar withthese factors. The program physician or counselor must make sure
that the physician perfOrming

surgery is told about these facts.

The medical may decide to give a client :Al increased dose
of pain medication because of tolerance developed. Although anincrease in Demerol may have been agreed to, the client still
might use other drugs prior to the surgery. If a woman is still
using heroin and is or methadone, an overdose is possible. If
the client arrives for

surgLry'intoxicated,,the counselor sholdlinform the nurses and 'he physician in charge. The ptesorgical
doses of Demerol should be adjusted depending on the client'scondition.

PREVENTION or POSTABORTION COMPLICATIONS

nfection, the most common postabortion problem, can be reduced
taking the following precautions (Hatcher et al. 1980):

Preabortion gonorrhea screening and treatment;

Treating severe cervicitis (infection of the cervix)
"prior to the abortion; and

Insuring complete emptying of the uterus.
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Infections are recognized by cramping, fever, discharge, and
pelvic discomfort (Hatcher et al. 1980; Stewart et al. 1979).

The counselor should make sure that the client is aware of these

danger signals. The client should also have the telephone number

of the physician or clinic that performed the abortion. There

should be 24-hour coverage with emergency room backup. The client

should avoid clinics that to not have physicians on call after

Abortions. If a woman is experiencing difficulty and cannot emn-
tact the clinic or physician, she should go immediately to a
hospital emergency room.

RESOURCES

Programs should be aware of the different approaches and the op-

tions available locally. Counselors should investigate the
various clinics, hospitals, and physicians providing these serv-

ices. Counselors should visit these clinics and talk with some

patients before sending their own clients. Setting up formal

working arrangements with the clinics, including inviting a clinic
nurse or physician to discuss with program staff .ne kinds of
abortions and how staff members can help in the process, is a

good idea.

DIFEnoris OF THE REPRODUCTIVE TRACT

Infections of a woman's reproductive tract are traditionally di-
vided into those that are sexually transmitted (e.g., venereal
disease) and those that are not necessarily transmitted through
sexual contact (e.g., vaginitis). Sexually transmitted diseases*

include pubic lice, herpes simplex type II, golbrrhea, syphilis,
venereal warts, and trichcconas vaginitis (Catterall 1974;

Morton 1972). Chances of contracting a sexually transmitted '

disease increase when a person has multiple partners or is be-

ginning a new relationship.. During these times, drug dependent

women should urge their partners to use condoms. The basic rules

to avoid infection are as follows:

1. Wash genitals.

2. Inspect genitals and surrounding area for lesions,

bumps, blisters, or penile discharge.

3. Have partner wear condoms.

4. Get gonorrhea cultures and blood tests for syphilis
every 3 to 6 months.

5. Don't have intercourse if there is pain, itching,"
sores, or unusual discharge.
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Since Most acute gonorrhea and syphilis infections go undetected
in women, early diagnosis depends on blood tests for syphilixl and
cultures (Oral, vagirial, and rectal) fOr gonorrhea. Many drug
dependant women have learned to live with abnormal discharges;

1

the counselor should not, therefore, wait ft.: the client to cam-,
jolain of discomfort. Physical exams, including pelvic exams with
"'Wet mount (see chapter 6), Pap tests, cultures, and blood tests
should-be performed qn all female clients at intake.

Partners will need to be tre%ted if the woman haS a sexually trans-
mitted disease. Counselors or,health advocates nay need to con-
vince the client'to comply with the'medicaL regimens. See ap-
pendix D'for basic inf9rmation on reproductive tract infections.

A special comment needs to be made regarding syphilis. Indite
vidUS1sAc:hi%e used heroin often may have what is termed a faLfte
Rosit'ite9w0i/is test.- The screening test for syphilis is the

(yetierealDiseaselesearch Laboratory), which tests for.the
4antibodieS to the-syphilis-causing organisa. If the VDRL is
poiitive, fuithertesps are performed that identJfy the offending
agent. Most pathdlogy laboratories immediately perform these
tests whenthe VDRL is positive. All positive VDRLs should be
followed up, and clients should not betold they have syphilis
until more specific tests are'completed.

Women are more susceptible to reproductive tract infections when
their general health is not good and wheLthey are under stress.
Chapter 6 explains that drug dependent women typically enter
treatment in poor physical health. Multiple partners, poor

.health, stress, a history of inadequate medical care, and lack of
adequate health information all place the drug dependent woman
at a high risk of developing these infections.

Although the different reproductive system infections may appear
to be similar (discharge, ober, pain, and redness), the treat-
ments vary dramatically. One woman in a drug program was treated
for trichomonas. She was found to still have the infection dur-
ing a followup exam and was treated. Two weeks later she called
the doctor to ask for another prescription, claiming that she had
trichomonas again. The physician refused to write a prescription
without seeing the woman. The physical, exam and wet mount slide
revealed that the woman now had monilia (yeast) vaginitia and
that the trichomonac was cleared, up. The treatment for tricho-
Stones is Flagyl. Not only would a third dose of this drug not
have cured the woman's monilia, but repeated doses could be harm-
ful to her health.

Drug dependent women -- 'especially those who have been incarcerated
and lead a streetwise life, have learned either to live with ab-
normal vaginal discharges or to use any available vaginal creams,
suppositories, or pills to treat vaginitis. Clients Must be
taught that all discharges are not the same, that positive diag-
nosis can be made only with pelvic exams and lab tests, and that.
treatment is specific for each type of infection.
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CERVICAL CANCER

41.t *0 4', \./
Over the pas_ 30 years there has been a shag decline in the In-
cidence of cervical'cancer. Most sources attribute this decline
to the use of tAe pap test. Although both whitdiand nonwhite
women have experienced a,decline in incidence of cervical cancer,
nonwhite women still have twice the mortality rate of white women.
Nonwhite women experience 8.0 and white women 4.1 deaths per
100,000 women (Mdore 1980).

Many drug dependent women fall into groups that are at a high
risk of developing cervical cancer. Although no r,t,l,fiC etiology
has been discovered for cervical cancer, the factors that increase
a woman's chances of developing cervical cancer include the
following (Stewart et al. 1979):

Starting intercourse at an early age;
Frequent and multiple sexual partners; and
Herpes virus or other sexually transmitted diseases.

Drug dependent women who have been prostitute's or who began sexual
relations at an early age clearly fall within this at-risk group.
Women who fall within this group or who hate had a history of ab-
normal Pap tests, a family history of uterine or cervical cancer,

or exposure to diethylstilbesterol (an estrogen) or birth control
pills should have Pap tests at least once a year (Moore 19p0;
Stewart et al. 1979).

Chemically dependent women who are at risk can reduce their
chances of getting cervical cancer by

Having partners use condoms and foam;

Obtaining frequent Pap tests;

Having regular checkups for sexually transmitted
diseases; and

Avoiding birth control pills and estrogen replacement
therapy during menopause.

Counselors and health advocates should make sure that clients re-
ceive a Pap test and that all positive findings are aggressively
res,olved. If a client has an abnormal Pap, the counselor should
make sure that followup appointments are made and kept and that
the client underst..nds the procedures. (My Body, My Health
(Stewart et al. 19791 clearly explains the entire process of
taking and interpreting the Pap.) The client may be reluctant to
follow up because she is afraid of what might be found. This fear
is understandable. But good counseling techniques, proper infor-
mation, and a supportive health care provider can help the client
cope.
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. CONCLUSION

Drug dependent women often experience special medical needs in thearea ofreproduftivehealth.
unfortunately, much of the literature

on women's health does not include discussions th.lt specifically
address these needs. It is hoped that this chaptdr will incxease
Program awareness and sensitivity to these central medical issues.
Developing the capability to respond to the reproductive, health
needs of chemically dependent women will inevitably move programs
closer to their goals of client recovery. As

sf'
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APPENDIX A
FAMILY PLANNING TRAINING INSTITUTtoNS-

,

hegicw I,

-ZSI Research and Training Institute,- Inc.
'141 Tremorit Street

c,Boston, MA 02135

(617) 482-9485 .

*Region II

Hemisphere Development Corporation
500 N. Washington Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 872-1470

Region III

Planned Parenthood Association of Maryland
Fmily.Planning Training Institute
610 North Howe:GI Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

(301) 752-0131

Region IV

Emory University
Hartford Bldg., Room 802
100 EdgewooctAvenue, N.E.
Atlanta, GA' 30303
(404) 523:1996

Region,( v..

Planned parenthood of Central Ohio, Inc.
206 East State Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 224-2235

Planned Parenthood'of Wisconsin.
1135 West State Street
Milwaukee,' WI 53233
(414) 271-8181

Indiana Family Health Council, Inc.
21 Beachway Drive, Suite B
Indianapolis, IN 46224
(317) 247-9158
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Planned Parenide4d Association/Chicago Area
55 East Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60604

(312)'322-4229

Planned Parenthood of :Ainnesota
1965 Ford Parkway
St. Paul, MN 55116
(612). 698-2401

Req.& VI

The 2enter for Health Training
302 West 15th Street, Suite 200
Austin, TX '7870O.

(512) 476-8342

Region VII

0

Development Systems, Inc..
4049 Pennsylvan4
Kansaqty, MO 64111
(816)931-4828

Region VIII.

Rocky. Mountain Planned FaAnth6od
4;2030 East 20thiAvenue

0
.Denver, CO 80205
(303) 321-2471

Region IX

Center for.Health Training
229 Larbard St2eet

San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 929-9100

Region X
.

Planned' Parenthood of Seattle/King County
211 East Madison

4

Seattle, WA "98112
(206) 447-2871
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APPENDIX B
FAMILY PLANNING REFERENCE MATERIAL

Family Planning in Primary Care Settings. GPO #872-855, March

1980. A manual designed to help persons°working in primary dare
settings to deliver family planning services in the broad context
of prevention and patient education rather.than within a purely
medical framework.'

Improving Family Planning Services for Teenagers. DHHS PUb. No.

(HSA) 81-5628, 1981. A report based On a study of clinics pro-
viding family planning services to teenagers: Based on the study

results, recommendations are made on how to improve services to
teenagers.

Contraception. DHHS Pub. No. (HSA) 80-5659, 1980. A basic self-
_

instructional booklet designed to teach women six methods of pre-

venting pregnancy: oral contraceptive (the pill), intrauterine
device (IUD),..diaphragm (and contraceptive creams or jellies),

condom, contraceptive foam, and, natural methods.

Understanding Female Sterilization. DHEW Pub. Nc. (HSA) 76-16025,

1976. A self-instructional,booklet to help indiv...duals learn about

female sterilization. Specific attention is given to tubal liga-
tion, the most common r-cnod of female sterilization.

Family Planning and Health. DHEW Pub. No. (HSA) 79-5657, 1979.

A pamphlet briefly describing the reasons or family planning,
health tests that are used, and the importance of such practices
in producing healthier children.

Female Physical Examination for Contraception. DHFW Pub. No.

(HSA) 80-509, 1980. A self-instructional booklet to promote
4.;

understanding of the female physical examination that physicians'
should do routinely to iiisure appropriate individual :-..traceptive

use. ,

The Choice Is Yours. DHEW Pub. No. (HSA) 79-5615, 1979. A

booklet that tests readers' basic knowledge and provides facts
about various contraceptive mhthods.

These materials can be obtained free of chw-g. by contacting the
National Clearinghouse for Family Planning Information, U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville, MD 20857.
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APPENOUt C

ABORTIONS: RELATED PUBLICATIONS FROM
THE CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

Reprintsof the following publications may be obtained by writing
to FPED, CDC, Atlanta, GA.

Cates, W., Jr. Abortion attitudes Of black women. Womenand
Health, 2:3-9, 1977.

Cates, W., Jr. "Evaluating the quality of abortion services by
measuring outcomes. .Advances in Planned Parenthood,
14:13-30, 1979.

Cates, Jr.' Late effects of induced abortion. Letter--Journal
of ReprOductive Medicine, 23:78, 1979.

Cates, W., Jr.; Gold, J.; and Selik, R.M. Regulation of abortion
services7-for better or worse? New England,Journal of
Medicine, 501:720-723, 1979.

Cates, W., Jr., and Grimes, D.A. On seeking abortion counseling.
Letter--American Journal of Public Health, 67:780-781, 1977.

Cates, 4., Jr.; Grimes, D. A. and J.C. Abortion as a
treatment for unwanted prpgnancy: The number two sexually
transmitted condition. Advances in Planned Parenthood,
12:115-121, 1978.

Cates, W., Jr.; Grimes, D.A.; Smith, J.C.; and Tyler, C.W.,
Safety of abortion. Responsi--Journal of the American
Medical Association,' 237:2601-2602, 1977.

Cates, W., Jr.; Grimes, D.A.; and*Tyleo, C.S., Jr. Safety of
legal abortion. Letter--Lancet, 1:198-199, 1980. ,

Cates, W., Jr.; Schulz, K.R.; and Grimes, D.A. Midtrimester
abortion procedures. Letter--American Journal of Obstetrics
and Gynecolody, 1a:934-936, 1979.

Center for Disease Control. abortion* Surveillance 1977. Atlanta:
Center for Disease Control, 1979.

Xeryter for Disease Control.
Comparative risks of three methods of

midtrimester abortion (Tietz, C., ed.). Morbidity/Mortality
Weekly Report, 25:370-375, 1976..

Center for Disease Control.
Teenage childbearing and. abortion

patterns United States, 1977. Morbidity/Mortality Weekly
Report, 29:157-159, 1980. "\,4
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Cheng, M.C:E:, and Rochat, R.W. The Safety'of combined abortion-
sterilization procedure. American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, 29:548-552, 1977,

.

Gold, J., and Cates, W., Jr. Restriction of Federal fundsfor
\abortion: 18 months'later. Americtn Journal of Public

Health, 69:929-930, 1979. .

Gold, J.; Cates, W., Jr.; Nelson,.M.; Kimball, A.M.; Rochat, R.W.;
Chester, D.W.; and.Tyler, C.W., Jr. it cluster of septic

complic-ations associated with illegal induced abortions.
Obstetrics and Gynecology, 56011-315, 1980.

. Grimes, D.A.; and Cates, W., Jr. Abortion: Methods and Compli-

cations. In: Hafez, E.S.E., ed.' Human'Reproduction:
Conception ar)d ContraceptiOn. New York: Harper & Row,

1980. pp.. 796-813.a

Gritpes, D.A., and Cates, W., Jr. Complications from legally-

nduced abortion: A review. Obstetrical and Gynecological

Survey, 34:177.191, 1979. 4
.

Grimes, D.A., and Cates, W., Jr. The comparative efficacy and

sc.Aty of intraamniotilprostaglandin Fla and hypertonic
saline for second-trimester alyrtion--A review and critique.
Journal of Reproductive Medicine, 2'2: 248-254, 1979.

Grimes, D.A.: Schulz, K.F.;
Midtrimester abortions.
Medicine, 297:511-512,

Guidotti, R.J.; Grbfles, D.A.
embolism aheabortion.

Ory, H.W. The health effects of fertility control. In: Pro-

.
ccedings off . Symposium on Contraception: Science, Tech-

nology, and Application, 1978. Washington, D.C.: National '

Academy of Sciences, 1979. pp. 110-121.-

sates, W., Jr.:*
Response--Naw

1977.

i and Cates, W.,
Letter--Lancet,

and Tyler, C.W., Jr.
England Journal of

Jr. Amniotic-fluid
2:911-912, 1979.

Rochat, R:W. Abortion, the Bible, and the Christian physician.
h ' Christian Medical Society Journal, 7:19-26, 1976.

0

Rubin, G.L.; Gold, J,; and Cates, W., Jr. Response of low income
women and abortion facilities to restriction o£ public funds'

for abortion: A study of a large metropolitan area. Ameri-

can Journal of Public Health, 69:948-950, 1979.

Speroff, L.; Cates, W., Jr.; Anderson, G.;. and Barr, M. I; there

a best way .to do midtrimester abortions? (symposium) Con-

temporary OB /GYN, 13:106 -141, 1979.
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4 Tyler, C.W., Jr., andsCates, W., Jr. pegal abortion in the
United Stated': Its effect on theyhealth oe women. In:
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Appec... D

INFEC Mill; OF THE REPRODUCTIVE TRACT

Sexually
transmitted Discharge Symptoms
disease

Tests Treatment
Treat

Prevention
partners Special comments

.Trichomonas Prothy, .Itching, Saline Plagyl Yes Condom.. Patient shouldn't drink
vaginitis ,watery; redness, slide alcohol when using Plagyl.

greenish pain,
gray or foul odor

' white . .

Herpes May 'not One or sore Usually No known No known Condoms Herpes can be transmitted
simplex II have very pain- diagnosed cure cure , sexually or may arise

discharge. ful blisters by signs spontaneously. Get Pap
on vulva or.4 and syap- test/every-6 mo. to 1 yr.
buttocks toms-- Herpes may be related to

tests are cervical cancer.
available,
using
cultures
and smears.

Gonorrhea Yellowish. Hay not have Culture Penicillin Yes ' Undoes
Can often symptoaa, tests from Ampicillin
tell by 'discharge, vagina,

. discharge or pain rectum, and
from mouth- -take
partner's' 48 hours to

, penis. grow.

Syphilis May not Chancre-- Blood Penicillin Yes Condoms Xeroin dependent indi-
notice painless teats -- Ampicillin viduals often have a
symptoms. sore WM. Tetracycline false positive VDRL test.

VDRL tests for antibodies
%... ., to syphilis. If test is

Gonorrhea can spread to
the fallopian tubes and
cause PID. Person is
`contagious until cultures
are negative.

0

2U
positive, other tests are
performed to confirm
diagnosis.
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Sexually
transmitted Discharge Symptoms
.di

Teets 'Treatment Treat
Preventionpartners Special comments

PUhic lice No Itching Ohserva Kwell Yes, , Wash all qIcIthing and
inipubic tion of

bedding and"dey in coo-
hair area 'cribs"

mercial dryer to kill
("crabs") or eggs

eggs. Wash combs and
' brushes in Yell.

Venereal Dry palnless Obaerva- Small If Avoid con- Do not use podophyllinwarts- wa-tx-- Om werts-- infected tact until on warts in vagina or(condylome flesh color '.' burn with warts are cervix. Warts in vaginaacuminate) on vulva, podophyllin. cleared, or on cervix should be
vaginia,

4egt
Large

.
cauterized or frozen.cervix, and warts--
Treat early--they canrectum cauterize, spread.

freeze. or A
use tri-
chloroacetic
acid.

Vaginitis

Dactelal Yellow- Itching, Saline sulfa cream No Good
green foul odor slide or vaginal hygiene

suppositories

monilis Thick, Intense Potassium Antifungal Partner Vinegar Yeast infections are veryvaginitis cheesy, itching hydroxide' creamspc should baths--1 common. Women should(yeast white slide suppository wear cup,white lesrn how to maintain theinfection) discharge such as condom vinegar; proper' pH in the vagina.
-Gynelotrimin, until cotton -., Taking vinegar baths
Monietat, your in- underwear; during and after periods
Mycostatin fection avoid panty oftezthelps prevect.these

is over. hose, leo- infections. The use of
Lards. De- antibiotics frequently "

crease promotes yeast infections.
. sugar in

diet.
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8.
Vocational Rehabilitation/

.

Employment. Developmeni for
. Drug Dependent Women

Robert linkup, Ph.D.

THE NEED FOR VOCATIONAL SEAV/CES .A

This chapter was written as a guide for establishing or revitaliz-
ingrehabilitation services within substance abuse treatment pro-
grams that serve women. The need is great for woman-oriented
vocation9. programing in substance abuse treatment facilities.
Although women alcoholics are somewhat more likely than women in
scciety at large to be employed (Schuckit and Morrissey 1976),
women dependent on other drugs are unlikely to he employed or to
have employment skills. Ryan and Moise (1979) reported that only

413 percent of.the women in drug Sbuse treatment programs surveyed
by the Women's Drug Research Project (WDR) were continuously em-
ployed in the 2 yearseprior to program admission Thirty-seven

. percent of the women studied reported no employment at all during
the same period.

Most women in drug abuse treatment desire okloyment ;Gioia and
Byrne 1974; Levy and Doyle 1974),lapparently because only about
one woman in five entering treatment is

financially supported by
°theirs (File 1976; Morse et al. 1979). Many of these women must
depend on public assistance or illegal sources of income. Drug
treatment programs, however, have generally been unsuccessful in
helping woman clients obtain employment skilis or jobs. In the
WDR sample, the rate of unemployment was about ke same among
women leaving treatment as it had been among women entering treat-
ment (approximately 80 percent). Composite Client Oriented Acqui-
sition Process (CODAP) data (Burt et al. 1979) reveal a similar
picture; 4lmpst ao percent of all women leaving treatment are
unemploited.- According to Richman (1966), a major factor leading
to unemployment and consequent drug recidivism among chedically
dependent women is the failure by treatment programs to recognize '

that the addict "after detoxification
. . . continues to be the

same vocationally limited individual
. . . even though she may 4

appear able to work."
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To sane extent this poor record has stemmed from the tailure of
administrators and staff within treatment programs to recognize
the importance of employment as part of the overall rehabilitation,.
effort (e.g., Edwards-and Jackson 1275; Levy and Doyle 1974). The

problem also stems from several other factors that make entrance
into the work world difficult for drug-dependent women.' Lack of
education and prior job experience are problems for many of these
women. Reed and Leibson (1979) found that less than half of the
WDR sample had high school diplomas or GEDs when entering treat-
ment. A large percentageof these women also reported no job-
related identity. Of those women indicating a prior occupation,

. low-skill clerical and service occupations were most frequently
named. In some cases, even basic survival skills (such as using
a pholle book, balancing a checkbipok, or cooking a meal) were lack-

ing. Colten (1979) found that woman drug abusers were less likely
to use professional services than were other women. Many drug
abusing women must turn to prostitution, other Illegal sources of
support (sUch as shoplifting), or welfare to help support.
themselves.

Most drug-dependent women have childcare responsibilities that
must be considered in planning training or employment possibil-
ities. Reed and Moise (1979) point out that even. though they
have significantly less income than male addicts, women clients
are more frequently expected to provide primary care and support
for their"children. Thpse women may also lack a knowledge of
transportation systems and money for such things as transportation
and lunches. Lodging and clothing are often inadequate. Medical,

dental, and legal problems may interfere with obtaining ar keeping
employment. Andersen (1977) found that drug-dependent women suf-
fered more physical illnesses during treatment than did drug-
dependent men.

In addition to situational barriers, several other factors also
make it more difficult for drug-dependent women to obtain employ-
ment. Employers often attach a greter stigma to women substance
abusers than they do to men dug abusers (although the stigma at-
tached to men substance abusers should not be underestimated),.
Colten (1979) found that a high percentage of addicted women felt
that both men and women look down on female addicts more than-they
do on male addicts. The majority of women addicts survefed stated
that women addicts were "worse" than their male counterparts. One

result of this attitude is an extreme degrep of isolation (Tucker
1979). Chemically dependent women often have few associates or
friends who are not abusing drugs and little idea of the kinds of
behaviors that are expected of them on the job. Unrealistic ex-
pectations about working are fostered by lack of contact with the
"straight" world and lack of experience. Low levels of self-esteem
and aszertiveness and high levels of depression have been found
among women in a variety of drug and alcohol studies.

Paradoxically, although women often meceive less job training in
treatment programs, they are more likely than their male counter-
parts tq look to the drug treatment program for assistance in
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receiving vocational pehabilitatioh and finding suitable employ-
ment. They reel less able to undertake these activities on-their
Own and feel that apart from the program, they receive little in
the way of support and assistance for their vocational aspirations.

Finally, women in our society generally face specie roblems in
attempting to obtain satisfactory employment. These rriers in-
elude sodietyrs stereotypic perception of women as dependent and
nurturant and.primarily interested in passive service careers
rather than in leadership and competition. Women clients are
likely to come under preisure to find conventional "feminine" jobs.

This pressure may be particularly difficult for chemically depend-
"ent women to withstand, given the fact that compared with other
women in society, drug-dependent women tend to hold more tradi-
tional concepts of a woman's "proper" role, even though conven-
tional so4utions are less/likely to be satisfactory for them than
they are for other women (Baldinger et al. 1972; Colten 1979;
Miller et al. 1973; Wilsnack 1973). Similarly,.researchers have
found that some groups of alcoholic women value femininity to an
'unusual degree (Belfer et al. 1971; Wilsnack 1973). At the other
extreme, subgroups of women alcoholics may openly reject feminine
roles. L

Traditional female jobs are often of a service nature (Bird 1970).
Ninety percent of all caregiving positions such as nurse, baby-
sitter, maid, and counterperson are'held by women. Within a
therapeutic community, DeLeon and Peschner (1976) found jobs as-
signed to women to be gender typed. Women typically- engaged in
washing, cleaning, and cooking, whereas men made repairs. Voca-
tional programing in treatment facilities frequently reflects
strong sex-role biases. The jobs available to clients will likely
fall within traditional sex-role boundaries unless specific ef-.
forts are made to counteract this practice. Unattractive or fi-
nancially unrewarding jobs may have been an addict's reason for
rejecting the non-drug-abusing world 1.. he first place. Efforts
should be made to help women, choose from the entire range of pos-
sible occupations so that they can find work that is sufficiently
interesting and rewarding.

This chapter will outline several ways that programs can better'
meet the vocational needs of their woman clients. It stresses
that adequate time and attention.should be given to the planning
stages so that the vocational component is realistic in terms of
resources available and actual client needs. A variety of tech-
niques will be suggested for dealing with problems and obstacles.
The chapter points to the importance of identifying and utilizing
resources, available within the community. Support materials are
listed in the appendixes.
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tSTABLISHIRG A REHABILITATION COMPONENT

Careful planning 'is the first step in initiating vocational-re-
.. habilitatiori services )ecause of the complexity of services you

will be called upon to perform. Are-as to be considered include
program objectives, staffing requirements, client needs, available
resources, ground rules, and procedures.

.

OVERALL PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The nature and scope of vocational rehabilitation services pro-
vided in different programs vary with many factors, including the
scope of client needs, and the availability of program and commu-
nity resources to meet these needs. 'The goals and objecives of
your rehabilitation component will determine the scope of voca-
tional activities purstied. You may choose to limit your objec,.
tives to "help clients gain exposure to the world of work" or
"familiarize cliefits with their vocational interests and aptitudes"
or "introduce clients to vocational resources. in the community."
In this case, you could 'operate with limited resources. Include
treatment counselors' discussions of vocational issues in treatment
groups.' Despgnate one staff person as a liaison to State offices
of voetional rehabilitation and employment services.

You may intend, however, to help clients "explore and map'career
plans," "enter and complete advanced training," and "locate.and
maintain satisfying. full -time employment." In this case, more
sophisticated resources will be needed, including at least one
part- or full-time clinic staff person to specialize in vocational
rehabilitation activities.

In addition to receiving educational services (such as GED prepa-
ration), basic skills training, and job placement services, clients
can profit from advice on sizing up potential employers, filling
out j^b applications, dressing for interviews, pr4Paring concise
resumes, handling difficult interview questions, and writing thank
you letteis to poteptial employers. These elements are usually
included in job readiness sessions conducted by vocational schools,
State rehabilitation and employment service's,. and colleges, but 0
you may debide to offer such activities within your program.

Regardless of the extent of onsite vocational services provided,
you must accept responsibility for addressigg all vocationally
related client needs: As Reed and Leibson (1979) point out, the
needs of female substance abusers are many and varied. Any single
need that goes unmet can undermine client success. Be prepared '

to address all possible contingencies either through onsite serv-
ices or through a variety of referral linkages.
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STAFFING

If kultiple onsite services such 4s vocational testing, group oc-
cupational exploration, and job readiness serVnes are to he, of-,
fered, a full -time, vocational coordinator will probably be neces-
sary.. Usually trained at the graduate 3.evel, vocational counselors
are skilled at 'collecting and assimilating client data, helping
develop, comprehensive vocational rehabilitation plans; and procur-
ing and coordinating the services needed to help a client secure
and maintain satisfactory, gainful employment. Vocational coun-
selors generally have expertile in interviewing clients to deter-
mine their vocational strengths and weaknesses. They are familiar
with most physical and emotional disabilities and the waysthese
disabilities handicap entrance into employment. Their knowledge
of assessment techniques, includitg a variety of commercial tests
and inventories, is generally sound. They are skilledin hblping
clients translate skills and interests into plans for employment.
Such plans and the steps needed to realize them draw upon the vo-
cational counselor's knowledge of the job market, job require-
ments, and communitY resources available to help clients prepare
for jobs: Program administrators might recruit vocationalcOun-
salors from local or State rehabilitation, social service, or em-
ployment agenCies or from school systems and graduate profeisional
counseling programs.

In addition to meeting the specific requirements of your program,
applicants should possess (1):a sensitivity for tMO concerns of
women and the problems of gender role stereotyping, (2) an out-
going personality, and (3) the ability to coordinate many activ-
ities and services at one time. Consideration should be given to
selecting a womin to fill this podition. Hahne and Gordon (1978)
observed that chemically dependent'women found it much easier to
discuss intimate' debails of personal problems with women staff
pembers. Biener (1979) xeported that a significantly greater
number of woman polydrug abuses enter treatment when their first
coriact with the program was with'a female rather than a male
staff member. Mandel et al. (1979) reported many positive inter-
personal and emotional gains for feinale addipts who participated
in discussion groups led by women. If your.proglam cannot hire a
full-time vocational counselor, a vocational counselor from your
State rehabilitation agency could serve as a valuabled consultant.
For example, the' local rehabilitation office maybe willing to
provide your clinic with comprehensive assessment,, planning,
training, and placement services. Or they may choosetd help your
treatment.program personnel provide some of these services them-
selves. The vocational counselor-coniultant might recommend data
that should be collected at intake that will be essential to later
job preparation and placement efforts. The consultant could also
train treatment counselors to assist clients in chooaing appro-
priate vocational objectives. They can be helpful in instructing
treatment personnel in techniques to be used in job readiness
sessions and in providing up-to-date information on job market
trends for client counseling.
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In addition to the free oservices offered by State vocational re-
habilitation agencies, many ccmmercial companies offer training

ssln ways toramduct job exploration and job readiness sessions. . v
These 1- and 2-day sessions are offer,pd for a standard fee, which
may include the cost of the trainer's transportation to your fa-
cility. Your local State vocational rehabilitation agency should
be able to direct you to these and other training respurces.

MEASURING CLIENT NEEDS

In planning your vocational rehabilitation component, first obtain

an accurate composite appraisal of the vocational needs of the cli-
ents'in your program. In addition to asking women in treatment for
suggestions, 'consider polliug,treatment staff members and community
professionals who are actively involved in the problents of chemi-
cally dependent women. Anyone familiar with conducting semi- a

structured interviews, such as treatment counselors, intake or
social workers, or administrative staff, could conduct such a poll.
Many rehabilitation agencies have used a structured, stepwise needs
analysis procedure known as a Delphi Rr.obt.. (Linstone and Turoff
1975), a procedure that, although length?, produces an accurate,
usable picture of client needs. Other possible assessment tech-
niques include the following: .

Written survey.instruments. Checklists or openended ques-
tibnnaires can be used to survey large numbers of clients
and staff simultaneously. Questionnaires could be used
to elicit clients' percePtions and their edUcational,
training, and occupationar needs as well as information
about barriers to employment, such as lack of transportd-
tion, day care facilities, tuition aid, lunch money,
tools,.and adequate housing. Once compiled as a clinic-,
wide portrait of client needs, specific educationa,, eco-
nomic, social,' and psychdlogical data could become part
of an individual client's record td help Shape treatment
and vocational rehabilitation planning.

Client interviews. Consider interviewing clients regard-
ing their vocational needs, This openended technique
gives an interviewer the opportunity to probe areas of
special concern to specific clients. These interviews
could be xonducted by treatment counselors, intake speA.

cialists, or social workers. For example, ask a client,
"What dd you need in to'get the job you want?" When
a client responds with vague references to children, boy-.
friends, and debts, clarify her needs by asking. further
que'btions. This technique is particularly helpful frl
clients who have difficulty expressing themselves. When
summarizing a needs assessment interview, remember to in-
clude your personal observations of client needs because
clients often fall to perceive poor work attitudes or the
absence of aCademic credentials as career barriers.

A
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Client group discussion: This technique may ve to be
the rest method for determining client needs. A women's
group may be usefur*forsdiscussing common interests and
needs while providing needed support and understanding on
common interests and concerns. SuCh ongoing groups can
be conducted by skillful clinic social workers, treatmeht
uounselors,'hurses, student aidef, or recreational thera-
pists. begin by asking the.membeis of a group to discuss
'the.kindsof jobs they are interested in and the kinds of
jobs they have enjoyed or.disliked in the past. This type
of spontaneous peer/group discussion generally reveals,
information not obtained by more conventional means.
Hopes'and aspirationsare revealed', the general level of
riektaking increases, And more information is, available

0
for examination and discussion. This, method gives both
clients and staff a chance to support, as well. as cri-
tique, 'various vocational-strategies.

Client data systems. Data systems already implaCe4at
your clinic (intake and State and Federal,reporting forms)
provide valuable demographic information that can be used
to shape vocational programing. ,These records are sources
of cumulative sta.tisticPbh clieht academic attainment,
income, skill, levels, and family size. From these data
you wilambe able to determine the percentage of women who
may need childcare services, GED preparation( transporta-
tion, and basic work adjustment training. A systematic .

review of client records, including medical forms and
treatment counselor observations, aufght indicate person-
ality, medical, and behavior variables that will need at-
tention if.rehabilitation is to succeed.

,

A note of caution. Remember WHOSE needs are being sur-
veyed. As you begin to assemble yaur data into a final
fteeds.rdport, make certain that your conclusions trulya
reflect the needs of your clients; and not merely those
of the staff. Levy and Doyle (1974) found discrepancies
between-staff and client perceptions/6'f issues related to
woman Clients. Staff persons in their sample frequently
failed to be aware of clients' suicidal feelings, concern
abOut family relations, negative feelings about their
.bodiev, "feelings of inadequacy, and desire for employment.
",To avoid creating services that go un sed, it is critical
=that the final assessment results truly reflect your eli-
entpopulation. Therefore, it may be advisable to ask
client representatives to critique your assessment con-
clusions. Even if no revisions result from this review.
process, the credibility of future rehabilitation efforts
will be enhanced.
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INVENTORY REHABILITATION RESOURCES

r.....

You should begin as ear y as possible to inventory the r.eliabili-
tation resources avail e in'the community and to develop\and
maintain.a system of con acts with these,organizations. A knowi- o
edge of existing service will be important In planning the scope
aria activities of your c ponent. Moreover, the knowledge of
community resources that will emerge from such 'an inventory will
be an important tool at every stage of operation. To capitalize
on community contacts made during the inventory, the`investigation
should be conducted by the staff person who will later be respon-
ible for vocational rehabilitation activities. A treatment coun-
elor or staff social worker are good choices for this assignment.
detailed list of organizations that should be covered in this

inventory appeat later in thischapter. t

09.11
,..

Your Own Program. First, you should be aware of the resources
available Within your own program., Conduct an investigation of your
program, collecting and analyzing data as you proceed. (You can use
this as a way to critique your investigatoiy approach, so that.it
can be modified before you spend large amounts of time surveying
resources available in the community.) . Find out which special
skills staff members'possess,and whether they would consider shar-
ing these skills with clients. Reed and Moise (1979) suggest
tapping the talents of staff persons to teach courses on nutrition
and childcare. Qthers may be'willing to instruct women in.basic
homemaking skills such as sewing, cooking, and managing money.
Still others may be interested in demonstrating home or auto ze-
paire Ask staff members if they would be able to provide cloth-
ing fat women abqut to enter the work world or serve as "persornel
directors" dur4ng mock job interviews aimed at sharpening jobseek-
ing skills. CheCk to see which contacts and resources in the
community are available to staff members. Be certain you are
aware of the programing that already exists in the clinic or'
agency at large (in-service training, social work services, trans-
portation) that might meet some,client needs. Also, determine
whether existing programing could be adapted to meet other client
needs. For example, GED'teachers are often willing to drill cli-
ents on the kinds of math problems frequently encountered on jqb
aptitude tests. Inventory the special skills that clients might
be willing to share with others. Cowaa and Inskeep (1978) found
that rehabilitated-chemically dependent clients were willing vol-
unteers, anxious to help other clients in'need. Musical instru-
ment instruction, academic tutoring, and crafts demonstrations
are a few services that program participants have provided.

Explore the feasibility of establishing specific vocational re-
habilitation giviljects within the clinic. Talk with your adminis-
trators about the needs you have uncovered and the ideas you have
for programing. Quite often they are aware of obscure sources of
funding that are targeted for special needs o, populat,ns such
as yours. Finally, question the feasibility of your clinic's
serving as a source of paid work experience fDr some of your cli-
kent Work exposure at treatment clinics can be an excellent

7
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source of supportive experience for clients and can result in
savings for program administrators. Carefully weigh the pros and
cons of such a policy for ypur clinic and identify enough staff
members interested in supervisingworkers/clients before beginning
the practicei Program administrators or department. heads should
be be to determin,- a need for extra receptionistg; typists,
maintenance workers, drivers, switchboard operators, and janitors.
It is possible that local manpoweroagencies would be willing to
fund o number of such transitional, entry-level positions at your

?4'4%f,

4

treatment site.

Survey of Community Resources. A detailed list of organizations
i'lat should be contacted in an inventory of available resources
is contained later in this chapter. Particular note might be
taken of the follwing. Public schools often offer adult basic

,

education, GED classes, co-op vocational programing. counseling, .

and information about community leaders and sources of funding
for special educational projects. University graduate prc3rams
may be willing to provide teaching assistants or ccunselor interns
to help bolster the staff at your clinic. Vocaticral rehabilita-
tion agencies are most likely to offer ccnsistent vocational re-
habilitation support for your clients; these agencies can provide
a variety of diagnostic, planning, restorative, training, and
placement' iarvices to eligible. persons. State employment depart:
ments are often involved in testing job aptitudes, proviang ca-
reer counseling, screening minority applicant for special train-
ing opportunities, and locating employment. Finally, Ai should
gain a working knowledge of private sector resources that could
aid in the'design of an overall vocational rehabilitation
component. .sm ,

GROUND RA'

Before beginning vocational services, you should address a number
of issues to prevent clients from manipulating staff member:., to
reduce conflict between,treatment and rehabilitation staff mem-
bers, and to limit miscommunication between staff members and
outside employers. a.

Decide at what point in tre atment women will begin their
vocational rehabilitation involvement. It should be soon
enough to facilitate long-term objectives but late enough
to allow clients ample time to detoxify fully from the
effects of drugs. Three to 4 weeks is generally consid-
ered to be a sufficient detoxification period, after which
vocational rehabilitation may begin:

Discuss'with treatment personnel the degree of vocational
involvements clients will'be permitted at various stages

' of treatment. Make certain that treatment needs are not
sacrificed as vocational and educational involvement in-
creases. The importance of quality,i.ongoing therapy in-
creases as clients experience the stress of seeking train-
ing and employment.
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,Consider limiting the type and location of employment your.
clients will be encouraged to seek.' Ask ycursslf if jobs,
in bars and other establishments frequented by drug traf- °
fickers will be acceptable. Clients frequently see no
danger in returning to negative environments for
employment.

Verify the effectiveness of treatment program mechanisms
designed to keep treatment and'vOcational counselors from
working at cross'purposes. Vocational counselors in the
community may be unaware of restrictions placed upon cli-
ents by the courts or treatment staff. A vocational coun-,
selor, working in isolation, migkt-'attempt a job placement
that would interfere with a clidnes regular attendance at
therapy groups or would expose ter to a negative, self-'
defeating environment that could lead her back to chemical
tuependence. Clients are frequently frustrated in their
rehabilitation efforts because treatment and vocational
counselors place conflicting demands on theM. To avoid
these conflicts, special consultations ahould be arranged
between treatment staff and vocational counselors from
the community. Treatment staff should familiarize voca-
tional counselors with the nature of-chemical dependency.
Between such staffings, the clinic's designated vocational
rehabilitation liaison 'should keep community vocational

counselors abreast of treatment developments by phone or
lgkersonal contacts. Confidentiality regulations must be

adhered to in sharing information about clients; be sure
to have clients sign appropriate release forms.

Determine the degree of latitude vocational coordinators
will be allowed, to keep abreast of community developments.

Determine how much time will be granted for field work
and attendance at seminars. ExcesSive controls may pre-
vent the vocational,coordinator from doing his or her job,
leading to frustration and demoralization.

Reach a clear understanding with treatment staff as to
the importance of vocational rehabilitation activities
for your clients. One of the most serious threats to

- successful implementation of a vocational service compo-
nent is staff insistence that treatment activities take
priority over all other substance abuse program activi-
ties. Vocational programing must be granted equal status
in the mix of services offered.

STRUCTURING PLANS AND PROCEDURES

As noted, the success of your rehabilitation efforts will be max-

imized if .,ou first secure a broad, accurate picture of (1) the
needs,of your clients, (2) the tools available to meet those -

needs, and (3) the rules and procedures you will tse to conduct
rehabilitation. With thege decided, you c4 delineate the
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structure of your vocational service system. Six areas require
special attention here; each will be described more fully in the
next section.

'°

1 Client assessment. An assessment package will need to be
designed to measure each client's strengths and weiknesses,
including a structured vocational/social history. form,'
psychological and mediCal records, test resu2ts, school
records, and clinical impressions.

.

_Career exploration and preparation techniques. Secure
the commercial counseling aids you plan to use during in-
dividual and group counseling and during vocational ex-
pioration and jobseeking skill sessions (see appendix A).
Develpp criteria for job readiness to enable you to dif- N
ferentiate among job-ready and or]- job -ready clients.
Commonly cited. criteria includerphysical capacity, psy-

'\-chologicalsreadiness, knowledge and preparation for the
target job, and readiness to engage in the jobfinding
process.

"?..

Rehabilitation service plan format. Devise a format for
,assembling all apsessmentand resource information into
concise, individualized rehabilitation action plans. Vo-
cational action plans generally resemble treatment action

> plans and cite problems'and'needs, long- and short-term
A goals? means for attaining these goali, and the timeframe

required to obtain each objective. These one- to two-page
documents describe' specific client needs such as childcare,
training, and job readitess deficiencies. They allow for

' periodic plan update and usually provide a place for both
coordinator and client signatures (see appendix.8).

Job detelopment and placement system. Begin to sketch
tie components of the system by which you intend to locate
employment for your clients. Devise an abbreviated system
for rec ,prding information about employer contacts and
client interests and skills. Additional elements of a4
solinarjob deVelopment system are discussed later in this
chapter.-

Client followup system. Establish procedures for keeping
abreast of developments. in the lives of your clients.
Periodic phone calls, mail followups, contacts through
friend.; and.relatives, and encounters at social functions
can help keep you informed.

Vocational.rehabilitation counseling and reference mate-
rials. Be sure that these are reviewed for their value

,..

in counselinp chemically dependent womin, See appendix A
for a list of references in'this area..
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THE PROCESS OF VOCATIONAL REHABIUTATION

Vocational rehabilitation services are most successful when'con-
ducted In an orderly fashion which includes: assessment of needs,
creation of a service plan, initiation of p 'armed services, place -
sent in suitablebmployment, and provision f supportive followup
contacts.

CLIENT ASSESSMENT

Your assessment approach will undoubtedly evolve as you gain ek-
perience, but elements common to most programs include a structured
interview,* testing results, and the observations of staff 'embers.
You might also want to include a sample job application blank. The
thoroughness with which your clients complete it will indicate
whether they need practice in filling out applications.

The Vocational Interview. The objective of the vocational inter-
view is to appraise a client's strengths and weaknesses in areas
critical to future employment. In conducting the interview, pay
special attention to each of the following areas.

Basic demographic information. Collect accurate informa-
tion including client's name, current and future addresses,
social security number, phone number, date of birth, mari-
tal status, number and age of Children, and all current
and future'sources of support.

-`7

Medical history. If incomplete medical records exist,
question your client about her history of medical treat-
ment, illness that has required hospitalization, mid re-
curring illnesses. 'Make note of any drugs the client must
take daily to insure good health. Discuss specific jobs
that might be ruled out because of a medical disability.

Work history. Collect information about all significant.
jobs your client has held.' Be certain to record the names
and addresses of past employers, dates of employment, po-
sitions held, supervisors' names, reasons for leaving,
and the possibility of being rehired at each company.
Deteimine which jobs she enjoyed and what features of jobs
she enjoyed the most Be sure to,probe the details of any
job- she claims to have disliked.

'EducationalAhistory. In addition to noting the years of
formal schooling your client completed, attempt to deter-
mine how well she canread and compute figures. Inquire
about her ability to multiply decimals, add fractions,
and read the newspaper. Participation in vocational
school-training should be noted and verified by requesting
copies of skill certificates received at completion.
Don't forget to inquire about training received during
years spent in prison. k
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TranspOrtatioe. Deteiminewhether your client has. a re-
liable source of transportnion at her diiposal. Be sure
to ask if she owns a car, has a valid driver's license,
owes money for, outstanding traffic violations or if she
can easily, reach a bus from her present or future
residencp.

Criminal record. Ascertain the extent and nature of all
past convictions. .Be sure to determine if any pending
charges-might interfere with future. vocational plans.
Find out the limitations a client's probation or parole
wil-1 place on her vocational plans.

.

Significant (Akers. Be certain to record the names, ad-
dresses,.and phone numbers of several important associates
.of your client. Often the names of friends, relatives,
doctors, lawyers, and probation officers will prov,e in-
strumental in keeping communication between you and your
client alive, Determine which nonrelatives would be will-
ing and suitable to provide references for jobs.

Short- and long-range vocational Interests. 'Probe your
client for specific types of jobs she would consider hold-
ing for short or lodg perlJds of time. Determine the pay
range your client considers acceptable. Ask her to fan-
tasize about the type of job she would eventually like. to
seccre. 'Make note of the setting in whith she imagines
herself' working, including the interpersonal environment
she would most like to encounter. Pay close attention to
examples of work shetwould strongly dislike, and deter-
mine, if possible, the reasons for her aversions. Appen-
dix C provides an example of self-examination exercises
that can be used to help clients identify areas of
interest.

Interviewer Do not forget to include yolr
Impressions of the client in your interview 'report. Rake

'note of her appearance, ability to make eye contact, co=
operativeness, attitude toward work, motivation to work,
and ability to set goals. Weaknesses in any of these
areas are critical points to strengthen before job place-
ment is attempted.

Teets and Records. You may choose to expand upon some issues
raised during the vocational interview by selectively using some
of the following resources. Care should be taken in selecting
tests and inventories. Keep in mind that commercial tests are
only one of many adjuncts to counseling. They provide only a
partial picture of a client's strengths and weaknesses. Tests
differ greatly in terms of their purpose and the population for
whad they are intended. It is therefore best to speak with your
program's clinical consultant before selecting any of these in-
struments. It will be the ultimate responsibility of the staff
psychologist to order these tests and to monitor their use, so
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consult this person early. Unless your program has a full-time
psycholdgist onsite who can administer, score, and interpret the
results of,tests, it is best to iely on self-administered,
machine-scored, easily interpreted instruments. Several commer-
cial interest tests are available that meet the above criteria,
and they are easily used by treatment counselors engaged in voca-
tional counseling with clients (see append4x.A).

. Vocational interest inventories such as the Kuder Prefer-
ence RecordScience Research Associates 1977), the
Strong ,Campbell Interest Inventory (National Computer
Systems 1971), or short interest checklists provided by
State employment amcies are helpful.

General aptitude tests such as the Differential Aptitude
Test,(The Psychological Corporation 1972) and the General
Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), or tests of specific apti-
tudes for mechanical work,. typing, or mathematics are
valuable aids. GATB testing and subsequent interpretation
of test'results should be available free at local State
job service offices.

The Vocational Opinion Index (Associates for Research in
Behavior 1975) is a self-administered inventory of per-
ceived barriers to employment, which has been standardized
on ex-substance abuser populations.

TvrLSlcessti22LmaireheMinnesotaImta (Weiss et al. 1975)
is a well-researched instrument aimed at identifying the
mix of outcomes a person would like to experience in an
ideal job. The University ce: Minnesota has prepared a
number of helpful monographs to aid counselois-who use
this inventory.

Medical specialty examinations designed to measure the
severityof various physical and emotional illnesses can
prove helpful. For example, an, orthopedic examination
might be needed to gage a client's mobility, physical
strength, or capacity for spending long periods standing
On a job.

Treatment clinic records, including the results of any
physical or psychological examinations, can help to sub-
stantiate characteristics that could help or hinder your
client in holding a job. Such data might show that a
client is brighter than she thinks, has a very short at-
tention span, is poorly motivated, is quick to argue, or
can work at several tasks concurrently.

School records and transcripts often reveal interests,
uotivdtion and academic attainment.

Letters of recommendation from past employers can,be
informative.
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Group Interaction. Complete your assessment of individual clients
by noting their reaction to work-related questions posed to them
in a peer group setting. In raising the questions, "Why work?"
and "What problems do chemically dependent women have in getting
work?" and "What important things do you want from a job?" you
will be better able to gage a client's (1) motivation to work,
(2) perception of the work world, (3) reasons for losing past
jobs, and (4) overall level of hope or despair about the future.

Integrating Assessment Data.. After assessment data have been
collected, your task is to identify one or two viable vocational
objectives for your client to pursue. A good starting point is
the staffed interests of your client. If she identified a specific
occupation during'yoak interview, designate it as a "provisional
objective" until its feasibility and appropriateness tan be de-
termined. Should your client fail to identify any specific occu-
pations of interest, statements regarding outcomes she expects
from a job may help to narrow the field. For instance, a desire
for freedom of movement, creativity, and recognition in her work
might suggest advertising or sales occupations. The Minnesota
Importance Questionnaire is noted for narrowing occupational ob-
jectives in this fashion. The Strong Campbell Interest Inventory
and workshop evaluation results are also helpful in identifying
provisional occupational objectives.

When a provisional objective has been identified, gage its feasi-
bility and appropriateness by considering each of the following
variables:

Availability of employment. Do local and national job
surveys indicate the availability of jobs in the target
occupation? Generally such surveys cover a broad range
of unskilled, semiskilled, technical, and professional
openings.

Availability of training. Do quality training programs
N. exist to adequately prepare clients for entry into this

field?

Skill/aptitude level. Do test results and clinical ob-
servations indicate that your client has the necessary
skills or aptitudes for this occupation?

Motivation. Do the observations made by you and other
staff persons indicate that your client has the necessary
motivation to su*ssfully pursue this objective?

Personal attributes. 's your client's appearance, phys-
ical makeup, and general attitude sufficient to secure
and hold a job in this field?

" Support. Are adeqUUth.emotional and financial supports
available to insure occupational success?
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Handicaps. Do any other potential threats to job success
exist?

Recommendations of others. Does the pursuit of this oc-
cupation coincide with the reconlinendations of other

professionals?

It db serious objections to the provisional objective arise from
this examination, recomRend it to your client for her considera-
tion. When potential prbblem areas emerge as a result of this
process, devote special attention to those weaknesses in the re-
habilitation plan. Some problems can be overcome (e.g., appear-
ance, support,.availability of training). In cases where the
likelihood of employment attainment in the provisiohal-occupation,
appears low, be prepared to discuss possible areasof difficulty

.with your client and to explore alternatives.

ASSEMBLING THE REHABILITATION PLAN

The rehabilitation plan is a coordinating document that guides
all efforts aimed at securing gainful employment for your client.
Make sure it includes all the beep elements of a good vocational
rehabilitation plan as you consider the many needs and interests
of your client. Explain the need for various plan components,
familiarize your client with the pips and cons of'alternative
courses of action, and encourage her to explore fully her careers
of interest before choosing a vocational objective. For example,
it might be possible for her to viffit places of,employment and
talk with persons employed in that occupation. Finally, guard
against premature plan disruption by carefully addressing the
Situational needs of your client and the psychological pitfalls
commonly encountered by chemically dependent women.

Characteristics of a Good Plan, Successful rehabilitation plans
generally incorporate the following features:

A clearly identified primary and alternative vocational
ob'ective. The vocational objective is a compromise be-
tween the aspirations and the actual or potential abili-
ties of the client and the realities of the job market.
To insure the highest possible motivation, investigate
all occupations that fall within the general job category
of greatest interest to your client. To insure success,
stress the selection of entry-level positions. Whatever
the chosen job objective, make sure that your client has
the skills or aptitude necessary to succeed in that field.

A clear description of the path to the goal. The plan
snould clearly describe the ways the client will prepare
for entry into employment. For example, the source of
training services should be clearly identified. Respon-
sibility for securing these services should be clearly
designated. The plan should be written in language
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undergtandable to the client, and both the client and the
coordinator should keep copies of the plan.

A graduated Plan for growth and change. The plan should
allow the client to progress at a comfortable speed. A
plan should not demand significant growth and developtent
of your clieft immediately, but rather should allow for
the gradual acquisition of skills and assumption of
responsibilities.

Clearly identified subgoals. The attainment of subgoals
provides opportunities to reinforce and reward your client
for progreSs made toward he ultimate vocational objec-
tive. It is difficult to complete a 1- or 2-year program
unless there are rewards along the way. CoMpleting each
part of the GED, being admitted to college, securing a
job interview, or Moving into a new-apartment may all be
excellent opportunities to celebrate a client's progress.

a An opportunity for plan amendment and change. The best
rehabilitation plan is'a flexible one. Keep in mind that
as your client matures, her needs and aspirations are
likely to change. Be prepared to change the,rehabilita-
tion plan accordingly, adding and deleting various serva
ices and ,subgoals. .Be alert to the need for increased
therapeutic support for your client during stressful pe-
riods of her rehabilitation program.

Exploring Vocational Objectives. To help insure the success of a
rehabilitation plan, you should encourage your client to become
familiar with the occupation she intends to pursue. Consider the
following techniques to increase your client's occupational
knowledge:

Commercial career guidance aids. Commercial guidance aids
are an excellent source for clients to learn about spe-
cific job characteristics. Several guidance systems lend,
themselves to those who know little about jobs.. The fed-
erally published Dictionary of Occupational Titles (De-
partment Of Labor 1965) provides capsule descriptions of
thousands.of jobs. When used with General Aptitude Test
Battery scores, it provides information about aptitude
levels associated with success in various occupations.
It is organized to provide inforhation about job families,
which is helpful for identifying alternative job
objectives.

Career days and lob exploration seminars. A more vivid
way of exposing clients to information about occupations
is through career days and job exploration seminars. Or-
ganizations such as the YWCA, chambers of commerce, and
high schools generally sponsor day-long career programs,
which include speeches and discussions by representatives
from various occupational categories Many college and
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universities sponsor career days specifically for women
who are entering or reentering the job market.

Job role model interviews. An excellent way for-a client
to learn about specific occupational objectives is to en-
courage4 her to conduct individual interviews with people
working in the field of her choice. BY interviewing
workers engaged in a target occupation, clients may gain
firsthand information regardiqg the best way to prepare
for a given career. The interview approach gives a person
time to decide whether a particular occupation will sat-
isfy her needs. Since expectation of reward has-been
found to contribute significantly to human motivation
(Inskeep 1978; Vroom 1964), such information'can help in-
sure occupational attainment.

,Th steps of role Model interviewing are simple. Once a
'target occupation has been selected, the client, her
treatment counselor or vocational group leader, and her
peers sketch out the questions she 'will ask during the
interview,. The vocational.coordinator then helps the
client locate a cooperative worker in the target vocation
and arranges an appointment. During the interview, the
client conducts herself as a researcher in search of an-
swers, instead of as a job hunter in search of employment.
The process is completed when the client returns to her
vocational group or coordinator to report on her investi-
gation. The results of this approach, whether they
strengthen or alter the job objective, are generally quite
dramatic. The client can also learn useful interviewing
skills.

Situational Barrierls in Planning. As your clients' vocational
plans.15egin to take shape, be certain that services have been
arranged to prevent the following issues from disrupting rehabil-

a itation activities:

Childcare. The need for childcare services among chem-
ically dependent women engaged in rehabilitation program-
ing is great; most heroin-addicted women face the daily
responsibility of caring for children in their homes
(Eldred and Washington 1975).

Do not leave arrangements for childcare services to chance.
If your treatment facility does not provide this service
for mothers in training or employment, arrangements might
be made with a relative or neighbor of your client. Re-
imbursement for these services can frequently be arranged
through your State welfare or vocational rehabilitation
service. Childcare services are often available through
churches and schools (chapter 10 discusses some possible
options). Consider offering such services within your
treatment facility. Cuskey et al. (1978) noted decreased
criminal activity, increased levels of self-esteem, and
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improved parent/child relations among heroin-addicted
Mothers whose treatment program offered live-in facilities
for bothother and children.

Trunsportationwand lunches. Wagner et al. (1977) found
that the unavailability of transportation among women in
treatment significantly limited client /counselor inter-
actioy. Do not assume thateyour clients will, be able..tc
meet \transportation expenses independently. Most feder7
ally sponsored trainint programs provide allowapces_for
these expenses. Your reatment program might consider
establishing a petty cash fund to help meet costs not
sufficiently covered by outside agencies.

You may nded to counsel your clients about using the al-
lowance for transportation pprposes only.

Lodging and clothing. Clients may frequently cite un-
stable housing or shoddy clolthing as primary reasons for
dropping out of training or failing to get a particular
job. You should make contact with welfare, family _serv-
ice and religious agencies as well as staff and other po-
tential donors to help resolve such problems as soon as
possible. Encourage the spouses and family members of
your clients to participate in therapy to help alleviate
problems at home.

Medical, dental, and legal problems. As described in
chapter 6, chemically dgpendent women experience signifi-
cantly more plysical illness than do male-addicts. If
your treatment program does not provide medical.and dental
services to clients, arrange to refer clients to these
services in the community. Your State vocational reha-
bilitation agency can help in arranging medical and dental
services fOr women preparing to start jobs. If you can
provide these agencies with copies of anymedfcal infor-
mation in your possession, it will generally speed the
provision of services. Community-sponsored medical glin-
ics and university dental clinics are excellent sources
of inexpensive treatment.

Legal interruptions of rehabilitation plans can be reduced
by identifying pending courtcases, referring dlients to
free or reduced fee legal services, and providing'lawyers
with letters describing your client's vJcational rehabil-
itation plans.

Education. The need to improve basic skills, acquire the
G , and obtain survival skills should-be addressed early.

vocational objectives require sharp academic skills
a higli school completion, you should enroll clients in
remedial classes. Early classroom triumphs are excellent
opportunities for increasing client self-esteem. Care
should be taken to make classwork interesting and relevant
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to clients' job interests. 8imion (1978) found that ad-
dicted women frequently cited boredom as a major reason
for dropping out of school. Survival skills should be
taught before clients begin training or employment. Prac-
etical tasks such as learning how to complete an applica-
tion?.use a phone book, write a letter of complaint, find
a doctor, use the library, balance a checkbook, or cook a
meal may mean the difference.between plan success and
failure. Such instruction might be given by treatment
counselors as part of a regularly scheduled group session,
or in special meetings conducted by staff social or rec-:.
reational workers or student interns or volunteers as-
signed to your program.

IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

Establish a Relationship Based on Trust and Mutual Respect. An
absence of trust in the client/coordinator relationship can seri-

ously handicap rehabilitation efforts: Your clients may approach
rehabilitation services with a great deal of skepticism and doubt.
You may question their readiness or motivation to change. Time
should be allowed for, both the coordinator and the client to de-:
velop trust. During plan development, each party should agree to
carry out a few preliminary tasks, such as invest.gating resources,
as a demonstration of good faith. Once both parties prove their
sincerity, the job of sokidifying a plan of action can proceed.
Keep in mind that you can effectively show how to conduct an hon-
est, game-free relationship by the way you deal with your clients.

Reduce Depression and Build Self-Esteem. Your clients will prob-
ably begin vocational rehabilitation activities with a low regard
for both themselves and their ability to succeed. Colten (1979)
observed that women who abused drugs scored lower on tests of
self-esteem than did either men drug abusers or women who had not
been drug abusers. Jainchill (1979) found arug-dependent women
in therapeutic communities manifested, lower self-esteem scores
thad did residept male addicts. Beckman (1978) reports similar
self-esteem depression among women alcoholics entering treatment.

From the outset, counseling strategies s:lould be geared to reduce
depression. To begin with, your ability to project a positive
attitude and help clients gain a more optimistic outlook is cru-
cial. Engage them in activities immediately. Involvement in
occupational tasks, social functions, and moderate physical ac-
tivity can all help to alleviate depression. Keep the lines of
coMmunication open between you and your clients by frequently of-
fering support and by making yourself available for unscheduled
meetings.

Vocational rehallilitat!cn counseling should fOcus early on in-
creasing self-estc.em to foster confidence needed to negotiate the
"outside world." Cal..; should be taken to fashion a plan that
strives to.build self-worth through a variety of developmental
tasks. Therefore, begin your rehabilitation efforts slowly, set
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mutual goals, pace assignments according to client energy levels
and current skills, and praise successes as they occur. Be cer-
tain to offer only honest praise and use it sparingly. persons .

with low self-esteem have been found to readily reject reinforce-
ment they consider excessive or insincere (Bass and Baron 1967).
In your contacts with clients, stress their present and past
skills and emphasize the future value of these accomplishments.

Exploring training facilities or occupations is,a good way to
begin building confidence. Mastering basic reading and math
sfalls as well as improving personal appearance can add totself-
ateem. A client's completion of various phases of training or
deVelopment of increased competencies at work and in daily life,
provideS staff members with opportunities to-reinforce growth and
'thus add to client self-confidence. Remember that clients often
take inappropriate actions because of their low self-opinions.
Inskeep (1978) found that low-self-esteem substance abusers chose
potentially less satisfying occupations morlrequently than did
high -self-esteem substance Abusers. Closely monitor occupational
choices and Other rehabilitation activities to held off attempts
at self-sabotage.

Foster the Development of Work-Related Values, Social Skills, and
Relationships) Improvement of interpersonal skills is a prereq-
uisite to attaining and maintaining gainful employment. Glaring
differences frequently exist between'your clients' values and
those of the subculture into which they are attempting to gain
entry. They may not accept the importance the work'world places
on promptness, reliabilityproper speech, or bUdgeting. Clients
need to understand why the work world believes that these values
are important and toknow the consequences when employees do not
demonstrate these values. In cases where value differences exist,
the rehabilitation plan should include experiences that will re-
inforce the need for a change in values. Work adjustment train-
ing, interviews with working people, and reminders from the staff
may all help to bring about change. Make certain that you rein-
force your clients' progress toward responsible behavior. Praise
them for abstaining from drug use and criminal activity, for im-
proving relations with others,. and for sharing feelings and using
their reasoning abilities to make decisions. Encourage attendance
at sheltered workshop work adjustment training sessions for cli-
ents who have difficulty dealing with authority figures, coworkers,
Or customers. .

It is strongly recommended that peer self help and support gruips
be available in your program to help addicted clients cope with
the stress of changing their lives. Bahna and Gordon,(1978) con-
cluded that the most difficult adjustments facing the chemically
dependent women they studied were coping with loneliness and a,
fear of dealing with the "outside world." Female self -help and
,support groups are a valuable adjunct to treatment and vocational
rehabilitation. Reed and Moise (1979) pointed out that as women
deVelop greater respect for other women in such groups, their re-
spect for themselves will grow, along with a willingness to discuss
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topics previously kept to themselves. In freeflowing discussions,

clients can pose questions, seek ideas, and ask for feedback on

, issues not adequately covered by treatment and rehabilitation re-
sources previously mentioned.

Reinforce attendance in self-help groups such as Narcotics Anony-
mous and encourage attempts by your clients to engage relatives

in family or conjoint therapy. Any progress made toward improving
interpersonal skills will greatly facilitate successful assimila-
tion into the world of work.

Encourage the Use of Community Resources. Encourage clients to

overcome their reluctance to use community resources. Your cli-

ents may need social security cards, dental services, driver's
licenses, or clothing allowances. Resources will have to be iden-
tified, appointments made, and tai Tortation secured. Avoid the

temptation to pick up the telephone and perform all themfunc-
tions" for your clients. Resist the urge to solve probl magi-

cally that have.plagued them for years. Take extra time to remove
the aura of mystery that surrounds many community resources by
teaching your clients how to help themselves. This also can be

an exercise
4
in building self-confidence and self-esteem.

Be Aware of Difficulties Caused by Multiple-Role Demand. . Female

clients frequently cite children's nszds as the reason for dis-
contiRuing training. Dickey (1979) reports that infants born to
methadone-addicted mothers experience a higher frequency of health
problems requiring rehospitalization than infants born to non-

addicted mothers. Babysitters can get sick or move, leaving
mothers without childcare services. Children with behavior prob-
lems may require the presence of their mothers in school or court.
Social casework resources should be moUlized in advance to meet
these emergencies as they occur.

E-ten when ade to childcare provisions have been made, mothers

often choose to turn to the role of full-time childcare. This

can be a legitima adult decision or one based on fear' and guilt.

When an issue like h. arises among mothers in training, make
counseling support r dily avaiiable to help your'ou clients sort
out their conflicting feelings. Demands of a family or a spouse
or lover can also cause a woman to feel she should quit work.

Reed and Moise (1979) suggested that chemically dependent woven
feel inadequate to meet multiple role (15.maiids. Tor stem these

feelings of inadequacy, coun.el your clients about options and
alternatives available to them as they attempt to master the roles
of mother, friend, student, worker, and client.

Confront Unrealistic Expectat;.ons; Insist on Adequate Preparation.
Many chemically dependent persons are impatient to begin employ-

ment. They have long believed that the lack of money for such
items as transportation, childcare services, and clothing was the
primary barrier to securing employment. Once these needs are
met, clients frequently fail to acknowledge the need to remove

. .
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;ducational, emotional, and behavioral barriers to employment.
You rust Insist that your clienti receive proper work adjustmentand skill training prior to attempting to secure erployment. Yourclients do not need the frustration of failure, which is likelyto occur without proper preparation.

Reed and Moise (1979) suggested that self- defeating behaviors suchas denial, manipulation, and misperception should be challenged
firmly but not harshly by counselors. Confronting chemically de-pendent women may cmove counterproductive to attempts at raisingclient self-esteem.

Respond quickly to comments about dropping out of vocational e-u-
cation programs by investigating the reasons for discontent. Such, complaints might be manifestations of impatience

to begin work or
reactions to progress in the instructional facility. You may need
to intervene on a client's behalf by scheduling three-way confer-ences among the client, yoUrself, and the instructor or program
director of the agency in question.

Foster Self-Reliance. Reed and Moise (1979) pointed out that at
least initially, drug dependent women often characterize them-
selves as needy and incapable.

Because of the high levels of needfound among many drug-dependent
women, you will have to provide agreat deal of support and guidance during the early stages o. planimplementation. Take care, however, to move your clients away

ficim heavy reliance upon you, your advice, and resources.as coonaa.feadible. Early help in arranging interview contacts, securing
transportation, and reminding your clients, of appointments should
give.way to encouragement to rely on.trkemselves. It is only
through a gradual process of decreased dependency that self-
,confidence and self-esteem can grow.

Peele and Brodsky '(1975) pointed out that persons who have been
addicted to drugs may forsake a reliance on drugs only to acquire
an equally intense addibticn to various activities, people, orthings. Thompson and Cole (1972) cautioned that all who work with
addicts should avoid providing them with "environmental fixes".that foster a dependency on you and the goods and cervices ycucommand. Despite protestations from your clients, you should ex-pect increasing self- reliance from them as their rehc.bilitaElon
plan.unfolds.

Maintain Contact with Clients. As your clients enter full-timl
employment and prepare to terminate from treatment, make sure theyunderstand that you will continue to be available to offer supportand assistance. As a link between the program and the outside
world, you are in an excellent position to help maintain your
clients is the community. This can be done with a minimal amountof wozk on your part. Even if your formerclients never call on
you for help, it is4important that

they know you are there if they
need you.
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DIFFICULTIES POSED BY SOCIAL ETEREOTY

Women in our society face special problems that tend to work

Acc
against their successful completion of vocaakional rehabilitation

programing: To succeed in helping' your clients attain self-
actualizing occupations, you must plan tc support them against

stereotypes. As your clients move toward independence and self-
suffIciency, they will come under tremendous pressure to return
to dependent relationships with men in particular. Irrational

beliefs that they are inferior to men will be rekindled, and the
compulsion to retreat from job training and employment will be
great, especially given the stigma that chemically dependent women

often feel. It is crucial to provide sufficient support to your
clients at these times to help them gain the skills and confidenCe
necessary tosrefute inferiority stereotypes.

P4
You should, also work with the women so that they recognize sexual

harassment as they begin training programs and jobs. Some of the

"irrational beliefs" mentioned above are regularly reinforced in

some'job settings. Sexual innuendos or direct pressure from co-

workers or employers can undermine accomplishments. Should sexual

hA:Assment occur, women need to recognize it and take approprLte

action. Various strategies for dealing with sepal harassment
are described in Stopping Sexual Harasment, 1 ted in appendix A.

Frequently, when a client's friends or relativ s fail at refoster-

ing dependency, they may seek revenge by att ting to sabotage

the client's rehabilitation plan. When prom es of change or

special favors fail to bring about the client's abandonment of
the plan, the denial of cooperation, angry threats, and physical
abuse may be directed at the client. When this occurs, increase
the frequency of contacts with her and rally the support of her

peers.

Your clients may be under pressure from friends, relatives, em-'
ployers, and even clinic staff members to seek traditional female

jobs. Thr jobs most easily obtained by your olients will piobably

be service-type jobs. Once a foothold has been gained in the em-
ployment market, aha appropriate training and education have been
obtained, there is no limit to the type of employment open to the
recovered chemically dependent woman. Many rehabilitated women

have found responsible employment in the business, artistic, man-
ufacturing, and social service communities. To achieve lasting

job satisfaction and self-actualization, clients should be free
to choose their vocational objectives from the entire range of

occupations, not the narrow band previously reserved for women.
Therefore you should encourage clients'to look beyond traditional

female careers. Support, the exploration o(competitive, challeng-

ing positions by your clients. Encourage contacts with profes-

sional women who have broken away from, stereotypic service occu-

pations. Invite successful female professionals t) address your

clients dUring vocational group sessions. Introdk.ce clients to

literature that describes employment opportunities available to

women.
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COMMUNITY LINKAGES

Preparing clients to-enter the Job market is only half of the workof the rehabilitation component.
The other half consists of de-

veloping contacts and linkages within the community (or other
components of the program itself) that can be used by your clientswhen needed. The overall effectiveness of the rehlabill.tation,
component will depend in large part on the, number and strength of_,contacis with other organizations.

'The specific inds of linkages to be developed by your component
depend on it goals and objectives. If vocational rehabilitation
facilities within-the program are limited, Clients may have tb
receive most services elseWhere, including vocational counseling,
'rehabilitation services, training, and job placement. In this
case, the work of the program would-be to make the appropriate
contacts and referrals and to monitor client progress within the
context of the overall treatment plan. If your'vocatibmal compo-ient includes job development and placement, contacts with,employ-
ers will be a,major focus of community work.

Whatever kinds of community resources will be used, begin an in-
ventory as early as posiible and incorporate the findings of this
inventory into the plah, for the r ehabilitation component. This
plan should be based on a knowledge of-the resources available in
th, community that can meet,the varied needs of the women in yourPrograa. If you begin by approaching agencies and businesses
searching'for speejfic services to held particular clients, you
-will likely discover community cooperation lacking.. If you ap-
proach employers and agencies in a friendly spirit of curiosity
and learning, however, you will be surprised at the doors opened

' to you. Don't limit'your inquiries to the issues with which yOu
are concerned. In approaching community resources, allow them totake the lead. Listen to them explain who they are and what they
do._ During this process, they may reveal projects and resources
that aregengFally kept private. In this way you can establish
a system'of valuable community contacts that can help your clients
in a variety of ways.

TRAINING AND REHABILITATION SERVICES

Many types of ,community resources can help your program and should
be contacted. The following paragraphs describe,some of the more
important sources. As ybu approach these resourcese remain flex-
ible. Also look for nontraditional services that agencies might
perform.

Public school's are excellent resources for remedial education and
related services. Begin by contacting administrative representa-
tives in the departments of adult or continuing education of local

/public or community college school systems. Be prepared to con -
dXt a frank discussion of the numbers of women ih your program
who need basic education and GED services. Ask about the
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feasibility of having an onsite instructor provided for your cen-

ter. Administrators frequently are looking fos,outposts to pro-
vide basic adult education funded by Federal Adult Basic Educatton
Grants or the new Displaced Homemaker Program. Be prepared, how-

ever, ro open.such an onsite class to non-substance-abusers if
you cannot provide enough clients to qualify for subsidization.

Libraries contain information about community agencies, funding
sources, and potential employment opportunities. They.often stock
directories of social agencies and local manufacturing companies,
sample copies of civil service job and programed texts for

GED preparation. Libraries often sponsor or coordinate programs
aimed at helping special populations such as young people, older
adults, handicapped persons, foreign born persons, and single

parents.

United way agencies are chartered to provide a variety of social
services, includtng medical And psychological care, childcare,
transportation and shelter services, tuition assistance, and-adop-
tion assistance. It is especially helpful to talk with agency

managers who pre aware of program underutilization. They may be

interested in establishing a cooperative referral agreement with

your program. Make contact with a conscientious frontlirP coun-
selor from each agency,who knows how to navigate the maze of rules
and requirements governing the agency.

Religious organizations such as the Salvation Army and Jewish,.
Lutheran, and Catholic social services are often good sources of
food, clothing; lodging, counseling services, and work adjustment
and skill training. These organizations sponsor programs that

help former_substance abusers. In smaller communities the Salva-

tion Army often operates small, cottage-type industries that serve'
as a bridge to employment for many women.

Preapprenticeship prov a source of entry into

nontraditional jobs for some women. -ated by union locals,

private corporations, or State emplo nt services, these programs

recruit and prepare minority candidat to meet skilled trade

entrance requirements.

Private vocational schools vary in their ability to meet the needs
of the former substance abuser. Take special care in evaluating

private vocational resources. Be prepared to ask tough questions

such as, "Who hires your graduates?" and May I talk with some of

your current students?" These and other releyant questions are

covered in a free pamphlet entitled "The Pocket Guide to Choos"%g
a Vocational School" (Federal Trade Commission Buyer's Guide #13,

Washington, D.C. 1975). You will find that the better schools
make remedial assistance available at the beeplaina of vocational
coursework, and extra placement assistance is offered after
coursework is completed. Tuition costs,may range from a few
hundred to more than a thousand dollars. If the school is one of
more than 9,000 institutions participating in the U.§. Office of
Education's Financial Aid Program, clients may qualify for a
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Feraleral giant, loan, or work study assignment. ding for voca-tional training for female drug abusers may also be secured from
your local State vocational rehabilitation agtncy or CETA office:
Contact the.admissions officers of vocational schools in your areafor additional tips on tuition assistance.

Sheltered workshops specialize in moving occuiationally naive and
behaviorally handicapped clients from unemployment to a work-ready ,Dstatus Look beYond any initial impression that the workshop
setting\is inappropriate for your clients. Workshop evaluation
and training can benefit chemically dependent women who (1) are
unsure,of their occupational interests and aptitudes and wouldlike to sample a variety of jobs, (2) need to develop rudimentary
interpersonal work skills, and (3) need to acquire basic occupa-tional skills before entering advanced training elsewhere.

Few training settings provide such a supportive_ opportunity to
develop interpersonal and technical job skills. Special emphasisin reading skills, hygiene,- social activities, childcare, money
management, and job 'placement is typical of the holistic approachused'by most sheltered vocational workshops. A workshop evalua-
tion can also be a good diagnostic tool for the vocational coun-
selor because itlis a practical way of assessing needs and nar-rowing job objectives. Workshop staff persons are skilled in
translating their observations into practical suggestions foryouand your client! Over the past decade, most vocational workshopshave opened eligibility to chemically dependent clientele and ar-ranged program financing through State vocational rehabilitation,welfare, or substance abuse coordinating agencies.

Colleges And universities have traditicinally been a source of
community-oriented programs. You may discover vocational testing,
career guidance, medical services, scholarship aid, and remedial
education glasses available through local colleges. Contact theoffices of adult education of the student services department of
local colleges or universities for more information.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies provide a variety of diagnostic,
planning, restorative, training, and placement services to eligi-ble clients. Eligibility for services is based on the following:

The presence of a documentable physical or emotional
disability= - s

t Demonstration that this disability has handicapped.the
client in the employment market; and

40".
4,- V

The likelihood that a client will become gainfully em-
ployed as ajesult of vocational

rehabilitation services.

Your skill in documenting the presence of a substance abuse dis-
ability, its harAicapping effect, and a positive progrnsis for
employment given proper support will play a major role in determin-
ing whether a client will bo eligible

for rehabilitation services.
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Vocational rehabilitation administrators are frequently interested
in establishing cooperative agreements with treatment facilities
that can provide a steady, flow of motivated handicapped persons.
If you can provide medical, and psychological documentation of
client's substance abuse history and insure a constant number of
program referrals, you can increase your chances of arranging
timely rehabilitation services for your clients. Speak-with case-

workers assigned to work with chemically dependent persons. Ar-

range to interview the agency's district office supervisor for
tips on agency priorities and procedures for establishing formal

cooperative working agreements. In the event that the district
office supervisor you contact does not share your concern for
chemically dependent women, contact the regional director of cii-
ent,services or the State coordinator for services to substance

abusers and offenders. You may need to ask these persons to re-
mind local administrators of the agency's mandate to service all

disabled persons.

Social service/welfare agencies are the logical complement to
State vocational rehabilitation services because they can provide
for day-to-day living expenses incurred, by clients as they train

for new careers. The establishment of direct linkages with your
local welfare agency is a necessity. Thousands of rehabilitation

efforts fail when rent and utility bills go unpaid or seed money
does not stretch beyond training to the time a job begins.

The identification,&nd grooming of a conscientious caseworker and

supervisor is a must for successfully negotiating with public
Welfare systems. You should quickly determine the feasibility of
establishing formal support agreements with local welfarg. agen-

cies. You should contact administrative assistants or the direc-
tor of your county or State social service agency to propose on-
going support agreements. Be prepared to present detailed income

and needs data for all women in your program, and be ready to
argue the cost efficiency of.transfer payments made to one entity- -
your treatment facility -- rather than separate mailings to hundreds

of different client residences. tress the assignment of one or
two caseworkers to coordinate all services to program partici-

pants. This will not only speed up provision of services to your

clients but, should also make the caseworker's job easier. To

avoid miscommunication and duplication, one treatment staff person
should be degignated as a liaison to your local social welfare

agency. de or she should be responsible fog communicating the
need for services to the appropriate caseworker. Ideally this

function should fall to a staff social worker or community liaison

agent. In their absence, any staff person with a good working
knowledge of your agency'sofiscal policy and procedures, as well
as the needs of your clientele, should be able to fill this

position.

The National Alliance of Businessmen is well organized to address
the problem of how the unemployed can get jobs. Their knowledge

of affirmative action outreach, apprenticeship openings, and busi-
ness expansion plans is exceptionally detailed and current.
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The National Urban League is an excellent source oflinformation
"about educational, job training; and placement, programs that have-bemiefited minorities for years.

Supported work programs are growing in popularity as vehicles forproviding on-the-job training for women and other minorities.
function-as nonprofit corporations That receive their fundsfrom a variety of Federal departments and private foundations.These Programs ggierally recruit and train novice workers, assem-ble thiminto work crews,"and secure contract work for these crewsto perform on a paid, full-time basis.

Preliminary studies byMithematica Policy Research (1977) indicated that ex-addict par-ticipants in these stepping-stone programs earned more income,
were less dependent on welfare, and engaged in less crime thandid Control group addicts who did not participate in supportedwork. .

Women's organizations are often in the forefront in providing
concrete. services;, for unskilled and unemployed women. Local of-fices of the National Organization for Women would be aware, forexample, of local efforts to achieve educational equity for women,funded under the 1974 Women's Educational Equity Act. Many dis-placed homemaker programs provide services your clients will needto enter the job market and may be persuaded to work with yourclients. Such contacts can also help chemically dependent womenunderstand that many of the

employment-related issues they face
result because they are women.

Deployment programs for women are constantly searching for women'who need special job training and job placement assistance. Sev-
era]. CETA-administered job programs actively solicit female headsof households for placement. For years the Work Incentive Program(WIN) has operated Successfully in serving this target group. Nowlabor unions, the YWCA, United Way agencies, and a variety of
State. and Federal agencies

are administering programs to meet the
employment needs of this group.. .

JOB DEVELOPMENT AND JOB PLACEMENT

-Thlit identification and creation of job opportunities for your
clients will place the greatest burden on your organizational and
"sales Abilities.' Whether engaged in the creation or development'of jobs, or the placement of clients into available positions,you will be called upon to expend tremendous amounts of energy.
To insure success you must use your own system for organizing the
many names, companies, dates, and position requirements you willencounter

Keep track of all employer contacts, including the date
of Contact, name of the person spoken to, their needs at
the dime of the conversation, and their projected needs
for the future.

."-
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Organize your information about various target e:Mpl xs
according to-location, type of goods or services produced,
types of positions typically available, and skills needed.
to qualify for these positions.

Update your list of work-ready clients daily, making sure
to include the types of jobs they are interested in and

the skills they possess. 'For additional tips on refining

your job development system consult Ferman (1969) and
Bowman and Graves (1976).

Job Development. In the course of developing or creating job op-
portunities,ou and your clients will face many frustrations.
The most common impediment_ to locating job opportunities are
economic recessions and employer biases against chemically depend-

ent women. Goldenberg and Keatinge (1973), conducting interviews
with 100 employers in the greater Boston area, found widespread
discrimination against chemically dependent persons. The authors
concluded that employers were reluctant to have anything to do
with addicts, and in general were actively involved in trying to
rid their companies of the chemically dependent. Less than 5 per-

cent had developed policies favorable to the hiring of rehabili-
tated substance abusers, whereas over 65 percent used screening
techniques to detect drug users among emPloyees.

Over. the past decade, employer motivation to discharge drug-
addicted employees has changed markedly, as evidenced by the na-
tional proliferation of employee assistance programs. Unfortu-

nately, biases against hiring recovered substance abusers still

exist. In the face of such prejudice, several techniques Ian help

you in your search for jobs for your clients. Consider adopting

the.following tips, for successful job development:

Prepare early for your encounter with an employer by
reading company-produced brochures and publications and
talking with other business people in your community about
the target company.

Know your clients' strengths and weaknesses and interests
and dislikes, and be prepared to question how they might

or might not fit into employment at the target company.

r-

Prepare a client skills bank so that, you are ready with
possible referrals to the occasional employer who dill
Say, "I need five workers tomorrow, can you deliver them?"

Develop and practice the presentation that you plan to
make to each employer. Role-playing lends itself well to

perfecting job development presentations.

Seek out the decisionmakers in the company and interview

them. The' personnel Manager may not always be the appro-
priate person to contact regarding the hiring of recovered

substance abusers. Speak with supervisors and managers
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and listen carefully to their needs and concerns. Do yourbest to address their
specific concerns.

Be prepared to counter employer stereotypes about thechemically dependent as dishonest, unreliable, lazy, anddangerous-people, Be prepared to discuss case histories-.of successfully
rehabilitated. clients. Offer to bring afew clients to meet the personnel director, or suggest avisit to your clinic to defithe their stereotypes. It maytake. skill and credibility to prove to an employer that

your clients are truly recovered and ready to work. YouMay need to enlist
counselors from public agencies tosupport you in these attempts to change opinions.

Be prepared to offer consultation on-drug abuse problemsthat the employer's
company might be experiencing. Offerto introduce the employer to appropriate

treatment andadministrative staff members at your clinic for, furtherconsultation.

Suggest the establishment
of subsidized on-the-job train--4nd job tryouts to employers with problems in keepingqualified, trained employees, An employer unable to bearthe costs of 6 months

ofesphnical on-the-job trainingmay welcome the .ehance teliain your clients when trainingcosts are offset by Government Subsidy. Find out aboutagencies that frequently
sponsor clients'in on-the-jobtraining. These include-State

employment-and vocational
rehabilitation agencies and pl:,:ement programs sponsoredby CETA and the Department of ....abor.

Provide close employer
follotrupwhen an employer has noopenings, expects to have a few openings in the future,or actually:hires several of your clients. It is essen-tial to maintain close contact. This not only keeps youabreast of new opportunities

for placement, but gives em-ployers the, clear message that you intend to be availableto help troubleshoot
any problems that may develop. Italso places you in an excellent position to,support yourclients during stressful periods of their adjustment.

Job Placement. Many resources are available to help you identifyjob openings for your clients. Described below are some of the'More conson'sources of this information.'
ti

State employment services frequently provide referrals to manyexcellentitraining and employment openings. State and federally.Sponsored industrial
surveys provide good information about oc-. cupations for which qualified

workers are in short supply and, geographic area in which
skilled workers are sorely needed.

State employment services work closely with well-establishedtraining programs such as OIN, the Job Corps, and a variety ofapprenticeship centers. They frequently establish special
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referral agreements with businesses located within their district

boundaries. Be sure to contact individual placement counselorst

training specialists, and WIN coordinators. They are always, look-

ing for motivated candidates for training and placement opportu-

nities. Point out that because of the nature of your long and
personal associationwith your clients, you will be in an excel-

lent position to screen referrals for them.

County agefits and maiPcatriers are often the first to hear of

openings in suburban And rural areas.

The local chamber of commeice usually has current information
about job openings and plans for company expansions in the

community.

Treatment program board members are frequently as'scidiated with

businesses and industriesrthatTcAwovide high-quality job place-e

ments. Consider giving these board members the opportunity to
make a personal contribution to the treatment effort by helping

to place some of your clients.

Manpower planning agencies are operated by many local, regional,

anState governments. They serve as prime-sponsors for a variety

of paid training and work experience opportunities. Since the

scope of these programs varies so much from State to State, you
should seek out knowledgeable people in coordinating agencies and
familiarize yourself with the peculiarities of programs funded

under each locality. Use caution And investigate worksites se-
lected for various manpower placements to take certain that the
environment is both supportive and challenging enough to make

work meaningful.

Civil service jobs are excellent for neophytes to gain work expe-

rience. Because of the high degree of bureaucratization and
structure found in civil service agencies, they provide an excel-.
lent environment for a beginning employee. These jobs provide

good opportunities to learn and put into practice new techniques
for interacting with others and in general becoming socialized

to the everyday work world. Quite often arrangements can be made

wAn local and State civil service offices to mail job announce-
ments directly to your program for posting. The best strategy to

use in securing civil service jobs is to Apply early. These

positions tend to open up 6 months after they are announced.

Treatment facility employment may be available to a small number

of zehabilitation clients in noncounseling positions. Before

placing any clients in clinic employment, you should consider the

pros and cons of such a practice. On the positive side, such jobs

arc more easily secured and open to support and intervention on (3

your part. They generally prove to be a comfortable, familiar

atmosphere in whlb clients can learn about work because most
of the staff and clients are acquaintances. !The work duties

are generally entry level and seldom overwhelming for the new

worker. On the negative side, familiarity.with clients and staff
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may work to your clients' disadvantage. The opportunity for cli-ents to enter into negative,
self-defeating contacts with otherprogram partioipants is always great. Staff frequently feel con-flict over whether to treat a worker/client

as.an equal, rewardingand disciplining accordingly, or as a patient 41 need of specialconsiderations and supports not affcrded nonclient.workers. Theworker/client who is pulled off the job to attend group therapy oris oversupervised by a staff professional is often puzzled as towhich role she should choose for her primary identity. An explo-ration of these issues with all staff should precede any decisionto hire chemically
dependent women,to work at your program.

Former clients who maintain successful employment can often pro-vide inside information about position openings, upgrading oppor-tunities, expansion plans, and training programs. This is onebenefit to be derived from maintaining a strong client followupsystem. They can also be excellent role models for women stillin treatment.

CUNT FOLLOWUP AND EVALUATION

cc

CLIENT FOLLO'4UP

Rehabilitation of the chemically
dependent woman does not end withplacement in a full-time, satisfying job. The typical recovering

substance abuser requires months of active support and followupto insure success. You will need to be available to support yourclients during the inevitable periods of self-doubt, peer sabo-tage, and conflict that occur after job placement. To insure
early identification of a need for support, it is best to create
a multifaceted system of followup. Under such a system, alterna-
tive ways to contact clients are available if the primary methodof contact does not produce results. Consider including some orall of the following

techniques in your system for maintainingclient contact.

Make arrangements with trainers and employers for y u to
contact your clients periodically

at school or on the .job. Encourage employers to contact you as soon as your
clients begin to encounter serious problems.

Collect the names, addresses,
and phone numbers of several

significant pegple in your clients' lives through whom
you can maintain dontact with your clients. Be sure to
obtain written permission from your clients allowing youto talk with each friend, relative, social worker, proba-
tion officer, and doctor whose name they provide.

Developa standard feedback letter that can be mailed to
yoUr clients with a stamped,

self-addressed envelope and
returned by them at their convenience. This technique
works particularly well for clients who work the samehours as you.
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Develop followup mechanisms that reward your clients for
keeping in touch. For example you might:

1. Establish a clinic alumni association that regularly,
reunites for various social and cultural events.

2. Conduct an annual followup survey in which clients
receive $5 or $10 for answering questions during-a'
1-hour interview.

3. Provide vocational-guidance and job - upgrading services
to employed clients who are looking for better jobs.

4. Offer to provide rehabilitation services to the rela-
tives of successful graduates of your program.

5. Honor program graduates by,asking them to be speakers
or special guests at community functions related.to
drug abuse rehabilitation.

EVALUATION AND MODIFICATION OF THE COMPONENT
.s-

To insure the quality and effectiveness of the services providdd
by your vocational rehabilitation component, you. should conduct
a periodic evaluation of progress toward unit objectives. Remem-
ber that the gOals and objectives selected for your component will
dictate the criteria for measuring success. For example, if one
progrim goal is the placement of women into full-time, permanent,
employment, then a tally of the number of jo, placements for a
given year may serve as a satisfactoryoriterion of success. Some ,
of the more common c4teria selected for evaluatiO4 vocational
rehabilitation services include GED or high school completions,
changes in income, number of jobs developed, ntimber of clients
placed in-employment, number of jobs retained more than 6 Months,
number of clients completing skill training, quality of jogs de-
veloped, and_number of clients returning to drug or alcohol: abuse
and crime. Select your criteria carefully, make sure that all
staff members are familiar with these criteria, and formalize
procedures for the accurate collection of all data By measuring
your component's service record against objectives established
for a given period, the need for program changes will become clear.
Once specific weaknesses are uncovered, problemsolving solutions
can be better focused. As new services are created and priori
practices modified, new objectives will emerge to serve as bench-
marks for rating the program in later months. In evaluating re-
habilitation services, adopt a simple yet organized strategy.
Consider including some or all of the following basic ideas in
your evaluation process."

Establish regular semiannual or annual dates for program
evaluation.
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aijli)2ppgiMOurtowardsecificroramobectives that
were established at the beginning of the period undery
scrutiny. 4,

i
. .

Question staff persons, program administrators, clients,
educators, and employers oboist their perceptions of your
camponent'sisiringiand weaknesses."

' Solicit strategies for` remedying problems from a broad
base of client staff, outside professionals, clidhts, and

. -employers.

Modify your rehabilitation component by adding, altering,
or deleting services and adjusting your program goals
accordingly.

Summarize the results of your investigation and plans for
modifiaption and send this ihformation to all staff
lumbers.

a
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

MEASURING COMPOSITE CLIENT NEEDS

Needs Analysis. The Delphi Probe is a structured, stepwise needs
analysis procedure used in many rehabilitation agencies. It uses
a variety of measurement techniques to draw needs data from a
cross-section of the rehabilitation community. Probe data are
then refined through several presentations to assessment partici-
pants until the results represent an accurate, usable picture of
client needs. For information contact the National Clearinghouse
of Rehabilitation Materials, 115 Old USDA Building, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, Okla. 74074.

Written Survey Instruments. Formats available in the literature
include Gordon (1976) and Wolkstein and Richman,(1975).

Client Interviews. For suggestions on conducting need's assessment
interviews consult Gordon (1976). For ideas about areas to probe,
consider conducting a thorough review of the literature on female
addicts. Contact the National' Institute on Drug Abuse, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20857, for a bibliography of perti-
nent studies, or secure a copy of Women and Drugs: A Bibliography
from the National Coordinating Council on Drug Education, 1526
.18th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. '1)36.

JOB READINESS CRITERIA

A representative list of job readiness criteria can be found in
appendix H of Rehabilitation of the Drug Abuser (Kolber and Elias
1972).

EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION PROGRAMS

For information write to the National Clearinghouse of RehatIli-
tation Materials, 115 Odd USDA Buildips, Oklahoma State Univer-
sity, Stillwater, Okla. 74074, or secuN a copy of Program Evalu-
ation: A Beginning Statement, the 10th Institute on Rehabilita-
tion Services, 1972, from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING REHABILITATION COMPONENTS
WITHIN SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FACILITIES

These guidelines may be found in Gordon (1976) and .rie accredita-

tion standards for substance abuse facilities published by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals (1979). In-
formation is also available describing the overall rehabilitation
process, including asse3sing needs, measuring strengths, identi-
fying job objectives, initiating training, and facilitating job
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plihement of female substance abusers. The Disability and Reha-
bilitation Handbook (Goldenson 1978) pFovides excellent' insight
into the techniques for working with a variety of disabilities,
including substance abuse. For specific information on provision
of services'to the addict, you might investigate Vocational Reha-
bilitation in the Treatment setting, a training package available
from the National Drug Abuse Center's materials distribution cen-
ter, Box 398, McLean, Va. 22101.

For information pertaining. to
most aspects' of vccitional rehabilitation counseling, contact the
National Rehabilitation Inforiation Center, 308 Mullen, The Cath-
olic University of America, Washington, D.C. 200*5.

Tools Available to aid in measuring client strengthi and weak-
nesies incl%tde The Mentil Measurements Yearbook (Buros 1978).
This resource provides capsule descriptions of most tests in print
and will help.you determine the applicability of a given test for
use with your population. To guide you'in issues related to as-
sessment interviewing, establishing and initiating rehabilitation.
plans, and upgrading vocational services, consider subscribing to
The Journal of Rehabilitation

Counseling, The Personnel and raid-
ance Journal, or the Journal of Vocational Behavior.

Job exploration sources include Employment Perspective: Working
Women, published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C. 20212u For clients interested in self-
pAced career planning activities, secure copies of career-planning
and jobfinding texts such as How to Get a Job (Fregley 1974),
Planning for Work (Catalyst 1973), and Your Job Campaign (Cata-
lyst 2975), and Creative Careers for Women: A Handbook of Sources
and Ideas for Part-Time Jobs (Scobey and McGrath :1968). Most of
these-aideaetgavailable in the self -help section of local college
bcokstores.

TOOLS TO AID IN CL/ENT ASSESSMEN

Vocational Interest Inventories. The Kuder Preference Record can
be purchased by qualified professionals from Science Research As-
sociated, Inc., 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606. Thec'Strong Campbell Interest Inkentory and its easily interpreted,
computer-scored test reports are available from National Computer.
Systems, 4401 West 76th Street, Minneapolis, Minn. 55435. Short
interest checklists can he provided by Statq emploliment'agencies.

General -Aptitude Tests. These include the Differential. Aptitude
Test (DAT) and the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATE), as well
as tests of specific aptitudes for mechanical work, typing, or
mathematics. The DAT can be purchased by qualified prfessionals
from the Psychological Corporation, 757 Third hvenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017. Distribution and use of the GhTB is closely controlled
by the U.S. Training and gaployment Service.
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-The Vocational Opinion Index. Information on this index can be
obtained from Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc., 3401
JiarketStreet, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

The Minnesota Importance Questionnaire. For information about the
MID, write to Vocational Psychology Research, Department of Psychol-
ogy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

COMMERCIAL CAREER GUIDANCE AIDS

The Directory of Occupational Titles and The Occupational Outlook
HandoOk can be purchased through the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S.-Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

The Occupational Exploration Kit is produced by Science Research
Associates, 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

The Art of developing a Career (Carkhuff arid Friel 1974), Who's
Hiring-Who? (Lathrop 1976), What Color is Your Parachute? (Bolles
1977), and 28 Days to a Better Job (Jackson 1977) can be found in
the self-help'section of most bookstores.

CHILDCARE

For information on childcare services, contact local social serv-
ice agencies and the Displaced Homemakers Network, Inc., 2012

' Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Information on funding, licensing, and managing childcare services
in treatment facilities is.available from the National Clearing-
house for Drug Abuse Information, which offers NIDA Special Report
Number 1, Series 43, Chile, Care Provisions in Drug Abuse Treatment
Programs. 0

Parent training information can be found in "Parenting and Child
Services for Chemically Dependent Women," chapter 11 of this
volume; The Growth and Devslopment of Mothers (McBride 1974); and
Communication and Parenting Skills (D'Angelli and Weener 1976).

LEGAL ISSUES

Information about the kinds of limitations a criminal record can
place on employment opportunities is available from the American
Bar Association, Clearinghouse of Offender Employment Restric-
tions, 1800 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

General advice on legal issues is.available from the American Bar
Association, Pretrial Intervention Service Center (same address
as above).
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CONFRONTING SEXUAL HARASSMENT

For information on this subject, you can obtain Stopping Sexual
Harassment: A Handbook for $2.50 from the Labor Education and
Research Project, Box 20001, Detroit, Mich. 48220.

sURVIVAL'TRAINING

See "Survival Skills Training for Chemically Dependent Roden" involume 2 of this book and Grinistad and Rennie (1975), Gordon
(1976), Leibowitz et 1. (1973).

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT FOR WOMEN.
.

Obtain copies of Working'Woman
magazine, available at newsstands

and published by Hal Publishing CoMpany, 600 Madison Avenue, NetsYork, N.Y. 10022: and Careers for Women in the 70's, Publica-tions of the Women's Bureau, and Continuing Education Services and
Programs for Women, Pamphlet 10, all available from the Superin-tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,D.C. 20402. Materials that focus on nontraditional employment for
women include New Job Opportunities for Women (Lederer 1975) and
A Woman's'Gfilde to New Careers in Real Estate (Rejnis 1977).

.
Career Plannira. Write to the U.S. Department of Labor, Emplby-
ment and Training Administration, Wathington,

D.C. 20213 for cur-'
rent copies of the newsletter

Occupations in Demand at Job Service
Offices.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES: TRAINING AND REHABILITATION

PreaTrentiCeship Traimirr Programs. Cdntact your State employ-
ment agency; local union halls; libraries.: the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship Training, Department Of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20212;
and the Hum'n Resource Development

Institute,.AFL-CIO, 815 16th
Street, N.W., Washington pi D.C. 20006.

Private Vocational Schools. "The Pocket Guide to Choosing a Vo-
cational School" is available free from the Consumer Information
Center, Pueblo, Cola 81009. .Information on Federal financial
aid is available in Student Consumer's Guide: Six Federal Aid
Programs, 1981-1982, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402. "Developing and Using a Vocation: Training and Eft
cation Resource Manual," a 1977 Services Resea) Report from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse, provides an excellent system .for organizing and. retrieving information about training resources
in your.community..

Federal Agencies. Contact the nearest Veterans Administration
officefor informatipn about sqrvivors' benefits andtraihing op-
portunities. Secur4 a copy of Federal Benefits for Veterans and
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, their Dependents from the U.S. -Government Printing Office, Wash-
ingtob, D.C. 20402. Contact the Social Security Administration
for information about dependents under the age of 21. Be sure to
obtain a copy of the Government publication entitled A Woman's
Guide to Social Security from your local social security office.
Contact the Armed Forces for information about long-term training
for part-time service in the Reserves. Contact the Department of
Labor Women's Bureau, Room S3311, Second St. and Constitution
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010-for clues to funds for spe-
cial training programs: Finally, inquire about vocational pro-
graming for female substance abusers through the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse, Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse'Information, 5600
Fishers Lane, Room 1dA56, Rockville, Md. 20857.

National Alliance of Businessmen. For information write to the
national office, 1730 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 or
consult a phone directory for tht office nearest you.

National Urban League. For information, write to the national
office, 500 East 62nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10021. -

Supported Work Programs. For further information about supported
work programs, contact your local manpower coordinating agency or
write to the Manpower Demonstratidn Research Corporation, 3 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y., or the National Clearinghouse for Drug
Abuse Information, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20857% For
further information about placement programs for women, contact '

the-Association of Programs,fpr Female Offenders, Women's Reforma-
tory, PO Box 313, Rockville City, Iowa 50579; The John Howard As-
sociation,.537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. 60605; and
the 7th Step Foundation, 28 East 8th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
45202. .

Women's Organizations. For further information about techniques,

/

---,-
is sues, and materials cobmon to groups of this type, contact the
National Organization for Women, 425 13th Strcet, N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20003, or the National Institute, on Drug Abuse Program
for Women's Concerns, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20857.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES: JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT

Job Development System. See Job Development for the Hard to

Employ (Ferman 1969) and Placement services' and Techniques
(Bowman and Graves 1976).

Employee Assistance Programs- For information about companies
in your area that operate employee assistance programs, Contact
the Association of Labor and Management Administrators and Con-
sultants on Alcoholism, 1800 North Kent Street, Arlington, Va.
22209.

Manpower Programing. For an overview of manpower programing na-
tionally, contact the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
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'raining Administration, Room 10406, 601 D Street, N.W., Washing-,.

ton, 0.C..20213.

2

Employment Services Offices. For a copy of the Directory of Local
Employment Services Offices, write to the U.S. Department of Labor,
Manpower Administration, 601 D Street, N.W., Washingtoh, D.C.
20213.

If you decide to conduct your own job readiuess seminars at your
clinic, you can obtain excellent resource material on the subject
from the Multi%Resource Center, 1900 Chicago Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55404 and from the Federal publication entitled A Vocational
Component for the Drug Abuse and Correctional Agency (Gordon 1976)
Consider supplementing these resources with books on job inter-
viewing such as Sweaty Palms: The Neglected Art of Being Inter-,
viewed (Medley 1978), and How to Win a Job Ifterview pobertson e
1978). Secure copies of The Morking Mother's Complete Handbook'
(Norris and Miller 1979) and McCall's Working Mother Magazine to
help prepare your clients for the dual roles of parent and worker.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook is a compact source of written
descriptions of the nature, training requirements, job outlook,
and pay scales of hundreds of representative jobs. The becupa-
tional Exploration Kit supplies excellent written descripSious
for more than 400 occupations. The accompanying self-guidance
program is aneffective guide far helping clients select a voca-
tional objective.
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.APPENDO( I '
.:::$4.11PLE OCCUPATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Client, Name: Jane Client

PRESENTING PROBLEMS (potential briers

4INEMPLOYED:
'EPILEPTIC (CONTROL'aD)
NO WORK SKILL:5

NO GED

4-
SHORT-RANGE GOALS

-Refer to GED class
-Narrow down job aptitude and

interest

-Refer to State Bureau of
Rehabilitation

-Line'up mometo babysit
-Get dental work, dermatolo3ical,

an4 epilepsy evaluation
.-Refer to NSD transportation program
-Refer to job developer to develop

entry-level job leads

LONG-RANGE GOALS

-Secure job skills through training
-Get and,keep employment
-Maintain drug-free state

7
.

to employment):

CHILDREN TO CARE FOR
NO TRANSPORTATION
SKIN CONDITION
SEVERE DENTAL CARIES

MEhNS FOR REACHING GOAL

Counselor will do 11/3
Take SVIB and GATE

(Strong Vocationak'Interest Blank
and General Aptitude Test Battery)

Counselor will collect paperwork

Client will arrange
State Bureau of Rehabilitation

Counselor will provide information
Laborer, clerk, janitor positions

3 i 3
Sponsored by Bureau of Rehabilitation
Job developer and client
Client

COURT CASE PENDING
STILL USING CRUGS

TIME NEEDED

1 week
1 week

1-2 weeks

2 weeks
2-12 weeks

1 week
2-4 weeks

6 months-2 years
3-6 months



LONG-RANGE=GOAIS--Continued

-Get GED
-Get teeth restored
-Get skin cleared up

Client and board of education
Bureau of Rehabilitation
Bureau of Rehabilitation

10 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks

TREATMENT STATUS

Currently in treatment at H.L. outpatient clinic. Drops urine weekly. Counselor is John Scott, attends twoevening groups weekly.

This plan has been developed by
and is satisfactory to both parties. listed below.

CLIENT SIGNATURE

DATE

`1.

COUNSELOR SIGNATURE

DATE

5
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AM:Mk C
SAMPLE SELF-EXAMINATION EXERCISES

Central to many occupational exploration and career-planning pro-
grams are exercises that help persons assess their positive attri-
butes and learn how those attributes might find expression in ac-
tivities and occupations of interest to them. Consider engaging
yohr clients in some of the following tasks:

1. 'Consider asking your clients to describe themselves in 15 to
20 short "I am" statements that include a,number of attributes
and characteristics. Next ask them to indicate which of these
characteristics they like and which they dislike. At this point,
you might ask selected clients to share those attributes aloud
and charge the groupwith the task of brainstorming jobs or ca-
reers ih which those characteristics would be an asset. In the
absence of a group session, individuals could be askeol, to investi-
gate for themselves occupations in which these attrikutes could-
find expression and report the findings back to you. Once com-
pleted, your clients would be free to further explore occupations
that caught their interest during the exercise.

2. As a variation of the above exercises, ask your clients to
list all the fun things and pastimes.they have engaged in since
childhood. Next to these pastimes, have them describe all the
skills, talents, or attributes they needed to accomplish them.
Next, ask them to indicate which of these attributes they most
enjoy putting to use, and have them speculate about the kinds of
jobs that would require similar talents and skills to perform.
As an assignment, have them verify the importance of these attri-
butes by visiting the library or worksites to read about or talk
to people engaged in specific occupations.

3. As a third variation of the abode, ask your clients to list a
number of things they have done in their lives of which they feel
particularly proud. Your clients may need extra prompting on
this, so be prepared to suggest areas to focus on such as a new
skill they have learned, a hobby or craft they mastered, something
done for another person, a shrewd purchase, completion of a la-
borious task, or a story or poem written. Next, determine which
things your clients would derive pleasure, pride, or enjoyment
out of doing again. From this point, you could use the techniques
cited above to derive jobs in which these enjoyable, pride-
producing elements might be experienced.
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Family

and
Therapy Approaches

Drug Dependent Women

Bonnet Wolper, M.S.W., and Zona Scheiner, Ph.D.

Recent studies have indicated that family therapy holds great
promise as a treatment met:,o4ology for chemical dependency (Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse 1980;.Stanton 1979a,b). Reviewing
these efforts, Basen (1980) concluded that more precise family
therapy-methods need to be developed for work with various sub -
poptilations. The degree of stress, estrangement, and enmeshment
reported in the families of :%hemically_deonftnticomen_tuggests
that family therapy can be particularly aseful; however, thera-
pists working with these families will- neeo to ba sensitive to
gender issues in implementing the therapy.

The task of this charter is to (1) expand the perspective of chem-
ical dependency in women to a family orientat!on, and (2) describe
recent advances in family therapy. Although we cannot teach fam-
ily therapy in one Chapter, we can introduce basic concepts and
types of family therapy, discuss how they can be useful with chem-
ically dependent women,-and suggest ways that heraptsts in drug
abuse programs can develop family-oriented interventions.

. .

We will first present evidence that suggests that a family therapy
approach is useful with chemically dependent women and their fam-
ilies and introduce some basic concepts of family systeMs. Then
we will describe three major schools of family therapy that have
been used with chemically dependent families. Two other approaches
are included because of their potential usefulness with chemically
dependent women (although we consider them to be adaptations of
the major .schools and not pure "schools" of family therapy). By
studying these models, therapists should be able to better evalu-
ate research and clinical reports and select a suitable model
based on their personal styles, client populations, and settings.
The approaches are (1) multigenerational, (2) strategic, (3) struc-
tural, (4) ecological dr network interventions, and (5) multiple
'family group therapy. Special issues related to the gender of the
identifiedpatient will be noted when relevant. Finally, we will
discuss how to develop further training opportunities. The ex-
amples included in this chapter are not representative of ther
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multiple problems and complex patterns typically fo,,nd in families
of chemically dppendent women. They were selected to illustrate
particular family concepts and therapeutic strategies without
overwhelming the reader with too much detail.

Other reviews and descriptions of family therapy and chemical de-
pendency are available that are organized somewhat differently
(e.g., Beels and Ferber 1972; Gurman and Kniskern 1981; Kaufman
and Kaufmann 1979a; National Institute on Drag Abuse 1980; Stanton
and Todd 1979). The work of Wegscheider (1978) is also relevant
for understanding family dynamics in chemical dependency, but it
will not be described here because of space limitations.

DRUG DEPENDENCY, WOMEN, AND FAMILY TREATMENT

A major first step in developing a family orientation is to under-
stand the role that drug-taking plays within a family and to find
alternative ways to conceptualize or "diagnose" chemical depend-
ency. Consider, for instance, the following fictitious example:

Mary Landau, an attractive woman of about 40, is married
to a loving husband who is a successful businessman.
She is the mother of two beautiful children, an adoles-
cent girl and a 12-year-old boy. Mary has a problem- -
she is dependent on drugs. It started slowly, when the
children were younger and the days were terribly long.
Wanting to appear relcIxed and loving to her husband,

she would take a tranquilizer before he came home from
work. It helped; the minor irritations of the day
didn't peem quite as important, and she was ready to
listen eagerly to her husband's tale of his day, re-
sponding as both of them wanted her to. Soon, though,
one tranquilizer wasn't enough, and taking it at five
o'clock wasn't soon enough;'the children became diffi-
cult earlier in the day, so she would take a pill to
deal with them more calmly. When they went to school,
things eased somewhat. But she would have another pill
before they came home to be ready for them and their
problems--it was difficult for her to watch them expe-
rience the hurts and pains of growing up. As time went
on, though, she became dependent on drugs. Her children
stopped bringing friends Dome from school, even though.
Mary promised them that she'd "behave." This problem
stemmed from Mary's behavior at her son's birthday
party. Her children said she looked terrible and em-
barrassed the fimily. She had taken tranquilizers to
help her get through a party of 10 noisy 12-year-olds.
She felt that nobody would help her, and she felt she
was alone. Her husband became increasingly angry at
her and threatened to leave if she didn't improve. As
a result,'he spent less time at home, and she needed
tranquilizers to deal with her loneliness.
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,Most therapists probably have heard this scenario played out many
r times, with different variations. Thq paint of this chapter is
not to discuss this problem nor describe it in more detail, but
rather to look at Mary Landau's dilemma from a family or systems
perspective, which may change how a-therapist would treat her.
For instance, some would diagnose Mary as a dependent personality --
depressed, lonely, and unable to cope with a simple life. Her
problems probably stem from difficulties with her own parents;
perhaps she never felt.loved or was rejected as,a child. Others
would assess her lack of meaningful roles and her environment and
would focus on her husband, who is always working and thinking
primarily about money and success.

How else could Mary handle her situation? She doesn't complain
tbOut,Johh's abs6nce or her loneliness. John can say he's seldom
home because she's "high." They don't have to talk about what
else is qoing.on between themtheir-inadequate sex life, their
loneliness, their feelings of betrayal. Instead,4they can focus
on Mary's problem with tranquilizers arid alcebol. John must come
home to take care of the children because Maxi can't cope. This
makes John feel like he's a good father. Mary's chemical depend-
ency helps her husband show his children how much he cares.

_Understanding_fam4ly,dynastics is- not-easy; but a family therapist
Mouldlitisert that drug use has come to serve a function in the
life of the Landau family. Although they pay a terrible price
for her drug use, they seem unable to mobilize to change it. Drug
use helps them deal with conflict; it helps theq avoid the dangers
of being too close; it helps them avoid responsibility for nega-
tive feelings; and it changes the mood of the faMily when neces-
sary. TO'change Mary's drug use would require addressing the
purposes it has come to serve within the family;

This situation has probably developed gradually over time as a
res nse to stresses of daily living. For women, like Mary, who

ide in nuclear families, their ongoing daily interactions with
o er family members is the context-which needs to be changed.
Family therapists do not see "problems" developing separately from
or simply as a response to people's ongoing lives. Alcohol and
prr-criptiogerugs serve as both a response and a solution to
particular types of relationships; the solution then becomes the
perceived problem.

A family therapist who meets the Landah family would suspect that
one difficult issue for them is conflict and the handling of dis-
agreetents. The drug she is taking--Valium--is a solution for
the entire family; they do nJt have to cope with overt conflict
concerning roles, work responsibilities, family involvement, and
so on btit can concentrate simply on Mary's "problem" with.Valium.

Considerable evidence exists to support family-oriented interven-
tions in dealing with chemical dependency. Stanton and Todd
(1979), studying lower and working class Mack and white males,
reported that 6 months after treatment family treatment groups
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differed significantly from those that did not receive family
treatment in the use of illegal drugs, illegal opiates, and
alcohol.

Although,,we know less about how family therapy.approaches work
when a woman is the chemically dependent member, findings about
chemically dependent women suggest that family therapy is likely
to b. useful. Women entering drug treatment have been noted to
be socially isolated--morb isolated than male addicts, who are in
turn more isolated than female nonaddicts (Tucker.1980; Wallace
'1976). These women report having fewer friends, fewer romantic
relationships, and greater feelings of loneliness than either of
the two other groups. The relationships they do have seem to be
'More stressful and troublesome. When these women have partners,
the partners ate more likely to be involved in drugs also (Ryan
and Moise 1979; Tucker 1980). In'addition to feeling isolated,
they are more,likoly than nouaddicteil-womem from similar back-
grounds to have children and to have them at an earlier age, and
they are less likely to be living with the father of the children
or any other sexual partner (Tucker 1980). The support they re-
ceive in caring for children seems to come more from family mem-
bers other than spouses and from girl friends (Schwingl et al.
1977). About 30 percent of addicted wcmen live with their fam-
ilies of origin or relatives, and many others live close to rela-
tives (Moise 1979; Tucker 1980; Wallace 1976).

Some family approaches can be used to help woman dnelop stronger
and more helpful support networks. In addition, although pose
women are defined as isolated, many of them live in families of
one form or another--either with their children or with their
parents--and they may be involved with their extended families.

Drug pkoblems for many women begin at about the time they shot3
be leaving home, suggesting that leaving home is difficult for
addicts and their families (Wellisch et al. 1970). Thus, the
family is likely to be important in the treatment of a female
,addict--both the family in which she is living and the family in
which she grew up. Binion (1980) noted that women who are in-
volved with drugs often ran away many times in adolescence, and .

many quit school before graduation. Adolescence has. traditionally
been considered a time when young people begin to separate from
their families and develop identities of their own (e.g., Erikson
1950; Mduss 1962). Younger addicts esptcially are involved with
their parents and either reside with them or see them frequently
(EllinWood et al. 1966; Moise 1979; Stanton 1979a; Tut.keZ 1980;
Wallace 197G).

Many family therapists see this level of involvement as being more,
than coincidental; they look at it as part of the problem that is
"solved" by chemical depenuency. These young women can avoid the
issues of separation and the pain of necessary family reorganiza-
tion that growing up entails by fighting with their families about
drug use. Family therapists consider drug use a "pseudo issue,"
not because it is unimportant but because it helps the drug user
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avoid more critical issues--e:g., fighting with parents about-wino,
they are and who-they Want to be. Such a "problem" enables family
members to be both close and separate at the same time;* the fam-
ily remains involved because of the "problem,".but at the same
time they feel separate because everyone as frustrated and angry..
Unfortunately, when clients are seen alone in therapy, they are
often defined as the problem rather than as the problem-bearer
for a family having difficulty with separation and
differentiation.

'It hap been noted that from 20 to 50 percent of women who.enter
drug treatment were sexually_abused as children (Pearlman 1 ,0;

Wasnick et al. 1980) a fact that is further evidence of the in-
.

tensity of the parent-child relationship and the use of this re-
lationship to avoid coping with marital problems. In addition to -
the loss of self-esteem experienced by these young women, other
family progems generally exist in incest situations. Adoles-
cence is also a time of emerging sexuelitY. When sexual bound-
aries are confused - -as they are in adolescenceand broken--as
they are in ,incestuous situations -=to place the problem only

within the personality of thp young woman or other family members
is to miss the critical interpersonal and family issues involved.

Beckman et al. (1980) noted another area of conflict in alcoholic
women: They were rated higher on conscious femininity and some-
what lower on unconscious femininity than ware nonalcoholic women. -

This finding supports other literature ór Iddiction (e.g.,
Balding.ir et al. 1972; Marsh 1978; Mil et al. 1973; Wilsnack
1973) that suggests that addicted woban lave more traditional
concepts of appropriate feminine behavior. As a result, asser-
tiveness, independence, competition, and taking active control of
life would tend to create conflict for these women. Their at-
tempts to conform to traditional expectations would most likely
be approved by their families and physicians; methods (e.g.,
drugs) that would support these attempts would be encouraged until
the methods themselves bedome problem:.

Also, as noted throughout this book, addicted women are responded
to more negatively by others than groups of drug dependent men or
nonaddicted women (Beckman 1975; Colten 1980). Family therapists
consider that self-esteem is a product of interpersonal transac-
tions between people and within contexts, and is hot an entity'
unto itself. Reed and Muise (1980) suggested that treatment is-
sues should deal with pdsitives and increase competencies; a way
to achieve this end is to increase competencies. within a context

of reality--that is, tle environment in which the individual must
function. "I feel better about myself if I can be more competent
with my children in front of my parents. If my being incompetent
and feeling about myself helps me not separate from my mother (and
my mother not separate from me), I need to feel competent and

better about myself in her presence. We have to learn to use
the context of the family so that we don't blame the family for
"sabotaging" the treatment.

I
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Chemically dependent women are more likely than chemically depend-
ent men to be involved with a chemically dependent partner. To

' expect women, especially those with low self-esteem and high rates
of depressior and anxiety, to make changes that contradict the
lifestyle of the man with whom they live is unrealistic and may
guarantee failure. Although a few studies have suggested that
male spouses may be less able than female spouses to shift their
perspective to the family unit (National Illstitute on Drug Abuse

1980), if we can involve the men, we can change the environment in
which both partners live. Even if a woman's partner is not chem-
ically dependent, involving 3 mate and children in treatment al-
lows expansion of the possibilities for increased life alterna-
tives for everyone. Both spouses may learn how to handle conflict
in more productive ways, and the "ghosts" from both their families
of origin may be exorcized. A modified life envi.-onment also de-
'creases the likelihood that the family will use chemicals as a
means'of dealing with the younger children's eventual separation
from the family.

We thus suggest that to change the ways that a chemically depend-
ent woman handles her life and her problems requires a change both
in the family's way of relating and the addict's or alcholic's
place in the family. The family is the context that needs to
change in order for the addiction to change. Excluding parents,
siblings, spouses, or children from the process of treatment will
exacerbate rather than solve the addict's problem.

In the sections that follow, we will describe some of the major
approaches to family therapy and ways they,are implemented. Some
attention will be given to the family patterns that may be trans-
mitted across generations that a particular client and her family
may be recreating. For example, many chemically dependent women
report that one or both parents were or are alcoholic or have had

,psychiatric symptoms (e.g., Moise et al. 1981).

Family therapists do not necessarily address whether the genera-
tional transmission of alcohol or chemical abuse is hereditary or
learned. They hypothesize that the behavior can be altered by
changing the family's "automatic" responses to life sit ations.
Some women will benefit from approaches that will help them and
their families to separate so that adult roles may be assumed.
Other women can be helped to develop more flexible and less de-
structive family patterns.

One caution is important before we begin. Although family therapy
..as the potential for addressing needs and issues that are impor-
tant to chemically dependent women and their families, it cannot
counteract the effects of a setting that is insensitive to the
needs of women or compensate for a lack of gender sensitivity in
a therapist. Harer.Mustin (1978) has described how family therapy
approaches can reinforce stereotypes and incapacitating roles.
The family therapist must be eqeally committed to each person in
the family and guard against using different language and stand-
ards for evaluating male and female behaviors.
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Divisions of labor within the family, how and by whom decisions
are made, and, differences in expectations about masculine and
feminine behaviors all need to be included in a family assessment.
Therapists must also attend to the behaviors they role model slur-
ingthe theraoy and the sometimes profound differences that exist
in male and female communication styles. Some feminist and family
therapists have urged that the therapist consider challenging the
family's assumptions about gender roles as part-of the interven=
'tion process (Babcock and Connor 1981; Corrigan 1980: Gurman and
Klein 1980k Hare-Mustin 1978). Although we do not agree that a
therapist should take responsibility for telling pepple how to
live, we do feel that family therapists must carefully examine
their own potential biases about gender, many of which will be
subtle or even unconscious. Sometimes the therapist's attitudes,
regarding gender roles, whether biased or not, are communicated
to the family, even when the therapist is not intending to tell
the family how to live. The therapist should also be prepared to
help families examine the gender-related patterns and biases in
their interactions.

OYEAWEW OF FAMILY SYSTEMS MOWING

THE FAMILY AS A SYSTEM

Therapeutic approaches described in this chapter consider the
family to be the unit of treatment. They differ in the selection
ofthe family member they work with and in the style and tech-
niques of the therapist. All Approaches assume that the family
operates as a system of interrelated parts, a dynamic process or-
ganism, rather than as a static entity. The family is perceived
to change as a result of the balance between internal and external
forces. Acdording to a systeMs perspective, interactions between
family members form a continuous stream, and any particular be-
havior sequence is only a frame in an ongoing "movie." If we were
operating the movie projector, we might see a mother slap a child
across the face and take a Valium. To this we might say, "child
abuse and chemical dependency." But moving the4ilm backward, we
'may see that the child just kicked the motherand before that
the father screamed at her. Was the mother'z hitting the child
Succeeded by the father's continued yelling and the child's kick-
ing? Did :die mother feel guilty and take a pl11? The frame on
which the therapist stops the camera influences what she tninks

.

is going on in that system.

Systems thinking requites that therapists expand the lens through
which they lcov at problems. A family therapist would examine
the way the family is organized around the symptom (drug use)
rather than focus only on the symptbffiatic member. Failure to take
this approach can make the probleharder to solve. For example,
Haley (1976) commented that in the process of labeling a child a
delinquent or an adult an alcoholic or drug addict, one partici-
pates in creating a "problem" that makes change more difficult.
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A therapist who describes a family problem by characterizing it
in individual terms, e.g., an addicted woman with a character
disorder, is creating a new problem instead of identifying the
one that exists. The labeliLg process crystallizes and makes
human dilemmas more chronic by creating statis entities rather
than interactive processes.

A systems perspective asserts that family members interact with
each other so that their mutual behaviors modify and control each
other. When these behaviors are repeated over and over again,
they become part of the family's system or interaction pattern.
In one such cycle, the interplay between an abusing parent and an
abused child includes the following dyadic patterns: (1) marital
tension and threat of open marital conflict surfaces; (2) the
father leaves or withdraws; (3) feeling abandoned, the mother
drinks; (4) seeing parental withdrawal, child A soils pants or
spills milk; (5) child B (well sibling) pointy accusatory finger
at child A,..bringing child A's transgression to the mother's at-
tention; (6) drunken mother endorses child B as praiseworthy,

turning her out-of-control wrath and frustration (due to anger at
father) on child A; (7) child A protests and the mother abuses
child A; (8) child C (rescuer), seeking to piotect child A, calls
!.n father; (9) father rides in as hero after the fact of the
abuse, chastizes mother as another "child out of control," nur-
tures mother and children and makes p,ace, thereby equilibriating
the situation until it is exacerbated again by mother-father con-
flicts (Vazquez et al. 1979).

This is a redundant cycle that is replayed often with more or
fewer steps each time. It points out the basic systemic issue:
Each member of -he family participates in the child abuse in his
or her own way. Conceptualizing the problem in this way allows
many ways to change it.

FUNCTION OF DRUG DEPENDENCY

Family therapists with an interest in chemical dependency have
applied systemic thinking in considering the function of chemical
dependency in the family. With particular reference to alcohol-
ism, Steinglass and colleagues (Steinglass 1976; Steinglass et al.
1971, 1977) noted that drinking can be thought to operate in fam-
ilies as a sign of stress and as a method of system maintenance.
They assume that if a family could remain intact in the face of
the severe disruptions caused by excessive drinking, by defini-
tio.. the family system m st have become dependent on the drinking
behavior. In their research, couples were conjointly hospitalized
and provided free e-cess to .1cohol. The couples' behavior varied
between two interactional states: one in which the alcAolic was
intoxicated (called wet), and one in which the alcoholic was sober
(called dry). The wet cycle, contrary to common sense, was less
chaotic and less random, and therefore more predictable, than the
dry cycle. That is, the researcher could more readily predict
the behavior of both members of the couple when alcohol was
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involved._ Steinglass and his colleagues hypothesized, therefore,
that the driiiking_was a means for the family to solve some of
their problems, which if unresolved could create a level of fam-
ily instability and uncertainty that would threaten the continued
security of the family.

Carter (1977), in her work with a family in which alcoholism
_spanned threeAenerations, supports this concept. She hypothe-
sized that because the alcohol seemed to serve some essential
functions for the family as a whole, it would be impossible to
simply stamp out drinking unless some modifications of the drunken
behavior could be included in the family's interactions without
anyone having to drink to ?make" the needed behaviors happen. One
function of alcohol in this family was to provide a "good time."
All fun and recreation were associated with drinking, and when-
ever the mother was not drinking "she was grim, depressed and
sullen." The husband, though generally affaole and meek (when
sober), became "belligerent and angry when drunk but later dis-
claimed total responsibility for his actions, blaming it instead
on 'drinking!'" Carter concludes that "simply, stamping out drink-
ing in this framework would be also stamping out good times, af-
fection, sex and anger" (p. 56).

In a similar vein, Wolper et al. (1981) contrasted tape recordings
of an alcoholic family when wet (alcdhol used) and when dry (no
alcohol) and noted that the same family showed remarkably differ-
ent styles of interaction in the two states.' When the father wr.s
dry, the family appeared blank, affectionless, and isolated; but
when the father was wet, all family members engaged in more inti-
mate actions; they touched, laughed, and connected very much
around father. In this family, the father had six unsuccessful
attempts at detoxification and treatment; review of the tapes
demonstrated why. {removal of alcohol would eliminate much of the
life force and energy of the family. This loss had to be avoided,
regardless of the cost and sacrifice made by individual family
members. Wolper refers to the cyclic nature of these behaviors
as the "dance of avoidance," because the family appears to be
repetitively following a well-choreographed dance.

As a final example, Stanton (1977) noted that male heroin addicts
often express loyalty obligations to their families through the
use of heroin. Typically, as the addict begins to pull himself
together and give up drugs, his parents begin to verbalize dis-
content with their marriage, which precipitates a relapse by the
addict. The parents are then once again united in their concern,
anger, and fjrustration at the addict. Stanton labeled this
"pseudo-individuation" and noted that the loyalty of the addict:
is compare 1 to the role of family savior and religious martyr.
"He (the addi ] is suicidal in the sense that a martyr is suici-
dal. As 'Chritdied for our sins,' he wears the mantle of both
saviour and martyr, who it is hoped will take the family's worst
with him when he leaves. If he dies -hen his death is a noble
one" (Stanton 1977, p. 196). Also; i'.: the addict dies, the func-
tion of his symptom remains permanent--the parents can stay
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together in mourning for their poor afflicted (and dead) son and
never have to deal with the frightening issues of their own
conflicts.

In brief, when family therapists look at chemical dependency they
think bf the chemical use as a symptom that serves a function in
the family, particularly that of maintaining the family's status
quo. They do not deny that chemical abuse is a particularly
lethal symptom (for the individual) but stress its systemic func-
tion. This understanding enables them to work with the individual
or family on replacing the symptom with more functional behaviors
while respecting the needs that he chemials serve. Thur, a
family orientation would assist a chemically deperitent woman to
take responsibility for herself rather than controlled by de-
structive family patterns. It helps the family find more
adaptive and less painful, ways of addressing f.muly issues. Al-
though most of the above examples focus on men, the systemic
functions are not likely to be much different for women.

As we scan the various theories, we wall note their differences.
There are,- however, some common issues that all therapists agree
are important; these include (1) family composition, (2) family
life cycles, and (3) family fundtions.

FAMILY COMPOSITION

Who are the members of a family? Although the answer may seerso
obvious, it is actually subject to a range of definitions. _The
narrowest definition includes two married people and their chil-
dren living together under the same roof, Other definitions in-
clude grandparents, uncles, aunts, and stiPparents if they live
in the same household. Other definitions state that people don't
have to liye together to be considered a family but do have to be
related by blood or marriage. Still other definitions include
unmarried individuals who cohabit (e.g., gay couples, unmarried
heterosexual couples, single-parent families, close friends) .

For our purposeg', we will divide families into two categories-;
the nuclear family and the extended family. The nuclear family'
consists of persons sharing a household (with or without marital
ties) and typically consists of two generations (parents and chil-
dfen) but,possibly one or three generations (a completely adult
household or one that includes grandparents). An extended family,
however, is simply all relatives by blood or marriage.

Some famil} therapy approaches attend to the nuclear eamiiy, while
otherg specialize in the extended family. It is important to keep
this distinction in mind when reviewing the various approaches.
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DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE

Families, -as do individuals, go through various predictable stages
of growth, which we call the family life cycled The first stage
of family life is two adults living together, whereas the last
stage could be the same two individuals living alone after their
children have left home. Some theorists consider, the first stage

'-to be the unattached adult. It ,Juld also be said that the last'
stage is when one adult lives, alone after the other has died.
O "er examples -sT,f lifb cycle.stagae-Inblude-(1)- "the first child

being born, (2) the first Child starting school, (3) children in

adolescence beginnineto s,varate,frobatthe family, and (4) the
last child leaving home.

-1

As these examples suggest,,,each, Ltage requires either a structural
o membership change (as when a child is.born), the accomplishment
of"various tasks (caring for the child), and a change in the rules
that govern. how members of the family are to relate to one another
(spouses become parents)- .If, at a, transition from one stage to
another, the family rules do not change, then,the possibility of
problems occurring greatly increases. Some family_ therapists have
gone" so far as to say that "all the traditional diagnostic cate-

gories are seen as difficulties in the progression from one stage
of the life cycle to another" (Madanes.1981, p. 20). Of particu-
lar concern here is the period whdn a child leaves home (see Hgiey
1980). Very often the drug addiction of ayoung female client and
the alcohol or prescription drug dependency of an older female
stems from the inability of the family to accomplish the transi-
tion from one stage to another. Table 1-describes the major fam-
ily life stages, the tasks associated with each stage, and the
change in rules required for the .amily to proceed developmentally.

Understanding the stage of a family's life cycle development can
be an important tool in helping its members give up their need to
_havd-a chemically dependent member.

SPACE (PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL)

The relationships of family members to each other in space follows
from an understanding of their developmental stage. As the family
'develops over time, different degrees of emotional and physical'
closdness ar necessary and appropriate. The family can be cbm-
pared to an accordion, expanding and contracting as the family
song is being played. During the course of family development,
members are closely related to one another in some periods and
less so in others. For example, the family with a newborn baby
may exhibit a pattern-of relatedness characterized by touching,
hugging, and sensitivity. But 18 years later this same family
may not relate with the same degree of physical closeness when
their-childls-leaving home; their emotional reactivity and sen-
sitivity will be greatly reduced. As shown in stage 4 of table 14..
the parents at 'this stage are turning their energies into career
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TABLE 1.--The stages of-the gamily life cycle

Family life cycle
stage Task

Between' families:
the unattached
young aauli

Accepting parent-
offsprinc separation

2.- The joining of Commitment to new
families through , system
marriage: the
newly married
couple

3. The family with
young children

Rules

Differentiation of self in relation to family origin
Development of intimate peer relationships
Establishment of self in work

Formation of marital system
Realignment of relationships with extended, families
and friends to include spouse

Accepting new Adjusting marital system to make space for child(ren)
members into the Taking on parenting roles
system

Realinement of relationships with extended family to
include parenting and grandparenting roles

4. The family with Increasing flexi- Shifting of parent-child relationships to peiMitadolescents bility of family
adolescent to move in and out of systemboundaries to Refocus on.midlife marital and careex issuesinclude children's Beginning shift toward concerns for older generation

independence
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TABLE 1.--The stages of the family life cycle--Ccntinued

Family life cycle
sta.,e Task Rules

5o Launching children
and moving on

. 6. The family in
later life

Accepting a multitude
of exts from and
entries into the
family system

Accepting the shift-
ing of generational

roles

Renegotiat:.an of marital system as a dyad
Development of adult-to-adult .relationships between
grown childrenand their parents

Realignment of relationships to include in-laws and
grandchildren

Dealing with disabilities and death of parents
(grandparents)

Maintaining own and/or couple functioning and -
interests in face of physiological decline,

exploration of new familial and social role options
Support for a more central role for middle g-neration
Making room in the system for the wisdom and experi-
ence of the elderly, supporting the older genera-
tion without overfunctioning for them

Dealing with loss of spouse, siblings, and other
peers and preparation for own death. Life review
and integration.

Source: Adapted from Carter and McGoldrick (1980).



and other personal issues while the child is turning his/her
energies toward adult life.

In addition to contracting and expanding physical and emotional
space over time, family members vary this space on a daily basis.
Some families have breakfast together and then disperse for therest of the day. Some members might come into contact with each
other during the day, either directly or by phone, yet the family
may not reassemble until dinner. At this point, their attentions
and energy may become more fully focused. Sometimes the transi-
tions of the day may be microcosms of large life cycle transi-
tions. For example, a couple might-get into a "trivial" argument
when they first arrive home, an act that although unpleasant
forces them to engage with one another. After the issue is re-
solved, they may feel more intimate. Thus, the argument servesas a reconnecting mechanisA. The same phenomenon may occur in
'the morning, allowing for sep-Lation or making sepa.ration more
difficult (as seen with school phobia). Just as a fight or school
phobia can be considered a way of handling stress due to separa-
tion and reconnection, chemical

dependency can also be a way that
families handle these issues. Chemicals can be usedin making
daily transitions or larger life cycle transitions (as in leavinghome).

Family styles of closeness ana .e1.:.rateness also vary. Different
families share space in different ways. Some families appear to
be very close, both in shared activities and in degree of family
intimacy; other families seem to require more distance. All fam-
ilies have to provide their members with opportunities for auton-
omy and independence as well as necessary nurturance and support.
Each fa.ily does this differently, depending on its style of
close-ess and"separatene,s. Families do not have to resolve these
issues identically to be "healthy," but all families must resolve
them.

FUNCTIONS OF THE FAMILY

As noted, the primary functions of the family are to provide its
members with support and nurturance and to prepare them for eveh-
tual separation and autonomy. In addition, all families protect
their members and are used by them as a base for negotiating with
the outside world. To perform these various functions, the first
task of the family is to stay together. Without the family's
continued existence, its members cannot perform their required
tasks.

Family therapists, therefore, look at the family's problems as
solutions to the primary issue of staying together both physi-
cally and symbolically. Family members will go to extreme lengths
to maintain the family as it is and to keep the family from dis-
solving. Chemical dependency can be seen as one way in which
family !lumbers solve this primary issue--staying together.
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Although we know that substance abuse, for no other reason than
its continued-presence and resistance-to change, serves important
family functions, each family,ir'orporates and integrates chemical
abuse in its own creative ways. Chemical dependency can serve to
maintain family unity, to regulate distance, and to avoid con-

,(flict. Various patterns are possible, and therapists must explore
and understand the-unique way each family uses chemicals.

'HOW-FAMILY-THERAPY-THEORIES DIFFER ,

Family therapists do not approach their work in the same way.
They differ in their theories of the family and in their inter-
vention strategies. These differences are due in part to the
types of clientele they saw early in their careers and in part to
their personal styles. Some therapists like` to get actively in-
volved with their clients; they argue with them, push them, and
confront them. Other therapists, either for theoretical reasons
or because they are uncomfortable with such closeness, allow their
clients to proceed at their own ace.

Each approach, to some extent, also dictates what the therapist
sees. Family therapists look at families in different ways, and
so they do not always see the "same family. There are pictures
taken by travelers which show people as small specks against a
large mountain. Other tourists choose to focus on the family and
leave out most of the mountain. In family therapy, some thera-
pists consider the nuclear family (mother, father, and children)
as small specks and focus on the preceding generations, while
others consider ancestors as background figures and concentrate
on the nuclear family.

Both pictures are valid, depending on the intent. Therapists
must select the view that will be most useful in their particular
setting; witE their particular clients, given their own personal
styles.

Each therapist, however, must work with his or her beliefs and
approaches. By becoming conversant and comfortable with one ap-
proach, a therapist will be able to obtain more information.
Other approaches can eventually be incorporated as more experience
is gained.

PERSONS THE THERAPIST SEES

The therapeutic approach chosen dictates which family members will
be invited to participate in therapy. One extreme is exemplified
by Lhe Bowen (1978) approach, which primarily works wl*h the one
family member who is most interested and willing to wo:.k on chanc-
ing his or.her relationship with the family of origin. The ther-
apeutic system consists of that one person (who may or may not be
the identified patient) and the therapist. At the other extreme
are the network intervenors, notably Speck and Attneave (1973),
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who encourage the family to bring to the therapy session as many
of their friends, neighbors, extended family membersfamily doc-
tors, lawyers, and so on as possible. There may be SO to 75 peo-
ple in a room with teams of three or four therapists. .Obvitusly
the two types of therapy sessions would look very different, even
if the presenting problem was identical.

THERAPIST - CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

Some approaches (Minuchin 1974) encourage the therapist to act as
a family "insider" and become a special and highly respected mem-
ber. The Bowen (1978) approach strongly advocates that theither-
apist remain an "outsider" and not become too important, to the
family. When following the Bowen tradition, the therapist may
function more as a "coach" than as a team member. The degree to
which the therapist enjoys intimacy and can tolerate confll.cv and
tension will help dictate the most compatible approach.

THERAPEUTIC FLEXIBILITY

When some family therapists talk about "being organized,"1 or "be- .

coming trapped in the family system," they Mean they are acting
in ways they do not want but seem to have lost their choice or
flexibility in the matter. They have become "caught" inIthe fam-
,ily's characteristic patterns. When the use of chemicals masks
other more frightening problems (e.g., potential famiW Idissolu-
tion), the family will probably resist the therapist's qhallenge
of their version of reality: The family may claim they want the
use of chemicals to stop, but yet they will act in waysithat per-
petuate its.use. The therapist's task is to maintain his or her
ability to challenge the family and to resist getting stuck in
the family's perception of reality. Each approach hasito develop
ways to protect the therapist from being "organized" by the fam-
ily. Remaining an outsider is one way; using a cotheriipist is
another.

ASSESSMENT TOOLS
I

What information do therapists gather and what techniques do they
use to gather it? A Bowenian therapist would question a patient
about the prior use of chemicals in the individual's family of
origin, about the closeness between the individual and his or her
extended family, and about family history. The process of assess-
ment is primarily that of dialog between the individual and the
therapist, with the latter controlling the flow of information.
A structuralist, however, would attempt to determine how the fam-
ily is organized around the symptom by creating crises (known as
enactments) in the ongoing therapeutic process. The therapist
learns how things happen by observing the family in action and
noting the degree of resistance to interventions aimed at change.
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THERAPEUTIC GOALS

Therapies also vary in their stated goals, from those\that con-
centrate primarily on removing the presenting problem to those
that focus on changing the nature of the relationship '.between the
individual and the extended family. The amount of time available
and other issues will dictate a therapist's choice of treatment.

DURATION OF TREATMENT

Each approach handleO length of treatment dif.c.:rently..-Again,
individual circumstances will affect the therapist's decision.
The following sections provide more details about the five family
approaches listed earlier. They highlight basic principles and
techniques and suggesting,app,lication with chemically dependent
women and their families.

MULTIGENERATIONAL MODELS

Multigenerational refers to several therapeutic approaches that
explore the family over t.:e--through three and possibly four
generations. These approaches place greater emphasis on histor-
ical patterns within the family than do the other models we will
explore. Within the multigenerational categ-:-y are two major .

schools of family tnerapy: Bowen therapy and intensive family
therapy.

Following our earlier analogy that each family therapy method uses
different lenses and camera angles when working with families, the
multigenerational appioach tends to use a wide-angle lens and look
down at the family from above. Problems that brought the family
to therapy are seen as being larger than4the family can comprehend.
and encompassing more factors than they can control. Therefore,
the multigenerational therapist might encourage family members by
saying that "continuing to blame each other will be fruitless, so
we might as well work together tofchange the situation."

BOWEN THEORY

As noted earlier, Bowen theory is characterized by maximal po-
tence and individuation of the therapist from the family. Bowen
believes that families functiOn as single organisms, with the
identified patient being that part of the organijm in which symp-
toms are expressed. symptoms are part of a process that spans at
leapt three or four generations, and families of origin on both
sides contribute to the symptoms. Theories and techniques aid
the therapist in understanding how the family process operates
and provide tools to help family members change those processes.
Although many of Bosen's techniques and theories are useful, ther-
apists who deal with gender issues in'family therapy have expressed
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concern that Bowen implicitly values intellectual (lore masculine)
processes core than emotional (more feminine) processes within the
family (e.g., Gurman and Klein 1980; Hare-Mustin 1978). This im-
plicit bias can have the effect of discounting women's styles and
placing female family members (or nontraditional males) at a dis-
advantage during therapy sessions. Therapists should be awar4 of
this potential bias and adapt Bowen's principles_accordingly..

Assessment Principles. The genogram is one of the most widely
used assessment-tools in family therapy, and its development is
credited to Bowen and his colleagues. The genogram is similar to
a family tree, but the collected information is specific to the
therapy process. The genogram is generally collected yin a 2-hour
'interview, with questions alternately asked of each parent in a
matter-of-fact'style.

io
The style of interviewing is critical for ..wo reasons: (1) to

calm those who have entered therapy in crisis so that a reading
on issues and processes is more readily obtained, and (2) to pro-
tect the therapist from becoming caught in the emotional upheaval
that is characteristic of families in crisis. If this approach
is followed, the therapist is not organized by the family, and
the family experiences,an alternative model for operating during
periods of high intensity. The genogram is constructed by using
symbols shown in Atgure.l.

The symbols are put together in the form of a family tree, showing
the relationships and positions of each family member. Factual
information, such as dates of marriages, deaths, divorces, and
births are also recorded. Figure 2 is a sample genogram of the
Landau family described .earlier.

. Critical areas of family life that are examined using the gehogram
o

,

include the following:

Geographic location,
Frequency and type isaf contact among 'family members,

Emotional cutoffs,
Toxic issues, and
Triangles.

Responses to questions about geographic location illuminate how
a family uses space to solve relationship issues. One classic

wexample would be a daughter whose mother was overly involved with
her during childhood; the daughter handles this intense relation-
ship by moving 3,000 miles from home. She later enters marital
therapy because she has difficulty staying emotionally connected
with her husband. Alternatively, she may enter therapy with a
problem similar to that of Mary Landau, the increasing use of al-
cohol or prescription drugs: The therapist this tralition
would recognize these actions as part of pattern this family
uses to avoid tie emotional intensity of conflict and intimacy. .

We note that distancing from emotional intensity is a central
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=Male.

= Divorce

= Over-
involvement

0 = Female

X= Death z Marriage

clef - Conflict = Cut off

4

= Child in utero

= Abortion or
stIlbom child I = Offspring D 0 M = Date of Miarrjage

Plain 1. Genogram symbols

theme in the family and that physical breaks and chemical depend-
ency may be used to achieve-ttat distance:

Frecidency and types of contact among family members are alsoim-
portant to assess. Who in.the family calls, visits: or writes
one another and how frequently they do this is important to under-
stand. For example; if one individual serves ds_the, mmunication
switchboard for the family, his her death or.incapacitation car
result in a lack .of connection between other members of the fam-
ily, who do not know t'w to contact each other without the media-
tion of the "switchboard." The therapist 13.so.determines if con-
tacts are spontaneous or ritualized, rigid or flexible.

As Noted earlierrfor persons who began having difficulties with
chemicals during adolescence, separation is often an-important
issue in their families. Bowenian therapists would note the fre-
quent combination of intense involvement of the chemically depend-
ent individual with his or her family of origin and equally intense
anger toward the family. The therapist then would, pay more at-
tention to how distance is regulated within the family.

'Toxic issues, often universal ones such as money, sex, childrear-
ing, and religion, are generally discovered when collecting other
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information. During interviewing, the therapist pays careful
'attention to tracing the patterns of chemical dependency, care-, taking functions, ability of members to leave home, violence be-
tween members of the family of origin, involvement with mental
health institutions, and proscriptions for male-female behavior.

Chemical dependency within the family is an event or process of
such central importance that much of family life becomes organizedaround it: The meaning that chemical substances acquire is dif-
ferent for each family, and

although the therapist has general
guidelines, he or she must determine what drug use means in that
family. The therapist must also look for behaviors that are
linked to or complementary with the drug or alcohol dependency.
Identifying these patterns can help illuminate the way chemical
dependency functions in the particular family system.

For example, the Landau family demonstrates several complementary
characteristics. Sexuality was a taboo subject, but sex role
proscriptions were powerful. women were regarded as either care-
takers (nurturers) or as fallen women, whereas men were seen as
either respectable, God-fearing "real" men or as irresponsible
boys. Although the men "drank a lot," only the irresponsible maoys
were labeled as alcoholics. The women provided caretaking funs=
tions and gave nurturance to all the males, but especially to the
"boys" who could not manage to leave home; these "boys" functioned
asiprofessional failures and were the recipients of much'attention
and concern. Women who deviated from their roles as caretakers
generally resorted to the use of substances; thus, ..hey became
"fallen women."

This contrast between caretaker and wayward women is evident in
the results of r'search about both alcoholic and heroin- audicted
women (Colteh 1980; Wilsnack 1973). In their struggle to behave
in rigidly,proscribed roles, women who could not fit into the
stereotyped "feminine ideal" seem to have chosen another rigid
role ("bad, chemically dependent womhn") to break out of the
first.

Bowen stresses the importance of the triangle as the basic build-'
ing block of the emotional system. He asserts that when emotional
intensity between any two individuals gets too great for either
one or for both, they will summon a third party to diffuse the
anxiety. In families, this third party is not necessarily human
and may be the use of chemicals (Fogarty 1979).

Family triangles can be seen in all parts of the family system
and should be tracked as they change over time. As families move
from one developmental stage to another, new attachments are made
and old ones are modified. Families often have difficulty in
handling this process, and problematic triangles occur. For ex-
ample, as a young adult prepares to leave home, either to marry
or begin an independent life, her primary "attachment begins to
shift froM her parents to her outside world (with or withou' a
spouse). The parents ideally turn to-each her, to work, or to
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some other activity to fill the gap left as the child leaves home.
If, however, the parents' relationship had been mediated by the
child, the gap between them can become a void that they try to
fill by "holding onto their child." One way of handling this
problem is for the young person to become involved with chemicals,
thus enabling the parents to maintain their involvement in her
life and to prevent her froa actually beginning a lifd ?f her

own. As mentioned earlier, this typa of problem serves the func-
tion of separation without separation because the child and the
familij, believe that they have changed relationships when in fact

are still intensely involved.

If the young person gets married, one or both of the parents may
attempt to intervane in her relationship with her spouse, thereby
transforming the mother-father-child triangle into a parent-child-
spouse triangle (see fi§urd 34).

Triangles take a variety of !,rms. One family may attack or den-
igrate a-prospective spouse in order to avoid the shifting in re-
lationships, while the family of the other spouse may invite the
new couple to become active members of their system, thereby cre-
ating other triangular relationships (see figure 3b). The tri-

angUlatinj process can get quite complicated. The new zouple is

caught in a series of interlocking triangles. As they move in

one direction, toward the husband's family, sress becomes trans-
mitted to other parts'of the system which may lead, to behaviors
by either set of parents aimed at reestablishing previous, more

stable situations. They could then become involved in battling
each other over their respective families. Alternatively, the

spouses can unite with one set of parents against the other set,
thereby creating a new triangle (see-figure 3c). A potential

danger of this solution is the possible cutoff of one stJuse, for
ins_ance the wife, from her parents. This cutoff makes it more

difficult for Conflict to be expressed in the new marriage. As

the wife's dependence on her husband and his parents becomes
greater, her ability to individuate herself is reduced. As con-

flict goes underground, potential marital , 4,1ems may erupt, one

of which might be the eventual use of chemicals (particularly if
chemical abuse is an issue in any of the families of origin). .

Another potential difficulty might arise later when the Auldren
of the marriage attempt to leave home, recreating the earlier

straggles and cutoffs.

Therapeutic Goals and Techniques. The prim-ri goal )f Bowen ther-

apy is for the patient/client to become "Iifferenciated" both
within the nuclear family and particularl, within thfl family of

origin. To do this, the patient mtst be able to hange the part

played in the emotional triangles of the fatt.ily and to maintain

that change regardless of the family's resr .,e. A primary goal

s to maintain emotional contact with each member of the family
'without using third parties, e_Ither humans or obcrect as go-

betweens. The task of therapy is to aid the patient a three-

step process:
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Mother Father

Child

Mother/Father
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Child
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rnotherfath.

Mother's parents
mother-father

Husband'',
parent,'

Wife's parents

FIGURE 3. Triangles

1. Change the response to family members,
2. Anticipate the family's reaction to change, and
3. Plan the response to those reactions.

Son (spouse)

Some techniques for accomplishing the process of differentiation
are as follows:

Open up emotional cutoffs. One response to difficult re-
lationships within r family is an emotional or spatial
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cutoff beEween various members. These cutoffs often mask
issues that cannot be discussed. Once cutoffs are edtab-
lished, the issues they conceal may become less potent.
For,example, when a therapist asked a recovering drug ad-
dict about her uncle (her father's brother) she replied,
"I haven't seen him for 15 years." In this case, the

. uncle was a. recovering alcoholic. By ending the cutoff
and establishing a relationship with the uncle, she risked
the anger and rejection of her father because of a falling
Out he had had with his brother. Yet when this relation-
ship was established, the toxic issue of chemical depend-
ency became exposed and less powerful, since it no longer'
masked the pain in the brothers' relationship.

Use reversals. A technique that often works in shifting
family patterns is coaching clients to do the opposite of
what they normally do in response to other family members.
For example, with e daughter engaged in a power struggle
with her father over "who is right," encouraging the
daughter to ask her father for help in a problematic area
may loosen rigid responses. This technique must be done
with positive intent and not to trick, take revenge, or
be sarcastic; otherwise, it may backfire and create fur-
ttparIcentrenchment.

n Relabel through humor. Humor can break through the overly
serious quality that characterizes families stuck in re-
petitive conflict: or despair. Relabeling the interaction
in a humorous fashion may help family members gain a new
perspective on their interaction. For example, a woman
complained L.itterly to her therapist about her husband's
conversational style at a party. The therapist turned to
the wife and said, "I really don't think you should take
him anywhere with you until he learns how to behave right"

,(Carter and McGoldrick 1976, p. 20). Putting her com-
plaint in this perspective allowed her to see the quality
of her complaint without encouraging her defensiveness
through criticism. Family members can learn to do this
with each other.

Protection of the Therapist. Bowen Frlieves that therapists must_
examine their own families of origin and differentiate themselves
from the multiple triangles in which they are caught to protect
themselves from being organized by the family. The primary train-
ing tool is coaching trainees in that process. Therapists are
outsiders whose usefulness depends on not getting involved in a
family system--either their own or their patients'.

INTENSIVE FAMILY THERAPY

In Intensive Family Therapy, the therapist works directly with
the extended family members in the same room. They actempt to
work. with the nuclear family and both sets of parents. The
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s t'.erapist "takes the problems back to where they began, therebymaking availane a direct root to etiological factorb"
(Boszormenyi-Nagy and.FramsA1965, p. 206). It is a.,serted*that
by including adult siblings, parents, and grandparents, feelingsof being "left out" of the nuclear family or being "blamed" for
their problems will be reduced.

Another methodological difference is the use of cotherapy teamsto prevent the therapist's
becoming organized by the family.

Male-feMale.*therapy teams are preferred, with the classic
masculine - feminine "personality"

traits demonstrated (e.g., firm
4 \ A'

and tough versus supportive and accepting). Hare-Mustin (1978)said that Boszormenyi-Nagy
explicitly supports sex- stereotyped

'roles, but-these-differences need not be and should not to divided
between therapists along -raditional gender lines. Therapists
must gnard against the danger of this occurrence to avoid theissue of gender stereotyping

among chemically dependent women.One purpose of therapy is to enlarge a family's conceptions of
both the feminine and masculine

roles; without careful attention,
this type of cotherapy might, in fact, support a more narrow
conceptualization.

Generational loyalty is another important concept for the family
therapists. Boszormenyi-Nagy and Framo (1965) and Framo (1981)
argued that much of the problematic "glue" in family relationshipdoccurs because of unexpressed loyalty issues that exist among
family members. For them, every move toward emotional maturation
repfesents an implicit threat of disloyalty to the system. The
therapeutic task is to release the loyalty ties so that rtzation-.ships can be freed.

An example of generational loyalty
can be seen in the family of

the heroin addict. Stanton (1977) roted that male heroin addicts
often express and attempt to meet loyalty obligations to their
families through their use of heroir. If the family is not in-
volved in treatment, as the addict begins to get himself together,the parents begin to express discontent with their marriage; thenthe addict generally relapses, thereby uniting the parents onceagain in their concern,

anger, and frustration at him.

$1'ITEGIC COMMUNICATION APPROACH

All familyitherapy'uses strategies, but the approach known as
:strategic" is more intentionally planned and more direct than
other strategies. Family therapy, for this group, is a challenge
that,requires specific strategies and game plans.

Strategic communication therapists are mush more interested in
how a system works than in what the content of the system is.
They attempt to understand the rules in & family syster as an.
alien would attempt to understand the rules governing human be-
havior without knowledge of our languages and cultures. They as-
sert that attempting to understand what occurs within any given



individualfor example,motivations, thoughts, and fantasies7-
will hamper rather than support the therapist in his or her ef-
fc-ts to understand and change the client system. Il other words,

focusing on individual issues could slow the process of change
(Haley 1976, 1980; Madanes 1981).

ORIENTING PRINCIPLES

Strategic therapists have developed several axioms of communica-
tion that define how people communicate and how they define their
relationships. The therapist tracks these communications to de-
tect significant family rules.

All Behavior Is Communication. One cannot not communicate because
even the refusal to send or receive a message is a communization:
"I don't want to talk to you," communicates as loudly as the con-
tent message "I'm angry at you."

Messages Have Repo ..t and Command Functions. This is a complicated

way of saying that any simple statement can have two purposes:
for example, "it's raining" can be pure information or a cmmand
to-take an umbrella. The voice inflection, context of the situa-
tion, and the nature of the relationship provide the information
necessary to understand the meaning of a given message.

Command Messages Define Relationships. For instance, a hierar-
chical relationship in which the mother has more power is demon-
strated when a mother orders and a child obeys.

In Families, Command Messages Are Patterned as Rules. As e mother

consistently orders her child to obey and the child consistently
obeys, a rule (or performance expectation} develops that governs
how mother and daughter relate to each Other. A different but
equally "legitimate" rule would evolve if the child consistently
disobeyed and the mother consistently did :lot reinforce her order.

Pules Must Change aF Families Move Through Different Developmental

Stages. The rule of daughter.obeyir:g mother, if it continues to
be rigidly adhered to during adolescence, is a potentially non-
functional situation because a developing adolescent should be
increasingly independent of the parents.

The Inability to Change Relationship Rules Is at the Root of

System Dysfunction. As noted above, an adolescent and her mother

nezd to change therulesloverning their relationship. Eventu-

ally, the daughter has to take responpibility for her own behav-

ior. If a family *stem resists that change, problems can develop.
One possibility would be the appearance of a symptom in the daugh-
te* that would change the rules while appearing not to change them.

The use of drugs is a perfect example of how this ambiguity can

be manifested. The adolescent has full control (in opposition to
her mother) over nOt intake of drugs (autoromy) and at some point
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she loses that choice to the drug itself (dependency). The
pseudo-independence (reliance on drugs) causes her, in the eyes
of the family, to be seen as incompetent and in need of protec-
tion. "Surely," her parents say, "any person who is so hopelessly
'hooked' on drugs as she is cannot expect to be treated with the
trust and respect of a mature individual:

Therefore," they con-
tinue, "we must control her" (for her own good, of course). ,As
they try'to get her to stop taking drugs, however, it soon becomes
apparent that they cannot succeed because they cannot control
their daughter (her autonomy). What is interesting about the
choice of drugs as a symptom is that it allows both parties to
continue their struggles for control, while letting them deny that
they are struggling because of the addictive quality of the drug.
"Everyone knows it is the drug that is the root of the problem,
not our relationship."

In addition to the above axioms, three key ideas'are part of the
strategic communication therapeutic system: (1) a property of
systems known as homeostasis and feedback, (2) the analysis of
the family in terms of sequences of behavior, and (3) the function
the symptom has in the family system.

HOMEOSTASIS AND FEEDBACK

The 'arly observers of family systems were both impressed-and
confused by the ability of the family to "keep things the way they
are" regardless of how hard the therapist attempted to change
them. For example, a-recovering alcoholic might be given a birth-
day party where alcohol was served or be offered a favorite brand
of alcohol as a gift.

Rather than blame the individuals in the family, the strategic
communication therapists were convinced that the system itself
Operated according to certain principles and therefore determined
how people in the family would act. From General Systems Theory
(hanSertalanffy 1968) they borrowed the concepts of homeostasis
And feedback to explain this phenomenon, and by so doing they were
able to free themselves from blaming the family for "bad motiva-
tion and malevolen deeds."

Homeostatis describes a system's ability to maintain its equilib-
rium and adapt and react to its environment. A system will resist
change that exceeds its ability to adapt or that would disturb its
equilibrium. If a family has operated for a long time with a
chemically dependent member, family members will generally act in
ways that maintain the dependency even against their own apparent
self-interest.' The chemically dependent member is important to
the stability of the system as a whole. The.mechanisms that main-
tain this system are known as feedback. Behavior is one part of
the system and Serves as feedback to the system to change its ac-
tivity in another

iarea.
Positive feedback is behavior that in-

creases activity in the system, and negative feedback refers to
behavior that decreases activity. In our examp1e of the birthday
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party, the alcoholic's abstinence threateris to changd the family
and its rules. The presence of alcohol is a negative feedback
message that the system is attempting to return to it previous
equilibrium by decreasing the nondrinking behavior.

BEHAVIOR SEQUENCES

Behavior in families does not occur in random fashion but in pre-
dictable patterns or by repeated sequences of behavior (Haley
/976). An example of a typical sequence of behavior in families
would be the following:

Step 1: Father uninvolved. The father is not involved in
the family and spends a lot of time out of the home.

Step 2: Adolescent smokes pot. The youngster begins to get
out of control and her grades decline,

Step 3: Mother incompetent. The mother ineffectually tries
to deal with the child and the father becomes
involved.

Step 4: Father competent.' The father deals with the child
effectively.

Step 5: The adolescent's grades improve and she begins to
rvducd'her pot smaing.

Step 6: The mother becomes more capable and deals with the
child and father in a more competent way, expecting
more of them,

Step 1 (repeat): The f.cher leaves again. The.father once
again becomes uninvolved in daily family activities.

.As this example shows, the behaviors taken to ether form a
This cycle occurs over and over again in different contexts and
insures family predictability and homeostasis.

THE ROLE OF THE SYMPTOM

Within this model of therapy the symptom plays an important role.
The gamily system is'thought to be self-regulative (homeostatic),
and therefore the symptom, is seen as a mechanism for self-
regulation. If the symptom is removed, the family's means of
maintaining control is eliminated. As an example, parents often
detour their conflict through a :hild wl as developed symptoms- -
in this case, drug abuse. The problem L. the family is that if
the symptom is alleviated and the adolescent turns straight, then
the parents' unresclved issues become exposed, creating stress in
the marriage. When this happens, many clients seem to fall apart
and return t6 the use cf chemicals. This regression, is therefore
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seen by the strategic communicaticn
therapist as a way to maintain

family balance. Because of the symptom's central role in thefamily, it becomes a central focus for the family therapist aswell (Haley 1980; Papp 1980; Weakland 1976).

Earlier we discussed the family. of Mary Landau. Mary Landau'sdrug addiction also serves a function in maintaining the family'ssystem. Her drug taking makes possible the avoidance of open
conflict about issues other than her use of Valium. She and her
husband, John, do not haveto deal with his absences, her resent-' ments, and so on; instead, they can focus on the Valium problemand avoid the pbssibility of change in their relationship or their'family.

ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES

The therapist who works within the strategic communication ap-proach sees a different family than does a therapist who uses the
multigeneratiOnal approach. The strategic therapist looks forpatterns. S/he tracks data that demonstrate how people relate to
each other.rather than asks family members to report on how theyrelate to each other. These therapists assert that memory tends
to be inaccurate and unreliable and that the reporting is alsocolored by attempts by the patient to impress or influence thetherapist. The strategic therapist relies more on unearthing the
cycles discussed earlier (e.g., husband absent, mother takes
drugs) either through careful questioning or observation than in

, asking people what they think happened.
The questions of the

strategic therapist'are that of a journalist--who, what, where,when, and how. When Joan takes drugs, what does father do? Whathappens then? What does mother do?

Ai a way of framing the therapy, the strategic therapist must ad-
dress two initial questions: (1) What is the symptom and what is
the cycle'or pattern that contains it? and (2) What would happeh
to each member-of this family if the symptom were no longer pres-
ent? The'therapist's initial task is to identify the cycle that
serves as the negative feedback loop for the system and maintains
the drug-using behaviors. Interventions are desi'gned to developa picture of what the family members do and say in response to
the symptom, which itself must be carefully identified and de-fined. An example of clearly identifiud

problems would be a
"child who (ices not look for a job," "a child who will not eat,"
"a child who smokes marijuana in the house," or a "mother who uses
drugs and doesn't take care of the kids consistently,"

After the problem has been clearly defined, further questions arepursued. When does it occur? Where does it occur? How oftendoes it occur? How do other people feel about the problem? How
do people become involved with the problem?

The therapist also observes how the family acts in the office asa way of identifying the cycle. The next series of questions has
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to do with the family's attempted solutions to the problem, as-
suming that if these solutions were successful the problem would

cease to exist. Therefore, the strategic communication therapist
is careful to identify solutions tLat have failed, both to avoid
repeating the same unsuccessful` solution and to help identify the t-

sequence of family behavior that maintains the problem. In the

three-person cycle of father, Bother, and adolescent, each per-
son's response could be seen as an attempted solution to the sit-
uation that directly preceded it, e.g., the mother's incompetence
encourages the father to become involved: The strategic communi-

cation therapist assumes that these solutions, although i,neffec-
tive in eliminating the problem, become reified and institution-
alized as ways for the family to maintain its stability. This

stability is so important that the family continues with a symp-
tomatic member and often presents a paradox to the therapist.
Families request that the therapist eliminate the symptom from
the system but leave the system intact.

THERAPEUTIC TECHNIQUES

Strategic therapists believe that action causes Change. Rather
than discuss a problem, the therapist seeks to use the symptom as

a way of introducing change. Thus, the strategic therapist fo-

cuses on the problem. Haley has stated that "the first obligation
of a therapist is to change the presenting problem. . . . If%that

is not accomplished, then therapy is a failure" (Haley11976,

p. 1291.

The techniques that follow are based or the notion that the family
will resist,the therapist's attempt to change them. 'The therapist
.does not view this action as malicious or sabotaging but as a
Aatural consequence of the family's reliance on the symptom to

provide stability.

According to Papp (1980), the paradoxical intervention "is one
that if followed will accomplish the opposite of what it seemingly

intended to accomplish." It depends on the family's not following

the therapist's instructions. The instructions, therefore, must
he repulsive enough to the family :o that the family resists fol-

lowing them. Their resistance then serves to accomplish the ther-

apeutic goal. The fascination of this intervention technique is
that the tasks are no more than exaggerations, sometimes bordering
on the absurd, of the family's ongo..ng behavior. For ',ample, if

a therapist identifies a mother as overly close to het daughter, ,

the therapeutic goal would be to, attain greateelseparation between

them, After that task has failed, since the mother is obsessed
with "doing for" her daughter, a paradoxical framing would be td
tell the mother that she is not attentive enough to the child and
in fact she should consider expending greater effort ant: more de

votion. By making the suggestion !so extremb, the hope is that
the mother will spontaneously reject the therapist's instructions.



This form of therapy
appears deceivingly simple but is actuallyquite complex: It consists of three major techniques: redefin-ing, prescribing, and restraining.

'Redefining. For this process to occur effectively, the therapist
must accurately unearth the behavior cycle around the symptom.9nce that has occurred, the therapist redefines the behaviors tothe family as positive.

The behaviors then becode viewed in termsof their positive intention
rather than their negative effects.For this process to be effective, the therapist must actuallyrecognize the positive and not see the family's resistance tochange as malevolent.

When viewed positively, the symptOm can.be seen as a benevolent
sacrifice on the part'of the individual for the family as a whole.An,er can be redefined as caring (people who don't care are in-
different), suffering and pain besame'self-sacrifice, and distanceand. disengagement are redefined as attempts to encourage independ-ence and autonomy. The redefining process also somewhat confusesthe family and prepares them for the next major technique,*prescribing.

prescribing. In this process, the therapist assigns to the familythe task of carrying out
existing actions in a more exaggeratedfashion.

Restraining. The therapist must identify with the family's fearof change and therefore caution them against the negative conse-quences of change and elimination of the symptom. Thus, the
,therapist acknowlidges that although dysfunctional behaviors arenot ideal, wioiding the potential risk of the alternative is worththe sacrifice of one member. For example, if the therapist be-lieves that the adolescent's

use of drugs prevents her from sepa-rating from her mother and protects her parents from confrontingtheir dysfunctional and empty marriage, to simply eliminate thedrug taking risks much greater consequences.

The therapist thus tells the family to change and not to changeat the same time. The therapist must sincerely convey and believeboth messages. If the therapist believes only that the identified
patient is harming herself by taking drugs and the family is infact sabotaging the therapy, the message will come across as sar-castic and condescending, and the family will not buy it. Butthe therapist can expand the camera lens and change the angle ofthe camera to see the family as the strategic therapist does, heor she will be able to begin to believe in the absolute sincerityand panic of the family and present the messages with sincerityand conviction..

T11 first task of therapy is to develop a hypothesis about the
function of this cycle in the family; this .theory wf.11 continueto be refined and reshaped as the therapy unfolds. For example,
in Wiry Landau's family the therapist first must discern the se-
quence involved in Mary's use of drugs.
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For example, Mary and John have an argument before hn goes off to

work. He leaves, telling her that he just doesn't have time to

go into it again.-----.0.-Feeling abandoned and frustrated, Mary

takes,a Valim.-----4,-Sensing his mdt%er's condition, their son

doesn't come home from school and hangs out with some neighborhood

kids who smoke marijuana and participate in antisocial activities.

-..--4The "good" daughter comes home and tells mother about the

son's transgression. Mother praises hel:..--s-When son

comes home, mother turns her out-of-control wrath onto him and he

protests and runs out of the house.--o-Daughter is frightened

by this and calls her grandmother (John's mother), informing her

of the situation. --:--a-Grandmother calls John.---0- John comes

home (the hero) and chastizes Mary as another "child out of con-

,. trol," collects his son and calms him down, thereby equilibrating

the situation until it is exacerbated again when John and Mary

have an argument about John being more available to his mother

and job than to his family.

The intervention begins by positively redefining the sequence,

underscoring the valuable function of each person's behavior. For

example, Mary's taking Valium helps her des' with her loneliness

and feelings of abandonment and serves as the central point

around which all of the following behavior revolves. Their son's

"acting out" allows the daughter to be the helpful, praiseworthy

child, who never has to be saw as "having problems." Mary's

quasi-abuse of her son allows her daughter to call her grand-

mother. Grandmother, who herself is married to a "problem"

drinker, quickly calls her son who was himself a "praiseworthy

child," This allows grandmother to "get reinvolved with her son"

and gain some distance from her own difficulties with her husband.

Finally, the scenario allows John to disengage from work and be

seen as a hero by his family, while maintaining his close rela-

tionship with his mother. It also allows him an excuse for his

own difficulty in meeting his sales quota at work; John's accounts

have not been doing well lately.

Thebeginning hypothesis can then be embellished when it is turned

into the actual prescription. For example, Mary's sensitivity to

John (demonstrated by her being incompetent) allows John to feel

himself-to be a "good" husband and father to his son, although he

is rarely home. He certainly feels that he is better than his

own father, who was abusive to him and his brother. Mary (who

cannot stand her intrusive mother-in-law) gives her mother-in-law

an opportunity to get more involved with her, her husband, and

her family--at a tremendous sacrifice to herself and her relation-

ship with her chiluren.

Therefore, if Mary were to stop taking Valium, all of the above

might have to change. The therapist is concerned about that po-

tential change. Although things are bad as they are, the alterna-

tives might be disastrous. For example, if Mary stopped taking

Valium and acted more competently, John might not have an excuse

for protecting his son, .Then he might need to consider that he

is not a much better parent than his own father.
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Although the above example is a streamlined version of a strategic
prescription, it nonetheless captures the essential procas and

,the underlying logic. The therapist (sometimes alone and some-:
times inconjunction with a team or cotherapist) unfolds the be-havior sequences by carefully tracking aiswers to'critical ques-
tions. On the-basis of that sequence, potential hypcthosed are
generiied as to the function of the particular.symptom. Inter-
ventions are created on the basis of those hypotheses; the re-
sponse to'the interventions serves to modify .he hypotheses. Pre-
scriptions are usually gi,ven at the end ofthe session with mo
discussion allowed by the fimily. Sessions are often spaced 2,
3, or even ,,4 weeks apart 'to give the family an opportunity to re-
spond fully to the intervention. If the family does not recoil

.

from the prescription, the therapist has to determine whether
the hypothesis was inaccurate or the intensity of the prescription
was,not sufficient.

.

(.

RbLE OF"THEIHERAPIST AND THE THERAPEUTIC TEAM

Strategic communication therapists advocate- Lhe use of a team,ap-
proeqh. The rationale is based on adifferenconcept of cother-
apy than is found in -he multigenerational approach.

The team could serve as a Greek chorus, positioned behinea one-
way mirror, proVIding a running commentary on the process taking
place between therapist and family Papp noted "that at the ther-
apist's discretion, the group can be'used to support,confront,'.
confuse, challenge, or provoke the family, leaving the therapist
to agree with them or oppose them" (Papp 198d, p. 49). The team
does not communicate directly with the family but sends messages
to the family via the therapist, who is either called out-of the '

room by the team:or leaves at a predetermined time.near the end
of the session. P

The group can potentially support the family against the thera-
pist, saying, for example, that John (in the earlier example) was
not as creak as the therapist though'. and they did not think 'he
needed Mary's drug abuse to be involved with his family. Alter- .

natively, they could deliver the prescription and the therapist
could join the family, arguing for the family's capacity for
change. This variety enables the therapeutic system (i.e., the
therapist and the team) to present the family with the different
alternatives and through Adger, challenge, and other ways propel
the family into change. The therapeutic system, made up of the
team members pitted against the family, is engaged in a strategic
battle whereby change is encouraged by relying heavily on the_______terailyis-active and persistent resistance to that change.

In thid model, the therapist is seen as a technician or engineer;
s/he'is able to stay aloof from the family, assess the cycle main-
taining the symptom, redefine it, and prescribe it in such a way
that the family rejects the intervention (their ongoing behavior)
and "spontaneously" changes. A mystique is involved in this form
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of treatment; it appears that if one can mme up with exactly the
right intervention, the'family has no bhoice but to change.

A

In fact, these interventions are extremely difficult both to cre-
ate and to impart. They require skilled therapists or intensive
and cumpetent suOlerciision. These interventions firther require a
conviction that the family is operating from a positive stance
and the ability to convey that conviction sincerely.

Strategic therapists try to keep the therapy as- short as possible.
They believe that their insistence on a specifie.: number of ses-
sions (typically 10) keeps both the family and the therapist ac-
countable for outcome. Tney feel that maintaining a clear eroblem
focus should achieve results rapidly, and further issues can be
renegotiated between the family and the therapist. They also
argue for the ecaomp validity of rapid treatment, enabling more
people to seek help at less cost.

STRUCTURE APPROACH

ORIENTING PRINCIPLES

Conception of the Family. People operate within a social context,
according to Minuchin (1974). Therefore, to understand any one
individual's behavior, it is necessary to first understand the
social limits imposed on that person. Although people participate
and belong to many groups, the institution that has most to do
with imprinting self-hood and bestowing identity is the family.
For Minuchin, the family is the cradle in which Vie all grow and
develop. As such, we move from being totally enmeshed in the
famil} to a position of relative independence. The sense of be-
longing to one's family and the role played in it is a lifelong 0

process. We will always be daughters or sons to our mothers
and fathers and mothers and fathers to our children, regardless
of changes in bur other identities.

A hallmark of Minuchin's model is his assertion that a normal
family cannot be distinguished from an abnormal one without the
presence of an identified p.-okslem. Therefore, he presents a model
of the family and of human beings that does not arbitrarily sepa-
rate the world in,o "them and us." His conception avoids the
labeling 1.d stigma-producing processes so common among more tra-
ditional approaches.

For the structuralist, the family system has three major compo-
nents: (1) it has structure, (2) rt develops over time, and
(3) it has the capacity for adaptation.

Structure. Family structure is "the invisible set of demands
which organizes the ways in which people act. . . . Repeated

transactions establish patterns of how, when and to whom to re-
late, and these latterns underpin the system" (Minuchin 1974,
p. 51). As can be seen, this definition of structure is similar
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to the strategic communication concept of patterned sequences.
There are many Conceptual similarities in these two approaches,
although they are not identical. As an example,tthe strategic
communication approach is behavior-specific when/it identifies a
sequence of behavior and attends to sequence pkterns. When the
structuralists ideltify a similar sequence, they will additionally
characterize it as a piece of a more general concept known as
family structure. Th9 structure is then awed according to con-
cepts such as boundaries and subsystems. The mai>ed structure
then serves as the blueprint for guiding therapy. t.Hefore giving
ark example of mapping,.we must define three concepts involved in
structure: subsystem, boundaries, and level.

Subsystems. Since the family as a whole is considered a system,
parts of the system are defined as subsystems.. Subsystems are
organized according to both membership and function. For example,all of the males in the, family can be thought to make up a sub-
system of males (membership); the

parents (husband and wife) make
up the parental subsystem (function). In fact Minuchin (1974)
states that each individual can also be considered a subsystem.
Although there afg many possible ways 9f organizing the family
'into,subsystems, a general guide is to.divide the families accord-
ing to generations it one direction and individually in another.
For example, if M'= mother, F = father, S =son, and D = daughter,
a family of four would, according to the above, be organized as

4

Notice that mother and father are placed above their children,
which leads us to the second concept--level.

Level. For Minuchin, level denotes authority. Of all the sub-
systems in the family, Minuchin considers the parental system the
most .important. He labels this level the executive subsystem,
which must make the decisions that guide and support the family
as a whble. Accordingly, adolescents have greater authority by
virtue of their age and autonomy than do preschoolers, and so
wouldl.be placed atop younger siblings as below (the numbers refer
to the ages of the children).
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Boundaries. The bougdaries of a system are tlle,rules defining

who participates and how (Minuchin 1974), When we talk abbut
boundaries, we are talking about the clarity of the divisiOns be-
tween subsystems of the family, particularly the parent-child
subsystem (but the husband-wife boundary is also important).. The

structuralist evaluates this clarity carefully when approaching a
family because it provides, the single most important indication

of family functioning. Boundary clarity (Minuchin 1974) can vary
on a continuum from overly, rigid or disengaged at one extreme to

overly diffuse or enmeshecrat the other extreme. The, terms rigid

and diffuse refer to the clarity between family subsystems and
the terms disengaged and enmeshed refer to - family style. Rigid

and disengaged are equated because disengaged boundaries are dif-
ficult for members to cross, so family members become overly dis-.
tant from one another. (Enmeshed boundaries are crossed too read-
ily, howdver, and ore therefore :Labeled as diffube because people
do not have enough distance from one another to,function appro-
priately (see figure 2). The primary functions of a family are
to allowlbr separation .and autonomy-as well as to provide suppbrt

and nurturance. The clarity of the boundaries is crucial in both

of these arenas. If the boundary between subsystems is too per-
meable (diffuse or enmeshed), then the subsystem are not suffi-
ciently separate. In such cases, support and nurturance are pro-
vided,at the expense of autonomy and independence. If they are

too impermeable (rigid or disengaged), they are thus too separate;

in that case, autonomy and independence are provided but this
time at the expense of support and nurturance.

As mentioned above, enmeAment/disengagement refers to family

style as well as'boundary clarity per se. When a family style is
referred to as "enmeshed," it means that the membnrs are extremely
responsive and reactive to one another; space and diStanceare

hard to attain. In this type of Samily,' when one sneezes, the
other members of the family bump into each other to offer a tis-

sue. These families are often characterized as bbing "itto" each

other's thoughts and feelings; they often talk for one another,

- complete each other's sentences, and generally "knot.," what the

other is thinking. In enmeshed families, open expression of conr
flict is sometimes difficult and alternative means are sought.
The family with the adolescent daughter who takes drugs as a way
of separating from her mother is'probably an enmeshed family; the
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adolescent chooses drugs as a way of expressing conflict without
'dealing with the actual issues invoWed.

In a disengaged family style, family members are overly distant
'and removed from each other. In this style, it is extremely dif-ficult for stress inon individual

to reverberate across the fam-
ily subsystems. For instance, the parents or a child whp is
flunking out of schoOl or dying of narcotic abuse may not get ,

sufficiently worried to take action.

If weeere to map these ,family styles they would appear as
'follows:

0

Ehmeshed: Disengaged:

I S

4

S D S D
. .;

At different-times, most families need some boundaries-to.be moreor less - unclear, particularly attiihes
of developmental shifts.

According to the,i'Struottiralists,
however, chronic operations at

the extremes (disengaged and 'enmeshed) indicateareas of possible
dysfunctioti and are attended`to immediately when the family seeks
therapy (Minuchin 1974).

Adaptation to Stress. Roth the structural family therapist andthe strategic communication
therapist consider the family systemto be homeostalic in nature. They see pressure for,change coming

from two general directions:
(1) from within (as the family de-

velops over time, rules and subsystem changes ate necessary, e.g.',shift to adolescence); and (2) from without (when external pres-
sure, e.g., unemployment or moving, forces the family to accommo-
date and change).

The family is a "social system in transformatir" (Minuchin 1974);it is-never tray stable and always needs to maintain a balance
between the largerand smaller contexts in which it takes part.
A family in pain 'orstress

at transitional points,is not consid-
ered problematic or pathological. When there are demands for
change from either within or without and the family cannot change,
a therapist must "become an actor in the family drama" to help
them move to a' new level of integration.
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ROLE QF THE THERAPIST

The structural therapilt is an active insider and becomes an im-
poktant member of the family and the leader of the therapeutic
system. We must unaerscore,that the therapist must become in-
.volved with the family in a very human way and use that involve-
ment to maintain a position of leader=hip. Leadership requires
maintenance of tflexibility. Structuralists assume that problem

families have rigid, stereotyped positions and transactional
styles, and that it is this quality that prevents them from chang-

ing. It the therapist also loses flexibility, his or her behav-
ior, like that of the family, becomes rigid; thus the therapist,
loses his or her leadership position and becomes ineffective. The

map of the family and the therapist's subjective thoughts and
feelings are the primary tools (of course, a videotape and a good
supervisor are,also helpful). Bdcause of this, many authorities
consider structural work to be the most demanding but alsu one of
the most effective of al) .therapeutic systems (see Gurman and
Kniskern,1981; Minuchin et al. 1978; Stanton 1979a).

Again, authors concerned with gender issues in family therapy hats
characterized the therapist's style as masculine, especially as
described by Minuchin in his earlier works (Gurman and Klein 1980;
Hare-Mustin 1978). Little research has explicitly examined the
reactions of families to a woman therapist or a less masculine
style, but it is clear from wcrk in other forms of therapy that
different reactions are likely (Bernardez-Bonesatti 1978; Reed
1981): many of which will expand the gender-role assumptions
within the family. .

THERAPEUTIC PRINCIPLES

The three primary therapeutic principles include assessment, join-
ing, and restructuring. Although these principles are,interde-
pendent, we will describe them separately. Both assessment and
restructuring depend on joining, so we will deal with this first.

Joining. Before assessment and restructuring (planned change)
can occur, the therapist must join the family; in fact, structural
family therapy hinges on the ability of the therapist to accom-

plish this. The joining process involves the therapist making
personal contact with each family subsystem. In the process of

joining., the therapist often seeks to make each member of the
family a-temporary Cotherapist (using his or her position to sup-
port that of the therapist). As this happens, the family member's
status is reinforced, and the therapist's status as an insider and
leader becomes reinforced (see Minuchin 1974, chapter 7, for a

fuller discussioniof joining).

Assessment. Assessment involves the therapist making a working

hypothesis of the family structure. This assessment is not con -

sidered, an objective final statement or diagnosis made after a
series of interviews, but rather as an ongoing process in which
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the therapist attempts to change the family and the family at-
tempts to change the therapist., The responses to the therapist's
probes-and interventions make up the assessment.

The .family map is used as a tool bo assist the therapist in orga-
nizingcomplex and diverse information. It issnot considered as
a final, true statement of the family but only as a working aid.The following notations are added to the ones'described earlier(for precise definitions, see Minuchin 1974):

Conflict

Overinvolvement

Detour

Affiliation

1

.

Coalition

T4, following story illustraes how these symbols are put togetherto develop a, map.,

In the Landau family, Mary, John, John's, other,,Johnny, and Susieare seated in the therapy room. The therapist inquires: ,"Whatcan I do for you?" Mary starts talking, relating that John is
never at home and is mote involved

with his mother and his job
than he is with her. AS this is going on, Susie is visibly un-
comfortable. John's mother intorrupte Mary and signals Susie to
start talking. Susie then relays that mother has a problem with

,er drugs and is abusive with Johnny.

At this point the therapist has the beginnings of a thp. Mother
and father appealr'to be in conflict and grandmother has entered
into a cross-generational coalition with Susie against-mother.
This detours the conflict bqtween parents and identifies the prob-lem as residing inside Mary.

I 7
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This proce'S has the added consequence of .elevating Susieto an
authority equal or superior to her mother Snd Places grandmother
on an, equal level with her son, John.

A '

The therapist, makes the hypothesis and wishes both to evalaate it
4 and test the flexibility of the famlly'i internal boundary, so

she Imposes a rule'that no one isto interrupt and asks Mary to
continue. Mary looks visibly shaken and starts to sob about her
drug taking. The therapist 'suggests that Mary should continue
with her opening remark about John, and as' Mary bebins to talk,
Susie interrupts again, this time asking her if she would like a
tissue. The therapist thus has additional information.' First
she is aware that they patterns in the family are resistant'to
change. Were they flexible, Susiewould not have interrupted
again; Mary or John would not have peithitted it and Mary would
.not have accepted.grandmother's and Susie's definition of the
problem (need):

The therapist now askt Mary to tell Susie not to interrupt her.
As she turns to do this, Johnny immediately interjects, defending
his sister by sayinthat she was just trying to behelpful.

The therapist laughs and says, "This is very interesting, this is
beautiful. John, why do yov,think your son and daughter are dis-
respecOful to your wife and won't 1pt her answer my questions? I

want you to help her so that she will be able to do this. How-
ever; I want you db to this in such a way that she tells the chil-
dren and trot you."

The therapist in this sequence has done several things. First,

she contacted both Mary and John, imposed rules, interrupted
transactions and gave directives to family members. In addition,

as, part of the assessment procedure, she has initiated changes in
the family's structure. In this regard the therapist has begrn
to bring John and Mary together by asking John to help his wife
so that she can enforce a more appropriate boundary with her chilc
dren. This would have the effect of elevating Mary in the au-

o thority structure.
dIr/

The therapist has many options when interviewing a family. In

the above Situation, instead of asking John to help his wife, the
therapiit could have askgd Mary to discuss the issue with the
children: "Why are they disrespectful to you and why won't they
listen to you?" In this case the therapist has a hypothesis that
has been substantiated--the reason the children do not listen to
and are disrespectful of mother is because grandmother and possi-
bly father enter into a cross'- generational coalition with the
children and elevate them to a position equal or superior to their
mother. This makes Marl, incompetent and gives the children the
false status of being i parent to their parent. This clearly a

violation of subsystem boundaries and is not goOd for the chil-
dren, Mary, John; or grandmother. Although the therapist has a
hypothesis and a plausible explanation for the interaction, you
should notice that she does not just tell the parents what she
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4 has observed. Rather, by Imrning the problf'n bapk onto the fam-
ily; she begins to expand their visionkof%t'.a problem. Structu-
ralist) refer to this type of intervention as creating a workable
or therapeutic reality (See Haley 1976; Minuchin 1981; Montalvo
1976)." The "reality" that the family brings to therapy (e.g.,mother is chemically dependent; father is never home; grandmother'
is'meddlesoMe) is such that it keeps the "family from changing.
Each member feels blamed and therefore attacks the other in a
series of frudtrating and,unproduCtive

interactions. ,The thera-
pist, by,not participating in that no-win situation, helps the
familvistart to see a different type of problem. The therapist
'does not create this problem because it has been there all thetime; the family members begin to experience their problem dif-
ferently,. however, through the therapist's participation in the
family and so are in a better position to change it.

The first few minutes of a therapy session therefore contain awealth of information. The structuralist partidipates in order
to organize the information and4then

transform it into a new pic-ture of the family. What is important to remember is that as the
therapist participates with the family, s/he actively uses the
family's input, so that the picture the therapist presents is al-
ways one that pelongs to and can be accepted by the family as

'being Weirs.

Restructuring. Because things happen very quickly even in the
first moments in structural tnerapy, the processes of joining,
assessment, and restructuring do not follow in neat, discrete
stages. What is also apparent is that the map presents the ther-
apist both with,a goal and a therapeutic direction. In the Landau.
family, for example,. we have some idea of the initial family

, structure. 4,ow would we like to see that structure at the termi-
onation of therapy? Part of the answer depends on further infor-
mation, which the family will Provide as a result of their reac-
tion to attempts to change them. This important concept undekscoresthe role of the structural

familytherapist., As an insider, the
theriPist challenges other family members to push the family beyond
its usual operating limits. The degree of reaction, panic, or
desperation signals to the therapidt the degree of flexibility
with the particular system. The more'Agid the system, the
stronger the reaction. Thus the therapist encourages counter-
balancingfeedback.

The therapist with this family will need to know to what other
systems grandmother'is connected. An axiom of structural family

'therapy is that a person cannot disengage fkom one subsystem with-out . ing engaged in another. The therapist trill also need to
experien'te thehature of the spouse conflict: How supportive can
John be of his wife as she attempts to stop using tranquilizers?
Of cours, more information must 136 gathered and will be obtained
as the therapist attempts to restructure the famii.

a
Restructuring techniques are the most exciting aspects of struc-
tural family therapy. Minuchin has identified six major classes
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of rertructuring.operations. Given the scope of this chapter,

the two best-identified structural techniques--actualizing trans-
actional patterns and marking boundaries--will be discussed; the
other four willbe mentioned briefly.

Actualizing Family Transactional Patterns. The structural family
therapist Is perhaps best known for haying a ,family act out their

family drama in the.session. The family's real transactional

patterni are beyond its members' awareness; therefore, any de-
scription of the.fwnily by family members is influenced by what

they'believe is the probl.ein. The therapist who relies oq the
family's dafibition of reality_accepts that reality, which in it-

self is part of the.problem.

Nonverbal communication con;irms or contraditts what the family
says, so the therapist shouldpay,careful attention to how people

. act. In the Landau familyfor example, when mother waS sobbing,

, Susie was visibly upset. However, When the therapist asked father
tcrinquire how Susie was feeling, Susie told her father she felt

fine. The therapist at this point knbws that there are rules
regulating what people are able to admit toeach other.

In work with chemically dependent families; several enactments

have been used to dramatize therapy. Some of these include oft-
-

,serving the behavior of the family while members are "high" and
giving Antabuse during the session. These enactments demonstrate

.
how the families organize around the use of chemicals and how the
family is different when the chemical is available. This enables

the therapist to recognize what will be needed to eliminate the

symptom (Steinglass 1977).
M.

,

Less extreme enactment is achieved by directing members of the'

family to talk with each,other rather than with the therapist.
An example of this was seen in the interview with the Landau fan;

ily when the therapist asked Mary to talk to her children about

why they interrupted her. '

Another,well-known technique of actualizing transactional patterns

, isthe manipulation of space., The structuralist is concerned with
mapping the family in space. Location serves as an important
metaphor fol. the closeness and distance that exist between people.

For examp ).e, the therapist '4

the children sat between mother and
father, with grandmother flanking father's other side. As the

sewsionprogressed and the therapist moved to having mother and
father talk with each other, she asked the Children to change

seats: "How are mom and dad ever going to talk with each other
and get thingsworked'out if they can't even see or heareach
other with you kids being in the way?" This conversation thus

uses the metaphor,pf space, as well as the actual manipulation of

the seating arrangements, to highlight the way in which the family

is problematically organized.

a
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The structuralist uses an enactive style of communication. Rather
than ask mother why her daughter won't listen to her, this thera-
pist will ask her to talk in such a way that Lhe daughter will
listen. This style encourages ano brings action into the therapy
rood. .

Marking BoundaLes. The structuralist is concerned with protect-
ing each Individualts right of autonomy and need for support. ,

Each family's subsystem should have clear and flexible boundaries.
The examples given to highlight certain enaaaants,

therefote, can
'also be seen as marking boundaries and protecting the interactions
between family members within key subsystenls from interference by
other family members (e.g., "How can porn and dad.talk witAtit
Interruption from Susie?").

Escalating Stress. All of the restrtgruring techniques"mentioned
have the effect of escalating family stress, a necessary component
of chap ge. Minuchin once said that crisis includes both opportit-
nitiesland danger. 'Rather than fear stress, the therapist must "
encourage it so that change isspossiblei

'Blocking )transactions.- The therapist can always create stress by'':
notallowing family members to use their normal channels of com-munication. In the Landau family interview, the therapist imposed
a rule)that no one/was to'interrupt By blocking this maneuver,
she did not allow the conflict (in this case between Mary and
John) to be detoured through Susie.

Making the Implicit Explicit. Family members are rarely aware of
the implicit meanings of their communication. Again, in the Landau
family when the therapist asked the children to get out of their
parents' way, and therefore their relationship, she made the im-
plicit explicit,, a move that is likely to.heighten stress.

Selectively In this powerful
yet dangerous technique, the therapist must me careful that s/he
has the flexibility to change alliances should the family's tol-
erance for stress become too great. Even when tha therapist joins,
one subsystem in the family in an attack on another, s/he must
also be skilled enough to support the subsystem under attack.
Minuchin referstto this maneuver as "kick and stroke." That is,

4 each time a structuralist attacks a family member, s/he also pro-
vides support. For example, the therapist could help Mary attack

' her husband for not being more available and join in that anger,
, but the therapist could also interpret John's behavior as an at-

tempt to asaart his independence by resisting being told what to
do. This also relates his behavior with his wife to his implicit
struggle with his mother.
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NETWORK ON ECOLOGICAL APPROACH

ORIENTING PRINCIPLES

An ecological orientation follows directly from the systems model
detailed earlier. It seeks to explain behavior in
unit (person or family) by understanding the complex intercha.ges
between the family and its environment. This approach differs
from traditional,family therapy in that it expands the boundaries
of the system beyond the nuclear family to encompass the total
community. In addition, it focuses precisely on the interfac s
between systems and on communication processes taking place at
those interfaces.

Auserwald (1968) stressed that an ecological approach makes it
possible to identify the life areas in which an individual family
or social network needs asRiatance. This approach can help ther-,
apists mobilize and coordidate the resources of the family and
the community to help restore and stabilize the family. It does

this by broadening the focus of intervention to the'formal and
informal systems in which family members interact. It also pro-

vides a framework to help various agencies coordinate their serv-
ices rather than make separate, often fragmented helping attempts
and conflicting dematids op a given family.

An ecological approach may be especially important for'women with
few or stressful linkages to friends, neighbors, .social agencies,

or institutions. For instance, many women entering drutj abuse
treatment have many responsibilities and needs for services, have
few people they can turn to for help, and have erratic or no re-
lationships with relevant, medical or Social agPncies'that could
hIlp them financially, physically, And emotionally (Reed and
Leibson 1981; Tucker 1980). Some women may have repeated en-
counters with the criminal justice system, protective services,
their children's schools, or various nealth and emergency serv-

ices. Each agency then tries to help the wcman or a family member
or to exert social control over behaviors society has defined as
unacceptable (e.'., crime, child neglect). Some of the voman's
family members may be trying to cooperate with an agency orhaze
asked for help, while others may resent outside intervention.
Withot an ecological framework and coordination, this interdis-
ciplinhry approach is likely to make enormous demands on an al-
ready overstressed family and will exJcerbate relationships and
.coping problems among family members. The therapist may also miss

\,1

possible sources of support and stability among key friends or
neighbors, and Terpetuate patterns of many concerned persons work-,

ing at cross puposes.

Thee is no clearly iderttified therapeutic procedure associated
with an ecological approach, but several author_ have sought to
create assessment tools. For example, Hartman (1972, 1978) has
developed what she calls the.eco -map,, The map is constructed'by

ithe therapist as he or she interviews the identified family.
Using the metaphor of energy exchange, Hartman builds a visual
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picture of the family and its relationships with its ecology by
noting the mutual exchanges of concrete services and emotional
support. Figure 4 shows a facsimile of HartMan's eco-map (an un-
completed map). F .

r-

9

a

J

FIGURE 4. Eco-map

On this map the therapist symbolically fills in the family's ecol-
ogy. 1:O paraphrase Hartman's instructions: In in center oircle
draw a picture of the immediate family using the same symbols as
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you did for the gencgram (see figure 1). After doing this, ask
about the family's relationship with each of the social instittr
Pons contained in the map. You can add additional categories
that more accurately reflect a particular family. Indicate the
nature of the relationship by lines. Examples Hartman gives area:

strong

tenuous

stressful

overt conflict

over involved /

You can also draw arrows along'the lines to indicate th -person
who initiates contact or the direction in which resources flow.
Hartman encourages practitioners to odify the map to suit their
own needs.

The ecological interviewer asks several important questions:
Whicfi institutions interface With tke organism? What is their
relationship to the organism? What are their relationships with
each other vis a vis the client? And how can the process within
the family be understood and interpreted in the light of these,
relationship systems? -

Another advocate of the ecological approach is Hoffman (1977,
pp. 501-519; Hoffman and Long 1969,l, take Auserwald and Hartman,
she views the client's problem as resulting at least partially
from relationships to the larger social and caregiving systems.

-/Because needed services are dispersed by separate and often un-
coordinated agencies, clients who already feel powerless are often
given conflicting instructions and expected to respond to many
-different _assumption and,oftenrambiguous messages. In this
model, then, the family becomes the identified patient. The eco-
logical intervenor works to deemphasize the intervenor's power
within the family while helping the family interact with community
organizations from a position Of knowledge and strength. Tech-
niques are structured to bring about change on two system levels:
the family and the caregiving agencies. This is accomplished by
giving sensitive assignments to various family members, holding
counseling sessions, and signing individual and joint contracts
with professionals, all with the purpose of addressing problems
that exist at the Interface of the multiple systems involved.

'

It is t uncommon, forexample,tfor fami ies to be referred to
therap sty from multiple sources. Sometimes; as in the case of a

child elfare referral for a child in foster care or a probation 4

office 's referral because of criminal activity, each agency has
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the ear of the judge and each can influence him or her depending
on how they see the problem and its correct ,solution. When these
two individuals don't agree, a conflict is establishedthat'places
the family and the therapist in the middle. Just as not dealing
with conflicts between parents exacerbates the probleis of a
child, so too can the covert conflict of multiple agencie;exac-
erbate problems for the therapist and the family. Therefore,
ecologically minded therapists must shift their focus to address
this specific problem. For example, the therapist could ask the
family to Invite the two agency representatives to a meeting, and
s/he cOuld;'support the client in asking for a clarifications of
What they eXPdct of her. Sometimes a phone call or meeting be-
tween the professionals is sufficient, Whatever the action, the
therapist's strategy should be based on an accurate-assessment of
the situation,and should have the long-term goal of (1) freeing
the client from the overinvolvement of multiple agencies, or
(2) helping her deal; more effectively with them.

An ecological framework, then, allows the therapist not only to
understand the effects that family

interactions and,patterns have
on-individual members, but also how family dynamics are influenced
by the larger extrafamilial institutions of kinship, neighborhood,
friends, and community institutions. Ecological interventions
might choose to focus on only a component of the larger system,

-, to establish new relationships, to intervene with problematic
interactions., or to coordinate conflicting or chaotic exchanges.

. In network intervention, the intervenors work on numerous levels
at once.

NETWORK INTERVENTION

Social network therapists (Attneave 1969; Speck 1967; Speck and
Attneave 1973; Speck and Rueveni 1969) assemble a family's total,
social network:

. . . to stimulate, reflect and foes the potentials
within the network to solve one another's problems. By
strengthening bonds, loosening binds, opening new chan-
nels, facilitating new perceptions, activating latent
strengths, and helping to damp out, ventilate, or exer-
cise ethology, the sodial network'becomei.theplife-
sustaining'commun4ty*within the, social matrix of each
individual [Speck and Attneave 1973, p. 491.

After a thoroullh network, assessment, the family is instructed to
contact and invite their relatives, friends, neighbors, work as-
sociates, and signifioant Helpers from churches, schools, social
agencies, and institutions "who are willing and able to take the
risk of involvement".(Speck and Attneave 1973, p. 20).

As the family therapist redefines a "labeled" individual as a
family problem, the network intervenor redefines the presenting
problem as the result of the alienation and the fracture of
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relatiOnships surrounding'tAe identified patient. The therapist
sees the social matrix.in which the family is embedded as the
primary0source of disturbance and the most powerful avenue for ,,

change.

Social network intervention iOparticularly successful in situa-
tions of extreme famjApstress and desperation and is not appro-
priate for all families. Some families zeguest "a network" for
themselves. Other logistics factors that influence the decision
to enact a network are II) proxi ity of potential members,
.(2) availability of professional , and (3) the problem of getting
the family to invite 40 to q0 people to the network

)
;meting.

Net:Work interventions generally do not last longer than 6 weeks.
The therapy 'team helps to build problem-solving groups at the
meeting from the extended family, neighbors, :riends, and social
agency representatives present, with the nuclear family in the
middle. Speck and Attneave (1973) described a series of six
stages, potential "stall" points in the process, and explained
how intervention team members should organize and conduct them-
selves. A few specific areas are identifed to be addressed. Over
time, a few "network activists" emerge who are willing to take
responsibility for providing leadership and coordinating the ef-
forts of other network members, often via committee structures.
For instance, a client may need better medical or health care but
has nonollowed through in seeking it. Activists might set up
weekly meetings with her to help her set appointments and follow
through on them. Eventually the treatment team leaves and the
group or committees cont'nue to work.

Callan et al. (1975) described network interventions fcr drug ad-
dict clients as they reenter the community from a residential set-
ting. They list some of the key steps and procedures they have
followed for readers interested in learning.how to do this. Other
types of network sessions educate and coordinate the efforts of
people who care about the client And have some influence over her.
Without this coordination, their efforts to help hers are not ef-
fective and may even keep her from facing the effects her chemical
dependency is having on her own and others' lives.

MULTIPLE FAMILY GROUP THERAPY

ORIENTING PRINCIPLES

Multiple family group therapy (MFGT) involves several families
(usually three or more) who gather together to discuss common
problems. Usually Gne or mor( members of each family have been
identified by a psychiatric, legal, or social service agency as
needing help of some kind. The groups vary in size depending on
the number of families, cotherapisV, a.scl observers. MFGT draws
on principles of both-group and family therapy.,
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Data on the pretreatment history of chemically dependent women
show that 'their non - drug- involved network of social relations has
often baen shattered. Interpersonal help often comes from friends
who are also involved with drug use. These situations, combined
with exhausted family resources, place the recovering addict in a
dilemma. If she turns to friends for support, this involvement
can lead to more rejection by her 'family. Barred from family re-
sources, sheay be forced. to turn to often exploitive relation-
ships for support. Faced with overwhelming suryival,needs, she
may suppress negative feelings, concealing emotional and inter-
personal needs which in,turn lead to greater depression, loneli
ness, isolation, and perhaps a return to drugs. Given the above,
it is not surprising to find many treatment settings using a form
of MFGT because it seems to address the needs outlined above.
Kaufman and Kaufmann (1979a) feel that MFGT may well be the best
intervention for single parents with small support systems because
it can lead to new "extended" family structures. MFGT has been
successfully appliedin both inpatient and outpatient settings
(Bartlett 1975, pp. 262-82; Kaufman and Kaufmann 1979b).

MFGT has been particularly4Seful at the point of discharge from
residential to outpatient status. The recovering individual,
having recently spent from 1 to 12 months or more in a community
established to support breaking the dependency cycle, is suddenly
thrust into settings that have come to expect her to be incompe-
tent. Although the family does not p.Irposely set out to sabotage
the gains made in treatment, the integration of this individual
back into the family network is often difficult. Meeting with
other families that share this dilemma in an atmosphere of mutual
support allows the family to reorganize itself around a "non-
pathOlogical individual" so they are neither too tentative with
or7overreact to her when she returns to the family.'

The multiple family group setting also supplies direct peer sup-
port for the recovering individuals, who are also undergoing a
simil-r transition process. Curry (1966) oted that many multiple
family groupsioreak down into smaller ones and that these smaller
groupings are not necessarily organized around family boundaries.
Many subgroups will form around "fathers," "mothers," "patients,"
or "adolescepts." These smaller groupings both push their members
for change and offer support and protection.

MFGT has also proven to be valuable before termination in resi-
dential programs and in more traditional outpatipnt programs.
These groups encourage previously "bur-'_ out" families to try
again for their female members and to get something for themselves
in the process. This approach can coL-ceraCt the one-way flow of
resources from family to "addict." A second reason the groups
are valuable is that they begin to reverse the isolation charac-
teristic of female addicts and their families. Members of the
group often mdet outside the treatment setting. They exchange
information;.services such as babysitting, shopping, and home
repairs; and accompany each other to medical and social service
appointments. It is also not uncommon to find families socializing



.

't
with'each other,either ps individuals, couples, orNhole fami-
lies. This aspect of the support function served by the group
has led 'Some observerp Laqueur 1972) to consider that MFGT
supplies functions similar to more traditional therapeutic self -
h1elp groups, such as Parents Anonymous, Alcoholics Anonymous, and.
Women for Sobriety.

Because the MFGT combines.aspecti of group and family therapy,
several researchers have suggested that it is superior to either
modality. For example, Lewis and Glasser (1965) noted that by
combining patient and family groups they were able to break each
familx's heed to maintain rigid family myths. This, is extremely
important id challenging and evaluating the deviant role played
by the addicted individual. In reviewing Lewis and Glasser's
work, Strelnick (1977) suggested that the rules of the therapeutic ,

group'conflict with the rigidity of the families' ruleS1 such that
as the group grows in.size, the importance of individual family
rules diminishes. "Large groups," Strelnick (1977) wrote, "con-
centrate on behavioral adjustment, social learning, and problems

of communication, while smaller groups tend to focus on more in-
dividual problems."

Advocates of MFGT stress that by combining family units in ther-
apy, the fo6us is more easily widened to spotlight the family as
the treatment unit and not just the individual. Helping the fam-
ily to make this shift is one of the most difficult processes in
all amily therapy, especially when the client (in this case, the
chemically dependent woman) often cooperates with her family's
view that she is the problem. If Strelnick is Correct, then MFGT
should be a seriously considered treatment choice for chemically
dependent women.

GOALS

The general goals of MFGT can be summarized as changing family
interaction and increasing the family's awareness and sensitivity
to its environment (Strelnick 1977). Within this general goal
statement, others (Curry 1966; Laqueur 1970) have identified more
specific goals: (1) more efficient use of staff time; (2) involw
ing the family in the "patient's" treatment; (3) placing the-pra=
lem "in" the family as oiNosed ,to "in" the identified patient;

(4) increasing insight (Kimbro et Al. 1967); (5) reducing the
family's source of stigma and isolation; and (6) providing the
identified patient with support and reducirig her isol4tion.

When attention is turned to the therapy team itself, most, if not
all, reports of MFGT advocate the use of cotherapy teams. Kauf-
man and Kaufmann (1979b) have suggested the use of up to five
therapists in a program combining multiple networks. For the most
part, treatment teams are generally made up of two therapists, who
firht must provide the therapeutic group with (1) support, (2) a

nonjudgmental atmosphere, (3) stimulation and expression of prob-
lematic Communication, (4) encouragement to verbalize, and
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(5) eality testing. Second, as we have indicated With other ad-
vocates of cotherapy, cotherapists mugt::provide a model for .fami-
lies through their own interaction with each other. .Finally,
cotherapists must develop introspection in the it/Mines by (1) fo-
cusing on how members of the group relate; (2) pointing out whether
family interaction achieves its goals, challenging them where it
does not; and,(3) encouraging alternative behaviors (Strelnick
1977).

GROUP STAGES

AlthoUgh many actors describe the,theraiS, process in idiosyncratic
terms (Kaufman and Kaufmann 1979b; Laqueur 1972j, the MFGTgener-
ally goes through a series of specific stages. Blomfield (1972)
has identified four grOup stages--pregroup, second, third, and
fourth,

Pregroup Stage. During this phase the -group is still ordered by
their previous organization and has not evolved its own structure.
This stageis characterized by much joking and greeting, polite
behaviors, and laying down ground rules. The focus is,still on
the individual patient, and generally family members speak about
each other rather than directly to 'each other.

'Second Stage, This stage is characterized by the emergence of
peer grodi, support, which occurs around the third - meet-
ing. Members of,different groups (e.g., parents, male siblings)
'may meet together rather than mith their families. This stage
marks the beginnings of cross-generational dialog. The peer
groups, who Are npw giving support to, each other, begin to con-
front and challenge other groups so thht anger and hostility ap-
pear,.which reveals,rble and power struggles in the families.
When working with the families of chemically dependent women,
therapists must be aware of thei,Lown,biases concerning women's
issues. Many women writers go a step further (Babcock and Connor
1981; Corrigan 1980;.Hare-Muscin 1978) and advocate that the ther-
apist must challenge the limiting nature of women's roles and t
family identities. Finally, at this stage there fean erosion in
the distinction between "sick and well."

Third Stage. This' is'the pe'iod of greatest intensity and acti?.-
ity. During this stage crises generally occur that lead to an
orga,Uzational restructuring in the family. Hidden marital prob- ,

lems may emerge. Overt confrontation occurs, and the groups be- ''

come less dependent on the cotherapist teams and increasingly
assume leadership for structuring their, goals and providing their
,support. -

Fourth Stage. This stage is characterized by a consolidation of
gains made"during the sessions. The reorganization of each family'
is supported and reinforced, and amore functional homeostasis
should have been reached,
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Most persons who have written about MFGT do not promote a specific
model of treatment; in fact, they have implied that the group it-
self provides the necessarl, structure for therapy. Also, most . v

- writers tend to assuma that therapists are familiar with both
group and family techniques and that they can simultaneously. track
the progress of the group as well as of each family. Earlitr we
indicated our bias against eclecticism for beginnin family ther- .

apists, hnd that is perhaps our greatest ambivalence about MFGT.
Our second caution is the assumption that one should rely on a
group structure to supply the expansion of the initial problem to
a family problem. We believe that this skill must be mastered by
each family therapist in any setting, whether, with 1, 2, or 15
families.

Finally, several writers haye noted that there has been little
research on the effectiveness of MFGT (Laqueur/1922; Strelnick
1977)1 Although proponents strongly advocate its superiority/
preliminary.data suggest that MFGT is not necessarily superior to
more traditional family therapy (Strelnick 1977). Given the state
of outcome evaluation in family (and other types of) therapy,

however, some chemically dependent wdMeand their familiap are
likely to be better served by this approach. We have not, for
example, the importance of reducing stigma and iso.ation and of
counterbalancing family burnout. In conclusion, we encourage
therapist's to experiment with MFGT and evaluate it personally.

As a summary, table 2 abstracts the major information regarding
the above models. A similar chart was developedby Hermann (1974)
several years ago.

. 1 ,

WHAT THERAPISTS CAM DO TO GET STARTED

'The success of this chapter can be measured in the numbers of
people who want to change what they do as a result of reading it.
Hopefully, those who are lot already involved in work with chemi-
ically dependent families, will give more consWeration to the
possibility of applying tnic approach with .families oetivomen cli-
ents. Others may have encountered new ideas that can be incorpo-

.

rated into their work.

Therapists should think about the people they are seeing and the
problems they present, and they should ask the following que4ions:

4 Are they victims or are they victimizers? Are they neglectful of
their family or are they bping neglected by their family? That
labels have been given to them? Can you see them differently npw?
Can you Link of questions that you want to ask that weren't im-
portant b-efore? how'is the victim not a victim? how is the vii- '
timizer helpful? When they neglect their families, who steps in
and fills their shoes? What would this helpful person do if s/he
wasn't needed?

The questions are unending, once the camera moves ever so slightly
to allow more of the background to become foreground; we give up
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TABLE 2.--Family therapy models

Variation

Multigenerational9

Bowen Intensive Strategid Structural MFGT Eco -Network

Activity df
'therapist

Flow of

communication

Counter-
indications

AO

*Therapeutic"
unit

Number'of
therapists

' Passive
Oiltsider

,/
TherapIst,
to family

1121

None
against.

Passive
outsider

Between
therapist
and family

None
-against

3 or 4 3 o'r

generations generations

2

0

1

kaive
outsider

Active
insider

Active '

outsider

Therapist Between ' Between
to family family°and families

therapist

None
against

4
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family or
active
family
unit

None .

against

Nuclear
family or
active
family
unit
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against,

' good with
isolated

3 or 4
families
(or more)

1-4 1 3-5
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TABLE 2.:Family therapy moetels---Continued,

' Variation

Muitigenerational

Strategic

c

Structural MFGT Eco- Networ'.
Bowen Intensive

Signifidance
of history

Great Great Little Little May be,
great or

Little
O

.little

,Relation to Extended Extended Little Little Other . Naturalexterior family family
t family environment

Duration Long termL
(more than

Long termer Short term
(less than

Short term -Short to
long

Short

1 year) 1 year)

Location Therapist's Therapist's . Therapist's Therapist's Therapist's Family homeoffice or
counseling ,

, room

office office office office or related
hall
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some individual detail for a larger picture. Aethe picture ex-
pands, the therapisOs work will vary--the "Sabotage" of the prog-
ress made by the chemically dependent person by family membdrs
.becomes mere understandable'and more predictable. Aa we under-
stand the eystem and the*oftance of the symptom to the system,
we become less angry at the saboteurz and:b4come more inventive in
ways to make'that person a partpof the ch:Ange.

In working withthe families and networks:clef chemically dependent
women, therapists must remember that drug and alcohol treatment
programs, have, for the most part, been organized for chemically
dependent men., We 'now know that men and womenju the same facil-
ity do not necessarily receive the same services. A family ther- %.
apist mar\also share limiting cultural views of women's (and,
men's) Mppropriate roles and be less sensitive to alternatives
that might be more adaptive in some families or more fulfilling
for scime women (Hare-Mustin 1978).

Family theiapy, in and of itself, will not counteract a setting
that hasdifferent standards for women or a therapist who lacks
'gender sensitivity. But family,iherapy, can, if applied with sen-
sitivity to the chemically dependent woman and her family, Make a
unique contribution. The woman who, is chemically dependent is
likely to be Rivotal in the family situation because one a
woman's roles is to be xesPonsiblejor thebwelfare of her family.

thirigs'go wrong, she is likely to be blamedand may bl* burdened
by guilt. .Women who are chemically dependent feel and are thought.
to be "worse" than men in the same situation (Colten 1980) and are
less likely to be supported by oth 1 as a result. Thus, when elm
working with the family of tLe chemically dependent female, ther-
apists must pay special attention to the potential of misinter-
pretinAfie problems. forced on her as originating "in her." For.
this, therapists may" need additional training iL family therapy.
Therapists should also be vigilant about the sensitivity of the
training program and trainers to gender differen;es, the conse-
quences of stereotyped roles, and the implications of status dif-
ferences between menoand women.

A list of training institutes and programs available ih the dif-
ferent perspectives appears, in the appendix. Therapists with
limited\regources can locate workshops given by experts both
locally and at greatei distances, or they could contract with a
knowledgAble person for in-service training at the agency.

If funds are limited, therapists may have to be more creative.
Perhaps they can exchange training sessions with another agency
that does family work or agree to provide educational experiences
for students'in exchange for some staff trainingby college or
university faculty knowledgeable about family work. Therapists
might also arrange to observe others who do family work or volun-
teer some time in a family agency to take advantage of their in-
servicetraining. Just beginning to think differently about your
clients will affect how you work with them.
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Ongoing tupervisiOn should be a central componeneof any family,
therapy work whenever possible. It helps to develop ,a support a,

group among persons within the agency who are interested in family
work, or as one famous family therapist put it, form a "cuddle
group" that will hold up therapists when families let them down
and help sharpen their thinking along the way. The cuddle group
can become instrumental in helping th'erapists plan interventions
and avoid being seriously incorporated into'the family system.
Lt can also help therapists cope with fe.ling alone,' depressed,

or ineffective, all of which are unavoidable feelings from time
to time: Therapists must also build in procedures for regularly
examining assumptions'about gender to guard against inadvertently
reinforcing roles and behaviors that are limiting to either women
or men.

As an agency lepins to work with families, it will need to deal .

with various administrative issues, including how to "count" the
time therapists spend with family members.- The agency algo needs
to develop mechanisms far involving the families= Remember, fam-
ilies don't think they're the problem, and 'they might get angry
at anyone who implies that they are;. they may notwant to "drag
the children into this mess"; they "may not care about what hap-
pens because they're-sick of caring." And they may come up with
all sorts of inventive reasons not to come in. The client is Also
likely to be ambivalent about involving her family. Chemically
depend women are often depressed and have loin levels of self-
esteemStk thus may feel unworthy oP their families' concern and
guilty about involving them further.

Although the task of involving families is difficult, it is not
impossible. Some therapists use the metaphor of a :team," with
the therapist playing the role of coach. Family members are se-
duced into treatment as key team members needed to plan the game,
(Napier and Whitaker 1978). ,Stanton used the client's motivation
for treatment as a way to get their families to participate in
therapy. When clients request treatment, they are first approached
with the idea of involving their families. Once the patient
agrees, the therapist must make direct contact with the family
rather than through the patient. Often the therapist talks to
each relvtant family member individually to invite each to be of
help to the therapist in his or her work (Stanton and Todd 1999,

.

in press). This approach often work% better than workipg through
the client, who is reluctant to have anyone else involved. For
example, client and spouse have just had a fight, which is un-
resolved, and the client says, "My therapist wants you to come in
next week." No self-respecting spouse,would respond positively
to that invitation, but the client will tell the therapist that
she invited her spoube. Stanton has had impressive results, with
over 80 percent of the extended family.participating;

.

If a direct appeal to family members doesn't work, it is sometimes
possible to work with the relevant agency to require participation
by the entire family. Most court or protec tl ve services referrals-
mre for the client only and not the family, ut this practice can
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be modified. This approach requires a lot.of legwork and follow-
through with tile relevant agencies to keep it going, but it is

--polerful when it works. Remember, however, that people do not
li}ce.bcing forced into doing something. If an agency will supply -

.. enough muscle to'force family participation, the chances artthat

''
-when the family doe(come in, will be very angry at the ther-
apist.. At this'time, it is imp rtant for the therapist. to keep
the issue between the agency providing the pressure and the fam-
ily, with his or her own position as neutral as possible. This
wil'. help the therapist differentiate from the community that has
defind the faihily and the client as being deviant. As a last
resort, a.therapist might even refuse to see the client unless
the family comes in (with a lot of agency support, of course).
There are probably as many ways as thy* are therapists. The more
convinced therapists are of the need to, have family members pres-

.

edis, the more inventive and successfupthey will be in getting
members involved.

We close with a final caution--just as therapists should not move
too quickly with new strategies, they also should ebt frighten
and alienata4clients and their families by being too quick to take
Away the problem from the,family member who is the "patient."
Giving up a problem is often as difficult as accepting or living
with it. The skill of the therapist in helping the family to work
on issues they can talk About (e.., conflict, parenting, coordi-
natidd) enables the problem to'be framed in a different way. The
therapist cannot convince the family that it needs the chemically
dependent,member to abusesubstances; rather, the family members
mu. convince the therapist and the "client" that they no longer
need to be dependent on chemi&s.
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APPENDIX

SELECTED TRAINING RESOURCES FOR FAMILY THERAPY

Within the chapter, you were cautioned about assessing the gender
sensitivity of any family therapy training program. Many such
training programs also have little knowledge of how to include
chemical dependency patterns in an assessment or of dynamics and
-issues particular to chemical dependency in families. You can
still learn much about family therapy techniques by attending

their training programs, but may need to adapt what you 1,parn to
be consistent with your knowledge of chemically dependent I
families.

The following is a brief list of institutes and organizations that
Jffer ongoing training in family therapy. A much longer list,
which also includes programs in academic and other settingst can
be found in "Family therapy training. The institutional babe."
Family Process, 20:131-166, 1981. Journal address is:
149 E. 78th Street, New Ark, N.Y. 10021.

Ackerman Family Institute
49 E. 178th Street

ew York,. N.Y. 10021

Behavioral Stiences, Research
and Training Department

Eastern Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Institute

Henry Avenue and Abbottsford
Road

Philadelphia, Pa. 19129

Boston Family.Institute
1170 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Mass.' 02134

Center-for Family Learning
10 Hanford Avenue
NewRochelle, g.Y. 10805

Center for Family Learning
8740 N. Kendall Drive
Miami, Fla. 33156

Family_Institute.of Chicago
Ten East Huron
Chicago, Ill. 60611

'Family Therapy Institute
4602 North Park Avenue
Chevy Chase, Md. 20815

41-1,,

Menninger Foundation Family
Therapy

Training Program
Topeka, Kan. 66601

Mental Research Institute
555 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94301

Minnesota Family Study Center
218 N. Hall

University of Minnesota .

St. Paul, Minn. 55108

Philadelphia Child Guidanc9
Clinic

Two Children's Center
..34th & Civic Center Blvd.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

The following is a chemical
dependency training program
with strong family emphasis.
Wegscheider works from here:
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Johnson Institute
10700 Olson Memorial Hwy.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55441
(616) 544-4165
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10.
Childcare Support Services for

Female Clients in Treatment
Margaret Blaranaky

This chapter addresses the issue of how treatment programs can
offer quality child day care services to chemically dependent
women through linkages to public and private community day care
services.

Although women who use drugs have unique problems and needs re-
lated to their drug dependency, as mothers they share a common
responsibility--childrearing. These women must idt.e interactive

and often competing demands. The responsibility for the 24-hour
care of small-children usually does not allow a drug-dependent
woman the freedom to pursue needed medical services, educational
pursuits, vocational training, or satisfactory,employment. Moie-
over,,studies have shown that a woman's drug dependency may affect
her ability to adequately care for her children. Both research
and clinical experiences haie indicated that illicit drug use
leads to problems in female physiological functioning, poor preg-
nancy outcomes, and inadequacies in fulfilling the parental role
(Finnegan 1979). The responsibilities of, parenting require a
considerable amount of. time and energy--factors that may'be se-

riously by a woman's dependency on drugs. As a result,

the responsibilities of childrearing may encourage continued and
destructive drug use in addicted mothers (Stryker 1977). Data
produced by the Women's DrurResearch Project show that "addicted
women have fewer personal resources and skills--for coping with.,
psychological distress (i.e., depression, anger) or with practical
problem situations (e.g., financial needs, childcare)" (Reed and

Moise 179).

Since the vasc,,Elajority of women who use drugs are of childbearing
Age (Finnegan 141'11, tAlatment programs must be equipped to pro-
vide access to quallty.,childcare services either within the pro-
gram or through outside comunity resources.' The lack of child-
care services is repeotedly cites in drug abuse surveys as an
inhibiting factor that affacts not only a woman's decision to
enter treatment but alati, her retention in a program (National In-
stitute,on Drug Abuse 1979). The wed for cbildcare services to
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allow women access to treatment and rehabilitation services is
just one factor justifying-these services as a necessary component
of drug treatment for women.

.The needs of the child and the potential effect of the mother's
_addiction on the child's development are serious considerations
fOr the.treatMent community. The children of drug-dependent
mothervshould receive consistent, quality care and developmental
services to allow them to achieve their highest potential. The

Ithildren-of drag-dependent women often Suffer from emotional ne-
glect, family instability, physical netlect.or abuse, lack ot
p4itive adult role models, end lack of peer relationships.(komil-
ler 1077): In addition, family-oriented research (Harbin and
Maziar 1975';, Seldin 1972) has suggested that the child of the drug
abuser. is at risk in terms of potential abuse and neglectpoor
parenting practices, add the potential for drug, use.a
based on this background inforMation, we can conclude that quality
child day care-services can fulfill several needle of the drug-
dependent woman" and her family, including the following:

o. Facilitate a woman's access to treatment services;

Assist a woman in performing her parenting role more
effectively;

Minimize the negative impact that a mother's addiction
will have on her children;

Allow her.bo seek, necessary social and rehabilitative
services; '

Enhance the development of the disadvantaged children;
and

Allow a woman to seek vocational training, education, and
satisfactory employment necessary to become a self-
sufficient member of society.

In this chapter, child day care services are viewed as a basic
suPpoit service for the family, providing childcare and child de-
veropment Programs, as well as directly relating to the needs of
the parents. It is seen as u service that can enhance and expand
the mother's relationship-with her abild'as Apll as provide a lit4k
between the family and community resources-5n importanestep in,
the rehabilitative process.

Because women need assurance that their children are being well
cared for while they are in treatment, this chapter will provide
basic information that treatment programs can use-to help clients
select appropriate childcare arrangements. Further, this chapter
will illustrate ways that programs with limited budgets and staff
can effectively respond to this need,
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The following sections include information on (1) finding quality
day care services for children of drug-dependent women; (2) es

of childcare; (3) creating a resource library; (4) measu g the
range of services needed; (5) designating staff res ibility
for coordinating childcare services; (6) identify' g childcare
services in the community; (7) evaluating available childcare
services; and (8) helping clients choose appropriate settings.

By outlining a sequential process, this chapter will show how
treatment agencies can develop a comprehensive program of child-
care services without seeking additional funding or expanding the
staff. These services can be incorporated into the basic treat-
ment plan for all clients who need them. By offering family-
oriented treatment that addresses the needs of both parents and
children, treatment programs can provide a full range of services
that can increase the potential for successful treatment outcome.
Although this chapter focuses specifically on child dare serv-
ices, the provision of these Services is directly related to other
ancillary services, including medic care, substance abuse treat=
melt, psychological counseling, parenti practices, legal serv-
ices, and vocational and educational trai'ing.

CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANNING DAY CARE

At the outset, programs should be aware ofthe realities of at-
tempting to provide child day care referral and placement serv-
ices. First, good day care is d'fficult, hough not impossible,
to find and. is often expensive. Second, a drug-dependent woman
may be the victim of social biases regardihg her competence as a
mother. Third, drug-dependent women may hevp many fears and anx-
ieties e%out formal childcare arrangements.:,

care services range in quality from custodial situa-
tious, in which the children are only fed and protected from phys-
ical danger, to programs that enrich the children's environment
in personal, social, intellectual, and physical ways that lead to
accelerated development. Programs must make an exhaustive search
of possible day care arrangements and evaluate the quality of care
provided in each setting. Although various guidelines and ques-
tionnaires are available for assessing quality, much of the eval-
uation will be based on observations and "gut reactions" to th.,
setting and the competence of the caregivAr. Childcare for in-
fants is particularly difficult to find--many centers will take
only children who are toilet-trained, and many individual care-
givers do not want the responsibility of infants under 6 months
old. Programs should constantly be alert to creative childcare

-arrangements.

A random telephone survey of selected drug treatment programs in
the Washingtdn, D.C., area, New York City, and Chicago showed that
programs have not experienced biases against chemically dependent
women who seek child day care arrangements. In some cases, how-
ever, State and local governments responsible for assisting women
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. seeking financial assistance for childcare did not consider drug
treatment to be a necessary medical

need,-thereby ruling these
wcien ineligible for public assistance. In other cases, dr:g-
dependent women applying for public'assistance for day care serv-
ices were determined unfit to care for their children, and the

. State or local protective services agency removed the children
from the home. Therefore, in many instances programs may need to
-intervene on behalf of their clients to argue the merits of their
iipplicatibr4tIor financial assistance for day care. In certain
instances, programs may need to defend a client's ability to keep
her children while'receiving treatment.

. In addition, programs must be sensitive to the fcers and anxietic
Clients may exhibit about seeking childcare arrangements outside
the home. .1/se counselor must be prepared.to deal with the follow-
ing feelina:

The fear of being declared an unfit mother and losing her
children;

The anxiety over separation from her children;

The fear tOt the day care 'experience may have a negative
effect on her child's development;

The fear of being replaced in her children'S affection .y
a.substitute caregiver;

A basic distrust of bureaucratic systems!

Anxiety over using anyone other than a family member as a
substitute caregiver; and

r.Fear that any alteration in her role as homemaker and
full-time mother will cause her to lose her "man."

The above issues and suggested responses are addressed in depth
.

throughout this chapter; however, they are presented here to give
treatmentTrograms an overview of the challenges they will face in
providing child day care services for female clients. Simply rec-
ommending that a client find suitable childcare arrangements before
entering treatment or giving her a list of childcare centers and

' homes to "check out" is nou Sufficient. Faced with the overwhelming
task of finding suitable care, most women will give up after discov-
ering waiting lists, forms, requirements, red tape, poor facilities,
and so OA. Therefore, treatment programs must make a commitment to
help clients through each stage of the, process, including identifi-
cation and screening,. placement, and followup. Providing childcare
Services will require careful planning, time, and hard work to make
the community's childcare system accessible to drug-dependen women.

TYPES oe CHILD piortARE sERvicks

The first step in developing a comprehensive day care network is
to familiarize program personnel with dlinitions for types .of
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day care services and terminology used in reference to child day
care services. Understanding the basic types of childcare sprv-

'ices will help programs determine the advantages and disadvantages
ti of day care options. Programs may want td,Eodify the definitions

provided below depending on the specific characteristics of the
community and the client population they serve. Also, the State
or county agency responsible for licensing day care programs may
use certain definitions in categorizing types of day care serv-
ices. Appendix A provides a list of the'State day care licensing
authorities. During initial telephone contacts with these agen-
cies, programs should express their desire to work through State
and local agencies in locating' childcare arrangements for drug-
dependent women seeking treatment. ?rogzams should ask for copies
of current directories of childcare centers and individual care
providers, definitions of ca e available, and a copy of the State
licensing regulations.

Although categorieS and definitions for child day care arrange-
ments vary from State to State, the following broad definitions
and description%_ate most. frequently used. Examples of the types
of programs and alternative day care arrangements in each category
are ais., provided. Tabled summarizes average costs, benefits,
and disadvantages of each type of child day car. arrangement.

What is child day care? The Federal Governmen 's definition of
day care services is the protection of childre by providing part-
or full-time care, supervision, and guidance en families are
unable to meet these needs without assistant . Day care ranges

fro comprehensive programs and systems that address health, de-
velopmental, and educational needs to custodial care that simply 4'

protects the child from harm. The two general types of day care
settings are hone-based care and center-based care.

HOME -BASED CARE,

Home-based cari is commonly defined as fami Lice care proVided
by,one primary caregiver in a home setting. The U.S. Department
of Health and Human Series (DHHS) estimates that 40 to 50 per-
cent of children in day care are cared for in home settings. Many

mothers prefer this type of arrangement because it more closely
approximates the experiences their children would have at home.
Home-based day care is particularly desirable for infants and
toddlers because few day care centers accept children.under 2-1/2
years old or children who are not toilet trained. A survey of

the Mount Pleasant community in Washington, D.C., found that
mothers preferred home-like settings for infants and toddlers and
day care centers for 3- to 6-year-olds (Zamoff and Lyle 1973).
Also, women entering treatment for drug dependency may feel better
about placing their children in a home7like setting that they can
easily identify with and dealing with one primary caregiver.
Likewise, a child who has never been in a formal childcare situa-
tion may adjust more readily to a home-likesetting.
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TABLE 1.--Types of child day care arrangements

Type of care Average cost

Home-based care
Hstemded family day

cars

; day'Careleme

Gioup day care home
.

abysitting pools'-

A

Play groups

r

No or minimal cost

.$20-$55 /weekfor full-s
day care

$10-$45/week'for before-
and after-school care

-$20:150/week for full-
day care.

Free

Free

Benefits Disadvantages

Good backup support.
, system

Continuity ofcare
Familiar setting

Small group of children
Opportunity for individ-

, ual attention to
childrib's needs

Interaction among
children of all ages

Skecially equipped
Indoor and outdoor
play areas

Readily available source
of'child day care for
short -terR needs

No waiting lists or
strict requirements

Regular schedule of free
1 childcare
'Small group ok children
of similar ages

42.2

Possible conflicts
between family members

No license
Waiting lists ,

No transportation

Little individual care
No transportation

Many different care-
givers and different
environments

Inadequate for long-term
childcare needs

Licensing requirements
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TABLE l.--Types of child day caw arrangements--Continued

Type of care Average cost Benefits Disadvantages

Center=basea care
Public group daycare

Private group day
care,

,

Fees based on 4 sliding
scale adjusted to
family income

$.50/week

Possible comprehensive
services, including
health care,-counsel-
ing, nutrition pro-
grams, etc. A

Licensed by the 'funding
bOdy

Licensed care in a
structured, setting

Planned curriculum
Large enrollments
Open to children of all
ages

423

SL

Waiting lists

17
Hard7to-meet ligib4ity
.requiremen s

Limited to ,certain age
groups /

. 1

Possible high rate of
staff turnover

Expensive
Pos;ible,gaps'in service
,during holidays and

/summer vacations
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The average cost of home-based
care ranges .framc*io to $59 a week

per child, with infant care at the higher end of\the scale. A
day care home may qualify far public subsidy if it serves welfare
families.

,Adv- ktages of home-based care are that (1) the",child is in a home-
, like setting that is usually near the child's, home, (2) care may

be provided during illness, and (3) daily activities areless
structured and the hours are usually more flexible than in a day
care center.

. Negative aspects of this type of care are that (1) the day dare
home may not be licensed, which 'makes

the quality of care diffi-
cult to assess; (2) the care the children receive may be no more
than custodial; and (3) thp caregiver may become ill, resulting
in inconsistency and unpredictability of service.

If carefully selected and evaluated, home-based care can be a
high-quality choice. Programs should ask State and local day care
authorities Dar lists of licensed individual day care providers
who have completed State- or county-sponsored training programs
for childcare workers.

Types of home -based care settings
include (1) extended family day

care,_ (2) familvday care home, (3) group day care home; (4) baby-
sitting pools,,and (5) play groups.

The Extended Family Day Care Arrangement. This type of arrange-
mont uses the services of grandparents, othei relatives,'or a
neighbor to care for children outside the home but within the ex-
tended family structure. This type of care may ba.a valuable
support system, particularly for single-parent families. A recent

` NIDA study of addicted females showed that women depended heavily
on their mothers for childcare support while. in treatment (National
Institute on Drug Abuse 19791.

Most family members will care for ch. _dren at no or minimal cost.
Also, in some communities, relatives day qualify for State or
county subsidies for childcare in their homes. Programs should
contact che local office for children or the social services de-par ent to inquire about

igibility requirements for financial
assista family members.

The advantage of _extended family childcare is that grandparents
or relatives can provide warmth,

security, and loving care for a
child that will continue after the"child moves into more struc-1,4.
turgid preschool and school settingS.

Loss or- separation of a
primary caregiver may negatively affect a child's development and
basic feelings of trust. Such experiences can be. minimized by
having the child cared for in the extended family structure.

Several considerations can help programs determine whether extended
family childcare is the most appropriate arrangement for a woman
and her children. For example, if there are circumstances in the
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woman's, relationship with her parents that re]te to her use of
drugs; or if the grandparents use unacceptable rieans of discipline
or criticize. the woman's methods of childiearing, parents or grand-
parents may not be a good choice for care providers. Also, a child.

, should not be placed in the care of a relative if the person is not
able to cope physically or emotionally with small children. The

treatment_ counselor should be aware-of possible conflicts and

offer guidance to the client on how to deal with such situations.

;et

The Family Day Care Home. The family daycare home is a setting

that serves as many children as can be integrated into the exists
ing physical environment and patterns of living in the home--usu-
ally no more than five or six children, including the caregiver's
own preschool children. The family day care home may or may not

be licensed by the cotinty welfare department. If the hoMe is li-

censed, there usually will be minimum requirements for the safety
and cleanliness of the facilities and the quality of food.

This arrangement is useful for children who need close family re-
lationships or hare difficulty adjusting to larger groups. After

1 or more years of care in this type of setting, a child may ad-
just more easily to a structured preschool program.

The family day care home usually provides care to children of all
age groups and before- and after-school care for school-age chil-
dren. Costs range'from $20 to $55 per week for full-day care,
with a reduction of $10 per week for before- and after - school

'care. Financial assistance is available through State and county
subsidy programs. The care'provider, if qualified for such suh-
sidies, will be familiar with the requirements for eligibility
and may be able to help the mother get financial assistance.

Disadvantages of this type of care are that (1) the care provided

may.be no more than custodial; (2) a limited number of children
are served, resulting in a low rate of turnover and long waiting
lists; and (3) transportation usually is not provided.

The G.:cup Day Care Home. The group day care home is familylike
care provided in an extended or modified residence with designated
indoor and outdoor, specially equipped play areas. The caregiver
has hired hdlpers and can provide licensed care for up to 12 chil-
drea (but this number varies from State to State). This type of

care is suitable for children who need before- and after-school
care, who do ,not require a great deal of individual care, and who
can profit from association with other children of various ages.

Costs for care in this setting are similar to the family day care
home--$20 to $55 per week. Financial assistance may also be

available thorugh State and county subsidy programs. ,

Disadvantages of this type of childcare are as follows: (1) be-

cause of licensing requirements, the group day care home usually
does not care for infant6; (2) children may not receive individual

care; (3) transportation usually is not pt-vided; and (4) the
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group setting may not provide a
continuous, central role modelfor the child.

Babysitting Pools. A creative childcare alternative for mothers
who need limited periods of free time is the babysitting pool, agroup,of parents who exchange babysittirig services on a regular
or-as-beeded basis. 4Jsually, one pers.= acts as supervisor and. maintains a list with each

participant's name, address, telephonenUeher, and the hours each participant babysits for another. Whenone'person site a certain number of hours, she is entitled to an'equal number of hours of free babysitting.

'The advantages of this type of arrangement are that (1) it is'free; (2), it eliminates "red tape," waiting lists,. and formal re-quirements1' (3) it provides an opportunity for the child to inter-act with other children and be exposed to various caregivers;(4) it gives the mother a readily available source of short-term
childcare; and (5) it is a good arrangement for infant care, whichis limited in availability and often more expensive in structured_ Childcare settings. The treatment program may-want to encourageClients to.form a babysitting pool, with theNcounselor acting assupervisor. A disadvantage of this type of care is that it meetsonly the short-term needs of the mother. Although it may satisfy
:tie- woman's needs f& time to seek outpatient treatment, a more
fbrmal arrangement would be needed to allow her to obtain trainingand seek employment; Also, a child who has not been separated
from his or her mother may have trouble being exposed to manydifferent babysitters.

Play 'Groups. The formal play group is used by many parents as a.-new form of childcare for preschoolers. The play group meeth on& regular basis, usually twice a week, for 2 to 3 hours a day inthe parents' homes on a rotating basis. The ideal number of chil-dren for a play group is four to six who are approximately thesame'age. In her bock How to Start' Your Own Preschool Play Group,harriett H. Watts offers ideas on how to start a play group, de-
..scribes activities appropriate for different age levels, and out-lines the group's basic organization.

-Like the babysitting pool, the services of a pl..y group are free;
liowsver, licensing may be required. The laws pertaining to playgroups can be checked by calling the local, social dervices agencyor by calling a lawyer or the legal aid society. Often State li-censing is required if more than five children meet in a house atone time on a regular basis.

CENTER-BASED CARE

Center-bas40 child day care is a structured, preschool
situationserving 25 qr more children that involves a trained professionalstaff And classroom settings.

Children are usually grouped ac-cording to age. A center that takes children
of different agescan help women who have more than one child. Also, care may be
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offered for up to 12 hours a day. Generally, a childcare center

offers coordinated and comprehensive services to both children

and parents. The two types of center-based care are public group
day care centers (publicly subsidized or sponsored by a voluntary
organization), and private group day care centers (profit or

nonprOfit).

The major disadvantage of day care centers is that there are few

'good ones. Teachers' salaries are generally low (for example,
the median 10-month salary of a day care teacher was $3,580 in
1972 [Scott 19763), resulting in frequent staff turnover.' Cehters

that cannot Aford a professional staff may hive poor educational

programs. Also, Centers with high staff turnover will result in

inconsistent care.

Public Group Day Care. Public group day care centers are gener-

ally housed in public buildings (schools and churches), licensed
by the State, and funded and supervised by State and city agencies

(duch as the welfare department). They often have comprehensive
professional services, such as health care, counsel' g, and nu-

trition programs. In publicly funded day 'care center parents

may pay fees on a sliding scale that is adjusted to in me. Ex-

amples of public group day care programs are (1) Head Start,
(2) extended day care programs, and (3) nursery laboratory schools.

Head Start centers are full- and half-day child development pro-
grams in the public schools for children from lower income fami-

lies. The telephone numbers for Head Start centers are listen in

local telephone directories under the public school listing's.
For example, Head Start programs in Fairfax County, Va., are lo-

cated im.six elementary schools, serve children ages 3 and 4,

offer transportation, and serve between 14 and 30 children in each

center. 'Because of the limited age groups served and the rela-

tively small enrollment, Head Start centers are a limited source
of childcare; however, they are worth exploring because these

centers are considered models for quality, care.

Extended day care centers(EDCs) provide before- and after-school

care for elementary school children in the school which they at-

tend. Extended day care is available for children enrolled in
the public school System whose parents work, attend educational
or training programs, or are medically unable to care for their

children.. For example; Fairfax County, Va.,"has 26 extended day

care centers, each with an average enrollment of 30 to 45 chil-

dren. The cost of EDC in this county-sponsored program is based

on a sliding scale that ranges from $4.50 per month for a family

with an income under $5,500 to $86.00 per month for a family with

an income over $23,500. Activities in EDC programs may include

sports, dames, arts and crafts, dramatic play, construction, sci-

encg and nature projects, special events, and occasional field

trips. A disadvantage of this type of program is that most EDC

programs follow the'regular school year calendar, leaving gaps in

service during summers and holidays.
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-"Nurii"exilaboratorf schools are`childoare
programs established in

highseheals to.prOvide experiences with children for studentsstudying child development. Trained professionals are the primary
`R Caregiverd, and,Studenti are teachers' aids., Care is usually 1.

2 or '3, days per week for children age 3 to 5 years.
iV *Masiedsienroliment'is usually to 20 children. Because of thede

the.nUrserY laboratory school is a limited source of
childcare._ 'It,iay.be an attractive .type of child day care, how-
ever., for's woman-who has older children in a school that has a

,-ndriary.laboratoryschoo4 Contact with older siblings in the
';Childcare setting 'may ease separation, anxiety for both mothers- .

z.intitheit:Treschoorichildren.

Privite Group Day Care. The Privategrdup day care center is a li-
cassed4'private center with trained professional staff serving
groupsof 12 or more children. Centers may be formed in many.'iplaCest settlement houses, schools, churches, social centers,
PubliO houeing'uniti, andeepecially constructed facilities. They
may also be adjuncts to offices or hospitals that offer day cave
as'a fringe benefit to'emploirees.

Priyate'grdup day care is costly, averaging $50 a week per child
(for a fdll-day program) withran

additiolal cost of $50 per monthfor transportation. Preate dagihkre centers can,guality for
Siate.4d/or county subsidies for "families in need. The direztory
Of'day carecenters obtained from the State licensing authority
shoul4 indicate the programs for which county or State subsidiesare available.

Montessori schools are an example of private group day care. The
Montessori philosophy is'based,on an individualized approach to
learning that respects children's different interests and abili-
ties. Children work in "prepared" environment and are free to
work with a particUlar ial as long as they choose. The Mon-tiaiori teacher serves as a resource person and a catalyst, care-
fully observing the children and introducing materials when theyare ready for them. One advantage of Montessori schools is that
the staff are trained and certified in the Montessori principles
of teaching. A child who needs structure and direction, however,
may"not,do well in the Montessori setting.

°air comparison, the traditional nursery school offers a more struc-
turedllanned program of activities with the goal of social and
emotional growth through play. in general, nursery schoolegroup
childieb by age, emphasize learning throu.ah play and self-
expression, and stress socialization1M1Wpeer group activities.

Mother's diy out (MDO) refers to half-day programs of care for
Very young children, including infants as young as2 months old.
bThe objective of the MDO program is to provide inexpensive care
for preschool children during the school year, to provide the
mother-free time, and to provide the children an opportunity to
socialize in a group environment. MDO programs are often spon-
sored and operated by a church or religious organization. MDOs
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are cooperative programs in which each mother is required to serve

as a teacher's helper in the program--the number of days she

serves is based on the number of days she leaves her children in

the program. Because MDO is'cooperative, the cost is relatively

low, approximately $14 a month for each day per week attended by

each child. MDO teachers are usually not professionally trained,
however, so the quality of the program depends on the teacher.
Also, there may be a'high rate of teacher turnover due to low

salaries. MDO care, however, is a viable alternative for infant
and toddler care that may not be provided elsewhere.

SUMMARY

The types of childcare services and examples of defferent child-

care arrangements discussed4A,this,,,section do not exhaust the °

possible alternatives available feditig-dependent women. Programs

should be alert to.new,and innovative childcare arrangements;
combinations of services, and alternative funding sources. Pro-

grams can refer to table 1 in staff meetings as a basis for dis-

cussion of various childcare alternatives. Counselors might be

able to add to the benefits and disadvantages of the various types
of arrangements based on their personal experiences and experi-

ences with clients. Table 1 can also be a useful tool in discuss-

ing childcare options with Clients.

CREATING A RESOURCE UBRARY

To support staff efforts in helping clients select appropriate

childcare arrangements, the program should maintain a resource
library that covers such topics as selecting a day care program,
child development, parenting techniques, and examples of good day

care. Tile following is a selected list of recommended books and

publications.

Alternatives in Quality Child Care. Janet P. Swenson. 1972.

Copies available from the Day Care and Child Development
, Council of America, Suite 507, 711 14th Street,

Washington, D.C. 20005.

Provides a state-of-the-art review of day care in this coun-

try. Discusses the types of day care settings, factors in
determining the best type of day Care, learning patterns in
preschool children, and parent involvement in day care.

Checking Out Child Care: A Parent Guide:. JanS R. Gold and

Joan M. Bergstrom. 1978. Available from the Day Care and

Child Development Council.

Offers practical advice on how to select a childcare program.

Child Care and Public Policy: A Case Study. Karla Shepard Gold-

man and Michael Lewis. 1976. Institute for Research in
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'huriap.Development, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,N.J. 08540.

DeSdribes the historical context of issues relating to pub-lic concern about childcare;
discusses possible models for

effecting-childcare-policy; and presents a model for uniting
:issues of childcare and pdblic policy.

Child*Care.Provisionssin Drug Abuse Treatment Pro9rams. Report
Series 43,Mo.. 1. 1979. Available from the National Clear-

, .1*thodie for Drug Abdse Information, Natiohal
Institute

DidgAbUse, Rockville, Md. 20857.

-A'resource for State and local decisionmakers and program
,personnel seeking alternative

treatment approaChes in re-
sponse to-tfie.needs of female sdbstahce abusers. Reports asurvey of mays'that nine States have addressed the-need for
thilddare services to drug-dependent parents.

Day Care.for*School-A4e Children. Elizabeth Diffendal. 1975.
Ayailablefrom,the Day Care and Child Develop:lent Council of

- Contains a national profile of day care services for school-a4it ehildren, parents' views of school-age day care services,'_
suggestions for planning a school -age day care program, and
recommended models for school-age day care programs.

Day Care: Serving Infante. Dorothy'S. Mintington, SillirProvence,and Ronald,K. Parker, 1912. Available from the Office of
Chilkbevelopment, U.S. Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices, Washlhgton, D.C,

I

RevieWsthe deVelopmental needs of children from,birth toage 3'and outlines some of the cautions and controversiesinvolved in infant care programs.

,

Formative Evaluation; Parents and Staff Working Together to Build
a ResponSive Environment. Lucia A. McSpadden. 1973. Aval2-able from the' Day Care and Child Development Council of ..America.

'A report of the Central City Hetad Start Day Care Center in. Salt Lake City, Utah.,

ktme-Based Family Services: Report of the Georgia Outrech
Project. 1975. Available from the Day Care and Child-De-
velopment Council.

Describes the general design of, the project; explains various
aspects of staff operations; and provides case studies, par-
ents' evaluations of their participation, and an overall
evaluation- of the project's success.
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Parent Effectiveness Training. Dr. Thomas Gordon. 1978.

Peter H. Wyden Publisher, 750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10017

Explains the P.E.T. program step by step and shows parents
how they can raise happier, more responsible, and more coop-
erative children.

The Parenting Advisor. The Princeton Center for Infancy, Frank
° Caplan, General Editor. 1978. Anchor Press/Doubleday,

Garden City, N.Y.

Covers all aspects of childrearing and infant research, in-
,cludin9 childbirth and early parenting; behavior patterns
and routines; sensory and Aocialpowers; physical develop-
cant; language acquisition`; learning patterns; personality
formation: and enrichment activities. ,

Preschool Programs for the Disadvantaged: Five Experimental
Approaches to Early Childhood Education. Julian C. Stanley,
ed. 1971.,.The Johns Hopkins University Press,' Baltimore,

Md. =

Discusses methods of improving the educational.readinese of
preschoolers who come from environments that do not prpvide
the cognitive stimulation most middle-class children receive
early in life.

Th& following publications are available from the Office of Child
Development, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, P.O..
Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013:

Day Care for
NI*.

Other People's Children in Your Home (Pub.
No..41?).- r

Day Care for Your Child in a Family Home (Pub. No. 411).

What is Good Day Care? (Pub. No. OCD 72-43).

Day Care Services: WfiY? What? Where? When? How?
(Pub. No. 420).

.

Bibliogr aphy of Haul-Based Child Development Program
Resources (Pub. No. OHD 74-1067).

In-addition, thetDay Care and Child Development Council of Amer-
ica, Suite 507, 711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005,
serves as an advocacy office for day care and children's rights.-
and is also a major diAributor for day cane information. Appen-
dix Blists materials available from the council.
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RIERSURNIS.THE SCOPE OF SERVICES NEE

4t,.

The fiirst itmin,developing
a childcare referral network is to

.'*eduCt-eiiiideessesamentitio.deteimine the range and type of
.-childcare ikervices4needed by fepile clients in treatment. The
:,g,nirail:poliulationof rain neeling child day tete services should
1ricaide-Wasedlintreatient as Well as women who are not entering
4.roitient becanse.oechildcare constraints. Data for the needs,, ,
assessasantsurvey -can be obtaineilromeeveral sources: (11 cli-
;ant diseiecOras,,(2; interviewewith clients currently in treat=
went, '(3)- interviews -with poisons in the community responsible

::flirliFan!q419 child daycare proj'iims, and (4) information from
,social sPrvices'agenciesand current-clients bn the unmet deeds

i,ofdrug-dependent'women in the general population.

e.,
. Assuming the Progiam is bixt of the Client Oriented Data Acquisi-

Process (CODAP5- system, client cash records will, at mini-mum, dOntain'the ?allowing relevant' information on the female .
clients iVtie progress, age, race, marital status, educational

:

level,-eiploYment Status, and socioeconomic status. These basic
datavill-show (1) the ntimber of women of, childbearing age,
'(2) the number of women currently employed, and_ (3) the number of
womenwho,currentli receive or are eligible foi public assistance.

. Many programs use an admission form In addition to CODAP; some of
theee.fOrms contain family, lifestyle, and social 'environmental
data (SherOan 1980).

' p. _
.It is doubtful, however, thacase

recOrds.will contain informa-
tion on maternal paregivIng.pat,terns, probl s, and nerds. Youwill have to obtain this information throng} client interviews.
The following is, a sample list ocsuestion that might be asked.
Programs cpn modify this quesezationnaife-eanecessary.

1. What is the number and age of childrelt in the family?. .

2., How many adults are living in the home who help with
childcare? .

.t

3. What is the family's cultural and ethnic background?

4. Is the family bilingual?

5.. What is the family's religious )reference?

6. Is the mother currently employe: or seeking employment?

1. What is the present child day care arrangement?

8. Will the mother need a different childcare' arrangement
to obtain, job training, education, or employment?

9. Are grandparents or relatives nearby who can provide
daily or emergency childcare services?

NM.
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10. Does the family currently receive any type of public

assistance?

Counselors should complete this questionnaire for the women in

their current caseload. The counselors will be able to answer

most of the items from their knowledge of the clients. Additional

information can be added by the counselor during regular treatment
sessions, where the purpose of, the questions is explained and the
program's plan to explore offering assistance in obtaining child-

care services is described.

The third source of data is the State or county social services
department responsible for childcare services, which may have
survey data on the child day care needs of the community or dis-
trict that the treatment program serves. This source also may

have information on the number of single-parent families, the
percentage of women in the community currently in the workforce,
the number of families receiving public assistance, and current
waiting lists for available child day care services and average

length of time for placement. This information can provide an

overview of the availability of childcare services in the commu-

nity. For example, there may be long waiting lists for childcare
centers, resulting in delays of 6 months to 1 year for placement.
Using this information during their planning and ioplementation
stage, programs may want to direct efforts to alternative child-

care ,arrangements, such as babysittiL, -Nools, play groups, ex-
tended family care, etc.--forms of day care that are more readily
available and can be used while a woman is waiting to place her
child in a childcare center or for approval of public assistance

for deli care.

As the final step in the overall assessment of need, programs
should try to determine the.number of women who might enter treat-
ment If childcare services were made available. Although formal

surveys to determine the unmet need for services can involve
costly data collection procedures and complex statistical anallr-
-ses, a simple method of obtaining information is an informal sur-

vey of both male and female clients currently in trectment tht
asks if they know women in the community who might enter treatment
if childcare services were available. Also, social services agen-

cies may have information on the needs of drug-dependent women

who are not in treatment.

The data obtained during the needs assessment can be summarized
into a management report to be used during the planning and de-
velopment of the child day care referral network. The report

should address the following areas:'

The percentage of children in each age group of child day

care classification:

1. Infants: .birth to 1 year.

2. Toddlers: 1 to 2-1/2 years.
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3... Preschoolers: 2-1/2 to 5 years.
4. Before.- and after-school care: 6 to 11 years.

The percentage of bilingual families in the treatment
population and in the general population in the community
served.by the program.

The types of cultural and ethnic and religious backgrounds
represented..

The type of childcare
arrangements currently used by womenin the program.

The percentageof'mothers who have backup childcare ar-
rangements for emergencies.

The percentage of families LA the program afid in the com-
munity served by the program who receive some type of
public assistance.

The percentage of women enrolled in the program, currently
nusing childcare, whose needs for childcare may change itsthe near future.

An. estimate of the number oE women who might 'eter treat-
ment if childcare services were available.

STAiftla COMMATIONS

Dependingemithesize and structure of the program, the directoror adiinistrator Should assign various staff responsibilities fordevelopmant and implementation. If other specialized services
(e.g., -vocational counseling, health care,"etc.) are centralized,
a staff yosition could be created fo' childpare coordination andreferral services. A counselor .may assume this role. This per -
son,-desigtated as the childcare specialist, would be supervised
by the-program aaministrator and work directly with individual
counselors to coordinate childcare services for individual cli-clients, The staffing plan for thin organizational structure wouldbe as follows:
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Program administrator

Childcare
specialist

Vocational
rehabilitation
specialist

Health care
specialist

Treatment counselors/caseworkers

The childcare specialist should possess skills in parenting train-
ing; an educatioaal backgrouna or formal training in child devel-
opment; prior experience in a day care program (as either an ad-
ministrator, a teacher, a. caregiver, a teacher's aid, or a
volunteer); and prior experience with the child welfare system.
AlthOugh it may not be a written requirement, program administra-
tors may want to give special consideration to selecting a woman
wno has children in day care, thereby providing the added dimen-
sion of direct experience with the day care facilities in the
community and a sensitivity to the issues women face. Applicants

for the childcare specialist position should be recruited from
licensed childcare facilities, State or local social services
agencies, and local school systems. The responsibilities of this

position would include the following:

Development and implementation of the childcare services
referral network;

Development of in-service training programs for 4ounselors
on various aspects of childcare services relating to both
the mother and the child;

Coordination with State and local childcare resource

agencies;

Creation of a refprence library of current literature on
day care services, child development, parenting,,, social

work, health services; etc.;

Ongoing liaison with and training of child welfare and

day care staff;

Supervision of childcare placements and troubleshooting;

Coordination with counselors regarding the childcare needs

of their clients; and
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a
Direct work with feiale cIients(e.g., accompanying them.
on Visits to day care homes and Centers; helping, them in
ongoing-relationships with caretakers and their children;
providing-parenting training; helping them qualify for
financial.assistance for day care).

,

Although the-childcare specialist will be the central resource
'fOr access to child day cake Services, the treatment counselors
will reed to be aware of and aensiiive to childcare issues to
meet the needs of their clients. For example, a client may,pre-
,fe working-directly with the counselor rather than with the
'childeare specialist in-amplorIng childcare Alternatives. In this
ease, the counselor -would uiethe services-of the childcare spe-
cialist as a fesource.to help to meet theclient's needs. Coun-
selors, therefore, should be knowledgeable about the available-

'

childazy care services in the community:
*.4 '

Programs should contact the State orldcar welfare department,
day care licensing. authority, office for children, and similar

.' agencies for information on training programs for childcare pro-viders; For example, in Virginia, the Office for Children offers
training and professional assistance for child center staff and
famili day care providers, as well as assistance in choosing the
most appropriate type Of care.

DEVELOPINO THE CHILDCARE SERVICES
'DEFERRAL' NETWORK

IDENTIFYING THE SOURCE OF CHILDCARE

The treatment program should first develop a comprehensive list
of potential resources for child day care information, including
the folloWing: (1) Federal agencies that provide funding. and as-
sistance td States for childcare programs, (2) State agencies and
umbrella organizations that have responsibility for funding or
licensing child day --mire centers and homes, (3) community organi-
zations that may sponsor or coordinate child day care programs, -
and (4) childcare centers and homes. Figure 1illustrates sug-
gested resources far information about childcare services.. The
next section discusses information available at each point of
contact, including names, addresses, and phone numbers of recom-
mended contacts and suggestions on areas of inquiry.

The Federal Government. The first critical level of Airy about
child day care services is the Federal Government. The '1Yleral
Government currently spends $2 billion a year on day care for
2.5 million children. Federal programs-for child day care include-
the title XXFday care programs and the Head Start Program day care
component.

The following is a list of agencies that can provide relevant in-
forMation on Federal day care'programs:
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Wom
organizations

Head

councils
d day careFamily

Stanad
office

Staff and
clients

ChurchesService groups and
volunteer,tursaus

Day care and nursery
school councils

Federal
programs Local

4-C
_commonly
coorainated

childcare
organiza-

tions
Colleges

and
universi-

ties

Com-
munity

preschool
prograrhs

Welfare dep.artment/
departments of social

services

Local school
diitricts

City or county
human resource

departments

FIGURE Potential resources for day care informatiOn
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Hr. Frank Ferro

pirdren's Bureau °.

U.S: Department of Health and Human Services
400 6th Street,*S.W.

Washington,,, D.C. 20024
(202) 755-7724

Administers research, program development, and operation of
day care services in Head Start, child abuse preventioneetc

Administrator
Office of Family Assistance

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
122 C Street, N.W.

Washington, D,C. .20001
(202) 245-2041 .

Provides direction and tee/finical assistance in the adminis-
tration of aid to ,families with dependent children, emergenc
welfare, and 'energy assistance to low income groups. Coor-dinates the Child Welfare Service and the Work Incentive
Program (WIN) and other work training programs.

A'

U.S. Department of Labor
Manpower Administration
14th St. 6 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2021E?
(202) 393-2420

The job training program, including CETA (Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act), finances work training and work
projects, including childcare. The Women's Bureau
([202] 523-6611) is also concerned with problems of women
and Childcare.

r._

Community Services Administration
1200 19th Street, N:W.
Washington, D.C. 20506
(202) 254-5840

Administers antipoverty projects and oversees Head Start
Program.

Contacts tc Federal Agencies should be made in writing or by telephone. Prograhts ghould keep a written record of each contact,
noting aL minimum the following information:

Name of contact persons

Agency name;.

ADM 409 2
11:77
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t 1

Addreas;

Telephone number; and

Hesponsas to questions:

1. What programs related to child day care does your
agency administer or oversee?.

2. What funding does your agency provide to States for
- child day care;

3. What are the guidelines/requirements for funding?

4. What training or technical as stance is available?

5. What literAture is available?

5. Whit other persons/agencies should I contact regarding
federally sponsored day care programs?

C
Title XX- of the Social. Security Act, the largest federally funded
child day care program, sakes available formula grants to States
for the operationjon the State level of childcare and other social
service programs, including Child Welfare Services, to help pre-
vent the neglect and abuse of chi2dren; and the Work Incentive
Program (WIN), to provide childcare and other services to those
in work training programs. The title XX day care program at the
Federal level is under the control of the Community Services Ad-
ministration of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). The Office of Child Development (OCD) in DHHS is respon-
sible for guaranteeing the quality of title XX day care. The
title XX program is ,.ssigned to serve children of the economically
disadvantaged. Although supported through Federal funds, title XX
is an optional State-operated program. Most States, however, do

' has title XX day care. Some exceptions are Alaska and Minnesota,
where 'child day care is supported totally through State funds
(these States have in effect "bought out" the title XX day care
program).. Because title XX day care is opurated at the State
level, the eligibility requirements vary. Some States (e.g.,
.,Kansas) limit title XX day care to families who are receiving Aid
to Families-with Dependent Children (AFDC).

In Viiginia, day care centers and individual day care providers
are approved by the State to receive title XX eligible children.
The only mandated target population for title XX day care are
families who need day care for purposes of employment or education
or training leading to employment. Virginia, in addition to the
mandated employment-related eligibility criteria, has optional
conditions whereby the State can determine a family eligible for
day care. Such optional cases include "for the purpose of pro-
tection, temporary absence or illness of the parent/caretaker: or
for meeting the special developmental needs of the child where
the service and the populations to be serye4,are included in a

,
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`geographic area's Title XX services plan." Based on these crite-
ria, the availability of childcare through title XX.for mothers
paiticipating in a drug abuse

treatment program would be optional
for the local agency, with each case evaluated individually,

The Head'SLIrt day care component isrunder the jurisdiction of
the Office.of Child Development in DHHS. This program alSo serves
children of-the economically disadvantaged. The Head Start day
care programs have educational and health components designed to
meet the needs of the children they serve.

State Resources. 'Although States must meet federally mandated
requirements and guidelinesgeach-operates

federally subsidized
day care programi differently:

Programs should contact by tele-
phone their State's title XX coordinator (listed under the State
department of social services or the welfare department in the
telephone directory) and request the following, if available:

A State-published citizen's handbook containing informa-
tion about services offered by government agencies, names
of agencies, and telephone numbeks;

A copy of the State guidelines, and eligibility criteria
for title XX day care;

The name of the person and agency responsible for title XX
day care in the program's commUnity; and

An interpretation of the title XX eligibility criteria as
they apply to mothers seeking treatment in drtig abuse
treatment programs.

Licensing for day care also is regulated at the State level. In
most States, day care licensing is the responsibility of the State
department of public. welfare. In_Arizona, the District of Colum-
bia, Maryland, Massachusetts, and New Mexico, day care standards
and licensing are supervised by the State health department. In
NewUersey, licensing is under the control of the Department of
Institutions and Agencies., In Louisiana, Mississippi, and North
Carolina, licensing is a voluntary dedision. Most States maintain
lists of approved day care centers and individual providers. Ap-
pendix A provides a list of State agencies responsible for licens-
ing day care facilities.

Programs should contact the State licensing agency by telephone
or in writing and ask for the following:

A current listing of approved day care centers and day
care homes;

Relevant contacts in the program's community for inquiries
about available childcare services; and



0

Training or technicil assistance services offered by the

State.

To assure future cooperation and to begin to establish working
relationships with State and local day are governing bodies,
program staff should explain that the pkogram wants to meet the
childcare needs of drug-dependent women so that those women can
receive treatment and rehabilitative services. Because many de-
c isions regarding eligibility for financial assistance for mothers
needing drug treatment services may be4borderline, programs should
secure support.for their efforts from State and local officials.
Representatives of State and county agencies are'often available
to discuss the services they offer and to acquaint Ole treatment
program staff with licensing requirements, eligibility requiie-

ments, and referral procedures.

Umbrella Organizations. Various agencies and organizations oper-
ate networks of family day care homes. In. sane instances, an

agency has been given authority by the State t') register or 11-

cense homes. Women Interested in providing.family day care may
apply to the agency to receive training-supervision, play mate-
rials, substitute caregivers for vacations.and emergencies, sample
forms for medical releases, admission, attendance and other record-
keeping, help in drawing up contracts, and opportunities to gather
on a regular basis with other providers to discuss problems and
share Ideas. Organizations that may have information about an
umbrella agency in your community include the local community co-
ordinated childcare council, community colleges and universities,
civic groups, and local family day care councils.

Resources in the Community. From contacts with the various re-
sources discussed earlier, programs should have a list of recom-
mended agencies and persons in the community to contact for addi-

tional information. Each contact should be made in person if

possible. At minimum, during the initial contact, program staff
should obtain information on the following:

Day care services/centers/homes in the community that
might be accessible for female clients in drug treatment
in terms of financing, location, and quality of services

offered; and

Services, technical assistance, or training that they may
offer to facilitate the identification and placement

rocess.

In aedition u resource persons and agehcies recommended for con-
tact, the foil my additional contacts should be made for infor-

mation about childcare services:

The incal department of welfare, division of youth and
'family services, may offer lists of local day care

programs.
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" :

. :4lcca chapters oithe Nationa. Organization for Women
O4r:and otheri4ken's.oganLzations frequently have

4114146iie task toes and, ihfoonation services. They
siqhtt also help the program survey their membership about
childcare arrangements used.

i- ie : .and administrators in local elementary schools
in preechool programs can hell' identify dty care programs

ichers

in 'yourtarea.
.

I'
,

...

.

The local community coordinated childcare council (4-C).
,, . q

f , 4

i YM/YWCA..atid YM/YWHA and Christian or Jewish community
centeili.are sources of family services,-including parent--. : 4

; ing coursfs, prenataliprogramslafter
-school childcare,3 1

fu14-dek ilr pa0-time4nureery and childcare programs, andA .

cOurseS:on PE.T. and single parenthood.
: .

Community organizations and councils.

Local colleges and universities may have directories of
childo4elprograms and homes and may offer placement
assistahce.

;.

Day care and nursery school councils.

The local Head Start offibe will have information about
the number and location of Head Start day care programs
operated in-puiiiiC schools.

"o :Staff, clients, friends, and volunteers in the treatment
program who currently have their children in a day care
setting are a valuable reieurce.

-The Yellow Pages of the telephone directory will have
;listigs of private day care centers and nursery schbols.

Loc4Pnewspapers will ofteh contain advertising for day
care'krograms and providers who have available space.

The infeimatiOn obtained' through contacts with the agencies and
organizations listed should be categorized into two groups: home-
based care and center-baSed pare. The following basic information
shoul0 be recorded for each childcare setting:

Length of time in'operation;
I- type; and number of staff;
iii.,1Whelle4:the program is licensed;

IWhetheX toilet training is A requirement;
Other eligibility requirements;

0.1Numblerind ages of children served;
; Number of meals provided;
do' Services provided;
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Cost requirements; and
Transportation services.

4

This information, although sufficient for the initial search, does
not address determining the quality of services Provided. brite-

ria for evaluating the quality of childcare programs and selecting

a program to-meet the needs of the mother and her children will

be discussed later in this-chapter.

KEEPING INFORMATION CURRENT

If the childcare referral system is to be effective, the treatment
program shRuld develop a procedure for updating its resource files

at least annually (probably much more often) to determine tke

"following:

What are the available vacancies?

Is the childcare center or home still operating?'

What new sattires.have been established? (This informa-

tion could be determined from new-listings of licensed
facilities available from the Ste or county licensing
authority or through monitoring newspapers and classified

ads.)

What has been the experience of mothers in treatment who
have children in various childcare settings?

EVALUATING CHILD DAY CARE PROGRAMS

Ideally, knowledge ahout the quality of all childcare settings in

the community should be gathered. The initial evaluation can be

limited to programs that might be used based on availability of
financial assistance and other factors. Information can be ob-

tained from the licensing authority; however, if possible, the

.
treatment program should contact each center and day care home
either by phone or through onsite vrSits to determine the range 7

of services and quality of care provided. The treatment program

should obtain and be familiar with rederal and State minimum re-

luirements, a copy of which should have been requested during

prior contacts with State agency officials. Most States require

a certain minimum space indoors and outdoors, depending on the

number of children served. In addition, health, sleeping facili-

ties,. diapering and toilet facilities, food preparation and feed-
ing, and the staff/child ratio are likely to be under State

regulation.`

The following criteria for measuring the quality of child day care

programs will give treatment programs an idea of what to look for

in evaluating childcare settings. A checklist evaluation &Am

r
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(figure 2) is provided at the end of this section for rating qual-
ities of service..

THE'CAREGIVER,,

A responsive, competent caregiver can give a young child valuable
experience in learning to adjust to the expectations of someone
other than the mother; however, a poor caregiver can inflict last-
ing emotional damage, as has been documented in infant research
studies (Caplan 1978). A competent caregiver, therefore, should
be warm and responsive with children, encourage intellectual
growth and development; respect the child's individual needs, be
able to cope with t demands of caring for children, and be con-
sistent and fair in disciplining them (Gold and:Bergstrom 1978).
The competence of caregivers can be measured by observing how they
interact with the children under their care. For example, does
the caregiver talk to the baby while changing a diaper, hold the
infant while feeding, and pay attention to each chill's tempera-
ment and developmental needs? In relating to older children,
does the caregiver give individual-attention-to the children as
needed, encouraging them to find their own answers and create
their own pictures and dramatic situations? Do the children trust
the caregiver and look to him or her for guidance?

STAFF /CHILD RATIO

The staff/child ratio directly affects the quality of childcare.
As the number of children in a setting increases, so does the po-
tential for aggressive behavicr and distracting situations. Most
childcare settings follow the Federal Interagency Day Care Re-
quirements for staff/child ratio.

Center-based care:

1. For 3- to 4-year1olds: one adult for every five
children.

2. For 4- to 6-year-olds: one adult for every seven
children.

3. For 6- to 14-year-olds: one adult for every ten
children.

co Family day care programs:

1. For up to 2-year-olds: one adult for every two
children.

2. F.)r 2- to 6-year-oldb:.one adult for every five
"children (assuming 'hose five include the caregiver's
own children and involve no more thah two children
under age 2).
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DISCIPLINE AND'HEHAVIOR

IpdicatOrs..of discipline and behavior are
tions observations of the evaluator.
gestions on what to look for.

Do the caregivers have a loving
the chlAdren, or do they resort

How is toilet training.handled?
or reprimanded for accidents?

What is the basic mthodtof disc
fortable with these methOds7

a

measured by the parcep -
The following are,sug-

1

and patient attitude with
to yelling and threats?

Are the children pulished

ipline? Do:Yce feel .com-1.

11 I

How does the caregiver hi.ndle disputes among the children?
ri

Is the caregiver's interaction with the children heavily
sprinkled with dos and don'ts?

Does the caregiver have different expectations and treat-.
ment-for girls and boys?

Does the caregiver reprimand the girls andlooys
differently?

ATMOSPHERE-

Observing how children work and play.together can be the best in-
dicator of .e quality of the program end the-competence of the
caregiver. Measures of the program's atmosphere include the
following:

Do the caregivers and children enjoy themseiVes? .

t' f 4
Are parents welcomed to visit at any time, without advance !')

notice?

o' Do the children.seem happy?

DoCthe children trust the teachers and turn to them for
help?

Are the children relaxed?

Do the children appear to be comfortable with one another,
or are there constant fights and-disturbances?

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The physical facilities for day care programs are usually regu-
lated by State or county licensing authorities. During the onsite

436
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visit, the treatment program evaluator should not be presented as
a licensing official, but rather as an observer: ,

:Doeirthe physical environment have sufficient space for
play, both indoors and outdoors?

Is th facility or he free from accidental hazards?

Are the bathroom facilities clean?

Does thsprogram,tiave basic equipment, materials, and
toys neatly arranged and within easy reach of the.
Children?

Are the areas for naps clean and comfortable?

SERVICES PROVIDED

The range of services'will vary with the size and funding orthe
program. The following is a discussion of basic services.

-Daily Program of Activities. Does the center have a detailed
schedule of'activities-for the chfiaren, or-is the program flex-.
ible, leaVingylanningtof activities up to the caregiver each
day? Are opportunities provided for active play periods alter-

' nated with quiet times? Are materials (paint, paste, and paper)
amid time,provided for creative play? Is there space and equipment
for dramatic play to allolo children to pct various roles, and ex-
press feelings and experiences? HOieinanY hours of telelfision do
the Childrenvetch during'the day? (This is a particular consid-
eretiOhrin-hOme=based care.) ln'programe that involve minority
children, are bilingual and bicultural activitie part of the
daily program?,

Parental Participation. For drug-dependent Wm who may feel
threatened by'thepossible loss of control and/ loss of their
child, a:4=0gram that encourages parental participation can re-
lieve much of this anxiety. Although many mpthers, especially
single parents, have many demands on their time, the childcare
program can relate to and involve parents in many ways. The pro -
gram shodld'be flexible enough so that caregi4ers are available
at times convenient to the mother to discuss the child's progress.
Other forms of parent participation ihclude.the use of parents as
volunteers, parenting skills programs, and open house functions
where parents can observe their children and talk to the teacher
'or caregiver.

Health Services. Health care and health education are extremely
important aspects of a good day care program. In most States, an
enrollment physical exam and immunizations are required by li-
censing regulations before a child can enter day care. Subh serv-
ices to children from low-income families are often available
through public health clinics. Some programs employ various
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health professionals either full time or pax
diatricians, nurses, social workers, psychol
speech therapists, nutritionists, and dentists
ices are not provided, the program moy coordinate services with
the State health department or the community health center. Areas
to be checked during the onsite visit include the following:

4,

time, including,pe-
ists, psychiatrists,

If health serv-

Does the program have written
dren enrolled in the program?

Does the program have written
went of medical emergencies?

health guidelines for chil-

guidelines for the manage-

Does the program have a policy
icapped children?

on the enrollment of hand-

What are the health requirements for entry? What medical
examinations and immunizations are required before entry?
What forms need to be completed?

Nutrition Services. Because many childreri of working mothers are
in day care approximately 10 hours a day, a sound nutritional
component is essential. Such a program can help children estab-
lish good early eating habits. Programs might schedule a visit
during lunch hour to evaluate the type of food served. This eval-
uation should also include types of shacks served and their fre-
quency. The evaluator should notice if the children participate
in food preparation. Comprehensive nutrition services might in-
clude a furl-time nutritionist, consultation services to mothers,
establishment of standards for the quality and cost of. feeding
programs, and training for families to help them meet their chil-
dren's basic nutritional needs.

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

The following rating sheet for evaluation of day care settings is
taken from the book New Life Options: The Working Woman's Re-
source Book (Loring and Otto 1976). This instrument was developed
to help parents know what to look for in selecting a childcare
setting. The rating sheet uses forced-choice categories: Each
aspect of childcare is rated."acceptable" or "unacceptable." This
approach is offered because individual choices concerning day care
are usually based on acceptability rather than on a complex system
of scoring.
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!ACTON INFLIIENCINS CHILDCARE DECISIONS

The choice of child day care arrangement depends on several
factors: the mother's feelings about what is best for her chil-
drante treatment program's assessment of the family situa9.on,
and amiasseesment of community childcare resou=:ces.

Once the child day care referral network has been established,
treatment staff can begin to help clients and potential clients
select appropriate childcare settings. This service can be pro-
vided by either the childcare specialist or individual counselors,
depending on'the organizational structure of the program. Because
the need for childcare services may affect a woman's ability to
inter treatment, counseling for selection of child.day care serv-
ices uhould become part of the intake process. The following
steps are recommended for coordinating child day care resources
with individual family neads.,

STEP ONE: HELP THE CLIENT NAVE A POSITIVE ATTITUDE
ABOUT CHILD DAY CARE

Most women have feelings of anxiety about leaving their child in
a childcare situation, aapecially for long periods of time. Women
with a substance abuse groblem may also *lave feelings of inade-
quacy as Parents. The mother may.feel sad or guilty about 'awing
her child and jealous that another caregiver may suiviant her in
her child's affections. During the intake process, thz, treatment
counselor should be aware of such feelings and assure the woman
that quality day care arrangements can contrikalte greatly to
strengthening family life in general and the mother/child rela-
tionship in particular. Indications, of a qeman's internal Con-
flicts about childcare might include feelings of social pressure
to be at home wish her children) inability to anal with a hus-
band's uncooperative attitude) or guilt feelingS"about having to
explain to small children why they have to go into a day care
setting. The solution tweach of these problems must be dealt
with'on an individual basis; however, if a woman has difficulty
in opening up during individual counseling sessions, it might be
helpf,11 to have her participate in a group session with other
women in the program who have children'in day care settings. The
goal should be for the woman to view the day card experience in a
positive light, as an experience that supplements, not replaces,
the care and affection a child receives at home.

STEP TWO: ASSESS THE NEEDS OF THE MOTHER ,

AND THE NEEDS OF THE CHILD

An initial consideration in determining an appropriate childcare
arrangement is the client's treatment plan and long-term goals re-
garding the basid"-treatment regimen, job training, educational
opportunities, and employment goals. Care should be taken to se-

r lect a childcare setting that will meet the mother's present and
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future needs. At minimum, any child day care setting must meet
the basic needs regarding (1) the hours of the day and days of
the week care is needed, (2).the'age of the child or children to
be served, (3) transportation requirements, and (4) financial ar-
rangements. After these initial requirements have been met, the.
social, emotional, and physical health needs of the mother and
the child can be addressed.

The Mother's Needs? In assessing the mother's needs and prefer-
ences, the counselor should make the following inquiries:

What is the mother's preference regarding a home-based or
center-based program? Does the mother want her child in
a home environment until school age, or does she feel a
structured school-based environment is best? A survey
conducted in 1970 (Westinghouse Learning Corporation and
Westat Research, Inc.' 197'l.) found that mothers indicated
the highest degree of satisfaction with day care centers
thatmet Federal or State guidelines.

-What is the mother's preference for.the type of caregiver?
Is it important that the woman have children of her own?
Should the caregiver have set ideas and practices of
childcare, or should she be more flexible andwilling to
follow the desires of the parent in such areas as food,
toilet training practices, and so on. It is important'
that such issues are raised at the outset and discussed
with prospective caregivers.

Does the mother place any'importance on fostering rela-
tionships with caregivers or children from different eth-
nic, racial, or religious backgrounds? The program should
probably encourage such arrangements to provide continuity
in the caretaking styles between the child's own home and
the childcare setting.

Does the mother find the child difficultto manage for
any reason? Are these problems associated with normal
stages of development (e.g., temper tantrums, negativism,
attachment to security items, aggressiveness), or are
they symptoms that might indicate extreme-anxiety, fear,
etc. (e.g., muscle tics, head banging).

How does the,mother feel her drug dependency problem has
affected her child?

The Child's Needs. The needs of the child can be determined from
home visits, discussions with the mother, and the counselor's ob-
servations of the parent/child relafcionship. During the initial
step of discussing and identifying various childcare arrangements,
the counselor might encourage the woman to bring her %.hildren with
her on scheduled visits. Areas of consideration in determining
the needs of the child include the following:
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What are the health needs of ,the child?' Does the child
have any physical handicaps? Has the child received the
necessary immunizations? Does the child appear to be
under- or overweight? Doec the child have any medical
problems that mlight restrict her ohia activities in any
way? If the child has severe emotional or physical hand-
icaps, a specially designed day are prOgram may be
needed.

Is the child an only child? Does the child have opportu-
nities to play with other children on a regular basis?
If the child has had little opportunity for ,nteraction
with other children on a regular basis, a childcare home
with more flexibility and a small group of children may
initially be more suitable than center-based care. It
would also be beneficial in this case if all of the chil-
di,m in de caregiver's home were apprOximately the same
age. A young child may have difficulty keeping up with
older children.

S4

Has the child suffered physical or emotional abuse or ne-
glect? Physical abuse or neglect can be determined by
the general appearance of the child (e.k., signs of
bruises, extreme weight loss, etc.). Emotional problems
can be indicated by signs of listlessness, stuttering,
and so on.

In the immediate neighborhoodedoes-the child have an op-
portunity to play with others of his or her own age? Of
different ages? Again, these factors will affect the age
and number of children in the childcare setting selected.

Consider the child's perstnality and tendencies. How
much individual attention does the mhild need? This will
influence the caregiver/child ratio.

What are the child's individual needs as perceived by the
parent?

Observe the child for emotional tendencies during discus-
sions with the mother. If the child is contrary, easily
frustrated, or easily frightened, the adult attitude to-

. ward this behavior will Aptermine how that child is going
to react in a group situation. This in turn will deter-
mine the type of group situation chosen. In many in-
stances, a child may act differently when .with the mother
than when with other adults. If the mother agrees, the
counselor may spend some time alone with the child.

Observe the child for sigr.s of excessive fehr or anxiety.

Anxiety can result from overly severe punishment and re-
strictions, inconsistency in the way the child is treated,
and wide mood swings in the way the mother reacts to the
child. Etudiez have found that anxious Jhildren do much.
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better in structured and directed learning settings than
in loose, ones SSwenson 1972).

Note the stage the child Is at in toilet training.- What
areAthe mother's'prectices regarding toilet training?
Becaiiie toilet training may be a criterion for enrollment
in many,day care centers, it should be discussed with the
mother before selecting day care centers or homes for
visits. If the child is not toilet trained, however, the
mother should not; push the child to train just to meet
the enrollment requirement. The pressure to toilet train,
coupled with the lidustment tothe day care arrangement,
may produce serious negative reactions in the child.

STEP THREE: ACQUAINT, THE CLIENT .

MITE: THE TYPES OF CHILD DAY CARE SERVICES AVAILABLE

The counselor should provide information about available childcare
arrangsments, discuss the positive and negative aspects of various
arrangements, and answer the client's questions about particular
settings. The wain should have a clear understanding of the
differences among these arrangements. Alist of centers annt day
care homes that appear to meet the needs of the mother and her
children should be prepared by the counselor or the childcare
specialist.

STEP FOUR: ARRANGE FOR THE CLIENT TO VISIT
VARIOUS DAY CARE PROGRAMS

The counselor should encourage and arrange client visits to sev-
eral child day care settings so that she can observe classes in
session and tali' to the teachers or caregivers. The unman may
request that the counselor or childcare specialist accompany her
on such visits and point out the advantages-and disadvantages of
the,aifferent settings. The_checklist in figure 2 should be used
as.an assessment tool. Add to this list any additional concerns,
that are not covered on the form. The child should be.included
in these visits if possible so that the mother can observe how
the caregiver reacts to her child and how the child reacts t? the
situation. During the first visit, the counselor and the mother
should drop'by unannounced, either in the morning when the chil-
dren are just arriving, or before naptime or lunchtime, when,most
children tire at their worstliehavior. If the atmosphere is rea-
sonably calm during these periods, it is a good indication of a
well-managed program or home. During the interviews with the
center administrator or individual caregiver, the mother should
explain her specific needs, describe what she is looking for in.a
childcare setting, and voice her concerns about hex child's ad-
justment to the setting. In addition to meeting with adimnistra-
tors, teachers, or caregivers and touring the progtau, the mother
should ask for the names and telephone numbers of several parents
whose children attend the center or home. Another mother's

r
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positiVe report about a program may help ease a mother's fears
and anxieties.

STEP FIVE: COMPLETE'THE SELECTION AND PLACEMENT PROCESS

After the mother has chosen a childcare setting, the counselor or
childcare specialist can assist in the placement process by help-
ing the mother complete application forms, meet health require-
ments (most States require a physical checkup for the child and a
physical checkup and TB test for the mother if she is to partici-
pate in the program), apply for financing throggh social sexqices
agencies, make arrangements for transportation, attend orientation
sessions, and obtain the materials the child steeds to bring. Fi-
nally, if there is a waiting list at the preferred setting, or-if
there will be delays in getting approval for financial assistance,
the coAselor or childcare specialist can help the mother find
temporary care settings, such as babysitting pools or play groups,

STEP STX: PROVIDE FOLLOWUP ASSISTANCE

When the child is enrolled, the counselor shoulu work with the
mother to help her and her child make the necessary emotional ad-
justments. Before see takes her child n the first day, the coun-
selor should prepare her for the possibility that the child may
resist being left and may cry and cling her. Assure her that
this is a normal reaction. In fact, me -.- children stop crying
shortly after the mother has left. TI,c osunselor shoUld encourage
the woman to have frequent discussions with the teacher or care-
giver about how her child is doing. Also, the mother snould talk
to the child about the program. If after a reasonable time has
passed (usually a month) and the child is constantly clinging ana
whining and won't discuss the program, the teacher or caregiver,
or the other children, it may be necessary to make other arrange-
ments: For example, if the child is 'In a structured environment,
a change to more individual care may be advisable for a 1-year
period. Also, as part of the followup process, the counselor
should encourage the woman to participate in activities at the
center, become acquainted with other mothers whose children aie
enrolled in the program/home, and act as a resource for new cli-
ents entering treatment' who need access to the child day Care
system.
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OPENING
'STATE 'DAY CARE LICENSING AUTHORITIES \

.

Sup isor of Child Caring
In tietions and Agencies

64 NI. Union Street
Montgomery, AL 36104

'Division of Public Welfare
-Department of Health and
_Welfare
Pouch H
Juneau, AK 99801

Child Day Care Health
Consultant

Arizona State Dept. of Health
1624 W. Adams Street
Phoenix, J12 85007

Day Care Specialist
Dept. of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 1437
Little Rock, AR 72202

Day Care Consultant
Adoptions and Foster Care
Bureau

Dept. of Social Welfare
444:P Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Licensing and Standards
Division of Welfare
1575 Sherman Street
Denver, CO 80230

Day Care Licensing
Connecticut State Health Dept.
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Chief, Day Care Licensing
Bureau of Child Development
P.O. Box 309
Wilmington; DE 19899

Child.Care Specialist
801 N. Capitol Street, Rm. 501
Washington, DC 20001
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Supervisor, Day Care Unit
Division of Family Services
5920 Expressway
P.O. Bdx 2050
Jackgonville, FL 32203

Chief, Day Care Licensing
State Dept. of Family and
Children Services

613 Trinity-Washington Building
Atlanta, GA 30334

State Dept. of Social Services
Day. Care Licensing

P.O. Box 339
Honolulu, HI 96809

Day Care Licensing
Bureau of Family & Children's '

Services

P.O. Box 1189
Boise, ID 83701

Day Care Licensing
Dept. of Children and Family
Services

Springfield, IL 62706

Day Care Supervisor
Dept. of Public Welfare
100 N. Senate Avenue, Rm. 701
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Day Care Supervisor
Dept. of Social Services
Lucas State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

Day Care Supervisor
Division of Child Welfare
State Dept. of Social Welfare
State Office Building
Topeka, KS 66612

Dept. of Child Welfare--Day Care
Chief, Office of Special
Services

403 Wapping Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
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'Dept. of Public Welfare
Directors Child Welfare and
Day Care

P.O. Box 44065
*Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Licensing SupervisorDay Care
Dept. of Health and Welfare
State House
Augusta, ME 04330

2

Child Day Care Center
Coordinator

State Dept. of Health
301 W. Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Group Day Care Licensing
Dept. of Public Health
88 Broad'Street
Boston, MA 02110

Day Care Licensing
Dept. of Public Welfare
600 Washington Street
Boston, MA 02111

Day Care Supervisor
Bureau of FaMily and Children's
Services

300 S. Capitol
Lansing, MI 48926

Day Care Supervisor
Child Welfare Division
Centennial Building
St. Paul, MN 55101

Day Care Supervisor
Division of Family and
Children's Services

P.O. box 4321, Fondren Station
Jackson, MS 39216

Day Car,t'Unit

Buxeau of Family and Children's
Services

State Dept. of Public Health
and Welfare

Broadway State Office Building
Jefferson City, MO 6c1G1
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Licensing Specialist
Dept. of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 1123
Helena,' MT 59601

Day Care Welfate Consultant
Dept. of Public Welfare,

1526 K St.,/Fourth Floor
Lincoln, NB 68508

Licensing Specialist
Welfare Division- -Day Care
201 S. Fall Street
Carson City, NV 89701

Day Care Licensing
Division of Welfare
Concord, JH 03301

Day Care Consultant
N.J. Dept. of Institutions and
Agencies

Ili Franklin Street
Trenton, NJ 0011

Licensing Section
Health and Social Services

Dept.

P'.O. Box 2348
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Day Care Consultan(
N.Y. State Dept. of Social
Services.

1450 Western Avenue
Albany, NY 12203

Day Care Consultant
Dept. of Social Services
Raleigh, NC 27502

Director of Social Services
Day Care
Capitol Building--
Bismarck, ND 58501

Chief of Day Care Services
Division of Welfare Services
Oak & Ninth Streets
Columbus, OH 43215



Children's Day Care Services
State Dept. of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 25352
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

==--- Public Welfare Day Care Unit
Public Servile Building
Salem, OR 97310

Licensing Supervisor
Office of Family Services
.Health and Welfare Building
;Harrisburg, PA 17120

Day Care Servicei
Dept. of Social Welfare
1 Washington Avenue'
Providence, RI 02905

Chief, Day Care
Children and Family Services

P.O. Box 1520
Columbia, SC 29202

Consultant, Day Care
State Dept. of Public Welfare
Pierre, SD 57501

Day Care Licensing
Dept. of Public Welfare
State Office Building
Nashville, TN 37219

Consultant on Day Caie
State Dept. of Public Welfare
John H. Reagan Building
Austin, TX 78701 ,
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Day Care Licensing

Bureau of Family and Children's
Services

231 E. Fourth Street, S.
Salt Lake City,_ UT_

Chief Licenser--Day Care
Vermont State Office of
Economic Opportunity

43 State Strbt
Montpelier, VT 05602

Day Care Supervisor
Dept. of Welfare
429 S. Belvedere Street
Richmond, VA 23220

Day Care Supervisor

Family and Children's Services
P.O. Box 1162
Olympia, WA .98501

Day Care Unit
State Dept. of Welfare

1900 WashJngton Street, E.
Charleston, WV 25305

,

Director, Day Care
Division of Family Services
State Office Building
Madison, WI 53702

Day Care Supervisor
Division of Public Assistance
State Office Building
Cheyenne, WY 82001



APPENDIX II
*SOME* FON CINUICADE

THE DAY CARE AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC. -

2980-PUBLICATIONS LIST

A50. Program Planning Aids for Day Care Centers. Illustrated.
1972. ($3.50)

A51. It's a Small, Small World, but Larger Than You Think. John
Prondzinski and Stanley Roth. 1974. ($3.50)

B51. Standards and Costs of Day Care Programs. 1971. ($.75)

B52. The Costs of Child Care: Money & Other Resources. Mary
Rowe. 1972. ($3.00)

C50. Developmental Curriculum. Lucia Ann McSpadden. ($3.75)

E50. Interdisciplinary Team Consultation !II Day Care. Luna B.
Leach. 1972. ($3.25)

E52. Guidelines for Observation and Assessment: An Approach To
Evaluating the Learning Environment of a Day Care Center. nose
Mattick and Frances J. Perkins. 1974. ($4.95)

E53. Formative Evaluatioh: Parents and Staff Working Together
To Build a Responsive Environment. Lucia Ann McSpadden. ($4.00)

E54. Evaluating Children's Progress: A Rating Scale for Childrerik
in Day Care. ($4.50)

F50. Family Day Care. 1973. ($3.25)

F51. A Family Day Care Study. Child Care Resources Center,
1972. ($3.50)

F52. I'm Not Just a Babysitter: A Descriptive Report of the -

Community Family Day Care Project. June S. Sale et al. ($5.00)

F53. Open the Door . . : See the People: A Descriptive Report
of t.' Second Year of the Community Family Day Care Project.
June S. Sale et al. 1972. ($5.75)

F58. Family Day Care Associations. Robert Bookman. 1977..
($4.00)

H52. Children With Special Problems: A Manual for Day Care.
Marilyn Dashe, ed. ($2.50)

151. The Infant Day Care Debate: Aot'Whether but How? Peggy
Daly Pizzo. ($2.25)
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J50. The Infant Care Center. Sanford Hirshen and Joii Ouye. Il-
lustrated. 1973. ($2.25)

K5745. Careers in Child Care. Shirley pogarino and'Amy Reynolds.
Illustrated. 1974.. ($2.25)

K58: Families and Children. ($2.25)

K59 Cognitive and Mental Dlyelopment in the First Five Years of
'Life: A Review of Recent Research. 1970. ($3.25)

A.50. Selected Readings in theIssues of Day Care. James A.
Harrell, ed. Photos. 1972.. ($5.25)

L57. Toward Comprehensive Child Care. Bank St. Consultation
Service. 1974. ($4.00)

L62. Mothers in Paid Employment. James Harrell and Peggy Pizzo,
eds. ($4.00)

L66. Analysis and Strategies for P.L.94-401. (53.00)

M51. Princtples of Home Visiting. 'Staff of the Georgia Appalath-
ian Outreach Project. ($3.00)

N50. Health Services. 1971. ($1.50),

N52. Good Food for My Baby.. Peggy Daly Pizzo and Phillip
Pizzo, M.D. 1975. ($3.75)

N53. How Children. Grow. 1972. ($3.00)

P50. Parents and Teachers To ether: A Training Manual for Parent
Involvement in Head Start Centers. Larry Rood. 1970. ($4.00)

PSI. Parent Involvement Staff Handbook: A Manual for Child De-
velopment Programs. C.M. Lundberg and B. Miller. 1972: ($3.25)

P52. Baby & Other Teachers. Mayi'Aaronson and Jean Rosenfeld.
1975. ($3.75)

P53. How Babies Learn to Talk. P..Pizzo and J. Nanning. 1974.

P55. Checking Out Child Care: A Parent Guide. J. Gold and
J. Bergstrom. ($10.00 for bulk pack of 20 copies or $.75 each)

Zoni4

or

for Day Care.' 1972. ($1.25)

\

R52. Regulation of Early Childhood Programs. Gwen Morgan. 1971
($4.25)

S51. Operational Difficulties of Group Day_Care. Peggy Daly
Pizzo. 1972. ($2.25)
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S52. Day CareProposal Checklist. 1973. ($1.00)

S55. A Study in Child_Ctre: 1970-71. Abt Associates. 1970.
($1.00)

S56. ,aildren on Campus: A Survey of Pre-K progress at Institu-
tions of Higher Learning in the U.S. B. Greenblatt_ and L. Eber-
hardt. ($5.00)

T50. Whit Do We Believe Abou Child-Raising? Thoughts for Child
Care Staff Development. J.R. Staffieri. 1973. ($2.25)

Vl. Day Care Services: Industry's Involvement. 1971. ($.75)

V51. Realities & Fantasies of Industry-Related Child Care. 1973.
($3.50)

W50. Starting Out Right: Choosing Books About Black People for
Young Children. Bettye I. Latimer, ed. 1972. ($3.25)
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Parenting Phi Id Services

for Drug Dependent. Women (

Nina A. Lief, M.D.

This chapter will describe how to organize, administer, and evalu-
ate parenting programs for chemically dependent women and their
children. Specifically, it describes a parenting service developed
and administered by the Pregnant Addicts ,and Addicted Mothers Pro-
gram (PAAM) in New York City. Relevant literature is presented,
including studies that provided a theoretiLal Lasis for PAAM. Next,
the 12 themes used in the parenting curriculum are.discussed. The
themes are organized into three distinct categories: what parents
do for the child, what parents derive, and what children derive
from parenting.

The chapter also L:plains the,procedures involved in establishing
the parenting p )gram, the staff a3 physical setting required, and
methods of stimulating client participation. Information is pre-
sented on the objectives and various parenting activities conducted
during the different phases of he child's life. The last section
discusses the assessment and evaluation instruments used, the pre-
liminary conclusions drawn, and implications for the field. The
material in this chapter is based on wrk with opiate abusers but
the information generally applies to work with other chemically de-
pendent populPtiops.

THE NEED FOR PARENTING SERVICES

The need for parenting services in the drug field 'has been well
documented in the literature. Studi,.,s have shown that children of
drug-abusing women are at high risk to have developmental, behav-
ioral, and psychological problems (Carr 1975;.Mondanaro 1977;
Nichtern 1973).

Wilson (1976), who studied the grwth_and development of narcotic
addicts' infants for more Shan 10 years, concluded that highly ac-
tive measures are uet.essary to effect successful parenting in the
drug-abusing family. She repOrted that the parenting relationship
is hampered by the addicted mother's inability to respond :with
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sensitivity to the infant as well as by the infant's early unre-
sponsiveness to the mother. Wilson and McCreary (1976) found that
behavior disorders, emotional problems, and learning disabilities
often result from the "disorganized system of communication" be-
tween the addicted mother and her child.

An addicted mother's interaction with her newborn in the immediate
postpartum period may be hampered by several'factors related to
drug intake during pregnancy and just before delivery. She may be
experiencing withdrawal symptoms or may be feeling groggy and unre-
sponsive from a mixture of illicit drugs and any analgesics or anes-
thetics administered to her during labor. Her condition may prevent
her fron behaving with her newborn in the consistent and responsive
manner needed to initiate'a successful nurturing relationship. She
may have difficulty in making direct,eye contact with her baby; she
may hold the infant away from her body, preventing close skin con-
tact; and she may find it difficult to be vocally stimulating and

`reactive to her newborn.

Following discharge from the 1,ospital, the mother often faces comn
plicated s-,cial problems. Child protective agencies, for example,
may challenge her right to custody of her baby. Such social pres-
sure is likely to increase the mother's irritability as she relates
to her .nfant.

The estabdishment of a successful interactive relationship may be
further threatened by the physical state of the newborn. Babies
born to addicted women show a high incidence of prematurity and
low birth weight': They may be born passively addicted to narcotics
and undergo mild to severe withdrawal shortly after birth. As yet,
the long-term developmental sequelae of intrauterine narcotics ex-
posure have not been established. If the baby is experiencing some
degree of withdrawal, s/he may display one or more of the following
symptoms: irritability, hyperactivity, resistance to holain
tremors of the extremities, vomiting, diarrhea, elevated tem ra-
ture, and poor sucking efficiency (Finnegan et al. 1973; Rajigowda
et al. 1972; Reddy et al. 1971, Zelson et al. 1971). The treatment
of the baby's withdrawal may require hospitalizatic.n, which could
seriously interrupt the early interactions considered n.cessary to
establish healthy psychological bonding Letween mother and infant.

Mothers studied in a methadone maintenance program repotted that
their babies were continuously irritable, excitable, and unable to
nap and experienced sleep irregularities (Codge et al. 1975; Mon-
danaro 1977). Thus, a combination of neonatal and maternal factors
can seriously threaten the quality of early interactions 7.etween
drug-addicted mothers and their babies. Such disturbance in the
early bonding process may have long-term consequences for the
child's physical, cognitive, and emotional develop,. .nt (Klaus et
al. 1975). Although the child's florid symptoms diminish as with-
drdwal abates, they' may linger to some degree throug:,out the new-
born period. The mother, once at home with her baby, may quickly
perceive that she has a "difficult" baby on her hands, one who is
highly irritable, not easill, consoled, and difficult to manage.
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Often, the new mother lacks knowledge about infant care and child
development. Accustomed to a chaotic and unstructured lifestyle,
she, may be hard pressed to meet the baby's need for order and roux
tine. Bringing home a new baby is generally steessful for any
family. When the baby has problems and the family already is,bur-
dened by the limi'-d personal and financial resources associated
with addiction, the situation is likely to be overwhelming. These
special features of addiction make a program of parenting and child-
rearing essential for drug-abusing families. 't

THE PAAM PROGRAM

The PAAM-09gram is a component of the Center for Comprehensive
Health Practice of New York Medical College, a large, self-contained
multidisciplinary clinic that provides primary healill care to resi-
dents in East Harlem. Therefore, PAAM provides comprehensive care
for prognant addicts and their families, including obstetrical,
psychological, pediatric, and family services.

In 1969, New York Medical College began a pilot childrearing prof-
ect serving mothers and babies monthly for 3 years. Based on elrly
findings that showed improvements in the families perved, elpsion
of the program seemed justified. Because public funding wai_114

*available at that time, New York Medical college decided to joilp
forces with the New lork Junior League, which provides volunteers,
services, and fundraising assistance.

Although the PAAM program requires more staff and involvement than
many facilities are able to provide, the Parenting component can

4 be replicated in more modest arrangements. In this chapter, we
'will describe parenting procedures that agencies can modify to suit
their own needs.

PARENTING CURRICULUM

- The parenting curriculum developed by PAAM is based on 12 themes.
We will discuss the rationale for these themes and show how they
can be integrated into a parenting curriculum designed to improve
the mother-child relationship and the quality of care for the child.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT LITERATURE

Agencies that plan to develop 17renting programs for chemically
dependent women and their children should first become familiar
with the appcopriate child development literature, which provides
the theoretical basis for parenting curriculum. Topics that should
be of interest include the following:

The critical in:luence of care given to the child during
the first 3 years of life (Bloom 1964; Hunt 1971; Lidz
1968; Stone and Church 1968);
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The complexities of psychological growth ( Danziger 1971;
Goslin 1969; Talbot et al. 1971;i4gler 1969);

studies on maternal competence and role, on de-
velopmental processes, and on the interactive forces that
help shape personality structures (Auerbach 1968; Beadle
1970; Bijou 1570; Brim 1965; Danziger 1971);

The influence that Children have on the'care they are given
c(Bell 1971; Brody 1956; Escaloaa .1968; Murphy 1962; Newson
and Newson 1968; Wilson 1972); and

....

The importance of parents' recognizing variations in child
behavior (Thomas et al. 1968).

PARENTING THEMES

The PRAM childcare curriculum is organized into themes that can be
varied in response to the highly individual flow between parent and
child.. The first six themes concern parental input, the next three
deal with parental attitudes, and the last three focus on the child's
emotional development. .aese themes are used to apply developmental
knowledge, to guide discussions with mothers, and to assess child-
care patterns observed in work with-parents.

The curriculum encompasses the crucial areas affecting emotional
and intellectual growth including: physical care, patterns and
sequences of care, motor and sensory stimulation, promotion of can-

/
munication and language, exploration, social relations, interest in
achievement, enjoyment' f the child, confidence in the maternal
role, establishing security, handling separation, developing con-
science mechanisms through consistent limitation end approval, and

. stressing self - esteem. These themes are continuous processes in
the mother-child relationship, anethey focus on the quality of
parental input that is associated with a well-developed child:

Physical. Care.. It is well fdocumented that serious psychological
damage can be caused 141h,deprivations to the biophysical system of
the child Oirch'lc.70)1. Proper nutrition and hygiene practices
and routine pediatric care are preconditions to psychological health;
and basyc responsibilities of the parent. An infant or child whose
physicfel discomforts are kept to a minimum has a better chance of
responding vigorously to a stimulating environment, Acquiring a
positive outlook, and engaging in a broad range of experiences.
For the most part, parents excel in this category of caregiving,
and it is reflected in their young. There is a tendency, however,
to regari this parental function as the sam total of baby care dur-
ing the first few months, and many parents remain oblivious to im-
portant psychological needs. This narrow view of the infant should
be .replaced by a broader outlook that relates the physical to the .

mental. The addicted mother shares in this attitude and often
needs more sile...ific instruLtion in baby care, a fact that has been
recognized and appears in the PAAM curriculum. With th.:. added
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information; the addicted mother often does as well as.the)nonad-
dicted mother, and in some cases better, because to her a.healthy
baby is the visible measure o: her success as a mother.

Patterning and Sequencing. By maintaining an organized but relaxed '
time schedule in a patterned order of care, and by carrying out
-pleasantly repetitive acts during feeding bathing, playing, and
bedti6, the parent'provides the child with a predictable environ-
ment that helps foster-a sense of security in the infant. This
Sense is highly relevant to the development of basic trust. At
the same time, these regularities of events,contribute to cognitive
growth becauie.they build up certain expectations in theme infaht,
providing.a gradual sense of past and present and the beginning of
memory.

\

Although' patterning and sequencing of care has been al...uded to in
some thoughtful reviews of early childcare theories (Smith 1968;
Yarrow 1968), there does not appear to be any research bearing
directly on this topic. Nevertheless, there is often,some refer.-
ence to the necessity for.routines. The Harvard Pre-School Study
(Litman ;1969), among others, found that a disorganizes home and
lack of daily care schedules were important factors contributing
to low cvpetence among 3-year'-olds when compared with the lives
of highly competent chilli:1. A relevant experiment by Bresnahan
and Blum (1971) demonstrated how chdotic reinforcement interfered
T4th learning among young children. Our view is that patterning
and sequencing are neglected but fundamental concepts in childcare,
both for the parents' comfort and for the accommodation to the par-
ticular emotional temperament of the infant.

PAAM mothers found that patterning and sequencing were difficult,
but once achieved the results were rewarding to them as well as
helpful-to the baby. Their behavior was influenced by PAAM re-
quirements to obtain methadone at a certain time, to see the coun-
selor, to attend parenting classes, in some cases to call for older
children at school, aqd to attend to their needs as yell. They had
a more difficult time than did nonaddicted mothers, but a pattern
of living was established in time. The PAAM infants were often put
to bed later than their conventional time, and their feeding times
were also unconventional, but.a certain regularity was eftatlisheds
that served the family lifestyle.

Stimulation: Motor andSensory. The parent's fate-to-face inter-
action with the child--holding, fondling, providing things to see
and to grasp, helping to engage motor capabilities and perception
from the start--is essential. During the child's first 3 years,
parents need to increase and continuously change the forms of stim-
ulation and opportunities for.learning in order to match,the child's
maturational and endowment potentials from stage to stale.

Developmental patterns in the sensory motor area have been researched
extensively, especially in regard to optimal levels of amount, in-
tensity, variety, and complexity in stimulating cognitive abilities
at each age (Bruner 1968; Deutsch 1960, 1964, 1965; Hellmilth 1970;
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Yarrow 1968). Piaget's now seminal work (Bayley 1940; Gesell 194'1
and other works on detailed age norms are class).. examples; Piaget .

named these early years the,"sensori-motor" period, and this empha-
sis on cognitive development has received the full weight of cur-
rent scientific investigation. Interestingly, although the empha-
sis has been on the harmful effects of anderstimulation, there are
also indications that overstimulation may be equally harmful. In
a study of infants during their first 3 months, White (1970) noted
that although massive enrichment protluced early visual and prehen-
sion abilities, the experimental infanta :ricd much more than did,
the control group. After testing various 'procedures to eliminate
negati.e effects, he ccncluded that-modified or paced enrichment
was."the most successful match of external circumstances to inter-
nally developing structures."

In PAAM, the, mother's attitude was often influenced by her physical
and psycholgiLal state. Some mdthcrs were very responsive to the
concept of timulation and tried tn emulate playing at hotc with,
the appropri.ta toys (red ring, rattle, etc.), which was demon-
strated in the sessions. A few infants may haue been ovcrstimu-
lated, hat in general the majority of mothers needed constant prod-
ding to prowde sufficient stimulation with.age-appropriate objects.

Stimulation; Communication and Language. Communication begins
lung before the child acquires apeeLh. Perhaps the earliest com-
munication pattern is formed when the infant's expressions of dif-
ficulties by crying aid fussing are net by consistent soothing re-
spones of the car6giving person, Learning to smile as a response
is anuther early form. Even6before a child eses words, language
is developing from the mothe or other persons. As the child
learns to speak, the style and quality of input become important.

,Studies 3f language devalopment focus on two areas: acquisition
of speech as a tool for interpersonal communication, and speech
as it is associated with thought processes, i.e., what is taught
(8culle 1970; Lewis 1963). Acquisition of speech--1,'.'ding a vo-
cabulary, naming objects, labeling feelings--i_ .clat 1 in re-
sc,arai studies to perception and its importance to ia.er communi-
cation skills of reading, writing, and social interaction.

Tht! emi,husi, on the relation of langq4geto thought is a more recent
uubjtct ,f investigation. An impressive experiment was conducted by
Hess and ,hipman (1965) ,_on,-erning language uses by parents in con-
troll}ng their child..s behavior it affected performance on a
Lognitivtaak. They .ompa red children whose parents used authori-
tarian control (e.g., "You must not . . .") with those using
tionul .ontrol (e.g., "You should because . . ."). The performadce
o! the rationally ,o6trolled children wi the task was significantly
supelio4 in al) aspects. ,tudies of disadvantaged children in poor
families point tu similur conL.usions. Malone (1967) associated
language handi_aps with the serious thinkiag i.pail-,ent found in
the sttdy'a pres,hoolers. It was observed that umtr massive re-
medial etc,rts, language was the slowest to .improve. Smith (1968),
in a re:lea ,f Bernstein (1964), suggested that children reared to
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the restricted code associa'$- with limited working-class speech
may not progress in cogni.

.evelopment from concrete to formal
Piagetian ope'rations. Althouy. .tudies were concerned pre-
dominantly with cognitive capaciti.

. they also showed that lan-
guage and communication have broad imp.ications for the emotional
components of personality.

Because of the importance of speech acquisition, we emphasized this
aspect in all our parenting sessions. This is a difficult area for
most mothers, but e:Tecially for the addi,ted mother, who has her
own difficulties in communication. A great deal of modeling and
reinforcamet,t was necessary from the staff to make these mothers
value and be aware of the development of speech. They were always
more tuned in to motor development and

1.nged tfor early walking;
they thrilled to the baby's first babbling only as we continued to
demonstrate the baby's speech activities and showed the mothers how
to respond to the infant's attempts at communication.

Exploration. One way infants learn about the environment is through
a sort of relaxed, nondirected behavior or exploration. The child
who repeatedly throws an object off a table and waits for someoneto pick it up is involved in exploring space. Other early explor-
ing tactics include testing everything by looking, tasting, pulling,
banging, touching, scratching, and squeezing. Exploratory activi-
ties increase visibly as the child begins to crawl and walk. At
this time, parents often begin to restrict their children.

The importance of letting children have freedom to explore their
surroundings is often mentioned in early childhood literature in
connection with creativity and problem-solving capacities. Animal
studies of exploratory behavior, especially in relation to problem
solving, indicate that learning is best\achieved under conditions
of reduced tensions (Beadle 1970). In work with children, Piaget
(1950, 1970) is most notable for having delineated this kind of
behavior in remarkablP detail. Litman (1969), in the Harvard Pre-
School Study, found parental restrictiveness to be a leading vari-
able associated with low competence in children. Freedom to ex-
plore was observed by Murphy (1962) to be important to later
development of coping abilities.

The significant influence of mothers on exploratory behavior was
deMonstrated by Ainsworth and Pell (1972) in a controlled test
situation with 1-year-olds. They found that the children engaged
in a much more active environmental exploration in the presence of
their mother than wnen with a stranger. 'n addition, the children
who measured highest in oxploratory active les had mothers who
valued curiosity.

In general, mothers regard exploration as "getting into things"
and have a tendency to inhibit children needlessly in the intersts
of order and safety. In the case of addicted mothers, this atti-
tude was even more evident, and often the baby was inhibited by
harsh language anca physical restraint and Inconsistency, depending
on the mother's state. The infants were also inhibited by a
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lifestyle that required the baby to be confined to a carriage most
of the day as the mother participated in her clinic visits (often
requiring traveling long distances), welfare negotiations,, and heE
street activities, which did not cease completely even though they
decreased when she was in the PAAM program. With much effort and
demonstration, the addi_ted mothers began to understand the signif-
icance of exploration in relation to learning. All them were
eager to have their children succeed later on in school and tried
to cope with and encourage the babies' exploratory activities.

Social Relation.. Although the Infant's interactions are mainly
with the mothering adult, his or her field gradually expands to
father, siblings, and others. Through guided interchanges with
these persons, the child learns to view them as persons rather
than cfoiects and begins to gain a repertory of interpersonal skills
such as sharing, taking turns, and behaving with generosity. Al-

though cooperative play or casual ghi and take may be beyond a
child's scope in earlyinfancy, children show growing interest in
other people, especially other children, partly as a ,,ay of self-
learning. The security of an assisting adult during these early
socializing activities helps to make these experiences positive
ones for the child. This enables the child to develop a sense of
self as well as differentiated feelings about other persons.

Research in the area of interpers al relations during Infancy is
rather minn.lal; however, specialists in early childhood view the
wider and more complex social contacts as cognitive factors in ac-
quiring a sense of self (Caldwell 1972; Dittman 1968). Discussing
his observations of 2-year-olds in day care, Neubauer (1368) sug-
gests haw interaction with peers can affect a child:

The more the group is seen as consisting of individuals
in their own right, the more the child is able to find
his own sense of self. . . . The child can see the needs
of others, observe other means of reaction, confront his
fantasies with the fantasies of other :hildren, anegivt
his own explanations for his actions while he hears those
of others. Both imitation of others and ideAtification
with others in the group are factors leading to differ-
entiation. (pp. 66, 67)

Arranging appropriate soci., ...Ltings for the infants in the ad-

dicted population wa ,..rays difficult. Some had older siblings
who exhibited marked rivalry or were made to be unwilling care-
takers and were often punitive. In other i:istances, older ,.hildren

overstimulated the infants and the mothers had difficulty coping
with the infants' needs for socialization without being harsh to
either younger or older children. In any setting, coping with

these problems takes understanding and patience. Bat these attri-

butes are not part of the addict's personality because her need for
immediate gratification is involved as well as the child's. The

PAAM program had to spend considerable Lime in this area until a
mothef could learn to establish appropriat-e ground rul and adhere

to them.
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The opposite situation occurred with some single parents who lived
k. alone with their infants. These infants often had little oppor-
. tunity to play with another child except at the PAAM center in the
' parenting session othe waiting area.

Parental Attitudes: Interest in Achievement and Mastery:. Interest
in what their infants can do, active involvement in,elicitihg such
behavior, encouraging the infants and offering standby assistance
patiently Jo that they might master, certain tasks, teaching goal-
directe46activities, and measuring out frustrations acco.:ding)to
the chrfess capacity are some of the parental behaviors associated
with this cateogry.' Although interest in achievement represents
a value that parents hold in varying degrees, we often see parents
who express interest but who have little underStanding about their
part in inEluencing7this trait. In pErticulir, they are not aware
of what achievement is. The child's accomplishments, such as build-
ing a tower or trying to eat tindependently, are seen-as idle play
and are not re-cognized as achievements.

Several years of experiments, spurred by McClelland (1953), on how
achievement and mastery are equipped and motivated showed the im-
portance df parents' beginning training early in the child's life
(Hunt 1171; Kagan 1971). Although there is disagreement about the
nature of this motive (Crandall 1972), an example of more recent
research finds thate for boys at least, the lack of drive for
achievement and mastery is associated with low parental interest
and acceptance coupled with high parental punitiveness (Katz 1967).

A major finding in a British survey of 11,000 7-year-olds leads to
the similar conclusion that lack of parental interest was closely
related to low reading scores and, further, that this finding is
true across social classes (Pringle et al. l967).

The addicted mothers were interested in their infants achieve-
ments when progress W4S pointed out, and as their level of aware-
ness increased they were able to recognize their part in thePe
achievements - -at least at times, we were able to elicit smiles of
satisfaction from them. The entire staff made every effort to,re-
inforce this interest by our own recognition of the achievement.

' Iojoyment of the Child as a Pcrson. An important facilitating at-
titude in giving care is the parents' enjoyment ?f theirchild.1
When they ran derive pleasure in promoting the cifilds ro"th and
unique in oriduality, it helps them to ser, beyond tie humdrum tasks
of changing diapers and preparing rormulas. In our p4aject, we at-
tempt to arouse this feeling in many parents wtetend to overem-
phasize the difficulties inherent in childrearing. For example, a
mother who complained that she was overwhelmed by the h h activity
of her newly. ambulatory son, who "gets into everything," was of-
fered another view--that he wai.a healthy, inquisitive child ex-
ploring and learning about his dry.ironment. At her next visit,
the mother expressed great pride and enjoyment of her son's in-
creased activit. This shift in attitude came from what the
Howson (1966) s,.udy identified as a child-centered perspective.
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This topic often neglected in current childrearing Literature.
Apparently, parental satisfaction is taken for granted or perhaps--
an impression gained from _ertain problem-centered uthildcare books- -
not to be expected. Pavenstedt (1967), in her study on disorganized.
family situations, noted the damage to the children's sense of iden-
tity and self-esteem that resulted from their parents' obliviousness
to them as individuals in their own right.

Research interest in measures of maternal attitudes and their ef-
fects on children has increased, however (G. Brody 1969; Caldwell
and Ricciuti 1973). The Harvard Pre-School Project (Litmdn 1969),
for example, has produced some significant findings based on close
observation of mother-child interactions in natural se' ings. A
study of maternal attitudes of high-competent versus lo...-competent

children revealed that this capadity for enjoyment was a signifi-
cant maternal attribute. In their words, "confident, competent.
mothers . . . who enjoy and approve of their children were more
likely to produce well developed children."

In this area, the addicted mothers rated much lower than other
mcthers. In view of their harried lives and their own deprivations
as children- -some never remembered being kissed or hug,ed by their
parerits, and some never had a birthday celebration or even a cake.

Recognizing this as an important area, PAAM tried to devise ways
to evoke this feeling.

Maternal Self-Confidence. The feeling of security in her mothering
role, clear concept of its requirements, ad a positive vie of
her ability to perform it, contribute impo tantly to,the mother's
competent behavior in caring for her chill. These qualities are
especially reisnforced for the mother when interaction with her
child is successful, which increases her competency as her self-
confidence,grows.

Many mothers appeared to use our program as .1 way of Lonfirming
*heir maternal abilities, and we Observed that our feedback on
the-Ln'infant's normal growth helped to establish feelings of self-
confidence. Dccasionally, a mother would enter our program showing
very little conception of herself as filling e mothering role.
Several were unwed teenagers living with their own mothers and re-
lating to their infants as siblings. These mothers began to get 1
sense of their role only by watching and listening to other mothers
in Jiscus,ions. Similar results have been observed in other parent
education, programs (Auerbactt 1968; Badger 1972; Brim 1965; Dittman
1968) .

Research in role performance has provided-evidence that self-
confiden.e is a cure quality in competerit performance (Sarbin and
Allen 1968). The Havard Pre-School Study confirms this in finding
that for,their group of high-competent children at age 3, a chief
characteristic. of their mothers was this sense of pureness in giv-
ing care to_their infants,
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Although the addicted mothers'
feelings of confidence increased as"

the sessions progressed, much work had to be done to assure them
that parenting courses were not inflicted on them !lapse they were"bail mothers" but so that they could receive the same advantagesoffered to nonaddicted mothers,. When they were convinced of this,their ccnfidence in themselves as mothers began to emerge. Theyoften asked in what ways they compared with the other mothers, andthey could deal withthe comparison.

INFANT OUTCOME CHARACTERISTICS

Security and Basic Trust. Emotional develOpment is a'complex and
intricate process that demands sensitivity and skill from the
mother. Newborn infants experience

undifferentiated feelings of'comfort and discomfort that they express through their movementsand sounds. When a mother learns very early to "cue in" appro-
'pr43tely to these expressions, her responses begin the process of
establishing basic trust in her infant (Erikson 1963): Many spe-
cialists view t3is processin early childhood as central to thedevelopment of healthy affect (Abrahamson 1969; Beeile 1970; Bettel-
heim 1962; Salk 1971; Spitz 1965) and of primary is2ortance to en-hance cognitive development. When this basic feeling of security
is positively promoted by the mother through'repeated patterns and
schedules based-on needs, the infaht first appears to trust the
general environment and then gradually to form a primary attachmentto one person. '

Attachment to one significant person had many aspects that have
been debated Py day care proponents (Dittman 1966), but its central
thesis as a crucial eleroent in

emotional well-;being has never beenan issue. Agreement on this'point is virtually unanimous. Among
scientists who have described children deprived of this experience.
such as institutionalized infants, Malone (1987) observed that
isolated children frequdhtly form an' attachment to a place, e.g.,
a room, that gives them security. Thd effect was'to retard the
growth of self-concept, view others in a depersonalized way, and
cause serious interference in the kind of exploratory learning that
leads to cognitive attainments.

In this area, some of the addicted mothers were ole to function
a little better than in other areas because they were usually
with their babies in the program and were able to respond to
their physical needs in a fairly consistent pattern. Also, the
moth 3 yearned for feedback from their babies. They were proud
to report the baby's first smile to them and preference for being
held by them, as shown by less frequent crying and a sense of
comfort:

Separation-Individuation. Attachment behavior that has received
attention in atudies of both primates and human infants is most
notably described in studies of maternal deprivation (Ainsworth
1965, 1969; Dow1b7 1951, 1969; Foss 1968; Mahler and La Perriere
1965; Mahlet et al. 1975). They found that when attachment and
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its cocemitant process of separation was either interrupted or
abruptly terudatated, young children became typically unresponsive
to their environment. Later in their growth, this'effect was as-
sociated with a range of personality disorde's, inCluding'delin-

. quent behavior in 'adolescence.
0

Thik early phenomenon, identified in psychoanalytic literature as
a phase of separation-individuation, has been detailed in studies
of4t;s normal and abnormal courses in personality development. In

a Clo*relationship with a person, usually the mother, an infant
learatd'differentiate various emotional states and to use the
security gained from the relationship to go through the anxiety-
provoking, gradual stage of separation. During this time, self-

identity and autonomy are forming. The process of separation-,
individuation has been studied and documented by Mahler and La.
Perriere (1965), Mahler et al. (1975), Pine (1970), and the staff
at the Masters Nursery and Institute, based cn longitudinal de-
tailed observations of mother-infant pairs. Mahler's conclusions

were that the maintenance of the attachmelt relationship during
infancy, without premature separation, mace possible a good reso-

lution of.emotional conflicts by age 3. By that age, if all goes

11, the child will have gained a- more complex understanding of
re ity and a positive-sehse of environment as he or she begins to

co lone.

Other research has included studies of institutionalized infants
who were deprived of these emotional experiences (Provence and
Lipton 1962; Spitz 1965) and, at the other end of the-scale, stud-
ies of overprotected children (Levy 1966; Litman 1969; These

studies traced the kinds of emotional damage, at times irlevers-
created. Although they may be extreme examples, they never'

theless indicate the problems inhSrent in this crucial area.

In any group of mothers, the issues of separation and individuation
are difficult to deal with, because most parents are ready to sep-
arate from their infants long before the infants are ready to Sepa-

rate,from the parents. Parents of all socioeconomic and cultural
levels find it difficult to respond to an infant on his or her own

maturational timetable. This concept runs counter, to he parents'

,emotional readiness and requires considerable discussion and denim-
strated experiences to be understood. Some addicted women had to
stay with their'-children because they had no place to leave them;
others, at times, just "dumped" them on anyone and then could not
,deal with the infants' clinging on their return. some would even

leave them sleeping alone in an apartment while they went to shop

or visit. This praptice happened less frequently as the PRAM par-
enting program began to have more impact. Even in an addicted
group, however,, some mothers were well tuned to their children's

feelings and responded with sensitiv ty:

DiEciElipe. The area of conscience mechanisms is concerned with
Aspects or personality that regula:e the self through inner con-

trols and outer responcille conduct. A)though conscience (the, in-.

ternalization of controls) and a cognitiv: sense of "right" and
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"wrong" belong to a later age's:then a child has a fair mastery, of
language, the mechanisms for acquiring self-discipline begin to
develop durilg these early bonths.

Although these mechanisms are
shaped by the way in which parents apply external controls and re-
strictions, even more important forces in this process are the de-
grees of trust and security and the ties of affection that are
being 'nurtured in the child. These become the emotional background
for training.

The parents' approval or disapproval, as the child perceives it, is
. the fundamental tool of,motivation that carries over to all future

learning. Behavioral studies of learning (Bresnahan and blurs 1971;
Skinner 1953) illustrate the power of positive reinforcement: rec-
ogni7ing approved beho for with rewards and extinguishing negative
behavior by deemphaas. Punishment tactics are ineffective under'most conditions.

Investigation of other factors related to discipline include cul-
tural values and lifestyles

associated with,management of aggres-sion and its antecedents in stress and frustration--experiences es-
, pecially of the preverbal child (Clausen 1968;

Freiberg 1959; Gesell
1943; Kessler 1970; Talbot et al. 1971). In the applied field of
childcare, parents often view oiscipline narrowly as a natter of
obedience-and enforcement methods, whereas specialists see discip-
line as a subject of much controversy (Zigler and Child 1969). The
Newsons (1968), in their survey of parents of 4-year-olds, found
discipline to be the most difficult and sensitive subject for par-ants to discuss. Much discussion revolved around the iss e of con-
trol (permissiveness versus strictness), and more than half the
mothers questIoned expressed doubt and self - criticism about their
performance in this area. These feelings occurred in even greater
proportion among middle-class, as compared with working-class,
mothers. The mother's self-confidence depends to a great extent on
her success in this category of childcare. The ultimate develop-
ment of conscience mechanisms from this beginning is important to
the individual and to the society.

The issue of discipline is one of the most difficult for addicted
parent:: to deal with because discipline has bee': a prime factor in
their maladaptive pattern of living. In most cases, their experi-
ences have been with impatient, harsh, and ineffective discipline
techniques. .This is the parental model they have internalized, so
it is extremely difficult for them to take a different approach.
Most of them grasp the relationship between theif drug use and
their life experiences, but the pattern of harsh punitive responses
toward children is difficult for them to undo. In spite of that,
some progress has been made. These parents.resort less frequently
to physical violence agailist their infants, although they still
find it difficult to control verbal harshness in tone of voice and
vocabulary. We believe, however, that wa can diminish, if nbt pre-
vent, these incic,,Jnts of child abuse. Assessment of the effect of
the development of conscience mechanisms--for which the establish-
ment of discipline through consistent approval and disapproval is
the precursor--will requite long-term foilowup on our populations.
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Positive Self-Image. As the addicted mother learns to be available
and to understand how to respond to the infant's needs, she helps
the infant develop basic trust and the ability to separate and in-
dividuate on his or her own maturational timetable. By appropriate
recognition of approved achievement and consistent limitations, she
helps the child on the road to developing conscience mechanisms and
a good self-image. This leads to healthy personality development,
which ix the goal of the program. Its efficacy for parents is at-4

tested to in anecdotal reporting; statistical evidence is being
collected, but is not ready for publication.

HOW TO ORGANIZE AND CONDUCT

A PARENTING PROGRAM

ASSESS COMMUNITY RESOURCES

As indicated earlier, the PRAM pilot program began with the help of
the New York Junior League, which provided volunteer staff and help
in fundraising. Any agency undertaking to institute parenting
groups will find that dedicated volunteers, such as Junior League
members, can help carry out recruitment, group leadership, fund-
raising, and publicity for the parenting sessions. Fore example,

Red Cross volunteers, church groups, anc other women's associa-
tions can be enlisted-for training and service. Each facility
should identify and assess community resources and,. where possible,
enlist their help. :Parenting" is a topic of interest to many

people. Recruiting suitable volunteers often depends on the pop-
ularity of the agency and the personality, tact, and enthusiasm of

the agency staff. The agency also needs at least one well-trained
member who can train the volunteers.

The trained staff member does not have to be a chird psychiatrist.
A kublic health nurse, psychologist, nursery school teacher, social
worker, or an educated mother can assume the role with appropriate
training.

Each group needs at least a group leader and one assistant. When

the children become mobile at 10 )r 11 months old, it will be nec-
essary to add one or two play teachers to'keep the infants safe
and to observe and report on their social, cognitive, and motor
development. This care will also allow the mothers more opportu-
nity to give their attention to the topics under discussion. The

children are in the same room as their mothers and can make close
contact w'th them when necessary.

The group leader needs to have some training in child development
coming from either pediatrics, psychiatry, psychology, education,
social work, or nus:sing fields. The leader must also demonstrate
empathy for young childrentheoretical knowledge alone is not



enough. In addition, each must have been trained according to. the
appropriate philosophy and procedures before beginning 'to lead
groups. This training is achieved by requiring the staff member
to attend sessions of ongoing groups as observers, then as assist-
ant leaders and then leaders. The time necessary to train each
leader depends on the experience and personality of the individual.
We also encourage mothers who have attended the program for 3 years
and whose children are in nursery school to use their training as
a possible career ladder in parenting training or related fields.

PHYSICAL SETTING

For infant parenting groups, bassinetc, changing tables, diaper
pails, and a table and mat for testing and test equipment are nec-
essary. (The Gesell Testi has been used by PRAM.)

The equipment should be arranged in a room large enough to contain
10 bassinets and chairs fore the mothers as well as the materials
already mentioned. The room must be well ventilated, carpeted to
limit injury from falls, and simply decorated so as to produce a
comfortable atmosphere but not detract from the activities of the
session.

When'the children are about 1 year old, regular nursery school
chairs and tables, age-approprj.ate toys, and snacks are necessary.
For children between 15 and 18 months old, the Geselltesting is
no longer done on a high tz.nie, These children sit in small chairs
at a low table so that the test can be administered to measure ad-
vanced development. For more complete descriptions of the staffing,
equipment, and testing, please refer to Lief (1979).

ATTENDANCE

All groups begin attending sessions when the infants are about 4
weeks old and meet weekly with the same child development specicl-
ist and volunteer assistant leader. The sessions last approximately
1 hour. Illnesses, welfare encounters, lack of money to travel,
and the unresponsive state due to drug intake all tend to cause ir-
regular attendance during the early sessions. Indeed, even regular
attendance to receive medication is difficult for most addicts to
manage. Although the irregularity of their lives makes attendance
flifficult, they can learn to be more regular, and a pattern is es-
tablishe0 over time. To help overcome this problem, programs should
use inducements to encourage .ttendance. For example, during the
first 4 months, provide a week's supply of formula or milk and a

1

The Gesell as a test to evaluate language and motor, adaptation
and social behaVior of infants. The test is described in Gesell,
A., and Amatruda, C. 3., Developmental Diagnosis: Normal and
Abnormal Child Develo New York: Hoeber, 1941.
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red ring for the baby; at 5 months, give a cradle gym to all whose
attendance has been good; in addition, take-home medication for 1
day may be offered for attendance at parenting classes. After 7
months of good attendance, the mother might receive a free movie
ticket; at 9 months of good attendance, the baby might'receive a
drinking cupt and at 12 months, a set of terry cloth blocks fo.
the baby and a gift for the mother. At 15 and 18 months of good
attendance, the mother would again receive a gift.

GROUP SESSIONS

Discussion in the groups centers on the children's physical, emo-
tional, and social development and the parents' role in fostering
and enjoying that development. Although the issues of concern are,
for the most part, the same for all parents, the way the curricu-
lum is presented will affect the success of a session. The PAAM
curriculum has been designed to be presented orally, with the group
leader introducing a topic for discussion and then inviting group
participation, with members describing relevant experiences. This
mode of presentation, however, requires certain attitudes andfabil-
ities that are often lacking in the addict populatIRn. First, many
of the addicted parents lack positive school experiences and thus
do not, feel comfortable with this'classroom-type structure. Sec-
ond, because the parents have their children with them in the ses-
sions, they must learn to attend to the discussion and to their
Children simultaneously. This skill, which middle-class parents
are able ya master in a short time, is extremely difficult for ad-
dicted parents. It is necessary, therefore, to make 'sessions as
concrete as pbssible, combining demonstration, group participation,
and the use of audiovisual equipment.

In addition to differences in mode of presentation, certain spe-
cific issues and topics must be emphasized and discussed to a
greater degree for the addict population (Lief et al,. 1979). For
example, some skills that may be taken for granted have to be
carefully taught, such as reading a thermometer, administering
medici-e, preparing nutritious meals for toddlers, and providing
consistent care. In addition, some topics of concern, such as
the effect of drugs on the infant, and street life- related issues,
such as dressing the baby adequately for the outdoors, and the ef-
fects of multiple caregivers, shc,ild be added to the curriculum.
For example, in discussing the importance of establishing a con-
sistent patt-rn in the baby's life, the group leader might first
ask parents to describe a typical day's activities. The schedules
they describe may be taghlighted in a concrete way by listing
activities and their sequence in the day's events on the black-
board. The parents seem to enjoy contributing items to such lists,
and they say that sharing personal information helps them be part
of the group and enhances their Vdsitive self-image as parents.

As indicateL; earlier, the parents experience difficulty in estab-
lishing a regular pattern and sequence to their daily activities.
Most have led relatively unorganized lives before their babies were
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born and do not know how to plan a schedule or organize a smoothly
running household. As parents describe daily activities, the group
leader should help them first to rethink and th.an to rearrange
daily events to better suit both themselves and their infants.

After this exercise, the group leader can ask the question, "Why
is this arrangement important?" At this time, the general concept
of basic trust is introduced. The group leader explains that the
infant learns to feel secure, relaxed, and trusting of others when
experiences are predictable and organized in a regular fashion.
Children whose lives are chaotic whirlwinds of unpredictable events
never learn to trust that others will meet their needs and take
care of them regularly. Children who are handed from caregiver to
caregiver, who never sleep in the same place two nights in a row,
and who receive feedings haphazardly

have difficulties in estab-
lishing feelings of confidence

in their caregivers- -and their ca-
pacity to establish basic trust is limited. This characteristic
may remain. throughout their lives When examples of this type of
distrustful'personality are pointed out to the mothers, they begin
to understand the significance of the issue, which helps them alter
some of their patterns. Py trying tit) organize the day for the baby,
they will find they are also organizing a better' way of life for
themselves.

The'first activity of any session is for the group leader or assist-
ant group leader to administer Gesell tests to infante who reanh a
designated testing age. Each child is tested in this way onde
month, with themother participating and observed by the rest of
the group. The testing has several purposes. First, it provides
longitudinal data on the child's progress over time. Second,'it
provides an opportunity to alert the mother to any lag in a partic-
ular area of development and to help her overcome this lag; more-
over,'it also alerts her to achievement of expected norms. The
mother is also told what to look for in the month ahead and how to
enhance development by suitable responses and recognition.

Following the testing, there is a review of the previous week's
topics and a discussion of items of concern. The group leader asks
aldut the mother's attitude toward her infant, her feelings about
being a mother, her infant's responses, the family situatiod, and
the way the infalit fits into the family's lifestyle. Items de-
scribed in the section on theoretical background are then discussed.
With the group.

To assess the impact of the curriculum on the participants, we have
develbped a scale called the .Maternal Interaction Form (MIF) (see
figure'l): This form is designed according to the theoretical or-
ganization of the curriculum. The first 6 items deal with maternal
input. Each, of the 12 items is scored on a Scale of 1, no evidence;
2 or 3, doubtful or some evidence; and 4 or p, good or high evi-
dence. The MIF is completed on those mothers whose infants were
given the Gesell testa in a particular sessiOn. The group leader,
with her assistant and the trained observerd from behind one-way
mirrors (where available), score the motherland summarize the Gesell
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tests results. Findings on the MIF are then incorporated into the
agenda for the following week's session. For example, if the group
assessment finds that a mother is having difficulty verbalizing to
her child and seems not to be stimulating language capacities, this
problem may become a topic for discussion in the next week's ses-
sion as well as a focus of individual discussion with that mother.
In this way, the MIF pro:ides both an objective means of evaluating
progress over time and a quick, on-the-spot assessment of diffi-
culties that can be dealt with in subsequent sessions.

1. The Newborn Period. The newLO-re period is the first topic of
the course. In addition to discussing the general format of the
classes and providing mothers with a basil orientation to the par-
enting groups,-leaders should devote much of the time spent in the
early 2eriod to the parents' reactions to parenthood. Discussion
should focus on the kinds of adjustments they have had to make to
accommodate the needs of a demanding newborn. The parents will

4 generally be anxious to discuss their experiehces in labor and de-
liery and to'share their feelings about what it means to have
their babies home with them. For many parents, the realities of
parenthood will not match their expectations,. This problem is not
uniNue to addicted families; most new parents tend to underestimate
the responsibilities and commitments of parenting and to romanti-
cize an image of motherhood.

c

Most addicted parents. have a special problem during this period- -
they leave the 'he-vital before their babies are ready to do so.
Many will have difficulty expressing their feelings about watching
their babies go through withdrawal and about dealing with babies
whose overall irritability they can, attribute t, their own drug use
during pregnancy. This makes parenting harder for them than for
most mothers. It is necessary to help the parents to verbalize
some of their feelings (guilt, anger, etc.) and to teach them ways
to comfort their babies during irritable periods.

An important function of the parenting groups during this early
period is to provide emotional and social support for the new par-

, ents and to try to help them establish strong nurturing bonds with
their infants. They need encouragement, for example, to hold their
babies close to them during feeding and to look directly at and
talk to them. Because the success of the mother's adjustment to
parenthood is greatly enhanced by early successful interaction and
positive psychological bonding, it it necessary to help the mother
learn how to recognize, interpret, and respond to her baby's cues.

For addicted women, the job of learning to recognize and interpret
their babies' needs is complicated by the fact that infants born to
drlig=dependedt mothers often do not send clear messages. Experi-
.ence has shown that these babies are impaired in their ability to
respond to social and other environmental stimuli. Anticipating
the neonatal assessments to be described, later, ,,e note at this
point that PAM babies were somewhat slower to respond to stimuli
and also slower to shut down their responses once stimulated
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compared with infants born to nonaddicted mothers. Similar obser-
vations have been made by Strauss et al. (1979).

A great deal of time should be spent helping the mothers to learn
to "read the baby" and respond appropriately to the messages re-
ceived. They should be urged to speak slowly and softly to their
babies and to be as calm as possible in handling them. Methods of
comforting irritable babies, including how to swaddle them and to
soothe them with calming physical interaction and slow soft verbal
interaction, should be demonstrated. Such skills are particularly
important in the initial newborn period, when the effect of intra-
uterine drug exposure may be greatest and the infant's first'inter-,
actions with the mother are critically important.

2. The Period From 1 to 3 Months of Age. This period occupies the
second part of the course. After parents and babies have negoti-
ated the newborn period, they seem to settle down to dealing with
problems associated with the daily rigors of childcare. During
these months, much of the time should be focused on helping parents
establish consistent patterns. Practical inform&don on feeding,
burping, bathing, sleeping, diapering, Jressing, and cuddling needs
to be combined with an introduction to the underlying concepts of
child development that relate to the practical advice being offered.

During this period, several sessions should be devoted to health
care and how to use a pediatrician. Such matters are extremely
important for addicted families becaise most of them have never
been exposed to consistent care themselves and are not familiar
with.how to make the best use of routine well-baby care. In addi-
tion, some time is spent on recognizing and handling emergency sit-
uations for young children. These topics should be repeated at
various intervals throughout the curriculum.

3. The Period From 4 to 6 Months of Age. This time repi-esents an

extremely receptive and expansive period in development for the
bWay. Many initial physiological adaptations to .he extrauterine
environment have been made. General patterns of activities have
been established, and most are exploring their worlds in an .active
fashion. The baby's achieved enough physical maturity to be much
more than a passive recipient of caretaking. Many have been able
to roll over from their backs by themselves, providing them with a
sense of control and mastery over the environment that encourages
exploration. Some may be able to sit by themselves, and most have
achieved enough control over their hands to start reaching and
grasping new objects to investigate.

For addicted parents, this time represents an enjoyable and excit-
ing period. The baby has become a more predictable individual, and
an initial relationship usually has been established between parent
and child. The child enjoys being played with and is more recog-
nizable as the "Gerber baby" many had expected their newborns to
be. Because the child is vocalizing more during this period and
may actively seek out social interactions, many mothers feel grat-

ified by the baby's response to caregiving. For some mothrs, the
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experiences during this period are extremely powerful in builling
their self- esteem and their feelings about being "good parents,"

This developmental period also is critical fcr the establishment of
certain fundamental patterns in-the baby's life and for the early
establishment of positive interactions. Mothers should be advised
on how to begin feeding regular milk and howto introduce their
babies to'solid foods.

Mothers should be urgedto arrange their daily activities so'that
tdimealtimes are enjoyable forthem and their babies. Children whose
mealtimes are special events to enjoy with their parents are hap-

- pier and less likely to develop eating problems. Addicts usually
eat it ularly--"catch as catch can"--op the street corner. Grouplead must point out that a regular sequence of,mealtimes is a
cn. 1 area of organizhtion in infancy. A child who eatsphaphaz-
ar4iy may grow up _pa be an adult who is unable to organize his orher Fife; .Showing parents how the present handling of their in-
fants can affect' development and influence their future years is
an impressive point and can be effective in. motivating parental
behavioral change.

In addition, mothers need to be dhown'in a concrete way how to play
appropriately with their babies during this period, ThroUgh the
Gesell testing and other demonstrations, parents can learn what
babies can do at this stage and how to gear play activities to pro-
mote cognitive and emotional development. in some-classes, giving
out age-appropriate toys and materials and discussing and demon-
strating ways to make simple toys at home are essential. -

This is the time when parents are like'y to reassess their own life
situations. After some of the hurried adjustments to parenthood
that tc.,k place in the first few months of the child's life, many
parents now enjoy discussing and thinking about the changes that
have occurred in their lives. Discussions of self-esteem should
be encouraged, especially of feelings about being a "good parent"
and overall family interactions with pai-znts, spouse, other chil-
dren, relatives, and friends. It is also important to discuss

.

changes in drug usage and street lifestyle. These discussions usu-
ally are lively and animated and are likely to extend over several
class sessions. The topics discussed should be brought up and re-
inforced in individual counseling sessions, in which issues that
may be hard for some people to discuss in a group setting are ex-
plored in depth with the counselor.

4. The Period From 7 to 12 Months of Age. This period is much
erne difficult than the previous stages because the children pass
through several-developmental phases in this interval that may be
hard for parents to deal with and understand. As the children be-
come proficient in their perceptual development, they begin to dis-
tinguish strangers. Multiple handling, especially by unfamiliar
adults, greatly disturbs some babies..
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Asfthe babies become more mobile-:as they leaO to crawl, stand up,
and perhaps walk--many,become fearful when they realize they have
moved away from their parents. It'is difficult for a parent of a
baby this age to deal with alternating aggressive exploration and
fearfill clinging behavioi. The parents should be given emotional
support and practical advice on how to arrange situations so that
the child is made more comiortabla in this period. Through discus-
sions and demonstration procedures, an attempt should be made to
help parents meet their children's dependency needs so that their
sense of basic trust and ability to explore their environment will
be further developed. For the most part, these dependency needs
were not met for the addicted mothers as children. As these moth-
ers recall their own early lives, they begin to understand themr
selves better and become more sensitive and less impatient with
their babies' needs.

Through Gpsell testing andkalks with individual mothers, group
leaders should emphasize the positive aspects of/this period of
development. Mothers should be told about the children's growing
sense of discrimination and social responsiveness and advised on
now to predict and prevent situations that create anxiety-provoking
responses.

5
Other discussions should focus on the physical Amilidtions of the

. -

baby's new mobility and methods of baby-proofing homes. Mothers
should be encouraged to-plan their-home lives so thatstheir babies
may safely move about and learn from the world around them. It ip
imperative to teach some elementary concepts of setting limits and
suggest that parents try to offer substitutes for whatever they do
not,want the child to do. Much w,tk.in this period foreshadows
later discussions of discipline and the teaching of right from
wroqg in ways that help children develop internal controls rather-
than simply respond-to external controls.

During thp second half of the first year, much effort should be de-
, voted 'Lc) reinforcing.many.of the concepts introduced earlier and

showing parents'how to integrate these concepts into daily routines
on a somewhat higher leJel. For example, in dealing with appropri-
ate stimulation, parent are shown how to play with their babies on
the floor, how to make and work with simple manipulative toys, and
how to stimulate language devei,,ment. Again,, leaders must deal
extensively with the parents' own reactions, emphasizing changes
in lifestyle and seat- image. Just as mothers must try to under-
stand the child's ambivalent responses to physical separation from
parents, they must also learn to understand their own responses
when their children begin to move about and away from them. It is
important t capitalize on the fact that separation anxiety is an
interactive :,et of feeling. emanating from both parents and children.

At the end if the first year, .he progt:am stould outline the kinds
of changes parents can expect from their cbtldren xn the months
to come, paying particular attention to areas that parents are
prone to rtsh, such is weaning from the bottle aid toilet training.
Harsh weaninj and toilet training have been implicated in later
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psychological dofunctioning. In some cultures, early toilet train-ing is considered a measure of parental: success, and.thi;s beliefneeds to be dee phasized.

As children a pp oach their first birthday, it is profitable to spendtime reyiewing the progress they have made and reinforcing the par-ehts' sense of having dOne a good job 'Faith their children. This
discussion helps parents to Prepare for the first birthday party
and makes it a special event for both parents and children., Many
of these parties can be held in the group sessions,* and the parents
can help organize and contribdte to party activities. N.

,,The part of the curriculum that
covers the infant's second 'ear is

divided into two parts:- 13 to 18 months and 19 to 24 months.

5. The Period From 13 to 18' Months of Age. Topics addressed dur-
ing this period include the baby's learning to walk and the result-
ing mobility and exploration, language development, disciplinary
techniques and limit-setting, and the difference between drscipline
and punishment. Throughout; emphasis should be on helping the
mother .recognize the emergent stages of the ctiild's development so
that she can'respond id a way that will foster normal cognitive,

-,- emotional, and social growth.

6. Th.e_Period From 19 to 24 Months of Age. At this point, the
child has begun to achieve a certain degree of autonomy. Aspects
of the child's behavior such as play, sleep problems, and temper
tantrums are addressed. Mothers Must be taught that the behavior
of the "terrible two's" is to be expected and that there are non-
punitive means of dealing with these behaviors.

If resources are available, the program should establish a preschool
program during the latter part of his period. It is recommended
that preschool nursery group sessions for mothers be Deld once a_week. These sessions should deal .with such copies as sibling ri-
valry; toilet training, and discipline. An important focus of these
sessions should be on how to Prepaie a child for school and how the ,
`mother should relate to teachers and other school personnel. When
a Child reaches school age, the nursery supervisor should accompany
the child and mother to di-6 school to help them through the enroll-
mentproceSst This additional service may not be possible in.all
programs, but it has proven to helpful at PRAM that it should be
considered as important as the initial parenting sessions. In some
programs, this .may be the only service that can be offered to the
addicted parent and her child; however, even this will be of great
assistance. This service can become part of the overall treatment
program, pos4Aly as part of the initial introduction to parenting
classes.

The next section describes the assessment program being used at the
PAAM project., A successful parenting prOgram can be carried out
without this assessment, however.
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AUEUMENT ANC EVALUATION OF
INSTRUMENTS M THE PAAM 'PROGRAM

ANTS

The veapmental progress of children born to mothers in the PAAM
prograp is monitored in the first weeks of life byOqtrazelton
Scales,of Neonatal Behavior and later by the BayleylSca:es of In-
fant Development.

The Brazelton Scales assess the newbcrn's ability to respond and
adapt to physical and social environments. From the full Brazel-
ton assessment, the PAAM program selected seven itemsib assess
the infant's responses to various stimuli and to social handling:
inanimatetauditory response to a rattle, animate-auditory response
to the human voice, inanimate-visual response to a red ball, animate-

-. visual response to a human face, response decrement to a repeatedly
presented auditory stimulus, degree of "cuddliness," and' capability
of consolation.

'-`"The Brazelton Scales are usually administered within the first 2
weeks of life. If the infant shows signs of withdrawal,..assessmenE
is delayed. Testing is done 1 -1/2 to 2 hours after feeding, usu-
ally in the morning. All 'Sessions are conducted in a quiet room
adjacent to the nursery. The state of the infant before handling
is noted. The blanket is removeEi and any'c nqe in state is re-
corded. The remainder of the examination is rried outwith the
infant dressed anly in a diaper.

A stimulus is presgnted, and the baby's behayior is watched f6r .6
signs of responsiveness. Attending behavior is noted by startled
responses, change .in blinking or respiratory rate, and visual fo-
cusing. With one of the stimuli, the rattle, the baby's ability to
adapt t 'is repeated presentation is noted. The rattle is pre-
sented as10 times, with 'a 5-second interval betweenpies-
entations. Following some initial attending responses, the baby
normally "learns" the stimulus, becomes accustomed to its novelty,
and no longer accords it any orienting and attending responses in
a pattern of "response decrement."

After the orientation and,habituation behaviors have been noted,
the infant is picked up and any proprioceptivealaptations, such
as nestling into the crook of the ekaminer's arm, are noted in
terms of the baby's "cuddliness." Finally, the last stage of the
examination involves determining the baby's degree of consolability
by noting the kinds of things, the examiner must do to calm the in-
fant and stop his or hei crying after an upset. A noxious stimu-
lus, such as a token slap on the foot, is presented to the child,
and the examiner tries to calm the child first by talking, then by
holding a hand on the child's belly, then by restraining the child's
arms, and so forth. Consolability is measured by the degree of
examiner intervention necessary to calm the infant.
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Although there are no official published standards*for the Btaze12-ton instrument, data in the test manual may be taken as approxim.$ttenorms. We find that PAN babies
are somewhat slower than normal to'respond initially to stimuli, and having once attended they areslower to adapt and

decrease-their responses `to the repeatedly pre-sented stimulus. In addition, f,AAM babies seem somewhat less d-dly and less easily consoled than do normal babies. Although AAMbabies will generally mold to the examiner, they need a lot f nest-ling and cuddling from the examiner
, before they will produ e a re-,sponse- In addition, PRAM babies appear to be abnormally irritableand need tote picked

up, held, and rocked to calm them (Brazelton1973; Lodge et al. 1975).

In examining aorrelationsi
of Brazelton scores with some other mes-Jares of the PAAM Tothrp

and babies, we find negative correlatiOnswith.indices of maternal and neonatal drug intake.' For example,the mother's methadone
dose at.the time of delivery showed a sig-nificant correlation with the infant's response to the rattle. Inother words, the higher the mother's methadone dose, the less re-sponive the infant. We found also that babies who required phar-macotherapy for the treatiment of withdrawal tendld to show lower

scores in theirsresponse to the red ball, and they were also esscuddly. It is interesting to note, however, that mothers of in-fants who had.relatively poor scores on the Brazelton Scales weregenerally anxious. to seek help and were likely to show' high attend-ance at parent education
classes dtkring,the child's first year.

A

DThe Bayley Scales of Infant Development are used to assess the cog-
nitive development of PAAM children, past the age of 1 month. Theseassessments are made by a trained puchologist, who maintains stand-Ikrdized conditions for test administration and scoring.

The .gayley ScaleW.hre'widely used objective measures of intellec-
ttual performance. They have been extensively validated, and norma-tive data laeld.ng developmental

quotients art available (Bayley
1969). These scales, designed'for use with infants and toddlers
from 1 month to 30 months of age:

yield inforMation for two related!i scores: a Mental Development Index (MDI) and a Psychomotor Devel-
opment Index. (PDI). Scores for both these indices have been ob-tained from PAAM,,children at 3, 6, and 12 months of age. In oursample we have analyzed

data from full-term babies who, had no com-
plicating factor at birth other than drug withdrawal/ We first
examined our pool of, data cross-sectionally and then examined thosewho attended for an entire year as a longitudinal subsample.2

With a mean scpre of 100+as the norm for both indices, the findingsindicate that as a group the PAAM babies showed normal development
through the first year of life. The longitudinal data on the sub-sample of 21 infants show virtually the same pattern of scores,
indicat'n4 that as PAAM infants mature they follow a basically

N

2
Only preliminary findings are referred to here. Statistical anal-"
ysis will.pe published separately when completed.
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normal course of development. Neurological examinations done at
the same intervals also have shown normal development.
0-

The Bayley and neurological findings indicate that the relative
cognitive impairment exhibited earlier on the Brazelton Scales is
transient and unrelated to later developmental status. Further-
more, we foun0 that in correlating assessment scores with infants'
birth weights, babies of lower weight were likely to have lower
scores in the early assessment periods, but that these relation-
ships were no longer present by 1 yeSr of age. This finding is in
contrast to the general findings of low-birth-weight infants, for
whom cognitive performance remains impaired for at least 2 years
a life and may even become worse if environmental conditions are
not conducive to healthy development (e.g., Drilliln 1964).

We find, then, that in general the PAAM infants who suffer initial
deficits overcome them. The measures that show this favorable re-
sult.are available to us only through parent education classes that
teach parents how to promote normal development for their children.
We cannot state' certainly that the parenting classes were respon-
sible for this result, but we see little ground for reasonable
doubt of their value for the children.

Some of our subjects have now rilached the age of 3.3 Figure 2

shows an outline of thq test batteries.

MOTHERS

To judge by the public image, opiate addicts' chances for develop-
--raekt in conventional roles are poor, and the role of "good parent"
x_ApAld seem to be especially put of reach. Addiction often is cited
as a factor in cases of child abuse and neglect. Foster placement
among children 'Of addicts is characterized by long periods ofeplace-
ment and poor adjustment, with more behavioral problems emerging`
than are typically found for foster children who did not come from
addicted families (Densen-Gerber and Rohrs 1973; Fanshel 1975).

Our experience at PAAM has indicated that the stereotyped image of
the inadequate addict parent is not necessarily true. Almost all

PAAM mothers retain custody of their babies. In parenting classes,
they prove themselves capab .'.e of learning about developmental is-
sues and responding to the needs of the growing Want. Many de-
velop sensitivity to the physical, social, and ,lotional needs in
their children and make concerted efforts to adapt their, lifestyles

to meet these needs. Many express insights about aspects of their
life histories that have negatively affected them and tell of their "

resolve to prevent similar problems for their children. Many were

themselves poorly nurtured as children. Their own dependency needs
were not met at appropriate times in their development, and their
levels of emotional maturity as adults were limited by their

3
These findings also will be reported in a future publication.
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BIRTH- -for 1- and 3 -Year-Old Subjects

Review of Hospital part

1-YEAR-OLD SUBJECTS ONLY--administered between ages cif 11 and 13
months

Child Development Measures
1. Bayley Scales of Infant Development
2. Flint Infant Security Test
3. Bzoch Test ofExpressive and Recgptive Language

Det,elopment

4./ Assessment of play session with mother

Pediatric Examination
. 1. 12 -month neurological

' 2. General physical
3. Fat pad measurement and nutritional data
4. Blood and urine tests

°

,Lifestyle Interview with Mother

3'4/YEAR-OLD-SUBJECTS ONLi--administered between ages of 33 and 39
months

child Development Measurd
1. Stailford Binet Intelligence Test
2. Carnegie-Mellon Test of Interpersonal Relations,
3. Bzock Test'of Expressive and Receptive Language

Development
4. Assessment of play session with mother

Pediatric Examination
1. 36-month neurological

to

2f General physical
3. Fat pad measurements and nutritional:data
4. Blood and urine tests

Lifestyle Interview with Ther
0

Note: 'All standard tests are fvailable from: Psychological Cor-
poration, 757 Third Avenue, Newyork, N.Y. 10017.

. .

FIGURE 2. PAAM and com rison subjects- -
test batteri
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childhood experiences. Through interactions with PA staff mem-
lairs, and by,the consistenprofattention:to their needs as develop- .
ing parents, many begin to develop their own sense of Nsic trust-
and are thus able to fOster similar development in their children.

' They learn how to interact positively witty their children and to
gear their actions to the childrtn's developmental level.

.
.

We have been able to measure the mothers' progress to some extent
by tsing the Maternal Interaction Form (figure'l) and by adminis-
teringa series Of vignetteS of life situations in which the mother
had to choose responsesto deal with the situations presen4ed to.
her. On both measuzes, thesaddicted mottiors showed their ility
to deal appropriately as indicated by the differenceqn responses
at the beginning of parenting classes and at the termination. In
addition, followup interviews with. families about 6 months after
joining the PAAM program showed that parents stress most of the
concrete information on childrearing they received. Others de-
scribed the classes as pr8viding emotional support, a place to be
with friends, a place for children to play with other children, and
as a meaningful activity allay from the street. They judged the,
course to be very helpful to them and to be a positive influence
for their childEen's development.

Because the abjram Molves the entire family,-there is also con-
cern about the effects of the parenting these addicted mothers pro-
vided for their older children who were born before the PAAM program
began. Health care is provided for"all family member Staff mem-
bers as about the child's school situation, how the shi spends
his or her day, wire clinic care is obtained, and pro isions for
social outlets.

Many of these children are brought up in foster care ox by'o4ler
family members. As the mother improves, they are returned t4i;11,r
under the guidance of the Pr4A:1 staff. They usually ha4a history
of irregular school attendance and often have behavior problems.
A study that compares the oupome for the older children with that
of the infants in the PAAM program should be undertaken as a longi-
tudinal study.

CONCLUSIONS.

In the context of a program offering comprehensive care to high-
risk families, what is contributed by adding a parent education
component? Such a course cannot only be beneficial in itself,
but is also a means of integrating and potentiating the other pro-.
gram elements, We have found that the long-term intensive invest-
ment of care in each family was worth the effort.

REPLICATION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY

We believe that this program can be replicated with the pse of
volunteers and mothers who have gained a fundamental knowledge of
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childrearing during their attendance and sly w an inclination to
start a career in childcare. This program can be replicated at low -
cost; a fact that has been demonstrated in three instances.

.

In one case, the Junior League of a suburban community was assisted
by the local Red Cross, which was already giving prenatal courses
for high-risk mothers. The mothers then continued at the Red Cross

j< in parenting classes conducted by the Junior League volunteers,
1 following the curriculum described in this chapter. Thestotal cost

pek family,Aas less than $100 a year. The money was raised by the
JuniofLeague and Red Cross in the community.

Another community set up a program that sends volunteers weekly to
each participant's home to discuss issues of concern and to demon-
strate techniques of handling infants. This program also uses the
PAAM curriculum as a redource.

A hospital-based parenting unit is being organized in another com-
munity, where the parenting groups will follow the prenatal Lamaze
classes already operating in conjunction with the hospital obstet-
rical department. The volunteers are members of the local Junior
League.luld are being trained by using our curriculum manual, which

. is available to all interedted,groups.
10 4

' Other groups can be set up as part of church outreach programs.
The project does not have to be sectarian. The church can merely

.1 act as a sponsor fob ' housing the unit, and interested members of
the congregation can be trained to serve as group leaders:

(

,,Not every community has a medical school that can staff and sponsor
such a program, but almost every community has a service organize-
tion.of some sort that can be enlisted to help in fundraising, find-
ing suitable space, enlisting and training volunteers.

Ohce a programis started, mothers attending it gain a fundamental
knowledge of childrearing. Thoie mothers who show an inclination .

to start a career in childcare can be enlisted to continue the
project. This prospect of staffing makes it feasible for replica-
tion at low cost so that this approach to childrearing can become
an integral part of health care and be as much of a child's birth-
right as safe milk and preventive inoculation against disease.
This. is the least we owe our children and ourselves to preserve
the most precious asset of our society --itt children.

.
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APPENDIX *,.
RESOURCE BOOKS

The following lit-was prepared to help you develop a parenting \.

training component or a lending library on parenting for staff and
,

clients. Most of these books were written for parents and are
"self-help"

in prieriation. A caution: Parenting must always oc-
,cur within the context ofia clear value system--values about accept-
abRia behaviors, disciplinary techniques, lifestyles, etc. These.,
values are likely to vary widely depending on race, socioeconomic
class, ethnicity, and culture. Many gender issues need,o' be con-,
sidered in raising children.' Parenting orientation and strategies
also need to change aA a child grows, parenting an infant re-
quires behaN.;iOrs different from thoe used with toddlers, pre-
schoolers, 8-year-olds, or adolescents. Some of these books focus
on particular ages; some are more general. Some are gender sensi--
tive; others are not. Some are sensitive td' racial, class, and
cultural differences; others are middle class-in orientation, al-
though even these vary in their approach to particular issues. We
have tried to'note the author's orientation and gender, racial, or
cultoralsensitivity whenever possible. The reader is encouraged
to browse through these books at a local library or bookstore,4gw-
ever, to select those most appropriate for the client groups served.
Publishers are often willing to send examination copies for you to
evaluate" before purchasing them. New books are appearing regularly,
and this list is not exhaustive.

Atlas, S.L. Single Parenting: 'A Practical Resource Guide. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hal, 1981. ($5.95.)

Practical advice, extensive list of community-help organiza-
tions, counseling resources, suggestions, and, guidelines. for
helping single parents develop an effective family life.

Auerbach, S. The Whole Child: A Source Book. Toronto, Canada:
Academic Press Canada Limited, 1981. ($18.95)

An ex,ellene resource book for information on children from
conception to age 12. Gives an extensive'overview of parent-
ing books, resources,' and materials. Covets everything from
first aid to parent theories, toys, and sex roles.)

Barber-, V., and Skaggs, M.M. The Mother Person. New York:
Schocken Books, 1977. ($4.95).

Although it stresses the joys and satisfactiorT of motherhood,
this book ir'also a guide to confusion, guilt, 'and anger.

Bell, R., and Associates. Changing Bodies, Changing Lives. New
York: Random Hose, 1980. . ($7.95)

Written by the.autho:s of Our Bodies, Ourselves, this book is'
an open discussion of issues of sexuality for teenagers. Gives
information about sex and body development, while also provid-
ing an opportunity to hear from other teenagers going through
some of the same experiences. DiscusSes many negative experi- .

ences, suttias unwanted pregnancies.2

's
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Bell, R.Q., and Harper, L.U. Child Effects on Adults., Lincoln,
Nebraska, and London': BisOn^Books igkCainical Psychology,
University of Nebraska Press, 1980. ($5.50)
Looks at the parent-child interaction from the child's
perspective.

.A
Bernard, S. Joyous Motherhood. New York4 M. Evans and gb., Inc.,

1979. ($6.95)

Describes a 30-day Program for total qommuniCation between the '
new mother and her child under age 3. Presents a program of
creative methods for improving the quality of time mother and
child spend together.

Hessen, H., and Kelly, T.P. The Parent Boa. The Holistic Pro- -
gram for Raising the Emotionally Mature Child. ,Sacramento:
Jalmar Press, Inc., 1977c. ($9.95)
Offers effective ways of relating to a child on a day-to-day..
basis, .as well as*long-range advice.' Covers the major areas
of a child's emotional development Helpful for ages from

,r birth thror early teens.

.

Bettleheim, B. Dialogues with Mothers. New York: ArlenBooks,
1962. 1$2.50;

Verbatim conversations between Dr.,Bettleheim and mothers,
helping mothers discover answers to parenting problems through
their own feelings rather than through an expert's advice.

Boston Women's Health Collective. Ourselves and Our Children. New
York: Random House, 1978. ($6.95)
A book about. the lives and needs of parents exploring the
stages of parenthood, the different ways ofbeing a tamily,
society's impact on p4rents,.and sources of support for
parenting.

Bowlby, J. Attachment. New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1969. ($5.95)
A definitive work on the child's tie to the mother, it explains
why this vital relationship is so crucial to the development of
the child's personality.

Braga, J., and Braga, L. Children and Adults:. Activities for Grow-
ing Together. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1976.
'($10.95)

Stimulating activities, practical ideas, and creative games
that parentsograndparents, teachers, or anyone involved with
children can use to-encourage self-esteem and intimacy.

Braga, J., and Braga, L. Learning and Growing: A Guide to Child
Development. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:,Prentice Hall, 1975.
($3.45)

A practical guide to understanding children's development and
stimulating theit growth; explains how to aid children in
erything from learning to feed, themselves to speech and lair,
guage development.

0
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Brazelton, T.B. On Becoming a Family: The Growth of Attachment
New York: Delacorte Press, 1981. ($14.95) .

Discusses early bonding and the domplexity of the developing
relationships between paients and the newborn. Starting with 4.

the feelings of the parents- to -be,.. Dr. Brazelton traces the
process of early attachment.

.Brazelton, T.B. Infants and Mothers. New York: Delta Books,
1969. ($7.95)

A sensitive and readable book pp infancy and the differences
in developmental responses, starting with the uniqueness of
each infant's response to 'life.

Brazelton, T.B.. Toddlers and Parents. New York: Delta Publishing,
1974. ($7.95)

A continuation of Infants and Mothers. This book begins at
age kyear through 36 months, ages at which independence and
self-maptery are important issues. Through descriptions of
different children of different ages and Itn _di.fferent family
situations, Dr. Brazelton describes important developmental
issues and ways tha different families might handle them.

Briggs, D.C. Your Childs Self Esteem. Garden City,
day, 1975. ($4.50)

Step-by-step guidelines for raising responsible,
happy children with a recognition of the central
esteem in growth.

N.Y.: Double-

productive,
issue of self-

.

Caldwell, B.M., and Ricciuii, H.N:, eds. Child Development and
Social Policy. Vol. 1 and 2:. New York: Russell Sagp FoUnda-
tion,1964, 1966." Vol. 3: .Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1973. ($7.95)

Comprehensive review of'child development research with ref-
erences to research on disadvantaged parents.

Caplan, F., ed. The Parenting Advisor.' Garden City, N.Y.: Prince-
ton Center for Infancy, Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1978. ($6.95)

A comprehensive guide written by parents and professionals,
this book synIhesizes the best thinking and current researCh.
on all areas of childrearing.

Clarke, J.I. Self Esteem: A Family Affair. Minneapolis: Winston
Press, 1978. ($7.95)`

Describes the development of self-esteem, starting at home in
a nurturing interaction between children and adults. Utilizes
theories and techniques of transactional analysis.

Comer, .3.P., and Poussaint, A.F. Black Child Care. New York:
Packet Books,.1980. \($2.50)
Both, general And spedific discussiJns of the problems in rais-
in/9 a black child'in America. Deals with.the emotional and
psychological developpent of the black child from infancy
through adolescence, along with childcare advice. Contains
a good bibliography.
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Delliquadri, L., and Breckenridge, K. Mother Care. New.York: %
Simon and Schuster," 1980. ($2.25)

. A book that steaks to the mother's emotional end physical
needs through the transition of new motherhood.

Dodson, F. Fow to Discipline with Love. Nev. York: Signet, 1977.
($2.50)

A parenting guide of flexible strategies for teaching children
desirable behrior. Mott appropriate for ages 2 to 10.

Dodson, F. How to Parent. New York: Signet, 1970. (.50)
Based on a childrearing philosophy that combines love and
'discipline; good for aged from 1 to 5. Discusses choosing
toys, creating an enriching environment, dealing with hostil-
,ity. Although middle cl \ss in orieLtation,"it is a classic.

*Dreiktirs, R. The Challenge of Parenthood. N2W York: Hathhorne,
1958. ($4.95)

A practical approach to parenting based on sensitivity.and
understanding.

Dreikurs, R'and Cassel, P. Discipline Without Tears. New York:
Hawthorne, 1972. ($3.95)
A sensitive and practical approach to disciplining children,
with a "Discipline Without Tears" workbook included.

Faber, A., and'Mazlishr E. flow to Talk So Kids Will Listen and How
to Listen So Kids Will Talk. New York: Rawson wade Publishers,
'1980. ($11.95) ,,f)

Techniques for the'development of communication and listening
skills between parents and children.

Ns.
Faber, N., and Mazlish4 E. Liberated Parents: L iberated Children.

New York: Avon Books, 1974; v($2.50)
Influenced by Haim Ginott, the authors desyribe how their
skills have changed the way they treat their children and
themselves without'giving specific instructions so thatpar-
entrcan improvise.

einbloom, I.: and the Boston Childrerqs Medical enter. Child
Health Encyclopedia. New York: Dell 'Publishing, 1975. ($7.95)
An excellent "reference bock for parents and professionals. Com
pteHensive Liformdcion on health maintenance.

Friedland, R., and Kort,-C. The Mothers' Book: Shared Experiences.
Boston:- Houghton Mifflin, '1981. ($8.95) 1

Candid personal accounts by mothers on the emotional aspects
of motherhood.

i

.Rf

Galper, M. Co- Parenting: A Source Bock for the Separated or Di-
vorced Family. Philadelphia: Running Press, 1978. ($4.95)
A self-help book for parents whose marriage has ended but
cRildlearang responsibilities continue.

4,
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Games Babies Play and More Games Babies Play. New York: A & W
Visual Library, 1981. ($4.95)

Describes games that stimulate and soothe the infant, games
that help promote the development of the senses and verbal
understanding, and games in which an older sibling can
participate.

.Gardner, R.A. The Parent ok About Divorce. New York: Bantam
1977. ($2.95)

A practical guide to the problems that arise for parents get-
ting a divorce; helps both parents maintain loving relation-

.

ships with their child. .

Gardner, R.A. Understanding Children. New York: Jason Aronson,
1973. * ($10.00)

Valuable variations and innovations on childtearing theory and
practice.

Ginott, H.G. Between Parent and Child. New York: Avon, 1965.
($2.50)

Emphasizes the importance of communication between parent and
child with a description of empathic approaches to parent-child
problem solving. Middle class in orientation and a little
dated, but a classic in the field. .

Ginott, H.G. Between Parent and Teenager. New York: Avon, 1969.
($2.2)
Believes that letting go is the key to peaceful and meaningful
coexistence between parent and teenager. With an emphasis on
communication, the book describes many of the experiences be-
tween parent and teenager.

Greenberg, S. 'Right from the Start: A Guide to Nonsexist Child-
rearing. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1979. ($4.95)
Practical advice on how to raise children of both sexes free
of the sexual stereotypes that limit development.

Grollman, E. Explaining Divorce to Children. New York: Beacon
Press, 1969. ($4.95)

Valuable information and guidance;for teachers, counselors,
and other professionals who work with children from broken
homes.

Heffner, E. Pothering. Garden City,. N.Y.: Doubleday, 1978.
($4.95)

With a constant emphasis on the mother Js a person, a common
sense, and insightful discussion of motherhood.

Hendricks, G., and Brooks, T.B. The Centering Book: Awareness
Activities for Children. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: .Prentice
Hall. 1977. ($3.95;

Aecollec ion of activities for child n and adults to partici-
pate in ogether. The activities ar* aimed'atsincreasing
awareness and intimacy.

e
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Hendricks, G., and Brooks, T.B. The Second Centering Book: More
Awareness Activities fibr Children, Parents. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1977. ($4.95)
A further collection of awareness- and intimacy-promoting ac-
tivities for children and adults to participate in together. 0

Jenkins, J.K., and MacDonald, P. Growing Up Equal. E lewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1979. ($7.95)

Stimulating games and activities that encourage cre tfvity
and independence in the preschooler while also examining non-

.sexist role modeling and living skills.

Kaplan, L.J. Oneness and Separateness: From Infant.to Individual.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1978. ($4.95)
An exploration of the inner emotions and experiences of the
child, this book also shoWs how the parent can most effec-
tively respond to the changes in the child's life.

Kleman, G.W., and Rosenfeld, A. Responsible Parenthood. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980. ($14.95)

A comprehensive, clearly written guide to the child's psycho-
logical development from infancy through the preschool"years.

Knox, L. Parents Are People Too. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1981. ($5.95) ,

Easy to read, insightful appfoach to parenting and"discip.,.in-
ing children.

Kraft, A. Are You Listening to Your Child? How to Bridge the Com-
munication Gap Through Creative Play Sessions. New York:
Walker and Company, 1973. ($7.95)

The application of Virginia Axline's playroom techniques in
teaching parent-child'communication skills. Appropriate for
children from 2 through 8 years old.

Leach, P. Your Baby and Child From Birth tr.; cAge Five. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1981. ($9.95)

Provides'detailed advice and information for each stage of de-
velopment in the first 5 years. Readable and comprehensive.

McBride, A.B. The ,rowth and Development of Mothers. NeW York:
Harper'& Row, 1973. ($1.50)

'

Discusses the developmental needs of a mother and offers ad-
vice on coping with depression, unmaternN1 f.elings, and help-
ing to define new patterns'of fahily life. Thoughtful and
practical.

McCall, R.B. Infants: TIle New Knowledge About the Years from girth
to.Three. New YofkT Random House, 1979. ($3.95)

Radically new information from recent studies on infant devel-
opment. Very readable, does not tell the parent what to do
but rather describes what is going on in the child's mind and
body at different stages of develoliment. Simple and direct.
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McLaughlin, C.J. Black Parent's Handbook: New York: Harcourt
Brace & Jovancvich, 1976/71$10.00; $3.95 paperback)
A guide for black parents that includes issues common to all
parenting plus sections on medical problems and genetic dis-
eases common to blacks, black folk medicine practices, and
political and economic influences that affect childrearing.
It is designed to guide black parents to help their children
develop self-esteem and reach their full potential without
self-hate in a world that often disparages them. Written in
a simple, readable style.

Miller, M. Family Communication: Keeping Connected in Changing
Times.' -,New York: Paulist Press, 1980. ($7.95)

Family Communication is. treated as an art and a skill, with
practical exerci6es, charts, and examples to help with the
development of listening and Communication ckills.

4

Miller, M. Help your Child For Life. Niles, Ill.: Argus Communi-
.

. cations, 1978. ($2.95)

Helps parents develop tools fo*helping their children expand
creativity, language, and self-esteem.

The Open Home. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976. ($5.95)

Information to help the parent with the many different roles
as provider, nurse, teacher, friend, and play partner. A
very practinl guide. ' .

Pantelll-R.H.: Fries, J.F.; and Vickery, D.M. Taking, Care of Your
Child: A Parent's Guiee to Medical Care. Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1977. ($7.95)

A winner of the American Medical Writers Association Award,
a comprehensive guide to child health care problems trom'birth
through adolescence. The aim is to develop parental skills
and self-confidence in dealing with every day crises. Part
II is a series of decision chapters on various childhood symp-

,,toms and complaints to help you decide.whether to use home
17 treatment or consult a physiciali. A background page on each

medical problem describes the appropriate home treatment.

Pogrebin, L.C., Growing Up Free: Raising Your Child in the 80's.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980. ($15.95)

Explains raising children in a world ,df challenge or change.
Guidelines for role-free, nonsexist larentingk

- ,

lOsenbaum, J., and Rosenbaum, C. Living with Teenagers. New York:
Stein and Day, 1980. ($10:95)

Two experienced therapists help parents and teenagers survive
the teenage years.

Schlehofer, J. Joy of Parenting. New York: Paulist Press, 1978.

($3.95)

Creative ideas for enjoying the parentilitg experience, with an
extensive author-annotated bibliography.
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Seligman, S.M. NowiThat I Am A Mother--What Do I Do For Me? Chi-
.

'
cago: Contemporary Books, 1980. ($5.95)
Helpful guide for mothers organizing their lives so that other
goals can also be accomplished.

Sills, B.., and Henry, J. The Mother to Mother Baby Care Book. New
'York: Avon, 1980. ($5.95)

A nationwide network of mother's, the real experts on childcare,
offer day -to -day practical information.

Stollack, G. Until We Are Six: 'Toward the Actualization of Our
Children'! -Human Potential. Huntington, N.Y.: Krieger Pub-
lishing, 1978. ($5.95)

An adaptation of Virginia Axline's playroom techniqUes to the
education of parent-child interactions. The first part de-
scribes the research and literature, and the second part de-,
scribes the practical applicatiOn of the method. Appropriate
for children from 2 through 8 years old.

Stollack, G. What Happened Today. pubuque: Kendal! Hunt, 1973.
($2.95)

Stories concerning parent-child encounters. The firdt section
of each story describes a typical encounter, and the second
section describes what would be a better way of handling each
situation as a parent. Appropriate for children from 2 through
8 years old.

Thomas, G. Parent Effectiveness Training: New York: Signet, 1970.
($5.95)

A method to bring parents and their children together; showing
parents how to help their children mature. Very good for com-
munication skills with children of all ages, but is especially
appropriate for adolescents.

TKOmas, G. P.E.T. in Action. New York: Bantam Books, 1976.
. ($x.50)

Basic P.E.T. techniques, plus new solutions for parents who
have used P.E.T.

Tronick, E., arl Adattmon, L. Babie6 as PeOple: New Findings on
Our SociakBeginnings. New York: Collier Books,1980. ($7.95)
Written from the perspective that infants are born responsible
and "eager to learn," expressing their uniqueness. Examples
and insights into the interdependency of the bAby/adult ,rela-
tionship are given.

R.S. Going it Axone. New York: Basic Booki, 1979. ($13.95)
Discusses the issues and problems of raising children as a sin-
gle parent with both empathy and objectivity:

Welch, D., and Hughes, W. Discipline: A Sheaf of New Ideas for Par-
ents and Teachers. New York: Hart Publishing, 1977. ($3.95)
Discipline skills based on empathy and understanding.
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'White, B.L. The First Thiee Years of Life. Englewood CliffJ N.J.:
Prentice Hal.1, Inc., 1975. -($4.95)

Dr. White diVides the first 3 years into seven developmental
stages, pioviding a comprehensive description of physical,
mental, and .emotional development. Also contains a detailed
discussion of childrearing practices and toys and equipment.

Wilson, A.N. The Developmental Psychology of the Black Child. New
York: Africana Research Publications (2580 Adam Clayton Powell,
Jr. Blvd., N.Y., N.Y. 10049), 1978.
The author examines areas of critical differences between black
and white,children, including prenatal influences, physical de-
velopment, parental attitudes, play, and language and communi-
cation. The influence of race and race+awareness and socio-
cultural factors are explored with discussions of the evidepce
on intelligence.

-- Prepared'by Louise Blackledge,

associated with the Women's Drug
. Research Project, The University
of Michigan.
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